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PREFACE 

This book is a Christian layman’s endeavour to understand 

a great Hindu poet-saint. My Christiari prepossessions will, 

I believe, be found to be evenly balanced, if not altogether 

neutralized, by that bias which belongs to my being a Tamil. 

In my interpretation of S.Tayumanavar I have striven, it is for the 

reader to say with what success, to maintain die historic sense 

and the literary judgment undimmed by either religious inclina¬ 

tions or racial sympathy, by keeping down prepossessions at 

the lowest level of the safest minimum. The production of this 

book has cost me over fifteen years’ study. A faultless work— 

well, who is faultless ? What is ? Faultlesshess is the frailty 

of the few : the many must make mistakes. One merit I may 

courageously claim for this work—it is the very first of its kind, 

the precursor of better ones. 

The Introduction was planned on a small scale, but it had 

stealthily grown under my hands into one hundred and eighty- 

nine pages. I do not regret the length, considering the variety 

of subjects that called for necessary discussion. The treatment 

of some of them has been accorded an amount of fulness needed 

for a just appreciation of the poet. And so, I wonder if the 

reader will really rejoice to have what, in all good faith, is 

intended for his help, boiled down to the barrenness of superficial 

brevity. For myself, should the opportunity for re-writing the 

Introduction be ever mine, I would rather add somewhat to it. 

Thus, the discussion of the subject of Part I of the 

Introduction might be supplemented with a notice of Professor 

S. Krishnasamy Aiyengar’s views as expressed in his two books.1 

He, perhaps induced by pro-Aryan predilections to belittle 

the antiquity of Tamil literature and to make the Tamil 

language dependant on Sanscrit, is for trailing old heresies across 

1 Some Con'Hbutions of South India to Indian Culture, Calcutta, 1023, 
Beginnings of South Indian History, Madras, 1918. 

b 
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the track of scientific research. Against the conclusions of the 

learned Aiyengar may be noted the recent illuminative inter¬ 

pretation of Dravidian Antiquity by Mr. S. Srinivasachari in The 

Young Men of India of December 1923. Dr. Slater’s Dravidian 

Element in Indian Culture, London, 1924, is a work of singular 

merit except for its lapse into the fanciful and the frivolous 

at p. 20 on Tamii women. The writer on the whole supports 

the position strongly opposed to Prof. K. S. Aiyengar. The 

passing references to the Tamils in Colonel T. C. Hodson’s 

Primitive Culture of India, London, 1922, are not Sufficient for 

ascertaining the learned author’s opinions on points of Tamilian 

antiquity and culture. The late Dr. Vincent A, Smith’s work1 

of rare insight and ripe scholarship is one untainted by Aryan 

antipathies. Some of its conclusions are among the settled 

verdicts of history. Dr. Smith notices a ‘ distinct Dravidian 

civilisation ’2 with its golden age of literature in the first three 

centuries of the Christian era,3 while ‘ the most ancient Tamil 

literature, dating from the early centuries of the Christian era or 

even earlier, was composed on Dravidian lines and independent 

of Sanscrit models.’4 He rightly deplores 5 that ‘ hitherto most 

historians of ancient India have written as if the South did not 

exist 

Let us now pass from the secular to the sacred, supple¬ 

menting a little what is said in Part VIII, which begins at 

p. cxfiv. With reference particularly to pp. cliii and cliv, I desire 

to add that Dewan Bahadur A. S. Appasamy Pillay’s most stimu¬ 

lating spiritual autobiography 6 had not come to my knowledge 

till March, 1925, when a copy was very kindly presented to 

me by his distinguished son, Judge Paul Appasamy Pillai. The 

honor I accord to Sadhu Sunder Singh as ‘ the first Indian 

Christian ’ with an experience of visions has to be shared 

1 Oxford History of India, Oxford, 1919. 

2 Ibid., p. 14. 

3 Ibid., p. 14. 

4 Ibid., p. 13. 

5 Ibid., p. IS. 

• Fifty Years' Pilgrimage of a Convert, London ?md Madras, 1924. 
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by the devout Dewan Bahadur A. S. Appasamy Pillai.1 A work 

by another distinguished member of the Appasamy family is 

in preparation—Christianity as Bhakti Marga, by Dr. A. J. 

Appasamy, m.a., B.D., D.rhil. The Right Rev. Bishop H. 

Pakenham Walsh, P.D., Principal of Bishop’s College, Calcutta, 

has given us (with the courteous approval of Dr. Appasamy 

himself) a summary, in The Guardian (Calcutta) of September 4 

and 11, 1924, of some of the main thoughts of the forthcoming 

book, which is a study of johannine mysticism with special 

reference to Indian thought. The Bishop’s articles are a very 

readable forecast of Dr.^ppasamy’s bhakti sfudy to which all 

lovers of mysticism look forward with eagerness. There is one 

point in the Bishop’s presenting of Dr. Appasamy’s study of 

bhakti about which I venture to make a cautionary comment. 

Our Lord’s ‘ Come unto Me and I will give you rest ’ is paralleled2 

with Sri Krishna’s ‘ Come unto Me and I will deliver thee from 

all sins.’ Now, a non-Christian reader is likely to forget3 the 

transmigrational setting of the Gita sayings when be finds their 

verbal parallels in the Gospels. Again, the dvdiravai? of 

Mt. xi. 28, 29, 30 does not shut out the sense, provable from 

classical Greek and the papyri, of a temporary refreshing and 

resting to fit one for further labour and service.4 

To what I have said at p. clxii on the Song of Songs I 

would add, by way of reference for study, the late Rev. Jesse 

Brett’s Via Mystica (London, 1925). 

One more item by way of addendum. With particular 

reference to the fifth foot-note at p clxxii, and supplementing 

the Bernard passage at pp. 189 and 190 in the Notes, may be 

given this passage from S. Bernard’s De Diligendo Deot c. 10 

As iron made hot and glowing, becometh very like fire itself, and 

seemeth to put off its own position and proper form ; and as the air 

suffused with the light of the same is transferred into light with all its 

brilliancy, and seemeth to be not so much illuminated as illumination 

1 Pilgrimage, pp. 106-26. 

* Guardian, September 4, 1924, p. 128. 

3 See my Foregleams of God, p. 223. 

4 See Moulton and Milligan. Vocabulary of the Greek New Testament, 

p. 36. 
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itself ; so is it that with saintl^ souls every human affection in a certain 

ineffable manner melteth away and is transfused entirely into the will 

of God.1 

About the plan of this book itself, it may be thought by 

some that the printing of the Tamil text of the psalms side by 

side with the English is likely to be useful. I have advisedly not 

chosen to do so, for the purpose of encouraging or stimulating 

those who know enough Tamil to read the psalms to read them 

in the N.M.2 or other good Tamil edition in the context of 

those not translated here. The Tamil first lines are given to 

help those who wish to read the original.3 All translations in the 

Introduction, and in the Notes, of Tayumanavar’s psalms inci¬ 

dentally quoted and of-passages from the writings of other Tamil 

authors are mine, except where it is otherwise indicated. 

The total number of psalms translated is 366, out of the 

1452 given in most editions of the Tamil. Various renderings 

of a few psalms are given. The numbering is explained at p. 4. 

I have said a little in the Introduction4 about the con¬ 

struction of my renderings. To that little may be added the 

assertion that every line of the translation scans. In the use 

of words I have not availed myself much of the devices of 

poetic license, and have studiously avoided the frequency (if 

not indeed the occurrence at all) of the * do, didst, did, dost ’ 

expedients with which some people seek to signalize tjieir 

versifyings. Wherever I could say ‘ he came ’ I have eschewed 

* he did come ’, and so ‘ he did do 5 and the like. This may be 

a defect, and seem *unpoetic’—well, I plead guilty. The coining 

of words is more than poetic license ; it is quite a great thing. 

On a small scale I have striven after such greatness by, perhaps, 

the use of ‘bodiment’, ‘ undifferent ’, 1 unrooted’, ‘non-different 

* non-dual ’, etc. The words non-dual, undifferent, non- 

different had to be employed to make the Siddhanta implica¬ 

tions of the Tamil equivalents clear to the reader. It would be 

1 Grimley’s translation in his Selections from Saint Bernard, pp. 219 and 

220. 
2 See Introduction, p. clxxx. 

3 Index ii. 

4 p. clxxxvii. 
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sheer nonsense to write for the above three ‘ one \ ‘ same ’, 

‘ alike ’. Concerning words suggestive of Christian thought— 

e.g., paradise, save, salvation, alleluia, manna, grace, and the 

like—the reader is referred to p. clxxxviii of the Introduction 

for one explanation and, if need be, excuse. The context, 

setting, and contents of each equivalent in the original are 

sufficient safeguards against a confusion of ideas (where there is 

any) by the use of terms.1 

An apology is due to the reader for the paging of the book. 

The Text and the Notes, etc., having been printed first in order, 

monopolised the Arabic numerals. The Introduction, written 

next in order, and having to be placed naturally before the Text, 

used up the Roman numerals. The title-page, preface, etc., 

written later than, but entitled to precedence over, the Introduc¬ 

tion, had to be decorated with the somewhat odd marks they are 

now content to bear. The reader will sympathize with the 

inured pages and share their dignified contentment. 

From apologies to whom apology is due let me turn with 

pleasure to mete out gratitude to whom gratitude is indeed due. 

To Mr. Kenneth, the Superintendent of the Diocesan Press. 

Madras, most affable of Superintendents, and to his intelligent- 

staff I am very much obliged, for their care and despatch in 

seeing this work through the press. They had a very difficult 

task in not only deciphering my handwriting (I am of course 

not at all convinced that my handwriting is so bad as some people 

say it is) but in following, with remarkable alertness, intelligence 

and patience, the vicissitudes of my corrections, alterations, 

re-correctings, re-alterings, revisions, re-revisings, through a 

whole course of diverse changes and re-changings till the fatal 

‘strike’ order settled author, proof-reader and printer into a 

much-desired calm and quiet. Not, perhaps, the author—for 

I feel I can effect fresh changes here and there, but it is too 

late now, and may be in time for the next edition ! 

In a way, the writing of a book is not very hard work : 

the harder and more arduous labour is the preparation of the 

1 See Introduction, p. cxix. 
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indexes. The toil of the task has been greatly lightened for me 

by Mr. j. A. R. Navaratnam of Bishop’s College, Calcutta; 

Mr. T. R. P. Dawson of the Treasury, Penang; and Mr. T. A. 

Turaiappa Pillai, Principal of the Mahajana English School, 

Tellipalai. I thank them cordially. 

The crowning of every piece of work, however small and of 

what little consequence, is not so much in its being acclaimed 

a success, as in its being accounted a contribution, of whatever 

degree, to the Glory of God. It ha.s pleased Almighty God to 

enable me to complete this undertaking of many hard years. 

I render Him all praise, and I humbly pray that this book 

may in some measure exalt His Holy Name, irdvra its Soljav 

Seov 7rotclre. 

T. ISAAC TAMBYAH. 

‘ Penang House Jaffna, 

September, 1925. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Part I.—TAMIL 

§ 1. Mr. J. W. McCrindle in his translation, published ih 

1878, of the Periplus Maris Erythraei,l observes, with reference 

to the anonymous Greek author’s mention2 of Limurik£, that, in 

the Indian segment of early Roman maps, the portion of India 

to which the name Limurike is applied is called Damirike, and, 

identifying the name with the Tamil country, he follows Bishop 

Caldwell 3 in considering it the earliest appearance of the name 

Tamil in any foreign document.4 It is the name of a land, the 

name of a language, the name of a people. The land is Tamil- 

agam or the Tamil realm, the language is Tamil, and the people 

ar£ the Tamils. The word 4 Dravidian from an ethnic name 

Dravida or Dramida, in Pali Damila, apparently identical in 

origin with the adjective Tamil, although strictly applicable to a 

single race, the Tamils, is often used to denote all the races 

of whom the Tamils are one.5 Megasthenes, the Greek historian 

1 McCrindle dates the Periplus between a.d. 80 and 89. For a discussion 

of the date of the Periplus see J. Kennedy’s notes in J.R.A.S., October, 1916, 

pp. 829-37 ; W. H. Schoff’s notes in J.R.A.S., October, 1917, pp. 827-30 ; 

J. Kennedy’s notes in J.R.A.S., January, 1.918, pp. 106-14. 

2 Periplus, ch. li. 3 Dravidian Grammar, Introd., p, 14. 

4 McCrindle, Periplus, pp. 126, 127. 

5 L. D. Barnett, in Camb. Hist, of India, i. 593. In Sen Tamil xii. 30-50, 

90-103 a thesis on Tamil-Agam in Tamil Literature by Mr. S. S. Parathiar, 

M.A., b.l, (Madras) is given a Tamil translation. The learned author holds, 

on his view of the evidence afforded by Tamil writings, that the Tamils did 

notenter India from outside. Mr. Duraisamy, on the other hand, gives 

reasons {Tamil Literature, p. 5) for a conftary opinion, the one more 

acceptable. On Tamil-Agam see, for modern Tamil views, Duraisamy’s 

Tamil Lit., c. i. § 2, and articles in Sen Tamil Chelvie (a monthly magazine 

distinct from the older Sen Tamil) i. p.-42. 74. As to the evolution 

of the woio 016& Tamil out of @11*81-6 Dravidam it must be confessed 

that, although 11 have given above Dr. Barnett’s endorsement of that 

evolution, I am in favour of the* contention that is not so evolved, it 

is an indigenous Tamil word of pure Tamil origin. The late Rai Bahadur 
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of about 300 B.c., refers in his account of India to Tamil-agam 

and about half a century later the Emperor Asoka in one of his 

rock inscriptions, mentions, the Tamils among those who had 

accepted Buddhism. The overlords of the Tamil-agam were 

the Tamils in the strict sense of the word.1 The kingdoms of 

Tamil-agam, to merit any notice as early as the fourth century 

before Christ, must have been of some importance. Katyayana, 

the commentator of the grammarian Panini, in the fourth 

century before Christ names the Tamil kingdoms with their 

capitals at Mudur and Uriyur.® It is reasonable to suppose that 

the notices in pie-Christian antiquity of Tamil-agam are not of 

kingdoms of savages but of men meriting external mention. 

The Tamils figure in history as invaders of Ceylon3 after the time 

of Megasthenes's visit to India, and there is no warrant for the 

opinion entertained by some4 that Tamil invasions of Ceylon 

were not organised military enterprises. Ceylon history shows 

the Tamils as conquerors and colonists. It is striking' that the 

Kingsbury Tamothiram Pillai strongly protested against the Sanscrit source of 

the word A very convincing and scholarly presenting of the case for the 

Tamil origin of the name is to be found in learned articles on the subject 

in Sen Tamil Chelvie, i. pp, 19, 47, 98, 116, 147. The calm, judicious, 

balanced reasoning of the Writer is supported by quotations from TamiT 

classics. See Arya Mitran, April 1923, p. 13, and Duraisamy’ls Tamil Lit., 

pp. i. 16, 

*.Barnett in C. H. Tnd.t i. 596-7. 

2 R. W, Frazer, in E.R.E. 5, p. 21. Ur (jesrj)Ts the Tamil word for 

town In an able note on *»#, in his article Bharata Land 'm Tamilian Anti¬ 

quary, 19, Pandit Savariroyan sees an analogy between the Tamil Ur and the 

Cfialdaean Ur. He quotes Madam Ragazin (Vedic India, 305), in further 

support of Tamil and Chaldaean associations, as to the finding of South Indian 

teak among the ruins of Ur of the Chaldees, a city founded over three thousand 

year before Christ. See Rawlinson, India and the Western World, 3. 

3 The dates of the three Tamil invasions of Ceylon are 257 b.c., 207 b,c., 

103 b.c., In 50 b.c. a Tamil became the favourite of Queen Anula of Ceylon 

and was raised to the throne. See Tumour’s Mahavansa, pp. 127, 128 

203, 209. 

4 E.G. by Osmond De Beauvoir Priaulx, in J.R.A.S. (O.S.) xviii, 359. 

5 A very convincing and scholarly study of the Tamil word ui by the 

late Mr. V. J.Tamby Pillai in the Tamilian Antiquary, No. 1, p. 27 (The 

Solar and the Lunar Races of India) establishes, on linguistic grounds, that 

Arya is one of the ten Tamil words derived from th'i Tamil root 

‘ noble ’, 4 rare ‘ precious and it is not of Sanscrit origin. Seethe same 

learned writer’s Origin of the Word Arya. in T.A., No. 2, p. 21, 
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Tamil Kings of Jaffna had the title ,A#*ya-Chakravartis. The last 

King of Ceylon, Sri Wickrema Rajah Singhe, was a Tairil. 

§ 2. In enterprises of peace the Tamils are not less 

conspicuous than in war- In an embassy to the Court of the 

Caesars in Rome about 27 B.c. or 20 B.c. it is ppssible that the 

interests of a Pandyan King were represented* bit this has been 

doubted, the statement of Strabo notwithstanding.1 The second 

embassy to Rome from Asiatics was in the reign of Claudius 

Caesar, between a.d. 40 and a.d. 54. It was from Ceylon. It 

was a Tamil embassy. The ambassador-in-chief was a Tamil 

of Jaffna, in Ceylon, as his name, Rasaiah. indicates.2 Sir 

Emerson Tennent thinks3 that Rasaiah was the representative 

to Rome of the Rajah of Jaffna. The Roman galley of a freed* 

man of one Annius Plocamus had been driven by a gale in the 

Red Sea into Hippuros4 a port of Ceylon. During his sojourn in 

Hippuros for some months prior to his departure for Rome, the 

master of the ship communicated information of Rome to the King, 

and Rasaiah,5 having acquired sufficient information of Rome, and 

a working knowledge of the language of Rome, went to Rome. 

The commerce of .Tamil-agam with the outside world is 

thus described by a modern Indian scholar: 

Babylonia, Assyria and Egypt traded with India. The land flourished ; 

the people of the South grew richer and thrived better than their brethren in 

the North. They enjoyed the blessings of continued peace and held a very 
influential position among the then civilized nations on account of their mari* 
time pursuits and commercial enterprise.0 

1 See Osmond De Beauvoir Priaulx’s, Indian Embassy to Augustus in 

J.R.A.S. (O.S.), xvii. 317. The principal classical references to the embassy 

are noted by the writer. 

2 For an account of this embassy, and for the references to Pliny, 

N. Hist. vi. 24 and other classical sources of information, see the article of 

M. Osmond De Beauvoir Priaulx in J.R.A.S. (O.S.), xviii. 345. It is doubtful 

if the r arned author is right in supposing that till 543 b.c., his date for the 

conquest of Ceylon by Wijayo, the inhabitants of.Ceylon were ‘ a barbarous 

and unimprovable race ... as their descendants, the Veddhas, still are * 

{Ibid., 350). What he says does not apply to the inhabitants of Tamil-agam, 

3 Tennent’s Ceylon, ii. 539. 

4 Hippuros, whether Kudiramalai, Horse-Mount, or not, is believed to 

be a port of North Ceylon. 

s I have rendered ‘ Rachias ’ of the embassy by 4 Rasaiah \ 

0 Pandit Savariroyan in Tamilian Antiquary, No. 1, p. 18. See Rawlln- 

son’s Intercourse between India and the Western World, p. 7, and Kennedy’s 

Early Commerce of India with Babylon in J.R.A.S., 1898, p. 241 
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If has been suggested that Tamil trade extended even to the 

kingdom of Solomon, the merchant sailors being Tamils. The 

suggestion is based upon finding in the words of the Hebrew 

Bible1 for * ivory, apes, peacocks,’ three Tamil words.9 A great 

deal of conjecture has gathered round the words ' Tarnish ’ and 

k Ophir * of the Bible.3 It is the judgment of modern Biblical 

scholarship that the expression £ ships of Tarshish 1 does not 

mean ships going to, coming from, made at, or harboured in, 

any place called Tarshish but * a large class of vessels similar to 

those which went to Tarshish ’ 1 ‘ a certain class of specially 

strong and large ships destined for longer voyages.’ ° If so, 

1 Kings ix. 22 does not mean an expedition to Tarshish or that 

♦ ivory, apes and peacocks ’ came from Tarshish. The nautical 

expression 4 ships of Tarshish’ had been misunderstood very 

early.6 It is not necessary therefore to identify Tarshish with 

Galle in Ceylon.7 As we are not told where ‘ ivory, apes and 

’ 1 Kings x. 22; 2 Chron. ix. 21. The LXX translators, reading, dif¬ 

ferently or finding the words unusual have ‘ wrought stones, hewn stones ’ 

\i$(ov topevTMv real nTeXetcrjTCiiv. 

2 The Tamil words are g>utbt siS, Q^asas. The nebrew words are Shen- 

habim, Kopim, Tukkeeyyim. In H.D.B. there is (iv. 733) a very brief 

reference to the similarity of the Tamil to the Hebrew word for peacock 

A writer in H.D.B., ii. 469 refers to the Hebrew names for ‘ivory, apfes, 

peacocks * as acquired from India as the result of trade with that country. 

The Tamil i§)u<r> is equivalent *to the Sanscrit Ibhci. See Dr. Leathe’s remarks 

on 1 Kings x. 22 in J.R.A.S. (N.S.) xviii. 541 where he gives Sanscrit 

equivalents, and Mr. Senathi Rajah’s observations in J.R.A.S. (N.S.) xix. 595 

where he lays stress, rightly, on the pre-Sanscrit elements of Tamil. 

3 1 Kings ix. 26 ; x. 22 ; 2 Chron. ix. 21; xx. 26 ; 1 Kings xxii. 48. See 

Rawlinson, India and the Western World, pp. 11-14. 

* W. H. Bennett in H.D.B.; iv, 804, note. 

5 W. Max Muller, in H.D.B., iv. 684. 

e E.g. by the writers of 2 Chron. ix. 21 ; xx. 26. 

7 Tennent, Ceylon, ii. 102 ; i. 554. My friend Mudaliyar C. Rasanayagam 

of Colombo would locate the source of Solomon’s ‘ ivory, apes and peacocks ’ 

and gold in Matota, Kadiramalai and Kayts in ‘ the kingdom of Jaffna * in North 

Ceylon. See his learned paper read before the Ceylon Branch of the Royal 

Asiatic Society on October 23, 1922. summarized in the Ceylon Daily News of 

October 24, 1922. In the same paper Ophir is ‘ the land of the Oriyar ’ in 

Matota in Ceylon. The LXX translators of the Old Testament render Ophir by 

%(t)(f>Tjpa and it has been since thought that Supera in the Bombay Presidency 

is intended. Pandit Savariroyan (T. Antiq., No. 1, p. 21) h..s much in favour 

of his Uvari (near Tuticorin in South India) once a seaport near Korkai, the 
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peacocks’ came from it is unwarranted by the text of the 

Hebrew records to make them out to be products of Tarshish or 

Ophir, nor shquld it be forgotten that the records do not say 

that ‘all the foreign products imported into Palestine came from 

the same place. One fact is indubitable that Solomon's * ivory, 
apes and peacocks 5 came from a Tamil country, to judge from 

the Tamil names preserved in the Hebrew.1 We may safely 

assert that ‘ long before the beginning of the Christian era the 

Dravidian South had developed a considerable culture of its own, 

and its inhabitants had consolidated themselves into powerful 

kingdoms, some of which carried on a thriving trade with 

Western Asia, Egypt, and later with the Greek and Roman 

empires.*2 

§ 3. If to the Tamils there is conceded an early possession 

of kingdoms, military prowess, and coipmerci^l enterprise there 

is furnished enough material wherewith to repel any suspicion of 

a suggestion that anterior to the Christian era they were savages. 

From the fact that a good many of the extant works in Tamil 

are, in the present state of literary evidence and research, fixed 

by European scholars as belonging to about the eighth or the 

ninth century of the Christian era, it has been inferred tha>i 

prior to that period of literary activity the state of Tamil 

capital of the Pandyan (Tamil-agam) kings till the ninth century b.c. He 

refers to Pope’s Naladiar,• p. 295 for the statement that gold was found in Soutlfi 

India in abundance from pre-historic times and to a tradition in the modern 

Uvari that traces of goldmines are to be seen there to this day. The LXX 

£co(f)7)pa (Sophera) is the name says Mr. Rawlinson {Ind. and the W. W. 11) 

by which South India is known in th§ Coptic language. I 
• '■* - * - • 

1 Just as the Greek words TreirepL, opv£a, ty'yyiftepi'i, kapireop 

preserve the Tamil iShjuefi, &&8Gsiiri respectively, meaning pepper, 

rice, ginger, cinnamon, and attest early Greek commerce with Tamil lands. 

The word nreirepL is found in Plutarch, and opv^a in a Greek writer of about 

322 B.C. In Herodotus (iii. Ill) we read in an account of the mode in which 

th# Arabs collect cinnamon, that birds were said to pick up ravra ta 

Kapcpea ra dno (boivoccov /uaSovres Ktvvp.ap,cQfiov tcaXeo/xev, 

1 the rolls of bark which we, from the Phoenicians call cinnamon ’. The 

word fcappo? is thus earlier than Kivvapboapov. The Hebrew Bible has in 

Exod. xxx; 23 K‘n it wo which the LXX translators render /avvapccopov. 1 

* Dr. Barnett in L.H. Ind. i. 594. Pandit Savariroyan {Tamil Antiquary, 

No. 1, p. 23) ftnds in the Rig-Veda references to Dravidian sea-fanng 

enterprise. See Young Men of India, November 1923, p.523. 
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culture was not high. Such a low estimate of Tamil civilization 

assumes, in the case of Tamil literature, a degree of suddenness 

quite inconsistent with any possibility of progress or evolu¬ 

tion.1 The literary output of the sixth, seventh or eighth 

century after Christ surely presupposes literary beginnings, 

development and progress, and earlier effort, endeavour, travail, 

and production. There is positive and indubitable evidence that 

about 250 B.C., the Tamils were a literate people. xAsoka’s 

Edicts were proclaimed in Tamil-agam : it would have been 

meaningless to publish in a land whdt the people could not 

read. In the Lalita Vistara, a legendary Sanscrit biography of 

Gautama Buddha, translated into Chinese in the first century of 

the Christian era, the Buddha is represented as having studied, 

in his infancy, among other languages, Dravida or Tamili 

There is evidence for the high antiquity of the Tamil alphabet, 

and its priority to, and independence of, Sanscrit.1 As in 

their caste system, so in their prosody the Tamils are indepen¬ 

dent of Aryan influence.1 Even if we place the Tnlkappiam, 

the oldest Tamil grammar extant, in the opening years of the 

Christian era we are compelled to presuppose the existence of a 

developed language and literature long, long prior to the framing 

of the first grammar.5 In the Tolkappiam, the Tamil language 

1 ‘ These few centuries would seem to be a remarkable period in the 

history of the Tamil country, giving birth to all its literary treasures at once ! 

And we would have this curious fact that the Tamil people, though possessing 

settled form of government and arts, etc., had not produced a single word 

worth mentioning for over a thousand years ! Such literary barrenness 

cannot be thought of in the history of any nation.’ (Mr. J. M. Nallaswamy 

Pillai, in Tamilian Antiquary, 1910, p. 7.) See Smith Oxford History of India, 

pp. 13-15, and 144. 
2 See Senathi Rajah’s Pre-Sanscrit Element in Tamil in J. A\ A. 5. 

(N.S.), xix. 567. 
3 See Burnell, .S’. Ind. Paleography, 130-32, and J. M. Nallaswamy Pillai \s 

remarks at p. 21 of Tamilian Antiquary, 1910. Reasoning from the Tolkappiam 

and the Ten Idylls the latter concludes, ‘ We may fairly lay claim to possess¬ 

ing one of the oldest scripts in the world.’ 
4 4 Of all the races of India the only people who had a poetical literature 

independent of .Sanscrit, which has survived to this day are the Tamils . . . 

Tamil alone has preserved her ancient metres . . . The ancient Tamil 

versification is purely Dravidian.’ Senathi Rajah, Glimpses of Ancient 

Dravidians, T. Antiq., ii. p. 7. Same writer in JJ\?.A.S. (N.S.), xix. 568. 

5 See Somasundaram Pillai’s line of reasoning in the P oceedings of the 

Third Saiva Conference, 1912, p. 11. On Tolkappiam see Swamikannu Pillai’s 

Indian Ephemeries, Part i, pp. 457-470. 
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is divided into a poetical form, a dramatical and a colloquial. 

Literature, especially poetic, precedes the formulation of gram¬ 

matical rules :1 long anterior to the Tolkappiam there must 

have existed works purely poetic, and dramatic, and those more 

popular and colloquial. It has been observed, with reference 

particularly to Tamil, that ancient Dravidian literature |‘ en¬ 

shrines somewhat of the early history of the social organizations 

and religious conceptions of the pre-Aryan period \2 A Brahmin 

scholar, Professor K. V. Rengaswamy Aiyengar, comparing Aryan 

and Dravidian civilizations,3 says that long before the beginnings 

of authentic history in India the Dravidians had a high civiliza¬ 

tion and were possessors of a refined and polished literature by 

the first century of the Christian era. Considerable literary 

activity must have preceded the first Christian century in Tamil- 

agam. It is conceded by those who would assign the bulk of 

Tamil literature to the sixth Christian century or to the ninth 

or the thirteenth that the oldest extant Tamil classical romances, 

the Manitnekhalai and the Silappadikdram, belong to the second 

century after Christ.4 Then, we are asked to believe, followed 

five, six, or seven centuries of literary indolence ! 

To suppose that a people who haa commercial and sometimes political 

relations with Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans, Chinese and Arabs from very 

early times and who were in contact for centuries with one of the most 

refined of languages, the Sanscrit, and who had well organized kingdoms of 

their own, as historically attested from at least the sixth century b.c., to 

suppose, I repeat, that such people had no literature of their own till the ninth 

century a. d., seems to me, to say the least, to be running counter to all 

probability ! It is difficult to believe that the kingdom of Pandiya, sung by 

poet and bard as the cradle of Sentamil, had continued to exist from before 

the sixth century b.c. and had produced no literature during its palmy days, 

1 See Senathi Rajah’s Pre-Sanscrit Element in Tamil in J.R.A.S. (N.S.), 

xix. 559, 569. It is remarkable about the Tolkappiam that it de ’otes itself 

exclusively to the structure of those metres peculiar to ancient Tamil poetry, 

and there is not even a passing mention of the later metres adopted into 

Tamil such as Kattalaikalitturai and Viruttam (see Bavanandham Pillai’s 

Preface, p. vi to his edition of Yapparungalam). 

. 2 R.W. Frazer in E.R.E., v. 21. 3 History of India, passim. 

* Frazer, E. R. E. v. 23. See Coomaraswamy’s papers in the Ceylon 

J. R. A. S., 1893, xiii. No. 44, and 1894, xiii. No. 45. Dr. Pope’s English 

translation of Jhanimekhalai 1 a great epic and one of the five great classics of 

Tamil * * has no introduction dealing with the date of the work. 
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but only in its old age and decrepitude in the ninth century a.d., when there 

was nothing capable of giving it such an impulse.1 

It seems to me that something more than mere prepossession 

in favour of late dates is heeded to invalidate the clear reasoning 

of Mr. S. Krishnaswamy Aiyengar* leading, on evidence lite¬ 

rary and historical, to the conclusion that the second century of 

the Christian era was the ^period of the greatest literary activity 

in Tamil-agam. Confirmation comes from the tradition—all 

allowance being made, for the exaggeration incidental to tradition 

—of the Madura Sangam. 3 If, further, the greatest of Tamil 

ethical treatises, the Rural, belongs, as is allowed, to the second 

Christian century, then it is more conceivable that the age which 

produced the Rural was truly the Tamil Augustan age than the 

ninth century. 

| 4. A consideration which, since Bishop Caldwell and 

other early European scholars, has predisposed inquirers into 

the history of the Tamils in favour of late dates for the besi 

period of Tamil literature is the belief in the very low ethnolo¬ 

gical affinities of the Tamils. Again, a matter of convenience 

became a factor of mischief: the application of the name 

Dravida, which is peculiar to the ^Tamils, to allied peoples in 

inferior grades of culture. The responsibility is Bishop 

Caldwell’s.4 The wrong done to those, to whom alone the name 
r 

Dravidian belongs, is aggravated by employing a philological 

convention as an ethnological distinction. The Caldwell 

terminology is unscientific and unsatisfactory.5 The basic 

blunder of Bishop Caldwell’s thesis as to the Tamils was the 

1 Senathi Rajah (Pre-Sanscrit Element in Tamil), J.R.A.S. (N.S.), xix. 

565. See Prof. Sundaram Pillai’s Mile Stones of Tamil Literature, p. 14 fora 

severe but very scholarly criticism of Dr. Barnett’s views. 

z The Augustan Age of Tamil Literature. Such masterpieces of literary 

refinement as the Kural and the Silappadigar am are the products of the 

second century. Dr. R. Rost (Encyclopedia Britannic a, xxvi. 39Q) follows 

Dr. Burnell in placing the Kural in the eighth century after Christ. 

3 On the Sangam see Purnalingam Pillai, Tamil Literature, pp. 8-10, 

and the very able discussion of probabilities by Mr. V. J. Tamby Pillai in his 

An Old Tradition Preserved in Tam Antiq., ii. No. 1, p. 1, and the editorial 

contribution, A Note on the Sangam Periods at p. 13 of the same. See also 

discussions in Sen Tamil, xv. 1, xvii. 185, and xvii. 457. 

4 Dravidian Grammar, 4. 

9 See W. Croqke’s comments in E. R. E., v. p, 1, 
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assumption of the Turanian origin of the Dravidians. Let us put 

side by side two descriptions, one of the Dravidian tongues, the 

other of the Turanian people : 

Grammatical gender has been more 

fully and systematically developed 

in the Dravidian tongues than in per¬ 

haps any other language in the world. 

. . . There is no such thing as gender 

in the Scythian language . . . There 

is a refinement of expressiveness in 

which the Dravidian languages appear 

to stand alone. Sanskrit is far less 

highly developed in this particular, 

so that if there were any borrowing 

the Dravidian family must have been 

the lender, not the borrower. 1 

It is not extravagant to say that 

in its poetic form the Tamil is more 

polished and exact than the Greek and 

more copious than the Latin. In 

its fulness and power it more resem¬ 

bles English and German than any 

other living languages.2 

We may say generally that a large 

number of these [the Turanians] 

belong to the lowest palaeozoic 

strata of humanity-peoples whom no 

nation acknowledges as its "kinsmen, 

whose language, rich in words for 

all that can be eaten or hunted, seems 

absolutely incapable of expressing 

the reflex conceptions of the intellect 

or the higher forms of consciousness ; 

whose life seems confined to the grati¬ 

fication of the animal wants with no 

hope in the future and no pride in the. 

past. They are for the most part 

people without a literature, and with¬ 

out a history, and many of them appa¬ 

rently as imperfectible as the Ainos 

of Jezzo or the Veddhas of Ceylon— 

people whose tongues in some instan¬ 

ces have twenty names for murder, 

no name for love, no name for grati¬ 

tude, no name for God.3 

Can the Tamil language be said to be Turanian, or the 

Tamil people Turanians ? 

The advance of linguistic scholarship since Caldwell’s days 

has put it beyond all doubt that the Tamils are not Turanians, 

por are they of the so-called Scythian group of Turanians, and 

further it is no longer seriously maintained that Tamil and 

Australian are identical in origin.4 Tamil is to Bishop Caldwell’s 

1 Caldwell, Dravidian Grammar, 147. 

2 Winslow, Tamil-English Dictionary, Preface, ii. ‘ Tamil is one of 

the most copious, refined and polished languages spoken by man.’ (Rev. W 

Taylor, Preface to part iv. of Dr. Rottler’s Tamil-English Dictionary.) 

3 Farrar, Families of Speeches, 155. Inhere are 44 demi-octavo pages of 

the Nigandu devoted to a list of the Tamil names for God ! 

4 See Gover, Folk Songs of Southern India, Introduction, pp. 6, 7. Prof. 

Vinson of Paris (in 5. Deepika, v. 193) calls the Turanian hypothesis ‘ absurd 

and inadmissible * and the Tamil-Australian hypothesis * a stupid assertion, 

presented by sorr^ amateurs’. Thurston (Castes and Tribes of South India, 

vol. i, Introduction, pp. xix-xxxvi) gives summaries of various classifications, 

and theories of origin, of the Tamils and other ‘ Dravidians \ 

2 
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other * Dravidian 1 languages what Latin is, to the Romance 

languages of Europe. There may be no confusion in calling the 

Spaniards and the Portuguese Latin races, but it is indefensible 

to call the Spanish and Portuguese languages Latin. The 

practice of calling the Telugu, Canarese and Malayalam languages 

Dravidian (*» Tamil) is equally illogical. 

§ 5. The Dravidians were not the aborigines of India. 

The Dravidians, meaning mostly, if not mainly, the Tamils, 

entered India from outside. From where ? Not from Central 

Asia, nor from the submerged continent of Lemuria, but from 

Elam in Western Asia. They were Elamites, not Turanians, not 

Scythians, not Negritoid Mongols, not Australians. They had 

affinities with perhaps the Caucasians, and, more surely in langu¬ 

age, with the Accadian-Chaldaeans.1 The Tamils entered India 

by way of Baluchistan where a dialect of Tamil is to this day 

spoken by the Brahhuis.* It is more generally believed that there 

were at first in India a class of people who may be called pre- 

Dravidians, then came^eople who may be called proto-Dravidians, 

and from the proto-Dravidians are sprung the Dravidians. 

The Aryan entry into India is an event for which is 

claimed one of the earliest dates in history.3 Whatever date 

may be assigned to the beginnings of Aryan settlement in India, 

the fact is indubitable that the Aryans, on their entry, found 

India already in the occupation of a people or some peoples 

who must have settled down in India long before them. In the 

Rig Veda which is, in all probability, the oldest Aryan book, we 

find frequent, and not always favourable or flattering, references 

to a people or peoples whom the Aryans called Dasyus, among 

other names. ‘ Around us is the Dasyu, void of sense, in¬ 

human, keeping alien Laws. Baffle the weapons the Dasyu 

x Pandit Savatiroyan in x. Antiq., pp. 7-9. 

2 Barnett, in C. B. Ind. i. 593, 594. The proto-Dravidians are 

described as a ‘ race higher in culture’ than the pre-Dravidians. ‘ To the 

oldest stratum Of pre-Dravidian blood probably belonged the savages . . . ’ 

(Ibid. 595). Mr. Roy’s opinion (The Oraons, 18, 19) that the Dravidians did 

not at any time enter India from outside is not tenable, even if the learned 

author is right (p. 18) in the thesis that the Oraons are linguistically and 

ethnologically a Dravidian tribe. 

3 See present writer’s Foregleams of Cod, pp. 46-50 for views on date, 
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Mfields/1 Like this are numerous prayers against the Dasyus. 

Let us note some of the many references to the Dasyus before 

we can draw any conclusion about the people. They are : 

The ancient riteless ones. 2 

The godless. 3 

Those who offer up no gifts. 4 

Those who bring no sacrifice. 5 

Infidels. 6 

The prayerless. 7 

Those who practise godless arts of magic. 8 

Those who by magic fain would climb to heaven. 9 

Keepers of alien Laws.10 

These foes of the Aryans are described further as wealthy,11 

of great courage,12 numerous hosts, tribes and bands13 who 

possess strong forts and castles almost impregnable.14 Prayers 

are directed against enemies who are described as * a dusky 

brood’,15 ‘dwellers in the darkness,*16 ‘dwellers in the distance*,17 

and ‘ dwellers in mountain heights 18 Contempt does not stop 

at painting them black: they are artdsah, that is, noseless 

(a-ndsah) or voiceless (an-asah).19 

It has sometimes been thought that these references are to 

the Dravidians. Against such a view is the fact that Rig Veda 

Aryans had more than one people as their enemies. They 

feared, and prayed against, Dasas,20 Dasyus,21 Simyus,23 

Kritakas,23 Asuras.24 In one single passage, in the last book 

of the Rik< there is a grouping together of ' Vritras and enemies, 

1 R.V. ix. 22.8. 2 R.V. i. 33.4, ix. £2.8, ix. 41.2, 

3 R.V. v. 42.9, Vi. 49.15, vii. 6.3, viii. 59.11. 

* R.V. i. 81.9, i. 174.6, v. 7.10. 5 R.V. viii. 59.11. 

« R, V. viii. 59.11. 7 R. V. iv. 16.9. 8 R. V. vii. 1.10,x. 73.7. 

° R.V. viii. 14.14. 10 R.V. ix. 22.8. 11 R.V. i. 81.9. 

12 R.V. vi. 23.2. 13 R.V. vi. 25.2, vi. 49.15, ii. 20.7. 

14 R.V. i. 103.3, ii. 20.8, vii. 19-5, viii. 87.6, x. 47.4. 

15 R. V. i. 101.1, iv 16.12. 16 R. V. ii. 20.7. 17 R.V. i. 63.4. 

18 R. V, viii. 59.11. 19 R.V. v. 29.10. 20 R.V. i. 32.11. 

21 R. V. i. 33.4. In some places in R. V. the reference may be to demons. 

22 R. V. i. 100.18. 23 R- V- iii- 53.14. 

.24 in R,V. vi. 22.4 Indra is ‘the Asura-slayer.’ Vritra (in R.V. i. 4.8 

and other places) is the best-known of Asuras. Commentators think that 

* Asura ' refers to demons, ‘ancient gods,’ ‘Lord God,’ and hostile non- 

Aryans. Pandit Vedachalam in his learned Tamil dissertation, Ancient 

Tamilian and Aryan, p. 20 argues that Asurar was the Aryan 

corruption of Arasar (jyrW-kings). 
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Dasyus, Asuras and foes/ 1 * The Aryans had even Aryan foes,9 

If, however, it be urged that the people most hostile to the 

Aryans were the Dasyus, and the Dasyus be equated with the 

Dravidians, it is then well to remember that the inimical and 

naturally prejudiced Aryan references to the Dravidians bear 

unwilling testimony to a degree of Dravidian civilization which 

compelled the dread of the Aryans. The Dravidians (on the 

theory that they are the ‘ Dasyus ’ of the Rik) were found by the 

Aryans to be highly advanced in the art of warfare. Their system 

of fortifications3 was a source of constant danger to Aryan 

safety. The Dravidians had kings who led great hosts to battle, 

and once there was a formidable confederacy of ten kings.4 

Qravidian wealth is abundantly attested in the Rik. b The 

picture of an enemy chieftain’s wife bathing in milk while 

the Aryan lady had to be content with water, could she get 

it, is proof of Dravidian opulence.6 The Aryans have left 

much unsaid.7 * 

The psychology of abuse mav account for Chinese calling 

1 R.V. X. 170.2. 2 R.v. X. 83.1. 

3 See above § 3. The Pallava period of Dravidian architecture is placed 

(Jouyeau-Dubreuil, Dravidian Architecture, 36) at a.d. 600-800, but (p. 25) 

‘ works in wood preceded works in stone.’ For more than 13 centuries 

Dravidian architecture had remained pure. Dr. Sherring’s article, The Bhar 

Tribe in J.R.A.S. (N. S.) v, 378 refers to traces of Bhar fortifications and 

irrigation works and to Bhar culture generally. He concludes that the Bhars 

in whose hands almost the whole of India was once have perished. I am 

inclined to accept the views of Pandit Savariroyan {Tam. Antiq., 1913, p. 1) 

that the Bharutas were Tamils and that Bharata Land is * Dravidian India.’ 

In view of what has been said above (p. iv) about ‘ peacocks ’ it is noteworthy 

that the peacock was sacred to the ‘ Bhars,’ and in Tamil religious literature 

the peacock is sacred to Siva of the Tamil religion. The mention by Prof. 

Hopkins (Religions of India, 525, 526, 536) of the Dravidians among ‘ Wild 

Tribes ’ of India belongs to an obsolete phase in the learning on the subject 

of Aryans and Dravidians. 

4 R. V. i. 53.9, vii. 83.6.7. 5 R.V. i 103.6. 6 R. V. i. 104.3. 

7 This was natural, for even post-Rik writers ‘generally speak of the 

Dasyus and Asuras and all other non-Hindu [non-Aryan] races with super¬ 

ciliousness and contempt, and consequently rarely exhibit a particle of 

interest in their welfare 5 [Sherring, J.R.A.S., (N.S*.) v. 389]. At a late stage 

of Aryan association with the Dravidians the former adopted the manners and 

customs and even religious beliefs of the latter (Kennedy, J.R.A.S., 1919, 

p. 523). 
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Europeans * foreign devils as much as it may explain the 

gradually developed contents of hate in the earl* Aryan 

references to non-Aryans as demons and monsters.1 Such 

appellations do not mean much. However it may be, it is clear 

that the aborigines of India were not the Dravidians. The 

present-day hill tribes isolated in their mountain fastnesses are 

most probably the representatives of ‘ the dusky brood * aboriginal 

to Aryan India. The argument from colour is not a very 

secure one for connecting the Dravidian of to-day with the 

‘ dusky * aborigines of the past. Against such afl argument are 

three considerations :— 

(1) There has been a considerable admixture of races in India, e.g., of 

Aryans with Dravidians, and of both with the aborigines. This may account 

for certain varieties of colour and features among Dravidians. 

(2) All Dravidians are not dark. 

(3) Even the Rik Aryans themselves were not the fairest of the fair, 

they were brunettes.2 

Personally I am not for equating the Dasyus with the 

Dravidians since it is difficult to say from the Rig Veda which 

of the appellations of hate employed by the Aryans were 

specially levelled against their Dravidian enemies. Terms of 

scorn and opprobrium, moreover, cannot be given ethnological 

meaning. 

§ 6. Without entering into particulars about the literature3 

1 See Pargiter, Ancient Ind. Hist. Tradition, 290-1. 

2 Kennedy, J.R.A.S., 1919, p, 499. The modern Indian tribes of jungle- 

dwellers and hill-travellers, e.g., Kadirs. Paniyans, Scholigas, Karubas, 

Irulars, mostly very dark, short-statured and snub-nosed are the descendants 

of the aboriginesl The late Mr. Tamby Pillai (Tam. Antic/., 1913, pp. 32-3) 

has given good reasons for his theory that the Aryan foes claimed to be Aryans 

and were of the same colour as the Aryans. Flora Annie Steel in her India 

Through the Ages, p. 2, speaks of the Dasyus as ‘ reddish or tawny’. On 

theories as to the primacy of colour in Aryo-Dravidian peoples see Kennedy 

in J.R.A.S., 1920, p. 37. The whole article is worthy of study, in spite of the 

learned writer’s adherence to views of ‘ Dravidian Sudras’, ‘ Helot Dravidian,’ 

‘ the Dravidian herd.’ 

3 See Purnalingam Pillai’s Tamil Literature', Sundaram Pillai’s Some Mile- 

stones in Tamil Literature', Chengaivaraya Pillai’s Tamil Prose Literature; 

R. W. Frazer’s Literary History of India ; Kanagasabai Pillai’s Tamils 1800 

Years Ago; Earq ihar’s Outlines of the Religious Literature of India ; Srinivasa 

Iyengar’s Tamil Studies ; Subramania Sastriar’s (Tamil) History of the Tamil 
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of the Tamils it may be mentioned that religious and devotional 

writings occupy a considerable place in the poetic section, of 

Tamil literature. Tamil devotional writers are many in number. 

No poet of Tamil India is so popularly known and so widely 

read as S. Tayumanavar. He is the most melodious of the 

great poet-mystics of Tamil-agam. Kant in imetre would be 

an uncouth experiment. Spinoza, or Hume, or Herbert Spencer, 

or Berkeley, or Haeckel in verse is simply unthinkable. Tayu¬ 

manavar has clothed the stern facts of the philosophy of the 

Siddhanta (sefi below, Part ii) in words the fascination of 

which never flags. It is not merely the elegance of language, 

the exquisite grace of diction, the musical inflow and infitting of 

syllable into syllable, and line into line, that charm and captivate 

the attention. There is something more. His words speak 

from the heart to the heart. The appeal is through the senses 

to the soul, from the aesthetic to the spiritual. Where in his 

lamentations and longings his words drop like tears, or they fall 

like flowers about the shrine of his adoration, in his praises and 

poems of rapture, we are driven to see the saint in the poet, 

the mystic seer in the mellifluous singer. The attention is 

drawn beyond the rhythm, the sweet cadences, the lilt and the 

swing, and the rush of metre to the raptures of one claiming to 

be familiar* with the revelation of the Real. His psalms are 

indeed the * word-garlands ’ he says they are, ‘ word-garlands 

woven* for the praise of God (see p. 116). No Tamil scholar 

can miss the traces of the poet’s art in the structure of his lines. 

The artist with consummate care has covered his art with the 

mantle of an inimitable grace. The result is a clear impression of 

an unhalting, easy spontaneity of utterance. 'In many a place he 

is dealing with some of the great problems of. Siddhanta philo¬ 

sophy, but every evidence of labour is rubbed out by a marvellous 

mastery of unrugged Tamil. A presentation of ponderous themes 

Language; Casie Chetty’s Tamil Plutarch ; Arnold’s (Tamil) Galaxy of Tamil 

Poets ; Sheshagiri Sastri’s Essay on Tamil Literature ; Barnett’s Catalogue of 

Tamil Books in theBritish Museum ; Duraisamy’s (Tamil) Tamil Literature. 

Sir Charles 'Eliot (Hinduism and Buddhism, ii, c. xxxvi.i) fives a short 

account of some Tamil writings and holds the view that the oldest Tamil 

literature belongs to the first three centuries of the Christian era. 
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in tolerably inteu u ig verses is conceivable among a people, as 

the Tamils are, whose dictionaries, works on grammar and logic 

and mathematics, whose abstruse discourses and whose grand 

obscurities are in metre; but to write, as Tayumanavar does, with 

melting grace and flawless charm, on the truths of religion and 

philosophy, is ascribable to something more than mere racial 

capacity for poetry; and we must believe that the ppethad transla¬ 

ted the theories of religion into the actualities of life’s experiences 

and assimilated them to the soul’s exalted aspirations. This alone 

can account for the living influence and immen^ popularity of 

the psalms of this great poet-mystic in all places where the 

Tamil language is spoken and read. 

Part II.—The Siddhanta 

§ 7. The psalms of Tayumanaswamy belong to the large 

body of devotional literature of the religious philosophy known 

as the Siddhanta. Tamil writers use both the Tamil form 

Siddhantam and the Sanscrit form Siddhanta (fipp/rtbp). 

The word means 1 2 3 4 sure end 4 assured result ’, ‘ correct conclu¬ 

sion ’, * the true end ’, 4 the ultimate goal Certain astronomical 

works, of which there once were in India as [many as eighteen,1 

are called Siddhanias. In Hindu logical systems the four kinds 

of conclusion are known as Siddhantas.8 The word as applied 

to the religious philosophy which forms the environment of the 

writings of S. Tayumanavar has the contents of 4 a mathematical 

finding ’, 4 a logical conclusion 4 a true end ’. Hence it is 

popular Tamil teaching that 4 Siddhanta ’ means 4 the true end, 

the ultimate goal.’ 3 4 Siddhanta ’ is 4 the accomplished end, 

fixed or established truth.’ 4 It is one of the six 4 great ends ’ 

(iantas) to which reference is made by Tayumanavar who also 

speaks of a seventh.5 

1 V. Gopala Aiyer, Chronology of Ancient India, 62. 

2 Dasgupta, History of Indian Philosophy, i, 295, 

3 Siddhanta Gnana Ratnavali, Q. 23. 

4 Rev. J. E. Carpenter in Hibbert Journal, April 11920, p. 478. A very 

lucid expositi^i of the term may be found in Siddhantam (a Tamil monthly), 

January 1912, p. 1. 

5 See below, pp. 21, 170. 
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§ 8. If the theory propounded by Bishop . Caldwell 1 

and quoted without comment by Mr. William Crooke 2 be right 

that the religion of the early Dravidians consisted in a bare 

acknowledgment of the existence of God, whom they named 

Ko (Q&n) and to whose honour they built a temple which they 

called Ko-il {QamiSl&)) ‘the abode of God and that they had no idea 

of ‘ heaven ’, 4 hell’, ‘ soul ‘ sin it is impossible to imagine 

that out of such a crude 4 religion ’ there was evolved, the sub¬ 

lime religious philosophy of the Siddhanta. Caldwell is no more 

right about his^o-i/ conjecture than he is (see above, § 4) about 

the alleged Turanian affinities of the Tamils. The spread and 

prevalence of the Siddhanta (which Tamil writers equate with 

Saivism, Saivadvaita, Saivadvaita Saivaism) in Tamil lands are 

believed by some scholars to have begun from North India : the 

Kashmir Saivism of Abhinava Gupta of the eleventh Christian 

century extended southwards * through various channels into 

the lands of the Dravidians for whose ancient cults it supplied 

a theological basis’.3 But there must have been some 

‘ theological basis ’ for the 4 ancient cults ’ prior to the alleged 

Kashmir contribution. Apart from this, there is the claim 

put forward on behalf of Kashmir Saivism that ‘ although the 

Trika form of Saivism would seem to have made its first 

appearance in Kashmir at the beginning of the ninth or perhaps 

towards the end of the eighth century of the Christian era . . . 

Saivism as such is far older than this date ’.4 Saivism, whether 

of Kashmir or of S. India, is built upon the books known as 

Agamas.5 This is an admitted fact. Now, the earliest Tamil 

religious writer who mentions the Agamas is Tirumular 6 and 

Tirumular’s age is certainly prior to the ninth Christian century.7 

How long prior to the ninth century A. D. ? This cannot 

be answered with much sureness of conviction, but it may 

be noted that he has been placed in the first century after 

1 Dravidian Grammar, 118. 2 E. R. E., v, p. 1. 
3 Dr. Barnett, J.R.A.S., 1910, p. 706. Sidd. Deepika, xi. 103 ; xi. 62-64. 
4 Chatterji, Kashmir Shaivism, 3, 23, 26. 5 See below, p. 139, 
6 See Siddhanta Deepika, iv. pp. 134-6. 

7 See a brief chronological statement in the Ripon Press edition of the 
Tirumantravrof Tirumular, lntrod., pp. 2, 3. 
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Christ.1 Greater sureness attaches to the statement that 

Tirugnana Sambandhar who flourished after Tirumular belongs 

1 to the sixth Christian century.2 The Agamas, and Saivism 

based on the Agamas, did not originate with Tirumular : their 

existence is anterior to Tirumular’s time, anterior to the sixth 

century a. d., at the least. Indeed, it is no exaggeration to 

state that Agamic beliefs may be ascribed to the period of the 

Brahmanas.3 The evidence of inscriptions establishes the fact 

that Saivism was flourishing in Conjeevaram in the sixth century, 

and that there were men proficient in the system of the Saiva* 

Siddhantas.4 If we place the fierceness of the anti-Jain 

contests of Saivism and Vaishnavism in the Tamil country in the 

fourth and fifth Christian centuries,5 we arrive very close to a 

reasonable probability that Saivism as a philosophical system of 

religion must have had its beginnings long before the fourth 

century of the Christian era. It is not a precarious proposition 

to state that the Siddhanta is of far greater antiquity than the 

thirteenth, eleventh or ninth Christian centuries, and the absence 

of early books on the Siddhanta may be easily accounted for by 

the suggestion that they have perished.6 

§ 9. So far as Tamil is concerned the Siddhanta is 

based primarily upon fourteen treatises written by great Saivite 

teachers of accredited sanctity and scholarship. The fourteen 

‘ sastras ’ are : 
e 

Sivag7itina Bodham by Meykanda Devar. 

Jrnpd Irupaktu by Arulnanti Sivacharyar. 

Sivagnana Siddhiyar by Arulnanti Sivacharyar. 

Unmay Vilakkam by Manivasagam Kadantar. 

Tim Untiar by Uyya Vanta Devar. 

Tim Kalittuppadiar by Uyya Vanta Devar. 

1 E.g. by Mr. M. K. Narayanaswamy Aiyar, quoted with approval by 

Mr. H. M. Nallaswami Pillai in his Siddhiyar, Introd., p. xv. 

2 Sundaram Pillai’s The Age of Tirugnana Sa?nbandhar, p. 52. 

3 Rev. J. Hoisington in his Introduction to Sivagnana Bodham. 

* Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism and Saivism, pp. 141, 142. 

5 Bhandarkar, V. S., 142. 

° Mr. Ponnarapalam Pillai, so supposes. See Saiva Conference Ad¬ 

dresses, 1911, p. 144. Sir Charles Eliot [Hinduism and Buddhism, ii, 

pp. 213-14) agrees with Tamil scholars in ‘ referring the oldest Tamil 

Literature to the first three centuries of our era. ’ 

3 
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Tim Arul Pay an by Umapati Sivacharyar, 

PoHippaktodai by Umapati Sivacharyar. 

Vimi Venba by Umapati Sivacharyar. 

Kodikkavi by Umapati Sivacharyar. 

Unmai Neri Villakkam by Umapati Sivacharyar, 

Sangatpa Nira Karanatn by Umapati Sivacharyar. 

Nenju Vidu Tutu by Umapati Sivacharyar. 

Siva Fragasam by Umapati Sivacharyar. 

The authors of the above fourteen writings flourished in the 

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries of our era.1 Among the 

fourteen * sastras * the first place is assigned by Hindu writers 

to Sivagndna Bodham (‘ The Teaching as to the knowledge of 

God ’) and to its author Meykanda Devar (* The saint who had 

seen Truth ?). The Bodham is reckoned as revelation. A work 

by Arulnanti, a disciple of Meykanda, is Sivagndna Siddhiyar, 

the authorised commentary on the Bodham. It holds the second 

place among the fourteen works. Of the eight books written 

by Umapati the most important are Siva Pragdsam (‘The 

Splendour of God ’) and Tim Arul Payan (* An exposition of 

Holy Grace *)„ Umapati is the last of the four Santana Acharyas 

(® Teachers in a line of succession’), the others in order being 

Meykanda Devar, Arulnanti, Maraignana Sambandhar. They 

are ‘ expounders of Philosophy and Fathers of the Church 2 as 

distinguished from Samaya Acharyas (writers of devotional | 

works) such as Tirugnana Sambandhar, Vahisar, Sundarar, 

Manikka Vachagar.’ The fourteen ‘ sastras * are believed to 

exhaust the canonical presenting of the teachings of the Saiva, 

Siddhanta, although one is free to consult for further informa¬ 

tion such extra-canonical writings as Tatva-V ilakkatn, Tukal ! 

Am Bddhant, Tatva Pragdsam, etc. 

§ 10. I am disposed to think that all these fourteen writings 

are of pure Tamil origin in language and contents. In this 

opinion I feel confirmed by the absence of any suggested 

Sanscrit original of the 4 sastras ’ except in the case of the 

Bodham. It is usually believed that the Bodhamt in the part 

1 See Nalla, Bddham, p. xv., T.A.P., p. 2; Farquhar, O.R.LJ. 257; 

Barnett and Pope’s Catalogue of Tamil Books in the Library of the British 
Museum, pp. v, vi. 

8 Nalla, Bodham, p. xviii. 
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which is not commentary, is a Tamil rendering of the Pdsa 

Vitnosana Padalam (uit& eSQumsm lil-gvu> ‘section relating to 

the getting rid of sin ') of the Sanscrit Kaurava Agatna. On 

the other hand there is a great deal to be said in favour of the 

propositions : 

1. That the Pdsa Vitnosana Padalam is probably an interpolation in the 

Kaurava Agatna. 

2. That, whether it is so or not, it is not the original of the Sivagndna 

Bodhatn. 

3. That the Sivagndna Bodhatn is an original work of Meykanda 

Devar in Tamil and the Sanscrit version of it is a translation from the Tamil. 

I am indebted to the able dissertation 1 of Mr. T. Ponnam- 

balam Pillai, M.R.A.S., for the following reasons in support of 

the Tamil originality of the Bodhatn : 

1. Long before the fourteenth Christian century, indeed 

before the age of the Tolkappiam,2 the Tamils of Tamil-agam had 

begun to study, speculate upon, and discuss the great questions 

of God, Soul, Sin. 

2. In old Tamil writings such as the Silappadikaram and 

Kurral3 ideas of God (<®L_ay«ir), (the indweller), soul (ejdto), 4 sin ’ 

or Pasarn (aflctew) are found scattered. 

3. Meykanda Devar collected and arranged in the form 

of a digest the doctrines that had existed from before his time, 

and his codification was at a time of irreligion and of foreign 

influence. This compendium was the Bodhatn. 

4. Had Meykanda Devar been a mere translator he would 

have said so, particularly if he were translating a section of 

an Agatna. 

1. He is silent as to translation. 

2. Those who wrote Introductory verses to his book are silent as to 

translation. 

3. There is no reference anywnere as to the Bodham being a transla¬ 

tion. 

5. In the Sanscrit version, the second line of the twelfth 

sloka is capable of meaning that the first line of that Sloka is 

from a treatise called Sivagndna Bodhatn. There is no such 

treatise in Sanscrit. 

1 Third Saiva Conference Addresses, pp. 4-59. 

*:See above § 3. 3 See above, p. viii. 
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6. A comparison of the Sanscrit with the Tamil of somd 

of the L!okas yields the following results : 

1. In the first si oka the Tamil alone gives the cause of re-births 
mala. 

2. In the second sloka the Tamil makes, rightly, the relatic hip of Goc 

to the soul ‘ an inseparable unionr* ^Fhe Sanscrit makes the ‘ command ’ oi 

God inseparable from Him. 

3. In the fourth sloka the Tamil alone has statements about the condi¬ 

tion of the soul in ‘ darkness ’1 and about its * unconsciousness * in mala. 

These are important tenets of the Saiva Siddhanta. 

4. In the ninth sloka the Tamil alone has the statement that God is 

not to be seen by the physical senses, and the Tamil lays down that the con¬ 

templation of the sacred Five Letters is according to accepted rules. 

5. The twelfth sloka in Sanscrit refers by name to the Sivagnina 

Bodhatn ; the Tamil does not since it is itself the Bodhani. 

6. The second part of the twelfth sloka treats of one subject in the 

Tamil and of another in the Sanscrit. 

7. The Tamil of the twylfth sloka refers to the saints as * God’s beloved 

whb have washed themselves from the soul’s mala ’. The Sanscrit speaks of 

* -sages ’, ‘ sadhus ’. 

Tayumanavar speaks2 of Meykanda Devar in terms which 

exclude the supposition that Meykanda was merely a translator: 

* The master who saw the Truth, the bliss of Advaita which was 

unknown to men dwelling in untruth. ’ The Advaita3 accord¬ 

ing to the Saiva Siddhanta is not the same as anything analogous 

to it known to the non-Tamils. The first systematic expounder 

of the Advaita according to the Saiva Siddhanta deserves the 

praise Tayumanavar accords him : such praise would be ill- 

merited in a mere translator. Add to Tayumanavar’s praise the 

tradition, be it true or false, which ascribes divinity and inspira¬ 

tion to the work of Meykanda Devar, and we must feel increas¬ 

ingly convinced of the utter unlikelihood of a translator of Sans¬ 

crit slokas (assuming they formed part of an old Agama) being 

accorded *such high honour. With the utmost deference to 

scholars who think the other way, J venture to submit thaNtfie 

Saiv Siddhanta, as expounded in the fourteen ‘ sastras’, is of 

purely Tamil origin and such origin is consistent with contact 

1 See below, p. 150, 
* N.M., 1097. Qurtadri-ti si&ULjaflfiQuigt tofadf Qaiusahu. mifltar. . , 

There is a play upon the word ‘ Meykanda \ 

8 See below, Introd. pari v., for fuller treatment of Advaita. 
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with, illumination from, and even development out of, non- 

Tamil material.1 

§ 11. The fundamentals of the Siddhanta are treated with 

some amount of fulness in part iv., v., vi., vii. of this Introduction. 

It is needless, therefore, to do more than state very briefly here 

the chief heads of teaching of the system. 

God is one. He is the Pati, u@t * President,’ ‘ Lord ’. 

There is not one soul but there are multitudes of souls, Pasu, 

u*. God is * the Lord of souls.’2 Eternity is postulated 

both of God and of souls. A soul could co-exist with God 

for ever, as from eternity in indissoluble union, but for a 

third entity of which too eternity is postulated. It is Pdsatn, 

uneib, the power which keeps the soul in bondage. It is 

the discordant element in the soul’s relationship to God. Its 

constant endeavour is to keep the soul apart from God. The 

soul would gravitate towards God but for the attraction of 

Pdsam. The powef of Pdsam is wielded by means of Anavam,3 

* ignorance,* * darkness of self-assertion which prevents the 

soul from knowing itself and its Divine affinities. Coupled with 

Anavam are Karma, ‘ deeds ’ and Maya, Lotranuj, * material 

cause and consciousness.’ All souls are not subject to all the 

three aspects of Pdsam, but all are subject to Anavam; some 

to all three ; some to Anavam and Pdsam, and others to Anavam 

only.4 According to the extent of the ‘bondage’ is the soul 

‘ born ’ on earth, and God permits a soul to be born in a body,1 

The soul has a capacity of becoming that to which it is attached. 

It is the ‘ grace ’5 of God, ‘ grace ’ manifested to men out of 

compassion for souls, that frees the soul from its fetters, effects 

1 No Tamil scholar has put the case for the Sanscrit origin of the Saiva 

Siddhanta more strongly than Mr. J. M. Nallaswami Pillai. See his admira¬ 

ble Studies in Saiva Siddhanta, pp. 109-145, 224 and 244-315, and note his 

opinion at p. xi of his Siddhiyar* I should like to correct the notion that 

there is anything peculiarly Tamilian in Saiva Religion and Philosophy*. 

Yet, even that learned author is constrained to write (S. S. Studies, 67), 
‘•The merit of expounding this beautiful view of Advaita must in the first 

i>lace be accorded to S. Meykandan 

2 See bel< w, >p JO.162. 3 See below, p. 150. * See below, p. 167. 
5 ‘ Grace,* it not the same as the Christian word. See below, Introduction, 

part vii. 
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detachment and attaches it purified to God. This union 

(re-unir n) of the soul to God is advaita,1 a relationship in 

which God and the soul, Pali and Pasu, are * neither one, nor 

two, nor neither.’2 This union is attainable in this life : in the 

life to come it is Mukti, Veedu, * home.’ 

§ 12. Readers of the poems of Tayumanaswamy have 

sometimes formed different opinions as to what exactly was the 

religion he professed. An early translator of the poet, the 

Rev. G. McKenzie Cobban,3 wrote :4 

Fragments of Tayumanawar’s poetry are quoted wellnigh every¬ 

where. It is a characteristic feature of Vedantam that its creed has been shot 

into the popular mind by means of short sentences which are summaries, i.e. 

remarks and fragments of Tayumanavar’s poetry often greet us in this way. 

This would seem to suggest that in Mr. Cobban’s view the 

poet was a Vedanti. 4 He is no Saivite, but a Vedantist,* says 

the Rev. G. E. Phillips.5 The poet-saint, according to a more 

recent interpreter,6 rose from * the Saiva Siddhanta faith in 

which he was born to the Universalism of the Vedanta.* The 

writer of the article on Tamil in the Encyclopaedia Britannica7 

speaks of Tayumanavar as a pantheist. A Tamil editor 8 of the 

psalms repudiates the imputation of monism and universalism 

to the poet. From the numerous heterodox views the poet 

may be proved to be refuting 9 we may reasonably infer he was 

not a holder of any of them. As any opinion about the poet’s 

religion is sure to be wrong if it does not appeal to his utterances 

in support, we may usefully proceed to see what he says of 

himself. 

1 See below, Introduction, part v. 

3 lrupa Irupaktu . . . 9«ir(T^ Qtisrgi&f«xr(bl tSar^smio. 

3 I regret that this name has been misspelled as ‘ Cobham * at pp. 132, 138. 

4 Madras Chrisiian College Magazine, July 1884, p. 5. 

5 Ibtd., April 1910, p. 513. 

6 ‘ A.K.* (probably Dr. Ananda Kumaraswami ?) in Pratmddha Bharata, 

July 1913, p. 131. 

7Vol. 26 (11th edition) p. 390. The writer is Dr. Reinhold Rost. 

d Nagalingam Mudaliar, Preface, p. 20. His edition of the text is the basis 

of the translation by the present writer, and it is referred to as N.M. See 
below, p. 1. 

0 See below, § 15 for heresies refuted. 
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(1) He clearly holds that the two great foundations of 

religion, according to Hinduism, namely the Vedas ctnd the 

Agamas 1 are of one and the same origin. 

Who spake the Vedas, Agamas who spake, 

Grace of the Silence gives ; 

And seen by saints beneath the banyan shade 

First cause of all He lives. 

Behold Him there : the vision puts to death 

The fickle mind that spins 

In giddiness of worldly greed and gain 

And reels in pleasant sins. 

And lo ! there spring within the soul eight powers 

Of wonders of the will, 

Nay Heaven itself is reached, the home of Good, 

Where never comes an ill.2 * 

1 See above, § 8, and below, pp. xxiv, 130-138. 

2 N.M. 425. The English, like many other renderings in this book is a 

paraphrase-translation of the original. What is rendered in the English 

as 4 eight powers of wonders of the will ’ is in the original ‘ eight ’ 

psychic powers which belong to those who have reached the yogic stage 

of spirituality. Such persons are called (Siddhar) ‘ possessors of psychic 

power’. Our poet devotes a whole section of hymns, N.M. 57-66 to ‘the 

company of Siddhar,’ and in the hymns mention is made of the many 

miraculous powers of the Siddhar. That the mere possession of psychic 

powers apart from real religion, however possible, is useless is emphasized by 

the poet himself in N.M. 118. As a matter of fact the poet knew, and we 

know, that some of the so-called marvels are performed by jugglers, circus 

men and other common folk who do not, it must be said to their credit, lay 

claim to spiritual excellence. The words of the hymn N.M. 118 may however 

mean that feats mentioned are not performed by physical skill but by psychic 

influence only : 

The wild-willed tusker breaking every bond 

Is meekly led where’er I will; 

I bid : behold the mouths of bears are bound, 
* 

The cruel tiger’s jaws are still ; 

Lo ! on the lordly lion’s back I ride ; 

The serpent dances at my cal 1 ; 

The metals five in mercury and fire 

I turn to gold that buys me all ; 

Unseen of men I move about on earth ; 

The gods in heaven my behests heed ; 

For ever young I may remain ; nay pass 

Into other bodies at need ; 

Upon the waters I may walk ; may sit 

Unscathed amidst the flames of fire ; 
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Yet, from the Vedas and the Agatnas he passes on to the 

secret of the Silence * 1 and the realization of religion at sight of 

manifested Deity. This is the principle, apart from the histori¬ 

city or unhistoricity of such manifestation. Saivism is Agamic, 

and towards Saivism are the poet’s leanings. * The Vedas are 

the road, the Agamas the steed,’ he says2 and hastens to add that 

at the journey’s end is the Vision of God. A consistent study 

of the poet’s utterances makes it clear that, while he accepted 

the traditions of Hindu orthodoxy and conformed to the require¬ 

ments of institutional religion, he laid the utmost possible stress 

upon something transcendantly superior to them. The Vedas 

and even the Agamas are but stepping-stones to higher things. 

There is a single psalm in which he makes mention of various 

religious means intended, he understands, to suit varying capa¬ 

cities for, and stages of, the spiritual life, and makes no secret of 

what he had been taught is the highest form of religion :3 * 5 

Food for all tastes a feasting-house contains ; 

Religion so for every man remains— 

Almsgiving, wealth, home-life, then heaven to seek; 

So teach the Vedas, Agamas so speak, 

And of their teaching this the end and ‘ theme ' : 

The way of wisdom is the way supreme. 

From sight and inference and otherwise 

A man may reason s till uprooted dies 

Yea, powers I may command more marvellous 

Than any I can now desire ; 

But oh ! how hard it is to hold my mind 

Unmoved, and in stillness to be, 

My God who art the Truth and Wisdom high, 

Who graciously dwellest in me. 

O Light beatific, Splendour of Bliss ! 

In the English, given in the text p. xxiii., of N.M. 425 it is the Tamil wfipi 

' Mukti ’ that is rendered, ‘ heaven ... the home of Good, where never comes 

an ill.’ 

1 On Silence see below, pp. 132, 133, 135. 2 See below, p. 61. 3 N.M,, 41. 

4 The Rural deals with the first three of these, ^/dw (Aram) ‘ Virtue * 

chiefly almsgiving and other beneficent acts, Qut®zn (Porul) ‘ wealth ’ and ®arutb 

(,Inpam) ‘ Love \ including domestic love. 

5 On reasoning from ‘ sight \ ‘ inference etc., see Sicldhiyar, Book i, in 

the first verse of which are enumerated the various logical methods. 
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What crieth ever ‘ I ’ ; or yearn to know 

The four great means ;1 thro’ graded stages go 

From first to fourth of that good four-fold way 2 

That leads thro’ deeds and calm to wisdom’s day ; 

Or tread the path of effort or of grace ; 3 

Or test the truth of Maya cult.4 That phase 

Of faith which, tho’ all other forms be known, 

Thou taughtest me is best and is our own,5 

Thinks not God and the soul are one or twain, • 

Stands victor over doubt, wrong thinking slain, 

O heavenly Guru granting lore divine 7 

Lord of the Silence, 8 sage of Mular’s line.* 

The key to the poet’s meaning is the analogy of food for all 

tastes. The various religious methods are not for every man ; it 

is not improbable, however, there may be men who have tried all. 

In any case stress is laid on 4 the way of wisdom ’ and the faith 

and cult common to the poet and his Teacher—‘ our * faith. 

Tfae~ppet, in this psalm at least, is not a Vedantist. 

1 The four great means are the Vedantic Sddhanas which are 

«aCatsii> (viveka), discrimination between ‘ eternal ’ and * temporal «Snsa 

(Viragarri) ‘ indifference ’, (Samadhi Sadsaga sambatti) ‘ quies¬ 

cence’, ‘self-suppression’, ‘concentration’, etc., and (Munmtt- 

suttuva) ‘ a strong craving for emancipation ’. 

2 The stages are Sariyay, etc., for which see below, p. 174. 

3 ‘ Path of effort ’, (Anufiattcham) is the method of salvation by 

individual, unaided effort. It is known in Sanscrit as Markata NyayCt, ‘ the 

monkey doctrine’—in order to be saved a man must reach out to God and 

cling to God as a monkey to its mother. The ‘ Path of Grace ’ *u>Lfuii+tb 

(Sambupattcham) is that wherewith God saves man by His Grace. From the 

analogy of a cat taking up its kitten, this * path ’ is known as Marjara 

nyaya, * the cat doctrine On ‘ Grace ’ see below, Introd., part vii. 

4 On Maya see below, Introd., part v. The Mayavadi (tnriurmrjfi) is a 

believer in the doctrine that he is himself God and the whole world is an 

unreality. See §iddhiyar 2. 5. 1, and below, Introd. part ii, § 15. 

5 ‘ Our own the Tamil is ^ and it implies that the Teacher and the 

taught hold the faith in common. 

0 See below Introd., part v, on Advaitu. 

7 * Lore divine ’ is the knowledge of the Vedas and the Agamas. The 

Tamil is (manira = Veda) Guru, {tantra**Agama) Guru. 

8 ‘ Silence ’ see below, pp. 132, 135 and for ‘ Lord of the Silence ’ 

{Mouna Guru) see Introd., part vii. 

9 ‘ Mular ’ is Tirumular the author of Tirumantram, a Saivite classic to 

which frequent reference is made in this book. The poet’s Guru is in the same 

succession of teacners as Tirumular. On Tirumular see above, § 8 and 

below, § 19. 

4 
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(2) The appeal to the Vedas (and sometimes to the Upani- 

shads,1 does make the poet hesitate to assert not so much 

Agamic superiority as Agamic peculiarity. There is a truth, he 

says, which is specifically Agamic, and to it he constantly returns. 

We see this in the following lines2 out of other hymns of 

similar tenor of teaching : 

The Vedas and the Agamas agree 

He only is the Truth who is 

Perfection of Eternal Bliss— 

O meditate on this and thou wilt see 

The Vedas teach God and the soul are kin 

And one. Till bodied birth ’tis true. 3 

They are not one, they are not two, 4 

When comes Sivagama’s saving from sin. 5 

In other places the poet relegates to a background all books 

when his mind is set on the saving vision of Siva. His attitude 

towards the Vedas and the Agamas is one of advised consistency : 

there are loftier things than books however venerable. 

The Rik and other Vedas 

One only end proclaim : 

Of Agamas the secret 

Unravelled is the same. 

Within his heart who ponders 

It is the mystic sign 

That Siva gave is gladdened 

In floods of Bliss divine.6 

The meaning is unmistakable : the Vedas and the Agamas 

point to one thing, a saving ‘ sign.’ The sense is clearer in the 

hymn following : 
Vain is all learning, hearing, 

Which are but for debate ; 

’Tis they who see Lord Siva 

Who by the banyan sate 

1 Upanishads are philosophical writings of post-Vedic times and are said 
to be over 108 in number. See below, § 19, note. 

2 N.M., 470, 475. 

3 Until a soul is given a body (it is taught) it is akin to God, with the 
great difference that the soul of itself cannot know anything, but, once born, 
the soul must get rid of all ‘ taints ’ before reunion is possible. 

4 Not one, not two. 

5 This knowledge of f not one, not two ’ is peculiar to the Saiva Agamic 
method of salvation from * sin ’. When the Sivagamic light comes, then the 
advaita relationship is perceived, 

• N. M.% 1414, 
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The sign of sin dispelling 

To seeking ones to give. 

And know its mystic meaning, 

Will ever sinless live. 1 2 

(3) The poet was not a Vedantist. On the contrary he 

was a very pronounced Saivite with a wide spiritual outlook. 

The Saiva Faith of faiths is truest— 

And ye who fain would make your own, 

Possess, its precious ancient Treasure, 

Go, guess its meaning where ’tis shown 

In Chidambaram’s open splendour ; 

Forsake ye faiths where falsehood lies. 

O come ye people let us hasten 

To where for gazing of our eyes 

The glory of the Presence shineth 

In Chidambaram’s sacred Hall, 

The glory of the Vision giving 

Deliverance and heaven to all.3 

The ideals of all religions, says the^cet, find their fulfilment 

in Chidambaram, the common ground of all faiths, and leveller 

of all creeds. 

The meaning of the goodly way of wisdom, 

Or truth its rival creeds maintain, 

No single one of all the faiths so many 

Can claim in itself to contain. 

But when 1 gazed into the Hall of Glory, 

Tillai’s, whose fame words fail to frame, 

I found the feuds of all the faiths forgotten, 

For all men stood with reverend aim, 

Adoring, in the openness of splendour 

That sky-wise stretched to seeing eyes, 

And even in my heart, its hardness melting, 

I felt divinest raptures rise.3 

Is the poet sectarian i Does he localize Deity ? A negative 

answer maji be confidently given. His catholicity has to make 

concessions to the needs of the many, and he never despised * 

1 N. M., 1415. On the ' sign ’ and its being given under a banyan shade, 

see below, pp. 200, 201, 221. 

2 N. M., 554. On Chidambaram see below, p. 174. 

3 N. M.> 143. By ‘ goodly way of wisdom ’ the poet refers to the Saiva 

Siddhanta. On Tillai, see below, p. 174. 
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conformity to institutional religion in the case of those persons 

to wh^m, in certain stages of spirituality, it is indispensable. 

He is to be rightly understood as interpreting the Saiva 

Siddhanta to be something transcending1 the traditional 

requirements of the religion of the many. He is ready reverently 

to lay aside veneration for holy places. 2 Even Tirutillai, 

Chidambaram, Ponnambalam the Hall of Gold, is not to bound 

the horizon of his vision. He sees further. He looks beyond the 

local and the material. Chidambaram is a magnificent symbol: 

the reality is beyond it. Chidambaram is the mystical presence 

of God in the human heart which gives Him its full devotion 

and love. 

We find clear references to this idea in the psalms of the 

poet: 

The Lord who is One and Many dances in the tfall of my heart.3 

Thou dancest in the mind.4 

Thou dancest in the HaU^of the heart-temple of gladdened saints.5 

The hearts of holy men m the House of the red Lotus and the Hall of 

Gold where Thou dancest.6 

This spiritual interpretation of Chidambaram is set forth by 

the poet in the following lines :7 

Thou art of three-fold form 8 unfading, 

O Form that form hast none, 

Thou art the splendour of all wisdom, 

And Thou, O wisest One, 

Hast in * the six great faiths ’ 9 unfolded 

Thyself its god to each.^ 

Who has the strength to rend asunder 

Delusion’s veil10 and reach 

1 See, for example, his sentiments at pp. 27, 45, 124 below. 

2 See below, p. 21. 3 N.M., 373 

4 Ibid. , 378. 5 Ibid. ,408. 6 Ibid., 439. 

7 N.M., 182. See Nalla, Studies, pp. 19, 20 where the Chidambaram— 

Heart idea is elaborated. 

8 Siva of the Siddhanta is not Siva of the Hindu Triad—Siva, Brahma, 

Vishnu—but he manifests himself in the three ways of their activities. On 

this see Introduction, part iv. 

9 On six faiths see below, § 14, where the restricted sense of ‘ the 

faiths ’ is shown. 

10 On ‘ Delusion,’ Maya, see Introduction, part v. 
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Through knowledge unto Thee ? Thou makest 
The hearts that thirst for Thee 

The Hall of Gold 1 where Thou in glory, 

O Ruby 3 bright to see, 

Dancest in bliss ; mine eye, eye’s jewel ; 

Of every bane the balm ; 

O vastness of the sign 3 unveiling 

The secret of the calm 

Divine, whose wisdom once Thou taughtest, 

High quiet’s lofty theme, 

To Four 4 beneath the branching banyan- 

God over gods, supreme. 

No man, the writer says, has the strength to free himself 

from the mists of Delusion that blind his eyes to the vision of' 

God, but God delights to be the active indweller5 in the 

hearts of those who hunger for His presence. 

(4) The religion of the poet, while not the Vedanta, is 

still Vedic, through the Agamas, It is <smeaith (Vaidika 

Saivam).6 The ‘way of silence ’ is the ‘ crown of Vaidika Saivam 

as she sits enthroned * 7 amongst creeds. It is plainly Saivism, 

and Siva is ‘ the Bliss inhabiting the praises of Saiva faitlfV 

He is the goal of the Siddhanta 9 which is Saivism. 

(5) The Vedanta is not heterodox in its relation to the 

Siddhanta.10 The two are related. They have a commonness 

of origin but the two diverge later in their courses. The differ¬ 

ence of outlook is as to the relationship of God and the soul for 

one thing. This is broughtAin one of his hymns .u This 

view, the poet, as I understand him, considers to be the harmonized 

association of Vedanta and Siddhanta. He adheres to the 

Siddhanta and finds in it, according to his eclectic predilections, 

something which can take in the Vedanta. This eclectic 

harmonizing he calls Vedanta Siddhanta Samarasa 

* While precious is the dual teaching, the dual is the 

rSee below, p. 174. 2 See below, No. 219. 

3 See below, pp. 200, 221. 4 See below, p. 164. 

s On Indweller, see below, p. 156. ° 141, 107, 1105. 

7 N.M., 141. * See below, No. 228 and p. 208 

9 See above, ^ 9 and below, Nos. ^-41. 

10 N.M., 841. _ 11 See below, No. 124. 

»* See below, Nos. 8, 11, lor example and N.JW., 57-66. 
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fountain-head whence floweth non-dual wisdom.’1 2 It is the 

same Gud 4 whose glory burneth bright in Vedanta’s goal*’,* and 

In heaven Thy feet, fair lotus, 

Thy saints adoring see : 

To them Thou comest, glory, 

Siddhanta’s God to be, 

Lord of all. 3 

It is well to remember, in any study of the religion of our 

poet, that samarasam does not denote a doctrine so much 

as a stage of spirituality. It is even an experience. He says that 

God, who is the author of the Vedas and all similar writings 

and the framer of the Saiva and other faiths, has given men the 

mona samarasam, (olditsot &ldit&ud which is above all creeds.4 It 

is samarasam, realizing itself, or realized by silence. He refers to 

the ‘state’5 of Vedanta Siddhanta samarasa, and speaks of 

the Vedanta Siddhanta samarasa knowledge (experience or 

realization) of Siva.6 He finds the Vedanta and the Siddhanta 

agreeing in the understanding that God is the doer of all a man 

does.7 That is Vedanta Siddhanta Samarasa Supavam.8 It 

is * grace * that leads to the conception of Vedanta and Siddhanta 

in harmony (Samarasa).9 In the section10 entitled Siddhar 

Kanam Qp&ir sessrm the adepts, Siddhar, are addressed as those 

who had ‘ reached the goodly state of Vedanta Siddhanta 

Samarasa ’ {fcoipnisp Qu/djd). 

(6) The stress laid on Samarasam by the poet should not 

lead one to the conclusion that the poet was a *ldit& samarasi. 

He was a Saivite of the Siddhanta school of thought, and the 

state of samarasam developing in him an intellectual apprehen¬ 

sion was a fact of his experience. There is no such 4 religion * * 

as samarasam. 

1 Below, at p. 55. On ‘ dual *, ‘ non-dual \ see below, Introd., part v. 

2 Below, No. 59. 3 Below, No. 60. 4 N.M., 29. 

s N.M., 39, Cfdpjsr/kf iSimms iSTeo. 

6 N.M., 40 Qvptisfi In this hymn the poet desires to 

reach this realization so as to avoid the error of the Lohayats. See below. 

Introduction, § 15 on errors refuted in these psalms. 

7 See below, No. 8 at p 7, and notes at pp. 143-48. 

8 No. 8, N.M., 8, Qvprifi Q&prip 0101* 0ur«uh. 

9 Below, No. 11 torLf 0tcr*u:rsQ*i. lo N.M., 57-66. 
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§ 13. What is samarasam ? The consideration of the 

poet’s religion in the preceding section has prepared us for this 

inquiry. Samarasam is not a colourless eclecticism, an 

anaemic acquiescence 1 in the pacific thought that all religions 

are the same. Tayumanavar held a very robust faith. He was 

very pronounced in his adherence to Saivism.2 On what he 

considered the highest verity, tested by experience, namely, the 

relationship of the purified soul to God, he had occasion, 

as a student of religions, to notice that the Vedanta 

identified God with the soul in oneness. That tenet was against 

his Siddhanta upbringing. He would not equate God and 

the soul: indeed, he protests against such equation.3 The 

Siddhanta specifically teaches that the soul is not to be 

identified with God.4 Therefore, in the postulate that God 

and- the soul 1 are; not one, nor yet two *, the two teachings, 

Vedantic and Siddhantic, are brought into unison, samarasam. 

The poet expressly speaks of 1 the godly samarasa bliss which 

consists in an affirmation of neither oneness nor twoness\5 

This, we may take it, is the poet’s own definition of samarasam. 

It would be helpful to remember in this connection that the 

poet’s saiHarasam is not an attempt at harmonising all creeds 

but only of the Vedanta and the Siddhanta, and about them 

also only in respect of the relationship of the soul to God, 

because in many respects the Vedanta remains different from the 

‘ Siddhanta.6 Thus samarasam is a not taking in of all religions, 

nor is the 4 God ’ of Tayumanavar a composite of the God-idea 

of all known creeds-.* / We are confirmed in this opinion by the 

fact that Tayumanavar in speaking of God speaks of Him as * the 

claim and the contest of all creeds.’7 

There is considerable difference of view among Hindu 

scholars as to the exact contents of samarasam. The 

1 To ‘ feel very similarly to all sects of religion . . . a|ad be never able to 

weigh even for a moment seriously the merit of this or that creed on the 

eternal side of things.’ (R. L. Stevenson, Travels with a Donkey, p: 96.) 

2 See N.M., 554., translated, above, at p. xxvii. 

3 See No. 43. 4 Siddhiyar 3, 6, 7. See below, p. 186. 

5 N.M., 111. epesrGQt) i9_e-srarQi_0)<y puHre <s-&ib. 

® See Nalla, Studies 358 7 See below, pp. 1, 129. 
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observations of Swami Vedachalam1 in his lucid discourse on 

samarai 2 sanmdrkam, though not of full bearing on the 

meaning of Vedanta Siddhanta Samarasa, may be reckoned as 

contributing a vote in favour of interpreting samarasam as * a 

harmonising of all men by pointing to a common truth to whibh 

all could subscribe.* A contribution by Mr. Cuppusamy 

Mudaliyar in Sen Tamil3 discusses in Tamil the religious views 

of Tayumanavar and reaches, in a rather non-committal way, 

the conclusion that the poet was a Siddhanti. The learned 

writer does not go into the question of samarasam. Two of 

the most noteworthy contributions to the* understanding of 

Vedanta Siddhanta Samarasam are enshrined in the pages of 

Siddhantam, a Tamil magazine at one time edited by 

Mr. J. M. Nallaswamy Pillai, a great Siddhanta scholar.3 The 

hrst is a methodical statement of the subject of samarasam by 

Mr. P. Muttiah Pillai.4 In his view Vedanta ^Siddhanta 

Samarasam mfians ‘ the agreeing in taste of both the Vedanta 

and the Siddhanta ’, Qajpn&pQpih &ppwEp(Lpib ^jb&aQiDuuiTesr #&>& 

Lfsou—ujGsr3 and the ‘ taste ’ sr&oaj9 he reasons, consists in the 

correct valuing of the relations of the three entities Pasti (u<sf), 

Pathi {u$), Pdsam (un&ib)—Soul, God, Bond.5 He quotes the 

classical definitions given by Tirumular 8 of Vedanta and 

1 Saiva Siddhanta Gnana Bodhani & forts# <&tar Qurfo), p. 65. 

2 Vol. iv (1905-06), p. 51. 

3 Mr. J. M. Nallaswamy Pillai, b.a., b.l. (Madras), sometime District 

J udge of Madura, is the author of many Siddhanta treatises both in Tamil 

and in English. He was editor of Siddhanta? Deepika and of Siddhantam. 

His services to Tamil literature and to Saivism are immense. I am deeply 

indebted to him for elucidation of some difficult Siddhanta subjects. Else¬ 
where I refer to a letter he had written me. 

4 Siddhantam, vol. i (May-June, 1912), p. 147. 5 See above, § 11. 

6 rirumantram, 2401, 2373, 2372. 

2401* 9miiaa\h ionfopu uiwi 2373- dfoib urC?<g) ^obiMr® 
u&fr fitesrisaxr L-t&iup *fo Qpplwm&m fo&mf ptaHri&j 

uiwaQsi-p fogtia. g/fib *fo icfopm QpiL-rr mmsiBIni, 

eS&ydr urtorpto Gmptrpjt jftPrQiu. pfipar urtirut 8foimpQie. 

2372* pr,Oftnr Qmprrrpm pnQeasr&nQ Siforikp 

9 tiiup 02.v mttar 

^P&P urtur& Giuiaxr 

ur& loejtcp po5<&&pj2l urpQw. 

The numbering and text are from the Ripon Press ‘ wnite ’ edition of 
Tirumantram, 
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Siddhanta, and lavs stress on Tirumular's analogy of uaeoirpei', 

‘ .water in combination with milk becoming milk1:1 it Is the 

Vedanta understanding. In the Siddhanta idea the soul 

reaches God: uirear urreOGBL-po) The famous 

passage QGuprriipib ^nQesr^i^ he explains to 

mean, * In the Vedanta teaching the soul thinks itself God. 

in the Siddhanta the soul realizes its individuality \ If one 
• »\ 

teaching be held, he concludes, to be complementary to the 

other, then there is samarasam.* 

On the other hand the contrary opinion of Mr. J. M. Nalla- 

swamy Pillai, supported by the weight of his great learning, is 

the second noteworthy contribution 5 to the understanding of 

the subject of samarasam. He gives the word the sense of 

‘ impartiality ’, an ‘ indifference to likes and dislikes \ There are 

six tastes, he argues, and all tastes are not one. With reference 

to each of the six tastes a samarasa attitude would be utter 

indifference whether the taster finds it sweet or bitter or sour 

or otherwise. Even so in the six creeds6 there are irreconcilable 

differences of outlook, but the samarasa mind recognizes the good 

that is in each and views all with non-contentious, unsectarian 

‘impartiality’. He expounds the Tirumantara line' pngysn 

GoipaiifiiA ptressr <siesrzp<}> @p0ittB0u> differently from Mr. Muttiah 

Pillai. ‘ The Vedanta teaches that the soul does in soharn 

bhavana8 realize itself as Deity: according to the Siddhanta, 

the soul, in bliss, sees9 God alone.' The meaning of samarasam 

as ‘ impartiality ’ seeks to retain the distinctnesses of each of 

1 firumantram, 2401, in previous note. The soul is ‘ water and God is 

milk ’. 

2 Tirumantram, 2373, above, p. xxxii. 

3 Tirumantram, 2372, quoted fully above, p. xxxii. See below, Introci. 

part v. 

* The whole article of ten pages of learning, characterized by very calm 

reasoning, is well worth perusal. 

5 Siddhdntam, vol, i (July-August, 1912), p. 169. 

6 See below, § 14. 7 Tirumantram, 2372. 

8 Explained, below, at p. 184. 

9 * I saw His beauty, only His ' (See p. 104, below! 

‘ And I, not seeing 

A second, stand the seer ’ (See p. 104, below) 

It should be noted that in the statement that the soul sees God alone there 

is postulated the soul's individuality. 

5 
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the two systems of thought, Vedanta, Siddhanta. Mr. Nalla- 

swami Pillai’s idea of samarasa is equivalent to all-comprehen¬ 

siveness, universality within the meaning of the Siddhiyar} 

Referring to the Siddhiyar text he writes : 

Who has declared in such unmistakable terms that there is salvation for 

all, and that there is truth in each and every creed and which is suited to 

one’s needs, and he could progress gradually and ascend in course of time the 

different steps of the ladder in the spiritual ascent ? This Sopanamarga is set 

out in the Saiva religion alone, and this would account for the greatest 

toleration displayed by the followers of this ancient faith, and which has 

degenerated into even indifferentism. We could therefore understand how 

our books both in Sanscrit and Tamil speak of the religion as Siddhanta (the 

True end), Sara ^essence), Samarasa (the essence of all or eclectic), and 

Sanmdrga (the True Path).1 2 3 

Tayumanavar, it should be observed, postulates samarasam 

in respect of the Vedanta and the Siddhanta particularly, though 

it is possible (I venture to doubt this) that he had likewise 

other ^ hools of religion 3 in his mind. While sincerely deferring 

to Mr. ikllaswami Pillai’s vast* erudition I am inclined to let my 

leaning# go in favour of Ml*. Muttiah Pillai’s exposition of 

samarasa. It is, however, to the reader to effect a 

samarasam of these conflicting opinions by judiciously com¬ 

bining them ! 

1 3, 8, 13, quoted below at p. 139. 

2 Siddhiyar (English Translation), Introd., pp. xxiv, xxv. See also his 

Studies in Saiva Siddhanta, p, 313. 

3 N.M., 39. Mr. R. Shanmuga Mudaliyar (S. Deepika, i, p, 57) under¬ 

stands samarasa ter mean ‘ unity He translates a portion of N.M. 39 thus : 

‘ Reverence to you who let all the world know through my initiation the 

necessity of establishing the six local schools of religion and 

the ecstasy of perceiving the supreme stage of unity [Gifirtp Sfotip 

between the Vedanta and the Siddhanta.’ It seems to me, with all respect to 

the learned Mudaliyar, that there is some confusion of terms, if not of ideas, in 

his note {S. Deepika, i, p. 57) when he speaks of the poet-saint as ‘ Vedanta 

Siddhanti or, still more appropriately Saiva Siddhanti,’ and the Saiva 

Siddhanta as ‘ True Vedanta ’. The Vedanta is rather loosely equated with 

the Siddhanta. 

In a note (S. Deepika, i, p. 82) to N.M. 49, upon words not actually in 

the text, the learned writer remarks as the characteristic of real adherents of 

the Saiva Siddhanta, that they ‘ perceive no difference between the Veda and 

the Agama, and they tolerate all schools, incorporate all schools, assimilate 

all schools and accommodate all schools in their essence an 1 truth.’ This fits 

in with the ‘ eclectic ’ idea of Samarasa. 
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§ 14. In the last stanza but one of a great Siddhanta classic 1 2 

the author tersel}’ reviews his work as an exposition ci the 

truth in regard to God as revealed in the Saiva Siddhanta 

which is the crown of religions, and those other religions 

are indicated by him. All religions are thus ctassified 'and 

named by Saivite divines: 

Heterodox 

fl- 

4 
i 

2. 

v 

Externo-External 2 (i^pai-ip* Purap-purach- 

chamayangal). These refuse to accept Vedas 

and Agamas, and are— 

(а) Lokayta. 

(б) Sautrantika, 1 

(c) Yogachara. Four forms of Buddhism. 
(d) Madhyamlka. j 

(e) Vaibhashika. J 

(/) Arugatha. 

External (i/pwuuow, Purach-chamuyangal). These 

accept the Vedas only, and are— 

(a) Taruka. 

(b) Mimamsa. 

(c) Ekanmavada. 

(d) Samhya. 

(e) Yoga. 

(f) Pancharatra. 

f 3. 

Quasi-orthodox 4 
i 

Externo-lnternal eiouBsar, Agap-purack- 

charnciyangal). These accept the Vedas and the 

Agamas, but hold other revelations as well, 

and are— 

(а) Pasupata. 

(б) Mavirata. 

(ic) Kapala. 

(d) Vama. 

(e) Vyrava. 

(/) Aikiavata Saiva. 

1 Sivapragasam, 99. Tiruvilangam’s excellent Tamil edition is followed. 

2 The English terms are from Nalla. Siddhiyar, p. 184, note. In his 

Essentials of Hinduism, p. 20, Sabaratna Mudaliyar uses the terms * outer¬ 

most ‘ outer ‘ innermost ’, * inner ’, and groups the third six religions with 

the orthodox last six. The third six I reckon as ‘ quasi-orthodox * and the last 

six alone as ‘orthodox’. Mr. Nallaswami Pillai [op. cit.) calls the first 

eighteen * false creeds In Sivapragasam stanzas 7 and 99 there is mention 

of the creeds. 
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Internal w, Agach-Chamayangat). These 

accept the Vedas and the Agamas but differ 

among themselves in the interpretations they 

put upon the texts, and are— 

(<*) Patana Vada Saiva.1 

(b) Bheda Vada Saiva. 

(c) Siva Sama Vada Saiva. 

(id) Sivasangiranta Vada Saiva. 

(ie) Isuvarava Vikara Vada Saiva. 

(f) Siva Advaita Saiva. 

The attitude of the poet towards the non-orthodox creeds 

is one of hostility. They are as empty of nourishing contents 

and unsatisfying as the chaff of paddy.2 They are to be cast 

aside.5 There is falsehood in them.4 To his own experience 

he assigns a place of superiority over even the six orthodox 

creeds, for in it God is ‘ the Bliss beyond the Six Creeds’.0 

‘ Who can claim to know God who manifests Himself differently 

1 A naming of the groups according to Swa Gnana Munivar is, (1) Saiva, 

(2) Pasupata, (3) Mahavirata, (4) Kalamuga, (5) Vama, (6) Vairava. The 

naming above in the text is that of the Siva Gnana Bashayam, 5. See 

Kathiravelpillai’s Tamil Dictionary sub. voc. #***ieiu±, ^suLip^musajib. Tiru- 

vilangam in his Sivapragdsam, pp. 10, 173, gives the naming I have adopted. 

Readers of Bhandarkar’s Vaisnavism and Saivism will find that the Saiva 

sects named and described by the learned author (pp. 119-140) are in the 

main according to the naming of Siva Gnana Munivar (supra), and that 

naming is, according to Tiruvilangam’s classification here adopted, of the 

religions of the * third * or quasi-orthodox group. Tiruvilangam’s groupings 

and namings agree with those in Kalyana Sundara Mudaliyar’s Tayu- 

ynanavar, p. 5. Shanmuga Mudaliyar (S. Deepika, i, p. 57) speaks of what 

are grouped above as quasi-orthodox as the six dualistic schools of religion. 

The same naming of the ^swow*** is found in Singaravelu Mudaliyar’s 

Pattanattu Pillai, pp. 260, 261. It should be noted that the * six true creeds ’ 

are ‘ Saiva creeds ’ [Siddhiyar, 3, 2, 73. See Siva Gnana Swami and Subra- 

mania Desikar Swami’s Siddhiyar (Tamil), pp. 178, 179]. 

2 N.M., 303. K. S. Mudaliar's Tayumdnavar, ad loc. explains the 

expression »nDGut®mDajmss* as {perishing creeds *. Our poet undoubtedly 

borrows the expression from Tiruvuntiar, stanza 31 where miCutapp susumma 

occurs. In the edition of Ekambara Siva Yogi and Alalasundaram Pillai of 

Tiruvuntiar (p. 81) the learned commentators say that compared with the 

Saiva Siddhanta all other creeds are as chaff. 

3 See below, No. 230 at p. 84. 

4 N.M., 554, See above, p. xxVii for translation of 
his verse. 

s v M 392, mutterm/f mt&rth. 

Orthodox 1 
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in the Six Creeds ? he asks.1 It is one God the Six Creeds 

confess.2 According to the highest aspirations of each of the 

Six Creeds there is the manifestation of God in each " 

Although the poet views with favour the orthodox creeds, yet it 

is possible to think that he concedes a knowledge of God to 

those religions which are non-orthodox. 

According unto each man’s seeking 

That thou becomest unto each 

he says.4 He does not restrict the operations of God to a parti¬ 

cular creed, or perhaps even to a special group of creeds.5 This 

catholicity of outlook is borne out by the well-known passage 

in the Siddhiyar :6 ‘ Whatever God you worship, the Lord of 

the Lady Uma7 will appear even as such God.’ 

The author of the Siddhiyar, it has been observed/ ‘ does 

not condemn the worship of other gods, for the simple reason 

that all such worship is useful because all such worship, if true, 

tends to raise the worshipper . . . towards a nearer approach to 

the Supreme God, and the All-Seer . . . cannot fail to take note 

of his sincerity and love and to reward him as he deserves. But 

the worship ... of the lower gods cannot be the highest object 

of our aspirations.’ In the Gita it is similarly laid down :— 

If any worshipper whatsoever seeks with faith to reverence any body 

whatsoever, that same faith in him I make steadfast. 

They also who w’orship other gods and make offerings to them with 

faith ... do verily make offering to me, though according to no ordinance.9 

§ 15. In the Psalms of Tayumanavar there are implied 

or express refutations of certain forms of heterodox teaching 

1 N.Mt, 69, ,gjp*[DiiBsGt—ir£tb urtflmiii ? cf, 182, 

translated at p. xxviii. above. 

2 No. 179 below, at p. 74. 

3 N.M., 1088, 1103. 

4 See below, p. 56. 
5 N.M., 1210 tAmfis&ififi tyu.fimittu 

N.M., 1211 tfin (gppfeviiv/frir iuioirmii0ie*G* aj+)mw<ydJ 

6 Siddhiyar 3, 2, 25. 
urQ)fi(^ Q^fiLsist sakria. jfiQ/litH* lorQiusd* 

i&iQft® urs&iftib 

7 See below , p. 201. 

8 Nallaswami Pllii, Siddhiyar, pp. 170, 17! 

9 Gita, vii. 21, ix. 23. See below, p. 190. 
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current in his time. A brief notice of these refutations is 

likely tc be helpful in our understanding of what was not the 

religion of the poet. This negative approach should lead the 

careful reader to a confirmation of what has been already 

indicated to be the poet’s religion. Of the refuted heresies we 

may note the following : 

1. The teaching of the Karmavadin who identified 

karma with Deity.1 

2. The teaching of the Lokayitas (or Charvakas;. Among 

other things they taught that cowards alone considered vice 

evil, and that the highest good consisted, in the full enjoyment 

of the pleasures of this life.2 

3. Mayavadam is one of the four forms of Ekanma- 

vadam. The other three are Parkariavadam, Krldaprama- 

vadam, and Sabda Brahmavadam. The principal tenet of 

Mayavadam consists in the identification of man with Deity.3 

(1) The Brahman is the cause of all worlds and is limitless, 

pure, formless, without attributes. 

(2) This Brahman lives in each body, as the sun shining in 

\. numerous pots of water leaves its reflection in each. 

(3) God, the Brahman, is beyond the six kinds of logical proof. 

(4) God is in each body but is untainted by such contact. 

(5) Brahma Jnana is the knowledge that the Ego is God. 

‘ Thou art God ’. 

(6) The phenomenal world is a Delusion. It is like a rope 

which, in the darkness, one mistakes for a snake. 

(7) By certain purificatory rites man attains to wisdom and 

realizes ‘ I am God \4 

4. Kalavadimatham teaches that Time is Deity.5 

1 No. 7, below = N.M., 7. sitnGm sjjgjfrQmigpui Quuj, 

2 N.M., 104. Gnrsnupar *muttsa>L- . The Siddhiyar, Book ii, ch. \ 

contains a full statement of Lokayita teaching and its refutation. 

3 N.M.y 131. luirasQuu st_«/ Qsneor$(£lti)Uirjfg##<aii. 

4 Siddhiyar, Book ii, ch. v has a statement and refutation of Maya¬ 

vadam. See below, pp. 184-190. To our poet the equation * I am God 5 is 

‘ the daring of unbridled fancy ’ (p. 26, below). 

5 No. 279, below at p. 96. That God is the framer of Time corrects the 

notion that Time is God, although God as the cause of Time may be 

addressed as Time. See No. 123, p. 54, for the poet’s summary of the views 

of many as to what God is. Siddhiyar, 3, 1, 10 refutes tbo teaching that 
Time is God, 
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5. Saruvakan 1 is the believer in Sarvakan and is known 

also as Niruchravadi. His teaching is the same as that of the 

Lokayita {supra), 

6. Sabda Brahmavadam 2 considers that Sabda 

Sound, is the sole Reality, God.* 

7. Ekanmavadam is the general name, as we have seen, 

{supra 3), for a number of heresies. In one form or another it 

is referred to by Tayumanavar in many places.4 Its principal 

tenet is that ‘ all is God,’ ‘ I am God ’. It is the heresy of 

stating ‘ that the ineffable One is I ’.5 * If I think that I am 

God will He who is the Expanse of Wisdom come to me ever ?’ n 

‘ The thought that we are God begets self-assertion ’.7 In 

some of the Ekanmavada passages the references may be more 

restrictedly considered as applicable to the Bheda heretics8 

the Pasugnana heretics,9 and the Siva Sama Vada heretics.10 

It is clear from the refutations in the poet’s psalms that his^ 

tenets are different from those he expressly or impliedly 

condemns. 

Part III.—TAYUMANAVAR 

§ 16. The materials for the life of the poet are scanty. 

Such details as are usually found in introductions to editions of 

the psalms are traced to the poet’s disciples, particularly 

Arulayyar, and to the poet’s only son Kanagasabapathy Pillai. 

It may be possible to gain from the poet’s psalms autobiographic 

1 N.M., 173. 

2 No. 123, p. 54. 

3 SiddAiyar, Book ii, ch. iv contains a statement and refutation of this 

heresy. 

* Ar.M.t 129, 152, 391 ( = No. 223, p. 85), 475 (translated, p. xxvi), 484, 

622 (=No. 277, p. 96), 1081, 1305, 1415. 

5 N.M., 484 4rSsuQuiT($far m rrQ titter Q eu. 

0 N.M.y 1081 filQesr pTftiexmo wsrofip] &u truth fileuu ut_ £ ter (tt} ter at patter <u<gu) mi^airQ rtf', 

7 N.M.y 1305 biholSiid Qtctir® terQQa QturtisrjpafirL-tua. 

8 N.M., 391 = No. 233, p. 85. 

9 N.M., 484, 1305. They are ekanmavadin in that they equate God 

and the soul. 

l° N.M., 484. See a short notice of heresies in K. S. Mudaliyar’s (Tamil) 

T&ytitndnavar, pp. 97-101, 208 where there is mention of some heresies not 

named by me, viz.. Arikaravadam, Parinamavadam, Aikivavadam, 

Sankiranthavadam. 
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particulars at any rate for his religious experiences. The tradi¬ 

tional facts of his life are accepted here as given in the Tamil 

introductions to collections of the poet’s writings. The Chola 

prince of Trichinopoly by name Vijayaranga Chokkalinga Naickar, 

a son of the ruler of Madura, had a steward whose name was 

Kedilia Pillai. This steward and manager of the royal estates 

had a son named Chidambara Pillai whom he gave in adoption to 

his childless brother. After he had done so, the desire to have a 

son and heir became strong in Kpdilia Pillai, and he earnestly 

besought the God Tayumanesurar, whose shrine was on the 

hill of Siragiri, for the blessing of a son. The son of such prayer , 

was named Tayumanavar.1 2 The birth of the poet took place 

in the village of Vedaraniyam near Point Calimere in South 

India. The Tamil editions of the poet’s writings do not give the 

late of the poet’s birth. In the N.M.* edition published in 

1906 the father of the poet is said, rather vaguely, to have 

flourished 1 about 230 years ago.’3 In Rama Yogi’s edition pub¬ 

lished in 1912 the floruit of the poet’s father is placed ‘about 

230 years ago.’4 One of the statements, if not both, cannot be 

correct. The introduction to Sambanda Mudaliyar’s edition 

published in 1891 says that Kedilia Pillai lived 4 about 200 years 

ago.’5 The Rev. G. McKenzie Cobban writing in 1884 says 6 

that Kedilia Pillai * lived about a kundred* and fifty years ago ’ 

making the birth of the poet in oraft&r a.d. 1734. The Rev. G. E. 

Phillips in 1910 wrote7-that the poet ‘ was born . . . about 180 

years ago,* that is about A.D. 1730. Mr. Arnold in Jiis Galaxy 

published in 1886 states that the poet was born 4 about 150 years 

ago.’8 According to these statements the birth-year of the poet 

1 See below, No. 114 at p. 48 and see p. 159. In N.M, 556, 557 the poet 

addresses Tayumanesurar. The Sanskrit form of the name of the god is 

Matribhutesvara (See Subrahmaqyam’s 5 Tayumanavar, p. 2). 
2 See above, p. 1. Note .1. 

* N.M. Introduction, p. 1. 

1 Introduction, p‘. 1. K. S. Mudaliyar’s Edition (published in the year 

Keelaga = a.d. 1908) follows the ‘ 230 years ago ’ chronology. 
5 Introduction, p. 1. 

0 Madras Christian College Magazine, July 1884, p. 2. 
7 Ibid., April 1910, p. 513. 

8 Galaxy of Tamil Poets, p. 171 
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must have been not very far from one of the following years of 

the Christian era, namely, 1676, 1682, 1691, 1730, 1734, 1736. 

One only, if any, of' these years is entitled to be considered the 

most probable, and, if Mr. S. Purnalingam Pillai be right 

(which is doubtful) that the poet died in A.D. 1742,1 the minimum 

of probability must be accorded to the years 1730, 1734, 1736. 

The floruit of the poet is fixed approximately as ‘ the latter 

half of the seventeenth century,’9 ‘ the first quarter of the 

eighteenth century,’ ' 4 the beginning of the eighteenth century.’ 1 

It seems however that we have a statement almost contempo¬ 

rary with the death of the poet as to the date of that event in the 

In Metnoriam lines written by Kodikkarai Gnani : 4 It was on 

a Monday in January of the Salivahana era year 1581 that the 

saint lost himself in Sivam.’’ The Hindu year 1581 of the 

Salivahana era corresponds to the year 1659 of the Christian 

era.6 In the introduction 7 to the N.M. edition this date is, it 

seems to me rightly, accepted and the learned editor, writing 

in 1906, observes that the floruit of the poet was ‘ beyond 

doubt 248 years ago.’ Mr. * Kuppusamy Mudaliar, the writer 

of the introduction to the Rama Yogi edition of the psalms, 

quotse8 Sewell9 in support of the statement that Vijayaranga 

1 Ten Tamil Saints, p. 79. This date is accepted by Mr. R. S. Naravana 

Aiyar, b.a., b.t„., in Sen Tamil, xvii. 254. 

2 Dr. A. K. Cum aras warn y in Prabuddha Bharat a, xxiii. 114. 

3 Purnalingam Pillai, Primer of Tamil Literature, p. 172. 

4 Dr. Barnett, Heart of India, p. 185. 

*> N.M., Introduction, p. 16. 

pQ^Qi—eoar upC ~reirp 

i£(§<*u£l<T$/snib su($i—ise8)0 ianpib 

l-o tjr^mirsn. 

flciyiDrarstigpir 

&aj@£lasf) f)tev!50«;p rfleerQixi. 

6 In Barnett and Pope’s Catalogue of Tamil Books in the British Museum, 

Preface, p. vi, the date ascribed to Tayumanavar is ‘ about 1650 ’ of the 

Christian era. If the year of the poet’s death is meant,.then it is the nearest. 

European approximation to the statement of Kodikkarai Gnani. 

7 p. 24. In Murugadasa Swamy’s Pulavar Purdnam, part ii, pp. 123-126, 

there is a short metrical account of Tayumana Swami, but no data are 

afforded for chronological conclusions. 

8 p. 1. 

9 South Indian Dynasties, p. 60. 

6 
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Chokkanata1 Nayakar flourished A.D. 1704-1731, and is of opinion 

that i ayumanavar * entered into samadhi’ in the Christian }rear 

1742. If we understand entry into ‘ Samadhi ’ not to mean death, 

and if the statement2 is correct that Tavumanavar continued to 
- V 

be alive for seventy-three years after Chokkanata Nayakar, then 

seventy-three years after A.D. 1732 (Salivahana, 1654) will end 

with a.d. 1805. Thus the death-year of the poet was A.D 

1659, 1742, or 1805. 

§ 17. On the death of Kedilia Pillai, the poet’s father, the 

poet succeeded him in the service of the King. Tradition states 

that the poet was then seventeen years of age. This may or 

may not be so. But the young steward of the King is said to 

have done his work as well as his father. His duties at court 

did not prevent Tayumanavar from continuing and advancing 

in the studies which before his official days he had begun. The 

great realities of religion called for his zealous pursuit of them. 

Above all things he had learnt the need of a ‘ Guru,’3 such an 

one as the books of his faith had taught him to expect. The 

need grew daily upon him. As if in response to his longings 

there sojourned in those days in Tarisipuram, worshipping at 

the shrine of Tayumanavar,4 a man of great learning.and piety. 

He was Arul Nandi Sivachariar in the line of discipleship tracing 

succession from the famous Tirumular5 the author of Tim- 

mantram, and he, at Chidambaram, had assumed the name 

‘ Mouna Guru,’6 that is, either ‘ the silent Teacher ’, or, better 

‘ the teacher of the Silence.’ The young disciple received from 

the Guru preparatory instruction, and, bidden to do so, continued 

in his worldly duties. It is said that on the poet’s eagerness to 

follow the Guru he was told the w7ords &uDLi>n®SI(g (summd iru), 

‘ Be still ’. This saying appears to have made a profound 

1 Some writers have ‘ Chokkalinga 

2 N.M., Introduction, p. 24. 

3 vSee below, Introduction, part vii. 

4 See below, p. 159, and above, p. xl. 

5 See above, p. xxv, and below, p. xlvii. 

6 GWW0O-. N.M., 37-46 are specially in praise of the Guru, and in 26-36 

praise is ascribed to God as the Divine Guru See below. Introduction, part 
vii. 
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impression on the poet by reason, no doubt, of its mystical 

sententiousness.1 2 The mind has to abide unattached, undist jrbed. 

well-balanced, ‘ like the waveless sea.’9 Tayumanavar’s continu¬ 

ance in the performance of his secular duties did not appear to 

have diminished his ardour for spiritual achievements. The 

case of King Janaka referred to by him 3 4 in illustration of the 

possibility of growth in grace in the midst of worldly surround¬ 

ings, and of work without attachment, is paralleled, on a less 

royal scale, in the saint’s own life, beset though it was with 

innumerable solicitations to sin. 

§ J8. A great temptation came to him on his master’s 

death. It -was from the royal widow. Fearing to succumb to 

her fascinations, he fled the court and retired into a life of 

brief quietness in the neighbourhood of Ramnad. There, at 

the temple dedicated to the Goddess of Grace, ‘ Half of Siva ’/ 

he sang those verses of exquisite charm, entitled Malay Valar 

Kdtali,5 in the second of which it is possible to detect a 

haunting consciousness of the fair peril from which he had 

been delivered. It may be here observed, on a psychological 

study of his life-details, that the poet would seem, about this 

time, to have been assailed with repeated solicitations to 

sensuality, if we may allocate to a particular period those experi¬ 

ences of spiritual infirmity of which he often pathetically 

complains and which he contritely deplores.6 It is, on the 

other hand, no doubt, not difficult to distribute those experi¬ 

ences to various periods of his life, even those of great spiritual 

strivings.7 * There is also the surmise open, in the regrettable 

dearth of biographical data, that, soon after his leaving the 

1 The words find mention in numerous passages, e.g. N.M., 39, 

40, 100, 116, 118, 162, 353, 416, 436, 464, 510, 511, 537, 538, 631, 685, 705. On 

dnbiaitS(y QsifJjevp ^ibinn see Kcintur Anubuti, stanza 12* 

2 gisariupp ifiCuiej Gisemfi Q>0&iti±<§ (Tirumantram, stanza 2955). 

3 See below, pp. 106, 226. 

4 On the expression ‘ Half of Siva’ see below, pp. 78, 201, and Intro- 

duction, part vii. 

5 The expression means ‘ the Maid who had been bred on the 

mountains.’ See below, p. 200. 

0 For some instances see below, Nos. 129, 154, 199, 315, 317. 

9 E.G. such as are indicated in Nos. 103, 148, 221, 258, below, 
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queen’s court, he had betaken himself to mortifying austerities 

one ir familiar with in the lives of all saints. However, his 

kinsfolk thought their interference with his way of life 

necessary. He was persuaded to enter upon the duties of the 

married state so highly commended by Tiru Valluva Nayanar.1 

His family life was one of happiness, and an only son, 

Kanagasabapati Piliai, was the offspring of it. On the death of 

his wife, some years later, his Guru reappeared to him and 

completed his spiritual instruction.'2 Thereafter the saint broke 

altogether away from the bonds, of kith and kindred and all 

worldly ties, and lived a life of the joys of which he has left us 

abundant evidence. The saint ‘was lost in Sivam ’ in the 

neighbourhood of Ramnad, near the temple of Malay Valar 

Kdtali, in the year 1581 of the Salivahana era.4 

§ 19. There is considerable internal evidence as to the 

wide range of the poet’s learning. We find that he was equally 

'veil read in Sanscrit as in Tamil. He could make use of the 

literature of either 1 language in controversy.’ There are 

references to the four Vedas, the Agamas and the Epics.6 He 

had read the Upanishads.7 From Vedic and Upanishadic 

sources, also from his general store of Sanscrit, the poet intro¬ 

duces into a few of his psalms numerous Sanscrit words.8 The 

exceeding great beauty of his Tamil, however, is unaffected 

by his occasional employment of Sanscrit words. We may) 

note that he speaks with considerable diffidence of his Tamil as 

compared with that of the famous poet-saints of whom he makes 

mention, and the language of some of whom he incorporates 

into his psalms. He thus contrasts himself with ‘ The Three : ’ 

Mn his Kural, Book iii. 

2 On the state of the ‘ Grace-matured ’ see below, pp. 20, 167. 

3 E.G. see below, Nos. 243, 2S8. 

4 See above, $ 16 as to date. 

5 N.M., 66. tie modestly refers to tis knowledge of Sanscrit in this 

hymn thus : etn-GkuySuiUr aum-Esin & ft oust . ' I can quote a few Sanscrit verses’. 

0 See below, p. 55. 

7'N.M., 136 speaks of ‘over 108 Upanishads.’ See'present (writer’s 

Foregleams of God, ch. ii, i- 8, and eh. viii, § 4, note for a short account of 

the Upanishads. 

8 N.M., 3, for instance. 
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The sweet-toned Tamil of the Three 

Thine ears delight with psalms sweet-worded * 

My words from theirs how far must be, 

Feeble, O three-eyed Lord, soul’s Honey ? 1 

He is conscious too that men there may he who speak in 

public gatherings of his hymns as poor stuff, woven of words as 

light as unspun cotton.'2 But the world will, he is confident, 

overlook the faults of his Tamil if the theme of his hymns is the 

Love of God.3 The poet’s highest satisfaction is that God to 

whom he sings his psalms would not look at their shortcomings.4 

In this spirit of humility and religious fervour are the psalms 

sung and presented, and no one can read them without being 

struck by their exquisite charm. 

There are many authors to whom the poet refers. We 

may notice a few of the principal references. 

1. * The Three ’5 stand out prominently. They are Tirugnana 

SambandaT, Tirunavukkarasu, and Sundaramtirti. It is generally 

believed that the first two belonged to the sixth or seventh century 

after Christ, and the third to the eighth or ninth.6 Sambandar is 

called.by Tayumanavar ‘ lord of Shlyali \7 Shlyali in the Tanjore 

District in South India was the birth-place of this famous poet- 

saint whose devotion to Siva and his skill in Saivite dialectics 

helped in the expulsion of Jainism and Buddhism ou-t of Tamil 

India. We must assume that Tayumanavar had good reasons 

for praising Sambandar as ‘ the king whose conquest is over 

births \8 It is believed that he was the author of a great deal 

more than the 384 hymns which have come down to us, and 

these 384 form the first three collections of the Saivite Devarams. 

I cannot share the opinion recently expressed 9 that ‘ there is 

1 No. 274, below. See pp. 83, 116, 205. 

2 A7. A/., 115 uQ4fu® u 

uiiiBQ<«) C- mieisrg #$»<-> <*_t_ , 

a A'.A/., 64 fitA (fig, i iebeoreu umirgitois loammui 

4 N.M., 327 ipwijw 
Q(tr]ts\rf . 

5 iV.iV., 102, 161, 610 (.No, 273, below) speak of 

6 See above, p. v. 

7 N.AJ., 161, 

8 IV. A/.. 110(, GmituKfiB Gmiiiflw fi&QitusiS'Aukfltbi, 

u Kingsbury and Phillips, Hymns of the Tamil Saivite Saint, p. 11. 
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not very much of heart religion in them.’ A juster estimate 

of a gre^t poet, an earnest and saintly man, is best stated in the 

words of the late Prof. Sundaram Pillai: 

He is decidedly the greatest and the most popular of the Tamil rishis. 

. . . Even considered as a poet he has more than ordinary claims to, be 

remembered. His hymns . . . are models of pure and elevated diction, 

generally earnest and touching, but always melodious. ... A true and 

great Tamil poet, certainly the greatest in the lyrical department.1 

# Tayumanavar speaks of Tirunavukkarasu as 4 whom our 

Lord Siva addressed as Appar ’. 2 Tradition has it that 

Sambandar used to *call his elder, Tirunavukkarasu, Appar. 

i Father ’. Appar had been a Jain once, suffered persecution at 

Jain hands, and finally relinquished the Jain faith for Saivism. 

The two poets, Apparswami and Sambanaamurti, are said to 

have gone from place to place in South India singing the praises 

of Siva. Tayumanavar quotes Tirunavukkarasu twice at least.3 

It is rightly claimed that the hymns of Appar are ‘ in the purest 

of Tamil, terse and sweet beyond measure, in every way worthy 

of the great apostle’s mission to the Tamils as “ the king of 

sacred (Tamil) diction ” ('Tiru-ndvuk-karasu). His sayings show 

how the deepest spiritual truths may be expressed in simple 

Tamil without the aid of Sanscrit words ’.4 Of Sundarar there 

is mention made by Tayumanavar in terms of the highest 

literary praise :—* one most skilled in Tamil *,5 * one who knew 

the rare charm of the ancient Tamil tongue*.6 He is one of 

1 Age of Tint guana Sambanda, pp. 4, 5. In Hook ii of Peria Purdnam 

there are 3,159 four-line stanzas about Sam bandar. 

2 N.M.y 161, ts&Qiesrtjur Qaitirp. 

*N.M., 1257, * SutQ *; N.M.y 1262, * b He is alluded 

to in N.M.y 1108. 

4 Sir P. Ramanathan’s Preface (p. 1) to Mr. Nallaswami Pillai’s .S\ Appar. 

The Peria Purdnam, Book i, part v, is devoted to Tirunavukkarasu. A short 

metrical sketch of each of the three is given in Muruga Dasa Swamy’s 

Ptilavar Purdnam, part ii, pp. 1-19. A very sympathetic appreciation of the 

religious experience of S. Appar by the Rev. H. A. Popley appears in The 

Young Men of India, August, 1923, p. 354. 

5 N.M.y 1109, $&&& 

* N.M.y 581, QrtfiiStfmaaia. There is a well-annotated (Tamil) 

edition of Sundarar’s Devdra Patigam, by Srfmat Ramanatha Yogi. A useful 

book Sundaramnrti, by S. M. Rama Chandra Chettiar, b.a., b.i.., contains 
much information. 
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the Tamil poets quoted by Tayumanavar.1 Like the others of 

* The Three Sundaramurti went from place to place in Tamil 

lands singing the praises of Siva. He is said to have visited 

Ceylon. Of the religious value of his hymns, their conduciveness 

to spirituality, opinion has always been uniformly very favour¬ 

able. The learned authors, however, of Hymns of the Tamil 

Saivite Saints §peak disparagingly of Sundarar in their twenty¬ 

line introduction to fifteen hymns they have selected for transla¬ 

tion. They say, ‘ On the whole his hymns are on a lower 

spiritual plane than those of the first two writers [Appar and 

Sambandar], though there are some which bear the marks of 

real spiritual experience’.2 But one of the two writers, 

Sambandar, in the opinion of the same learned authors, writes 

‘ effortless ’ stuff with very little of ‘ heart religion ’ in it :3 

therefore Sundarar’s must be very poor stuff indeed, * on a lower 

spiritual plane ’ ! I cannot find anything in the writings of 

either poet to justify such a verdict. 

2. Tirumula Nayanar is the Siddhanta divine most con¬ 

spicuously mentioned by Tayumanavar. He is referred to as 

‘ the* raja among saints whose fame is in the raja yoga '.4 5 He 

is one of the four deified saints invoked in a hymn.° There is a 

whole section of ten hymns each of which concludes with a 

reference to Tirumular as he to whose line of teachers belonged 

the Guru of Tayumanavar himself. 6 According to modern 

European scholars Tirumular lived somewhere about a.d. 800.7 

He is the author of Tirumantram, a very comprehensive metrical 

treatise on the Siddhanta. It is divided into nine sections and 

the total number of four-line stanzas as given, for example, in 

1 N. M., 1259, ‘ $iG)«Brai3i%&r (Tptmuaai-.fifitter ’ ; N.M., 1260, ‘ Qfitjfigpuiau 1 

See below, pp. 156, 220. 

2 Kingsbury and Phillips, Hymns oi the Tamil Saivite Saints, p. 71 

3 Ibid., p. 11. 

* N.M. , 113, psuttr* GiuirSlGhugDi i&£% . 

5 N.M., 162. 

9 N.M., 37-46, «/>«««* toitl9«ow0- CuDir’iPrfg^Qai. On Guru see below, Intro¬ 

duction, part vii. 

7 Farquhar, D.R.L.I., p. 193. See however, above, p. xvi for present 

writer's suggestions of an earlier date. 
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Visuvanata Pillai’s very attractive edition, is 3,047, whereas 

tradition 1 reckons only 3,000. 

3. Manikkavachagar (‘He whose words are rubies ’) was 

the Chrysostom of ninth century Saivism. He is said to have 

held a high official position- in Madura, and to have abandoned 

it on his ‘ conversion ’ upon the appearance to him of his Guru. 

After his ‘ conversion ’ he is believed to have held learned 

disputations with Buddhists at Chidambaram. His great work 

is the Tiruvdchagam'2 (‘ Holy Utterance ’), a work expressive of 

almost passionate devotion to Siva. It is one of the classics of 

Saivite devotional literature. In the psalms of Tayumanavar 

we findManikkavachagar referred to3 as Vatavur Deva from 

his traditional birth place. He is mentioned and quoted in other 

passages.4 

4. S. Meykandar, author of Sivagndna Bodham,5 

5. Arid Nandi Sivachariyar, author of Sivagndna Siddhiyar.6 

6. Maraignana Sambandar, Guru of S. Umapati.' 

'The- tradition is preserved in Tirmnula Nayandr Purdnam (Peri a 

Purdnam, part ii, in Arumuga Navalar’s edition), stanza 27. In Visuvanata 

Pillai’s edition; stanza 3045 speaks of the 3,000 stanzas of the book. See a 

reconciliation attempted by Dr. Raraanan in his learned, foreword to Visnva- 

nata Pillai’s edition, p. 9. Mr. S. Ramasamy Aiyar, b.a., b.i.., began in 

the Siddhanta Dee pika, vol. i, an annotated English translation of the 

Pirumantram . See Siddhanta Dee pika, vol. vii. 

2 Dr G. U. Pope’s edition contains a full account of the life and times 

of the poet and an English translation of the entire.book of 3,327 lines. The 

latest Tamil edition of Tiruvdchagam is a serial publication with copious 

notes issued in 1922-1923 by the Saiva Siddhanta Publishing Society, Tinne- 

vellv, as a volume of that Society’s Treasury of Tamil Classics. 

* N.M., 162. 

102 (reference to 'Tiruvdchagam), 991, 1110 (reference to 

Manikkavachagar’s controversy with Buddhists) 1325. He is quoted in 

A. M. 1263 Ci(asruupQv 00 •tsfhzsjriisQfii&r ( 1264 1 QssbrQp ujgip&riu ’, (See below 

pp. 187, 224 .and 1265 * \ In Dr. Pope’s edition of the Tiru- 

vd'-hagam is given a full account of the life and times of this great Saiva 
saint. v 

5 N. At., 1097, tstfiar ‘the seer of advaita truth’. See 
above, pp. xvii-xx. . 

° V./]/.; 1098, uirgliSrKfi'tfficeJlu uiritStffifi ‘he who in half «'i 

Stanza revealed the whole world of knowledge.’ The allusion is to Siddhiyar 

3.8.30. For the author see above, p. xliii. In N.M., 1258. his word? 

are quoted. 

7 .V./l/,, 1099. See above, p. xviii. 
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7. S. Umapati, author of eight Siddhanta Sastras. 

8. Arunakiri Nathar, author of Kantar Anupiiti.* 

9. Pattanattar, author of many hymns.3 

10. Sivavakkiar, author of many hymns.4 

11. Uyyavandar, author of Tiruvuntidr.b 

These names are sufficiently indicative of the literary 

influences to which we may ascribe somewhat of the arresting 

charm and melody of S. Tayumanavar’s Tamil, and by which 

we may form an idea of his extensive learning. 

§ 20. We have abundant evidence in S. Tayumanavar’s 

psalms of his progress in religion. The psalms are not in chro¬ 

nological order. This fact, however, does not obscure the con¬ 

ception of-right sequences, in our estimate of the poet-saint’s 

religious experience. 

1. He had a deep consciousness of sin as a state of wrong 

relationship to God. This we may gather from his confessions 

which are as sincere in point of acknowledgment as the less 

veiled confessions of S. Augustine. The poet shows us the real 

sinner before he lets us know the change effected by holy influences. 

There has not been, he tells us anyone known to him among 

the educated or the uneducated classes of men of his time who 

had so persistently pursued a life of sensual pleasures.6 ‘ I am 

a slave of my passions,’ he owns.7 He had a vivid remembrance 

of the enslaving power of a life of sensuality-8 Often he must 

1 N.M., 1100. See above, p. xviii for the eight works. 

2 N.M., 162, 485. In N.M., 1114 hejs praised as 4 he who by the inspira¬ 

tion of God spoke the Kantar Anupiiti, Qupia& afcptgpi^ffiQstreisTi’sr, His 

words Qua (jar are quoted in N.M., 1270. 

* N.M., 516, 1111. In Dr. Barnett’s Heart of India, p. 88 there is a short 

account of this poet. Some of his verses are given in English by the Rev. 

G. M. Philips, in Madras Christian College Magazine, July 1910, pp. 512-13. 

In The Young Men of India of September 1923 at p. 407 there is a fine study of 

S. Pattanattar by Mr. V. Chakkarai, the able editor of The Christian Patriot. 

4 N.M., 162, 142'. See below, p. 157, note (2). There is no very con¬ 

vincing reason to justify doubts as to Sivavakkiar having really lived. 

5 Quoted in N.M., 303. The Tiruvuntidr and Tirukkalitupadiar are 

companion works, and are two of the fourteen Siddhanta Sastras. See 

above, p. xvii. 

6 N M.> 120, 579. 7 N.M., 583, 433. 

8 N.M., 240 (= No. 199, below), 1448 (= 318. below), 1449 (=No. 319, 

below). 
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have succumbed to its solicitations. After his realization of 

‘ wisdom ’ the vivid recollection of the burning # flame;of lust ’1 

and of ‘ beauty’s lure ’2 led him to exhort other men to.mortilica- 

tion of fleshly appetites*3 The sin that most alienates the soul 

from God is the sin of sensuality. This the poet knew. Hence 

his renunciation of * laughter of love-lit eyes,’ 4 for fear of con¬ 

sequent perils. All the descriptions he gives of himself cannot 

be attributed to a sense of modest self-depreciation. Some of 

the many are : simpleton,5 dog,6 wicked man,7 sinner,8 deceitful 

fellow,9 untruthful person,10 heinous 11 sinner,12 hard-hearted 

man laden with evil karma,n insincere in religion.14 There is quite 

a black list in many places.15 We are justified in seeing in the 

beginning of Tayumanavar’s spiritual experience 

(1) A deep, lacerating consciousness of sin.10 

(2) A realization of sin as a personal matter. 

(3) A thought of sin as an element of alienation'from God, 

2. In the environment of the teaching and traditions of his 

religious upbringing he does not overlook primal taint,17 and 

maya,18 and the merit and demerit of action.19 The impact of 

these forces on his being, he owns, brings about appreciable 

results. There is no room in Saivite theology for the conception 

of a Satan, a tempter of souls, an inducer to sinning. His func¬ 

tions are performed by the mind. It is the mind {iomw) that 

begets maya,80 In memory and attachment a great deal of the 

power of sin consists.21 

3. The soul’s struggles with alien influences he finds very 

hard.22 In his endeavours after holiness he is confronted with the 

1 N.M. 

2 n.m. 

3 N.M. 

4 N.M. 

s N.M. 

7 N.M. 

J N.M. 

11 N.M. 

13 N.M. 

19 N.M. 

17 See § 

20 N.M. 

, 1445 (= No. 315, below). 

, 1446 (= No. 316, below). 

, 1447 (= No. 317, below). 

, 194 (== No. 153, below), N.M., 453. 

, 4, 63, 108. 6 N.M.. 4, v>3§. 

> 26. 8 N.M., 27, 19$. 200. 288, 302, 303. 

, 42, 183. N.M., 51, 180, 201 

> 292, 301. 12 N.M., 52, 58. 

> 108- 14 N.M., 94, 403, 415, 424, 431. 
, 74, 75, 83, 434. 16 On sin see below, part xi, 

29. 18 See below, Part v. 19 See below, Part vi, 

. 349, 397. On mind, see below. Part v. 21 N.M;, 447, 

22 N.M., 45 46. 282 (= No 139, below). 
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great problems of the spiritual life, problems of .practical and not 

speculative interest : 

Why was I born ? 1 

Why am I subject to sin ? 2 

Why am 1 compassed about witn fate and frailty ? 3 

Is it just that I should be left alone ? 4 

Is there no means of curbing- my mind ? 5 

How can I be saved, if desire is strong ? 6 

He knows the strength of the lure of the flesh and longs foi 

freedom.7 A life of sensuality will, he fears, be a hindrance tc 

the realization of salvation (from re-birth) in., this life.8 H' 

battles fiercely with the desires that war in his senses, and crie 

for succour.9 He prays to God to call him 

From all the ties of life, the bonds 

Of births, bewilderments, to Thee, 

Me, sinner, moving in their midst.10 

He lays his spiritual burden upon a Power higher than 

and is content to ask : 

I cast my cares on Thee, and trust 

That thou wouldst take corruption’s core, 

Mv soul, with all its sins, and melt 

Its stoniness, and more and more 

By violence of grace, soften 

It, and become its Refuge surf 

Compassionate, till holy hands 

Of prayer are mine, and tear-drops pure.11 

4. A detailed study of all the poet’s spiritual longings 

his psalms will show that they'fall into two groups—the 

before his one great, experience, of which we shall have somethi 

to say presently, and those after that experience. These Ion 

ings are scattered right through his psalms. We may brie 

refer to some belonging to the first group. The poet earnest 

prays for a device whereby the mind may be at rest ;12 for a st8 

1 No. 145, below. 

3 N.M.y 179. 

5 No. 12, below. 

7 N M.t 80, 112, 301 

6 JV.M., 306. 

11 ‘No. 151, below 

2 N.M-, 67. See below, part v on ev 

4 N.M., 305. 

0 No. 215, below. 

» N.A/., 98. 

10 No. 144, below. 

12 No. 32. below. 
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of mindless sanctity ;1 2 for God to govern him ;? for the day whetl 

God Will call him ;3 for his heart to be made impressionable as 

wax ;4 for freedom from earthly ties,5' and for that stage of 

spiritual initiation in which the feet of God are on the Suppliant’s 

head.6 

5. The one great experience of his spiritual life is that 

which is very clearly attested by the evidence of his hymns. 

His Guru’s appearance, the communication of a mystic ‘ word ’ 

to him, and his ‘ surrender ’ to the Master—these constitute the 

most conspicuous elements of an experience the reality of which 

(whatever it wa~) we may not hastily disregard. Siva had ap¬ 

peared, the poet reminds us, to the Four in some past time and 

imparted to them the secret of * Salvation.’7 His own experi¬ 

ence, he would perhaps suggest to the incredulous, is not with¬ 

out precedent. The Four had been told ‘ one word ’ : the poet’s 

own experience hinges on‘one word ’ spoken in secret by his 

Guru. ‘ He with one word with grace prevenient, made me his, 

and made me live by love.’8 ‘ The.one word alone spoken by 

the Silent One is truth. ’ 9 ‘ Hasten ye to the holy experience 

imparted by the one word. ’10 

One word, a wondrous word, there is 

Which in itself contains 

All other words ; by it is cleanser 

The soul of all its stains. 

It is the word the Guru gave, 

One word, unmoving goal, 

Fixed as a mountain-top is firm, 

Towards which moves the soul. 

All other words beside it are* 

As vain, devoid of aim, 

As are the pawns at random moved, 

Moved in an aimless game.11 

1 N.M13 ufafr aBWifl (No. 13, below). N.M. 100. 

2 N.M., 42. 3 N.M., 44, 288. 

* N.M., 58. * N,M., 313. 

a N.M., 117, 598. See below, pp. 90, 211. 

7 No. 40, below, and A'.M., 120, 131, 132, 174, 182, 310, 420, 509. On the 

Four see below, p. 164. 

« N.M., 40 90- Q&tpQ*teiBr(t> ■—plblp$tasan-am$.i«r Qn gQpjfremL- at tile 

very significant lines of N.M., 762 («* No. 67 below). 

u N.M., 460. 10 N.M.. 469. 11 N.M., 186. 
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The ‘ one word ’ is not a charm, a magical formula mecha¬ 

nically bestowing boons. It is something intelligently to be 

assimilated and ‘ lived.’ ' 

The grace to give, the gain of godliness.. 

Wisdom of heaven, and power above all speech, 

Nay, heaven itself, the soul’s own home of joy, 

Behold, O mind, are all within thy reach 

Thro’ that one word the Guru spake to me. 

Be still thereby, O mind of mine be still : 

Upon that word he of the .Silence spake 

Rest thou serene, restrain the straying will.1 

. Perseverance in that 4 one word ’ wins deliverance from the 

bondage of births and re-births. 

My body, being, spirit all I had, 

He asked of me, and I surrendered all 

To him who made me then his willing slave ; 

By glad submission I became his thrall. 

One word he spoke what time I made to him 

Surrender of my all, and O my mind 

Thou shall not anymore the power have i 

Me into bondage of re-births to bind, 

If only day by day upon that word 

I meditate and merge myself therein, 

Forget it never, nay, but persevere 

In it till birthlessness I win.2 

The surrender spoken of in this hymn is referred to in 

many places as a definite, determinate act of the will.3 Asso¬ 

ciated with ‘ the surrender ’ and the 4 one word ’ is the injunction 

s-iinsitTG&qjj, * be still,* 4 be apart,’ 4 be detached,’ 4 be in unruffled 

quiteness.’ Of the acts of the Guru done to the poet one is 

that he ‘bade him be still in a state of self-lessness.’4 In greater 

detail the Guru’s services are stated, including the imparting 

of the secret of the silence, in a hymn5 I render as follows :— 

1 N.M., 529. - N.M., 530. 

3 N.M., 117, 149, 195, 201, 362, 491, 530, 536, 588, 601. See below, 

pp. 38, 178. 
* N.M., 38 ^Kastfliup deuQtoitirjp ‘ tfutoireStfpjfl . 

5 N.M. 116. The terseness of the original has had to be considerably, 

paraphrased. 
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Refreshing grace is never far from Thee; 

O Thou that as a saint1 earnest to me, 
. 

And by a mute and mystic sign 2 

Ineffable, unframed in human speech, 

Broughtest the truth of heaven within my reach 

Bestowing boon of bliss benign ; 3 

As all-where Dancer,4 Lord, Thou lettest me 

The primal sound 5 to hear, the symphony 

Eternal that as sense is known, 

And hearing have the fulness of the food 

Ambrosial e of the blessed ones, the good ; 

Thou unto me Thyself hast showm 

As He that dances in the Hall of Gold ; 7 

So saying Thou hast kept me in Thy hold, 

Thereafter bondman unto Thee ; 

Thou earnest yet again the sign to give 

The goal whereunto I should, moving, live, 

The mark Thou settest ritefully.8 

What time Thou w7ert made manifest to me 

Thine was the garb of God’s own devotee, 

Garb of a Guru of the line 

Most noble,9 when from blessing lips I heard 

The blessing of the gift of one great word, 

One saving word 10 from lips divine, 

When Thou declaredst unto me the way 

Of silence and the secret how to stay 

In quiet and the calm of mind 

In bliss of balanced stillness.11 1, with these 

Thy boons to me, shall I be swmyed from peace 

And me unto old bondage bind, 

With cords of ignorance, unknowing Thee, 

And reel in soul-ensnaring vanity ? 12 

Whatever there may be in the above statement pf experi¬ 

ences which we are unable to understand, it is beyond all 

doubt that the poet would have us believe in the reality of one 

1 As a Siva-Jnani 

2 nr&iuirGw, ‘ Sign ineffable,’ etc See below7, pp. 203, 221. 

3 Quiflemu a)6ikr«ii>iae8>iJ tuefljffi'&Br. 4 (cugthutui £/, 

5 On isnfiii see below, p. 149. 6 See below, p. 173. 

7 jgi)@tuibuwQpiAir£>. ,See below, pp. 174, 204. 

8 (gflpo'xrefififl'tor. The word <3$ is rendered here, ‘ sign ’, ‘ goal ’, 

map 

0 fie&rio ir&iAQ&n svi?js«m3 Qxirevtoinu. 10 ^j&uir itevib, 

11 Qtostitrfhuiriuj *icu;irdl<$ss is freely explained, 

12 fTeum&($&3 . . . iciub£) ifistufSiJleiripnx vneuQiGB) is spread out into three lines and 

a third of the English. 
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great experience : the appearance of the Guru to the disciple, and , 

the disciple’s surrender. The stress seems to be laid on the 

surrender as the starting-point of new experiences. The 

surrender marks a new phase of spiritual existence. What 

followed the act of surrender ? 

I gave myself, and lo, on giving. 

The gladness of my soul was great ; 

Deep draughts of joy I drank toTulness, 

Deep draughts I drank, insatiate ; 

Long years of life were for my gaining ; 

And grace divine was ever near; 

Wisdom was mine, and life’s renewal ; 

From me had fled of births the fear. 1 

The candour, however, of the poet’s confessions enables us 

to see how, after * surrender he often experienced a lapse into 

a state of spiritual sterility- ‘ I have not remained firm in 

the state into which I had! been initiated.’2 ‘ Why has evil 

crept into my mind, deluding me, in spite of my surrender ? ’ 3 

* As my Guru Thou hadst taught me the grace of being still/ 

and shown me the mystic sign, but, in spite of all that, I have 

strayed, following the decrees of my mind.’ 5 ‘ My Guru taught 
s 

me be still, but I have wandered far into the forest of delusion.’ 6 

‘ My evil deeds assail me who had surrendered my all.’7 

‘ The old longings are tormentful, and I am stormed by them.’8 

He complains that the past persists, his pre-surrender past, and he 

longs for effectual deliverance. It is to this period of strife and 

struggle that we must assign those many longings (for what he 

had once tasted) which we find scattered here and there—the 

burden of all which pathetic cries is, ‘ Show me the way to win 

deliverance.’9 He prays to be made ‘ heir of Grace ’10 to be 

restored to ‘ the bliss of holy silence,’11 for cessation of sorrow,12 

1 N.M., 500. The English considerably amplifies the very terse original. 

2 N.M., 123. 3 N.M., 321. 4 «*““>*• 

5 N.M., 353. • 6 N.M., 436. 7 N.M., 440. 

8 No. 154, below. See note at p. 194, on the analogy employed by the 

Siddhanta theologians to explain the adhesion of some amount of evil to 

even ‘ saved-’ souls. 

9 No. 42, below. 10 No. 43, below 

No. 106, below. 12 MM., 107* 
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to cross the sea of births,1 to be freed from darkness,9 and to be 

in union with the Divine.3 The healthy discontent of the poet, 

coupled with the recollection of God ‘at all times,’4 was an 

abiding incentive to reach loftier heights of spirituality. God, 

he believed, had kindled love in him, and he would not be 

satisfied with anything less than the fulness of the fruition of such 

love. His yearnings are for the knowing of God by the way 

of love • 

O grant me for my inmost gladdening 

The flood of Love at Love’s full-tide, 

Thy Bliss with all my being blending, 

/ Bliss-giver ! in my soul abide.5 

This is the mystic’s prayer, breathing soul-passion for God. 

6. A very remarkable fact in connection with the poet’s 

religious experience is that he would have no postponement of 

what he considered the highest realization of religion to a 

future life. ‘ In the body, in this life'6 here and now, he would 

know the fulness of God. Did he claim to know it in his life¬ 

time ? To his after-years of matured spirituality we must assign 

that hymn 7 in which he recalls the stress and struggle he had 

undergone, his lapses, and then gathers strength : 

What time the goodly way of stillness, 

O Lord, Thou taughtest me, 

I gave 8 my body,9 goods and being. 

Surrendering all to Thee, 

What were but Thine.10 But whjr thereafter 

Didst Thou permit 11 the rise, 

Within my senses, of Delusion 

Which, with assertive cries 

Of lordship, danced in me wild dances 

Of self-will,12 till I wailed, 

'nNo. 132, below. 2 N.M., 319. 3 N.M., 361. 

4 See below, pp. 145-47. s No. 105, below. 

^ See below, Introduction, part vi, also p. 115 and N.M., 111, 126, 

259, 297. 

7 N.M., 556. *8 In ‘ surrender * to the Guru. 
9 Literally * the body which I had assumed^’ *QfrQpstb. 

10 «t6bt* Qsir&fl&fa). The soul has no (inheritance) of its own. 

11 God permits, the Hindu divines say. See below, Introduction ^ part v, 

and pp. 143-48. 

12 istiQ&rterg Si-ppm\ 
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And wept hot tears of supplication, 

The while my spirit failed 

With fear ? And how that fear most dreaded 

Thou dravest from my side ? 

And how the flood of my attachments 

Didst stay, and stem its tide ? 

Say Tayumanava whose glories shine, 

O gracious God, on Siragiri’s shrine. 

These questions addressed to Tayumanesurar1 would seem 

to suggest that the poet had gained considerable vigour in spiri¬ 

tuality, had fallen oft and risen, since his ‘ surrender ’, and had 

reached a stage in which the flood-tide of Desire and attach¬ 

ments had been held back and kept powerless. To the period 

of such maturity belong those joyous utterances of lofty 

realization : 

What time Thy fulness Lord abounded, 

The bonds I broke of birth and change, 

Sense-knowing ceased, and lfght, and darkness, 

And, beyond all pleasure’s range, 

And pain’s, knew nothing, me not seeing. 2 

And again the triumphant •verse : 

The seas are troubled in confusion, 

The birth-begetting good and ill ; 

The waters roll away affrighted, 

The storms have ceased and all is still.3 

The Revel in Bliss 4 may be placed in the same period of 

ripe experience. Whatever meaning we may choose to give to the 

poet’s reasoned impressions of the great things of the soul’s com¬ 

merce with God, we notice that it was by the way of ‘ Grace ’, 

and by the path of Love, and not by means of the unsatisfying 

requirements of institutional religion, that he reached the 

contentment his writings record. Contentment ? No, he was 

for ever longing 5 for light, more lightfor union, for peace, and 

for rest. He had not found these 1 in this life *. 

1 See above, p. xl. 2 No. 272, below. 

* No. 130, be.ow. 4 See below, p. 100. 

5 See below, pp. 117-21 for some of his longin'gs. 

8 
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§ 21. Without in any degree derogating from the sincere 

admirat.on, hitherto expressed and hereinafter adhered to, for 

Tayumanavar’s passionate devotion to God, his lofty spiritual ex¬ 

cellence, and his sainthood, I desire to record my conviction that, 

if the poet-saint did not in his day know the Lord Jesus Christ, 

he fell short of knowing the uttermost reach of the love of God, 

love that expressed itself in the sacrifice of dying.1 In this 

respect he that is least in the Kingdom of Heaven is greater 

than our poet-saint. This, on the assumption that the poet 

did not know, or know of, the Lord Jesus Christ. Is it a right 

assumption ? The history of his times affords material for 

formulating the probability of his having heard of Christianity. 

While data are not abundant for the formation of a definite 

opinion as to the extent of Christian missionary enterprise in 

the places associated with Tayumanavar, it must be allowed that 

there was an appreciable amount of Christian propaganda work 

in Dravidian India in the days of the poet. The period 

A.D. 1542-1562 covers the activities of S. Francis Xavier in 
# 

the Malabar coast and the southern district of Madras. In 

1606 Jesuits began work in Madura under Robert de Nobili, who 

died in 1656 ; and Madura, the very heart of literary Tamilagam. 

witnessed in 1693 the martyrdom of a Christian missionary, 

John de Brito. After the establishment in Tranquebar in 1705 

of a Lutheran Mission, the religious and literary labours of the 

great Italian Jesuit and Tamil scholar, Constantine de Beschi, 

known in Tamil as Viramamunivar, began. He died in 1742. 

Forty years before Xavier’s time Franciscan missionaries had 

begun, work in Portuguese India.'2 The study of Tamil and 

of Tamil literature by Christians must have begun very early, 
■ > 

earlier than 1661 the-year of the publication of a Tamil New 

Testament, and we may conjecture that there must have bden 

pamphlets and tracts which were precursors of the Church 

History (in Tamil) of 1736.3 Before 1500' Christianity had 

1 See below, oh this subject, Introduction, Part vii. 

2 The Imperial Gazetteer of India, i, pp. 441, 442. In 1526 Portuguese 

missionaries were at work in Mangalore (Imperial Gazetteer, xiv, 360). 

3 Hough’s Christianity in India, iii, pp. 87, 175, 247. 'rhe writer js not 

always accurate in his statements, especially as to non-Christian tenets. 
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been alive in India, for the sixth Christian century saw the 

Nestorian Missionaries at work in India.1 We must concede 

some degree of historicity to the virile tradition, alive to this day 

in the topography of South Indian Christian Missions, of the 

preaching of Christianity in India by S. Thomas the Apostle. 

The tradition is as old at least as the third century.2 A slab 

discovered in the eighth century on S. Thome Mount seems to 

confirm the traditional belief that S. Thomas was martyred in 

the neighbourhood in a.d. 68.5 King Guduphara, to whose 

court S. Thomas is said to have gone,1 reigned in India between 

a.d. 20 and A.D. 46. The other king, with whom tradition 

associates the Apostle, was Vasudeva, a contemporary of Gudu¬ 

phara. Ifthe death of S. Thomas falls in the reign of these 

two kings it* was in all probability earlier than A.D. 68.4 

4 There is an actual basis for the tradition in historic reality, 

and that S. Thomas proceeded to the East and visited the courts 

of two kings there, of whom one was the Guduphara, 

Gondophernes of the Takht-i-Bahi inscription and the coins, 

and the other was very possibly Vasudeva of Mathura J.5 

There are thus reasons for asserting the existence of 

Christianity in India, if not indeed from A.D. 20 (and I see no 

reason why not) at least from the sixth century. There is, 

further, a very high degree of probability in favour of the view 

that Christianity had been known and heard of in the district 

in which Tayumanavar lived. If the statement of some writers6 

that the poet died in A.D. 1742, the same year as Beschi,7 be 

correct, then, it may be presumed that the poet was i?ot unaware 

of the Christian activities of the Jesuit Mission in Madura, and 

1 Hough, op. cit., i. 73, 86. 

2 Vincent A. Smith, The Oxford History of India (1920), p. 126. Imperial 

Gazetteer of India, ii, p. 288. 

3 The Imperial Gazetteer of India, xxi, p. 388. 

*SeeJ.R.A.S., 1905, p. 234. See J.R.A.S., Oct. 1924, p. 213. 

5 J. Fleet in J.R.A.S., 1905, p. 236. See J.R.A.S., 1905, p. 223 ; J.R.A S., 

1906, p. 706, and Imperial Gazetteer, ii, p, 5, for discussions of the Thomian 

tradition. For A Tamil Account of S. Thomas and Kandappa Raja from the 

Latin by Father H. Hosten, S.J., see The Indian Athenaeum, July 1923, p. 8. 

0 See above § 16 and Subrahmanyam’s .S'. Tayumanavar, p. 8. 

7 Dr. Grierson in Imperial Gazetteer, ii, p. 436. He refers to Tayumanavar 

£S the author of 1453 pantheistic stanzas. 
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probably he had knowledge of some of the fundamentals of the 

foreign faith. The Madura Mission opened in a.d. 1606 at Madura 

where, some years before, the Franciscans had worked. The 

Chief of the Madura Mission was Robert de Nobili, a near 

relation of Pope Marcellus II., and the nephew of Cardinal 

Bellarmine, the great Roman theologian. Into the town where 

Tayumanavar lived and its neighbourhood rumours, if not more 

certain knowledge, must have penetrated of the doings and 

sayings of the members of the Madura Mission, particularly of 

their * brahmanizing * themselves in garb, customs, observances 

and language ; of their knowledge of classical Tamil; of their 

Tamil discourses ; of their controversies with the Brahmins; 

and of the popularity of the Inydna Upadesam of^de Nobili; 

and, above all,* of the astounding ‘ discovery ’ of tjje manuscript 

of a P"ifth Veda !1 For nearly half a century Nobili carried on 

his work. Knowledge of the literary skill, Tamil scholarship and 

missionary zeal of Constantine de Beschi, another well-known 

Jesuit ‘ Brahmin ’, author of Tembdvanai and other works in 

scholarly Tamil, must have been widespread in the days of 

Tayumanavar.2 In the history3 of the Danish Mission at 

Tranquebar from a.d. 1706 the year A.D. 1708 is one of great 

importance, for it was in that year that the first attempt to 

introduce Christianity into Tanjore was made, and we have 

the memorable fact, most relevant to our inquiry and leading 

us to very sure ground, that on March 5, 1708, the Danish 

missionary, Zieganbalg, had a conference, on matters of religion, 

with the Brahmins of ‘ Dirukuddeur, a town in the kingdom of 

Tanjore'.4 If the town is not the Saiva Tirukkadavur, it 

certainly was the Tanjore town of Tirumaraikkadu, more famous 

1 An account of the Madura Mission appears in Hough’s Christianity in 

India, ii, Bk. v, c. 3. The pseudo-Veda was known to Voltaire in 1761. He 

had been led to believe it to be an authentic work, a commentary on the 

Vedas ‘ by the Chief Brahmin of the Pagoda of Cherengham ’. It was 

published in 1778 at Paris as Vezour-Vddam. The forgery was not detected 

till some years later. 

2 On the assumption that he died in a.d. 1742. 

3 Hough’s Christianity in India, iii, Bk. vii, c. 3 is devoted to this 

Mission. 

4 Hough, op. cit., iii, p. 138. 
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as Vedaranyam, the native place of the poet. In either case 

a strong presumption in favour of Tayumanavar’s know1 edge of 

Christianity is raised. 

§ 22. While it may reasonably be suggested, from the 

above considerations, that Tayumanavar had knowledge of Chiris- 

tianity, such knowledge as a man of his wide culture could have 

had of contemporary religious thought and movements, we are 

confronted with the problem of the poet’s attitude towards 

the religion of Christ. The poet had no reason to condemn 

Christianity as an * alien faith ’ because it was not one of 

the eighteen religious systems put on the Siddhanta Index 

Expurgatorius.1 If not hostile, was his attitude friendly ? In 

the eyes of thoes who take his samarasam 2 to mean a pose of 

indifference, framing itself in terms of glib, innocuous, eclectic 

elasticity one is familiar with in modern times among people 

who, with the minimum of mental effort, lay claim to the 

maximum of conclusiveness, Tayumanavar patted the Nazareth 

creed patronisingly on the back and let it live—-that was the 

furthest reach of his friendliness to the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 

I do not see as they. In my view the contact of the 

robust, unanaemic, Siddhanta faith with the fundamentals of 

Christianity, in times prior to the poet’s, or in his own, would 

have resulted in the annihilation or assimilation of the latter. 

Now, the outstanding fundamental of the Christian faith is the 

teaching that God had become incarnate as Jesus Christ, and 

with it is the teaching of His having become the Guru of souls, 

of His dying for the salvation of souls, and of His rising, from 

the dead as the great Life-giver of believers. The man¬ 

becoming of God as the Guru of souls is a great Siddhanta 

fundamental. Did the Siddhanta theologians before the days of 

Tayumanavar assimilate Christian teaching and he, after them, 

accept it in the matter of the God-Guru idea ? An affirmative 

answer is rendered plausible by reason of the entire absence of 

any trace of a doctrine of the man-becoming of God in 

pre-Saivite literature. Such 'an answer, however, involves the 

assumption that the . God-man idea in the Gita is due to 

2 See above, § 13. x See above, § 14. 
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influences purely Saivite.1 2 The affirmative answer need not 

necessarily be weakened into a negative by the fact that the 

divines of the’Siddhanta, if they had been aware of Christian 

teaching, did not incorporate into their tenets the conception 

of a dying God or of a God victorious in an act of resurrection 

from the dead. The explanation of their silence lies in the 

circumstance that it was hard for them, even with the theolo¬ 

gical fiction of a 4 conditioned Brahma,’" to think of subject¬ 

ing Deity to the limitation of mortality, because of their 

inherent prepossessions in favour of the obsession of karma- 

transmigration. The Siddhanta revolt3 from the doctrine of 

re-birth under cover of £ the grace of God ’ did not seem to 

make the dread of karma-transmigration the less oppressively 

real. Therefore, a doctrine of expiatory Atonement seemed to 

them not only irrelevant but unnecessary. The Cross, as ever 

to others, was to them a stumbling-block. They clung to their 

prepossessions. Prepossessions die hard, and, Christian pre¬ 

possessions being no exception, my own leanings are in favour 

1 See present writer’s Foregleams of God., p. 220. Cf. Max Muller. 

S.B.E., i, p. 52. The idea of a Teaching God, fully discussed by Robertso^ 

in his Pagan Christs, part ii, c. 2; does not afford any parallel to the 

Siddhanta Conception of ‘ God become man to be man’s Guru,’ and still 

less is there any similarity between Robertson’s ‘ Teaching God ’ and the 

Christian ‘God made Flesh.’ On the God-man idea of the Gita reference 

may be made to Dr. G. A. Grierson’s article on Bakti-Marga in E.R.E., ii, 

548, where, in the course of an account of the extent of the probability of 

Christian influence on the thought of the Gita, quoting Hopkins’s India 
9 

Old and New, p. 167, the learned writer expresses himself inclined to the 

belief that some accessories of the Krishna cult had been taken over from the 

Christ cult. The ascription of Deity to Krishna is traced to the sixth Chris¬ 

tian century. At p. 550 it is observed, * It is possible, and perhaps probable, 

that the worship of the infant Krishna was a local adaptation of the worship 

of the infant Christ introduced into India from the north-west. .„ . Jfut it 

was in Southern India that Christianity, as a doctrine., exercised the greatest 

influence on Hinduism generally.’ Sir G. R. G. Bhandarkar (Vaisnavism 

and Saivism, pp. 36-38) thinks that the Abhiras brought with them into India 

in the first Christian century the name ‘ Christ ’ and the birth-stories and the 

story of the massacre of the innocents and identified the cow-herd with 

Krishna-Vasudeva and Christ-stories became Krishna-stories. The learned 

orientalist concludes (p. 38), that the identification ©f Vasudeva-Krishna with 

Gopala-Krishna cannot be considered to belong to a pre-Christian period. 

2 See Foregleams of God, cp. viii. §§ 3-15. 

3 See below, p. 167 and Introduction, part vii. 
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of the obligation of the Siddhanta to Christian teaching ; yet, 

I should be doing the literary sense serious wrong to let my 

bias sway my judgment. In the absence of decisive evidence a 

verdict of 4 not proven * is the best to be entered. Either 

answer, affirmative or negative, to the question framed above, has 

much to be said for it; the negative will develop more doubts 

than the affirmative could dispel. 

Part IV.-i-GOD 

§ 23. The conception of God in many of the psalms of 

Tayumanavar is inseparable from associations of Puranic 

mythology. The environment in which Deity is set in 

traditional Hindu beliefs is, with reference to the poet’s 

attitude towards it, either fact or fiction. If fiction, then the 

poet is either employing legendary attributes and descriptions 

with allegoric meanings or, what is more probable, his accept¬ 

ance of such mythic details is a mere concession to popular 

religious fancy. The statement, for instance, that Siva burnt 

the cities of the enemy,1 refers to the Yajur Veda1 2 stpry of 

Rudra burning the three fortresses of the Asuras. Long 

before Tayumanavar an allegorical meaning had been given this 

incident by Tirumular3 4 who says, ‘ Fools say that the Lord 

burnt the three cities : the three cities stand for the product 

of the three mala (opibioeo)Tayumanavar, being familiar with 

the Tirumantram, must be presumed to be aware of this 

interpretation of the three cities story, in $o far as this story 

is concerned, we have Tirumular’s high authority for its being 

a fable, literally understood by the ignorant but full of hidden 

meanings to men of spiritual understanding. Tirumular may 

then be involved in establishing a precedent for disbelief of the 

historicity of other Siva stories. True he allegorizes, 4 but first 

he disbelieves and even rebukes belief. Tirumular, among the 

ancients, does not in this manner of thought stand alone. The 

1 A7.M., 455 JtjStoi—iUiin Lji<&G)*jbpGfiQa). 2 c. 2, 3, 12. 

3 rirumantram, Stanza'343. Sec a full defence of the allegorizing of 

myths in Nallaswamy Pillai, Siddhiyar. pp. 145-54. 

4 On the tendency to allegorize see Foreglcams of God, p. 359. 
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Jearned author of the Siddhiyar would not have it taken as a 

fact that Siva had an eye midway between the eye-brows. The 

myth of the mid-set eye is an allegory, he teaches.1 2 Tayu- 

manavar, who knew his Siddhiyar well, must be presumed to 

have had the allegorical implications of the fable of, the third eye 

in all the passages in which he addresses Siva as ‘ the Lord of 

the mid-set eye.’9 We may take it to be the tendency of 

modernists among Hihdus to discard as fables all the stories 

that cluster round Siva and constitute descriptions of him. 

Such are the following out of those used by Tayumanavar : 

1. Siva k:lled the God of death and burnt to death the bodv of the 

god of love.3 

2. His throat is dark with poison he had swallowed.4 

3. He is * the wearer of white ashes \5 

4. He wears the Ganges and the moon in his matted hair ,6 and a 

snake 7 

5. He is red and eight-armed.8 

6. He rides a white bull.9 

7. He is an ascetic with a deer-skin.10 

8. He is the husband of Uma, the maid of the mountains.11 

While, by the descriptions of Siva, he is identifiable with 

Siva of the Puranic Triad, (,Tirumurti), our poet is at 

considerable pains to make Him, whom he calls ^iva, not only 

superior to Brahma and Vishnu, but Supreme God. This is a 

matter of importance to remember : it reveals the poet’s mind 

in his conception of God. He concedes much to the popular 

cult in appropriating the attributes of Siva for ‘ God,’ but no one 

can lose sight of his deliberately placing ‘ God ’ in a position of 

1 Siddhiyar, 3, 1, 52. See below, p. 180. 

2 For instance in Nos. 107, 144, 146, 184, 206-210, 282, below. 

3 N.M., 502. On Yaman see below, pp. 72, 175, 192, and on god of love, 

see p. 225. In Tirmnantram, st. 1, the kicking of Yaman is mentioned, and 

the author who allegorizes the three cities episode cannot be held to accept 

the Yaman story. See Siddhanta Deepika, i, p. 74. 

4 N.M., 578 and below, No. 44 and p. 151. 

5 No. 144, below, and p. 192. 

* N.M., 168 describes Siva fully. See below, No. 185, and p. 198, 

N.M., 487. 

7 No. 184, below. N.M., 504. 8 No. 146, below, and p. 193. 

9 No. 202, below. N.M., 298. This, says Pattanattar, means ‘ Goodness \ 

10 N.M’., 298. ' 11 No. 200 and p. 201, below. 
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utter supremeness over Siva of the Triad, i ayumanavar’s 

Siva is not the Siva of the mythologies. We not onl) witness 

the disintegration of the Triad but are led up to the conception 

of the Sole Supreme who survives all change. In the section 

entitled Tenmugam (QpeztrQp&w) the poet .deals with the subject of 

supremacy. Of the Triad there is one, he says, who creates, 

another who preserves, and ‘ the Lord of the three eyes ’ who 

destroys : which of these is the Supreme God ?1 The answer 

is implied in the question raised in the following verse : Who 

survives the wreck of the universe and its dissolution ? 2 The 

survivor is described in terms of Puranic fables as the ash- 

daubed ascetic, wearer of matted locks in which flows the Ganges, 

he of the mid-set eye, and it is also added that on earth he is 

openly seen as the Dancer in heart-temples.3 If Brahma and 

Vishnu, the poet continues, have to be born often to perform 

their functions they cannot be God.1 He elsewhere speaks of 

the inferiority of Brahma and Vishnu.5 In all this the poet is 

following earlier thought/ Going a step further with the poet 

we notice the supremacy asserted of ‘ The three-eyed one, doer 

of the three deeds [creation, preservation and destruction], the 

first of the Three.'1 The functions of the Triad are attributed to 

‘ the three-eyed.’ Indeed, he transcends the Triad,8 that is, is 

above Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, and consequently cannot be Siva 

of the Triad. Tayumanavar, in breaking away from the trammels 

of tradition, is acting according to Siddhanta orthodoxy. 

Tirumular expressly says, ‘ He is prior to the Three, He is 

the Highest Being, having none equal to Him ... He 

is the golden lotus in the heart’.9 Again, ‘ Without Him 

there can be no devas, . . . and nothing is possible even 

to the Triad.’ 10 The high authority of the Siddhiyar 

is equally explicit. * They call Him one of the devas, 

but they know that Siva is all the three gods. The gods, 

1 N.M., 166. 2 N.M., 167. 

3 . V.M., 168, 369: 4 N.M., 170. 

•s No. 225, below, N.M. 402 refers to Vishnu’s inferiority. 

“ Tirumantram, Stanzas 13, 14, 15. 

7 jV .il/., 490 fV'.'W,-? sca&w$sa> QpgQjSBi$e»rr Qptbys#sjj. 

* A7-it/., 182 translated above at p. xxviii. See No. 44, at p. 27. 

’•* Tirumantram, st. 7 IO Ibid., 0. 
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Brahma and the rest are manifestations of Hara ’-1 Therefore 

Tayumanavar says that One only is supreme, even over destiny,2 3 

and the grace of One only can give salvation when the very 

Triad itself has impotently passed into dissolution/' Thus in 

a process of progressive elimination we have the fc’lowing 

results presented to us : 

1. Siva is invested with Puranie and pre-Puranic attributes 

2. Siva is superior to Brahma and Vishnu of the Triad. 

3. Siva is greater than Siva, Brahma, Vishnu. 

4. Siva is all three and more, 

5. Siva, who is not Siva of the Triad, is the supremest One 

§24. Are there two Sivas ? Some scholars suppose that 

a Siva of the Himalavas and a Siva of South India have been, 
X 

and are, worshipped^ as one and the same person.4 A reader 

of the passages noted, from Tayumanavar, in the above section 

will see that there is room to suppose a fusion of ideas. While 

the poet expressly distinguishes Siva from the whole Triad, he 

yet does not divest Siva of the Himalayan attributes and the 

legendary descriptions. Sir R. G. Bhandarkar5 traces the con¬ 

ception of Rudra-Siva to the evolution of the idea of a god 

of wrath appeased into the benignant (Siva) one. He finds in 

the Satrudriya accounts of Rudra, as the mountain-dweller, 

ruddy and blue-throated, with matted hair, and wearing a skin, 

the description of Siva of later times, and the very names 

Sankara, Sambhu, Siva 5 of Hindu devotional use are first found 

in that book. ‘ The terrible and destructive God became ’, thinks 

Sir R. G. Bhandarkar, 4 when he was propitiated by men in a 

variety of ways, a benignant God and attained to the whole 

majesty of the godhead by the time of the Yajar Veda and 

the Atharva Veda, and it is on this majestic form of the God 

that the theosophic speculations of the Svetasvatara Upanishad 

are based \ 7 He concludes that fear is responsible for Rudra- 

1 Siddhiyar, 3. 1, 49, 60. Each God of the Triad has his own limited 

sphere of action. 

2 No. 106, below. 

3 N.M., 59. The One is the Parabrahmatn, the sole supreme 

* Dr. Grierson, for instance, in J.R.A.S., 1913, p 173. See other refer 

ences in Foregleams of God, pp. 110-12. 

5 V.S., pp. 102-10. 6 See below, p 163. V.S., 105. 7 
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Siva’s exaltation into supremacy. * In the monotheistic religion 

of other countries the same God is feared and loved ; in India the 

God that is loved is Visnu-Narayana-Vasudeva-Krsna, while the 

God that is feared is Rudra-Siva \ 1 While it is undeniable that, 
• / 

according to Siddhanta scholars,2 Rudra is equated with Siva and 

the one identified with the other, I have not been able to see in 

Tayuman&var any prayer to Siva as an object of terror which 

needed appeasing: on the contrary such appellations as ‘father*, 

‘ mother *, * brother ’, ‘ kinsmaiTV~^ffiend * beloved *, suggest 

tenderness and love rather than fear. Dr. Bhandarkar, however, 

in dealing with the Siva of the Svetasvatara, is not oblivious 

to the gentle side of Saivism, though he writes,3 4 perhaps with 

leanings towards Vaishnavism 

The Svetasvatara-Upanisad . . . stands at the door of the Bhakti 

school, and pours its loving adoration on Rudra-Siva instead of on Vasudeva 

Krsna, as the Bh. Gita did in later times when the doctrine was in full swing. 

Vasudeva-Krsna had a historic basis ; and the circumstances which led to his 

^being invested with the supreme godhead occurred in later’ times, while in 

the age in which the Svetasvatara-Upanisad was composed, Rpdra-Siva was 

alone in the field as the supreme god, and the germs of bhakti, or love, 

which manifested themselves at the time, were directed towards him ; but 

when Vasudeva-Krsna also came into the field, he appealed more to the 

hearts of men as the god who had come to dwell * amongst them ; 

consequently the germs of bhakti speedily developed and he became the 

object of the heightened feelings in preference to the other. 

Instead, perhaps, of postulating two Sivas fused into one, 

it is preferable to think that ‘ the attributes of the Dravidian 

deity Siva were found to be most in conformity with those 

of the Vedic god Rudra . . . and the conception then grew of a 

half-Dravidian, half-Aryan deity . . . who became the Supreme 

Deity, Siva, of the great mass of the Dravidian people *.5 In the 

1 VS., 106. But on the terrific aspects of Krishna, see Gita, xi. 25-30, 49 

2 Nalla. Studies, pp. 88, 133, 178, 285 and his Siddhiyar, pp. 143, 144. 

3 VS., 110, 111. 

4 Was it before or after the time of which it is written: ‘ The word 

became flesh and dwelt among us, full of grace and truth ’ (S. John i. 14) 

that the germs of bhakti speedily developed, and he became the object of 

the heightened feelings in preference to the other ? 

5 R. G. Frazer, in E.R.E., v. 22. See same writer’s Saivism in E.R.E., 

xi. 19. 
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alternative it may be surmised, from the fact of pre-Aryaty 

Dravidian occupation of India1 that Siva, for whom Vedic 

attributes were gradually found, had always been a Dravidian 

deity, one only, without a second, Siva.2 

§ 25. Tayumanavar, we have Seen, accepts the limitations 

sought to be imposed upon Deity ifi the sphere of manifestation, 

by myths and legends. Manifestation itself is a limitation. He 

accepts one such limitation, and that is in the sphere of his own 

experience: the man-becoming of God as Guru.3 We shall 

presently see that he breaks away from all other conditioning ideas 

and argues himself out of the environment of legends into a sober 

comprehension of the One Reality. We' cannot do justice to 

Tayumanavar’s psalms if we do not see in them a three-fold 
• t # 

presenting, not so much of Deity as of ideas of Deity. There is 

first the conception of God in popular form, that is, God of the 

myths and fables. Next is the eonception of God as manifested 

especially in the experience of souls. Thirdly, there is room in 

his hymns for a presenting of ideas of Deity in terms of the 

Abstruse. The demands of the popular and the philosophical 

sides of the religion of his day seem to claim the poet’s 

attention. 

The transcendence of God is conceded in the hvmns. 

Deity is not to be localised : 

Place has no power to prison His presence ; 

No one can say ‘ He is here ’, ‘ He is there. ’ 

Not in this place, nor in that, is the Godhead, 

Unbounded by places bides everywhere.4 

1 See above, p. xvi. 

2 In addition to references already given on the subject of this section, 

and on Siva generally, may be mentioned : Pope’s Tiruvachagam, p. 152 ; 

Father Gnanapragasar’s somewhat controversial Philosophical Saivism, ch. 

x ; Kingsbury and Phillips’s Hymns of the Tamil Saints, pp. 3-8 ; Siddhanta 

Dee pika, i. -pp. 9, 121, 127 (Ramasamy Iyer’s and Shanmuga Mudaliar’s com-' 

ments) ; T. A. Gopinatha Rao’s Hindu Iconography, vol. ii, part i, pp. 39-43. 

[The learned author, at p. 41 equates Agni with Rudra and understands 

Tryambaka to mean ‘ Three-mothered ’. For another meaning see my 

Foregleams of God, p. 110 note] ; J.R.A.S. [O.S.] v. 81, is. [N.S.] 211, xiii. 

[N.S.] 404 xiv. [N.S.] 294 ; and authorities cited in Foregleams of God, pp. Ill, 

312, note. Slater’s Dravidian Element in Indian Culture, ln3. 

3 See below, part vii. 4 See p. 4, below. 
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This may not altogether mean transcendence, ‘ the aloofness 

of God.’1 We see it more, however, in another hymn where 

ideas of transcendence lead the thinker straight on and inevitably 

to immanence: 

- Thy home thou choosest 

Within the hearts of saints on earth.2 

It is well to remember that Tayumanavar seldom keeps the 

thought of immanence apart from transcendence. Immanence 

is postulated of the transcendent Deity. If we understand 

the poet to combine in his conception of God immanence with 

transcendence, then w$ are certain he has no pantheistic ideas. 

Since, again, he does not state his belief in a merely transcendent 

God, he is not a deist.3 The word turiya 4 denotes transcend¬ 

ence, and God, in the Siddhanta, is &iftujii (turiyam) and &gjtTppii) 

(.saturtam) ‘ the Fourth.’ 5 In the following lines our poet speaks 

of the transcendence of God more than of immanence :— 

O Space unthinkable, 

Say, dost thop know, that all-where outspread art, 

The Vision that is seen 

Beyond thine utmost end, thy furthest part ? 

O Earth, say, dost thou know, 

What Glory shines where end thy bounds, and where 

The serpent wise thy weight 

Upholds ? Can even he the truth declare ? 

O Word rfevealed, that art 

To one and all the truth, for unto thee 

Faith turns, O first of books, 

Canst thou thine End and Goal make known to me ? 

O thou that ragest loud, 

With wave-girt arms outheld, O speechless sea, 

Who let thee circling lie 

Around the earth, thy vastness shoreless be ? 

1 See article Immanence in E.R E., v. 167. 2 No. 110, below. 

3 See Illingworth, Divine Immanence, ch. iii, ‘ The logical opposite of 

pantheism is deism, in the sense ,of belief in a merely transcendent God.’ 

On pantheism as the opposite of atheism see C. E. Plumptre’s History of 

Pantheism, ii, 7. 

4 See below, p. 154. 

5 See this subject treated fully and ably by the late Mr. J. M. Nallad- 

waray Pillai in his Studies in the Saiva Siddhanta, pp. 88-91. 
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Ye birds that beauteous are 

In bosky woodland groves ; ye long-winged bees 

That seek the lotus bloom ; 

Ye errand-going swans of love and peace ; 

Tell me, 1 ask, have ye at any time had speech 

With Him, the great and Perfect One, beyond all reach ? 1 

In the formula erd^eorTiLmii sjeoeoe^Lonuj^ ‘ as all, yet not all ’ 2 

we have the immanent-transcendent conception of God in the 

poet’s psalms. The intense manner of his statements of imma¬ 

nence has misled many to make him a pantheist. ‘ So long as 

transcendence is recognized, the most ^emphatic assertion of 

immanence is not pantheism but panentheism-—not the doctrine 

that all is God, but the doctrine that all is in God, who is also- 

above all.’3 In such ideas as * life of life’, ‘ blending^iinblended ’ 

and in the analogies of vowels and consonants, oil in seed, 

butter in cream, fragrance in the flower,4 we see immanence 

postulated. The thought of God as indweller 5 diminishes the 

distance which the idea of transcendence suggests between God 

and man. The ‘ Guru ’ conception of God is the furthest reach 

of the idea of Divine immanence in any non-Christian faith. 

The Christian reader, however, misses in Tayumanavar the 

thought of * redemptive immanence * and its allied idea of 

4 atonement ’. 
• 

§ 26. Against Siva of the fables and allegories being the 

poet’s real idea of manifested Deity we have the corrective, 

or perhaps balancing, conception not only of God as Guru but 

also as Sivam.& The equation of Siva and the Guru-sannyasi is 

1 N.A/,, 158,159. The words m me last English line after * but’ represent 
the Tamil Glufiiu uifl^ienoriDuib 

2 See below, p. 161. 

.Nicholson, The Idea of Personality in Sufism, p. 27. 

4 See below, p. 155. 

5 See below, p. 156. See No. 45, at p. 27. 

6 On Sivam see Nalla. Studies, pp. 133, 134, cf. Mandukya, 7, ‘ Sivam, 

tranquil, the second-less they think is the Fourth ’ [Sivam santarn advditam 

chaturtam manyante\. The word * Sivam ’ is also translated as an adjective 

meaning ‘ benign ’. 
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brought out in the Tirumantram1 with which no doubt 

Tayumanavar was familiar : 

Siva Sivajriani is, 

Siva yogi, guru He. 

‘ Siva ’ whoso calling, seeks 

Siva-guru’s feet, will be 

Mighty powers of newness 2 given, 

Fruition and the goal of bliss,3 

Grace to break the bonds of births : 

Heaven the land of God is his. 

hi strictness of thought God has no name, yet fear and 

devotion have found many names for whatever man tries to 

know as Deity. God, according to our poet, is ‘ many-named 

in the books.’4 He tells us5 6 he remembers ‘the three-eyed 

Guru ’ in his prayer and praises by such names, as Sankara, 

Sambhu, Sadasiva, Sarvaisa, Sadananda, Bhagava, Nirguna, 

Niramaya^Niranyana, Niralamba, Nishkala, Nirvasana, Nir- 

tonda, Nirvishaya, Kaivalya, Nitya, Sangala-Rahita, Tatpara, 

Asanya, Visvatlta, Vyona, Purana. Each of these names 

denotes an attribute and description. Thus the words beginning 

with Ni signify the absence of certain qualities, e.g. Nirguna 

means ‘ void of gunas, properties,’ Niramaya means ‘ free 

from infirmities ’, and Nishkala means ' beyond description 

ineffable,’ and Nitya means ‘ not subject to variation or change, 

eternally self-existent There are positive descriptions in 

Sadasiva, meaning ‘ all-beneficent,’ Sadananda, meaning ‘ all¬ 

blissful,’and Piirana, meaning ‘ all-pervader, the perfect,’ and 

similar terms which have no negative prefix.' Even the name 

Sivam is an attributive word, meaning v Love, Beneficence ‘. 

1 Stanza 1580. In 1581 are the words <s<5The Guru is Sivam ’, 

thus Siva being equated with Sivam, that is, Deity. On Sivam see Siddhiyar, 

3. 1, 65, and Nalla. Studies, pp. 85-88. 

2 isaitiaar ppgw. _ ’ .* 

' * See below, p. 4. For an account of different names see Gopinatha Rao’s 

Hindti Iconography, ii, part i, pp. 1-60. 

5 N.M., 47. In N.M., 3 there is a list of other attributes. In both places' 

most of the words are Sanscrit. The eight principal names of Deity in 

Hindu thought are Bhava, Sarva, Isana, Pasupati, Rudra, Ugra, Bhima, 

Mahadeva To thos^ should be added Isa, Isvara. 

6 On Sankara, Sambhu, see below, p. 163. 
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Of the many names, addresses and figures applied to God by 

Tayumanavar may be noticed Cloud, Sky, Rain, Honey, Grace, 

Father, Mother, Light, Beloved, and Satchitananda. Some of 

these are specially commented on below,1 and two call for 

special note. The term 4 Beloved5 * belongs to the* sphere of 

exalted experience, and is of catholic application. Its use 

transcends party religion, and oversteps the bounds of sectarian¬ 

ism. When God is realized as the soul’s Beloved a very 

lofty plane of spirituality is reached indeed, and he who 

so realizes God is indifferent to the cramping limitations of 

sectarian calls and denominational claims: he has scaled steep 

heights and reached the summit.2 The word ‘ Beloved ’ is a 

term in the realm of experience and Divine immanence, and 

the name Satchitananda places God, not indeed in the 

inaccessbilities of transcendence, but within reach of the 

possibility of understanding Him as the lofty One who 

inhabits eternity and yet is gracious to be manifest in 

man and indeed to dwell with the humble. It contains 

elements of immanence and transcendence. The second 

name is made up of three words Sat, Chit, Ananda. Of these 

three parts Sat means ‘ seen, true, permanent ’ and hence ‘ the 

existent Being.’3 The Upanishads use the word to mean 

‘ Being *4 and also to signify ‘ the actual, the real, the true V 

In Chit, meaning ‘ Pure Intelligence we have a strong idea 

of the transcendence of God. The Bodhatn equates Chit 

with Sivam* In the Upanishads we find citta in the sense of 

thought.7 Ananda is ‘ Bliss,’ that is, self-contained Bliss. In 

the Taittiriya Upanishad, referred to below at p. 224, the second 

section (valli) ends with the thought of the high spiritual state 

of him ‘ who knows the Bliss of Brahma ’. The opening 

words of the section quote an older verse about the blessedness 

of him ‘who knows Brahma as satya, jnana [ — chit or 

1 See below, p. 159 on Motherhood of God. 

- See below, Introduction, part viii, Mysticism. 

3 See Nalla. Siddhiyar, p. 108. 

4 Chand. 6.2.1 ; Mundaka, 2.2.1 ; Prasna, 2.5 ; Tai//.,<2.7. 

5 Taitt., 2.6 ; Prasna, 4.5 ; Maitri, 6.30. « Sutra vj. 

7 Chand., 7.5.1 ; Kaushitaki, 3.3 ; Prasna, 3.10 ; 4.8, . 
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Intelligence] and [according to the revised text] ananta 

[ = Infinite]’. Deussen’s emendation of the last word into 

Ananda gives more sense and fits in with the key-thought of 

the close of the section. Apart from this particular passage, 

the idea of God as Ananda, ‘ Bliss is well established. This 

name Sat-Chit-Ananda, i Being, Wisdom, Bliss ’ occurs in the 

combination &&&piT6si!Er® &®jld Sat-Chit-Ananda Sivain in the 

concluding address of every hymn of the collection so headed.1 

God is addressed as Sat-Chit-Ananda Guru,- the ideas of the 

unmanifested and manifested aspects of Deity being combined; 

as Sat-Chit-Ananda Vdlvu ;3 and simply as Sat-Chit-Ananda.* 

It is God so transcendentally conceived as ‘ Being-Inteliigence- 

Bliss ’ that is also thought of in immanent, personal and even 

intimate relationship. The medium of immanence in the 

Siddhanta is almost Rabbinic " in its exclusion of the idea of 

God becoming flesh, quite unlike the flesh being, as in 

Christianity, the vehicle of immanence in the greatest possible 

closeness of contact of the Divine with the Human in all that is 

implied in ‘ God with us,’ Immanuel.6 

§ 27• On Tayumanavar’s religious experience, his relation¬ 

ship to God as apprehended by him, see above, §§ 20-22. 

Part V.—^OUL 

§ 28. There is not in these psalms anything like the 

inquiries set afoot in the Upanishads7 as to what the soul is. 

1 N.M., 100-110. 15 N.M., 279. 

3 N.M., 296, meaning ‘ being, existence ’ Same in N:M570. 

4 N.M., 415, 1306. 

5 See Abelson’s Immanence of God in Rabbinical Literature, cb. xiii, and 

contrast that writer’s views on the Memra with G. F. Moore’s in fhe Harvqyd 

Theol. Review, January 1922, p. 41. 

° S. Matt. i. 27 ; Isaiah vii. 14 ; viii. 8,10. ‘ God dwelling in us . . . one 

God in us ’ (Ignatius^ Ad. Ephes. xv. 3). 

7 The soul is liamsa (spirit) in the Upanishads, e.g. Svet., 1.6, 3.8, Brihad., 

4.3.11. It is atman, ^eonor, ^giar in Tamil, and is immortal, imperishable, 

infinite, universal {Svet., 1.9, 1.10). It is compared to a wheel, river with 

five streams, a torrent with five whirlpools {Svet., 1.4, 1.5). In its relation to 

bodily attachment the soul is called b hid atman, 4 elemental soul ’ {Maitri, 3.2), 

' 10 
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The soul, us? (pasu) is practically the sum total of human persona 

lity, the ‘ self \ When Tayumanavar speaks of himself he speaks 

of his soul, for instance, in the proposition er&rjpj & ujasrjpi finest 

(literally, ‘ As long as Thou hast been so long have 1 also been ’), 

rendered below, with its contextual words, 

Yet this I know 

That ne’er from Thee have I been parted, 

•For lo i Thou livest: even so 

My soul lives ever.1 

In these words the Siddhanta doctrine of the eternity of souls, 

their co-eval existence with Deity, is stated. In the same way 

‘ we ’ means ‘ our souls ’ in <stasr^^str § Lucar^y&rth iumb freely rendered : 

We live O Lord because Thou livest ; 

We live, Thou livest, from of old.2 

Siddhanta teaching that souls are eternal, co-eternal with 

God,3 is accepted by the poet without question. One of the argu¬ 

ments by which the separateness of the soul from the body, and at 

the same time its identity with ‘ personality,’ is maintained by 

Siddhanta divines, is that ‘ it rejects every portion of the body 

as not being itself ; it says “ my body ” ; it is conscious of dreams; 

it exists in sleep without feeling pleasure or pain or movements; 

it knows from others.’4 Any adverse inference possible from the 

expression ‘ my soul ’ is provided against : ‘ He who has really 

perceived the soul will not say “my soul.” It is the ignorant 

who say so. The phrase “ my soul ” denotes another, the 

supreme soul dwelling in your soul. ’5 Tayumanavar, it need 

hardly be said, accepts the Siddhanta learning on the subject 

of the soul. He claims6 to have been specially instructed to 

It is * person ’ as will be seen in the answer to the question, ‘ What is the 

soul?’ in Brihad., 4.3.7. On manas, dtman, asu as Rig Vedie terms for 

* soul ’ and on the later * dtman ’ doctrine, see Dasgupta’s History of Indian 

Philosophy, i, pp. 25, 26, and on the general Upanishad ideas of dtman, see the 

summary in P. Deussen’s article in E.R.E.. ii. 195. 

1 See below, p. 45. 2 See below, p. 96. 

3 Siddhiyar, 3.7.3, 3.4.20. 

4 Bodham, third Sutra. This is amplified in Siddhiyar, 3.3.1. 

5 Siddhiyar, 3.4. 27 and 28. The human soul is the clue to the All-Soyl 

[Brihad., 1.4.7). 

• N- M-t 149, 
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think of'the soul in the negative, relative manner of discriminat¬ 

ing it from all around it—for instance, the five senses,1 the five 
\ - 

elements, the three gunas* and the karanams.3 The poet speaks4 

of the soul, of himself, as distinct from, though subject to the 

influence of the two karmasj' the three gunas, the four karrnams, 

the five senses, the six longings,6 and the eigh|t intoxications.7 

What the soul is not is expressly mentioned by the poet in the 

lines : 
uttirfzlyp afaj&Ssv—*L«rsvflu 

uirfiis^lifltUEi ereaar flfiuw&u, 

^trirt/emireif £. 

rendered below8 in the syllabic arrangement of the original thus * 

Earthly nor elemental art thou, nor yet 

.Organs nor^innermost senses art thou ; 

Worthier, pondering thought art. Reflect. 
/ 

The soul which is eternal, and not identifiable with anything 

in its environment, is unable of itself to know God.9 ‘ All the 

senses can only understand with the aid of the soul, and yet 

cannot know the soul; so also the soul can only understand 

with the grace of the Lord^and yet cannot know Him.’ 10 

01 See Siddhiyar, 3.3.3. In Siddhiyar, 3.3.1-40 the nature of the soul is 

described principally by negatives. The soul^s not, it is taught, the body, or 

the breath, or the senses, or the sensations, nor is it an atom, nor is it diffused 

in the body. 

2 See below, p. 149. 

3 The karanams are rnanas (the sensorium), bhuddhi (intelligence), aharn- 

kdra (egoism) and citta (thinking). See below note at p. 219. Manas, bhuddhit 

ahamkara are mentioned together in Maitri, 6.5 and all three with the 

fourth, citta, in Prasna, 4.8, and all are probably referred to in Svet., 1.4. In 

the Katha Upanishad (3.3) the soul (dtman) is described as riding in. the 

chariot of the body, with bhuddhi as the charioter holding the reins of the 

manas. See below, p. 141, and Nalla. Bodham, p, 48. 

* N. M., 176. 5 See below, § 36. 

? The six longings are kdmam (desire generally as in Aittariya 

Upanishad, 5.1), Qmmtb mokam (lust), krotam (anger, hate), 

mdchariam (envy, impatience), matam (passion, pride, elation), CWuw, 

lopam (avarice). 

7 The principal of the eight intoxications are pride of birth and intellec¬ 

tual pride. 

8 N.M., 1429, translated below at 109. See notes at p. 219 • 

« 9 See below, pp. 6, 140, 143, 150, and N.M., 463. 

10 Siddhiyar, 3.5.1., T. A. /\, 2.6. 
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Now, the soul, though eternal as God is, is not, by the 

circumstances of co-eternity, to be considered God. It is 

very distinctly taught in the Siddhanta that the soul is not God. 

Whatever affinities the soui may have to God, however God-like 

it can become, ‘the soul cannot become God and God does 

not become the soul and yet God is one with, and different 

from, the soul.’ 1 2 Tayumanaver keeps the distinction between 

God and the soul intact: 

He who is Bliss, Ineffable, 

The Lord, is He : 

>7hose form words fail to frame. 

Then how can we 

Babbe the claim, 

By day, by night, 

Incessant cry, ' Lo ! God is I’ ? 

But they, 

The godly who have gained the light 

Of Sivajnanam, say 

I am not He ? 3 

In the poet’s view it is ‘ the daring of unbridled fancv '4 to 

equate the soul with God. His is the Siddhanta view. It is 

unaffected by certain other Siddhanta tenets which we shall 

consider in § 34, namely, the soul’s capacity for assimilation, its 

approach to God-likeness, its union with God, the ascription of 

Divinity to saints, and the deification of the just. 

§ 29. It is taught that the soul, while it is held in the 

meshes of the senses and subjected to the limitations of sense- 

environment, flutters about in helpless alienation from God, and 

* without the Lord the soul is bound.’5 The soul, because it is 

subjected to bonds pdsa (urr#ii>) from eternity, is called the bound 

1 Siddhiyar, 3.1.64, 3.6.9. * Ibid., 3.2.3, 

3 N. M., 484. K. S. Mudaliar (Tayumanavar, p. 501) takes the word tsrA$>l» 

Qiu&ui which are rendered here ‘ They . . . say “ I am not He ” ’ to mean, 

.They say. “ We are not aliens to God The context, it seems to me, how¬ 

ever, Contrasts isirQicser with 

4 See below, p. 26. See N. M., 131, ‘ The wicked who say “ We are 
God } tunBisGetr si— a/G) sit tar $ (Site utps/speui. 

5 Svet., 1.4—8. This is the same as saving that the soul has no >. 
See N. M., 416, 463. 
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one, pasu (u&)1 When Tayumanavar speaks ot Qsis^eo us,- 

Qui&eomB @£uuL-t ‘ the deathless pasu, pdsam to be subdued *2 

he means the state when the soul shall have lost its soul- 

characteristics of original bondage. It is to the same he alludes 

where he speaks of usr&giojpGDp, * soul-nature being put 

away,’3 and it is the much desired condition when ‘ all the soul’s 

bonds and fetters shall have been broken and flung aside like 

fine-spun cotton’ urr& SsetriEisOefreoeonib uQsp&na.* Now the pdsa uir# 

bonds and fetters with which the soul is bound from the begin¬ 

ning form a three-fold cord consisting of the strands of anava, 

karma, may a. This triple ‘ bond ’ is also spoken of as the‘triple 

‘ impurity ’ (malam) of the soul.5 The three constituents of 

pdsam or malam are so connected as cause and consequence that 

they are not three but one in reality. It is important to understand 

their interrelationship in order to appreciate their oneness. 

The fact that dtiavam (darkness, ignorance) is often treated 

by text-writers as * the malam* ‘ptsam*6 may serve to give 

prominence to its value as a causal factor in the career of a soul. 

Tayumanavar refers clearly to anava when he %>eaks of ‘ souls 

afflicted by the poison of gripping malam * wedLonQ&srp istrs 

uiT&pfige)ib ajifl/rasir,7 using the term to denote 

particularly anava. This dnavam which is ‘ inherent in the soul*,8 

is believed to be an intensely minute 9 defect or taint in the soul, 

minute but pregnant with immense potentialites. Anavam is 

1 Siddhiyar, 3.4.20 u&ggsu Qpea>t—uj <^£u uafQeuzer>rflp(§ toit tor to a. r 

8 N. A/., 1196. 3 N. At., 1248. 4 N. At., 1364. 

5 Tirumantram, stanza 2192. wsssxuyii tomo^ib. Siddhiyar, 3.2.16, 

Qptbto»itb9 , 

6 E.g. Tiru Anil Payan, c. 3 is headed u&fiiso - nature of pasam ’ and 

deals only with anava. In Bodham, sutra ! anava alone is named, although 

from the arguments and illustrations to the sutra the other two malams may 

boi'inf erred. 

7 A:. A/., 28. Pottippahtodai, line 17 speaks of anava as *rs*idr«fi. 

8 Siddhiyar, 3.2.81. 

9 Anava is usually derived from ami (atom) and anti is a synonym for 

soul. The soul is calledianu (atom) as its real vibhu (expansive) state is 

abridged by the taint anava which is ana (atom) (Nalla. Bodham, p. 4). Other 

names for dnavam are : malam, ajndmam, avidhyam, malam, pdsatn, mdkam, 

kevalam, dvasuram, lamas, Sudani (Tiruvilangam, Sivapragasam, p. 39). 

Strictly speaking these are synonyms, and some of the terms have other 

meanings besides what is denoted bv dnavam 
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fdarkness’, ‘veiling ignorance’, ‘veiling itself and all else’1 

deceptively. Therefore the soul is the sightless foetus, imprisoned 

unknowing in the womb of the dark dnavam, &rrtfklt— eunesaraijs 

60(fiajpjri' S6S0T€tfsfl60&)(Td @?JlUuQU/T60 3LL®6mi$.@l5'g ^ It 

is the darkness of ignorance, ^{SIijuitqdld lunQ&rp eSIqz&r.3 An aspect 

of dnavam is ahangkdram,4 indeed it is, in a way, fiercer than 

dnavam out of which it springs : 

Strong is the ancient taint, 

But stronger far 

What wrathful from it springs, 

As fierce as are 

The huntsmen of the wild, 

The demon pride 

Which will not let me know, 

But from me hide, 

What I would seek to see, 

Arid hinder me 

From that safe middle way 

Where I would be. 

Becoming that to which 

*Tis drawn at will, 

High words not to be borne 

It speaks, until 

It claims to be a peer 

■jf- Of gods the three ; 

- And like the axle-pin, 

While smooth and free 

The car-wheels rolling move, 

Unmoving stays 

Full-centred in itself, 

And boasting says, 

! There is in all this earth 

No one like me * ; 

Resolves as Ravana 
* 

A*king to be ; 

Reckons the sky-wide space 

Within my heart 

The kingdom of the king 

In every part. 

Its own wherein to reign, 

While I with it 

Unceasing war to wage 

Feel all unfit.5 

1 T. A. P., 3.3. See below, pp. 141, 150. 

* N. M., 31. 3 M yl/., 114. 

5 JV.A/., 45 c^UDAtrtb . . . ^«jar*/^£)gi/tc wsvS^;, etc. 

4 See bJow, p. lxxix. 
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The close association of ahangkaratn, * self-assertiveness, 

egoism, self-pride * with dnavam is often stated by the pcet.1 

A favourite Siddhanta analogy for dnavam is ‘ dross \ Our 

poet employs this figure in speaking of the Siddhanta ‘^original 

sin/ dnavam: 

My body is the melting pot 

Wherein, like copper that is stained 

With dross, in darkness and impure 

Long have I ignorant remained, 

Till Thou enkindledst wisdom’s fire, 

In melting heat refining mo ; 

Till tempered to be touched by grace, 

The soul’s transforming alchemy. 

And I became God’s purest gold . . .2 

The dross and oopper analogy is found in the Siddhiyar : 

* Pervading through the numberless souls as the dirt in copper, 

dnava mala withholds them from wisdom and effort . . . and 

is ever the source of ignorance.*3 The learned English translator 

of the Siddhiyar observes : 
• 

The dirt that is inherent in the copper can be removed once for all only 

by alchemic processes ; and when it is so removed, the copper no longer 

remains copper but is transformed into resplendent gold.4 

It is in terms of dross and copper that the'Sivapragasam 

explains dnavam : 

G)4>uhJ&p stBta Qutumgp 

Qpcuacu tcrtuftq Qpqpfillertj tatepA&b 

* Like the inherent taint in copper the eternal, primal, 

causal impurity obscures the [soul*s] intelligence *.5 

It is, as we have seen,* Siddhanta teaching tnat: 

(1) Anavam in an inherent taint of the soul, 

(2) It is attached to the soul from eternity, 

(3) Out of it springs ahangkaratn, ‘ egoism,’ 

(4) It obscures the soul’s intelligence, 

(5) It is darkness deceptively unseen, 

(6) Its power disappears from souls finally ‘ saved 

1E.g. N.M., 179 mi&aMiQsgt losvmfi, ‘The pride that cries, “Here, on 

earth, it is I, it is I ’’ ’. 

2 See below, No. 37 at p. 21, and the notes at p. 169. 

3 Siddhiyar, J.2.80. 4 Nalla. Siddhiyar, p. 18$, 

5 Sivapragasam, stanza 20. 
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The- Siddhanta teaching as to the soul and pdsam, as to its 

bondage in dnavam, whatever interest it may have as an 

endeavour to formulate a theory of ‘ original sin,’ is best under¬ 

stood as-an effort at wishing that the history of the soul should 

indeed be the history of God, and that the wish is far from 

fulfilment because of the soul’s election to differentiate itself 

from its Divine affinities, and to travel further and further away 

from its original kinship with the Divine. Could we so under¬ 

stand the Siddhanta teaching ? Anavam is the difficulty in the 

way : it has always been with the soul, and if it is as it must 

be, in the nature of evil, something not-God, then, the soul, 

with this inherent and eternal taint, could never have co-existed 

with the taintless, ‘ nirmala ’ Deity. Siddhanta thinkers get 

over this situation by postulating for God bethabetham.1 

Of the three classes into which Siddhanta writers divide 

souls, Sakalar is the class which is subject to all the three tnalams, 

and souls of the highest order, Vijnandkalar, have dnavam 

alone.'2 

§ 30. Anava malam, it is taught, ‘ affords souls the 

capacity for experience \3 The three malas are interrelated. 

Anava, Mciya and Karma, delusive in their character, veil the true 

nature of souls, and produce in them illusory enjoyments, bondage and 

capacity for experience, just as the sprout, bran and chaff in paddy.4 

The paddy illustration is thus explained : 

Anava mala, in conjunction with the efficient cause, provides fiva_ 

(souls) with the capacity for experience, *as the chaff is the efficient cause of 

sprouting. Maya, being the instrumental cause, makes, with its effects,— 

bodies and senses,—the bondage of the jivas, as the bran favouring the 

growth co-exists with the other ingredients. Karma, being the material 

cause, affords enjoyments to the jivas as the sprout becomes manifest by a 

proems latent in it.5 

Elsewhere I have expressed some difficulty in under¬ 

standing Mr. Nallasvvamy Pillai’s explanation side by side with 

1 ‘ Co-existence without mutual exclusion or externa lity as when two 

different things are connected inseparably like the association of ideas.’ 

(Nalla. Bodham, p. 15.) 

2 See below, p. 167 on the three classes. 

3 Siddhiyar, 3.2.80. 4 Ibid., 3.2.86, 

' 'VT‘'!la. Siddhiyar, p. 187, 
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what he says in another place.1 The learned author himself 

points out a difference of opinion among commentators.2 

Tirumular refers to the paddy illustration thus : 

Anavam, may a, and karma, the pasam (ma/am), are to the germinating 

sprout as bran and chaff to rice, and the soul cleansed of pasam is like 

the polished rice, but the soul, though so cleansed, is not God.3 

a^stsar &j in^ssiUiL/B aiersncQp tmunwm 

zirgmi Qp'far&(S)#; gsSKUkSi unesriDirsiji? 

/srgjQisBHN Ko uiTFijairno fj vemQevLcnjj z.r.mib 

GuQsgjtiimu iapg ifleir uir&ib tSfiisGp 

In Sivapragdsam the eternity of all three malas is 

expounded by the use of this same ‘ paddy ’ analogy : 

It is taught in the Saiva agamas that [to the questions whether anava 

was first and the other malas came latgr] all three malas are eternal just as 

*the sprout of paddy, the bran and the chaff.4 

Qisevetieisr Qpfcir jBtSGhBGun ewnQ tuna, 

fi® se>*eu iSlstfigg; mir™p 

Mr. Tiruvilangam in the Tamil notes in his excellent 

edition of Sivapragdsam comments thus on the above passage : 

The sprout is karma, the bran is may a, the chaff is anava, and the 

rice is the soul. Just as the capacity tor life in the paddy makes it to sprout, 

so does karma, as material cause, [ap^sne/snra] beget for the soul the Soul’s 

enjoyments and sufferings. As the bran facilitates germination, so does 

may a, as instrumental cause, cause body, senses, etc., and fits 

the soul to its physical environment. As the chaff is the efficient cause 

iitii&pfiiBBfearth] for the germination of the paddy, so is anavam the cause of all 

enjoyments and sufferings of the soul*in its body and helps the soul taste 

fully the fruits of life.5 

It may be useful to tabulate some views of the above 
' *. 

paddy illustration 

A navam Maya 

Chaff, bran, 

Chaff, bran, 

Bran, chaff, 

Bran, chaff, 

Karma 

sprout, Tiruvilangam. 

sprout Nalla. Siddhiyar. 

sprout, Nalla. Bod ham. 

sprout, Sivagra Yogi.6 

1 See below, pp. 150, 151, and note at foot of p. 151. 

2 Nalla. Siddhiyar, p 188, note. 3 Tirumantram, 2192. 

4 Sivapragdsam, stanza 25. 

5 Tiruvilangam, Sivapragdsam (Tamil), p. 51, 

6 Nalla. Sidd. iyar, p. 188 agrees with Sivagra Yogi, and p, 187 follows 

Sivagnana Yogi. • The latter makes dnava\u ' chaff \ 

II 
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Anavam Mdya Karma 

Sprout, bran, chaff, Siddhiyar.x 

Chaff, bran, sprout, Sivapragasam.1 2 3 

Bran, chaff, sprout, Tir uman tram? 

The main point, however, of the analogy admitted by all 

is that the soul corresponds to rice. In view of the self- 

assertive, egoistic and differentiating character of anavam it is 

best considered as the main cause of the soul’s experiences, 

and so ‘ sprout ’, the factor of germination. Differentiation, 

eSsmnh (vikdram) is, in Siddhanta theology, the soul’s great 

defect, it is the spirit of strangeness, aloofness, ‘ going into a far 

country ’, the beginning of distance, the forming of non-God 

and foreign attachments which hold in them the risks of the 

soul being sundered from its Oivine kinship. «This is due to 

anavam. 

§*31. We have seen from the parable of the grain of paddy 

something of the inter-relationship of anavam, mdya and karma. 

To get more closely into the subject we have to note that* while 

anavam is inherent in souls, mdya is external to souls.4 By the 

influence of mdya there are manifest in a soul, when it is 

embodied, ieha (desire), jnana (intelligence), kiriya (action).5 6 

What is mdya ? 

Indestructible, formless, one, seed of all the worlds, non-intelligent, 

all-pervasive, a sakti of the Perfect One, cause of the sours body and senses, 

and worlds, cause also of delusion, is mdya? 

Mdya is thus the cause of complexity. Through mdya the 

anu, atom,called ‘soul ’, enters upon a career of almost intermin¬ 

able ‘diversity* with the aid of the third mala, karma.7 Mdya is 

1 3.2. 86, ‘ anava, mdya, karma ... as sprout, bran, and chaff . . . ’ 

2 Stanza 20 follows this order : karma. maya, anava are as sprout, bran, 

chaff. 

3 Stanza 2192, quoted above, seems to me to indicate that ‘ as bran and 

chaff are to the germinating sprout ’ so are anava and mdya to karma. See 

Pdttippahtodai, line 13 ®ii 

4 Siddhiyar, 3.2.81. See Kaji’s Philosophy of the Bhagavad Gita i, p. 5 

on Maya. 

5 Siddhiyar, 3.2.83. 

6 Siddhiyar, 3.2.53. This is what is known as asutta mdya, 

7 Considered below, in Part vi. Sze Siddhiyar, 3.4. 21-22 for a short 

Statement of the soul’s pilgrimage from ‘ the womb of mdya \ 
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the material cause of creation.1 A Siddhanta catechism explains 

mdya thus : 

Q. Is the world produced from God ? 

A. It is created from may a or non-ego. 

Q. What is mdya ? 

A. It is the first cause of the creation of the worlfl. 

Q. Is mdya an inert matter dr intelligence ? i 

A. It is only an inert matter. 

Q. Is mdya eternal ? 

A. It is eternal and all-pervading.2 V 

It is taught : 

‘ The Lord like a potter creates the world out of md*'a as the material 

cause with the aid of His sakti as the instrumental cause. . . , All this 

universe is spread out and multiplied from the primal, invisible and subtle 

mdya into visible and grosser, and still grosser, forms as life and body.3 

Anavam occasions mdya, and mdya performs its functions 

by means of karma, but the first cause of all, it is taught, is 

God.4 Therefore we hnd Tayumadavar ascribing mdya to 

God.5 6 Mdya is of three kinds, sutta (pure), asutta (impure), 

prakrit (gross). Without going into the' bewildering learning 

on this subject of mdya, with its related topic, tatvas, 6 we may 

note that sutta mdya is referred to by Tayumanavar under the 

name Kundalini or Kundali.7 This Kundali sutta mdya is 

a beneficent influence, for with its aid arid association are souls 

prompted into knowledge.8 It is also called mahamava and 

vindhu, and is an aspect of the gr^ciousness of Deity manifesting 

itself in power.9 Our poet-saint speaks of sutta mdya as the 

good mdya shining in the gloom of anava ignorance.10 * When 

1 Siddhiyar, 3.1.14 ; 3.1.18. Sivapragdsam, stanza 23. 

a Siddhanta Gnana Ratnavali, p. 24. Is ‘ non-ego ’ correct ? 

3 Siddhiyar, 3.1.18; 3.1.27. Causes are said to be three and are thus 

illustrated : Clay is the material cause, the potter is the efficient cause, and the 

wheel is the instrumental cause (Siddhiyar, 3.1.18). 

* Siddhiyar, Book ii, ch. v. (mayavadi refutation), verse 16. 

5 N.M., 145, 380, 570, 746. 

6 See Nalla. Studies, pp. 38-40. See Table of Tatvas in chart facing 

p. 56 of Tiruvilangam’s SivaPragdsam. 

■ 7 N.M., 60, 111, 127, 1231. « Siddhiyar, 3.1.26. 

9 See an a,ble, but in places obscpre, exposition of mdya by Sriman K. S 

Sundaramurti Pov *anikar in the 1911 Saiva Conference Addresses, p. 146. 

10 N.M., 170. 
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the dark anava increases, the light of the lamp (mdya) will 

remove it a little. . . . Like the lamp . . Amaya enlightens the 

soul by its various form of body, senses, etc., as long as the 

night of karma lasts V An effect of sutta mdya is called troddyi, a 

sakti (power) which commands the three malas to perform their 

functions, 2 and one of the five acts of God is effected by this. 

troddyi sakti, and that act is tirobhdvam which brings about the 

maturing of mala preparatory to complete purification.3 This 

maturing grace tirobhdvd is what Tayumanavar alludes to as ‘the 

sakti which was manifested to bestow the grace of maturity*.4 

In Sivapragdsum is the statement5 that, while anava mala 

obscures souls by its power of darkness, it is aided in its work 

by troddyi, that is, tircbkdva sakti, which acts, in association 

with dnavam, in such a mariner as to forward the ‘ maturing ’ 6 

processes that go to further the soul’s redemption. Although 

this tirdbhdva sakti is a beneficent agent, a * grace of God,’ yet, 

by reason of its co-operation with dnavam, it has been itself 

described as a mat am.7 It is tirobhdvam that finally ‘ leads the 

soul to the Feet of the Holy One 8 The process of the soul’s 

purification is set out in terse detail in Pottippahtodai where 

it is explained that: 

1. God is He who has taken in hand the rescuing of souls from tne 

toils of re-births.0 

2. God is the permitter of mdya and births for the getting rid of 

dnava.10 

3. God’s is the great might which'causes embodiment.1 11 

4. God is the cause of human motherhood and consequent attach¬ 

ments.12 

5. It is God’s mercy which lets human beings go through the 

processes of actions.13 

6. It is God’s mercy which beholds the sufferings of souls in their 

bodies and considers them purificatory.14 * 

1 T. A. P., ch. 3, verses 9, 10. 2 Siddhiyar, 3.2.87. 

3 Siddhiyar, 3. 1.3/. 4 *\..1/., 145, unstjSs 

5 Sivapragdsam, stanza 20. 

6 See below, p. 167 on mala Paripdkam. 

7 Sivapragdsam, stanza 20 ; Siddhiyar, 3.2.87 ; Tirumantram, stanzas 

431-440. . 

8 Sivapragdsam, stanza 20. 9 Lines 7, 8. 10 Lines 13-26. 

11 Lines 27-37. 12 Lines 38-45. 13 Lines 46-67. 

14 Lines 74-103. 
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7. It is God’s sakti . (tirobhava) which makes souls eat the fruit of 

both kinds of karnui and, on their performing good karma, makes them 

enjoy the heavens of good merit in succession, till they join the company of 

the saints, and makes them * balance ' their deeds and attain the stage of 

fitness for ‘ grace b1 

In the Siddhanta teaching.we thus see that, in the langua ge 

of one of the Siddhanta scriptures,2 it is God who identifies 

himself with the soul to rid it of its dnavatn and becomes its 

conqueror. The purificatory process of the remoral of dnavam 

by mdya is ‘just as the washerman washes all clothes by mixing 

with them cow-dung and fuller’s earth, etc.’3 The delusive 

character of mdya belongs to asutta mdya, but it does not make 

mdya an unreality. An effect of asutta mdya is mdyeya,4 a 

combination of all the products of asutta mdya, and these 

products attaching themselves to the soul create individuality.5 

With mdyeya and troddyi as distinct malas, although troddyi is 

in reality a sakti of God, it is sometimes said there arq five malas, 

not three only. 6 We may conclude this section with a brief 

statement of some of Tayumanavar’s thoughts on mdya: 

1. There is a good mdya, a sakti. 7 

2. * The good mdya shines in the gloom of dnava ignorance.’8 

3. Mdya causes bodies.9 

4. Mdya originates sinful conduct. 10 

5. Mdya begets attachments to the world and pleasures. 11 

6. Mdya finds a way into the intelligence and makes illusory things 

(which are as unreal as a hare’s horn or a lotus in space) seem real and 

obscures religion.12 , - 

7. Mdya makes the fashion of the world and its glamour,j however 

illusory, seem real.13 

1 Lines 104-115. See below," Part vi for a short notice of karma and 

.* balancing7. 
* Tirukkalitiuppadiyar, stanza 4 cpswaavicsw ^mu-ssrtm . . . «rsor@i/i-.@(£/ mis$ 

3 Siddhiyar, 3.2.52. 

4 Siddhiyar, 3.2.87. Sivapragdsam, stanzas, 26, 27. 

5 Nalla. Siddhiyar, p. 188. 

° givapragdsam stanza, 32 ; Siddhiyar, 3.2.87; Tiruvachagam, vi, line 116. 

7 N.M., 60, 111, 127, 1231. 8 N.M., 170. 9 N.M., 300. 

1 ° N. M., 380. 11 N. M., 103. 

J2 N.M., 39. In X.M., 165 to ‘ the hare’s horn and space lotus ’ is added 

mirage.’ See.V.J/., 551. 
165 A’.. I/., 328 ■I' Aisiartmiu , A\M., 889 iD<iisnJiuirib*aii> ; /V./I/., 

407 j A .9/.. 2/ 9 ■<**/tsr ioir.v>.j 'nvxww, 
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8. Maya is like a sea,1 like a forest,2 like mire,3 and is the ancient 

abyss.4 

9. Maya is vanity of vanities.5 

10. Maya is clamant with self-assertion.6 

11. God causes and permits the activities of tnayaP 

12. It is when inaya shrinks, and the mind^ shrinks that births 

cease.8 

This last leads to a later stage in the soul’s ascent .where 

it will be without mala, LcediLibgv * since God, by His grace, is the 

soul’s mala-destroyer.10 

§ 32. Any statement of ‘ the problem of evil says 

Dr. Mellone, is defective which does not take into account the 

unfinished character of creation. 

We have not got the question in the right shape when we ask why God 

made the world thus and thus. The world is not yet ‘ made.’ It is in the 

making ; and we have a share in the making of it. From this it follows that 

there never can be a final and complete ‘ solution ’ of the problem of evil by 

thought or reflection alone, without action. The only final solution will be 

when all evil is overcome by good. And may we not say that the possibility 

of this is proved whenever, in our actual experiences, some evil thing is 

overcome b34 good ? 11 

The problem, nevertheless, is with us, perhaps, in a form 

agreeable to Dr. Mellone’s practical outlook : Why does the 

1 N.M.y 123, 182. 2 N.M.y 436 3 N.M., 337. 

4 N.M.y 275, 559. 5 N.M., 432. 

6 N.M.y 556, translated above at p. lvi. 

7 N.M.y 448, 570, 746. 8 N.M., 552. 

9 N.M.y 33. In Unmat Vilakkam, St. 38 ‘ the saints of the silence’ are 

said to ‘ have overcome,the three vtalas ’, GWo-mp 

xo N.M.y 186, 634. 

11 S. H. Mellone, God and the World, p. 133. The ideal of good finally 

pvercoming evil is the teaching of the Book of Revelation. In this context of an 

imperfected world may be quoted the words of Dr. Alfred Garvie {Expository 

December, 1923, p. 406) about the soul of man being fn the process of 

maturing : ‘ We must modify our conception of soul ; we must think of it 

dynamically rather than statically, as a potency to be gradually realized, 

and not as an entity already complete. . * . We are not so much thready 

souls or persons, as only becoming so.’ Dr. F. J. Hall in his Dogmatic 

rheology, vol. v, 'p. 114 seems to express himself in the same terms as 

Dr. Mellone in his observation that ‘ the problem is being practically solved 

by the general march of events under,divine1 government ’ In vol. v, chap, 

iv, §§ 9-11 he outlines what he considers to be the Christian view. 
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world remain incomplete, unfinished, ‘unmade ?’ We find Tayn- 

manavar asking himself this question in different words. The 

question is implied in, and is at the back of, all those longings 

to which reference has already been made.1 More specifically he 

asks : 

Why is all this suffering ? 2 

Whence comes this human body ? 3 

Why is man, as if it were, a puppet in God's hands ? 4 

Whence is evil, and whence is good ? 5 

Why is there any evil in man ? 6 

The poet himself answers these questions and others 

involved ir> the inquiry into the problem of evil in the light of 

the Siddhanta theology. Gqd is, in a sense not derogatory to 

the idea of ‘ His spotless purity, the doer of all things.' ‘ All¬ 

mover, moving all for ill and good.’ 0 All things, all befahtngs 

to the soul, are ‘ the sport of God/9 From such statements, the 

poet advances to the somewhat startling, but from the Siddhanta 

point of view a not irreverent, pronouncement that God is the 

soul’s Evil and its Good.10 This, to the poet, is the solution of 

the problem of evil. Once arrived at this stage of thinking he 

has no more questions to ask : it is a stage above the explana¬ 

tion of life’s problems by reference to the soul’s three-fold tainty 

pasatn. Were pdsam the ultimate answer to all questions as to 

good and evil in the soul and in the soul’s environment it 

would ignore God, and so the thought is pushed further back, 

back to God, God who is beyond the w orkings of pdsam. The 

poet, like others of his school, has chosen wisely between an 

atheistic fatalism and a theistic arbitrariness.11 

The somewhat disquieting thought suggested by this 

■s 

1 See above, fi. 2 Below, No. 82. 3 Below., No. 85: 

4 Below, No. 103. 5 Bel6w, No. 122. 

6 N.M., 179, partly translated at p. 144, below. 

7 llelow, No. 42, and see below, p. 143, where the subject is discussed at 

some length. 

8 Below, Nos. 115, 147. 

9 N.M , 178, 521. 1404, and see below, p. 182. 

10 Below, No. 1-.2. A;r. M., 740. bee N.M., 07. 

11 See below, p. 181, on the arbitrariness of God. 
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Siddhanta line of philosophy make the words of a modern 

theologian relevant here : 

The only point at which a difficulty is created either for Morality or for 

Religion by the acceptance of Determinism lies in its tendency to make 

God in a sense the * author of evil ’—a sense which in no way excludes the 

equally true proposition that man is the author of evil ; for man alone wills 

the evil otherwise than as a means to the true good. God wills the evil as a 

means to the good, and to will evil as a means to the good is not to be evil, 

or to will evil as such, or to exhibit any defect of goodness. . . . After all 

- . . I admit frankly that it would be more satisfactory to be able to say that 

God was in no sense the cause of evil. That is only to say that I could 

wish the Universe were better than it is. . . . The desire to avoid, the admis¬ 

sion that God originates souls with evil potentialities which must necessarily 

develop into evil actuality is the inspiring motive of those theories of 

Pre-existence which, from the days of Plato and of Origen to those of 

modern ‘ Pluralism ?, seem always to have sprung up wherever men have 

grappled in earnest with the problem of evil. According to such theories 

souls are uncreated ; while the world-process is one by which a good but 

omnipotent God is getting rid of the evil in those souls, and bringing them to 

the highest perfection of which they are capable.1 

The latest exposition of the Zoroastrian Good and Evil 

Gods,2 in a study by Professor Raffaele Pettazzoni entitled 

La Religione di Zarathnstra,3 is in favour of doing away with 

the usually believed ‘ dualism ’ of Zoroastrianism. 

In reality dualism is not a negation of monotheism ; therefore it is 

monotheism itself in two opposed and contrary aspects. It does not precede 

monotheism ; therefore it is a reflex of it. . . . In dualism all those divine 

elements are present which monotheism denies and denies again, but they 

are present in the only form compatible with the concept (also present) of 

one God. . . . Thus Anrama(i)nya is not essentially another God beside 

Ahura Mazda ; he is Ahura Mazda himself in the inversion of all his 

qualities,4 

Professor Pettazzoni’s elimination of an Evil God from 

the interpretation of the religion of Zoroaster, thus having one 

God and good and evil together, is almost akin to the 

Siddhanta view of God, a view which has no place for a Satan. 

1 Rashdall, The Theory of Good and Evil, ii, pp. 345, 346. 

2 To whom reference is believed to be intended in Isaiah xlv. 7. 

3 Reviewed by Professor Gray in The Harvard Theological Review, 

January, 1922, p. 87. 

4 Translation in H.T.R., January, 1922, p, 88. 
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Simitar also is the. reasoning of those thinkers of whom 

Archdeacon Wilberforce may be taken as typical. He argues 

that ‘the whole mystery of the dark side of life must be within 

the purpose of the eternal order, and there can be no independ¬ 

ent rival to the Author of the Universe.’ 1 The Archdeacon, 

like the Siddhanta divines, has no room for Satan in God’s 

scheme of things. The conception, likewise of Hegel, of a 

good God as sole Potentate drove that philosopher to find both 

good and evil in God Himself and to consider evil but a lesser 

good.2 In this context and particularly as affording material 

for comparison or contrast with the Siddhanta pasam (in the 

two aspects we have so far considered, may a and anava) the 

opinions of Plotinus (circ. a.d. 262) may be interesting : 

The soul is neither independent of matter nor by herself perverse. By 

virtue of her union with the body, which is material, she is mingled 

with indetermination, and so, to a certain point, deprived of the 

form which embellishes and which supplies measure. Further, that 

reason should be hindered in its operation, and cannot see well, must be 

djue to the soul’s being hindered by passions, and obscured by the darkness 

\Vith which matter surrounds heFr The soul inclines towards matter. Thus 

the soul fixes her glances not an what is essence but on what is generation. 

iS’ow the principle of generation Ts matter, whose nature is so bad that 

piatter communicates it to the- beings which, even without being united 

thereto, merely look to it. Being the privation of good, matter contains 

none of it and assimilates itself to all that touches it.3 

Again, we may compare or contrast with the anava or mdya 

teaching these thoughts from Plotinus : 

The soul does not by herself possess privation of good. . . . The soul 

cannot herself be evil . . . and is not the first evil, nor does she contain evil 

as an accident, since she is not absolutely deprived of good.4 . . . Matter is 

the cause of evil.5 . . . The bottom of each thing is matter, and every 

1 Mystic Immanence, p. 54. At p. 23, the same writer says, ‘ The 

mythical demonized objectification of what we call evil is greatly in the way 

of clear thought.’ In favour of a spiritual, as against a material, devil 

^ee Maurice’s line of reasoning in a letteT in the Life of F. D. Maurice, 

u, 21. 403. 
a See the discussion of Hegel in his relation to Modernism in Dr. Charles 

Harris’s Creeds or No Creeds ? p. 15. 
3 First Ennead, Eighth Book, § 4 in the Rev. Dr. K. S. Guthrie’s trans- 

ation, vol. iv, p. 1147. 

4 Ennead, 1,8.11. 5 lbid.i, 1.8.8. 
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matter is dark , because the reason (the form) is the light, and because 

intelligence is the reason.1 2 . . . Matter being that which possesses nothing, 

that which is in indigence, or rather that which is indigence itself, must 

necssarily be evil ; for it is not indigence of wealth but indigence 

of wisdom, of virtue, of beauty,'of vigour, of shape, of form, of quality. 

It is necessary for the sake of completeness of treatment, 

rather than for provoking controversy, to state what the Christian 

may be content with as an explanation, but not an exhaustive 

solution, of the problem cf evil. The problem itself, in its 

most popular significance, is ‘ the problem of reconciling the 

hypothesis of a good and beneficent Deity with the existence of an 

apparently evil and imperfect world.’3 The Bible account of sin 

avoids all the pitfalls into which some human speculation upon 

the subject has fallen.4 The problem is essentially a moral one. 

The Christian sees the hand of God in the march of events 

towards ultimate good in a world which he believes is working 

its way along moral lines to reach the goal of final good. Yet 

to the Christian the problem remains unsolved, only he is aided 

nearer a solution bv the fact of the death of Christ. 

The problem becomes less acute in a world in which while sin abounds, 

grace much more abounds ; and no infringement of the attributes of God is 

necessary when all the facts—free-will, the possibility of sin, actual sin and 

the provisions for redemption are taken into account. The clearest light 

upon the problem of evil, both physical and moral, shines from the cross of 

Christ. We might as well acknowledge first as last that it would be difficult 

1 EnneacL, 2.4.5. 

2 Ibid., 2.4.15. If the reader sees any similarity between matter in 

Plotinus and maya in the Siddhanta, between his darkness and the Siddhanta 

Irlnava, the inquiry suggests itself as to whether or no, on the assumption of 

a contact of Greek with Indian thought, the Siddhanta philosophy is 

very much earlier than the 12th or 13th Christian century. Dr. J. Estlin 

Carpenter in his Theism in Medieval India, p. 376, while referring to 

Plotinus as affording similarity to Hindu thought on the soul’s union with 

God, does not notice other likenesses of Indian thought to the philosophy of 

Plotinus. 

3 Fuller, The Problem of Evil in Plotinus, p. 18 ‘ Since the mere 

fact of a world at all as separate and individual, as itself and not God is 

prinia facie evil, the problem of evil becomes the problem of existence.’ 

(Ibid., p 63.) 

4 Prof. W. H. Johnson in The Princeton Theological Renew, October 1923, 

p, 527. 
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to maintain a full-orbed theism, in view of the mystery of evil, except in the 

light that is shed upon it1 by the doctrine of a suffering and sin-bearing 

Saviour.1 

From the angle of view of Christian mysticism the problem 

of evil is approached along lines analogous to the Siddhanta. 

Tayumanavar’s ‘ Thou art the doer of all I do ’2 finds a parallel 

in Mother Julian’s ‘There is no doer but He.’ 3 The context 

in which Dame Julian makes the statement is so strikingly 

similar to the Siddhanta setting of Tayumanavar’s theology 

that I give it here at some* length : 

After this I saw God in a Point, that is to say, in mine understanding,— 

by which sight 1 saw that He is in all things. I behead and considered, 

seeing and knowing in sight, with a soft dread, and thought : What is sin f 

For I thought truly that God doeth all-thing, be it never so little. And I saw 

thily that nothing is done by hap nor by adventure, but all things by the 

foreseeing wisdom of God. . . . Wherefore me behoveth needs to grant that 

all-thing that is don£, it is well-done . for our Lord God doeth all. . . . He is 

the Mid-point of all thing, and all He doeth. And I was certain He doeth 

no sin. And here I saw verily that sin is no deed : for in all this was not sin 

shewed. . . . But in another time He gave a Shewing for the beholding of 

sin nakedly, as I shall tell : When He useth working of mercy and grace. 

And this vision was shewed to mine understanding, for that our Lord would 

have the soul turned truly unto the beholding of Him and generally of all 

His works. ... A man beholdeth some deeds well done and some deeds 

evil, but our Lord beholdeth them not so : for as all that hath being in nature 

is of Godly making, so is all that is done, in property of God’s doing. . . . 

For there is no doer but He.4 

It is well to note that a passage such as the above is not 

by itself but belongs to a line of thought and meditation the 

centre of which is the soul’s love of God in Christ Jesus,3 and 

1 Prof. W. H. Johnson in The Princeton Theological Reviezv, October 

1923, p. 527. Among modern works on the subject may be named Rashdall’s 

Theory of Good and Evil; McTaggart’s Some Dogmas of Religion ; Hall’s 

Dogmatic Theology, vol. v, ch. iv ; Gore’s Belief in God, ch. v: ; Tennant’s 

The Origin and Propagation of Sin ; Tennant’s 'The Concept of Sin ; Hiigel’s 

The Mystical Element in Religion, vol. ii, the section on ‘ Mysticism and the 

Question of Evil’ ; Illingworth’s Reason and Revelation, ch. xii ; Cobb’s 

Mysticism and the Creed, ch. x; Inge’s Personal Idealism and Mysticism, 

section xi ; Niven’s article ‘ Good and Evil ’ in E.R.E., vi, 318 ; Formby’s 

The Unveiling of the Fall* 

2 See below, pp. 7. 143. 

3 Revelations of Divine Love, ch. xi. (Wairack's edition, p. 28) 

4 Ibid, (Warracl’s edition, pp. 27, 28). 

* Ibid., ch/xxvi. (Warrack’s edition, p. 54). 
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the high Christian atmosphere of the mystic is evidenced by an 

abhori 2nce of sin : 

Well I wot the soul that truly taketh the teaching of the Holy Ghost, it 

hateui more sin for vileness and horribleness than it doth all the pain that is 

in hell. For the soul that beholdeth the fair grace of oiir Lord Jesus, it 

hateth no hell but sin. ... It is the most pain that the soul may have to 

turn from God any time by sin.1 

S. Augustine, taking a negative view of evil,2 cannot even 

state the problem of evil except in term of Deity. Indeed, he 

is forced to own that, apart from a deep consciousuess of God, 

there is no problem at all : likewise apart from God there is no 

solution of the problem. 

It was manifested to me that those things be good which yet are 

corrupted ; that neither were they sovereignly good nor unless they were 

good, could be corrupted : for if sovereignly good they were incorruptible, if 

not good at all, there were nothing in them to be corrupted. For corruption 

injures, but unless it diminishes goodness, it could not injure. Either, then 

corruption injures not, which cannot be ; or, what is most certain all which is 

corrupted is deprived of good. But if they be deprived of all good, they shall 

cease to be. For if they shall be, and can now no longer be corrupted, they 

shall be better than before, because they shall abide incorruptibly : And what 

more monstrous, than to affirm things to become better by losing all their good? 

Therefore, if they shall be deprived of all good, they shall no longer be. 

So long therefore as they .are, they are good : therefore, whatsoever is, is 

good. That evil then which I sought whence it is, is not any substance : 

for were it a substance, it should be good. For either it should be an 

incorruptible substance, and so a chief good ; or^a corruptible substance ; 

which unless it were good, could not be corrupted. I perceived therefore, 

and it was manifested to me, that Thou madest all things good, nor is there, 

any substance at all, which Thou madest not ; and for that Thou madest 

not all things equal, therefore are all things ; because each is good, and 

altogether very good, because our God made all things^very good,3 

1 Revelations of Divine LJVe, ch. lxxvi. (Warrack’s edition, p. 185). 

2 As Plotinus, Enneady I. 8. 11, ‘ Evil is privation.’ S. Augustine closely 

follows Plotinus when he says (De Civit. Dei} ii, 22) ‘ The name evil, 

belongeth only to privation of good.’ A positive view is inferred from the 

stress he lays on the strength of sin, e.g. in Confessions, vii, 5, ‘ Of a froward 

will was a lust made ; and a lust served, became custom ; and a custom 

not resisted became a necessity. By what links ... a hard bondage held 

me enthralled.’ The great Roman divine, S. Thomas Aquinas, follows 

S. Augustine and' earlier thought : ‘ The stain of sin is not something 

positive, existent in the soul. ... It is like a shadow, which is the privation 

of light.’ (Summa Theologica, Book i, part ii, Q. 86). 

3 Confessions, vii. 12 (Pusey’s translation). 
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An optimistic outlook on life is sometimes ascribed to the 

mystics as explanatory of their attitude towards Evil.1 This opti¬ 

mism of theirs has never made them blind to the banefulness of 

evil as such. As the late Mrs. E. Herman has rightly remarked, 

‘ Heaven and Hell are born together in the human soul V2 Good 

and evil are principles at war for the mastery within us and no 

amount of well thinking can succeed in making evil good. The 

mystics may be presumed not to be courting the Fourth Woe of 

the Prophet3 by confounding moral distinctions, in calling evil 

good, and good evil, when they indulge in extravagant speech 

seeming to suggest good even in sin and to associate Deity in 

essence with that which is not of good. It is to optimistic 

tendencies that we may trace some of the utterances dealt with, 

at some length, in another place.4 I do not desire to repeat 

myself. Without, however, encroaching on what is said below 

I may refer to the saying of a Roman mystic, the Blessed 

Angela da Foligno. Mr. Edward Ingram Watkin illustrates the 

mystic's optimism of faith 5 by quoting Angela da Foligno : 

I understand that He (God) is present in everything that hath being, in the 

demon, in the good angel, in hell, in Paradise, in adultery, in murder, in every 

good work.6 * * 

To make this the norm of mystical opinion is doing scant 

justice to mysticism generally: it, by itself, does less than justice to 

1 F. Von Hugel, A/yst. Eletn. of Religion, ii, 292.3. See Inge, Christian 

Mysticism, 314.5 on contrast between some mystics’ theory of evil and their 

practical attitude. 

2 Meaning and value of Mysticism, 116. 3 Isaiah, v, 20. 

4 See below, p. 143. 9 The Philosophy of Mysticism, 37. 

6 Pistons and Instructions, c. xxvii, apud Watkin, op. cit, 37. Compare 

in this context the words of William Law : ‘ When divine love is born in the 

soul, all childish images of good and evil are done away, and all the sensibi¬ 

lity of them is lost, as the stars lose their visibility when the sun is risen.’ He 

follows this up with the paradoxes,'/ Nature has all evil, and no evil in it . t . 

All that is called nature, darkness or self has not only no evil in it but 

is the only true ground of all possible good’ The Spirit of Love’ in Palmer’s 

The Liberal and Mystical Writings of William Law, pp. 37-8). Law has not 

been approved by many, but not always rightly. Impartial students of 

Christian mysticism will not agree vrith everything that is said against Law, 

by Prof. I. Du Plessis in his excellent Life of Andrew Murray oi South 

Africa, pp. 453-6 Andrew Murray (Life, 456) himself, while acknowledging 

his obligations to Law disowned sympathy with some of Law’s views. 
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Angela da Foligno herself. For, as poignant as in Augustine’s 

Confessions, is the consciousness of sin, of sin’s unmitigated evil, 

in Angela da Foligno’s equivalent to the saint’s Confessions, 

namely, her Book of the Divine Consolation. We find her penit¬ 

ently candid in her allusions to 4 vice re-awakened . . . the work 

of demons f ;x the state in which she was 4 given once to pride and 

the devil but did feign to have God in the soul, whereas it wa§ 

the Devil alive in the soul ’ ;1 2 love as a thing to be feared 4 more 

than all things for herein are all evils committed,’3 and to 4 love 

without sin’.4 The memory of sin, she says, made her deem 

herself * worthy of hell V5 No one can read her meditations on 

the sufferings of the Lord on the Cross without feeling how 

enormously real was sin to her as sin, evil as evil and not good, 

in the severely introspective manner in which she assigns to each 

member of her body a particular sin.6 Against Mr. Watkin’s 

4 optimism of faith ’ of the Beata Angela we must set, not so much 

the pessimism of the writer, as the pressing consciousness of evil 

as a stern reality which no amount of optimism of outlook can 

make unreal. On the other hand it may be conceded that an intense 

way of expressing the fact of subordination to the Will of God7 

is possible, and some of the very obtrusively extravagant sayings 

of some mystics may be so understood. The principle of the 

explanation of some mystics’ extravagance of speech is latent in 

St. Paul’s words, 4 Whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God*.8 

Apposite to the present context is a passage from S. Ignatius, 

which brings out clearly the explanation that should be given of 

the puzzling and hard sayings of some mystics : 

They who are carnal cannot do spiritual things, neither can they who 

are spiritual do carnal things, just as faith is incapable of the de^ds of 

1 Divine Consolation (The New Medieval Library), pp. 14, 15. 

2 Ibid., p. 19. 3 Ibid., p. 123. 4 Ibid., p. 162. 

5 Ibid., p. 164. 6 Ibid., p. 215. ' 7 See below, p. 147. 

* 1 Cor. x. 31. There is a beautiful verse in the Brihad Aran. Upanishad 

(2. 4. 5) which illustrates how inwardness and intention of an act or of a rela* 

tion is to count for everything. A husband, wife, children, wealth, rank, the 

worlds, the gods, all beings—these are not loved for the love of them but 

for the love of ‘ the Soul ’ ( = God). The last sentence of the verse is, * Lo 

verily, not for love of all is all dear, but tor love ot God all is dear.' 
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infidelity, and infidelity of the deeds of faith. But even what you do accord¬ 

ing to the flesh is spiritual, for you do all things in Christ Jesus A 

The Christian position is that Evil is Evil and not Good. 

Out of evil good may come, for God who is able to cause the 

very rebellion of man to turn to His praise 2 does * sometimes 

allow the world . . . and its diverse and various passions ’ to 

be one of ‘ the many ways . . . the many roads ... to lead 

men back to grace 

$33. Associated with the problem of evil is the place of 

‘ the mind,’ umib, in Tayumanavar’s psalms. It has already been 

remarked that there is no provision in the Siddhanta theology 

for a * Satan.* His place is in some respects filled by * the 

mind.' Hence the merit of a state of1 mindlessness.' A ‘ mind¬ 

less state of sanctity * is one of the poet’s greatest longings, 

u>m$pp fieOGDLDJ The mind is likened to a serpent in its 

insidiousness,5 and, for its variety of attachments, to a monkey.* 

It is like a wild elephant in its strength,7 and is a formidable foe 

warring with the soul.8 It is only when the mind is subdued 

that pure bliss can be born in the soul.9 The process of getting- 

rid of the mind has to be acquired before peace is possible.10 To 

him who possesses control over anger and has the grace of psychic 

powers his very speech is unprofitable if he has not reached the 

stage of his mind being dead.11 All things become clear as daylight 

1 Ad Ephes. viii, 2. In the Monger form 5 of this passage the last 

sentence^ tuns thus : ‘ But ye. being full of the Holy Spirit, do nothing 

according to the flesh, but all things according to the Spirit. Ye are 

complete in Christ Jesus who is the Saviour of all men, especially of them 

that believe.’ The ‘ longer ’ reading amplifies the thought of the ‘ shorter.' 

2 Psalm, lxvi, 10 ; Exodus, ix, 10 ; Romans, ix, 16. 

3 The Dialogue of S. Catherine of Siena (Thorold’s edition), pp. 34, 35. 

* N.Af., 13, translated at pp. 10,11, 12, below. On a mindless state 

see AM/., 33, 118 (translated above, at p. xxiii, note). In AMI/., 412 

reference is made to the soul being ‘ cradled in mindlessness.’ 

5 AMT/., 1380, irwwuuffict/ 

8 AMT/., 449, loiisujDeeni } AMT/., 553, <c«r&<gti><9 } AM/., 609, 807, Quiu&<srA<gi. 

7 AMl/., 586, b QutHu ’Sp.pp naisar 

8 N.Af., 805, . . . worth 

9 N.Af., 499, QaiUiSQsj dJCisr.^Qw. 10 N.Af., 803, WisrsmfiuQutJts 

11 N.Af., 804, & TuSpxsi &£j?lG)UMajirib O up@£il, 

wetnSn&x* s . 
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to him whose depraved mind is dead,1 and there is no one 

to whom such a man might be compared.2 The conquest of the 

mind is effected by means of 4 grace \3 ‘ I shall slay thee and 

subdue thee with the weapon of Divine grace *.4 The mind 

is the source of Delusion, and were 4 sins cast behind ’ the 

mind might be the soul’s own helper.5 The mind is recognized 

as indispensable to man and to devas, and it is sat and asat} 

It is not the extinction of the mind but its subordination that is 

meant by its 4 death,’ and a transformed mind is a help, rather 

than a hindrance to hopes of heaven.' When the mind which, 

in its evil operation, is associated with the 4 primal breath,*8 is 

brought under control the soul will have gifts as great as those 

of raja yoga.9 Further realizations follow in this life : 

Birth-bonds that bound me long are broken, 

Now, in this body, in this state : 

Now springs the Life, the soul’s great secret ; 

O mind that changes can create, 

Like thee’s nor cloud nor flowery arbour, 

And in seven worlds thy fame is great.10 

The control of the mind, referred to in terms of its death and 

destruction, is effective on the disappearance of the soul’s 

‘ ignorance V1 The result of the passing of 4 darkness * frees the 

rqind from those attachments which occasion re-births.12 It is 

the ‘ grace ’ of God that enables the mind to attain this freedom:13 
r 

The temple of His glory is His grace 

Where Bliss beatific, abideth He, 

And I, with Him abiding, could not know 

Where thou, delusion dead, hadst hidden thee, 

O mind, unreal then to me as hare 

That hath a horn, or lotus flower in space. 

Or as mirage of desert sands. O where, 

My darkness gone, hadst thou thy hiding-place ? 14 

1 997, r*,* 2 AT.M., 998. 3 N.M., 413, 415, 416. 
4 - V. Al., 450, n.'&BTiQ&ir&igyiQivtir ?'ajmji!|(?awr(ju 

5 No. 239, below, p. 87. 

6 No. 240, below, p. 87, and see below, pp. 207, 208. 

7 No. 241, below, p. 87. 8 See below, p. 172. 

9 N.M., 586. 40 Nor 242, below, p. 87 

11 At A/., 551, ‘ on the vanishing of darkness wher 

didst thou disappear ? ’ 12 At A/., 552. 

At M., 361, * the gift of grace is needed.’ 

14 At M551. ' * 
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Where there is no such * grace,’ the mind is a source of continual 

conformity to the senses and their attachments.1 Thj mind 

begets speech, and speech deeds wherein is delusion.2 It is 

‘ when the delusion-causing mind is stilled that saving wisdom 

springs ’ in the soul.3 In the Upanishads every experience is 

ascribed to the mind—‘ desire, imagination, doubt, faith, unbelief, 

steadfastness, fickleness, shame, meditation, fear, all this is 

truly mind.’4 Liberation is reached when the five senses cease, 

and the mind, and the intellect stir not.5 Mindlessness is 

taught to be the ‘ supreme estate.’6 

Is the mind, then, to be treated as unreal and neglected as 

though it were nothing ? Our poet answers the question in the 

clearest negative, ' In the place where truth has been taught 

the mind has to be reckoned a teacher (guru), for there is 

nothing which is incapable of grace (and)/7 The importance 

assigned to the mind lies in the fact of its capacity to be 

attached to something. A figure, suggestive of the fickleness of 

the mind’s attachments, is that of a monkey leaping from branch 

to branch or tree to tree, and its attachment to its temporary 

hold.8 In the same couplet is the idea of the mind 4 going 

a-whpring after strange lovers.’ Its strength and capacity for 

attachment contain the potentiality of its attachment to God.9 

The mind’s attachments, once here, once there, are like ‘ birth 

and death, forgetting and remembering.’10 A state of indecision, 

a perilous middle way, is sometimes possible to the mind.11 We 

thus the meaning and need of the poet’s prayer for 

mindlessness. The mind’s attachments sway the soul’s attach¬ 

ments. 

$ 34. The teaching that the soul is capable of partaking of 

the nature of that to which it is attached is the basis of a 

verv great Siddhanta truth. The degree and extent of such 

1 N. M.\ 305. Cf. Tirumantram, 1681, uarjtfiQuQeitfG/girr« jn 

mind there has arisen a mirror reflecting delusion.' 

2 N. M.t 349. 3 -V. M., 540. * Eri/iad, 1.5.3. 

5 Kalha,6.10. Maitri, 6.30. 6 Maitri, 6.34. 

7 JV. A/., 193. H N. M., 1052, w iMfuuoti/t+mv. 

» /V. M., 1406 10 N. M., 356, 447. 

11 N. M., 429. 

13 
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participation are measured by the duration and intensity of the 

attachment. It is Siddhanta teaching that the soul may, even 

in the human body, realize an affinity to God, a partaking 

of God-likeness, in the relationship which is known as Advaita. 

The word Advaita has not, in the Siddhanta, the same meaning 

as it has in the Vedanta. From nadvitiyam,1 where na is the 

negative prefix, is Advaitam, the n dropping out. The word 

literally means * not two \ It implies the existence of two 

things and does not negative the reality or existence of one of 

the two.1 2 It does not mean ekam or monism, ‘as without 

a second, no one can think of himself as one, and as the very 

thought implies duality. The word simply denies the separate 

existence or separability of the two. In this sense it is said 

that the souls exist as one with the Lord.*3 A unity or identity 

in duality is intended by the Siddhiyar explanation of Advaita 

as being ‘one with and different from.’4 The author of the 

Siddhiyar in another work of his5 6 puts the exposition negatively, 

Advaita i being neither one nor two nor yet a denial of either.’ 

The Siddhanta appeals fully and finally to only One Experience, the 

Bliss of God and One alone ; whereas the Vedanta has reference to the 

Sdham 6 paths whereby this experience is gained. Anyone can perceive that 

the sdham is a conscious one and a dual one or Dvaita. In this sense the 

Siddhanta is Advaita and the Vedanta is Dvaita.7 

The famous line of Tirumular, pn<gs)®sr puesr er&rgpiih 

SApiript})* is intended to indicate a crucial.difference between 

the Vedanta and the Siddhanta, and that difference lies in the 

estimate of the soul’s relationship to God—is it Dvaita or 

Advaita, and if Advaita what does it exclude and what does it 

imply. ? 

1 As in Svet. Up. 3.2. 

* Nallaswami Pillai, Studies in Saiva Siddhanta, p. 65. 

3 Bodhatn, Sutra ii. Nalla. Bodham, p. 11. 

* Siddhiyar, 3.2.3. In 3.6.6 we have * known and knower are one, differ¬ 

ent, and one and different.’ 

5 lrupd IruPahtut stanza 20 ^arqrjsnm9i% g)r«tri*y«rtcA>, 9«3y?j£,-«j5rQ iSebKssaiU*. 

See Nalla. Studies, p. 246. 

6 See below, p. 184. 7 Nalla. Studies, pp. 253, 254 

8 Tirumantram, stanza 2372. See ^bove, pp. xxxii,_ xxxiii, for some 

eoippients on this line. 
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Mr. Ponnambalam-Pillai to whom I have already expressed 

obligation 1 has these remarks on Advaita : 

It may not be out of place to explain the difference between the 

Adwitha [Advaita] of the Aryans and our own. The latter is different from 

the former, which is the Adztitham of the Vedantists as taught by the great 

Sankarachariyar, in a very important point. It is also different from the 

Dwaitham of Madawachariyar or the Vishishta Dwaitham of Ramanuja- 

chariyar. The goal of the Vedantists and of the Siddhantists is one and 

the same, namely, the Supreme Being. The soul [it is taught] of the 

Vedantists becomes absorbed in God, the universal soul [Atman] and 

loses its individuality. But it is not [taught] so by the Siddhantists. No 

doubt their [teaching is that the] soul becomes one with God, but at the 

same time it is distinct from Him that it may express ffs eternal gratitude 

for the state of Supreme Bliss in which He is pleased to place it in order 

that it may adore Him. 2 

The Vedanta doctrine3 of equating the soul with the All¬ 

soul, man with God, is fundamentally distinct from the 

Siddhanta conservation of individuality at all points of contact 

of the human with the Divine. Even in the ultimate nearness 

of the soul to God 4 5 the soul does not become God, however 

much it may lose of what it should lose to be worthy of such 

nearness. 

The analogy of a river losing itself in the ocean is employed 

to illustrate (analogies often take the place of proof)0 the soul’s 

union with God. The use of this analogy in the Upanishads 

goes the length of implying the soul’s loss of individuality: 

As these flowing rivers that tend toward the ocean, on reaching the 

ocean, disappear, their name and form [vama-rftpa °] are destroyed and it is 

1 Above, p. xix. 

2 Third Saiva Conference Addresses, pp. 52, 53. 

3 See below, p. 185. 

, 4 ‘ The soul reaches the Feet of its Lord where it sees itself different from 

the senses, just as a man reaches the ground when the rope of the swing 

breaks. . . . The soul . . . will not leave the Divine Feet of the Lord . . . 

after once attaining them, on being freed from the ties of the world like the 

river which reaches the sea on the embankments being destroyed ’ (.Bodham, 

vii. 4. Nalla. Bodham, p. 84). The soul loses its ‘ soulness,’ what¬ 

ever is not conducive to God-likeness, and this is the process of ‘wasting 

away’ referred to by S. Manikkavachagar in the lines translated below, 

at pp. 187, 224. 
5 See below, Introduction, part ix. 

0 Nama-rupa is an idiom for identity, individuality. ‘ What is called 

Space (akasa) is the producer of individuality {nama-rupa) ' Chandog., 8.14.1. 
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called simply 4 the ocean ’—even so of this spectator 1 these sixteen parts that 

tend toward the Person, 2 on reaching the Person, disappear, their name and 

form [ndma-rupa] are destroyed, and it is simply called ' the Person That 

one continues without parts, immortal.3 

Another Upanishad saying is of similar tenor : 

As the flowing rivers in the ocean 

Disappear, quitting name and form, 

So the knower, being liberated from name and form, 

Goes unto the heavenly Person higher than the high. 4 

It is added : 4 He verily who knows the Supreme Brahma 

becomes very Brahma’.5 This probably is ‘the selflessness . • • 

immortality, complete union (.sdyngyatva), and peace (nirvrtatva)’ 

of another Upanishad.6 The Chandogya Upanishad employs 

the river illustration to teach the origin and, implicitly, the 

ultimate destiny of souls : 

Look at these rivers, they flow, the eastern ones to the east, and the 

western ones to the west. From the sea they go to the sea. They become 

the sea itself .7 

The idea of such close association of the soul with the All- 

Soul, as amounts to absence of duality, is insisted upon in more 

than one Upanishad: 

Thus has it been said : ‘ Now, where knowledge is of a dual nature 

[implying both a subject which knows and an object which is known], there, 

indeed, one hears, sees, smells, tastes, and also touches ; the soul knows 

everything, when knowledge is not of a dual nature, being devoid of action, 

cause, or effect, unspeakable, incomparable, indescribable—what is that ? ’ It 

is impossible to say.8 

This apparently is a summary of the earlier and fuller 

statement which begins, * For where there is a duality \dvaita\ 

as it were, there one sees another . . . ’ ,9 and is an explanation 

1 4 A person consists of sixteen parts’ (Chandog. Upanishad, 6.7.1). 
' The fifteen parts are his possessions, the sixteenth part is his self, atman \ 

{Brikady 1.5.15). 
2 ‘ This person ... is just this Atman, this Immortal, this Brahma, this 

All* [Brihad, 2.5.1). i The Great Primeval Person (Purusha) . . . Soul of 

all» {Svet. 3.19 ; 3.21). 
3 Prasna, 6.5. 4 Mundaka, 3.2.8. 5 Mundaka 3 2 9 

“ Mauri, 6.22. ’ CHandog.t 6.10.1. - ZlTh Sfi*. 

0 Rrihad, 4.5.15. 
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of the saying of a sage, ‘ After death there is no consciousness.” 

The sage questions : 

Where everything has just become one’s own self, then, whereby, and 

whom . . . would one see ? . . . Then whereby, and on whom, would one 

think ? . . . Whereby would one understand him by whom one understands 

this All ? Whereby would one understand the understander ? 2 

The principle of the non-dual relationship between man 

and God is utter oblivion to external attachments. ‘As a man, 

when in the, embrace of a beloved wife, knows nothing within 

or without, so this person, when in the embrace of the intelligent 

Atman, knows nothing within or without-’ The soul’s desire, 

detached from externals, is towards the supreme AtmanA The 

Atman (it is repeatedly taught) is * not a second thing, other than 

the [human] self and separate.’1 * * * Hence, ‘ An ocean, a seer alone 

without duality [dvaita\ becomes he whose world is Brahma. . . . 

This is a man’s highest path. . . . This is his highest achieve¬ 

ment . . . and highest bliss.’8 * The setting of this teaching 

is implied in such texts as, * Truly, everything here is Brahma : 

the self is Brahma, ' 7 and ‘ Without a second [Advaita] he 

is the Atman.’8 There is Upanishad recognition of ‘ the state 

of being one with the Atman'* The teaching of the Upani- 

shads on Advaita may or may not be the background of the 

Siddhanta Advaita doctrine. To concede that it is need not 

necessarily shut out of notice the Siddhanta divergences from 

the non-Siddhanta ‘ state of being one with the Atman.' 

As the soul is attached to its forms and organs [body] and is yet 

separate from the body, so also is God attached to the souls. Nevertheless, 

the souls cannot become God, and God cannot become the souls, God is one 

with, and different from, the souls.10 . . . The knower will perceive God, by 

His grace, as ananya as the knower and the Known are one and different and 

one-and-different xl. . . . If you regard God as not conceivable by the senses. 

1 Brihad., 2.4.13. 2 Brihad.t 2.4.14. 3 Brihad., 4.3 21. 

4 Brihad., 4.3.21. ‘ His desire is satisfied, the Atman is his desire, . . 

he is without desire, and without sorrow ’. 

5 Brihad., 4.3. 23-31. 6 Brihad., 4.3.32. 

7 Mandukya, 2. 8 Mandukya, 7. 

0 Mandukya, 7, following the reading (Hume, Upanishads, p. 392) 

dkatmya-p /atyag asc . 

10 Siduhiyar, 3.2.3. 11 Siddhiyar, 3.6.6. 
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it is of no use. If you contemplate Him as beyond contemplation ... it is 

a mere fiction. If you contemplate Him as yourself, it is also a fiction. 

Giving up these fictitious ideas of God, the only way of knowing Him is by His 

grace.1 

Thus Siddhanta theology is different from other teaching 

on the relationship between God and the soul in some import¬ 

ant respects: 

1. The soul is not God, however much the soul may approach God* 

likeness. 

2. The soul’s individuality is at no stage to be deemed annihilated, 

however much it may progress in the relationship of being lost in Gpd. 

‘When “one only without a second” is postulated, the very postulating 

implies that the thing postulated is different \2 

3. God’s incessant association with the soul 3 postulates the possibility 

of the soul being intensely God-like. 

4. God and the soul are thus one, and different, and one-and- 

different. 

The union of the soul with God is, in a sense, accompanied 

% loss of ‘ individuality,5 * and that sense is thus stated by 

Mr. J. M. Nallaswamy Pillai :4 

When the soul loses its individuality (feeling of ‘ I’ness, ahangkdram or 

anavam) 5 it becomes merged in God ; when it loses its karma 6 and when, 

therefore, it has power to keep in suspension its mala 7 with which it has been 

associated from the beginning. . . . This losing of self is the real sacrifice 

brought about by love. 

What exactly is claimed for Advaita in the Siddhanta is best 

stated in the words of the same Saivite thinker :8 

Advaita is defined by St. Meykandan as meaning dtivd nasti or ananya 

or inseparable ; his disciple calls the relation ‘as neither one nor two.’ 

Advaita, literally meaning not two, simply denies the separability or duality 

of God and soul and matter, but does not postulate oneness by denying 

the existence of one or other patharta or by formulating their mutual converti¬ 

bility as in causation, etc. . . . he illustrations of mind and body, vowels and 

consonants,9 are used to denote the Advaita relation of God to the universe of 

nature and of man. . . . The vowel is not the consonant nor the consonant 

the vowel. God is not one with the soul and the universe, and yet, without 

God, where is the universe ? . . . The Saiva -Advaita Siddhanta postulates 

1 Siddhiyar, 3.6.7. 2 Siddhiyar, 3.6.9. 

3 Siddhiyar, 3.6.9. See below, pp. 184-190 on the soul’s deification. 

4 Studies, p. 253. 3 See above, p. lxxx and belour, p. 150. 

See below, Introduction. part vii. 7 See abc re, p. Ixxvii. 

8 Studies, pp. 310-12. 0 See below, pp. IS. 161. 
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that God is neither ab/ieda 1 with the world, nor bheda, nor bheddbheda as 

these terms are ordinarily understood, and yet He is one with the world, and 

different from the world, bheddbheda. . . 

Tayumanavar speaks of Advaita as the relationship in which 

^)nem QL—nosrQpGSBr emiQiLirfr uorr&srp eSspuuop Qqusstjsh &pujp3 

That phase 

Of faith which . . . 

Thinks not God and the soul are one or twain. 

Stands victor over doubt, wrong thinking slain.1 2 

In his longing: 3 

With God who is true wisdom, 

Nor one nor twain to be, 

As I am now with Darkness, 

When dawns the day for me, 

When dawns the day ? 

the poet gives expression to the thought that the ‘ Advaita * rela¬ 

tion is just as possible with good as with evil ; with God as with 

anava mala. The soul is capable of being in advaita relation¬ 

ship with any one of contraries, indeed with anything towards 

which attachment is possible. It is on this capacity of the soul 

that advaita teaching is based. This characteristic of the soul, 

capacity for attachment, leads to the soul being assimilated to 

that to which it is attached : 

This truth is taught in all the Scriptures, 

And has been ever from of old, 

That in the end the soul attaineth 

To what its own attachments hold.4 

1 The soul’s relationship to God is thus stated in the Bodhavi, Sutra ii, 

He is one \abheda) with souls, different from them (bheda), and one-and- 

different (bheddbheda).' The first suggests connection as causation or success¬ 

ion, e.g. gold and ornaments made of gold ; the second, co-existence with 

mutual exclusion, e.g. darkness and light ; the third co-existence without 

mutual exclusion, e.g. word and its meaning. The Siddhanta does not 

affirm causation nor separable or inseparable co-existence. It does not adopt 

the first two analogies (See Nalla., Bodham, pp. 15-17.) 

2 N. M., 41, translated above, at pp. xxiv, xxv. 

3 N.M., 1298. 

4 N. M., 53, translated below, at p. 28. So in N. M., 149, it is said of th« 

soul uiQpiferp uprflarp afhueuuiiu rQ&p ‘ assimilated to that to which it is attached- ’ 
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The soul’s potentialities of attachment and assimilation 

show ^hemselves in a high degree in worship: 

Because by bond and by attachment 

That which I worship I would be, 

And so by being drawn to Thee ward 

Be least of me and most of Thee ... * 

And the loftiest form of worship is framed upon the 

heights of love. It is because of love that the soul puts on one 

side all that lies between it and its Beloved ; then comes that 

state in which the soul is ‘ secondless \2 ‘ the seer not seeing a 

second \3 and ‘ there is nothing between \4 The stage of close 

affiliation to the Divine is reached by a process of ‘ wasting * 

sought to be expressed by St. Manikkavachagar: 

Yea, closer, until all of me, 

Worn to an atom, worn to be 

No longer I, was one 

With Thee ...... 5 

In this place, as arising out of the subject of the God¬ 

becoming of man,6 the fact may appropriately be noticed that 

veneration is given to saints as unto God, in Tayumanavar’s 

1 N. 1\I., 91, translated below, at p. 56. On non-Hindu analogies see 

below, pp. 186, 188. 

2 N. 71/., 1434, below, p. 103. 

3 N. 1VI , 1440, below, p. Ill and p. 222. 

* N. M., 1422, below, p. 107 and see p. 215. 

5 See below, p. 187. The following passage from the late .Sir P. 

Arunachalam’s A Revel in Bliss, p. 34 may be quoted here : 

The Soul and the Lord apparently distinct, but in fact non-dual, the 

Soul ‘ not even for the twinkling of an eye having intelligence of its own ’ 

and owing its intelligence wholly to Him. and finally by His Grace merging 

in Him and standing there non-dual (v. 20), He, all the while remaining 

unaffected as the magnet is unaffected by the iron which it energizes or as the 

sun by the flower which opens under the genial influence of its rays,—this is 

the doctrine of the Saiva Siddhdnta, that is, the more ancient interpretation 

of the Vedanta than that which now passes as the Vedanta. the interpretation, 

in fact by which Masters like Tayumanavar harmonize and reconcile the 

seemingly conflicting positions of the Vedantic and Saiva Siddhantic schools 

6 I may be permitted to refer the reader to n>y Foregleams of God, 

ch. viii, §15 for further observations on ‘ man-becomi/ng of God ’ and * God- 

becoming of man ’ 
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psalms, and the fact is not foreign to Siddhanta theology 

generally. Thus jyebruju?- ssmi_Q^ ojispoiiLiub 1 to behold 

the feet of the saints is to behold the Form of Grace’1 is one of 

many Siddhanta statements of the recognition of a very close 

human approximation to God-likeness. The poet elsewhere is 

more definite about the deification of the just: 

To class or caste he lays no claim, 

Or note of character or name ; 

He knows not any need ; 

No stir of passions does he feel, 

Or of possession’s strong appeal, 

The lure of gain and greed ; 

By ties of home he is not bound, 

Of child or wife, for he has found 

Rest, from all sorrow freed. 

So good a man deserves to be 

Deemed Siva’s self, high Deity, 

Whose gift is Heaven indeed. - 

Equally clear as to seeing in sainthood God is the verse 

senrgjfKesefteerp Qturreflaoui r 

a$6sbr£p/£ss??0rjy iSmibShu Qid£Jij3sbt 
Qusubresvfl Qiuairessf) uSre^tL usglQtn 

sakt^/Searpeui tfnsbrQrtrjQpK 

They are God to me who on Him meditate 

Day and night drawing nigh unto Him, nigher, 

Light of eye-light and innermost sense who is, 

Brightly burning Truth in the broad spirit-sky.4 

To my mind the clearest exposition of this verse and its* 

theme is what the late Mr. J. M. Nallaswamy Pillai very kindly 

communicated to me in a private letter it was my privilege to 

receive from him in November 19x3 : 

I am not a great Pundit, but I think the interpretation you give is the 

correct one. . . . The worship of God’s devotees and guru are very effica¬ 

cious and easy, as they are already filled with the gi^ice of God, and I may 

1 N. M.f 129. 

* N. M351. The Tamil is as follows : 

(geuiAevoar ®stwBigftiiSev near (g<sa>p«S»iirsar Osttf-fitw 

yeuiAairs&r peartQssar6m(Smioi upfievieor QutrQisgi 

uSeuti suffer oBiDfcjiir tncasreSuHwevir Qarmiearmiear^^ 

#p*'(S«v/reSr Qpp^lfi^ib uv&lwQasreerfi jHgQu. 

3 N. M.t 268. 

4 Below, p. 84, and the comments on this text at p. 207, below. 

14 
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refer to verse 23 in fTenr&QsasT*Qi*iii4.1 You are also right in referring to the 

Siddhiyar verses.2 God’s devotees being filled with God’s light and grace 

are indistinguishable from God Himself. Though the sun’s light shines 

everywhere it is easily focussed in certain lenses and is reflected and deflected. 

So too are God’s devotees who are able to transfer to us God’s light and 

grace. As a Christian you will be able to appreciate the point, since in 

Christianity salvation is deemed possible through Christ only, which will be 

more intelligent3 4 from the standpoint of the Siddhanta. As Dr. Drummond 

puts it*—through love of Christ we reflect Christ in ourselves, we become 

Christlike, Godlike, and Godly, we become Christ or God. I dare say you 

have already become familiar with some of my views on these topics. I may 

refer you to my notes under Sutra iii in Siddhiyar .* 

Mudaliya- R. C. Kailasa Pillai who was a Tamil scholar 

of repute in Ceylon favoured me with his comments in 1913 on 

the verse in question: 

There is no man-worship in the Saiva Siddhanta ; the saints are only the 

media through whom or in whom Divinity manifests Itself and is worshipped. 

His rendering of the verse is as follows : 

He is the light within their eye ; He is the objectj of their 

thought. 

He is the absolute truth or reality resplendent from within the 

etheric space (of omniscience). 

Those (saints) who meditate on Him night and day, and realize, 

attain, approach Him are the divinities I worship. 

1 Heading of a section of S. Tayumanavar psalms. The verse is N. M., 

384, where occur the words 

sabracfigpidr loasdlQajdsrajrQ os Qpirqfirj&ruir 

IBtOkf fjBJJtfQGBTfp t£)csrQST(11fG1T • • « • 

‘ Thy grace which draws nigh and abides as the apple of the eye in the 

consciousness of Thy loved ones who adore Thee.’ 

It may be noted that in A7. M., 268 the ar«*r^S«Ar/D * drawing nigli ’ is the 

act of the devotees and in A7. M., 384 of God. 

2 Siddhiyar. 3.12.3, quoted below, at p. 207. 

3 Henry Drummond, The Changed Life. 1 I have never come upon a more 

remarkable book than the pamphlet by Prof. Henry Drummond called The 

Changed Life.' (J. M. Nallaswami Pillai in his English edition of Siddhiyar, 

p. 195). In the same devout Hindu scholar’s Studies in the Saiva Siddhanta, 

pp. 308-9 reference is made to The Changed Life. A prominent place is 

found for Andrew Murray’s great classic of soul-culture, Abide in Christ, in 

the same Siddhanta scholar’s English edition of Siddhiyar, pp. 252-57. Mr. 

Nallaswami Pillai’s death is a distinct loss to the cause of literature and 

religion in Tamilagam. 

4 png. Edition of Siddhiyar, pp. 193-96- 
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It seems to me that a sympathetic appreciation of the 

Siddhanta doctrine of seeing God in sainthood—that God can 

and does so fill men with godliness and grace that they deserve 

reverence because of God in them, that men can become 

(in Christian language) * temples of God ’—is a great approach 

to the Christian teaching of the man-becoming of God : the 

possibility is suggested of there being in one Man ‘the fulness of 

the Godhead bodily.’1 

Part VI. SIN, KARMA, BODY 

§ 35. A keen sense of the significance of sin is character¬ 

istic of the psalms of our poet.2 Sin is dishaimony. Sin is 

whatever estranges man from God and keeps him so alienated. 

Hence the numberless longings 3 in all these psalms for nearness 

to, and union with, God. The poet lays stress on the fact that 

the closer the soul is to God the more immune it is from sin. 

Whatever may be said as to the rightness or wrongness of the 

poet’s acceptance of the Siddhanta theology of sin, we can find 

no trace in his writings of any tendency found elsewhere 4 to¬ 

wards minimising the reality of sin as evil. We have already 

seen in studying the Siddhanta theory of evil5 that evil is 

ascribed to malatn in its three-fold aspect of dnavam, mdya; 

and karma, three principles^ to which, singly or jointly, sin 

and suffering are attributed. The third of these remains for 

consideration. 

§ 36. ‘ Karma * means ‘ action ’ and includes good and evil 

actions. The soul is spoken of in an Upanishad as * being over¬ 

come by the bright or the dark fruits of action (karman) and 

entering a good or an evil womb.’6 Karma is the fruit of 

action and is productive of results after death.7 One result is 

embodiment ‘ according to action * [karman).8 The soul, in the 

Upanishads, is ‘ like a lame man, bound with the fetters made 

of the'fruit .of good and evil.’9 The wandering, in births and 

re-births, of the soul thus handicapped is known as samsdra.10 

1 Col. ii. 9. 

2 See above, § 20. 3 See above, § 20 (4). 

4 See below, p. 185, for Swami Vivekananda’s views on ‘ sin ’. 

5 See above, §§ 2.-31. * Maitri, 3.17 7 Brihad., 3.2.13. 

8 Katha.y 5.7. 9 Maitri, 3.2. 10 Katha., 3.7 ; Maitri., 1.4. 
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Again, the beginnings of satnsdra are taught to be ‘ just one's 

own thought . . . what is one’s thought,, that he becomes.’1 

Thus we see that the earliest Hindu use of the term karma 

applied it to deeds good and deeds evil, although in later and 

more popular and less accurate, thinking, karma is restricted 

to * evil deeds.’2 Early Upanishadic speculations as to the 

destiny of souls seem to indicate that in Hindu philosophic 

thinking karma was associated with a soul from the moment 

of death. In other words, it is not definitely discussed whether 

or no karma is co-eval with the soul in any pre-bodily state. 

Thus, in the Brihad-Aranyaka Upanishad3 to Yajgnavalkya’s 

inquiry, ‘ What becomes of this person, purtisha, on death4 5 and 

dissolution ? *' Arttabhaga’s answer is, ‘ We two only will know 

of this, which is not for us to speak in public ’, and it is added: 

The two went away and deliberated. What they said was karma, 

what they praised was karma, verily one becomes good by good action, bad 

by bad action. Thereupon Arttabhaga held his peace. 

We read elsewhere 1 that the karma theory was at first a 

non-Brahmanic, Kshattriya secret. In the early stages of 

the history of this theory speculation does not appear to have 

been directed towards formulating a doctrine of the co-evality 

of karma with the soul. I am not certain that even in the 

more advanced and less ancient portions of the Upanishads one 

really does find a definite postulation of the eternity of karma. 

it was reserved for the Siddhanta divines, whether or no upon 

1 jytaitri. 6.34. 

2 The Tamil word is an instance of the lax, unphilosophic employ¬ 

ment of karma, soruub. Tamil words for karma as «?aw, lay 

stress, in common usage, upon evil deeds. 

3 Bri/iad., 3.2.13. 

4 Death is described as leading to the dissolution of ‘ the voice into fire, 

breath into air, sight into the sun . . . and the soul (atman) into space.' 

The inquirer’s question is as to what becomes of ‘personality’. See as to 

atman in this passage a view of more than one aspect of atman in Maitri, 3= 1-3, 

where mention is made of ‘ the elemental soul ’ and a higher. For a learned 

account of the’ teaching of Yajgnavalkya see Dr. B. Barna’s History of Pre- 

Buddhistic Indian Philosophy, ch. xi. 

5 Chandog. Upanishad, 5.3.7. For treatment fuller than is possible here 

of the origins and history of karma and transmigration the present writer would 

refer the reader to his Fore gleams of God, ch. x. 
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Upanishad intimations, to build the doctrine of karma being 

co-eternal with the soul, undismayed by the fact that, logically 

pursued, this doctrine of co-eternity would suggest the possibility 

qf the problem, * If karma is action how could a soul have 

karma before ever it had its first body or did its first deed ? ’1 2 

The Upanishads and Buddhism deal with karma as from a 

man’s death and dissolution in time : the Siddhanta deals with 

it as from times before birth, from eternity. 

§37. ‘Karma’, meaning ‘action’, and,, by extension of 

thought, the accumulated effect and energy of deeds, may be 

considered under the following heads of inquiry: 

1. The nature of karma 

2. The kinds of karma. 

3. Karma and the soul. 

4. Karma and God. 

5. The dissolving of karma. 

1. As to the nature of karma, it is taught in the shastras : 

Gain and loss, pleasure and pain, honour and dishonour, all these six, 

become attached to a man in the womb. They manifest themselves as the 

result of one’s endeavour. They are the result of the endeavour made in a 

previous birth. Result of orient endeavour will be manifest in a future 

birth.8 
As the fruits of husbandry yield us food for present enjoyment and seed 

for to-morrow, so also our acts account for our present enjoyment, and form 

the seed, the fruit springing from which will be enjoyed in a future birth. 

This is the eternal order of karma * 

Karma comprises virtuous and vicious acts and their results, becoming 

loss and gain, and pleasure and pain.4 

2. Deeds are good and bad. The main division of karma 

is into good and evil, or merit and demerit. Perhaps the 

classification into merit and demerit is not accurate, since it is 

action (whatever its aim) that really counts in determining 

destiny.5 

Tayumanavar speaks of * two-fold karmp. * in 

1 Buddhism, by its relentlessness of reasoning, posited karma apart from 

* soul \ it denied ‘ souls ’. 
2 Siddhiyar, 3.2.9. 3 Siddhiyar, 3.2.12. 4 Siddhiyar, 3.2.39. 

5 The Bodhain, ii. 2, speaks of ‘ good and bad karma ’. Siddhiyar, 3.2.6, 

also mentions ‘ t\.o kinds of karma 
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many places.1 Karma is further divided into three kinds.2 

They aie 

(1) Sanchitam, —store of deeds ‘ accumulated ’ (sanchitam) 

though a whole succession of infinite births. This follows the soul from 

birth to birth. 

(2) Prarattam, din&fib—fruit ripe out of the sanchitam store and 

inducing fresh births. 

(3) Agamyam, ^sstStuia—deeds done in a given birth, and they are 

good (Lfemse^iuu3y punniyam) and bad (u^, Pdvam).3 

What is agamyam in one birth is sanchitam for the next. There 

is a cvclic connection between these three kinds. It is to 

Prarattam and agamyam that our poet-saint refers when he 

speaks of 0oottGW Q&tLsBfysm . , . tSIeorCcGsr Qjihg/ (%p<GfjjuxaS$Gifr * the 

deeds, misdeeds . .. . as fruitage past . . . said to follow’,4—the 

past becoming the present. The ‘ fruit of former deeds ’ is the 

fear that is taught in some very striking verses in Naladiyar.5 

3. The bond between the soul and karma is from eternity.6 

The soul is said * to eat the fruits of karma ’.7 The past karma 

is eaten in this birth and 4 the karma of the last body causes a 

new body \s The operations of karma lead the soul, and limit 

it, to enfi (genus) (length of life), Quit&ld (experience).9 

When souls, as the result of deeds, assume any body, that body 

must be of some genus, have some limit of life, and experience 

some joys and sorrows. ‘ Death gives a prolonged rest to the 

human monad to enable it to eat its karma in the next birth. 

Why should it have a next birth ? Because it must eat the fruits 

of previous karma, and unless it does so, its dnava mala cannot 

be removed. This latter tl\en is the reason for reproduction.’10 

1 E.' G., N. A/., 45, 112, 176, 179. In the last verse he speaks of ter 

Vgood and bad karma 

2 N. M.y 1162, *&&isG<Du<r$ . . . * The three taints called sanchitam, 

etc., Sivapragasani, stanzas 28, 29, 30. 

3 Sivapragasani, stanza 28. 

4 N. M., 632, translated below at p. 98. ‘ Old karma ’ is mentioned in 

N.M., 489, 546. 

5 Cl?, xi, verses 101, 104, 105, 108, where we have the expressions 

(old karma), <ystrfarJfar (former karma), (deeds already done). 

6 Siddhiyar, 3.2.40. Sivapragasani, stanza 28. 

7 Siddhiyar, 3.2.4. 8 Siddhiyar, 3 2.10, u Sivapra tisam, stanza 29. 

10 Nallaswami Pillai, Eng. Edition of Rodham, p. 7. 
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The rules regulating births and re-births belong to the subject 

of the doctrine of the transmigration of souls. 

4. If the soul is projected into embodiments by the sheer 

force of karma, what is God’s position with reference to both 

the soul and the soul’s karma ? It is taught: 

The soul enjoys the fruits of karma through the sakti [Power] of God, 

in the same way as a king metes out .rewards and punishments . . . ora 

physician applies remedies. The fruits cannot attach to a future birth . . . 

of their own force x. . . . The Supreme Lord understands your deserts and 

makes you suffer pleasure or pain accordingly2 .... God in union with His 

Gnana Sakti causes souls to undergo the processes of births and re-births by 

inducing their good and bad karma.3 Siva makes souls eat karma and 

obtain liberation 4. . . . The Lord cures the ills of karma by subjecting 

mankind to pain and pleasure.5 

It is karma that determines the number of births, but it is 

God who 4 adjusts the birth according to karma and makes the 

souls eat the fruit thereof. Without His Divine Presence and 

Energy the soul cannot take for itself its own material body, and 

it can have no progress except when it is in conjunction with 

its material body ’.6 

God’s share in human * destiny is recognized by Tayu- 

manavar. 4 It is Thy grace that has bidden us to be bound 

by births because of our bondage to karma ’.7 He asks, 4 Why 

hast thou implanted in fne good and bad karma and laid on me 

the load of this body ’ ?8 He complains that God had made 

him and 4 fettered him with the bonds of karma \9 Again : 

Laying on me load of my self, 

Burden of births and deeds on me, 

A puppet in Thy hands, for good 

And ill, thou raadest me to be.10 

The poet is constrained to , confess that it is God 4 who 

doeth as He pleaseth . . . moves all for ill and good.’11 Man i is 

1 Siddhiyar, 3.2.4. * Siddhiyar, 3.2.13. 

3 Bodhavi, sutra 2, T.A.P., iv. 2. 

* Siddhiyar, 3.2.34. Siddhiyar, 3.2.35. 

5 Nallaswami Pillai, Eng. Edition of Bodham, p. 7. 6 Ibid, p. 7. 
7 JV , M., 107, *ebnoukptbG)up* 

8 IV. M., 179, 0&dl%8r QiuasrQ*m sQQ&KinLtf. (jpu-^jfwxoQaJcSr iSGfisisres>mpptiji 

9 N. M., 455, wdr&sni uaou.^^)tpCiut/lp uL-ibptS&erf pss>u^urpptera2iLQ. 

l° IV. M., 291, below at p. 66. 11 N. M., 324, below at f 48. 
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God’s prisoner in the prison-house of the senses, God’s puppet.1 

So convinced is the poet of God’s close association with man’s 

destiny that he does not hesitate to say of God, ‘ Thou art my 

evil and my good V2 

5. Karma, linked, as we have seen, to the soul from birth 

to birth, and its operativeness overseen and directed by God, is like 

a running account. There are items of the account settled in one 

birth and some carried forward to another birth and then they 

are augmented by fresh liabilities. Is a balance never to be 

struck ? Is the debt never to be cancelled ? If so 

The moving Finger writes ; and having writ 

Moves on : nor all thy Piety nor Wit 

Shall lure it back to cancel half a line 

Nor all thy tears wash out a word of it.3 

In India the law of karma is sometimes taught to mean a prin¬ 

ciple in respect of the workings of which God remains an uncon¬ 

cerned spectator, and whose terrible processes, which perchance 

He may have instituted, He is powerless to prevent.4 In the 

Siddhanta theology the dissipation of karma is contemplated : 

(1) The effect of a deed may be annulled by another deed ; or by the 

hired expiatory services of other people and observance of certain rules the 

greater poition of the debt may be cancelled, and the residue carried forward 

into a future birth.5 

(2) At the end ofvan aeon there takes place a dissolution of the 

universe, but karma [apparently if it remained attached to a sohl at the time 

of that event] is kept alive and enters into activities in the new aeon.6 

(3) ‘ The Grace of God as the sun appears and sheds everywhere great 

light for karma and its consequences \7 ‘ Old karma [prarattam] disappears 

with the body, and karma accumulating in the meanwhile [agamyani] is burnt 

up by Grace \8 

1 N. M1023, below at p. 41. 

2 N.'M., 286, below at p. 65. , See above, § 32. 

3 Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, verse 51. 

4 See Haigh’s Leading Ideas of Hinduism, pp. 128-30 for a discussion of 

this aspect of karma. 

5 Sivapragasam, stanza 31. 

6 Siddhiyar, 3.2.40 ; Sivapragasam, stanza 28, where the ; dissolution ’ is 

called qwrfajwifl, known also as (‘ time of shrinking ’). Tayumanavar 

refers to this dissolution in N. M. 273 (at p. 61, below) and N. M. 622 (at p. 96, 

bel o w). 

7 T.A.P., iv, 2t 8 T-A.P., vi. 8, 
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But Grace does not work till the soul has been made fit for it, in 

its fulness of time. There is a stage of maturity.1 It is the 

time when karma ‘is balanced,’ the time of str $uli 

[Ini vinay oppu) ‘the adjustment of both kinds of karma.’ 

This is u>stiu[flun&ti> (mala pari pdkam) to which Tayumanavar 

refers.2 Tirumular speaks of this ‘ balancing ’ time as that when, 

by God's Grace the soul becomes ‘ indifferent to deeds, has the 

triple mala [karma included] destroyed, and reaches God ’.3 It 

is this indifference to deeds,'action without attachment that is 

known as balancing.4 Because of the realized efficacy of Grace, 

Tayumanavar declares victory over karma. 

My deeds, the demons of my making 

Shall never trouble me again.5 

He rejoices that every approach of karma to the soul has 

been cut offt* The means is Grace, for Grace puts karma to. 

fight.7 It is as if ‘ a single stone scatters in hasty flight a crowd 

of crows’.8 The part jdayed by Grace in the liberation of the 

soul from karma is ascribed in non-theistic philosophies to 

effort.9 The truer perspective takes in Grace and effort, the 

former conducing to, and co-operating with, the latter. 

$ 38. The doctrine of karma is linked to the doctrine of 

the transmigration of souls. The Siddhanta divines seem to 

have accepted without question the theory of soubtransmigra- 

tion as propounded in the Upanishads, at any rate, they have 

not expressly or impliedly repudiated the elaborate system of 

metempsychosis as set forth in Mann and earlier authorities. 

We are, however, on surer ground in stating that the Siddhanta 

theologians have not given the world anything in lieu of what is 

enunciated in the Upanishads and the Brahmanas. It is outside 

1 See below, pp. 20, 21 and 167. 2 A.J/., 454, 583. 

3 See below, p. 168. 4 See below, p. 168. 

5 N.M., 54, translated below, p. 28. 

rt iV.Jll., 76, SlCJsSSssrxin srnsGpp «yS«yu9wo6U. 7 _\ 1160, 1161. 

8 N.Af.y 94, translated below, p. 57. 

!* In the articles by Ur. Lr. De La Vallee Poussin and Mr. R. L. Turner 

in E.K.E., vii, pp 673 and 676 respectively there is no reference to the 

Siddhanta doctrine of emancipation bv Grace, 

15 
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the scope of this Introduction to discuss1 the origins or even 

details of the theory of transmigration as held by almost all 

theistic Hindu religious sects. Tayumanavar, writing in an envi¬ 

ronment of Siddhanta theology, recognizes the fact of numerous 

births, even numerous hut .an births.2 He refers thus to is own 

past births : 

Tale and total of all it is hard to tell, 

Male and female, my numberless births on earth.3 

He laments the heat of birth-bopds4 and dreads ‘ the dark 

sea of sorrow.’5 When we find him referring to his past births 

we are not necessarily to infer remembrance on his part of his 

previous births. In the absence of his testimony to any such 

recollection it is safer to believe that the poet accepts without con- 

troversy the theological implications of the Siddhanta hypothesis 

of karma-transmigration rather than that he gives any hint of 

any experience of prior existences. However it be, one is sure 

that a genuine fear of the risk of rebirths is a factor in the poet’s 

reasons for redemption. Rightly or wrongly, the terror of 

samsdra is something to reckon wuth. He prays to be delivered 

from that dread. He knows that by <^0^, ‘ Grace,’ a man is 

secure against the obsession of transmigration. 

A single stone is strong to scatter 

In hasty flight a crowd of crows. 

So all past deeds, the sum of karma, 

Cause never hurt or harm to those 

Who, for Thy grace love-thirsty, longing, 

Its fruition and its fulness find. 

That I so thirst not, is no secret ; 

All my misdeeds, before, behind, 

Oppressively beset my body.6 

Towards the body our poet, in common with many 

Siddh antawriters, with one brilliant but anonymous exception, 

1 The present writer has done this to some extent in his Foregleams of 

Cod, ch. x, §§ 3-6 (details) §§ 7-9 (origins). 

2 N.M., 2, translated at p. 3, below. 

3 N.M., 249, translated at p, 80, below. 

4 N.M., 1189, translated at p. 119, below. 

5 N.M,, 1190, translated at p. 119, below. 

6 N.M., 94, translated at p. 59, below. 
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takes an attitude of disparagement. He is not so forbiddingly 

realistic in his loathing of the body as is Pattanattu Pillayar,1 

but most of his references to the body are not overflattering. 

It may be stated as correct that all the poet’s references to a 

body are to the human body and that he is not concerned with 

the births of the human soul in non-human bodies. He accepts 

the theory of re-births as a fact and restricts his comments to the 

human body. The human body, says the poet, is 

A filthy hovel built of bone, flesh, sinew, skin and hair,2 

The hut of the five senses.3 

The house of nine doors.4 * 

The muscle-drawn chariot in which the god of lust rides in state.3 

A leathern, bottle for holding tears and all excretions.6 * 

A vessel whence oozes karma."1 

Cremation ground where grows Desire which, however much 

pruned and trimmed ceases not to flourish.8 

Rice-bag on which the crow, vulture, dog and fox have their, 

eyes.9 

Two-posted nine-windowed dancing hail of lust.10 

Tank of overflowing nialam.11 

The three-mala hell.12 

Pit of worms.13 

Land of karma-begetting forces.14 

A pit where kundala sakti is made to dance.15 

A food-bag.16 

A stinking object made of rice-paste.17 

A thing rotten from inside as a pot holding salt.18 

A fleeting thing.19 

A burden.20 

An earthen pitcher smashed by Death.21 

A worthless drug in the market.22 

1 See for example Mum-Mani Kovai, iii. 13, and Kachitiru Akaval. 

2 N.M., 80 (at p. 44, below) 206 (below at p. 203), N.M., 1443 (below, at 

p. 104) 348, 418. See Maitri Ufianishad, 3. 4. 

3 N.M.t 101. 4 N.M4, 101, 587. 8 N.M., 101. 

6 N.M., 101, 1116. 7 N.M., 101, 584, 587. 8 N.M., 101. 

9 N.*M., 122, 1118, cf. Pattanattar, Mathurai, St. 26. 10 N.M., 122. 

11 N.M., 122, 418.' 13 N.M,, 1124. 13 N.M. ; 122, 418, 1126. 

14 N.M., 1120. 15 N.M., 1231. 

16 N.M., 1125. 17 N.M., 418. 18 N.M., 581. 

19 N.M., 280, 460, 493, 626 (below, at p. 97). 

20 N.M., 493, 609. 21 N.M., 122. 

22 N.M., 122. The section. N.M., 1116-1126 is beaded, ‘ The rhockery 

and despising of the body.’ 
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A shore ever tumbling down.1 
A water bubble.2 
A load of limbs skin-covered.3 
Prison of luring senses.4 

The Siddhanta poets no doubt speak of God dwelling in 

man, and of the temple of the heart.6 They even approach 

the Pauline saying, * The body is the temple of God.’7 The 

reasons that impelled the Siddhanta saints to loathe and despise 

the body are not unlike those which drove many of the early 

Christians into the deserts of Egypt where they practised 

excesses of physical mortification. There is one Siddhanta 

writer, unfortunately anonymous, who seems to be Pauline in 

his conception of the body as a temple. He is the author of 

Gndnakknmnii (z$n$aT8(§ihi£i a very readable poem in 740 lines, 

divided into 185 four-line verses of arresting simplicity and 

charm.8 The lines relevant to the present context open the 

thirty-eighth verse beginning thus : 

There is a temple of Siva 
Known as the body of mau, 

and are continued in other verses locating tower and turret, 

flag-staff, altars, lamps, doors, windows and other temple parts 

and accessories with reverent ingenuity. 1 write, subject to 

correction from those better informed, that there is not, in the 

writings of any Siddhanta poet of any note, anything analogous 

to the body-temple description in Gndnakkummi. The lines of 

Tayumanavar descriptive of spiritual worship 9 are so detached 

1 A\A/., 17, below at p. 24. 2 NM., 815, below at p. 37. 
3 N.M., 818, below at p- 38. 4 N.A/., 1023, below at p. 41. 
5 See below, pp. 156, 157. 6 See above, p. xxvli. 9 1 Cor. vi. 19. 
8 The Gndnakkummi begins at p. 423 of Mr. Saravana Muttu Pillai’s 

Patinen Sittarkal Periya Gnanakkovay (Treasury of Mystical Poems of 
Eighteen Mystics). 

9 54, translated below, at pp. 47, 48. In .V M., 496 S. Tayumana¬ 
var refers to the habit, a useless one, of speaking of the body as a mere burden 
and thinks it juster to the body to speak well of it, since in it the soul has the 
experience of the bliss of God, The words of S. 
Appar (Nallaswamy Pillai, A. Apfiar, 45) mvGic GsruSn,* . . . 
Gutppd*stLLi*-&Q&, * with the body as the temple . . . we have shown the way 

to worship God,’are far from the descriptive beauty of the Gnanahkummi 
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from physical figures as not to afford any parallel to the 

Gndnakkutntni passage. 

§ 39. While Tayumanaswamy, in common with many 

Siddhanta poets, sets a low value on the human body by 

reason of the fleshly instincts, appetites and susceptibilities which 

war against the spirit, he prays and hopes for the realization 

of high religious experiences ‘ in this life, in this body' The 

birth of a soul in a human body, he says, is the best of births 

, and it were wise to use the best of births for the highest use 

and 'not take risks : 

Of births and bodies without number 

This present, human is the best. 

This missed, who knows what I may suffer 

In births to be, and go unblest r 

While in this birth and in this body. 

My spirit’s shelter, halting place, 

Tis best that I in joy be blended 

With bliss that from the sky of Grace, 

A cloud with bounty laden, raineth 

Beatitude x. . . . 

If, says he, there is the probability of olher births for him, 

then, his prayer is for the boon to be given him, in this life, of 

birthlessness.'2 It is only where there is no. attachment, and the 

mind is in peace and advaita is realized that the human body is no 

longer needed, but till then there remains a desire for em¬ 

bodiments.3 Since he is in the body, says the poet, what is 

necessary for ‘ salvation *' could be known 4 in this the best of 

many births ’.4 He is convinced that all the travail and trouble 

of re-births could cease in this life* This body is the best of 

many.6 Therefore is the poet’s prayer that, before the dissolution 

passage. The principle that the body is not to be despised since it is the 

tempLe of God is enjoined by S. Tirumular in Tirumantram, stanza 725. 

®-i_tOLS3sor Qpdsresr LflQg&Qsax 

gjk'i_£flL8gjyA Qiir iL/jjlQufiq^ir 

fijyL_l£M/(?4T7 IL/ggtcJsr Q 31 liS j)Q X IT 6tW 

Sj'tiuJUZuir m r’Ssar. 

1 A'.A/., 60, below at p. 115. ~ A'.J/., loS. 

3 N. M., 492. 4 V. AJ. ,126. 5 A\ M., 400. 

B N.M.y 812, below at p. 37 ; A7.A/., 60, below at p. 1J5, 
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of this body, before he ‘takes off this coat’,1 grace might be 

given him to find joy and peace with realization of God.'2 

The seas are many, and the mountains many : 

So many are deeds done and deeds to be, 

For deeds so many many are the bodies, 

As multitudinous as sand of sea. 

Would’st Thou not drive afar, O God All-Filling, 

The gathering clouds of ignorance from me 

That I, before I leave this present body, 

May draw near Thee and, Lord, abide in Thee ? 3 

No perusal of the poet-saint’s psalms does his estimate of 

the human body, in its setting of karma as a curse and 

transmigration as a consequence, adequate justice which lays 

not proper stress upon his emphasis on the present, human birth, 

in this present, human body, as the highest probationary 

opportunity.4 

Part VII.—DELIVERANCE, GRACE, GURU 

§ 40. Karma is one of the contrivances of a merciful pro- 
* 

vidence for the purifying of souls.5 Karma is based upon a law as 

rigid as relentless, and if God is behind the workings of this 

law as Grace, then it is still His Grace that sustains the law 

in its operations, watches its retributive processes, and, at the 

same time, has power to snap the cycle of samsdra and effect 

the freedom of the fettered soul. If this were not so, then 

karma in Siddhanta would be the same as in non-theistic 

philosophies. There can be no manner of doubt as to Tayu• 

mdnavar’s belief in the liberating efficacy of Grace.6 What is 

Grace ? The Tamil word in Tayumanavar is «=andl1 In 

1 N.M., 1340, fL-ODi—Qlur^fi djtdn^QpenrGasr. 

3 N.M., 259 (below p. 82), 297. 555, 930 ,1341. 3 N.M., 438. 

4 Thus the Siddhiyar, 3.2.89.92 : ‘ When we consider the case of a soul 

which, after passing though eighty-four hundred thousand wombs. . . . born 

in a human body, we can but compare its case to that of man who, with his 

own hands, has swam the white ocean. . . . Was it not ,the purpose, when 

souls are endowed with human birth, that they should witti mind, speech and 

bodysserve God ?’ See Siddhiyar, 3. 8. 16, ‘ In one birth.’ 

3 Siddhiyar, 3.^5, 3.2.51, 3.5.8, 3 7.4, 3.8.17. - 

6 See Above, §^39 ltd, fin. 7 Equivalents are £«®iu, Q^etou. 
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^0-fe-sfr or -f-e-err = the st-'srr or ®_ew is the noun-forming 

suffix added to the root ^0 or sf1 **, the principle of formation 

being the same as in the words @0^, m04>fr, Qurr^aj. 

The part or ^0 has the meaning ‘ rare, precious, hard, 

difficult,’ and by anil, is generally understood ‘benevolence, 

favour, grace, mercy, compassion.’ Thus arutporul, ^(^iLQun^&i 

(arul + porul) is ‘ the riches of grace.’ 1 To be * possessed, 

of benevolence, grace ’ is enjoined on men, sj(g>(6i7jznt-itiiT .3 

The classical the New Testament * grace ’ has, 

it may be confidently stated, the same meaning as the Tamil 

sj^elrr,—this, apart from the theological colouring the words 

have in any particular creed. As mere words, and 

and ‘ grace ’ are interchangeable identities, and in theological 

thought they are not to be deprived of this commonness of signi¬ 

fication : it is in the special doctrinal setting of each of the 

three words, that something is found added to the normal 

contents of each. To the Christian, for instance, ‘grace’, 

X<ipis si0«r cannot be thought of apart from Christ, and 

so it is right to say that the contents of the Christian ‘ grace ’ 

are not quite the same as the contents of the Siddhanta sf®™, 

* grace/ It is the setting that makes the difference. The same 

may be said of the Sanscrit prasdda,3 ‘ grace ’ both as to its 

being equivalent, as a word, to <=^0^, ‘ grace,’ and 

yet not having the full contents of the Christian ‘graceThe 

one great point of commonness between prasdda s]^&r, 

‘ grace ’—the obtaining of something unearned, unmerited4 

and undemandable—should not be obscured in any appraisement 

of the significance of ‘grace’, Si@®r, in Christianity and in the 

Siddhanta. To my mind the reason why I may not equate 

the Christian ‘ By grace ye were saved ’5 with any analogous 
'•A 

1 Kitral, ch. xcii, § 914, where the ‘ riches of wealth ’ are contrasted with 

the ‘ riches of grace.’ 

8 Ndladiyar, ch. i, § 7. 
3 Kdtha Upanishad, 2. 20, ‘.Through the grace [prasdda] of the creator.’ 

In Svet. 3. 20 the same expression occurs, ‘ through the grace [prasdda] of the 

creator.’ In the Gita, xviii, 56, xviii. 58, xviii. 62, xviii. 73, we have ‘the 

Grace ’ of Krish . See present writer’s Foregleams of God, p. 221. 

* See Romans iv. 4 ; xi. 6. 5 Rphes. ii. S. 
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statement in the Siddhanta is simply Jesus Christ, for ‘grace 

and truth came through Jesus Christ ’1 * :— 

The grace of God hath appeared, bringing salvation to all men, 

instructing us to the intent that, denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, 

we should live soberly and righteously and in godliness in this present world, 

looking for the blessed hope and appearing of the glory our great God and 

Saviour Jesus Christ, who gave Himself for us, that He might redeem us 

from all sin and purify unto Himself a people for His own possession, 

zealous of good work. ~ 

No one nurtured on the New Testament can think of 

‘grace’ <£K5®rr, inits fulness,3 apart from Christ. Accordingly 

a full equation between the Siddhanta and the Christian ‘ grace * 

ideas is not possible. It follows that Mr. Nallaswami Pillai’s 

statement, I have quoted elsewhere,4 to the effect that grace 

in the New Testament is the same as ‘ grace ’ in the Siddhanta, 

can but apply, therefore, to something Jess than the fulness of 

grace in Christ. This, it seems to me, is juster to the Siddhanta 

than the view5 which has the same conclusion in sight but 

declines to see in the Siddhanta a sense of personal responsi¬ 

bility for sin or a doctrine of redemption from the bondage 

of sin. A seeming qualification of the free character of ‘ grace ’ 

is inferable from a Siddhiyar passage in which works are 

commended as conducive to future rewards, and it is added 

of the doers of such meritorious deeds, ‘ If, at the end of time 

they do not yet deserve God's grace, they will be re-born. If 

they deserve God's grace, they will at once reach the Feet of 

the Lord * The rendering ‘ deserve ’ is somewhat infelicitous. 

The original expressions are sjtrmr Qpm Sedrr&i GpLfluj&fr, ‘ if the 

1 S. John i. 19. 

J Titus ii. 11-14 ; of. 1 Cor. i. 4 for ' the grace of God in Christ Jesus 

3 S John i. 14. ‘ We have no exactly equivalent word in modern English 

t<> express the many-faceted jewel of the Greek.' (Dr. C. Anderson Scott, 

/hmiinns A'oster, p.,21.) 

4 Fore gleams of God, p. 363. 

5 E.g., in Dr. Sydney Cave’s Redemption : Hindu and Christian, p. 136. 

See also Sir Charles Eliot’s Hinduism and Buddhism, ii, p. 217 where the 

author sets a low value on grace-evoked emotional religion in Siddhanta 

because the emotion has a strain which jars on Europeans—hardly a good 
reason. 

* Siddhiyar, 3.8.25. (Nallaswami Pillai’s translation), 
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Lord does not show Himself’, and tsnpQm QpmasfirbQm, ‘if God 

shows Himself’.1 On this rendering the passage leaves * grace’ 

unaffected by merit. There must be receptivity in the soul to 

make grace operative.9 The true character of ‘ grace J as some¬ 

thing unearned, unmerited is shown in many SicWhanta sayings, 

one of which is from S. Appar :— 

tuseruaaieirui 

'Jnojfi Quijrjjsff) Quarugiaiib QufiQuvii ^serptw 

Qut(rr<gsSr uieu0e6rQ4Tj, 

And when Thy lovers cry 

Forgive our sin \ great One forgiveness is Thy duty meet; 

For with Thee is great grace.3 

$ 41. Grace, in its operative aspect, as the energy of 

divine benevolence, is personified in Siddhanta theology, under 

the name ‘ Sakti \ 

<$<5^*&ffhur(gih ^svsrfiesrk SQoantSeirfi 

&Simi u9sw2eu aifl* S)mii8sbrfi* 

‘ God has Grace as His Sakti. Apart from this Grace there 

is no manifested Sivam, and apart from Sivam there is no Sakti.'4 

Grace, known thus as Sakti, is Uma, ‘ the Half of Him and 

* she who abides in Siva’s left side \ 0 She is every form of 

divine activity. * The Sakti is not many but only one.7 It is 

however differently manifested according to its divine functions, 

in the sphere of Life it is called Para Sakti, that is God as 

manifested existence, and as Divine Life is manifested in 

} The Tamil may more literally be rendered, * if the Lord does not stand 

in front’, ‘ if God Himself stands in front ’ (compare the Prayer Book word 

• prevent ’). .See the Tamil notes in Sivagnana Swami and Subramania 

Desika Swami’s Siddhiyar, p. 308. 
2 See this point well explained in Sharvananda’s Sayings of Sid Rama- 

krishna, ch. xxvi. 
3 Kingsbury and Phillips, Hymns of the Tamil Saiva Saints, p. 65. 

How the doctrine of ‘ grace J has modified the doctrine of karma and for 

other modifications of karma see the article of Prof. R. W. Hopkins in 

J.R.A.S., 1906, p. 581. . 

4 Siddhiyar, 3.5.9. 

5 Ibid., 3.1.49. See below, p. 201. 

*’ Ibid., Prologue. 3. * Ibid., 2.1,61. 

)6 
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creation, in providence, and in love, the Para Sakti is known 

in its operations as 

Kriya Sakti, the instrument of creation, 

Jnana Sakti, the all-knowing, all-providing agency, 

Ichfha Sakti, the desire for the welfare of all creatures.1 

An action of benign, purposeful concealment and obscuring is 

ascribed to Grace which, under that aspect, is known as 

Tirobhava Sakti.2 It is named and described by Tayumanavar: 

tiiiaoio sS&erzmu aSsofSKU Qiuiburp sttiLL-irp 

miibeoio Jtusf^irn QsnifisirCetir ? 

The time when Mother Trodai 

Who now obscureth here 

The Lord, the soul, soul’s bondage 

Shall truly disappear, 

When dawns the day ? 3 

It is by * grace ’ that the following, among other acts are 

done : 
1. The five-fold functioning 4 

(a) Of dissolution of the universe to give rest to souls. 

(b) Of creation to enable souls to wear out'karma. 

(c) Of making souls eat the fruits of karma.5 

(d) Of maturing of deeds,6 

(e) Of finally freeing from ‘ bonds.’ 7 

2. Giving out the shastras.8 

3. Revealing the sense of the shastras.9 

4. Granting psychic powers.10 

5. God’s manifesting of Himself in forms.11 

6. God’s accepting every act of faithful worship.*2 

7. Granting knowledge to the soul.13 

1 Siddhiyar, 3.1.63 ; Sivapragascim, stanzas 2, 14, 15. 

2 Ibid., 3.2.87 ; Ibid., stanza 20. See above, p. lxxxiv. 

3 N.M., 1165. In N.M-., 582 yirsBofl are some names 

of Sakti. 

4 Siddhiyar, 3.1.37. 

5 See Siddhiyar, 3.1.36, 3.2.4, 3.2.13, 3,2.34, 3.2.51, 38. 17. 

6 See above, p, cxi. 

7 See Siddhiyar, 3.7.4, 3.8.35. 

8 Siddhiyar, 3.2.33. 

9 Ibid., 2.6.6. (Statement). 

10 Ibid., 3.1.40. 

11 Ibid., 3.1.45, 3.1.46, 3.1.68 

12 Ibid., 3.2.25, 3.9.12. 

13 (bid.. 3.1.64, 3,5.1, 3.11.7 
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,8. Enabling God to be known.1 

9. Special manifesting of God as guru.2 

10. Leading thecoul into union with God.3 * 

11. Destruction of karma and all other mala.* 

In the psalms of Tayumanavar the reader will find reference 

to most of these operations of ‘ grace *. 

§42. According to the Siddhanta, of the grace-aspects of 

the benevolence of Deity in action the most noteworthy is 

Ichchd Sakti. It is by Ichchd, ‘ desire, longing, love that God 

is closely associated with the career of the soul in every 

endeavour to save it for Himself. Our poet’s psalms open with 

a clear reference to the ‘ love ' aspect of Divine energy. When 

we read in the very first hymn 

iSeopmpGfigi ^tensT(jeji Gsunfls^Q^ 

tuQ&rairt— GpiiZ-Quiuevoin 

That, in its infinite fulness of loving grace, 

Foldeth the worlds that are, all things ; 

Grace that in graciousness willeth all life to lie 

In Him the Life of life’s essence.5 

The Ichchd Sakti of God is co-extensive with the full 
4 

diffusiveness of Love in prolific expression. Its aim is to draw 

men into God-likeness, p&r&sftfyvosiui LL^r^juSlirs&r &iurf ‘ that human 

beings may attain unto Divinity.’6 This is God’s endeavour and 

is effected by close association with the soul in its vicissitudes. 

God becomes, in identification, ‘the life of life’, ‘the soul of 

soul.’7 It is of Godthus close in manifestation of grace toman 

that Tayumanavar says : 

pasorq t_isGjgaoiDi *ff&&fluGuGp 

QaDuiiUijrai Qpasni , . < 

The witness true gives loving grace 

The guardian of my soul to be, 

And every moment does He spend 

In doing only good to me.8 

• 1 Siddhiyar, 3.6.7, 3.11.11. 

2 Ibid., 3.8.1. See below, § 43. 

3 Ibid., 3.8.30, 3.8.37, 3.9.4. * IbidM 3,8.10, 3.10.4. 

5 Below, p. 3. N.M., 1. See reference to Sakti in N.M., 127., 145, 473 

582, 1089. 

8 T.A.P., i. 2. 7 See below, pp. 124,T2£ 8 N.M,, 136. 

v 
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By His'grace God makes Himself known to the soul in 

loving nearness of kinship. 

Be gracious, O Thou honey-sweet, 

Sweetness in which, divine, delicious, 

The many sweetnesses all meet. 

And mix, O bliss of bliss uncloying., 

That seekest with my sense to blend 

By little and by little, openly 

At last as this poor sinner’s friend 

In closeness of good-granting kinship.1 

A sense of personal nearness and love to God thus brought 

close to the soul by 4 grace ’ is expressed in numerous passages. 

The ^following hymn is typical : 

Thou art ray life and Thou my inward knowing 

Who by the way of my own love hast found 

A way whereby, with my owh being blended, 

Sweetness in whom all sweetnesses abound, 3 

Thou hast become nearest of mine, close kinsman. 4 

* That I be never parted, Lord, from Thee 

Bestow on me the boon of grace to conquer 

My wayward mind that it may subdued be. 

The workings of 4 grace of Ichchd Sakti, are represented 

as God’s incessant striving and seeking to save, souls. God's 

quest of man is a Siddhanta belief far removed from the 

Upanishad speculations which are mainly along lines of man's 

quest of God. Tayumanavar speaks of the Divine seeking 

under the figure of a cow iq search of her calf, and draws out 

the sense of the tender, solicitous motherliness of God^5 It is 

true his psalms show that man continually has to strive, but 

it is $lso true they show that all the while God keeps seeking 

the soul.6 Man^s helplessness and God’s solicitude for him are 

very distinctly taught in the Siddhanta. Tayumanavar’s psalms 

abundantly illustrate this. His appeals for * deliverance ’ can 

otherwise have no meaning. Now’, this seeking of the soul by 

God is a truth recognized in non-Hindu religious thought. 

God, says the author of that grand Hebrew’ meditation on 'the 

x N.M.> 54, below at p. 29. 

2 N.M.y 361, more freely rendered at p. 49, below. 

3 See below, pp. 16, 159. 4 See below, p. 183. 5 V./l/., 494. 

* See below, pp. 6. 16, 17, 18, 39, 68 
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transcendent-immanent Deity, the One-Hundred and Thirty- 

Ninth Psalm, ‘ besettingly besieges ’1 the soul. This is one of 

the most striking aspects of the immanence of God. On this 

Hebrew song of the Divine immanence, with its thought of a 

loving God in pursuit of a soul He is eager to win, may be 

quoted here Mr. Edward Shillito’s Christian interpretation of 

the human flight and the Divine chase : 

He is the Pursuer, or rather the inevitable Presence from which there 

is no escape ; but it is the Lord of Mercy who holds and leads the pitiful soul; 

it is not a doom but a bright destiny that man should be shut into His 

presence. It is not in vengeance but in mercy that the fugitive Jonah is 

intercepted as he flees unto Tarstiish. Hut all such thought of a merciful 

Pursuer were fulfilled by the Christian revelation of One who came to seek 

and to save the lost. There is still a Huntsman after the souls of men ; they 

are still ready to take refuge from Him. There is still the wrath which is 

the reaction of love; but He is known beneath all disguises to be the Holy 

Love that will not rest till the Lover and the beloved are reconciled. . . . In 

this manner Christ takes over the old language, and claims it for Himself, 

so He completes and crowns all the partial truths which met? had learned 

concerning that {Someone who was after the souls of men. Man is still the 

fugitive, God still the Pursuer ; but. the children of men can understand now 

what their flight means ; if they are trying to escape it is from One whose 

character and purpose they can discover.2 

In Francis Thompson’s The Hound of Heaven *' we have 

the same thought, clothed in the language of poetry, ‘of the 

deliberate speed, majestic instancy * of the Pursuer, and, when 

‘ comes on at hand the bruit of that long pursuit ’ of the pursued 

finding realization of Love in what he had so long sought to 

avoid : 

Halt’s by me that footfall . 

Is my gloom, after all, 

Shade of His hand outstretched caressingly ? 

The symbol of the Love-chase is in Rysbroeck’s saying, 

4 The Spirit of God gives chase to our spirit \ and has affinities 

1 Ps. cxxxix. 5. The R.V. rendering is borne out by the use of the verb 

(occurring here) similarly in Dent. xx. 12, 19 ; 1 Kings xx. 1 ; Isa. xxix. 3. 

.See Abelson’s The Immanence of God in Rabbinical Literature, p. 36. 

2 The Pilgrim, July, 1922, p. 451. The article is entitled, ‘ The Long 

Pursuit \ and aims at xpressing the writer’s ‘ thought upon a metaphor 

of the mystics 

2 ‘ Modem Library ’ edition of Thompson’s Poems, p 8S. 
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% 

to Eckhart’s ‘He who will escape Him runs only to -His bosom, 

for all corners are open to Him \ 1 ‘ Flight and pursuit writes 

Hr, Geraldine E. Hodgson, ‘ fill the earlier pages of Grac$ 

Abounding l, and formed the story of Bunyan’s spiritual life ‘ long 

after he had, come to man’s estate2 It is.flihht and pursuit 

that is the theme of S. Augustine’s Confessions.3 God ever 

pursues, and in none but Christ is love’s tender pursuit of 

straying souls so perfectly exemplified : 

1 am true love that false was never ; 

Mine own—man’s soul—I loved her thus, 

Because we would nowise, dissever, 

l left my Kingdom glorious, 

l purveyed her a palace full precious ; 

She fled, I followed, I loved her so, 

That I suffered this pain piteous, 

Quia amove langueo. 4 

§ 43. The idea of a seeking God finds in the Siddhanta 

(and we have numerous illustrative passages in our poet’s 

psalms) its highest expression in the conception of the Guru, 

the spiritual instructor. In over three hundred different refer¬ 

ences to the Guru the poet’s identifying of the Guru with'Siva 

is very distinctly maintained : 

The Guru who three-eyed sat in the banyan shade.'3 

The three-eyed Lord, the heavenly Guru who teaches.*’ 

1 See E. Maynell’s Life of Francis Thompson, p. 165. 

* English Mystics, p. 260. 

J ‘ Whers then wert Thou then to me and how far from me ? Far verily 

was I straying from Thee. But Thou wert more inward to me than my inward 

part’ (Conf. 3.6.11). 4 Thy faithful mercy hovered over me from afar’ 

(3.3.1). ‘I was becoming more miserable, and Thou nearer. Thy right 

hand was continually ready to pluck me out of the mire and to wash me 

thoroughly, and I knew it not ’ (6.16.26). ‘ Dare I say that Thou heldest Thy 

peace, O my God, while I wandered further from Thee ? ’ (2.3.7). 

4 Anonymous fifteenth century lines quoted in Percy H. Osmond’s The 

Mystital Poets of the English Church, p. 16. The refrain of each of the 

three verses quoted is adapted from the vulgate of Canticles ii. 5, ‘ I faint 
with love 

* N.M., 47, opis&orfvpjL-m tuL-tiifirr, senbrgpuitfibfi On ‘three-eyed’ see 

below, p. 180 and on * banyan ’ see below, p. 169. 

.V. 4/. , 85, (* I *(#!g % ,S«W**BDflsa>r,. 
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God who is ever llie inward Guru in tin? mind became the mounq 

Guru.1 

As the decoy deer is employed to capture other deer. God, when in 

became the gracious mouna Guru, assumed human form aud 

subjected Himself to hunger, sleep, pain, _pleasure* name, and 

place and other incidents.2 

smevyp&s uii&ugimutb Gu&trirfg) 

QmiraitSi—af Qio&sruGuirau 

GsiraBsrpQaiir# innasrsnLq. xr.?tstsn8n&(gB 

QssiraaDsQiuesr mityGserQia'rrresr (g^oiiriu ains^s 

Uma’s Reloved is God and Guru.3 

Let worship be given the gold-red feet of God the Silent One A 

The mouna Siva taught all truth.5 

The Lord of all coming as the Silent One and Mother granted 

Grace.® 

The Light of heaven, Lord of all, took on Him the form of a Guru, 

and the form is not soon forgotten.’ 

The Perfect One, All-Fulness, became the Guru.8 

In the section entitled Sinmaydnanda Guru9 each psalm is 

addressed to God as the 4 Teacher of wisdom’s bliss.’ The Guru 

is Siva, Brahma, Vishnu, * in all the creeds, to calling voices, the 

gracious Guru.’10 It is in terms of Deity that the poet speaks 

of the Guru, his Guru, who is also unmistakably identified as 

the Guru of others.11 The speaker of the 4 one mystic word ’19 is 

the God-Guru.13 The God-Guru is the giver of * the sign.’14 

Siva is to the poet 4 the Teacher of Wisdom,’15 * the Silent 

1 Af. A1., 328, gj/SleSetiflarjp (g^euir^enrir^^liugiiseer^ Qmreer^(y«inSi 

2 N.M., 348. 

3 N.M., 286, translated below7 at p. 65. 

4 N.A/., 336, Qiesrsefl Q&xQurp Q*»/!$. 

5 M.M.y 509, *-ewr«wiflQ(Uw«u*ir> Quagl#&c«ir .... Gxerear^AiOr, 

6 IV. A/., 763. G&sveorpjseiJrs mitf®ter# 0isjgniu urnuiQx. 

7 ur^Q&o$ i @(75"».TiU w«u uspQmsfa urirutrQie. 

8 Ahaval, (g(^it^airesr (gsnpeSev,t ’fleopGai, 

:> See below, p. 20. 

10 A'.Af., 51, translated below at pp. 26, 27. 

11 N.M., 26. below, pp. 20, 164, and A7.A/., 182 translated above, 

xxviii. See A'..')/.. 310, 345, 419, 420. 520. 965. 

12 See above, p. ri and below, p. 164. 

13 See below pn. 20, 25 ; A .. V.. 40, 48, 404. 529, 916. 

'* See below p. 200, 203 323 and N.A?. 139. 281, 310. 353, 520.-621 

** V.Af., 36 39 **,**»<$$.t. 
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Teacher,’1 ‘ the expounder of samarasam> 2 ‘ the ascetic with the 

matted hair,*3 4 the Father bestowing the Wisdom of Silence,*4 

4 the perfect Teacher,’5 4 the Satchitananda perfect Teacher,16 and 

‘ the Mother imparting Silenced 7 This God become Guru is, by 

the poet, placed in human environment just as explicitly as his 

identification with Deity is stated. Reference need be made to 

but one group of verses in proof of this proposition. Each 

verse of the section headed Mouna Guru 

Vanakkam,8 * adoration of the Mouna Guru,’ ends with the 

address. 

O heavenly Guru granting' lore Divine. 

Lord of the Silence, sage of Mular’s Line. 0 
* 

The Guruis here idefinitely identified, and a place assigned 

him, in the sphere of earthly, human associations.10 The poet 

says of his Guru, so clearly conceived as God-man and described 

iri terms of Deity and in terms of humanity, that He is the 

seeker of souls and is continuously solicitous for the soul’s 

welfare, keeping Himself in close well-willing contact with souls. 

God as God, the poet suggests, is the soul’s eternal seeker,15 

2 N.M., 19, trsTjft. 

2 N.M., 29, ‘He who uttered the Vedas and framed the creeds is the 

Guru who taught the Qmesr *ir>r*ibt the samarasam which is above all 

the creeds.' On samarasam see above, § 13 and to the authorities noted and 

discussed there may be profitably added a careful Tamil exposition of 

samarasam in Sen Tamil Selvie, June 1924, p. 177. 

3 N.M., 82, trzsB. 

4 N.M., 108, Quasar 

5 N.M.y 218, N.M.y 277, Quae* *P(5<5, N.M., 791. 

e N.M., 279 *p<sar. On ‘satchitananda’ meaning Deity see 

above, p lxxii. 

7 N.M.y 761, Giaresrp$iru. * N.M., 37-46. 

9 QaJirs opeoar louSe**® Qaerwcg^CJ «. See above, p. XXV. 

and notes (7) (9). 

10Tamil writers somewhat vaguely suggest that this Guru was Arul Nanti 

Sivachariyar, author of the Siddhiyar. See above, § 16, and K. S. Mudaliyar’s 

Tayumanavar y p. 3, and N.M. Edition, p. 4. This is probably due to an 

early tradition that the Guru referred Tayumanavar to the Siddhiyar for 

spiritual guidance, and the author of the book was consequently identified 

with the Guru. Tayumanavar praises the author of the Siddhiyar in N.M.y 
1098, quoted above at p. xlviii. 

%x See above, § 42. 
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well-willing in lchchd Sak*i, and God manifested as Guru cannot 

but be exactly so. It may be supposed that the Guru instructed 

the poet in whatever was essential to spiritual advancement, 

particularly laying stress on the sublimity of holy silence.' The 

Guru came to be called mouna Guru, ‘ Lord of the Silence ’, 

meaning either the 4 Teacher of the secret of being still ’ or else 

the 4 Teacher who practised speechlessness.’ A combination 

of both meanings seems better suited to the contexts in which 

the Guru is mentioned by the poet. Silence is, in the Siddhanta 

as in other systems of thought, associated with Deity.1 In 

names the Guru bears2 according to his functions ‘silence* 

forms a part : siddha mownie, * Lord of the Silence ’ 

in his aspect of seeking souls and compassing them with 

prevenient grace ; vada pal mownie, an-unco QiLerrevfl, ‘ Lord of 

the Silence ’ in his aspect of session ; and suddha mownie, 

QLA&T6fff!, 4 Lord of the Silence *, in his aspect of imparting 

instruction, ‘ deeksha ’.3 To aid one to think that 

4 silence ’ is not simply ‘ speechlessness but it and more, it 

should be remembered that the suddha mownam QiDGfr&nh 

imparted and practised by the Guru as suddha mownie &&& 

Q^tresfl, is 4 silence in thought, word and deed ’,4 suggesting the 

three-fold 4 mortification ’ of the Gita.3 The understanding of 

4 silence ’ as something much more than ‘ muteness * gives a 

practical meaning to the idea. Action, strenuous action, is 

implied in 4 silence And so * the Lord of the Silence * is not 

merely the possessor or imparter to the elect of a secret of 

stillness and confident quietude but also the inculcator of self- 

denying principles which issue in ethical activities. 4 The Lord 

of the Silence ’ is a worker: the disciple of silence is not 

inactive. The doctrine of the 4 Lord of the Silence’ is a doctrine 

of the lordliness of restraint. 

§ 44, The God-Guru idea is foreign to the Upanishads. 

It is possible, however, to trace in the Upanishads the suggestion 

1 See below, pp. 131, 135. 2 N.M., 426. 

3 See below, p. 167, and Siddhiyar, 3.8,1 on deeksha. 

4 TV, Jlf., 911, ^AA wo/fvrg} G)*tun mr&Qsfvs usojarui , . „ 

9 Gita, xvii. 14.15.16, 

17 
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of material out of which has been evolved the God-Guru 
* 

concepcion of Siddhanta theology. The evolution is purely 

conjectural. It is necessary, says an Upanishad,1 for the 

seeker of knowledge to become the disciple of ‘ a guru who is 

learned in the scriptures \ A guru is necessary since 4 know- 

ledge learned from a guru best helps one to attain his end \ 2 

These references are obviously to human instructors. It may 

appear a step in advance, from the human to close proximity 

to the Divine, when we come across the injunction, ‘ Be one 

to whom a guru is as a God/ 3 but it has to be borne in mind 

that God-reverence is to be accorded likewise to father, mother, 

guest. 4 We approach something more than an apparent 

advance in; thought in the Svetasvatara reference ‘ to him who 

has the highest bhakti for God and for his guru even as for God \5 

The guru’s indispensableness prompts his being reverenced, 

and the reverence is to be as for a god, and lastly bhakti (love) 

for a guru should be equal to love for God Himself—the 

Upanishads do not go further than this. It must be confessed 

that in the Upanishads we do not discover the full-fledged God- 

Guru idea which meets us in the Siddhanta writings, however 

suggestive of such an idea we may consider the Upanishad 

passages we have noticed. 

The Siddhanta divines expressly teach that God manifests 

Himself as the Guru,6 grants His grace,7 and liberates the 

mature soul from future births and anava mala.8 

As a type of the uniform teaching of the Siddhanta doctors, 

that Siva becomes Guru, may be mentioned the clear and 

1 Mundaka, 1.2.12. Maitri, 6 28. 

2 Chandogya, 4.9.2. 

3 Taittiriya, 111.2. 

* Ibid, 1.11.2.3. 

5 Svet., 6.23. See Dr. L. D. Barnett’s remarks at p. 48 of vol. ii. of 

Third International Congress for the History of Religions on this text. On 

rhe God-Guru idea in the Gita see present writer’s Fore gleams of God, 
ch. ix, § 10 ad fin. 

9 Siddhiyar, 3.8.1; Bodham, viii ; T.A.P., v. 1; Tirumantram, 1527; 
SivaPragasam, 8. 

7 Siddhiyar, 3.12.6. 

8 Ibid., 3.8,10, 
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Unambiguous teaching of Tirumula Nayanar in his Tiru- 

tnantram : 

g)«D/D<?<u * God Himself is the Saiva Guru ,x 

'&*PP>*P<5<5 jqAunierQif), ‘ It is God the Omnipresent who is the taintless 

Guru ’1 2 

«T^/eu/r€i/«uS^/@ tauunGcmreeRu uir&jiriu .... 

Q*n9O9»iriis0 mp^Qs SieiGu, ‘ He who is above all worllds, the holy Siva, 

is in this world the praiseworthy holy Guru ’ 3 

&©/«* (g@miffiu aiisgj, ‘ The holy Siva becoming the Guru. . . .’4 

QiGem ‘ It is Siva who is the Sivagnani.’5 

<3(5^1 nonius; Gur^inmuy ‘ The Guru, as Siva and King.’6 

S. Tayumanavar, as we have already seen, equates God 

and his Guru, and in so doing he states nothing new to the 

Siddhanta. He closely and clearly follows the ‘ Mular ’7 of 

whose line was the Mouna Guru, the poet’s own Guru. 

Tayumanavar’s God-Guru conception, like that of other 

Siddhanta saints,8 has, in recent times, been sought to be‘ 

explained away as a mistake. The Rev. F. Kingsbury, a Tamil 

versed in Tamil as his scholarly father, Rao Bahadur C. W. 

Kingsbury Tamothirampillai, in his anxiety to avoid the possibi¬ 

lity of an argument for the Deity 9 of Christ being evolved out 

of the Guru analogy of Tayumanavar, aims a blow at the 

Siddhanta poet himself: * When Tayumanavar identifies his 

guru with God Himself, we are not bound to accept his state-. 

ment.’10 This is hardly fair to the poet, even if this statement, 

so summarily refused a hearing, were an original and isolated 

pronouncement peculiar to the poet. With all deference to 

Mr. Kingsbury’s scholarship, I venture to think that he is 

declining a hearing not only to Tayumanavar but (it must 

1 Tirumantravt, 1573. 

2 Ibid., 1574, cf. N.M., 116, . . , Gum 

3 Ibid., 1576. 

-* Ibid., 1578. 
5 Ibid., 1580, Cf. N. M., 116, dlptuir$ #albr<ml$u. @«i QtiidUutLiai'agi. 

6 Ibid., 1581. 

9 See above, p. xxv and notes (7), (9). 

8 Above, p. cxxx, note (6). 

9 The Deity of Christ is briefly dealt with by tile present, write' in 

Appendix, note F, of his Fore gleams of Cod. 

10 In The Christian Patriot. August 12. 1922, p. 5. 
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appear from what we have given above) also to Tirumular 

and tc the authors of the Siddhiyar, the Bodham and the Tiru 

Aral Payan. Mr. Kingsbury is no doubt free to say that all 

the Siddhanta theologians were as wrong, as mistaken, as 

self-deceiving, as Tayumanavar himself, but such sweeping 

condemnation of a body of. competent, sane thim.rrs should 

surely be based on something more reasoned and reasonable 
\ 

than, 4 Oh ! 1 don’t believe you ! ’ 

Mr. V* Chakkarai, a learned and devout Indian thinker, 

and editor of The Christian Patriot, has been contributing to 

his paper a series of thoughtful articles headed, 4 Is Jesus the 

Avatar of God ? \ They have been occasioned, probably, by 

Mr. Kingsbury’s endeavour in print to disprove the belief 

of Christians in the Deity of Christ. Incidentally, or perhaps as 

supplementary to some of his thoughts on Jesus as the Avatar 

of God, Mr. Chakkarai criticizes1 Mr. Kingsbury’s views on 

Tayumanavar’s God-Guru. The able critic understands Mr. 

Kingsbury’s line of reasoning to be, 4 Jesus is a teacher like this 

Mouna Guru, but we have no more right to regard Him as God 

than Tayumanavar has to conceive his Guru as God.’ Mr. 

Chakkarai rightly observes that the poet’s God-Guru idea is in 

accordance with Saiva theology and that 4 there is no process of 

first meeting a man, a guru, and then making him Siva or God.’2 

He however explains Tayumanavar’s God-Guru thus : 

The poet saw him in vision and wrote of him sometimes as having been 

externally present to him, and sometimes as the • object of his fervent 

aspiration. . , . The poet saw him only in vision as Isaiah saw Jehovah in 

the temple and took Him for the guru. That is, the guru was the internal 

teacher whose figure is described as that of a man.3 

This 4 vision ’ hypothesis, applicable to the Siddhanta God- 

Guru idea, may borrow strength from the Theophanies of the 

Old Testament, those God-appearances which have points of con¬ 

tact, but not full correspondence, with some Hindu 'God-mani¬ 

festations. At the same time, it seems to me, Tayumanavar’s 

God-Guru conception is fundamentally different from the notion 

1 The Christian Patriot, August 12, 1922, p. 4. 

8 lbiaf., August 19, 1922, p. 4.. 

3 Ibid., August 12, 1922, p. 5. 
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suggested by Isaiah’s vision where the Manifested is in no sense 

a Teacher.1 There are further these facts about Tayumanavar’s 

God-Guru,2 and they militate against the ‘ vision ’ theory : 

1. The Guru, admittedly Deity, is in frequent communication with the 

poet, appearing to him as the same man. 

2. The Guru is definitely stated to be a man, a sage in Tirumalar’s 

line of teachers. 

3. The God-Guru/ sage in Tirumalar’s line, has subjected himself to 

the human limitations of name, rank, hunger, sleep, etc. 

The 4 vision ’ explanation has thus its difficulties. One cannot 

resist the conclusion that Tayumanavar’s Guru is contemplated 

by him as God-Man, a contemplation distinct from, and not 

evolved out of, the Siddhanta thought that ‘ the form of God’s 

devotee is His Form \3 

§ 45. The conception of a ‘ conditioned Brahma * is the 

Hindu philosophic explanation of what we may call the idea of 

‘ limitation * of Deity. That Deity is transcendent, * Sat, pure 

Being who as such can never reach us ’ is half the truth. That 

Deity is immanent is half the truth.4 The full truth is God is 

transcendent-immanent.5 God manifests Himself. The medium 
« 

of manifestation is Love. ‘ Chit or Arul or Love denotes God’s 

aspect in which He. can reach us, and we can know Him.’6 

1 In Isaiah, vi, the prophet has a vision of the Lord in the beauty of 

Holiness; is conscious of his own unworthiness in such presence ; and, 

cleansed from sin, receives a call and commission. The prophet did not 

take the Lord God for his Guru. In a general way of speaking all Israel 

had the promise made to them of becoming HITT 'H^b ‘ the learned 

of Jehovah’, ‘disciples of the Lord’ (Isa. liv. 13). The LXX version 

renders the Hebrew by ScSa/croc Geoy, and the Isaiah phrase occurs in 

S. John vi. 45 as SiSa/crol 0eoi). In Isaiah the idea is not of a guru- 

disciple relationship but illumination by the Spirit of God, as will be seen 

from Numb. xi. 29, Isa. xliv. 3, Jer. xxxi. 34, and Joel ii. 2. In my 

opinion it is only in 1 Thess. iv. 9, ‘taught of God’ deoSiSa/CTOi, that a 

guru-disciple relationship, at any rate, something as nearly personal, is 

intended. 

2 yV.il/., 148, the verse beginning xneaafiiu Bi&euQeu&euniii See p. cxxxv for 

an English rendering of the verse. 

3 Siddhiyar, 3,1':.:. fee below, p. 207. 

4 Nall a. Studies, 221 ; Siddhiyar, 3.6.1. 

5 See above, p. Ixviii and Siddhiyar, 3.2.1. On Immanence, see p. lxx. 

0 Nalla. Studies, 227. 
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This cannot be questioned. It is along lines of Grace, Jchcha 

Sakti, Love, that the theologians of the Siddhanta develop the 

idea of manifested Deity. Hence it is taught : 

If God did not assume form out of Love and give out the Vedas and 

Agamas 1 none could be saved . , . and the message of the Guru could not 

reach men or devas. 2 3 

When form is postulated of Deity in the Siddhanta, it 

would seem, according to the text-writers, that the form (con¬ 

fining ourselves to the human form) is not a material limitation 

of Deity. It is explained that souls, by reason of their eternal 

attachment to anava mala, ’ have the substance of the bodies 

for them evolved out of mdya,4 but that, God being not sub¬ 

jected to anava mala, the 4 substance ’ for His body, in human 

form-assuming, is evolved out of His own sakti and not out of 

maya.5 It is expressly stated so as to warn one off ‘ material ’ 

ways of thinking : 

Aral (Grace, Love jycj^) is the form of God ; the attributes and sense 

appertaining to such form are anil ; the acts associated with such form are 

all arul; the limbs and lineaments of the bodily form are and ; feelings and 

enjoyments are all and. Not for His sake but for the benefit of souls does 

God assume this arul form.6 

According, then, to the Siddhanta, the form assumed by 

God is a non-material, spiritual one, somewhat akin to the 

1 See below, p. 139. 

2 Siddhiyar, 3.1.46, The Tamil literally means 'none shall 

live’. 

3 See above, p. lxviii. 

4 See above, p. lxxxii. 

5 Siddhiyar, 3.1.41. sriuGmt rnneau dJ£BT£f mnsfaugi 

6 Ibid., 3.1.47. Mr. Nallaswarni Pillai (English edition of Siddhiyar, 

p. 139), renders in this verse throughout by ‘ Love ’, and quotes Taittiriya 

Upanishad, ii. 5, rendering the Sanscrit thus, ‘ His head is surely Love ; Joy, 

His right wing, Delight His left ; Bliss is His self. Brahman whereon He 

resjfs. A slightly different rendering is given by Hume (Upanishads. p. 

286), ‘Pleasure, piriya, is its head; delight, moda, is its right side ; great 

delight, pra-moda, the left side ; bliss', ananda, the body, atman ; Brahma, 

the lower part, the foundation ’. This Upanishad description is of * one with 

the form of a person \ I am not sure that piriya of the Sanscrit is the •,#<** 

of the Tamil, for has the Sanscrit representative in prasada. On prasada 

see p. cxix and present writer’s Foregleams of God, pr>. 214, 221, 
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docetic 1 body ascribed to Christ in early Christian heresy. It 

is hard to think, with one’s Christian prepossessions, that it is 

of such a semblance of a human body, of an unsubstantial 

thing, of a shadow and no ‘ thing ’ at all, that Tayumanavar 

writes : 

Unnumbered though the ills of karma 

fn great abundance grow, 

Gracious the Guru of the Silence 

Has come to make me know 

Wisdom whereby these ills unrooted. 

Unharvested, shall die — 

' Wonctfous as when a camphor mountain 

Ablaze burns flaming high, 

And burning goes into non-being : 

This truly has He done, 

The Guru, who, man’s form assuming, 

Became as 1, yea one 

With name and native-place and parents, 

One needing sleep and food, 

And knowing pain and knowing pleasure, 

With His form of manhood 

Beguiling me to Him, and breaking . 

The twist of sin, ill’s taint, 

Just as a deer a deer decoyeth 

With stratagem and feint.2 

In this the poet thinks consonantly to earlier thought ; 

there is a long passage for example in Uma Pati Sivachariyar’s 

1 See Ignatius, ad Trail, ix. 1. 2 ; ad Smyrn. i. 1. 2. 

2 148. sirstsvfltLi ^rQsnrsLLCSlAs 

&C-1—0* eS’XniLj loaDfiAXLLQu-irGL—jSr-s&i 

stfeesfieetip u®$ulLi— 

eSmast^Qiueer.i sir star Q*irr($ aJ(?sisijsnLi— 

eugspp&a L&eeru^esruih Gu&rffl 

* CUtifasruGuircv 0/(75- 

Q sir star p (? am irtriirs&r&riLif- taaZsuriiSir&gjEi 

Qsirevee^sQ/tuesr ai(ifSiariofHaa(trj(nfaiinLj suiFjg 

Karma. — The residue of karma (see above, p. exii) is burnt up by the 

Grace of Siva, even as fire burns away, and dissipates into air, a whole 

mountain of camphor, and the camphor ceases to be, with no ashes being left 

behind. 
Deer.—In T.A.P., v. 5 it is taught that the human form is assuined by 

Siva to ebsnare men. 
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Pottipfialitodai, portions of which are here given in English, 

and which our poet may have hid in mind : 

To Him be praise 

Who nor beginning has nor birth, 

But, deigning to bestow on us the b<5on 

Of birthlessness, became a man on earth 

Was born and bore a name, 

Who name has none, 

And felt in human form and frame 

Hunger and thirst, felt joy and fear, 

Cravings for restful sleep. 

And, tasting all, rejoiced, 

Because he held all souls to Him so dear 

And wished their weal, 

And, for their saving, Guru He became— 

To Him be praise. 1 

In the statement that ‘ He who has no birth . . . was born* 

and bore a name, who name has none ’ l9/dqjit Qppeoeuasr iSIpiwg) 

. . . Qutfl&tmnpQ^qj) QuirLjVearkg), we have, it seems to me, some¬ 

thing a great deal more than the projection of an apparition 

into a devotee’s sphere of vision—we have in the Whole passage 

an express statement, as of a very substantial fact, of birth, 

name, parts, passions and all human incidents predicated of 

Deity on the plane of Time. Add to this the fact that, in a line 

and a half2 not translated above, S. UmaPati gives the name borne 

by the God-Guru as Sampandha Natan, which name the Tamil 

commentator J explains is in full eibutBpir, Marai Gnana 

Sampandhar, who is, in Siddhanta literature, an historical 

personage,4 and you have an authoritative5 doubt, if not an 

utter dissipation, of the theory that the God-Guru manifestation 

is a mere form, a gracious apparition, at best a theophany. 

Uma Pati Sivachariyar is understood by his Tamil commen¬ 

tator to be stating a very marvellous happening in i9p<sun 

i 

1 Pottipahtodai, parts of lines 131-189, and|42-45. 

2 Lines 135 (b) 136, L/tujlg;* #ii£/^/F»^0*Bra)r4p. 

3 In K. S. Muditliyar’s edition of Pottipahtodai, p. 17. 

4 See above, p. xviii. 

5 The author of Pottipahtodai is the author of eight out of the fourteen 

Siddhanta shastras. See above, pp. xvii, xviii, 
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(ppeiQj&sr iSlroisg) . . . , for he interprets the text of S. Uma Pati 

thus * 

Pol: our salvation God manifested Himself. He assumed a holy body 

fiiGQicafiQsnevBr® and, although by His own nature He has no name, He yet took 

on the name Marai Gnana Sambandha Nathan u>gs> parser *itusipQesrebtQgqp Quiui 

and, like men on earth, He experienced hunger and sleep, and 

fear, pleasure and pain, and was glad withal. In consequence it must be 

-aid, • It is marvellous that the birthless God has come to be born [a man]’ 
iSp-j/r Qpfifr&sir iSpxg} euipirQesrear p$fl*u<&mij& Q*ireveyjihuif-. 

The marvel, means the commentator, lies not in the fact of 

a theophany, but in the stupendous happening of iStpeurr QppodQj&n 

iSjDiifi ‘ the birthless Deity being born a man and subjecting 

Himself willingly and gladly to the limitations and experiences of 

humanity. It would be nothing less than intellectual perversity 

to refuse to see in S. Uma Pati’s account of the God-Guru 

the fact of God born a Man. Both Uma Pati Sivachariyar and 

Tavumanaswamy in giving historical associations to the God- 

Guru, in investing Him with human parts and attributes and 

in generally contemplating Him under flesh and blood aspects, 

seem to me to be having in mind no form, phantom or even 

theophany. It is contended that S. Uma Pati is consistent 

with himself and with the Siddhiyar when he states elsewhere 1 

that apart from Grace the world cannot know the God-Guru, 

it needs spiritual intuition to discern, recognize and reverence 

Deity in the human form. The Siddhiyar view 3 that the body 

of the God-Guru is not evolved out of may a but of Deity’s own 

sakti, and is all ‘ grace 3 is not in conflict with S. Uma Pati’s 

description of the Guru on the plane of the physical. The 

Siddhiyar4 cannot be understood to suggest that the tangible, 

visible, passible, concrete 4 body ’ of the God-Guru is 4 grace ’, 

as if * grace * were some seeable, touchable stuff; it rather 

means no more than that it is by Grace the God-Guru manifests 

Himself, assuming, according to the resources of Grace, human 

form. The Siddhiyar cannot for one moment be considered as 

claiming to give in Book iii, Sutra i, Stanza 47 an analysis of 

1 T.A.P.y v. 3.4.5. 2 Siddhiyar, 3.1.4P. 

3 Siddhiyar, 3.1.47 ; cf. Uma Pati’s Sangatpa Niri Karanam\ § 16, 
■*dFS<5 (ot*7*rm*r to‘ form of Graced 

4 Ibid. 
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the God-Guru’s body.1 What the Siddhanta divines carefully 

guard against is any suggestion that the body of the God-Guru, 

though of a born being iSpsun ^)«dpsuasr lSIjd&jfp, is susceptible of 

death or corruption. Thus Uma Pati Sivachariyar expressly 

teaches : 

Qpfiut " 

gy<3f*<r s8T(5-«/(5«i uDeofvfl 

tn Shun ter 

The .formless One, assuming form, and yet is One who has neither 

form nor formlessness, dies not.2 3 

He adheres to his identification of his God-Guru with 

Sambandhar: 

0tbLmjsisir0 (tpeafiOiUfiir tpibiittrdr 

Sambandha Nata Guru is my Lord.* 

And this Guru is He whose splendour fills all space : 

Qeui-wirSii ^etsai)(gpQiuBegr fl&eoBU 

Qi tgCZo,, me hi iftvopisjs QuiiuDBidr 

The Lord whose glory fills all space and who has neither passion 

nor parts became the Guru.4 

God, so highly conceived, the doctors of Siddhanta theology 

declare, may be born, may graciously assume a body, may take 

on human name, and even live within the limitations of 

human history, but He does not see death, urflturTGor. So S. Uma 

Pati’ in the refutation5 of teaching not acceptable to him 

reasons: 

. 

egrQF<gfQF Cimiarp QumgstitejuraSear 

tanuiiqfiar wiraJitqqftSfar 

Q tutu b ear 

The meaning of the statement that the form of the Guru isthe form 

of Grace is that the deathless Otic does not assume a body liable 

f. • lo death. 

1 The mystery of the Body of the risen Christ in S. Luke xxiii. 39-43 

cannot iurnish any,, analogy .to the body of the Guru in the Siddhanta writers. 

2 Nenju Vitu Tudhu, lines 10-12. 

3 Ibid., line 165. See the same author’s Vina Venba where 12stanzas 

out of 13 are devoted to the praise of Sambandha Natan. 

4 Nenju. Vitu Tudhu, lines 170, 171. 

5 Sangatpa Nirdkaranam, § IS Saiva Vdli Sangatpa Niraftaranaw, 
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Every intellectual endeavour is made by the Siddhanta 

thinkers to avoid entertaining, even in the very least possible 

degree, the conception of a dying God. They concede, S. Uma 

Pati does, that the birthless One may be born a man, lSI/d^uit 

$<aD/DQj6or tSIpif'gr, but they decline to carry the incident of human 

birth and human existence to the point of death, uoifluundsi. 

We have seen1 that Tayumanaswamy brings the God-Guru 

into the sphere of human history, all but naming him ; and Uma 

Pati Sivachariyar, we have noticed, likewise finds room in 

history for the God-Guru, as Marai Gnana Sambandhar. A third 

instance of similar treatment (as authoritative as Uma Pati 

Sivachariyar’s) of the God-Guru is furnished by Arul Nanti 

Sivachariyar author of the Siddhiyar.‘2 He clearly states that 

Deity became Guru, was native of Nellore, manifested there, 

being known by the name Meykanda Devar. Now, S. Meykanda 

Devar is a great person in Siddhanta history and hagiology and 

author of one of the fourteen Sastras/ In . Arul Nanti Siva¬ 

chariyar’s mind the Guru is Siva Himself : 

urs&S)& x£)0tr 
QeuefirQeoBriu Gpoairfl. 

He who holds in His side the Lady 4 whose fair. brow, is-as the 

moon has, for men’s salvation, manifested Himself in the town 

of Tiruvennai Nellore.5 

Again, he says/3 with equal explicitness: 

fStgioti 0C51D0 Geu'Heari 

S($ioa si—&e3u.rjfzribr sedarL—u—Qufituocbr 

^(^QejvxtQestsnu tB/piQH!ii& &Gmij£ aiecr/ipti 

gj/rjQa/cfrfOT «mbCpGSlppt 

1 Above, p. cxxxv. 

* It is well to bear in mind that these three instances of identification of 

God . with the. Guru are not cases of seeing , the form of God in the. devotee 

(see above, pp. cv, cvi) foi these three Siddhanta writers do not say, or suggest, 

that beholding a devout man they had deified him ; they clearly state Deity 

manifested itself as Guru in each case. It is quite another matter whether 

in fact they did, or did not, deify three devout and learned men. 

3 See above, p. xlviii. 

4 See below, p. 20.1, ; 

5 Irupd Irupahtu, Stanza 5. See p. cxl for reference to. Nellore. 
° Ibid., Stanza 19. ' . 
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To save me from the toils of my good and bad karma, there 

appeared, taking a form human like mine, in Tiruvennai 

Nellore, and known as he of Sweta Vanam,1 the Lord Himself 

who once changed the poison 2 3 of the black sea into nectar. 

Ail this teaching of the manifestation of the God-Guru on the 

physical plane is quite consistent with the Siddhanta insis¬ 

tence on the fact that the Guru is, hovvever, to be discerned by 

the spiritually-minded, by Grace, and is not to be seen as such 

except with Grace-lit eyes, s&ssr 

Analogous to the non-discernment of the Siddhanta God-Guru 

by the worldly-minded men may be noted (without conceding 

identity or comparison) that the Lord Jesus Christ was in the 

world and the world knew Him not.4 

§46. Starting with the postulate that Deity, out of love for 

mankind and seeking man’s ‘ salvation,’ assumes human form, 

one may ask why a human form is necessary. A Tamil com¬ 

mentator of the Irupd Irupahtu lines quoted above interprets 

fe.0Qa»a>r suibQpGipgj thus : ‘ He assumed a body like mine in which 

I was suffering ills,’ or ‘ He assumed a bodily form and became 

even as I who was suffering ills of the flesh,’ QfiiripVssruuC® 

SjbQ/D Q@jggt%5vt uQunQsu h/0uulL® oj&gj,5 The reason for God’s 

maw-becoming or for assuming human form is suggested to be 

to bring Deity into close touch with human suffering. Indeed, 

for this reduction of the Divine to the human denominator 

we have words more authoritative than a commentator’s 

opinion, and they are in Uma Pati Sivachariyar’s TtVw Arul 

Payan: 
Gisrijs ^tirtflear tearfl ajfiZsar^ 

ssB&xutQrt preor. 

utnoiQiuar ian&sfaru up flu LSif^gpp&tuz 

Gufisa>aiQujfi)r& LjeS, 

1 Meykanda Devar is known by this title also. Sweta Vanam is south of 

Sidambaram. 2 See below, p, 151. 

3 S. Appar (Nallaswamy Pillai’s edition of Select Psalms), p. 48. In this 

hymn Apparswamy says that He who is to be seen with the eyes of Grace is not 

the native of any town, g>sthat is to say, the poet-saint speaking of 

Siva, lays stress on the Deity of Siva, and in saying $&rtor&weer he emphasizes 

the fact that Siva, although as Guru he was associated with places on earth, 

was not a mere man. * S. John i. 10. 

5 K. S. Mudaliyaf’s edition of Irupa Irupahtu, p. 62. 
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A man’s secret disease is known only to persons intimately associated 

with him, and not to the world at large. . . . The world does not 

know that the Guru’s human form is a cloak worn for the luring 

of souls.1 

The Guru, is thus, in the language of a great Siddhanta 

divine, one with the soul’s disease, the secret gnawing disease 

which eats into the very being of the soul. The Guru is the 

physician of the soul. Is the Guru, however, represented as 

having the opportunities of knowing the uttermost bitterness 

of the disease ? Let me here quote the words of a Christian 

writer who lived very close to thp age of the Apostles and most 

probably much earlier than the earliest Siddhanta philosopher. 

He speaks of: 

One Physician who is both flesh and spirit, born and yet not born 

(arap/ctKO's re /cat TrvevfiariKO's yevvrjTos k.gl\ dyevviiTOs) f who is God in 

man, true fife in death, who is born of Mary and of God, first passible, then 

impassible, Jesus Christ our Lord.2 

Death is the acutest form of the disease of sin, and a fatal 

symptom of it is the fear of death. That physician of souls 

can best know the secret ills of the soul who claims to have 

tasted their bitterness. Let us hear another Christian writer,3 

a thinker who lived before S. Ignatius : 

Since then children have in common blood and flesh. He also hath 

in like manner assumed the same, that through death He might annihilate 

him that holdeth the power of death, that is, the Devil, and deliver those 

who through feait of death had been then life-long held in bondage. For 

not indeed of angels4 does He take-hold, but taketh hold of the seed of 

Abraham, whence He needed in every respect to become like unto His 

brethren, that He might become a merciful and faithful high priest as towards 

God, to make atonement for the sins of the people. . . . For we have not 

1 T.A.P.y v. 2, 5. On the luring of souls, see above, p. cxxxv. 

2 Ignatius, Ad Ephes. vii. 2. He wrote probably between a.d. 98*117. 

The words rendered * flesh and spirit ’ are adjectives in Greek. For 1 God in 

man ’ eV dv0pco7rrp Beo<? some manuscripts read tV aaptci yei opevo? Beds', 

‘God become incarnate’. The longer version has these, among other, 

additional words, ‘ Being life,' He became mortal that He might free our 

souls from death and corruption, and heal them, and might restore them to 

health ’. 

3 Author of Hebrews. Heb. ii. 14-17. 

4 The A.V. has, ‘ He took not on Him the nature of angels * . ,* 
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an., high priest unable to sympathize1 with us in our infirmities, but who has 

in. ail points been tempted in like manner, yet without sin.2 

Here we have a statement about a pre-Siddhanta Guru, 

which has in it a fundamental mark of difference from all we 

know of what is said of the SiddhantaGuru-—the pre-Siddhanta 

Guru identified Himself do the uttermost with ill-ridden, diseased 

humanity even unto death : here is achieved the ultimate reduc¬ 

tion of Deity to-the human denominator. Now, the Siddhanta 

does not deny to Deity the capacity for complete mam becoming, 

since it teaches, ‘ It cannot be postulated that He is this and 

that He cannot become this^ and that \ 3 In other words 4 with 

God nothing is impossible K4 The Siddhanta theologians 

lived in the Christian era, long after the Christian teaching of 

a:dying God^.,dying to.Tise ;agaia from the dead, had found its 

wiy into' Tamil India-,5 and it is possible-that because of know¬ 

ledge of such-teaching, they, while conceding to their God-Guru 

some degree of humanity, recoiled from postulating of him 

death. If, however, we do: not refuse to the - words already 

quoted Of Lma Pati. Sivachariyar and Tayumanaswamy their 

logical and legitimate implications, we must recognise in the 

SiddhAnta a likeness to the Christian conception of the God- 

Guru. On the other hand, the insistence of Siddhanta scholars6 

upon the man-becoming of God as something phantasmic* 

makes the cleavage between the two conceptions, the Christian 

and the Siddh&nta, very wide indeed. Into the mouth of the 

GodtGuru according to Christianity the words could truly be 

put, 1A body hast thou prepared for Me’,7 a body^ as 

distinguished from a docetic semblance" of a body. In 

The word (rv/MiraOeuv places the sympathizer in the position of the 

sufferer. 

’ 2 Heb. iv. 15. The translation is from F. Deteitzfech ’s Hebrews, vol. i, p. 220. 

n Siddhiyar, 3.1.44. 

* S. Luke i. 36. 

5 See above,§ 21. 

6 E.g. Nalla, Studies, p, 242, In the Christian Patriot of June 7, 1924, 

Div-A. J.Appasamy of Madras is represented as stating, on the-authority 

of his father, that the ‘ form * of God in the Bible corresponds to the sukshma 

body*of the Siddhanta. See Siddkiyar, 3.2.36v 40.47.48.'' 

9 //edrdws x. 5. - 
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addition to two points of difference between the God-Guru 

conceptions, 

(1) the God-Gum’s body, in Christian thought, is a real, human body, 
and not a * form \ 

(2) the God-Guru, in Christian thought, is one tasting the uttermost 

bitterness of the ills of human life, death, 

we have, on this matter of a dying God-Guru, a further and 

striking mark of difference, 

(3) the God-Guru’s dying is the furthest humanly conceivable reach 

of the Love of Deity, for ‘ greater love hath no man than that he should lay¬ 

down his life for his friend 1 

The idea of a dying Christ is not the idea of a man dying for 

his friends : it is the sign of the uttermost stretch of God’s love 

for souls. * God so loved the world . . . .9 The Cross is an 

offence3 to the Siddhanta. The Siddhanta has no Cross—it is 

lacking in the highest possible proof of Love that will go the 

length of sacrificing itself for the sake of sin-sick souls. The 

Cross is in the very heart of God. It is in the fibre and 

essence of Love, God is Love. Love can never love fully, if 

it cannot sacrifice freely. Tayumanavar says 1— 

does he mean that 4 God so loved . . . that He gave His onlv 

Son’?5 Are the contents of the same as the 

implications in, 4 I lay down my life for the sheep ’ ? * 

\ Can Almightly God suffer? Is not God impassible? If God is 

passible, if He can suffer, does not this bring Him down from His supreme 

pedestal of omnipotence, of unchangeableness, of eternal bliss ? The 

answer is short : God is Love, we must take God off any pedestal on which 

love cannot stand. Such pedestals are of our own making. That God is a 

God of power and order and knowledge—this is true. But in relation to His 

spiritually-conscious creatures all this is of minor importance ; to us the 

crucial point is that He is love. Now love is passible ; and if God is love. 

God is passible. A person who can love, and yet cannot suffer is unthinka¬ 

ble ; and if God is such, fie is unthinkable ; for we cannot think of a love 

that is out of range of suffering. ... If the love be great, great also is the 

power of suffering ; and if God’s love be infinite, then He can suffer infinitely 

too. . . . 7 

1 S. John xv. 13. 2 S. John iii. 16. See below, p. 160. 

3 * A crucified Christ is to the Jews a stumbling-block, and to the Greeks 

foolishness ’ (1 Cor. i. 23). 

4 See below, p >34. 5 S. John iii. 16. S. John x. 17. 

7 Dr. Douglas White, Forgiveness and Suffering, pp. S3. 84. 
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The Siddhanta conception of the God-Guru, in spite of its 

sublimity, and its uniqueness in Indian religious thought,1 and, 

indeed, in spite of the grand inspiration it has given the 

Siddhanta saints for a passionate, personal love for God, however 

named, lags considerably behind the Christian idea. 1 he most 

vital difference is the Cross which is to the Christian the high- 

water mark of the Cove of God. Love that, remaining sinless, 

dares ‘ becoming sin ’2 for sinners and tastes death for them 

has reached the uttermost limit of sacrifice.3 

Part VIII. MYSTICISM 

^ 47. Between God and the soul there is ‘ a great, though 

secret affinity, an affinity that each knows, and that so few 

understand, an affinity that cannot be denied, but that cannot 

be fathomed.’4 On this kinship is based religion, and mysti¬ 

cism in its sane, sober, well-balanced aspects, is one of the 

fruits of religion. The whole of religion is not mysticism. A 

man may profess and practise religion without being a mystic. 

Mysticism is the practice of the presence of God. A sure means 

of practising such presence is prayer. Prayer, when it passes 

beyond the stage of mere petitioning and becomes communion 

with God, takes one well into the experience called mysticism. 

Of what do we discourse in prayer ? . . . In it we speak of God 

1 See present writer’s Foregleams of God, pp. 182-85, and 220. 

2 2 Cor. v. 21. 

3 Attention should be drawn to Prof. Radhakrishnan’s Hindu Thought 

and Christian Doctrine contributed to The Christian Patriot, February 22, 1924 

and March 8, 1924, and to the editorial utterance in the Patriot of February 

22, 1924. A discussion of the limits of redemptive immanence is raised by 

Prof. Radhakrishnan’s learned articles. A striking passage in the professor’s 

contribution seems to go counter to what I have stated above is the Siddhanta* 

view. He says, ‘ The Cross is not an offence or a stumbling-block to the Hindu 

but is a great symbol of the redemptive reality of God. It shows' how love is 

rooted in sacrifice ’. I am not sure if Siddhantists will subscribe to this 

Christian manner of thinking. Both to Christians and to Hindus much 

interest and stirring up of thought will be found in the series of articles on 

the Jagad-Guru contributed by Mr. J. C. Winslow to The Guardian (Calcutta) 

of April, May, June', 1924. 

4 S. Francis De Sales, On The Love of God, i. ch. xv. (Knox Little’s 

Edition, p. 21.) 
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only ; for of what can love discourse and talk save of the well-beloved ? And 

therefore prayer and mystical theology are one and the same thing. 

Now, it is called mystical because its conversation is altogether secret, 

and there is nothing said in it between God and the soul, save only from 

heart to heart by a communication, incommunicable to all but those who 

make it. Finally, prayer or mvstical theology is nothing else but a conver¬ 

sation in which the soul amorously entertains herself with God, concerning 

His most amiable goodness to unite and join herself thereto. 1 

In prayer, and there is a prayer without words,2 a prayer 

not bounded by place or time, ‘we retire to God, because we 

aspire to Him, and we aspire to Him that we may retire to 

Him,’ and ‘ when our spirit devotes itself to the company, the 

privacy, and the familiarity of its God, it will be perfumed with 

H is perfection.’3 Is this mysticism possible to all ? King 

Henry IV of France desired S. Francis De Sales 

to write a book concerning true religion, such as should set it forth in 

its rightful beauty, and show the world that holiness of life was not incom¬ 

patible with a busy, active career, whether at court or in the provinces, amid 

the whirl of affairs or the claims of society, holiness alike free from repulsive 

severity and treacherous laxity. 4 

The book written in response to the royal request was 

L*Introduction ala Vie Devote, ‘ Introduction to the Devout Life.’ 

There is no monopoly in mysticism. Man is capable of religion. 

Man is capable of prayer. Man is capable of mysticism. The 

experience called mysticism is not for an esoteric few, for spiritual 

aristocrats.5 It is for democratic, universal benefit that ‘the most 

1 S. Francis De Sales, On The Love Of God, vi, ch. vii. (Knox Little’s 

Edition, pp. 167, 168). 

2 No single book deals with the subject so clearly and in so simple a 

manner as does The Practice of Mental Prayer and of Perfection by the Rev. 

Father Alphonsus, translated from the French into English, in six readable 

volumes, by the Rev. Father Jerome O’Connell. The work is based upon the 

writings of S. Teresa and S. John of the Cross. The present writer is not a 

member of* the Roman Communion, but he has no hesitation in humbly re¬ 

commending The Practice of Mental Prayer and of Perfection to all who would 

reach the mystical heights of religion. 

3 S. Francis De Sales, Introduction to the Devout Life, Part ii, ch. ‘xiii, 

pp. 118, 119, in the translation of the Rev. Thomas Barns. 

4 English Edition by the Rev. Thomas Barns of Introduction to the 

Devout Life, p. xix. 

5 On ‘ aristocraf'cism ’ among mystics see the Rev. O. C. Quick’s article 

in The Journal of Theological Studies, January 1912, pp. 182, 183, Octobe- 

19 
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general, necessary function of mysticism is to keep the eternal 

befoie us in our earthly and temporal life.’* 1 Mysticisrfi is not 

made exclusive by its claims, and ‘ the claim to inward experience 

of God is the essence of mystical religion.’2 3 If eternal life, begun 

in this temporal life and realized as a present possession, is to be 

acquired by all menf then, the inward experience of God, which 

is part of the present possession of eternal life, is essential to 

all mankind. Mysticism, far from being a close preserve, is the 

open right of all. At the same time the fact is undeniable that 

mysticism is liable to abuses, like most good things. 

(1) There a/e professing mystics who claim to be experts and the elect.4 

(2) The occult is associated, and confused, with mysticism.5 

(3) Visions, trances, ecstasies are claimed to be essentials. 

(4) The sense of God’s presence is identified with the presence itself. 

(5) Mysticism is confused with asceticism.6 

(6) Self-deification is mistaken for the Divine Presence.7 

(7) Encouragement is given to the belittlers of institutional religion and 

the duties of life. 

There are other dangers to which mysticism is. exposed : the 

abuse need not necessarily make the use immoral. 

When we come to consider Tayumanaswamy as a mystic 

we are in contact with questions which cannot be answered 

satisfactorily, especially on the comparative side of any such 

consideration. Concede to Tayumanavar's mysticism the element 

of true mysticism, namely, the practice of the presence of God, 

raised to a degree of intense awareness, then, what is the place 

sought to be found for Christ and His Cross in the scheme of 

1912, p. 8, and the Rev. Father Kelly’s contribution in the same journal for 

July 1912, p. 487. 

1 The Rev. O. C. Quick in J. T. S., January 1912, p. 188. 

2 Ibid., October 1912, p. 4. ^ 

3 S. John v. 24, * has eternal life.’ 

4 This weakness is not peculiar to mystics. There are whole bodies of 

Christians who claim to be the elect of God. 

5 Der Mystik is the sane variety, and Mysticismus is the counterfeit, in 

German. 

6 See the Rev. Father Pourrat’s Christian Spirituality, p. v. 

7 It is the danger feared by Mr. G. K. Chesterton of ‘ Jones worshipping 

Jones.’ (The Biblical Review, April 1917, p. 18$.) 
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salvation by mysticism ? It is in this form that the opposition 

to mysticism generally, and to Christian mysticism in particular, 

is usually framed.1 The basic fallacy of the problem so formul¬ 

ated is the assumption that mysticism is a medium of salvation. 

Mysticism is not a means, most decidedly not the means, of 

salvation. Mysticism is a name for the experience^ of which 

there are degrees, of conscious, rational, personal relationship 

to God on the part of men and women who have been, or who 

honestly think they have been, redeemed from sin. In a 

Christian setting, this experience is that of persons who have 

* passed from death into life V2 and this passage from death 

into life is effected by the redeeming love of the Lord Jesus 

Christ. Mystical experience, the Christian can say, is the life, 

in close communion with God of one to whom Christ, and the 

Cross and Calvary, and the empty tomb and the ascension 

heights of the glory of Olivet are intense realities. The Christian 

1 Prof. Warfield of Princeton Theological Seminary writing in The 

Biblical Review for April 1917, on mysticism and Christianity, gravely con¬ 

cludes (p. 190) ‘ The question is whether we need, whether we have, a 

provision in the blood of Christ for our sins ; or whether we, each of us, 

possess within ourselves all that can be required for time and for eternity. 

Both of these things cannot be true, and obviously tertinm non datur. We 

may be mystics, or we may be Christians. We cannot be both.’ The 

foundation fallacy of this attack on Christian mysticism lurks in the 

statement : ‘ This Christian mysticism [ascribing the movements of one’? 

religious feelings to the Holy Spirit or “ the Christ within us ”] now, obviously 

differs in no essential respect from the parallel phenomena zvhich are observable 

in other religions. It is only general mysticism manifesting itself on Christian 

ground and interpreting itself accordingly in the form of Christian thought. 

It is mysticism which has learned to speak in Christian language’. One 

of the essential phenomena in the passage I have italicised above, is 

* listening to the inner voice ’ and to which is added ‘ the common element ’ 

of seeking ‘ the.knowledge of God in human feelings.’ (Ibid., pp. 173,171,175). 

The fact of essential phenomena being common, for instance, to all human 

foods should not obscure the distinction of a particular food. The com¬ 

monness of essential factors in all religions is not a reason against the 

outstanding feature of any one faith. Mysticism amongst Hindus may have 

analogies to mysticism amongst Christians, but the points of similarity 

need not, of necessity, simplify the conspicuous dissimilarities. Intolerance 

of similarities should not blind the inquirer to the differentiating unlikenesses. 

Further, * listening to the inner voice ’ and finding the knowledge of God 

in human feelings r re, in mysticism, aberrations from the normal. 

* S. John v. 24 ; 1 John iii. 14. 
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advancing in spiritual experience, stumbling often, can lay claim 

to knovv, as a fact,* fellowship and communion with God,1 and 

to have foretasted of that fulness of joy which awaits all who 

shall be bidden to the marriage supper of the Lamb.2 It *s true 

that there is danger where ‘ th? inner certainty of a specific expe¬ 

rience is made the one authoritative channel of religious truth*’ 

and * the external evidence of historic fact becomes secondary and 

evpn logically superfluous ’3—no doubt there is grave danger. 

Christian mysticism truly so called, however, does not make 

any experience the authoritative channel of religious truth and 

does not go counter to historic Christianity.4 If love, bhakti 

in the language of Hindu devotees, is, as it indeed is, a conspicu¬ 

ous element in mysticism, then the highest point of God’s love 

to man, and man’s reciprocating love to God, is in the Cross. 

Christian mysticism cannot keep away from the Cross, for 

Calvary is the very essence of that attraction which draws all 

men to Christ and of that bhakti which frames itself in a 

burning desire to be closest to God. \ 

It is only tenacity to the commercial instinct of securing 

a * corner’ in religious experience that will deny to Tayumanavar 

a mysticism as high as a Cross-less mysticism could be. How 

high his mysticism is may be gauged by the fact of his loftiest 

religious experiences being associated with the revelation and 

teaching vouchsafed to him by his Guru whom he identified with 

God. The God-Guru idea saves the mysticism of Tayumanavar 

1 The rj fcoivcovcct of 1 John i. 3 means more than the ‘ fellowship * of 

the A. V. It is not Christian, New Testament, teaching which Dr. Hermann 

lays down, ' There can be no such thing as communion with the exalted 

Christ \ Communion with God, p. 193. 

2 Rev. xix. 9. See The Eucharistic Life, p. 28. 

3 The Rev. O. C. Quick, J.T.S., October 1912, p. 7. 

4 Ibid., p. 9 startles one by his unqualified pronouncement,* It is vef^ 

hard to find traces of mysticism in the New Testament, except perhaps in 

S. Paul in whom it is abundantly corrected by other influences’. For the 

overwhelmingly proved, more than merely asserted, contrary the reader is 

referred to the Rev. W. K. Fleming’s Mysticism in Christianity, ch. ii; the 

Rev. W. F. Cobb’s Mysticism and the Creed, pp. 39, 40 ; Dean Inge’s Christian 

Mysticism, Lecture ii ; Bishop Hall’s Christ Mystical ; and Miss Evelyn 

Underhill’s The Mystic Way. chs. ii., iii, iv. 
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from the reproach of substituting for revealed authority the 

sanctions of mere emotions. His psalms show him passing 

from a severe analysis of feelings into that healthy discontent 

out of which comes a strong God-ward craving which will not be 

denied its goal.1 His regard for the duties of institutional 

religion does not stand in the way of his testing .its efficacy 

in so far as the ultimate end of all religion is concerned— 

union with God. Tayumanavar was a man of prayer, prayer 

punctuated with the pangs of the mystic’s purgative way. 

Along lines of intense strenuousness we see him struggling, his 

soul illuminated by ‘ Grace ’ and sustained by strength which 

was not his, and striving to reach the end of all quests—the 

Feet of God.2 Joy alternates with sorrow, hope with despair, 

assurance with derilection, in his experience of the Divine, 

and one cannot hesitate to trace in his practice of the presence 

of God the evident signs of the scaling of lofty heights in 

his seeking to climb the steep ascent that leads upwards unto 

God. 

§ 48. When we introduce the element of comparison into 

our estimate of the mysticism of Tayumanavar the judgment 

must be that the poet-saint has striking points of commonness 

with Christian mystics, and that, at the same time, Christian 

mysticism has distinctions which we fail to discover in the 

Siddhanta. 

1. The God-Guru idea is indispensable to Siddhanta 

mysticism. The appearance of the Guru at a certain stage of 

spirituality 3 marks an advance in the mystical standing of the 

disciple. Christian mysticism >s similarly unthinkable apart 

from Christ. The once physically manifested God-Guru, the 
# • 

historical Jesus Christ, is the ever present Christ of the believer. 

It is the distinction of Christian mysticism that the God-Guru 

is the soul’s Redeemer. The Cross,4 the rubric of the soul’s 

exalted ritual, is the dividing mark between the mysticism of 

1 See above, $ 20 on the poet’s religious experience, 

a See below, pp. 211, 226. 

3 See below, p. 167. 

4 See above, p. cxliii. 
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Tayumanavar and Christian mysticism. The impression is 

erroneous that Christian mysticism relegates to a background 

of obsolete conventions the Cross and the Christ of Calvary. 

The Via Dolorosa has to be trodden by every Christian mystic, 

indeed, the Cross is ever in sight throughout his spiritual 

pilgrimage and, without doubt, when the goal of Love is 

reached, the Cross, as the sign and symbol of God’s infinite 

Love, will not pass out of the mystic’s vision. 4 The first token 

of Love is that Jesus has given us His flesh to eat and His 

blood to drink ’.1 In the words of the late Mrs. Herman, 4 What 

we contend for, and can never afford to lose sight of, is that the 

heart of mysticism—that which makes it a genuine spiritual 

movement and experience, and not a mere theosophy—is its 

passionate, personal apprehension of Jesus Christ the Redeemer ’.2 

While aberrations from the sane, mystical norm of the Christiafl 

saint are possible, it is hardly fair to Christian mysticism as a 

whole to state 3 that Christ is 4 not confessed in any true sense 

as a redeemer’. We have seen4 that in the Siddhanta con¬ 

ception of the God-Guru there is the element of 4 kinship ’ with 

the human soul and the kinship is one of the Guru’s qualifica¬ 

tions for his office, and we have also seen how the conception 

of the Divine Kinsman-Guru is best realized in the Lord Jesus 

1 Ruysbroeck, Flowers of a Mystic Garden, p. 69. 

2 The Meaning and Value of Mysticism, p. 300. 

3 As the Rev. D. M. McIntyre does, for instance, in The Expositor' for 

April 1918, p. 243. As typical of the mystic’s estimate of the place of the 

Cross in Christian spirituality may be cited that of Richard Rolle of Hampole. 

He speaks with unmistakable stress of ‘ Christ’s gainbuying [redeeming] . . . ’ 

‘ the blood by which we are gainbought [redeemed]’, in his.Fire of Love, 

ch. xviii. So too in the very first chapter of The Cloud of Unknowing the 

unnamed author says, ‘ Thou wottest well that ... the everlasting love of 

His Godhead . . bought thee with the price of His precious blood wher 

thou wert lost in Adam ’. Of exactly similar import are the words of S. John 

of the Cross in A Spiritual Canticle, St. xxiii, ‘ As it was by the forbidden 

tree . . . that our nature was corrupted in Adam and lost, so it was by the 

tree of the Cross that it was redeemed and restored. The Bridegroom 

there stretched forth the hand of His grace and mercy in His death and 

passion. . . . The thoughts of Bishop Hall in his Christ Mystical (ch. v, 

§ 1), one of the three favourite books of General Gordon, do not overlook the 

Cross : ‘ Christ is made unto us . . . our full redemption ’. 

4 Above, pp. cxl, cxli. 
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Christ. We may now go further and find in the very term 

‘ Redeemer ’ the sense of kinship. In Isaiah1 ‘the Lord God 

is the Redeemer and the Hebrew word for ‘ Redeemer ’ bsb 

goel, means ‘ blood-relation' whose duty is to redeem and avenge 

his kinsman.1 2 God becomes man’s * blood-relation ’—in Christ 

Jesus is God most nearly man’s-Redeemer, his ‘blood-relation’-.3 

The Redeemer God-Guru idea of Christian mysticism is one 

of its great distinctions. 

2. I ^im not sure if Dr. Macnicol had Tayumanavar in mind 

in the somewhat general judgment that in the ‘ devotional 

mysticism ’ of India there is not that sense of sin which one 

finds in Christian and Hebrew saints.4 When we see Tayuma¬ 

navar and other Siddhanta bhaktas laying stress on their 

sense of separation from God we shall not be far wrong in 

ascribing that sense to a deep consciousness of sin.5 To such 

consciousness must be attributed all those strivings after, and 

longings for, a state of ‘ mindlessness.’6 No one can read 

Tayumanavar’s psalms without being struck by the reality of the 

saint’s conflicts with ‘ a sin-burdened “ I a selfhood as 

rebellious as you see in the hymns of Kabir or Tukaram.7 All 

this being conceded it must yet be added that it is in the light of 

the Cross of Christ that a severe, searching analysis of sin is 

possible, for the conception of Love must be at its highest 

before the enormity of the pain of sin to the soul’s Beloved 

could be adequately understood. The Cross represents Love 

at its highest. 

.3. The wholesome idea of the mystic as a man of duty is 

illustrated in Tayumanavar’s case. He himself holds up the 

1 xli. 14 and in eight other passages in Deutero-Isaiah. 

2 Lev. xxv. 25 ; Ruth iii. 12. 
3 In Isa. liv. 5 God is spoken of as ‘ Redeemer and Husband 

In Titus ii. 13, 14 we have mention of ‘ Our great God and Saviour, 

Christ Jesus who gave Himself for us that He might redeem us . . . 

4 Dr. Macnicol in The Expositor, August 1918, p. 145. 

5 See above, § 20 on Tayumanavar’s sense of sin, and present Writer’s 

Foregleams of God., pp. 72-4 on consciousness of sin in Vedic religion. 

6 See above, § 33. 
7 This is not ihe view of Dr. Macnicol (.Expositor, August 1918, p. 148). 
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example of King Janaka.1 He, like the author of the Gita, 

believed in the doing of duty without distraction.2 When 

the poet shows a preference for serving the saints,3 the devotees 

of Siva, he sets to himself a standard slightly lender, and scope of 

ministration more restricted, than service in Christian mysticisrrf. 

The ideal is framed in the lines of Christina Rossetti. 4 
v 

In Me thou lovest Me : I call, 

Thee to love Me in all.'— 

Brimful my heart, dear Lord, that so 

My love may overflow. 

‘ Love Me in sinners and in saints, 

Iti each who needs or faints.' — 

Lord, I will love Thee as I can 

In every brother man. 

‘ All sore, all crippled, all who ache, 

Tend all for My dear sake.'— 

All for Thy sake, Lord : I will see 

In every sufferer Thee. 

* So 1 at last, upon My Throne 

Of glory, Judge alone, 

So 1, at last will say to Thee : 

Thou diddest it to Me.' 

It is well to note further that Tayumanavar's sense of 

service is coloured by an expectation of merit. Not for others 

does the saint in the Siddhanta live. All his actions are for 

the saving of his own soul. Herein lies one of the most striking 

differences between the mysticism of Tayumanavar and the 

mysticism of the Christian. The isolation of the Siddhanta 

mystic is impossible to one to whom Christ is the ideal and the 

rule. The Christian mystic dare not seek great things for 

1 Below, p. 226. 2 Below, p. 57. 3 Below, pp. 58, 72. 

4 W. M. Rossetti’s edition of Christina G. Rossetti’s Poetical Works, 

p. 257. The article by Dr. Gillies in The Biblical Review, October 1922, 

p. 555 on ‘ the mystic in a social age ’ is an interesting study of the practical 

possibility of mysticism co-existing with supreme human activity. Among 

examples cited of the fact are S. Teresa, S. John of the Cross, S. Catherine 

of Genoa, S. Catherine of Sienna, Ignatius Loyola, and Elizabeth of 

Schoenau—all mystics, but persons interesting themselves in the affairs of life. 

Dr. R. F. Horton’s The Mystical Quest of Christ (see specially, chs. vi-viii), 

}s a book of mysticism in practical life. 
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himself. He lives for others. It is what he has striven to 

achieve for the saving and well-being of others that becorrss the 

standard by which he will be judged at the last—‘Ye have 

done . . . not done . . . unto these ... ye have done . . . 

not done . . . unto Me.’ 1 The self-saving aloofness of holy 

men, even of the type of Tayumanavar, is very poor quality in 

comparison with the impelling, compelling, constraining spirit of 

self-sacrifice so sublimely characteristic of Paul of Tarsus, 

Catherine of Genoa, Francis of Assisi, Francis de Sales, DaGd 

Brainered, Henry Martyn, William Law and a host of others 

whose mysticism made them heroic adventurers for the Cross, 

Love seeks not its own, but, like light, like life, is self-diffusive. 

4. A striking feature in the mysticism of S. Tayumana¬ 

var is his silence as to visions associated with specific revelations. 

Herein his mysticism seems to conform to S. Teresa’s counsel 

that tfce desire for visions is a soliciting of danger, since one is 

often deluded and deceived by seeming visions, and there are 

visions not vouchsafed by God. ‘ Any one who longs for these 

graces cannot really be humble. . , . Such a one is certain to 

be deceived, or at least in great danger of delusion, for an 

entrance is thus left open to the devil, who only needs to see the 

door left ajar to slip in at once to play us a thousand tricks.’2 

Tayumanavar speaks indeed of visions of God’s beauty and- 

glory, but, like S. Paul,3 he is silent as to the contents and 

details of what he had been permitted to see. Many mystics 

are credited with visions and the ecstatic state both in the East 

and in the West. The latest claimant for the experience of 

visions is Sundar Singh of the company of ‘ Sadhus ’ of India. 

He is a Christian convert from Hinduism, an earnest and 

zealous follower of the Lord Jesus Christ. He has been preach¬ 

ing Christ in'Tibet, Ceylon, the Straits Settlements,4 the Malay 

1 S. Matthew xxv. 44-6. 

2 The Interior Castle, Sixth Mansion, ch. ix, §§ 13-19. 

3 ‘ It is not lawful for man to utter.’ 2 Cor. xii. 4. 

4 Sadhu Sundar Singh was the honoured and revered guest of the 

present writer in Penang on two occasions. On the second occasion, in 

1920, the Sadhu did the writer the honour of borrowing his copy of Underhill’s 

Mysticism for reading in India. The copy, when returned, was found well 

20 y 
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States, and latterly in England and America. During his 

English tour it was that, for the first time since his con¬ 

version in 1904, the Sadhu laid bare to public gaze the secrets 

of his inner sight.1 It is to Sadhu Sundar Singh’s credit that he 

is the first Indian Christian, probably the first among all Indians, 

to whom a revelation of holy things which I should not pre¬ 

sume even to repeat had been vouchsafed. His praise, however, 

ik not in his visions but in the Gospel, to the transforming power 

of which the life 6f this man of God bears abundant testimony. 

5. It is, perhaps, of the intellectual mysticism of India 

that Dr. Macnicol asks the question,2 ‘Is the goal of silence, 

of “ emptiness and nothingness,” the true mystic goal ? ’ In the 

case of mysticism strictly so called, the bhakti mysticism of Tamil 

India, the mystic’s goal is not silence in nothingness. Silence 3 

does play a very important part in the mysticism of Tayumana- 

var, but is God silence ? 

Silence is not God ; nor speaking is not God; fasting is not God, nor 

eating is not God ; onliness is not God, nor company is not God ; nor yet any 

of all the other such two contraries. He is hid between them, and may not 

be found by any wish of thy soul but all only by love of thy heart. . . . 

Choose thee Him, and thou art silently speaking and speakingly silent, 

fastingly eating and eatingly fasting. ... 4 

Thus an early English mystic on the safe middle of thought 

for the contemplative. In Tayumanavar the mystic’s goal is 

foreshadowed by his present realization of nearing * Siva-land’s 

sweep of bliss.’ 

Where in pure infinite whiteness stretches 

Siva-land’s sweep of bliss boundless I drew nigh ; 

Tares of my darkness uprooted I saw ; 

Naught but the Lord I saw high in His splendour.5 

marked on almost every page. I believe Underhill’s Mysticism is a book 

whose thoughts and terms had been found to be of considerable suggestive 

value to the Sadhu. 

} Drs. Streeter and Appasamy, The Sadhu : A Study in Mysticism and 

Practical Religion, pp. 109-56. See the Rev. C. W. Emmett’s sympathetic 

but critical appreciation in The Hibbert Journal, January 1921, p. 308, of some 

of the miracles recorded about Sadhu Sundar Singh. 

2 The Expositor, August 1918, p. 143. 3 See below, p. 133. 

4 The Cell of Self-Knowledge (Epistle of Discretion), pp. 107-8. 

5 Below, p. 110. The rendering is in the syllabic arrangement of the 

original. 
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The poet-saint’s seeing the beauty of God proves that what 

he saw was not a blank.1 The goal the saint longs to teach is 

hinted at in his words2: 

‘ A place of mystic secrets 

The books bewildered cry : 

I long to climb that holy 

Mountain of God most high— 

When will it be ? 

Nor sun, nor moon, there shineth, 

Nor star where God is Light; 

I long to reach that City 

Of glory, heavenly bright-;- 

When will it be ? 

The pure in heart have vision 

Of Bliss the boundless sea: 

I long for its sweet waters 

And therein merged to be— 

Oh for that day ! 

The last of the three verses indicates experience of the 

present and expectation for the future. The vision of Bliss in 

this life leads on to the union, here or hereafter, of the soul 

and its Lord in that Bliss. 

6. An unjust and distorted picture of the soul’s relation 

to the indwelling God is often painted3 by those who would 

disparage mysticism. The relationship is looked at from a 

wrong angle. The no doubt possible aberrations from the 

thoroughly sane conception of indwelling 'Deity are made much 

of by the non-my9tical, and even material, detractors of the 

good that is in mysticism. Exaggeration in the spirit of ridicule 

can reduce one of the fundamentals of Christian certitude to 

absurdity—God in us. It is New Testament teaching that not 

only is the Holy Spirit the soul’s Indweller, but God the Son, 

and God the Father are where the soul is made fit for such 

indwelling.4 The believer’s union with Christ does not make 

1 On this see below, p. 223. 

* Below, pp. 118, 119. 

3 See Prof. Warfield’s criticism of mysticism referred to above, at p. cxlvii. 

* S. John xiv. 20, 23 ; Rev. iii. 20 ; 1 Cor. iii. 16, and other passages. 
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the believer worship himself, ‘ Jones worshipping Jones ; The 

union however is real. 

Know that this is a true, real, essential, substantial union whereby the 

person of the believer is indissolubly united to the glorious person of the Son 

of God. Know that this union is not more mystical than certain : that in 

natural union there may be more evidence, there cannot be more truth. As 

the head and members are but one body, as the husband and wife are but 

one flesh, as our meat and drink are part of ourselves, as the tree and 

branches but one plant, as the foundation and the walls are but one fabric, 

so Christ and the believing soul are indivisibly one with each other. 1 2 

The non-acceptance by S. Tayumanavar andx>ther Siddhanta 

saints of the doctrine of the complete man-becoming of God 

as in Jesus Christ, and of the doctrine, of God’s love manifested 

to the uttermost in the idea of a dying God—the silence of this 

great mystic on the Incarnation and the Cross—must exclude 

from their conception of the indwelling God the fulness and 

perfection implied in the Christian idea of the indwelling God. 

I am reluctant to deny to the Siddhanta saint not only a deep 

longing for, but, even in this life, a realization, of, fellowship 

and communion with God. At the same time I am impelled by 

a reasoned conviction, an inexplicable inness of certitude, and 

not by any habit or convention or prepossession, to think that 

fellowship and communion with God have their fulness and 

fruition in ‘ the love of God which is in Christ Jesus our 

Lord . . . Christ Jesus who died, yea, rather who rose again, 

and is at the right hand of God, and maketh intercession for 

us.’3 Again, whatever theophagous ideas may be proved lurking 

in non-Christian faiths and pre-Christian customs4-—what if 

they were foreshadowings finding fulfilment where all types 

ceased ?—-there is nothing in the institutional religion associated 

with the mysticism of the Siddhanta that bears comparison With 

the Christian conception of ‘ eating the flesh of the Son of Man 

arid drinking His blood . . .. true food . . . true drink,*5 arrd 

1 Above, p. cxlvi. 

2 Hall’s Christ Mystical, pp. 36, 61. 3 Rom. viii. 34, 39.. 

4 See Dr. Preserved Smith’s A Short History of Christian Thcofihagy, 
chs. i and ii. 

5 Si John, vi. 53-63. See Dr. H. A. Watson’s Mysticism of S. John, Lecture 

iii. Those interested in a study of the significance of the Lord’s supper in the 
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in that conception is such close communion of the human with 

the Divine, such ineffable fellowship, as they only know who 

* taste and see how good the Lord is.’* 1 The Eucharist is to the 

Christian mystic more than a mere commemoration and is 

not magic : it is a manner of the practice of the Incarnation. 

Christian mystics have spoken in very unmistakable terms of 

the association of the Holy Eucharist with mystical union. 

This I pray, this I long for, that I may be wholly united to Thee, and 

withdraw my heart from all created things : and by means of sacred commu¬ 

nion and frequent celebration may learn more and more to taste things 

heavenly and eternal. ... Be thou favourable unto me O Jesus, good, sweet 

and benign : and grant unto me Thy poor beadsman sometimes at least in 

Holy Communion to feel if it be but a touch of Thy hearty, affectionate love ; 

that my faith may grow stronger, my hope in Thy goodness fuller, and that 

charity once perfectly kindled after tasting this heavenly manna may never 

decay.2 

How ill-founded the charge is that Christian mysticism 

takes note of the Passion of the Lord Jesus Christ, not as a 

matter vital to spirituality, but as a concession to the claims and 

conventions of institutional religion, is seen by what Tauler 

(among many other mystics) says of the Passion and of Holy 

Communion ; 

All our blessedness and salvation are contained in Christ and His 

Passion. For whoso seeketh his salvation outside the Passion of Christ, loseth 

much more than he seeketh. The wounds of our Lord are alone the fountains 

from which all salvation floweth ; whosoever seeketh salvation let him seek it 

in the Passion of our Lord ; there he findeth it surely, and nowhere else. , . 

On the field of the Passion of Christ grow wine and corn, in order to have 

meat and clrink at the same time. They who come to this field and eat and 

drink here are full of divine graces.3 

early Church, will find the Rev. Darwell Stone’s A History of ike Doctrine of 

the Holy Eucharist, 2 vols., by far the best book of its kind. A very stimula¬ 

tive recent study, on original lines, of the meaning of ‘ This is My Body ’, 

' This is My Blood * is furnished by Dr. R. H. Kennett’s The Last Supper. 

Rule’s Doctrine of the Holy Eucharist and Dyson Heglis Holy Communion 

in the Church of England are more recent contributions to the subject. 

1 Ps. xxxiv. 8. 

2 Thomas a Kempis, Imitation of Christ, Bk. iii, chs xiii and xiv (Dr. C. 

Bigg’s translation'. 

3 Tauler, The Following of Christ, Part ii, § 48 
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More explicitly does Tauler speak : 

The sacrament of the Body of our Lord is the fruit of the HolyjCross . . . 

He who willeth to consider the Passion of our Lord in all earnestness, let him 

go joyfully to the Table of our Lord, for it is useful to him, and he will 

become rich in graces.1 

There is a mystic, real power in thus contemplating the 

Passion : 
i 

In the contemplation of the Passion of our Lord, God poureth' a power 

unto him [the believer] whereby He draweth man unto Himself. This is the 

great fruit produced by the Passion of our Lord.2 

The Holy Communion is not only a great factor in the 

practice of th6 Incarnation, within which is included the 

practice of the Passion, it is also much of the practice of the 

real presence of God. The mystic thereby 4 in a special manner 

stands before the Lord whole and entire.’3 He possesses God 

in great tranquillity.4 He realizes how God 4 suffers unto 

sacrifice that He may save us.*5 The mystic, the true believer, 

feels a transport of love and unitive joy in the Holy Commu¬ 

nion.6 As 4 the property of love is to be always giving* and 

always receiving, the love of Jesus is generous and hungry, and 

all that He has, all that He is, He gives: all that we are, all 

that we have, He takes.*7 The unitive contemplation of the 

Love of God in Christ evokes responsive love in the soul and 

dlls it with a thirst insatiable in time. Because of the love 

kindled by the Holy Communion, and not merely because the 

Sacrament is ‘a perennial fountain of sanctification and perfec¬ 

tion *,8 the God-longing souls 4 always hungering . . . run with 

great desire to the sacrament, and their hunger is great that God 

could not satisfy them with all that He hath created but only 

with Himself: nor can they ever be satisfied so long as they 

1 The Following of Christ, Part ii, § 11. 

* /did., Parti, § 124. 

3 Gerlac Petersen, The Fiery Soliloquy with God, ch. xviii. 

4 Brother Lawrence, The Practice of the Presence of God, p. 26. 

5 A. M. Faribairn, Christ in Modem Theology, p. 487. 

a The Spiritual Journal of Lucie Christine, pp. 16, 31. 

* Rysbroeck, Flowers of a Mystic Garden, p. 69. 

8 Sacramelli, Directorium Asceticum, vol. i, Article x, ch. i, § 390. 
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live in time, for they desire always more.’1 Christian mysticism, 

far from forgetting the Cross of Christ, maintains a perpetual 

remembrance .of His death and Passion: Christian mysticism, 

unlike any non-Christian mysticism, is in touch and tune with 

the infinite by the means and mediation of a once dead, but 

risen and evermore living Person. 

§ 49. In common with many Christian and Sufi mystics 

Tayumanavar employs love-imagery to express the soul’s relation¬ 

ship to God. It is by the way of love that the soul has the begin¬ 

nings of God-knowledge, and love comes not to the immature : 

Till knowledge comes of man to maiden 

She has no thought of happiness : 

When love possesses all her passions, 

She smiles she thought of love so less.2 

The Lover of the soul pursues the soul and kindles love in 

her : 
When I the way of love not knowing 

Was moved and stirred to love by Thee, 

My spirit with love-languor fainted, 

Love for Love’s fulness came on me.3 

The love-filled soul has the likeness of the lover engraved 

in her innermost consciousness.4 The spul's beloved is God, 

and God’s beloved is the soul: 

If Thou to me, Beloved, 

Art dearest, I should be 

To Thee Thine own beloved, 

As dear as Thou to me.5 

At a stage of the soul’s career she is the beloved in the 

Divine Lover’s embrace : 

The arms of love around me are, 

’Tis God embraceth me, 

And in His bliss unspeakable 

He holds me His to be, 

Enfolded in His boundlessness, 

Engulfed in ecstasy. 

1 Tinier, The Following of Christ, Part ii, § 10. On the witness of the 
Holy Communion to Christian mysticism see Underhill’s The Mystic Way, 
ch. vi. 

2 Below, p. 42. So in N.M. 192, xstraHiufiaiiQeiit miu&(gii*Gsr eHKBfisprasr devixgil. 
3 Below, p. 42. So N.M. 1064, iSarQtgi-tegi. 
* N.M. 1035 «r*/f toi-fiir® QuQffit tSstDp*n9.*>*u* Q*iu<2uQ&. . . 

• Below, p. 40. 
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No tongue of man the joy can tell 

The bliss beyond word’s reach, 

And humble I with mortal lips 

Its meaning cannot teach- 

Sooner the dumb their dream declare 

In joyousness of speech.1 

An analogous imagery is the Rabbinic more intensely 

described kissing with the kisses of love,2 the kiss signifying, in 

Rabbinic theology, £ the union of the soul with its root/ 

(Zohar, i. 168).3 The inherent longing of the soul for union 

with the ^beloved leads her on, says Rabbi Bachye Ibu Bakudah, 

till ‘ she drinks of the cup of love to God \4 

In Tayumanavar we have the love-imagery freely employed in 

Anandak kalippu, 4^/F^iaratfuL/.5 It is a ballad of high spiritual 

bliss in the soul’s recognition of the non-dual relation6 between 

it and God. The joy of union is celebrated in the kalippu. 

The soul is represented as a young woman telling her friend, in 

the language of maidenly confidence, and yet of reserve, of the joy 

of her lover’s visit to her, of his guile, of whispered secrets, 

love’s surrender, and oneness. Much is left unsaid. The 

/te)ls her sister-soul with charming casualness7 of her state 

before her lover’s visit, and how overjoyed she is because she 

had been wooed and wron by the sweet stratagem of her Lover. 

The erotic character of the poem is not allowed to obscure the 

high spiritual meaning veiled . by the imagery. The poet 

clearly states that God is the Lover of the soul,8 and the 

1 Below, p. 84. 

2 See below, p. 214, for the passage from The Zohar, ii. 97. 

3 Dr. Abelson, Jezvish Mysticism, pp. 168, 169. 

4 Duties of the Heart, quoted by Dr. S. Schechter in Some Aspects of 

Rabbinic Theologyr p. 73. In Isaiah xli. 8 ‘ Abraham my friend ’ is 

more correctly ‘Abraham my beloved.’ Sq Moses is called by Philo (see Ryle, 

Philo and Holy Scripture, p. xix) ‘ the friend of God, the best beloved of 

God.’ Moses, according to the Rabbis, died being kissed by the word of God. 

(See Palestine Targum on Deut. xxxiv. 5.) ® 

3 The late Sir P. Arunachalam’s rendering of the verses he called A Revel 

in Bliss. See below, pp. 109 and 106 for renderings in two different styles, 

6 Advaita. See above, § 34. 

7 Below, pUOO. 

8 Below, p. 1Q1 r No. 296. 
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Christian is reminded of what had been said two thousand 

years before Tayumanavar, ‘ Behold thy Maker is thy Husband V 

Objection has been taken 9 to the use of erotic language by 

mystics, by the Sufis particularly and by oriental mystics 

generally by implication. The expression of great spiritual 

truths in terms of the closest of human relationships is justified 

by the early Jewish interpretation of the Song of Songs, as seen 

in The Targum to the Song of Songs in which the Targumist 

handles the * Song of Songs ’ as an allegorical outline of Jewish 

history from the Exodus to the coming of the Messiah and the 

expected building of the third temple.3 The Christian makers 

of the Authorized Version of the Bible framed a reason for the 

retention of the Song in the Canon by their page-headings and 

chapter-summaries, interpreting the chief speakers in the Song 

to be Christ and the Church, and thus merely Christianized the 

Targumist’s method. The translators in their * argument * at 

the head of the Song said:1 

In this Song, Solomon, by most sweet and comfortable allegories and 

parables, describeth the perfect love of Jesus Christ the true Solomon and 

1 Isaiah liv. 5. 

2 By Dean Inge for instance. See his Christian Mysticism, p. 371. At 

p. 43, the Dean says, ‘ As to the Song of Solomon its influence upon Christian 

mysticism has been simply deplorable.' 

3 Dr. Hermann Gollancz, The Targum to the Song of Songs, p. 5. The 

Targumist makes the Lord and Israel speakers in the Song. In ch. ii. i, * ] 

am the narcissus of Sharon, the rose of the valleys' (in the more familie 

A. V. ‘ I am the rose of Sharon, the lily of the valleys ') the Targumist (in tht 

translation of Dr. Gollancz, p. 21) says, ‘ The Assembly of Israel speaketh 

As long as the Sovereign of the universe suffers His Divine Presence to dwel 

in my midst, I am like the narcissus fresh from the Garden of Eden, my action 

are comely as the rose in the plain of the flower-garden of Eden.9 A; 

interesting old book on the Song is, ‘ A discovery of the neere and deer< 

Love, union and communion between Christ and the Church, and conse 

quently between Him and every believing soul,’ by the Rev. Dr. Sibs o 

Cambridge, of date 1639, Among modern protests against anything but 

literal understanding of the Song prominence must be given to the edition . 

the Song by Dr. Morris Jastrow, jnr. His translation, introduction and note 

are attractively secular. 

4 The f argument ’ which has disappeared from modern editions of tf 

A. V. with almost all the marginal comments and other * most profitab 

n 
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king of peace, and the faithful soul or His Church, which He hath sanctified 

and appointed to be His spouse, holy, chaste and without reprehension. So 

that here is declared the singular love of the bridegroom toward the bride, 

and His great and excellent benefits, wherewith He doth enrich her of His 

pure bounty and grace without any of her deservings. Also the earnest 

affection of the Church which is inflamed with the love of Christ, desiring to 

be more and more joined to Him in love, and not to be forsaken for any 

spot or blemish that is in her. 

It'will be noticed that ‘ the faithful soul * is alternated with 

the Church, thus making a personal application of the Song 

possible side by side with the corporate. The translators, as 

their preface* 1 suggests, were undoubtedly familiar with the 

writings of some of the Greek Fathers, and the Latin, who 

apply the symbolism of the Song to ‘ the faithful soul ’ and 

Christ.'2 Nearly a century before the 1672 Bible, and nearly 

thirty years before the first edition of the A.V., a great Spanish 

mystic, S. John of the Cross,- had composed The Spiritual 

Canticle, * an abridged paraphrase of the Song of Solomon, 

wherein under the image of passionate love are described the 

mystical sufferings and longings of a soul enamoured with 

God’.3 It is not implied that the A.V. translators had read 

S. John of the Cross. He was following the Greek Fathers 

in his interpretation of the Song. The erotic symbolism of the 

Song (its sole defence for its place in the Canon) is not the only 

incentive of Holy Scripture to the use of love-imagery by 

Christian mystics. The prophecy of Hosea contains a picture 

of the Divine Husband’s remonstrance with His faithless wife, 

His love-laden pleadings with her, and the surpassing tender¬ 

ness of His re-espousing her.4 The book of Hosea is indeed 

the Book of the Beloved. The symbolism of love is f ed in 

annotations ’ appears in the edition of the year 1672. The present writer is 

happy to possess a copy of the 1672 Bible. 

1 Retained in the 1672 edition. 

2 See Keble’s Tract * On the Mysticism attributed to the Early Fathers ot 

the Church ’, for a statement of general principles as to die ‘ myst-cal ’ and 

allegorical use of Holy Scripture by the Early Fathers. S. Cyprian’s spiritual 

exposition of the Song of Songs is typical of that of other early Fathers. See 

his Epistles, Ixxiv, § 15; lxxv, § 2 ; Treatises, iii § 4; iv, § 31. 

3 The Rev B. Zimmerman’s edition, Introduction, p. idi, 

4 Hosea ii. 19, 20. 
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Isaiah,1 Jeremiah,2 in S. Paul,3 and in the apocalyptic call 

to the love-feast at the marriage of the Lamb and the bride 

of the Lamb,4 and the echoes of that call linger in the last voices 

of the New Testament in the longing cry of the Spirit and the 

Bride.5 6 7 The assembly of Israel or the Church is a body of 

individuals, and what can be said of a body can be said of the 

individual. These Scriptural representations of the love of God 

for Israel, love of Christ for the Church, yielded to the devout 

imagination of the mystics a symbolism of intense erotic appli¬ 

cation. Spiritual espousals and spiritual nuptials have since 

become commonplace of Christian mysticism. 

On this happy day the soul not only ceases from its anxieties and loving 

complaints, but is, moreover, adorned with all grace, entering into a state- 

of peace and delight, and of the sweetness of love ... in which it does 

nothing else but recount and praise the magnificence of the Beloved, what 

it recognizes in Him, and enjoys in the union of the betrothal.® 

In defence of the love-language of mysticism, Christian 

and non-Christian, may be urged the circumstance that even 

the most realistic, erotic phraseology barely expresses the truth 

of the soul’s union with God. ‘ You have now heard says 

S. Teresa, * that God spiritually espouses souls. . . . Though 

but a homely comparison, yet I can find nothing better to 

express my meaning than the sacrament of matrimony, although 

the two things are very different ’.' 

1 l$aiah, liv.‘ 4. 

s Jeremiah, ii. 2, iii, 8, 14, 20. In Psalm, xlv. 10-16 much erotic 

freedom of speech is seen, 

3 Rom. vii. 1-4 ; 1 Cor. xi, 3 ; Eph. v. 23-33. 

* Rev. xix. 7. 

5 Rev. xxii. 17. 

6 S. John pf the Cross, The Spiritual Canticle, xiv. 1. 

7 The Interior Castle, Mansion, v, Ch. iv, § 1. Coventry Patmore (Angel 

in the House, Canto viii, Prelude iii) says : 

Female and male God made the man ; 

His image is the whole, not half ; 

And in our love we dimly scan 

The love which is between Himself. 

And he complains (Canto vi, Prelude iv), that there are‘those who, 

Cannot see the robe of white, 

In which I sing of love. 
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What has been said of erotic symbolism in Christian 

mysticism applies to the mysticism of Tayumanavar, especially 

to his Anandak Kalippu in which the poet-saint very thinly 

veils, in sensuous phrasings, the burning purity of a soul’s 

passion for its God. 

The principal details in which the mysticism of the 

Anandak Kalippu has similarities to thoughts in non-Saivite 

mysticism may be here very briefly noticed. 

1. The individual and personal character of some great ex¬ 

perience is an unrevealable * whispered secret ’.1 ‘ The soul of 

the lover shall not wax cold but shall remain in comfortable 

heat and the heart shall not be bruised [disturbed] by continual 

thought of the Beloved. Soothly in this steadfastness the excel¬ 

lence of love happens to a true lover, so that he shall be raised 

up to a fiery heaven and there shall be stirred to love more than 

may be spoken, and shall be more burned within himself than 

can be shown. . . . ’2 This hearing of ineffable secrets suited 

to the needs and necessities of each individual soul is when the 

soul is exalted to the heights, and ‘ heaven being opened to the 

eye of the mind it offers privy things to be beheld ’.3 The 

state of ‘ secret ’ communication between God and the soul is 

the beginning of the stage of spirituality in which God and the 

soul are one * not by fusion of nature but by identity of will, 

that is, of love ’.4 What Tayumanavar felt is paralleled in 

the experience of many Catholic mystics of whom S. Catherine 

of Genoa may be taken as typical. She said, 4 O* would that I 

could tell what my heart feels. ... I cannot find words appro¬ 

priate to so great a love.’5 Similarly confessed S. Angela da 

Foligno, ‘ If thou seekest to know what I beheld, I can tell thee 

nothing ... I cannot describe it.’6 

2. The soul has to be made ready *or the beginnings of the 

relationship that results in ultimate union. * Cut thyself off 

1 Below, p. 100 and p. 213. 

2 Rolle of Hampole, The Fire of Love, Bk. ii, ch. iii. 

3 The Fire of Love, Bk. ii, ch. ii. 

4 The Rev. A. Devine, Manual of Mystical Theology, p. 488. 

5 F. Von Hiigel, The Mystical Element in Religion, i. 1"9. 

° The Book of Divine Consolation. 
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from all attachments and cling to me’.1 This is the casting 

aside of distractions, and is, in Catholic theology, facilitated when 

the process of vocal prayer passes into the mental. ‘ This 

attention comes not till a soul be arrived at perfect contempla¬ 

tion by means of which the spirit is so habitually united to 

Oody and, besides, the imagination so Subdued to the spirit that 

it cannot rest upon anything that will distract it 2 

3. The soul has self-knowledge when in the relationship 

that results in ultimate union. 

Upon my head His feet He rested— 

Self-knowledge came : I died to me.3 

In that state of prayer in which, according to Catholi* 

theology, the soul is vouchsafed a vision ‘ not intellectual bu 

imaginary ’, 4 one of the graces granted to the soul is that c 

‘self-knowledge’.5 A right and humble'knowledge of one 

own self, what it is in God and what apart from Him, is th 

foundation of all spiritual growth. 6 The correct Christia 

attitude towards what may seem to be the attainment of sel 

knowledge is to test impressions by Scriptural principles. Th 

is well put by an English mystic, Richard of St. Victor : 

If the mind would fain ascend to the height of knowledge, let its fir 

and principal study be to know itself. Full knowledge of the rational spii 

is a great and high mountain. . . . Even if you think that you have bet 

taken up .into that high mountain apart, even if you think that you see Chri 

transfigured, do not be too ready to believe anything you see in Him or hes 

from Him, unless Moses and Elias run to meet Him. I hold all truth i 

suspicion what the authority of the Scripture does not confirm, nor do I receiv 

Christ in His clarification unless Moses and Elias are talking with Him.7 

4. The soul not only sees itself, but sees the Beauty o 

God in that state of contemplation which prepares it for wha 

results in ultimate union. 

‘ See with the eye of grace,* tho’ bidden, 

I strove with other eyes to see ; 

Darkness was all I saw, thick darkness ; 

Nor saw the seeing one, e*en me. 

1 Below, p. 100, and pp. 215, 216, 218. 

2 Father Baker, Holy Wisdom, Book i, ch. ii, § 14. 3 Below, p. 102. 

4 The Interior Crslle, 6, 5, 9. 5 Ibid., 6, 5, 12. 

6 Holy Wisdom Book ii, Part i, ch. i, § 3. 

7 Benjamin Minor, §§ 75, 81. See below, pp. 209, 210, 220. 

t 
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I neared the grace of God, its vastness, 

Its stretches of unending bliss, 

And lo ! my darkness far was driven— 

I saw His beauty, only His.1 

In this condition, according to Plotinus, 4 he who sees does 

not, in the strict sense ©f the word, see; nor does he imagine 

two things. He becomes other, he ceases to be himself, he 

retains nothing of himself . . . yet the soul is other than the 

Divinity. . . . This manner of vision is very difficult to 

describe.*2 The soul’s endeavour and yearning to be wholly 

in touch with Deity, ‘ to embrace Divinity by our whole being ’ 

makes the soul a shining light.3 This ‘seeing Him Who is 

invisible ’4 is something much higher and more spiritual than 

abnormal visual impressions.5 The way of God-seeing is a way 

of love, and the sight is not the result of any manner of sense¬ 

training or physical process. 1 The mind’s sight is truly taken 

up to behold heavenly things, yet by shadowy sight. ... As we, 

standing in darkness, see nothing, so in contemplation that 

unseemly [invisibly] lightens the soul, no seen light we see . . . 

what is felt is full delectable. . . . Holiness consists in the 

sweetness of perfect charity and heavenly contemplation .... 

Contemplative sweetness is not of man’s merit but God’s gift. . . 

A man ought to be used in healthful meditation and devout 

prayer before he comes truly to the contemplation of heavenly 

joys. Contemplation is the joyful song of God’s love taken into 

the mind.’6 7 
5. There is a relationship between God and the soul, and 

it, for want of more expressive language, is usually known as 

union, and this union is possible while the soul is in the body. 

Tayumanavar, under the term Advaitam,1 refers to the possibility 

1 Below, pp. 102, 103, and notes at pp. 222, 223. 

2 Enneads, 6, 9, 10. 

3 Ibid., 6, 9, 9. Tayumanavar speaks of ‘Seer, the seeing, and the 
sight ’ ©«*• <J©!UBjrsir. (N.M. 309, 1290, and below, p. 92). 

4 Hebrews, xi. 27. 

5 Archdeacon Wilberfore, Inward Vision, p. 13. 

* Richard Rolle, The Mending of Life,ch. xii, 

7 Above, § 34. 
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of this great relationship. He speaks of the * blending ’ of the 
i 

soul with Deity.1 It is the rare experience of the saints,2 

As I from self detached was growing, 

My love for Him began to grow ; 

And He, one day, in joyous silence, 

Made me with Him oneness to know, 

' What in thy thought seems truth or fancy ’ 

He said, ‘ be cast away from thee.’ 

So saying, forthwith worked a marvel— 

His very self He made me be,3 

Clement of Alexandria, referring to the Christian as the 

true ‘ gnostic/ lays stress on the necessity of being * allied to 

God by divine love, so that by like we may see like.’4 ‘ The 

knowledge of ignorance is the first lesson in walking according 

to the word. An ignorant man has sought, and having sought, 

he finds the Teacher ; and finding has believed ; and believing, 

has hoped ; and henceforward having loved, is assimilated to 

what was loved,—endeavouring to be what he first loved’.5 

The mystical life is a continual endeavour of the soul to 

conform to the image of the soul’s Beloved,—of being progres¬ 

sively transformed from glory to glory.6 The perfection of the 

prayer which is rapture in God pcuir <yy jrpos Kvpiov in the 

thought of S. John Climacus in his famous and much criticized 

Ladder of Paradise, consists in the perpetual union of the soul 

with God.7 It is not a fitful feeling or occasional emotion but a 

life, a sustained, continuous relationship progressing towards the 

fruition of final oneness. The Gospel way of putting it is 

‘ abiding in God,’8 and such abiding is not an inert quiescence 

but active, fruitful living. ‘ I am the vine, ye are the branches; 

he who abideth in Me, / also abiding in him, bringeth forth much 

1 Below, pp. 29, 49, and Ar. 7J/.175, 245, 246, 309, 314, 361, 367, 370, 

2 Below, p. 43. 

3 Below, p. 101, and notes at pp. 184, 218. 

4 Stromata, Book v, ch. 1. 

5 Ibid., ch. 3. 

6 Galatians iv. 19 ; Ephesians iv. 13. 

7 Pourrat, Christian Spirituality, p. 292. 

8 S. John.xv. 3, ... 1 Johnii. 28, iii. 24. Andrew Murray’s Abide in 

Christ is the best single exposition of the Johannine theme. With it may also 

be read Hall’s Christ Mystical, one-of the three great books of General Gordon. 
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fruit.'1 2 The analogy of the vine and the branches is more 

consLtent with practical mysticism than are the analogies of 

salt in water,* flame on camphor,3 and iron in fire,4 which do 

not convey the conception of life while they lay stress on the 

intensity of the union. The life of union is that of one seeking 

for the source of the fountain of grace ‘ till he cometh to the 

first original source which is in the heart of God, and there he 

drinketh the hidden wisdom of God, which no one knoweth 

save he who hath received it.’5 The life of union is a life of 

active, diffusive love, for * the more anyone is in union with God, 

the more is he filled with love.’6 In spiritual union there is 

between God and the soul much giving of Himself by God, * with 

such romantic exclusiveness, that we feel He belonged to us 

alone, and that all of Him was ours.*7 The expression called 

* union,’ it is attested by Christian and non-Christian mysti¬ 

cism, begins as a realization in this present life.8 9 Let us have 

done, says Dr. Rendal Harris, with postponed heavens.’ 

* The reunion of man with God and the will of God is what 

constitutes heaven in this life and heaven in the next.’10 The 

attainment of the knowledge which leads to union is not a 

matter of formulas. Each soul’s experience, and experience is 

highest when it is in Christ Jesus, is its best proof. There is 

always a residuum of the ineffable in mystical experience. The 

things of the spirit have to be discerned spiritually. ‘ I abhor 

1 S. John xv. 5. See the Rev. Hugh Macmillan’s The True Vine, ch. vi, 

4 Abiding in the vine.’ 

2 Below, p. 35, and N. M. 160, 1276. 

3 Below, p. 121, and see below, Introd., Part ix. 

* N. ill. 123, 1277. S. John of the Cross, The Living Flame of Love, 

Prologue, § 3, employs the analogy of a log of wood set on a fire and 4 trans¬ 

formed into fire and united with it ’ to explain the state of the soul 4 trans¬ 

formed and glowing intensly in the fire of love united with the divine fire, and 

become a living flame.’ 

5 Tauler, The Following of Christ, Part ii, § 47. 

s S. Bernard of Clairraux in Grimley’s Selections, p. 97. 

7 P. W. Faber, Creator and Creature, Book ii, ch. iii. 

8 See above, for Tayumanavar’s testimony, p. lvi. 

9 Union with God, p. 20. 

10 Rendal Harris, Union with Godt p. 23, 
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to see man s salvation thrown into a demonstrative syllogism, or 

the things of God weighed by the short measure of man;L.nd not 

by the measures of the sanctuary. I wish to see a mind bowed 

down before the seven-branched candlestick of the spirit, 

deeply influenced by the air of the temple, the fumes of the* 

fiankincense, and unearthly light of the glorious pillar of the 

presence. I like to see it just glancing with half-averted eye to 

a deep, mysterious subject, scarcely daring to rest there because 

it-feels the ground so holy. All things around him are full of 

God, and God visible is before him, so that, as Solomon says, his 

words are not only wary, but FEW’.1 * 

Part IX. ANALOGIES, ILLUSTRATIONS, FIGURES 

i 50. It is characteristic of the reasoning in the Upani 

shads that analogies are employed with the force of argument. 

£ As water adheres not to the lotus leaf, so evil adheres not to 

him who knows that the self is Brahma.’9 The illustration 

does not prove either why water does not adhere to the 

lotus leaf or why action does not adhere to the knower. 

Botn statements are assumed to be true, and one is paralleled 

with the other. This is the case'with almost all the analogies 

in the Upanishads, but they are undoubtedly used there, as 

in Hindu reasoning generally, as proofs instead of supposition^. 

‘ As a snake sheds its skin, so the knower is freed from 

sin ’,3—two assumptions, two facts, but one does not prove 

or explain the other. ‘As birds and deer do not resort to a 

mountain on fire, so faults reach not the knower of Brahma ’ 4 

—one does not prove the other. A few of the Upanishad 

analogie’s which are intended to be suggestive of proof may be 

mentioned here : 

1. As water rained upon rough ground runs to waste among the hills, 

so he who sees qualities as different runs to waste after them.5 

* Letter xxix, in the Rev. J. E. Bowden’s, The Life and Letters of the 
Rev. Dr. F. IV. Faber, p. 87. 

3 Chandog. 4. 14. 3. Maitri, 3. 2, Prasna, 5. 5. 

3 Prasna, 5. 5. 

4 Maitri, 6. 1C. 

5 Katha, 4. 14. 

22 
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2. As pure water poured forth into pure becomes the very same, so 

become0 the soul of the seer.1 

3. As the one fire entering the world becomes correspondent in form 

to every form, so the Inner Soul of all things corresponds in form to every 

form.2 

4. As the sun is not sullied by the faults of the eye so the Inner Soul 

is not sullied by the evil in the world.3 

5. As an overlord sets his overseers over villages, so this life-breath 

controls the other breaths.4 -v 

6. As birds resort to a tree for rest, so everything resorts to the All-soul.5 

7. As rivers flowing into the ocean disappear, their name and form 

destroyed, and the whole is ocean, even so this one’s parts on reaching the 

Person disappear, name and form destroyed, and the whole is simply the 

Person.6 

8. As a mirror stained with dust shines brilliantly when cleansed, so 

the embodied one, on seeing the nature of the Atman, becomes unitary.7 

9. As a lump of iron, overcome by fire and beaten by workers, passes 

into a different form, so the elemental soul, overcome by the Inner Person and 

beaten by qualities, gets a different form.8 

10. As there is no one to touch harlots in an unoccupied house, so he 

wlfo does not touch objects of sense is an ascetic.9 

11. As the huntsman draws in fish with his net and sacrifices them in 

the fire of his stomach, thus does one draw in these breaths with Om and 

sacrifice them in the fire fhat is free from ill.10 

12. As ghee in a heated cauldron lights up by contact with [lighted] 

grass. ... So does he also who is called non-breath light up by cofltact 

with the breaths.11 

13. As a lamp exists because of wick, support and oil, so the self and 

the sun exist because of the combination of the Inner Self and the world- 

egg.12 

14. As a lump of salt cast in water would dissolve right into the 

water. . , . and whenever one takes it, the water is salty, so this great, 

infinite, limitless Being is a mass of knowledge.13 

],5. As all the spokes are held together in the hub and felly of a wheel, 

so in this All-soul all things ... all selves are.14 

16. As a falcon . . . having flown around here in space, becomes 

weary, folds its wings, and is borne to its nest, so this person goes to that state 

where, asleep, he desires no desires, and dreams no dreams.15 

17. As herbs arise on the earth, as the hairs of the head and body 

from a living person, so from the Imperishable arises everything.16 

1 Katha, 4. 15. 2 Ibid., 5. 9. 3 Ibid., 5. 11. 4 Prasna, 3. 4. 

5 Ibid., 4. 7. 6 Ibid., 6. 5. See above, p. xcix. 

7 Svet, 2. 14. 8 Maitri, 3. 3. 9 Ibid., 6. 9. \ 

10 Ibid., 6. 26. 11 Ibid., 6. 26. 12 Ibid., 6. 36. 

13 Brihad, 2. 4. 12. That everything here is what the All-soul is argued 

from sixteen analogies in Brihad, ?. 4. 7-12 

14 Brihad, 2. 5. 15. 15 Ibid., 4. 3. 19. 16 Mtindaka, 1. 1. 7. 
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18. As from a blazing fire sparks, so from the Imperishable are 

produced manifold beings.1 

The reasoning in most of the Upanishad analogies is in 

the unsatisfactory form, ‘ A is B, therefore C is D.’* There is a 

seeming comparison, a suggested connection, a surreptitious 

conclusion. 

§ 51. In Tayumanavar all figures are not analogies, nor all 

analogies intended to be arguments. Most of his illustrations 

are comparisons. At the same time it may be observed that 

some of them, if cast into the Upanishad mould, may have the 

mischievous effect of seeming to have the force of argument, 

if not of proof. Seven of his illustrations are capable of such 

misapplication. 

1. The soul may remain related to God as the eye is to 

the sun.2 This means, as the first line of the stanza shows,3 * 

that if God, who is all expans?, were to be in contact with the 

smaller expanse of the human mind, then, the soul would be so 

related to God as the eye, deriving its light from the sun, is to 

the sun. The eye and sun analogy is obviously illustrative. 

As*the light in the eye is related to the light of the sun, 

so is the soul in union with God—in this Upanishad form 

the statement may be construed to suggest that union is proved 

by what is admittedly true of the eye and the sun. The poet 

does not intend this. 

2. ‘ As light of lamp by sunlight ! 4 is an analogy of 

great significance. The poet does not contemplate the extin¬ 

guishing of the light of the lamp, but the sustained existence of 

the lesser light in the sphere of the greater. The lamplight 

retains its character: the soul in union with God retains 

its individuality. The analogy of lamplight in sunlight does not 

prove the survival of all individuality in union with God. It 

illustrates a teaching.5 

1 Mundaka, 2. 1. 1. 2 N.M. 406, t/SfJi/uQufiu, 

3 G)aieflurrsar i/Qiufir tear sSitSear, 

4 N.M. 1280, below p. 121. In N.M. 1274 the same idea is expressed by 

the analogy of moonlight in sunlight. 

5 See below, p. 219 for the Christian analogy of two lighted tapers ; and 

that of the stream of water losing itself in the ocean. See above, p. c. 
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3. The nature1 of the soul is to be attached to good 

or bad. In its condition of association with its original taint2 

the soul is like a piece of iron in fire, the iron remaining iron 

and not becoming fire.3 The soul retains its individuality as 

the iron its iron character. The union of the soul with God, in 

a state of love, is as iron in fire.4 The poet implies that 

in sin or in salvation the soul retains its personality, however 

corrupt or however cleansed. The analogy of iron in fire is 

employed by S. Bernard of Clairvaux.5 

4. Resembling the iron and fire analogy is that of camphor 

on fire. It is used to illustrate three different thoughts: (1) When 

the saint approaches God-likeness in its nearest manner his 

physical side disappears as camphor encased in fire.6 7 Such a 

saint’s appearance shines as does camphor in a flame of fire.' 

(2) God is the heavenly lamp in whose light the mind, its 

carnality, of the saint melts as a ball of camphor in fire.8 (3) In 

union with God the humanity of the soul is swallowed up by the 

Divinity of God’s grace.9 On the appearance of the Guru the 

soul is as a camphor mountain on fire, the grace of God so 

operating on it that it ;s all fire, and the sins are burnt.10 *It is 

with reference to* spiritual union that God is likened to the light 

of a camphor-flame unassailed by any evil.11 

5. * As salt in water,*5 so is the soul merged in the Divinity 

1 Above, § 34. 2 Above, § 29. 

3 N.M. 123, tA(§uiusnf*) See above, § 50 analogy 

* N.M. 1277, gtuvfimissr $drurp 

jSiAesficjioQufBrairp filBQfarQen&BgGarir. 

s S. Bernard, while not ignoring the soul’s individuality, lays stress 

on its partaking of the Divine likeness. ‘The iron becometh very like*fire 

itself.’ So when S. John of the Cross (see above, p. clxviii) speaks of 

a log of wood set on fire and ‘ transformed into fire ’ he does not ignore 

individuality. 

9 N.M. 153. *ii:l<y,r$uii>Gur»>u GurQiurvRuu p&iwigi LjeotbGust&drQtjtb. 

7 N.M. 880. rfl<gdspu<& G*iiept(Sjt—pjSuii) 

sSpji stuyrwQura) aiiuiscgih, 

8 N.M. 894. ft-«jrgy utarii siuy,r ejenbrsasi—Gu/rGeu sevrtu 

iSeorgn mnesrmp tSeniGs. 

9 N.M. 160. 

10 N.M. 148, translated above, at p. cxxxy. 

N.M. 1278, below, p. 121. 
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of God’s grace.1 2 The converse of the saints with God blends 

souls with Deity as salt in water.9 The poet longs for the day 

when he will be in oneness, as salt in water, with God who is 

the perfection of wisdom and bliss and ineffable grace most 

refreshing.3 

6. The analogy of milk in water 4 conveys the same idea 

as that in the salt and water illustration. The milk analogy 

occurs in the famous Tirumctntram lines quoted in a different 

context elsewhere. 5 

7. The idea of union is illustrated by the analogy of the air 

in the expanse of the sky.6 

Each of the above seven illustrations is capable of being 

transformed into the Upanishad implication, ‘ A is B, therefore 

C is D.’ As illustrations calcula ted to be helpful in explaining, 

not proving, a fact of spiritual experience, they are of value. 

The Upanishad figure of the river losing itself in the 

ocean 7 is not directly employed by Tayumanavar. We have it, 

however, suggested, though not with the Upanishad implica¬ 

tions, in the idea of all religions being merged in Siva. As the 

sea receives unto it all rivers, even so Siva is the receiver of all 

religions.8 Siva’s Sakti is she who has swallowed up all creeds 

as the sea the rivers.9 

§ 52. An alphabetical view of some of the other illustra¬ 

tions in the psalms of Tayumanavar may be of interest. 

Axle-pin— 

Whatever may be happening to the soul, its original taint of sin remains 

as unmoving as the axle-pin of a temple car.10 

Bee— 
1. God as the soul’s lover approaches the grace-matured soul in the 

same way as a bee goes to the open flower and not to the bud.11 

1 N.M. 160. n-CiQum—uenu 

2 N.M. 782, below, p. 35 

3 N.M. 1276. QeuuAuj pator/tQs'teaa* 

a9uLS«afl«®i_ ii/uuf tu'tewr 114*1 at is biGot it. 

4 Below, p. 121. 5 Above, p. xxxii, 

6 N.M. 1275. itHGuteu. 7 Above, p.Scix.. 

8 N.M. 134. Lj(gi)Mu.4»Qutp *i&tuQsri$.iu£/f2ssr!LiAQpaL-.iirgiLiigii>, So 

N.M. 411. 
8 N.M. 578. *I_-Q«uar# See N.M. 630. 

10 N.M. 45, translated above, p. lxxviii. 11 N.M. 78, below, p. 43. 
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2. The joy of experienced religion makes the devotee as inebriate with 

peace Qd happiness as ‘ a drunken bee.’1 

Beetle— 

1, God is active in man’s spirit as the beetle in the lotus bud.2 

2. It is to those who, like the beetle in a bud, find themselves attracted 

to the fragrance of the flower of mownatn that God grants blessing,3 

Child— 

1. The soul in its original condition is startled into remembiance and 

sense-impressions as a child in the cradle wdien pinched on its thighs feels 

pain.4 

2. Apart from God, the soul is as a motherless child.3 

3. The soul feels God’s protection as a child is aware of its mother’s.8 

4. The devotee in times of depression feels lonely as a child whose 

mother is far from it.7 

5. The saint remains in peace as a child slumbering in its cradle.8 

Cloud— 

1. God is a cloud grace-laden and descending on the devout in 

abuddance of blessing.9 

2. God is the cloud wateriug the true religions.10 

Cotton— 

1. The poet fears that his critics may look upon his verses as light 

as cotton.11 

2. The mind is moved about as a piece of cotton in the wind.12 

Cow— 

1. The soul, like a calf whose bleatings attract the cow, calls to God.13 

2. As the cow will seek out her lost calf, so God cares for souls.14 

3. As the cow is tender towards the calf, so God feels for souls.15 

Crow— 

1. As crows are put to flight by a stone thrown at them, so grace 

dispels Karma.16 

2. Crows feed together with other crows. So let* all men come 

together to feed on the abundance of grace.17 

3. The saints flee from the very words of worktUness as a crow at 

sight of a stone.18 

Deer— 

God assumes human shape to win men just as a tame deer is employed 

to decoy other deer.19 

1 NtM. 154, 360. 2 N.M. 563. * N.M. 745. 
4- N.M. 92, below, p 55. 5 N.M. 100 , 306, 8 N.M. 421. 
7 N.M. 984. 8 N.M. 713 
9 N.M. 84. See below, p 115 and Ar M. 319, 335, 405. 10 N.M. 585 

\ l N.M. 115. 12 N.M. 1335, and below, p. 48. 13 N.M. 137. 
1 4 N.M. 494. See above, § 42. 
1 5 N.M. 669. 
ia N.M. 94, below n 57 \7 N.A 1. 5V>. 

N.M. 1249. N.M. 148. S; se above, p. cxxvii. 
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£ggs~ 

The worlds are held up in space as marvellously as a magician 

balances on his hand eggs piled one on top of the other.1 

Elephant— 

1. When closest to God and not to know Him to be so near is like the 

trainer looking inside an earthen pot for the elephant which is already in his 

keeping.2 

2. The uncontrolled mind is like a wild elephant.3 

3. By association with God man will be able to use divine wisdom as a 

man directs a once wild elephant.4 

Forest— 

Desire is a forest in which one is likely to lose his way.5 

Fragrance— 

1. As the pent-up fragrance in the flower diffuses itself under a full 

moon when its time for doing so has come, so does joy possess the spirit of 

the grace-matured.6 

2. God is in the soul as fragrance in the flower.7 

3. God is in all life and matter as fragrance in the flower.8 

Fair— 

Earthly ties are like acquaintances at a fair, meetings in the market¬ 

place.9 

Gold— 

1. As gold refined in the tire are those who daily disciplines their 

mind.10 

2. Grace transmutes the soul into the gold of Deity.11 

Hare— 
Unrealities are likened to ' the horn of a hare, lotus in mid-air and a 

mirage. ’12 

Hunters— 

The senses are to the soul a- those who with bow and arrows seek 

game.13 

This figure of the soul being beset by the senses as an animal by 

hunters is used in the Bodham.1* 

Iron— 
1. In fire (See above, p. clxxii.) 

2. The soul is drawn to God as iron is by a magnet.15 

1 N.M. 390, below, p. 85. 2 N.M. 160 3 N.M. 586. 4 N.M. 1284. 

5 N.M. 284, and below, p., 137. 6 N.M. 62. 7 Below, p. 15. 

8 Below p. 155. 9 N.M. 113. 10 N.M. 989. 11 Below, p. 21. 

12 N M. 39, 189, 419, 551, 1225, 1228. 

13 N.M. 125, 306, 900, 1147. 

14 Sutra, 3. 

15 N.M. 55, 217, 342, 1041. See below, pp 73, 196. The figure.-, of magnet 

and iron, iron and fire, fire and wood, salt and water are used in Siddhiyar, 

3, 11, 12. 
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Ladder— 

To lay foundations of grammar and other learning whereon to build a 

knowledge for obtaining heaven is like planting cotton trees in the hope of 

getting cotton for the making of a ladder of thread to reach the skies.1 

Lotus— 

As the lotus in sunlight so rejoices the soul in God.2 

Maiden— 

See above, p. clx and below, pp. 42, 43. 

Mirror— 

The soul has a capacity for attachment to good or bad as a mirror 

reflects colours and receives impressions.3 * In the Tiru Aral Pay an* is this 

comparison, ‘ As the crystal, (mirror) reflects itself and several colours in the 

light of the sun, so the world is related to the Light of the Lord.’ In the 

Gita5 another Hinlu thought is expressed by the figure of the mirror, ‘As 

the mirror is covered by rust so is this (sou)) covered by it (taint).’ The 

Siddhanta view of soul, it is explained,6 is different from the Vedanta, in 

their context of the mii*ror analogy, in that the Vedanta in this respect takes 

no accpunt of God. 

‘ Nelly ' Fruit— 

To the saint divine knowledge is clear and transparent and he possesses 

God as clearly as the hand holds in its hollow the ‘ nelly ’ fruit.7 

This is a common Siddhanta figure expressing assurance of relationship 

to God.8 

Nightingale— 

As the nightingale longs for moonlight so the soul longs for God.9 

Oil- 
As oil in seed so is God’s indwelling in the soul and in immanence.10 

Peacock— 
The joy of the soul at sight of God is as that of the peacock at sight 

of the sun.11 

I N.M. 821 2 Below, p. 119. 3 N.M..H9. 4 vi. 5. 5 iii. 38. 

6 Nalla, T. A. P., pp. 28, 29 and Studies, pp. 44, 68, 328, 335. For a use 

of the mirror analogy in Catholic mysticism see below, p. 210. With the 

thought in N.M. 1035 (see above, p. clxvii) of the image of the Beloved in the 

soul may be compared the words of Rumi the Persian ‘ Like a mirror the 

soul has received Thine image in its heart ’ (Davis, The Persian Mystics, i. 52). 

7 N.M. 105, 10G, 138, 139, 643, and below, pp. 197, 198. 

8 Timvachagam, iii. Line 112, xxvii. Line 15. Sundaramurti, Tevaram, 

Tiruvanyaykkalam, section i, stanza 2. In Gnanakkummie, stanza 134 are the 

lines, 

QtsevvSuS&itggi e^LLQ^^inQcrr. . . i.e. the ‘ nelly ’ fruit in the 

jungle is the ‘ nelly ’ fruit in the house, the figure of the other, and the 

house is the heart. Those who seek it afar know not it is in the house. 

9 Below, p. 120. 

10 ALM. 21, (below, pp. 15 and 155) and N.M. 1203. 

II Below, p.' 120. 
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Pearl— 

The mystic speaks of God as a pearl, an unpierced pearl.1 

Rain— 

God in His graciousness is as the abundant rain.2 

Sand— 

It is easier to count the sand of the sea than to describe Deity;3 

Sea— 

1. God is the vast sea of souls and creeds.4 

2. The poet speaks in numerous places of the sea of bliss,5 of silence,6 

of grace,7 of pain,8 of desire,9 of darkness,10 of self-seeking love,11 

Ship— 

1. God’s grace is the ship which carries the soul over the sea of births.12 

2. The soul is a frail ship to be piloted by God through life’s tempes¬ 

tuous seas.13 

3. God is the cargo of the ship of mownam (silence).14 

Sky- 

1. God’s grace is as the sky.15 

7 2. There is sky-space within the heart.10 

3. To endeavour to see God by devices of religion is like climbing a 

hill,for the purpose of seeing the sky which could be seen everywhere.17 

Tiger— 

As a deer in sight of a tiger is the soul in the environment of worldli¬ 

ness.18 

Tilling— 

The process of attaining spiritual perfection according to the Siddhanta 

is described in two beautiful psalms undert he analogies of tilling the earth, 

and of other agricultural acts.19 

Top— 

1. The mind is as a top moving under the will of God,20 

2. The soul in the sphere of attachments is like a top whirling after 

the string had been withdrawn.21 

3. The mind when free from distractions is like a top that had ceased 
to whirl.22 

Toy-house— 

To be contended with the lesser things of life without knowing 9 the 

way of stillness ’ is like being as children happy in their ‘ toy sand- 

houses ’.23 

1 Below, pp. 71, 196. 2 Below, pp. 29, 31, 43, 44. 3 N.M. 339. 

4 Above, p. clxxiii. 5 Below, p, 64. N.M. 393, 641. 0 AKM. 424, etc. 

7 N.M. 452 and below, p. 61. 8 N.M. 497. 8 N.M. 942. 

10 N.M. 1194. 11 Below, p. 30, 12 Below, pp. 30, 88. 

13 Below, p. 47. 14 N.M. 750. 15 Below, pp. 30, 62. 

10 Below, p. 17. 17 N.M. 735. 18 N.M. 401. 

19 N.M. 72 (Below, p. 51), and N.M. 537. 

20 N.M. 324 (BeT w, p. 48). 

21 N.M. 1326. 22 N.M. 114. 

23 

23 Below, p. 26 and N.M. 822. 
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Water— 

As water runs down a slope and meets a stream so is the soul’s joy 

when it meets the joy of God.1 

2. A stone thrown into a pool clears the film off the face of the water, 

so are the words of the wise to a man.2 

Wax- 

1. The soul in ecstasy is as wax in fire.3 

2. In yearning for God the soul is as wax in fire 4 

3. The mind is capable of receiving spiritual impressions as heated 

wax to receive material impressions.5 

These few are intended to be representative of the many 

illustrations with which the poet makes beautiful his utterances, 

and deepens the meaning of his thoughts, about (among other 

subjects) sin, deliverance, the sorrows of the soul, the mind of 

man, the blessedness of abiding in God, and the joy of the soul’s 

union with God. 

Part X. THE TEXT AND TRANSLATIONS 

§ 53. The Tamil original of the printed text was at first 

in books made of palmyrah leaves strung together. The Tamil 

word for the leaf when so used is gteo {Olay) and the book of 

such leaves is (ehdhu). From time to time the poet would 

write down for the benefit of his disciples or friends his ex¬ 

periences in verse, or sing to them some of his compositions. His 

cousin Arulayya Pillai was among those who were constantly 

with the poet, particularly when he had finally renounced the 

world and betaken himself to the devout life. Arulayya Pillai 

is described by a Tamil editor of the Psalms 3 as the chief of 

‘ those disciples who followed the poet from place to place as 

his very shadow.’ The poet’s only son Kanagasabapathi Pillai 

received spiritual instruction from Arulayya Pillai. To Arulayya 

Pillai’s zealous interest in his Master, and to Kanagasabapathi 

Pillai’s filial enthusiasm in his sainted father’s spiritual enterprise, 

must be ascribed the preservation of the poet’s utterances. In a 

1 N.AI. 440. 2 Al.AL 849. ' Below, pp. 44, 47. 

4 N.AI. 88, 577, 1329. 5 N.AI. 421. 

* The editor of N\AI. e'dinon, at p. lfi. 
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place called Annappan Pettai, south of Tanjore, is a mutt where 

Ambalavana Swamy, one in the line of discipleship from 

Tayumana Swamy, had gathered round him a number of devout 

students of religion. Among those students was Arunasala 

Swamy, latterly head of the mutt, and he is believed to have 

had in his possession the original sj® books from which the 

Psalms came to be first printed.1 It is conceivable that 

more than one sj® copy of the poems had been made, and 

probably by more than one disciple either of the poet or of 

Arulayya Pillai, and that such copies are extant in Tanjore. 

The printed text, however, has become so standardized that 

there is in no Tamil edition any variant reading occasioning an 

appeal to the original manuscripts. There is one point however 

to which attention should be drawn. The psalms of Tayumanavar 

are given in all Tamil editions as 1452 in number, while Arnold,2 

referring to an edition of 1836 as apparently the first printed, 

gives the number as 1453. If the 1836 edition contained 1453 

hymns, then it is very early testimony to the 1453rd psalm being 

the one of 32 lines which, in N.M. and some later editions, is 

headed Kochchagam and printed, unnumbered in N.M. after the 

regular ‘ finis,’ Q,p/bflujgj, * here endeth.’ The N.M. editor 

says of this extra psalm, ‘ This is found in an edition lately 

come into our hands.’ The extra-canonical position allotted 

to this psalm in the N.M. edition would seem to show that the 

learned editor had doubts as to the paternity of the foundling. 

If the 1836 edition, however, had this as its 1453rd psalm, then 

the reasons for withholding recognition of its right to a place with 

its fellows are considerably weakened. On the other hand— 

assuming, a right assumption it seems to me, that Tayu¬ 

manavar addressed in the Kochchagam is the poet’s name for 

God 3 and not the poet himself—internal, evidence is unfavour¬ 

able to the Kochchagam being attributed to Tayumanavar. The 

1 Sambandha Mudaliyar’s edition, p. iii. 

2 J. R. Arnold. Galaxy of Tamil Poets. p. 171. Dr. Grierson in The 

Imperial Gazetteer of India, ii. 436 describe Tayumanavar as the author of 

1453 pantheistic hymns. 

3 See above, p, xl. 
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disparity between it and the poet’s admitted work, in thought 

and diction, is sufficient at least to suggest a doubt and to put 

the critical reader upon inquiry. 

§ 54. It is difficult to say whether the recension of 

Saravana Perumal Aiyar, or any earlier one, was avai^ble to the 

editor of what, according to Mr. J. R. Arnold,1 was the first 

printed edition of TayumSnavar’s Psalms, the edition of 1836. 

There is apparently no copy of the 1836 edition in the British 

Museum.2 The recension of Saravana Perumal Aiyar is the 

basis of Karunananda Swamy’s edition published in Madras in 

1851, and of Adimula Mudaliyar’s edition published in 1885 at 

Trichinopoli. The present writer regrets he does not possess 

copies of the editions of 1836, 1851 or 1885. Among other 

principal Tamil editions of the psalms may be noted the 

following : 

1. T. Sambandha Mudaliyar’s edition, published with a short biogra¬ 

phical note and a commentary, as a volume of the Vidhya Vinodhini Series, 

in 1891 an the American Mission Press, Madras. This edition contains 1,452 

hymns, and has like all other editions the memorial 232 lines composed by 

Tayumanavar’s disciple Arulayya Pillai. 

2. K. Kuppusami Mudaliyar’s edition published in Madras in 1905. 

3. The 1905 Madras edition was re-issued in 1912 revised and enlarged, 

Dy Kuppusami Mudaliyar, b.a. The edition contains a life of Tayumanavar 

by the editor, full notes on the first three Psalms taken from the Ms. notes 

left by Kuppusami Mudaliyar, the editor of the 1905 edition, and Rama Yogi’s 

short notes on the rest of the psalms. The 1453rd psalm is accorded a doubtful 

position. 

4. The N.M. edition, the text of which is the basis of my translation, 

was published in Madras in 1906 edited by K. Nagalinga Mudaliyar who is 

responsible for the glossary and biography in the book. There are no notes. 

This is the only edition in which the hymns are throughout continuously 

numbered. The last number is 1452. The Kochcjiagam is printed after the 

* finis.’ This is the best edition so far as the bare text is concern.ed. 

5. Parthasarati Naidu’s edition issued in 1910 from the Sri Patmana- 

vilasa Press, Madras, has only the first 271 hymns continuously numbered. 

The commentary has much in common with that in T. Sambandha Mudaliyar’s 

edition. 

6. The edition published in Madras in 1909 by K. M. Swamy and Co. 

(referred to in the body of the present work as K. S. Mudaliyar’s edition) has 

1 Galaxy of Tamil Poets (Tamil), p. 171. 

2 Barnett and Pope's Catalogue column 371, makes «o mention of an 

1836 edition. 
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notes written by Kalyanasundara Mudaliyar. The notes are the fullest of any 

edition of the psalms and are illustrated by Sanscrit and Tamil quotations 

from text-writers. The learned commentator differs in places from others. 

This is the best edition from the point of view of exposition of the text. 

§ 55. A short survey of English renderings of selections 

from the psalms of Tayumanavar before the present writer’s 

undertaking may be of interest. The. survey does not claim to 

be exhaustive, but it is very nearly so. I am indebted to Mr. O. S. 

Mahendram, Barrister-at-law, Federated Malay States, for a 

copy of perhaps the earliest English version of a'ny portion of 

the psalms. The translation is by Dr. Graul.1 I‘t was made in 

the year 1876. The hymns translated are selections from 

Pdraparakkanni.2 The following may be taken as typical of 

Dr. Graul’s work :— 

Thou nectar never cloying. Thou stream of heavenly bliss, 

O Thou the good that dwells in perfect loveliness, 

O Supremest Being.3 

My coral Thou, my pearl, my mine of purest gold, 

My beam of brightness, spirit, light, my priceless wealth untold, 

O Supremest Being.4 

My eye, my thought, my tree, my heavenly stream, 

Thou art my ether-ray, my joy, and wonder-dream, 

O Supremest Being.5 

The object Thou of love, of every heartfelt pleasure, 

Of souls that prize alike the potsherd and the treasure, 

O Supremest Being.6 

Who’d gaze at heaven first climbs the mountain-height : 

Self-contemplation’s wings towards Thee aim their flight, 

O Supremest Being.’ 

The pages of back volumes of The Madras Christian College 

Magazine have enshrined in them many valuable contributions 

on Tamil religious literature. In 1884 the Rev. G. McKenzie 

Cobban contributed to that magazine an article entitled 

1 The Indian Antiquary, Volume for 1876. 2 See below, p. 31. 

3 N.M. 639. 

4 N.M. 644. 

5 N.M. 645. 

6 N.M. 651. 

7 N.M. 735. The opposite ot this translation is the sense of the lines. 

See above, p. clxxvii. 
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Tdyumdnavar and his Poetry, 1 giving English renderings of 

ALM. i-13. The first Psalm2.is thus translated : 

What is that which full of joy, shineth ever everywhere, 

So that men henceforth may never speak of Him as 1 here * or ‘ there,’ 

In whose grace ensphered, abiding, all the worlds unnumbered roll, 

He hath willed it so who giveth life to every living soul, 

What alone hath passed unhindered 3 into mind and speech of man, 

Theme of endless disputation ’mong the sects since tilme began ? 

Clamoured over, grasped as treasure, ‘ our’s,’ ‘ our’s,’ ignorant 

they cry, 

The All-powerful, All-knowing, joyous through eternity? 

What is that, unchanging ever knowing neither night nor day ? 

That indeed my mind desireth,4 that can give me joy alway. 

Think on Him who great and silent, as the heaven us bendeth o’er, - 

Him the soul of all we gaze on—let us worship and adore. 

Mr. Cobban gives this version of N.M. 105 : 

Who built this house of darkness for my home, 

Where only lightning gleams of truth may come, 

And make my knowledge but a little sum ? 

Who wrote upon my head that I should keep 

With care this knowledge, and should hide it deep 

As treasure in my heart ? Anon, to sleep 

Who lulled me, and, as if ’twould last for aye, 

Caused me to feed this body day by day, 

Careless of soul-bliss which knows no decay ? 

By my desire did worldly goods invest 

Me ? Father, Mother, whence are they possessed 

By me ? On others must the burden rest 

Of blame for all ? The fruit of lives long gone ? 

The fault of circumstances or my own ? 

What is it ? The great reason lies unknown 

Beyond my ken. O Perfect Joy that fills 

All places, even the least, with silent thrills 

Of bliss ! To Thee are known my varied ills. 

Reading the six pages of translation and the prose apprecia¬ 

tion or the poet one regrets that a Christian scholar like 

1 July, 1884, vol. ii, No. 1, p. 1. 2 See below, pp. 3, 4. 

3 The original man mini>«#* pc.1-im afiarpmeans ‘ what is that which is 

not within reach of mind or speech.’ 

4 The Tamil suggests the idea that the transcendent may 
yet be comprehended. 

3 See below, p. 8. 
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Mr. Cobban, gifted with a fine literary sense and sympathetic in¬ 

sight, did not translate more than what he has contributed to 

the pages of a college magazine. 

The Rev. G. E. Phillips in an article on Hindu Devotional 

Literature in Tamil1 has three pages for a few remarks on 

Tayumanavar. He translates the six couplets1 2 3 which form the 

section lllayo, * Is there not ’ ? thus: 

Naught know I, in deep dark of error shrouded ; 

But Lord, hast Thou no wisdom lamp for me ? 

Light of my eyes, is there no flood of glory 

For me, when, never moved, I cease from deeds P 

My knowledge ended, hast Thou no contrivance 

That with Thee only I should rest in peace ? 

Lord, worse than dog am I, is there no magic 

That will bestow on me Thy form of bliss ? 

I think this flesh is I. Is there no secret 

For me to change to Thee and so abide ? 

O Form unseen, is there for me no teaching 

That day and night I may be joined to Thee ? 

The year 1897 saw the beginnings of a great revival of Tamil 

literary enterprise in South India. The first number of a monthly 

journal, The Siddhanta Deepika,' was issued in that year under 

the editorship of that great Siddhanta Scholar Mr. J. M. 

Nallaswamy Pillai. Among translations of Tamil religious 

classics contributed to the first volume was an English rendering 4 

of a selection from Tayumanavar’s psalms by Mr. R. Shanmuga 

Mudaliyar, a lawyer of Salem. He had the translation later 

issued as a book with the title, ‘ The Philosophical Poem of 

the Saint Thdyumdnavar (A great Tamil Vedanta Siddhanti), 

translated by R. Shanmuga Mudaliyar, Pleader, Salem \5 Except 

in the case of a few verses 6 the translation is all in prose. The 

1 The Madras Christian College Magazine, April, 1910, p. 505 

2 N.M. 1373-78. 

3 The Journal failed with its thirteenth volume. 

4 S. D. vol. i, No. 1, p. 2. The translation ran into the third volu/me. 

5 C. N. Press, Madras, 1897. 

6 The Philos. Poem, pp. 8-12 (of Part ii of the 5 parts of the book) . 
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following is an example of the learned Mudaliyar’s verse- 

rendering :— 

Though letters, consonants, if joined to ‘ a * 

Can only sound and otherwise are mute, 

Yet they are not by nature, birth, the same ; 

So Pasupathi th’ Beneficent Lord 

Is the guide of all things and yet not all : 

With no likes nor dislikes He does His act ; , 

The Maha C'hail any am in form He is ; 

By Himself He stands not describable ; 

Lo ! Then on Him with love I meditate.1 

It will be noticed by the reader familiar with the original 

that the translator had to introduce explanatory words like 

maha chaitanyam to make the original better understood. This 

is a necessary expedient to save a translation from inelegant 

literalness and at the same time to keep the poet’s meaning un¬ 

impaired. The use of explanatory expedients may not, however, 

always prove happy. 

The late Sir P. Arunachalam contributed to the Siddhanta 

Deepika translations of two of Tayumanavar’s Psalms. The 

poet’s AhavaV jf&ojG) ‘ A supplication ’ is one of them. From 

the English rendering3 the following is taken :— 

O perfect fulness that in the shape of Teacher, beauteous with holy 

grace and knpwledgej showerest grace, 

Thou that ever stoodst as One, O Pure Form, never-waning 

Substance, great Ocean of Goodness, 

O splendour that art the beginning and tfie end and every bliss, O 

Truth, wealth imperishable, 

Thou didst of Thy ^reat and divine grace set the earth and all the 

spheres of this wide universe. .... 

And in order that helpless souls may prosper which not even for the 

twinkling of an eye have intelligence of their own, 

Thou didst according to their deeds of old cause bodies, from atom to 

mighty mountain, to be, and time from an instant to measure¬ 

less aeons. 

To Sir P. Arunachalam’s A Revel in Bliss,* his other 

contribution towards the understanding of Tayumanavar by 

1 N.M. 25, below, p. 18. 2 N.M. 1451. 

3 5. D., vol. i, p. 173. 

4 Later issued in book form from his Studies and Translations from the 

Tamil., Madras, 1898. 
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English-reading people, I have made grateful references elsewhere.1 

The death of this distinguished countryman of mine in 1924 

removes from the ranks of Tamil scholars one in whom the graces 

of the cultures of the East and the West were happily blended. 

Dr. L. D. Barnett in The Heart of India, ch. xviii, writing 

on ‘ Two Tamil Votaries of Siva,’ gives 2 a prose English 

rendering of Tayumanavar’s Anandak kalippu, A Revel in Bliss.3 

He does not translate ten verses. I quote the translation of 

two verses : 

1 By grace behold everything !,’ he said. I had beheld with my under¬ 

standing in conceptions without understanding ; I saw naught but darkness, 

saw7 not even myself the seer. What is this sister ? 

* Think not in thy heart of Me, as other than thee ; be thou without a 

second.’ When he uttered this one word, how can I tell the bliss that grew 

from that word ?4 

In the pages of Prabuddha Bharata for 1913 appeared5 6 a 

series of translations from the psalms of Tayumana Swami by 

‘ A. K.’ The initials represent most probably Dr. Ananda 

K- Coomara Swamy who has written a great deal on Hindu and 

Buddhist religion and art. I very heartily agree with and 

appropriate to my own effort, his observation, ‘ Though the 

Psalms of Tayumana Swamy are, truly speaking, untranslatable, 

yet I hope the following translation of his verses will give a 

faint idea of the spirit of the original V Dr. Coomaraswamy's 

translation covers N.M. 1— 45 and ran in the Bharata issues 

of three years.7 As a specimen of his translation I give the 

following: 

Reason Thou art and blind delusion too ! 

Thou art the whirling vTind, the souls as well, 

That linked to mind, evolve, and yet besides 

The All-embracing Light of Love Supreme ! 

Diverse yet constant, Thou hast still become 

The manifold of sense, the organs five, 

The senses five and yet the el’ments five ! 

1 Below pp. 217, 218, 219. 2 The Heart of India, pp. 85, 86. 

3 N.M. 1421-1450, translated below, p. 100. 

4 N.M. 1433, 1434, translated below, pp. 102, 103. 
5 Commencing with the issue of June 1913, p. 114. 

6 Prabuddha Bharata, June, p. 1913, 114. 

7 Prabuddha Bharata, June, December, 1913, September, October, 

November, 1914 and July 1915. 

24 
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Without and yet within, remote, yet near, 

Thou dost still come and go. Thou art withal 

Darkness and light and good and evil too! 

Thou art the present, Thou the time to be, 

Eternity art Thou ! Thou art the One, 

Thou art the many and all and yet beyond ! 

They only know on whom Thy grace descends ! 

O ! How can any else know Thee with ease. 1 

O Bliss Supreme that fills embracing all 

The globes near us and systems far away ? 

In 1919 the publication, in a small volume, of Ponnai 

Mdtliarai and Anandak kalippu, translated by me into English, 

was projected. The English publisher, a somewhat autocratic 

and otherwise unamiable person, declined to send proofs, and 

had decided to put on the market the collection under the title, 

A Tamil Mystic with his own introduction (as if he knew 

anything of Tayumanavar) and with numerous errors (of which 

even he knew nothing) when the intervention of the Society of 

Authors frustrated the publisher’s non-literary designs. A few 

copies, I fear, of the publication thus withdrawn from circulation 

have found their way into New York. The publisher sent me 

six copies; one of which I had occasion to present, with an 

explanatory and apologetic letter, to the Royal Society of Litera¬ 

ture. If I am not too severely criticizing A Tamil Mystict the best 

part of the book that is to the credit of the troublesome publisher 

is the cover. The contents, duly corrected and revised, are 

embodied in the present work.2 

§ 56. Translation, the greatest and most prolific transla¬ 

tors in the world, namely, the British and Foreign Bible Society, 

recently declared, is not transverberation. The three—translitera¬ 

tion, transverberation, translation—are very distinct processes. 

To expect a translation to be transverberative is to look for 

confusion. It is claimed for the translation of the psalms of 

Tayumanavar in this book that it is an endeavour to present as 

faithfully as possible the sense of the original, and at the same 

time to conserve in English somewhat of the combined beauty 

1 N.M. 68, translated below at p. 161. 

2 Below, pp. 69-84 and pp. 100-113, 
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of alliteration, lilt, cadence and assonance of the original. This 

has been no easy task, I own. That the results of my seeking to 

impress upon an English mould the image of the Tamil have 

not been the success I wished they should be I hasten to confess. 

As Mrs. Rhys Davids has said, ‘ The verses have been translated 

as faithfully as lay in my power consistently with the attempt to 

convey something of the poetkr and religious feelings of the 

metrical original. To do this for a foreign idiom and an alien 

and ancient tradition, it was often necessary to expand each head 

in some rosary of terms into a phrase.’1 2 Paraphrases by way 

of explanation had to be freely employed, at the same time there 

has been kept in view the mean between a terse literalness and 

a wordy diffusiveness. ‘ Let it be readily admitted,’ to quott 

and apply the words of Mrs. Rhys Davids again, ‘ that the 

renderings are so far free as to disqualify the book from serving 

as a “crib” to the student ’/ There are words and expressions 

in Tayumanavar which, as Mr. Cobban had noticed before me,3 4 

are better rendered by euphemisms. As an example of expan¬ 

sive translation may be mentioned the latter part of No. 46 at 

p. 28, below, where many a ‘ bead in the rosary of terms * has 

been beaten out into a phrase. 

How far the English in the following pages has succeeded 

in reproducing and retaining the alliterative charm of the 

original is not for me to maintain. The reader familiar with 

the Tamil is better able to judge than one unused to Tamil 

poetry. In regard to the varieties of metre employed in the 

translation I do not at all feel urged to offer any ‘ apology for my 

poesie.’ He who thinks that all verse must march to the melody 

of Mary and her little lamb; or that all metric compositions ring 

false if they sound not in time with the curfew that tolls the 

knell of parting day—he who insists on verse being not *. erse if 

it is not trochaic or iambic is welcome to hug that delusion/ 

1 Psalms of the Sisters, p. xxxix. 

2 Ibid., p. xli. 

3 The Madras Christian College Magazine, July 1884, p. 5. 

4 In the course of a very instructive discourse on the art of narrative- 

peotry (Royal Society of Literature Essays by Divers Hands, iv, [1924], p. 55). 
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The experiment of initial rhymes1 need not jar upon ears used 

to terminal rhymes—they have only to treat the stanzas as 

written in blank verse. Varieties of syllabic arrangements have 

been attempted, but not one of them is constructed on any basis 

of defiance of rule. 

§ 57. I wonder if any one reading this Introduction will 

construe my sympathetic understanding, or at least an endeavour 

at such understanding, of the theology of S. Tayumanavar into a 

non-recognition of the differences, in fundamentals, between it 

and Christianity. If, further, the Christian reader finds that 

the translation recalls Christian thought, let him remember not 

only that the original so recalls, but also that a Christian 

translator cannot easily resist the temptation to use Christian 

phraseology. The translator, Hindu or Christian, would be 

false to his obligations were he to tone down the original into 

innocuous neutralities or to colourless abstractions just to suit a 

possible reader’s prepossessions. Some of the great questions 

raised by the psalms are treated in this book, with all possible 

impartiality, from the point of view of the poet. The transla¬ 

tor’s assent to the poet’s beliefs is not at all thereby, or other¬ 

wise, suggested, nor is the Christian reader’s agreement with 

them solicited. Stress has been laid, without making towards 

polemics, in express statements in this Introduction and in the 

notes, on points of difference in a manner sufficient to safeguard 

positions and conclusions of the translator against any probable 
♦ 

charge of confusion of Siddhanta with Christian essentials. We 

must not, on the other hand, seek to thin the poet’s greatness 

into the commonplace, for he was, in a sense, in advance of his age. 

Professor R. Warwick Bond observes about the Pegasus of poetry : ‘ Burdened 

with the load of critical formulae he essays his former flight, only to find it 

much harder. His wings grow sooner weary, his mouth continually pulled 

and wrenched ; and ere long' he is seen dragging along the crowded streets 

some heavy lorry oi an “ Essay on Criticism ” with a rather abusive driver ; or 

he.trots quietly in the Park harnassed to the smartest little balade or.villa- 

nelle. . . Is there no via media between the neglect of form and the 

idolatry of it. . . ? Must our force be a mere flare or a floundering, our skill 

an eternal strait-waistcoat, and its result only a delicate trifle for the watch- 

chain ? ’ 

1 As below, at pp. 1-10, 
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In respect of caste, for instance, he was a liberal, knowing only 

one caste, the caste of the godly. Note, again, the emphasis he 

lays upon inwardness in religion in contrast to the many ritual 

exercises to which he sometimes conformed but with no spiritual 

profit. The Christian declines to follow the poet into the 

maze of Puranic mythology, even if a courteous, withal a 

decidedly unconvinced, hearing be accorded to the allegorizations 

of Indian commentators and apologists. The doctrine, agajn, of 

Karma-Transmigration cannot hold any appeal to the Christian. 

To the Hindu, the wages of sin is lice : to us the wages of sin is 

death. There is a great gulf fixed between the two conceptions, 

unbridgeable by any compromise. Again, however fine the 

Christian’s sympathy of treatment may be of a non-Christian 

faith, it is impossible, even with all the refinements of a 

Catholicity of appreciation, to parallel the nature of human 

salvation in and by Christ Jesus with the scheme these Psalms 

of a Saiva Saint represent. As in the gladness of recognizing 

that God had never left Himself without a witness among the 

nations of the world, so in the unflinching conviction that the 

Incarnation of our Lord, His atoning Death, and His glorious 

Resurrection and Ascension are essentials to salvation, I claim 

to stand second to none. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND REFERENCES 

I. Abbreviations 

IV. 

Ad. Ephes. 

Ad. Smyrn. . 

Ad. Trail. 

Adv. Haer. 

Apoc, 

Apoc. Mos. . 

Apud. 

Aran. 

Arun. 

Bodham 

Brihad 

Brih. Ar. 

Brih. Aran. Up 

C. H. Ind. 

Camb. Hist, of India 

Chand. 

Chandog. 

Chron. 

Col. 

Conf. 

Contra. Ad. ... 

Contra. Ar. ... 

Cor. 

De Civit. Dei 

De Doct. Christ. 

De Ord. 

De Trin. 

Deut. 

Devout Life ... 

The Authorized Version of the English 

Bible. 

Epistle of S. Ignatius to the Ephesians. 

Epistle of S. Ignatius to the Smyrneans. 

Epistle of S. Ignatius to the Trallians. 

Four Books of S. Irenseus Against 

Heresies. 

Apocalypse. 

The Apocalypse of Moses. 

In the writings of . . . 

Aranyaka. • 

Arunachalam. 

Siva Guana Bodham. 

Brihad Aranyaka Upanishad. 

Cambridge History of India. 

Ch a n dogya Upan is ha d. 

The Books of Chronicles. 

S. Paul’s Epistle to the Colossians. 

The Confessions of S. Augustine. 

S. Augustine’s Treatise against Adi- 

mantus. 

S. Athanasius against the Arians. 

S. Paul’s Epistles to the Corinthians. 

S. Augustine’s work on the City of God. 

S. Augustine’s work on the Christian 

Doctrine. 

S. Augustine on Order. 

S. Augustine’s work on the Holy Trinity. 

The Book Deuteronomy. 

Introduction to the Devout Life by 

S. Francis de Sales. 
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Dir. Ascet. Scaramelli’s Directorium Asceticum. 

Eccl. Ecclesiastes. 

e: g. For example. 

E. R.E. Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics. 

Eng. English. 

Enoch Book of the Similitudes of Enoch. 

Eph. 

Ephes. 

... ) 

)- 
S. Paul’s Epistle to the Ephesians. 

Essentials Sabaratnam’s Essentials of Hinduism. 

Ex. 

Exod. ::: 
The Book Exodus. 

Gen. The Book Genesis. 

Gita The Bhaghavad Gita. 

H.D.B. Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible. 

H.T.R. Harvard Theological Review. 

Heb. Hebrews. 

Hind. Icon. Rao’s Elements of Hindu Iconography. 

Ibid. • • • • • • The same work. 

Ind. and the W.W. Rawlinson’s Intercourse between India a?id 

the Western World. 

Ind. Hist. Indian Historical. 

Int. Castle S. Teresa’s Interior Castle. 

Introd. Introduction. 

Is. Isaiah. 

J.R.A.S. The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. 

J.T.S. The Journal of Theological Studies. 

Kaush. Kaushittaki Upanishad. 

Lev it. The Book Leviticus. 

LXX. The Septuagint Version of the Bible. 

Madras C. C. Mag. The Madras Christian College Magazine. 

Maitri. « • • • • • Ma i triya n i Upa n ish a d. 

Matt. 

Mt. 

Myst. El. 
::: 1- 

\ 

Gospel according to S. Matthew. 

Myst. Elem. 

Myst. Element. 

My st. Elem. of Rel. 

Myst. of S. John’s Gospel. 

N.M. 

Hiigel’s The Mystical Element of Religion. 

Watson’s The Mysticism of S. John's 

Gospel. 

Nagalinga Mudaliar’s Edition of 

Tayumanavar’s Psalms. 
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N.S. 

N. Hist. 

Nalla. 

No. 

Nos. 

Numb. 

Op. cit. 

O. R.L.I. 

O.S. 

O.T. 

Pet. 

Phil. 

Phil, of Plotinus 

Philos, of Plotinus 

Philos. Poem 

Prab. Bharata 

Ps. 

Q. V. 

R. V. 

R. V. 

Rev. 

Revel 

Rom. 

Sanskrit Texts 

S. D. 

S. Deepika 

Sidd. Deepika 

S. Ind. 

Siddhiyar 

Song 

Studies 

Sub. voc. 

Svet. 

Svet. Upan. ... 

T. A. 

T. Antiq. 

T.A.P. 

Taitt. 

... New series. 

... Pliny’s Natural History, 

... J. M. Nallaswamy Pillai, 

Number, Numbers. 

The Book Numbers. 

... Work already cited. 

... Farquhar’s Outline of the Religious 

Literature of India. 

... Old series. 

The Old Testament. 

... Epistles of S. Peter. 

... S. Paul’s Epistle to the Philippians. 

Inge’s The Philosophy of Plotinus. 

Snanmuga Mudaliyar’s The Philosophical 

Poem of S. T&yum&navar. 

The Prabuddha Bharat a. 

The Book of Psalms. 

See which. 

The Revised Version of the Bible. 

The Rig Veda. 

The Book of Revelation. 

Arunachalam’s A Revel in Bliss. 

S. Paul’s Epistle to the Romans 

Muir’s Original Sanskrit Texts. 

The Siddhanla Deepika. 

• • • 

South Indian. 

The Siva Gn&na Siddhiyar. 

The Song of Songs. 

Nallaswamy Pillai’s Studies in the Saiva 
Siddhanta. 

Under the word in a dictionary. 

The Svetasvatara Upanishad. 

The Tamilian Antiquary. 

Tiru Arul Pay an. 

Taittiriya, 
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Thess. 

Tiru. 

Tirukalit. 

S. Paul’s Epistles to the Thessalonians. 

Tiruvachagam. 
Tirukalittuppadiar. 

Translated by. 

Upa?iishad. 

Bhandarkar’s Vaisnavism and Saivism. 

Vidhya Vinodhini. 

Tr. 

Up. 
Upan. 

V.S. 

v.v. 

II. Reference 

— Works marked with an asterisk are in Tamil. (2) Books about 

which no particulars are given are quoted here from other books. (3) 

Where date of publication does not appear in the book itself no date is 

here given. 
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SELECTIONS 

"3hrom tbe psalms of S. Od^untanavar 

Note \—1. The Tamil text followed is that in the edition of Nagalinga Muaali- 

yar, Madras, 1906. In it, referred to in this book as N.M., the 

stanzas are continuously numbered. The N.M. numbering is 

here given in brackets on the right hand side of the page, 

and in the Notes the reference is to N.M. Edition. 

2. The left side continuous numbering is that of the Englisn rendering. 

3. Tne hymns are grouped in sections in Roman numbering, and the 

grouping, except in the case of Section XXI, is as in the 

Tamil. The section-headings are in most cases as in the 

original. Sub-divisions and sub-headings are not in the Tamil. 

The N.M. figure will show where the section order of the same 

is not followed. 

4. The English rendering is in many places a paraphrase translation. 

The result has been that in some sections, e.g., IV, V, the num¬ 

ber of lines of a hymn in English does not correspond to the 

number of lines of its original. 

5. Initial rhymes and the line arrangement of the Tamil are attempted 

in parts of Sections I, II, III, IV, and in XIV, XX. 

6. The verses in Sections XIV and XX are chantable to the tune of 

the Tamil. 

7. Short introductory notes are given at the head of each section. 

Explanatory notec on the hymns are at the end of the book. 



Of flowers many, flowers rare, 

Are garlands woven, garlands fair, 

But these, Thy holy ones declare, 

Delight not Thee. 

Delight Thee more the garlands strung 

Of syllables of praises sung 

By those who sing with heart and tongu 

Of piety. 

Self-knowers they who so can sing. 

Unlearned 1 weave many a string 

Of pearls of tears, and Lord I bring, 

Love melting me. 

Word-garlands woven for Thy praise, 

Call me, Need-Knower, by Thy grace, 

That, praising Thee, I, all my days, 

May with Thee be. 



1.-PRAISE THE ALL-PERVADING GOD 

In all editions the section entitled Para Siva Vanakkam, ur8*>tuKa&sib, 

consisting of three psalms begins the entire collection. The title includes 

the meaning, ‘Praise the All-Pervading God,’ praise not excluding worship. 

Two of the Psalms are translated here. They retain the initial rhyme and 

line arrangement of the original, and a different pres* of the first of the 

two concludes this section. 

1. THE ALL-FILLING GOD (1) 

Place has no power His presence can imprison. 

Boundless Bliss, all-filling Splendour, 

That, in its infinite fulness of loving grace, 

Foldeth the worlds that are, all things ; 

Grace that in graciousness willeth all life to lie 

In Him the Life of life’s essence ; 

Measureless by the mind, by speech unsearchable ; 

Claim and the-contest of all creeds ; 

Wav.s which bewilder the warring religions He 

Taketh, none guessing His greatness. 

He is the only Almighty, Eternal One, 

Being beatific, Bliss He 

Praise Him on whom never night or forgetting falls, 

Dawneth no day of remembering ; 

Who is yet knowable, imaged in all we see, 

In the still sweep of His Silence. 

2. SEEK HIM (2) 

By many names to be in many lands begot; 

Kindred to many men counted ; 

In many bodiments to be born, and to be 

Cause and the consequence of deeds, 

My many doings from my many thinkings sprung, 

Fame to earn, name to make often ; 

HePs many to be feared ; and the good gods many ; 

Many the heavens for our hoping ; 
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Lie in bewilderment creeds many : weariness ! 

Therefore thro’ wisdom of His grace 

Seek Him who on His saints raineth soul-gladdening bliss 

Cloud as from clouds heavy-laden, 

High who transcendent in Turiya liveth, God, 

Of the great Silence the Treasure, 

Many-named in the books, Being ineffable, 

Endless Bliss, wisdom : Him worship ! 

3. SAME AS No. 1 (1) 

(1) 
Place has no power to prison His presence ; 

No one can say, ‘ He is here ’, ‘ He is there.’ 

Not in this place, not in that, is the Godhead, 

Unbounded by places, bides everywhere. 

(2) 
He is the infinite, all-filling splendour, 

He is the bountiful fulness of grace 

That, in its allness, the worlds that are foldeth, 

And in it encompassed creation stays. 

(3) 
His is the grace that in graciousness willeth 

In Him the Life of life all life to be ; 

He is the life of all lives, and life’s essence, 

But for Him nothing lives, life’s fulness He. 

(4) 
Mind of no mortal God’s greatness can measure ; 

He is the claim and the contest of all creeds ; 

Ways which bewilder the warring religions 

Are His, unsearchable are all His deeds. 

(5) 
Who can His greatness guess ? Who claims to know Him ? 

Mind cannot measure, nor speech reach the heights 

Where the Eternal One, Almighty Lord, is, 

Being beatific, Bliss, Light of lights. 

(6) 
Praise Him to whom is no night of forgetting, 

Nor of remembering dawneth the day ; 

Praise Him to know whom who has to all made known, 

In the still sweep of His silence, the way. 



II.—ALL-EMBRACING BLISS 

The following are Nos. 4-13 in N.M. edition and from the second section 

in that edition and in the other editions of the Tamil. The English 6 to 13 

follow the initial rhyme and line arrangement of the Tamil as far as possible. 

Different metrical presentings of the verses are also given. The title of 

this section is in Tamil Paripurajia Anandam, meaning ‘ Perfect 

Joy’, and is from the last address in each Psalm. The English heading- 

combines the thoughts of two addresses given in the closing portion of 

each Psalm. 

4. SHOW ME THE WAY (4) 

Be it to stay my breath or to abate my thoughts, 

Practiceless, inadept am I ; 

Wordily worship I, weaving of syllables 

Garlands of praise of lip-service. 

Seen with the saintly, I feign to be following 

Ways of'unworldliness with them. 

Then I, forgetting this, fall into slumber; 

Sleep, till by fear of death startled. 

Me, the unknowing one, oh ! what great distance gulfs 

Far from the bliss of the Silence. 

Evil and low am I. All-knower, point me 

Path unto ecstatic stillness, 

Tree of Grace, Thou, whose fruit ripens for those whose feet 

Thread not the tanglements of sin, 

Oh, Thou Whose presence pervadeth without a void 

AH things, Thou, Bliss, All-embracing. 

5. THE TRANSCENDENT TEACHER (5) 

Beings all life-possessed, crawling or walking ones, 

Flying, or feetless or fixed, 

All bodied existence, forms and phenomena, 

Pass into non-being from birth ; 

Even the elements shrink into inaction. 

Only Thou, Spirit, transcendent, 

Always abidest, the Vastness, all-absolute, 

Wisdom of Vedas, Vedanta. 
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Free, unsupported ; Peace ; Boast of the grace-gifted ; 

Grace eternal, Light glorious, 

God, in my fulness of time to me manifest, 

Teacher that soughtest me loving, 

Teaching the Bliss of the Silence beatific, 

Birthless and deathless for ever, 

O Thou, whose presence pervadeth without a void 

All things, Thou, Bliss all-embracing. 

b. THINE IS ALL DOING 

Deeply considering all things, I gather, Lord, 

No one, hone even of devas, 

Anything doeth of himself; the moon-perfect, 

Famed to be men of the Silence, 

Keep not their balance, but break into anger oft ; 

Groan, unadvisedly speaking. 

Those who are skilled in the language of reasoning 

Let their words waywardly, sometimes, 
1 

Leap into alien by-ways, beyond the line, 

Leaving the argument unlinked ; 

Holy men, vowing to keep Siva’s night-vigil, 

Heavy-eyed often sit; sitting, 

Sleep, in the semblance of wakefulness slumbering. 

Thine are all doings, Thine, ever, 

O Thou, Whose presence pervadeth without a void 

All things, Thou, Bliss all-embracing. 

7. THE SEEN ARE TEMPORAL 

Systems of worlds anigh, worlds afar, are the forms 

Framed of the manifold maya ; 

Maya as unreal is perceived, and, beyond 

Knowing the sense that so knoweth, 

Is the calm consciousness that the sole real is 

Grace of God girdling with glory 

Uttermost ends of creation, and there is love 

Longing to find in all fulness 
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Bliss in the standing self-sundered. So are the seen 

Temporal. Fain would I prove this, 

Closing my eyes in the quietness, sense-stilling, 

But for the warrings of Karma— 

This will not lead me to deem the soul’s primal load 

Mighty to be the soul’s master, 

O Thou Whose presence pervadeth without a void 

All things, Thou, Bliss all-embracing. 

8. GUARD AGAINST RE-BIRTHS 

Thou art the Doer of all I do. I am I 

Only when not in Thee biding, 

Non-being. This is the harmony balancing 

Vedanta Siddhanta wisdom. 

How I had striven and struggled to reach that goal, 

Gracious One, surely Thou knowest. 

Fain would I bide there, but selfhood in subtleness 

Cometh in, coming me conquers. 

Doubting 1 dread should there follow me as of old 

First taint, and falseness, and fruitage 

Of doings leading to bodiments. Gird thou me, 

That I be guarded from re-births, 

Now with the weapon of wisdom, sword of Thy word, 

Boldly my bondage to sunder, 

O Thou Whose presence pervadeth without a void 

All things, Thou, Bliss all-embracing. 

9. OH ! FOR PEACE 

Cause of all say some is where the five elements 

Melt into maya ; and others 

That the First is where all faculties, functions, fail 

Or it is where the soul suffers 

Loss of the senses internal ; nay, It is 

Where the three principles perish ; 

Form of the sound It is ; seed of the universe ; 

Form It is ; formlessness ; the soul; 
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Draws the soul itself there far from all sense-touches, 

Standing non-different from God ; 

Grace, say some ; some ’tis the nothingness unbegun 

Unended ; otherwise others. 

Pause I bewildered, mind restless as mercury— 

Where is the rapture reposeful, 

O Thou Whose presence pervadeth without a void 

All things, Thou, Bliss all-embracing ? 

10. THE PUZZLES OF LIFE 

Who made the darkness the dwelling-place of the soul ? 

Who has placed sense in it spark-small ? 

Whose is the skill that has charactered on my skull 

Fate to hold fast to what I grasp ? 

Who tells me heedless of heavenly bliss to slumber 

Deeming this food-bag, my body, 

Permanent ? Parents and kinsfolk with world-fetters 

Has my desire to me fastened ? 

Rue I my lot thus, bewailing, and blaming me— 

Nay, others should for this answer ? 

Is the time present accountable for my fate ? 

Or the past source of the evil 

Cruel in fruitage of re-births ? Bewildered, I 

Miss the high mystical meaning, 

O Thou Whose presence pervadeth without a void 

All things, Thou, Bliss all-embracing. 

11. FOLD THOU ME IN THY GRACE 

Boldly to bear what befalleth, and not to fear 

Fate unbefalling, ’tis Thy Grace 

Giveth strength ; diligence too to seek, seeking find 

Vedanta Siddhanta systems 

Holden in harmony. Wisdom is of thy Grace, 

Showing my body unlasting. 

Thrilled into love by grace longeth my soul for home, 

Life everlasting, its haven. 
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Fold Thou me close in that grace incomparable, 

Helping me, but for Thee helpless, 

That my faith falter not but be incessantly 

Stayed in the peace of the Silence, 

Told not in height or depth, known not or otherwhere, 

In the whole range of creation,. 

O Thou Whose presence pervadeth without a void 

All things, Thou, Bliss all-embracing. 

GIVE GRACE TO STAY THE UNSTABLE MIND (12) 

Lie not the deeps undammed keeping appointed bounds, 

Wall-less the great ocean waters ? 

Did not the bane become balmy ambrosia ? 

Bideth not in the sea burning 

Dry the deep ocean-fire ? Fixed in the firmament 

Roll not orbs numberless mid-aired ? 

Own not the clouds the seven sway of the Thunder-armed ? 

Bent not as bow-stick Mount Meru ? 

Nigh on the treading of Rama’s feet, breath-given 

Stood not the slab of stone, woman ? 

Gain not by magic men boons for the life that is, 

Blessings by pills and by potions ? 

Why not the means devise whereby, Lord I may be 

Mindlessly safe and holy 

O Thoi\ Whose presence pervadeth without a void 

All things, Thou, Bliss all-embracing ? 

13. KEEP ME FROM DESIRE (13) 

Knoweth no limits Desire nor hath bounds any : 

Kings who are conquerors of lands 

Numberless seek the sea also to subjugate ; 

Gold-ful as god. of wealth rich men 

Grow discontented and seek methods alchemic 

Gross things and base to turn to gold ; 

Long-living ones gather lust for a longer life ; 

Longing, disquieted are they, 

2 
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Probing all nature for secrets pf deathlessness, 

This is the sum of needs human— 

Hunger appeased with bread, slumber to soothe the limbs ; 

These I have. Dead to mind keep me, 

Holy, lest, flitting from this to that, self-driven, 

Into Desire’s sea I sink, 

O Thou Whose presence pervadeth without a void 

All things, Thou, Bliss all-embracing. 

14. SAME AS No. 6 (6) 

(1) 
Deeply considering all things, I gather 

No one of himself doeth any deed, 

Even the devas too, Brahma and others 

Lack not impulses, direction and lead. 

(2) 

Famed as the moon-perfect, men of the silence, 

Lapse into anger erringly often, 

And, with their lips unadvisedly speaking, 

Lay bare their thoughts their speech does not soften. 

(3) 

Reasoning men let their language run, sometimes, 

Into thought’s bye-ways, from the theme astray, 

Leaving the line of the argument unlinked, 

And the main discourse dragging its lone way. 

(4) 

Holy men, vowing to keep Siva’s vigil, 

Holy of all nights Siva’s own to keep, 

Often, in semblance of wakefulness, sit they, 

Sitting so, slumber, heavy-eyed with sleep. 

(5) ' ■ 

Thine are the doings of mortals, immortals, 

Thine only real all else effacing, 

O God Whose presence pervadeth without void 

All things, Thou, Bli6s, in bliss all embracing. 
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15. SAME AS No. 12 

(1) 
Lie not the deeps undammed, 

Unwalled the waters stand, 

Within their boundaries 

Between the sea and land ? 

Did not dread poison turn 

Into the nectar sweet, 

Into ambrosia bane, 

Which it were death to eat ? 

(2) 
Bides not the burning fire 

Dry on the ocean bed ? 

Far in the firmament 

Mid-aired and over-head 

Roll not unnumbered orbs 

In glory night and day ? 

Own not the clouds the seven 

The Thunder-Indra’s sway ? 

(3) 

Was not Mount Meru bent 

To be the archer’s bow ? 

Did not the slab of stone, 

That once was woman, know 

The tread of Rama’s feet, 

And woman move again 

With life, who erst, in death, 

A slab of stone had lain ? 

(4) 

Gain not my magic men, 

By potions and by pills, 

Blessings and boons of life, 

Freedom from fleshly ills ? 

(5) 
Why not the means devise 

For safely keeping me 

In holy mindlessness 

RighLcentred Lord in Thee. 
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O God, without a void 

Whose presence all-where is, 

All things pervading fills, 

O all-embracing Bliss ? 

16. SAME AS No. 13 

None can the limits set 

To longings of the mind, 

Ways of Desire are wide, 

Their windings none can find. 

(1) 

Kings whose possessions are numberless, 

Conquerors of many lands, 

Seek the sea also to subjugate, 

Gain for the greed of their hands. 

(2) 

Rich men unsatisfied, tho’ they own 

Riches, as Kwera’s untold, 

Fain would learn alchemic means to turn 

Gross things and base into gold. 

(3) 

Long-living men, full of longings are 

Longer and longer to live. 

Seek in all secrets that nature hides 

One that might deathlessness give. 

Considering all things, this I know 

The body needs but bread 

Appeasing hunger, soothing sleep, 

. Somewhere to rest the head. 

These I have, and for this pray — 

Pure unattached keep me, 
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Lest I, by longings driven, rush 

Into Desire’s deep sea, 

O God, without a void 

Whose presence all-where is, 

.All things pervading fills, 

O all-embracing Bliss. 

17. SAME AS No. 13 

Bounds there are none to desire ; 

Much are we greedy of gain ; 

Longings high lead but to higher 

Satisfied ne*er we remain ! 

Sceptred and crowned tho’ we be 

Kings of all kingdoms word-wide, 

Yet* for the sway of the sea 

Sighing in unrest we bide. 

What in our hands if we hold 

Plutus’s wealth ? Yet, to turn 

Base things and grossest to gold 

Fain would the-knowledge we learn. 

What if the blessing be ours 

Longest to live ? Yet what pain 

All that is sweet in life sours, 

Soul-sick we seeking in vain, 

Seeking though struggle and strife, 

Secret of unending life. 

Hunger appeased with bread, 

Slumber to soothe me to sleep— 

All my need. Lest I be led 

Lust-driven down to the deep 

Of my desires, the vast sea 

Ruinous, O Lord, I pray 

Unspotted that I may be, 

Mindlessly in Thee may stay, 

0 Thou Whose presence all-where is 

Voidless, O, all-embracing Bliss. 



Ill—ADORATION 

'In the Tamil this section of twelve hymns, all of which are given here in 

English, is headed Pond Va?iakkam) Qun®<h «/«»**«>, meaning ‘The Adoration of 

Being.’ In N.M. the Psalms are 14 to 25. The first four in English are slightly 

shortened forms of N.M, 20, 18, 15 and 21 respectively, and their fuller English 

equivalents are respectively Nos. 28, 26, 23, 29 in this section. The English 22 to 

33, representing N. M. 14 to 25, follow the initial rhyme and line arrangement 

of the original. Different presentings of some of them are the English 18, 

19, 20, 21, 34, 35. The English 32 and 33 show, which is the case with their 

Tamil originals, a syllabic and line arrangement different from that of the 

other hymns. 

18. THE SOUL’S SPLENDOUR (20) 

He is the cause of creation 

And of all causes the First. 

Pie is the Honey that healeth 

Heart-hunger of saints and thirst. 

He is the joy of the saintly. 

Darkness shall near them no more, 

All gloom by grace He dispelleth— 

Him, the soul's Splendour let us adore. 

19. THE SAINTS’ SOLACE (18) 

Unto no tribe He belongeth, 

Him for it claimeth no caste. 

Form He has none,' nor is formless, 

Nameless His splendour so vast. 

Doing, or deedless, unfettered, 

Life of life lives He e’ermore 

Non-dual in Turiya fulness— 

F'«m the saints’ Solace, let us adore. 

20. LIGHT OF SIDDHAN (15) 

He is the thought of all thinking, 

Immanent, undifiEerent, 

Being, with all being blended, 

He is the self-existent. 
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He is the bliss of His seekers, 

Sea of love that has no shore, 

Spring of the nectar of heaven— 

Light of Siddhanta, let us adore. 

21. THE GREAT FULNESS (21) 

Close as in flower is fragrance, 

Oil within the seed lies, 

And in the flesh is the spirit 

So is He unseen of eyes. 

Glory of Agamas, Vedas, 

Unfound of learning and lore, 

Life of all life He abideth— 

Him, the great Fulness, let us adore. 

22. THE IMMANENT TRANSCENDENT (14) 

Him, the eternal One taintless, the holiest; 

Who has no fashion nor form, 

Limb nor yet lineament; ill-less sustaining all ; 

Perfect, the far and the near ; 

Limitless ; flame in the fulness of Turiya,— 

Spirit transcending sense, speech’; 

Immanent; made manifest in bliss ; peerless One ; 

Boundless Beatitude let us adore. 

23. SAME AS No. 20 (15) 

He is the thought of all thinking within the mind ; 

Immanent ; undifferent ; 

Being with all living blended, the life of life ; 

Passion nor parts possessing ; 

Seen of love ; Bliss to beloved ones imparted ; pure 

Spring of the nectar of Heaven ; • 

Evil-less, over all, sole .the Supremest One ; 

Light of Siddhanta: Him let tis adore. 
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24. THE INDWELLER 

Vastness evolving the elements ; boundlessness, 

Bourne of the Silence of saints ; 

Past all the reach of or speech or of thinking, Bliss ; 

Grace by the guru revealed ; 

Fast who the faithful in fellowship enfoldeth 

Linking them to Him in love, 

Casting the dross of their self oiit, Who indwelleth 

In them, unknowable : let us adore. 

25. LIFE OF LIFE 

He is all life in heaven, life of all life on earth, 

Friend of forsakers of self, 

Bliss ever boundless, supportless, the Absolute, 

Homed in the Tufiya heights ; 

Is honey of the heart, flavour thfee-fruited sweet, 

Nectar. So draw nigh to Him ; 

Crystalline let the tears overflow, pearls of love : 

Palm to palm pressing, Him let us adore. 

26. SAME AS No. 19 

Caste cannot claim Him, to no tribe belongeth He, 

Being unbounded by birth, 

Past bonds of dying and deed-fetters and freeing, 

Name, form, and formlessness, aught; 

Lasting non-dual the life in all, Turiya 

Fulness, the solace of saints, 

Vastness and splendour ; the ill-less Supremest One 

Him, by His grace guided, let us adore. 

27 THE COUNSELLOR 
* 

Show and illusion, a dream, a mirage to deem 

World-life ; by wisdom the way 

Know of communion with Him the self-existent, 

Deathless ; and, flooded with love, 

GloAv with ingladdening of incessant joyousness, 

Ever He counselled! me, 

Lo ! He, the Lord of the .Silences, seeking me,— 

Daily His lotus-feet let us adore. 
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28. SAME AS No. 18 (20) 

First, and the cause cf phenomena ; luminanfc 

Wisdom, the honey that heals 

Thirst and heart-hunger of all His love-longing ones, 

Blessing them bounteously full; 

Bursts He all barriers of io-being, out-going, 

Bliss of the grace-gifted saints ; 

Erst-while was darkness, now He hath dispelled the gloom. 

Light of light’s splendour : Him let us adore. 

29. SAME AS No. 21 (21) 

Glory and crown of the Vedas and Agamas ; 

Greatness unguessed by the gods, 

Known not to sages or saints; cause and creation 

Bound not Him ; bountiful riches ; 

Close as in flower the fragrance, in the grain oil, 

In the flesh spirit is, 

So, in all, blending unblended abideth He; 

Thuriya fulness,'Him, let us adore. 

30. THE REVEALED COMFORTER (22) 

Sky and all elements in Thee enfoldest Thou 

All-filling vastness. By faith 

Eye that beholdeth Thee finds Thee a sea of bliss; 

And Thy beloved are kept 

By Thy grace firm in their love for Thee, O, First One, 

Lovingly coming to them 

Thyself in meekness manifesting, Comforter. 

Raising obeissant hands Thee I adore. 

31. MELTING LOVE (23) 

Space of the open sky fillest Thou. So fillest 

Soul-space within me; and all 

Place in „he sweep of my senses pefvadest Thou, 

Nectar refreshing. Thine is 

1457—3 
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Grace ever blissful, O, Great, One ; and love for Thee 

Melts my heart, words fail, framing 

Praises, as, joy-flooded tears shedding, with palms joined, 

Ecstatic, in me Thy Grace I adore. 

32. MOTHER, MY SOUL’S GUAftDIAN (24) 

He who is First, the Beginningless, unending, seeking us 

Motherlike, has unto Love’s bondage brought us. 

Teacher the Righteous; the Truth above thought and speech; Holi- 

Unattached unto ill ; Luminant beyond [ness 

Reach and the range of the warring religions; Light manifest 

Unto the men of the way of the Silence,— 

Thee, my soul’s Guardian, drawing nigh with my eyes love-flooded, 

Palm to palm pressing, obeissantly, I adore. 

33. ALL AND ABOVE ALL (25) 

“ A ”, of all vowels, is life of all consonants, vocally 

Blending unblended with each of them. 

Way of the Lord in the universe is so : He is all, 

Universe and all perceivable is He ; 

Nay, he is yet not all, all He transcendeth, ineffable, 

Untouched by likes or by dislikes, true Wisdom, 

Taintless, All-Pure, incomparable, Lord of the herd of souls— 

Singing, I draw near Him, love-longing I adore. 

34. SAME AS No. 33 (25) 

a) 
“A,” of all vowels, is the life 

Of all the consonants, with each 

Unblended, blending vocally. 

In assonance of speech. 

(2) 
So in the universe is God, 

In all the universe is He, 

The world and all perceivables 

Are God in unity. 
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(3) 

Yea, He is all, and yet not all 

For everything transcendeth He, 

By likes untouched and by dislikes, 

Taintless, in majesty. 

(4) 

True wisdom He, ineffable, 

There’s none like Him, pure evermore, 

Him, the Lord of the herd of souls, 

Yll-loving, I adore. 

35. SAME AS No. 27 

a) 
The God of grace my comfort; 

His counsels are which ever 

In ways of wisdom keep me, 

And I shall wander never. 

(2) 
With him I hold communion 

Who liveth always, deathless, 

He teacheth me this world-life 

Is vain, a show, all worthless. 

(3) 

My Counsellor, He, counsels 

The seen the fleeting things are 

A dream, mirage, illusion 

From Life and Lastingness far. 

(4) 

My soul with love is flooded, * 

And lo! in fulness floweth 

The joy of God, ingladdening, 

The joy that no end knoweth. 

(5) 

Lord of the lofty silence 
Ic love, for Him, He sought me. 

His Lotus feet I worship 
Who way of Truth has taught me. 

(19) 



IV.—TEACHER OF WISDOM’S BLISS 

Four out of eleven p.salms headed in the Tamil Sinmaj/ananda Guru, 

&sbr'j>ujrrsvTiiip ©g-, are presented here in English. The four are 26, 27, 32, 36 

in N.M. The English 36, 39. 40 are three different presentings of the Tamil 

N.M. 26. The English 40 and 41 follow the rhyme and line arrangement of 

the original. 

36. UNLIKE TIIE SAINTS (26) 

Tho hands aro fair that offer Thco 

Of flowers fair the sacrifice. 

Tho bodies with delight aro thrilled 

While tears run down from love-filled oyes. 

Deep in uncloying joy divine 

In bliss submerged as in a sea, 

Bless Thee Thy saints in broken words 

Of adoration, hailing Thee, 

“ Sankara, Suyambu, Sambu ” 

And glad and willing worship give. 

But I am not as these Thy saints, 

In ignorance and ill I live. 

When wilt Thou grant to such as I 

Tho guidance of refreshing grace, 

Who gavest to the grace-matured 

The Lour, the faultless in their ways, 

Thy saving truth ineffable, 

In one brief word of blessing said, 

What time Thou satest lotus-red 

Beneath tho stone-grown banyan’s shade, 

The Guru in the form of grace 

Arisen for th’ obeissant Four 

Who stood around adoring Thee, 

Siddhanta’s Goal, First evermore, 

O God whose glories high on Siragiri shire, 

Teacher of wisdom's bliss. Lord of the Southern Shrine ? 
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37. THE DROSS TO GOLD 

My body is the smelting pot 

Wherein, like copper that is stained 

With dross, in darkness and impure 

Long have I ignorant remained, 

Till Thou enkindledst wisdom’s fire, 

In fusing heat refining me, 

Till tempered to be touched by grace, 

The soul’s transforming alchemy, 

And I became God’s purest gold 

Thine own thy willing slave to be. 

O Lord, for such transfiguring love 

What shall I render unto Thee 

Who art beyond the six Great Ends, 

Above them all transcendent far, 

Of which the rarest in renown 

Vedanta and Siddhanta are, 

O Glory risen ’neath the shade 

Of one fair holy banyan tree, 

Indweller in the hearts of saints 

Who give glad service unto Thee, 

And in advaita keepest me 

Thine own, O Victor of the soul, 

O Thou who art the only Eirst 

For evermore Siddhanta’s Goal, 

O God whose glories high on Siragiri shine, 

Teacher of wisdom’s bliss, Lord cf the Southern Shrine 

38. OF WHAT AVAIL? 

The way of faith some follow well 

And firm they are in piety; 

Of continents nine circuit make; 

In rivers bathe and in the sea ; 

While in tbe seven-forked fire they stand 

They eat dry leaves of forest trees, 

Drill] wuter or the mountain air, 

And pangs of thirst and hunger ease; 

Within some lofty mountain’s cave 

In silence sit, dead unto speech 
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And fchere fche veins they purify; 

Force upwards to the moon’s high reach 

The spark that’s in the primal breath; 

The food ineffable they eati 

The moon*drawn Soma of the gods 

To mortals given, ambrosia sweet, 

And gain thereby the mystic means 

Of keeping their frail bodies whole 

Undying unto length of days 

While ages over ages roll. 

Can all this liberation bring, 

Achieve salvation of the soul, 

Except by knowing Thee, O Lord, 

The Ever-First, Siddhanta’s Goal, 

O God whose glories high on Siragiri shine, 

Teacher of wisdom’s bliss, Lord of the Southern Shrine 

39. SAME AS No. 36 

a) 
Fair flowers from fair fingers fall, 

Eare offerings at Thy shrine, 

Eare flowers culled with love and care 

Fair flowers for Thy shrine. 

(2) 

Thrilled with delight their:bodies are 

Whose tears love-melted run. 

Unpalling joy of Heaven is theirs 

When tears love-melted run. 

(3) 

They call on Thee, Thy worshippers, 

Blessings in broken words, 

Suyambti, Sambu, Sankara, 

Blessings in broken words. 

(4) 

Lord I am evil, unlike these ; 

I worship not as they. 

Is there not grace to govern me 

Who worship not as they ? 
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(5) 

Thou safcest Saint; among the saints 

Once ’neath a banyan shade, 

Red was the seat Thou safcest on 

Beneath that banyan shade. 

(6) l 

The Four of faultless sanctity 

There stood adoring Thee ; 

Thine was the Form of grace they knew 

Who stood adoring Thee. 

(7) 

It was the fulness of the time 

For fchepa the faultless Four 

When Thou showedsfc Thyself in grace 

To them the faultless Four. 

(8) 

Their eyes were gladdened, seeing God 

Risen within she soul; 

One saving word Thou spakesfc fcht 

God risen in the soul, 

The,First, Siddhanfca’s Goal, ’ 

O God whose glories high on Siragiri shine. 

Teacher of wisdom’s bliss, Lord of the Southern Shrine. 

40. SAME AS No. 36 (26) 

Fall from fair fingers the flowers of offering; 

Thrilled with delight is the body ; 

Love-melted tears run in rivers ; plunged in the deep, 

Joyous of Heaven’s bliss unpalling, 

Call to Thee worshippers, blessings in broken words, 

“ Sankara, Suyambu, Sambu.” 

Me who am evil and not thus will grace govern ? 

Thou to the Four, in their fulness, 

Faultless, of sanctity, closest adoring Thee, 

Showedsfc, by one word, Salvation, 

When ’neath the banyan shade Thou, in Thy form of grace, 

Saint on a seat of red safcest, 
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All-bright their eyes to see God risen in the soul, 

First and the Goal of Siddhanta, 

Glorious on Sira’s hill, Lord of the Southern Shrine, 

Guru of bliss of true knowing. 

41. WHEN WILL THOU COME TO ME ? 

Frame of my frailty, a shore ever tumbling down, 

Sinner, 1, holding all real, 

Likest the lame man that longeth for tree-honey, 

Long to be drawn up to God ward. 

Aiming at Bliss which absorbeth all thought-making, 

Sariya, Kiriya, Yoga, 

Discipline have I served until now. Passing these, 

Oh ' for a way to Thee, Wisdom, 

Claim of all ways who excelling art far above 

Word or thought, Perfection ! To drink 

Deep at the ocean of bliss the beatific 

Draughts of deliciousness, cloyless 

Same ever ! When wilt Thou come to me. granting this, 

First and the goal of Siddhanta, 

Glorious on Sira’s hill, Lord of the Southern Shrine. 

Guru of bliss of true knowing0 



V -THE LORD, THE SOURCE OF GRACE 

This section of ten verses is headed in the Tamil *<g‘ The 

Lord, the Source of Grace ’ or ‘ The Lord the Grace-Giver,’ a title taken from 

the last words of each stanza. Eight of the ten are given here in English, 

in N.M. edition they are Nos. 49 to 56 inclusive. 

42. SHOW ME THE WAY (49) 

For Thee are all, all in Thy service, 

All are Thine own that doest all, 

And all-where Thon, O Lord, art present — 

Thus unto us the voices call 

Of Vedas and of saints and sages, 

And of all creeds is this the cry. 

None other there is for our hearing, 

And this alone is truth know I. 

Yet I not staying in this knowledge 

Have missed the healing of the soul 

And to my present state have wandered 

Away from my salvation’s goal. 

That this too is Thy gracious doing 

Permitted for my good by Thee 

Thou .in my inwardness of being 

Hast counselled poor unknowing me. 

Show me the way to win deliverance 

Grace-giver granting Grace to all, 

O Lord, in bliss beyond all thinking, 

That dancest in high Wisdom’s Hall. 

4d, NOT ONE BUT TWO (50) 
$ 

I am not such as call light darkness ; 

Yet I forgot the saving word 

Winch I from out thy gracious vastness 

That me in it engulfs had heard 
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What time O Lord to me Thou earnest, 

The silent Teacher teaching me 

The secret of the way of stillness, 

How I in it might safest be. 

Like children building toy sand-houses,- 

In fancy eat there fancy's food, 

From day to day in soft contentment, 

So have I chosen, Lord, as good 

The half-way help of human learning 

And in my mind have held as true 

The daring of unbridled fancy 

That Thou and 1 are one not two. 

To curb my mind that thus rebelleth, 

To keep it under right control 

I do not know the way, I languish, 

I faint, and long for health of soul. 

When wilt Thou make me heir and worthy 

Of grace, Who givest grace to all, 

O Lord in bliss beyond all thinking 

That dancest in high Wisdom’s Hall ? 

44. THE GURU 

True of tongue are the truly holy 

Truth never from their speech is far ; 

Truly within their hearts Thou dweilest - 

Truth that is true, all things that are 

Truth, unto them Thou truly teachest, 

Truth this is true without a doubt. 

Falsehood never have I abandoned ; 

False one am I, within, without, 

Falsehood not knowing as but falsehood, 

Falsely that I should say and do 

Falsehood of all falsehoods the falsest 

Falsehood not seen to be untrue. 

Thy doing all who in me being 

My mind at Thy behest and beck 

Movest. What can I do all helpless ? 

Thou art the Guru round whose neck 
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Dark blue the ring of drunken poison 

For ever burns, Siva. Thou art 

The Guru who as Vishnu earnest 

To men Thy >visdom to impart. 

Thou sittest on Thy seat of lotus 

Expounder of the Vedas four, 

Brahma, whose head the four-ways faceth, 

Four-faced who is from evermore. 

In all the creeds to calling voices 

The gracious Guru comest Thou ; 

And to Thy saints whose cry Thou hearest, 

‘ Forsake us not, O, succour now,' 

Thou Love, to loving ones, becomest, 

Wise Counsellor in doings all, 

O Source of Grace, in joy past thinking, 

That dancest in high Wisdom’s Hall. 

45. WORSH IP THE INDWELLER 

I cannot in thy temples worship, 

Or there before Thy symbols bow, 

Or pluck Thee dew-kissed flowers of offering 

r dr in the flower’s heart art Thou. 

How can I press my palms together, 

My body bend to worship Thee, 

Since it is all imperfect service, 

For thou indwellest, Lord, in me ? 

Thou art the vastness of the ether, 

The elements, the primal sound, 

The Vedas four, the goal of Vedas, 

The quest beyond all seeking found, 

The quest sublime, its key, its secret ; 

Thou of all seeing art the sight, 

And of all knowing art the knowledge, 
\ 

Of sight and sense the inner light, 

The word and its interpretation, 

Form of the silent, saving call, 

O Source of Grace in joy past thinking 

That dancest in high Wisdom’s Hall. 

(52) 
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46. THE HABIT OF DYING 

This truth is taught in all the Scriptures, 

And has been ever from of old, 

That in the end the soul attaineth 

To what its own attachments’hold. 

Though living in the world the sages 

Are merged in meditation so, 

They have no thought, the ever-sleeping, 

That there is Death, they do not know. 

To those who know not inner wisdom 

To teach this truth it is not wise, 

it would but tend to disputation 

And seem all foolish in their eyes. 

Did not the godlv-minded sages 

Divinely to their goal attain, 

Markanda, Suka, and the others, 
« 

Their longed-for end undying gain, 

O God whom Indra and the devas, 

Brahma and other gods adore ; 

To whom the sages of the Scriptures, 

The Rishis of the Vedas four, 

Unnumbered bands of gods-in-waiting 

Ganeslia-guided, homage give ; 

The'nine whose fame is in the Yoga, 

Who perfect in its powers live ; 

The sun, the moon, the constellations ; 

The goddesses of melody ; 

The servants of the god of riches, 

Half-men, half-animals who be ; 

O God, whom these, all others, worship, 

Before whom all adoring fall, 

O Source of Grace in joy past thinking 

That dancest in high Wisdom’s Hall ? 

47. A LIVING SACRIFICE 

My undiscerning mind and restless 

In sacrifice I've seized and slain ; 

My deeds the demons of my making 

Shall never trouble me again 
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Thy servant’s love shall be th’ anointing, 

O God, divinity benign 

My life shalkbe Thy full libation ; 

My spirit incense at Thy shrine ; 

My senses lights devoutly burning. 

This worship not at times shall be, 

But ever; and oblation living 

O God I give myself to thee. 

O, nectar of the Veda’s essence, 

Be gracious, O Thou honey-sweet, 

Sweetness in which divine,- delicious, 

The many sweetnesses all meet 

And mix, O bliss of bliss uncloying, 

That seekest with my sense to blend 

By little and by little, openly 

At last as this poor sinner’s friend 

In closeness of good-granting kinship, 

O Source of Grace, gracious to all, 

O Lord in bliss beyond all thinking 

That dancest in high Wisdom’s Hall. 

48. LONGING FOR ECSTASY (55) 

The body in love-languor drooping 

AsTho’ the very bones would melt 

Within because of love’s great burning ; 

Tears welling, for the eyes have felt 

The warmth of love, its fire and fever ; 

Like unto Like, soul unto Soul, 

Drawn as by magnet to the needle, 

Drawn with home-longings for its goal, 

The heart thrilled into trembling throbbing.; 

They sing, they dance in deep delight 

Who love Thee, love-lit are whose faces, 

As is the moon’s with softening light. 

Their clasped hands like buds of lotus, 

Their voices rising like the strong 

Great rush and roar of unchecked waters, 

And praising Thee in tuneful song, 

‘ O Heaven, O Rain from heaven descending , 

O Rain of bliss from heavens of grace. 
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O Flood, O over-flowing Torrent, 

Forever unto Thee be praise ! ' 

To such art nigh ; to stony-hearted 

O source of Grace, not nigh at all, 

O Lord in bliss beyond all thinking 

That dancest in high Wisdom’s Hall. 

49. SAFE INTO PORT 

Who hold that what is here hereafter 

Will be are wise ; good ever do ; 

Lie not, nor weary in well-speaking ; 

Kill not, compassionate are, true. 

Thou who in men thus truly holy 

Indwellest witness to the wise, 

Boon-giving now and for the future, 

As are the trees of paradise, 

Art sharaba to slay my karma 

That lion-like would prey on me. 

Thou art my gloom-dispelling splendour; 

My bark upon the boundless sea 

Of love self-seeking birth-begetting, 

The bark of vast expansive grace 

To bear poor helpless me to safety 

To yonder shore the heavenly place, 

The bark that on self’s boundless ocean, 

O Source of Grace, awaits my call, 

O Lord in bliss beyond all thinking 

That dancest in high Wisdom’s Hall 

(56) 



VI.—LORD OF ALL 

This is a selection of 54 hymns out of 389 forming the section called 

Parapara K^nni urnjr*se*radt} the most popularly used of S. Tayumanavar’s 

psalms. Each hymn consists of two lines the second ending with the address 

Paraparamey, umifCm, which gives the title to the whole collection. The 

word is rendered here ‘ Lord of All ’ which expression denotes only some of 

the thought covered by the original. In N.M. the whole collection in 636— 

1024. 

50. THE MOUNTAIN (637) 

Of bliss the beauteous mountain 

In heaven of grace Thou art. 

Who see Thee shall have never 

In births and re-births part, 

Lord of all. 

51. RAIN OF GRACE (&38) 

O Rain of grace, all giving, 

Foreseeing all my thought, 

Lo ! TJhou hast come. Thy coming 

Fulfilment’s sprouts hath brought, 

Lord of all. 

52. CRY OF THE CREEDS (640) 

The cry of all the creeds is, 

‘ The Lord, Our God, who knows ? ’ 

All-Soul whose love in rivers 

Of bliss unbounded flows, 

Lord of all. 

53. FLAME OF GLORY (641) 

Thou art the flame of glory 

In hearts silent to Thee, 

And of the soul’s unending 

Bliss Thou the boundless sea. 
Lord of all. 
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54. WITHIN ME (642) 

Thou everywhere abidest, 

The goal of all Thou art. 

Now sweet, O honey-welling, 

Art Thou within mv heart, 

Lord of all. 

55. INNER LIGHT (644) 

O Pearl of pearls, most previous, 

O burning Gold, most bright, 

O Wisdom, Understanding, 

My inmost being’s Light, 

Lord of all. 

56. HE BECAME MAN (647; 

Thou art on all sides Vastness. 

That I should see Thee so 

Man unto me becamest, 

Spakest the word : I know, 

Lord of all. 

57. LOVE (649) 

O love, at full-tide flowing 

Fulfillest love in me, 

O God, O Bliss unbounded 

My soul’s defence to be, 

Lord of all. 

58. JEWEL OF THE SILENCE (650) 

The treasure-chest of Silence 

The heaven within it hides, 

Thou art the jewelled glory 

That in its heart abides, 

Lord of all. 
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59. IN THE VEDANTA (653) 

#The good in knowledge gladdened 

Unceasing praises roll 

To Thee, whose glory hurneth 

Bright in Vedanta’s goal, 

Lord of all. 

60. IN THE SIDPHANTA (654) 

In heaven Thy feet, fair lotus, 

Thy saints adoring see, 

To therm Thou comest, Glory, 

Siddhanta’s God to be, 

Lord of all. 

61. GOD NOT KNOWN BY vSTUDY (672) 

To boast that by book-learning 

Thy footsteps I have known, 

’Tis wrong, O God, vain-glory, 

With contrite heart I own. 

Lord of all. 

62. MY BIRTHS (679) 

O God, in bodies many 

Thou knowest I was born. 

Thou knowest all my sorrows. 

The agonies agone, 

Lord of all. 

63. GREAT AND SMALL (700) 

The life of all that liveth 

As my own life to love, 

Or great or small unharming, 

Grant me grace from above, 
6 

Lord of all. 
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64. PART OF GOD (719) 

Life unto all that liveth 

O, all-where, Lord Thou art. 

Life unto all Thou givest. 

All life is of Thee part, 

Lord of all. 

65. WORDS OF MY MOUTH (754) 

Words of my mouth are prayers, 

I’ve found them so to be, 

And my heart’s meditations 

Acceptable to Thee, 

Lord of all. 

66. INDWELLER (758) 

God, Thou art with me ever, 

Thou never leavest me, 
_ • 

And in my mind Thou dwellest, 

Indwelling, makest Thee 

Lord of all. 

S7. THY GAIN ? (762) 

Thyself for me thou gavest; 

Giving, Thou madest me 

Thine, by Thy grace prevenient. 

What is the gain to Thee, 

Lord of all ? 

68. SILENCE (765) 

Thou, freeing me from falseness, 

Hast stillness bidden me, 

Sufficient is that silence, 

Bliss of the soul to be, 

Lord of all. 
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69, YIELDING (766) 

O Teacher, mute and mystic, 

All Thine Thou madest me, 

Sufficient is that conquest 

Bliss of the soul to be, 

Lord of all. 

70. WHAT REWARD ? (769) 

Thine am I now, once foolish, 

Of understanding none. 

What reward can I render 

For favours to me done, 

Lord of all ? 

71. HOLY JOY (776) 

’Tis gladness makes the godly, 

With melody and glee 

In dancing and in Singing, 

Rejoice, in seeking Thee, 

Lord of all. 

72. AS A LITTLE CHILD (778) 

They are like little children, 

The simple, the unsound, 

In all they do, Thy servants, 

Who wisdom’s goal have found, 

Lord of all. 

73. HIGH CONVERSE (782) 

With Thee, as salt in water, 

Thy saints in converse are. 

Words fail that bliss in telling. 

All bliss surpassing far, 

Lord of all. 
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74. I AM THEIR SERVANT (783) 

To all in Siva silence 

Clear-willed and pure of mind, 

Thy saints, I am their servant, 

Myself in bondage bind, 

Lord of all. 

75. I SERVE (784) 

To those who love all others 

As their own selves, and live 

Lives led of grace, Thy servants, 

I willing service give, 

Lord of all 

76. LET ME BE FIT (790) 

O fit me for the service 

Of all who'truly love 

And serve Thee, so shall I be 

Fittest for bliss above, 

Lord of all. 

77. THE FOUR-FOLD PATH (792) 

The stages of devotion, 

The favoured, the four-fold, 

Are bud, and blossom, fruitage 

Green and then ripest gold, 

Lord of all. 

78. GOOD DEEDS (793) 

Of charity, almsgiving 

And prayer, penance, pain, 

Deeds must they do who saving 

Knowledge here seek to gain, 

Lord ot all. 
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79. THE BODY OF THIS BIRTH (812) 

Of all the deed-made many 

Embodiments on earth, 

Say why the best I think is 

The body of this birth, 

Lord of all. 

80. THE BODY DECEITFUL (813) 
. 

This body with lies laden, 

Deceitful thro’ and thro’, 

By merely being called so 

Can never be the true, 

Lord of all. 

81. BODY UNRELIABLE (814) 

Fleeting as lightning-flashes, 

This body of a day. 

To trust it, Thee forgetting, 

Is not to me the way, 

Lord of all. 

82. WATER-BUBBLE (815) 

Why in this water-bubble, 

This unabiding clay, 

Should there be all this suffering, 

And all this sorrow, say, 

Lord of all. 

83. WHY FEAR DEATH? (816) 

Why do men of no knowledge 

For dying bodies weep ? 

Why dread if one but knoweth 

The happenings in sleep, 

Lord of all? 
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84. AFTER THE BODY (817) 

This bodiment dissolving, 

What other frame is there ? 

What burden for the bearing ? 

What follows, when and where, 

Lord bf all ? 
I 

85. WHENCE THE BODY ? (818) 

This'load of limbs skin-covered, 

This form, this living thing, 

With pride assumed, yet burden, 

Whence came it to being 

Lord of all ? 

86. THIS CORPSE (832) 

The saints, the truly holy, 

Unlonging for the lust 

Of body, know in slumber 

It seems a corpse for dust, 

Lord of all. 

87/ FOOD-BAG (852) 

Long I’ve laboured, breathless, 

The breath of life to hold 

Within this food-bag, body, 

Bearer of ills of old, 

Lord of all. 

88 BOOTY (871) 

There was day Thou tookest 

Goods, body, being, three 

Thy booty. Now, let nothing 

Be lacking unto me, 

Lord of all. 
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89. THE SEEKER (876) 

O Bliss Thou bounteous earnest 

To me of Thine own will, 

Seeking me for my gladdening, 

Protecting me from ill, 

Lord of all. 

90. OFFERINGS (882) 

Wouldst Thou accept a garland 

Woven of words for Thee, 

Or from the fields fair flowers 

An offering from me, 
Lord of all ? 

91. ALLELUIA (890) 

Always Thy praises singing, 

Thy Grace I celebrate. 

To me are thoughts none other : 

The rest thy will, my fate, 

Lord of all. 

92. I WILL NOT LEAVE THEE (891) 

Thro’ self that ‘ I ’, ‘ I ’, crieth 

Tho’ Thou depart from me, 

Yet I from Thee will never, 

Never assundered be, 
Lord of all. 

93. CAST ME NOT AWAY (898) 
i 

To Thee Uve edme for refuge, 

O cast me not away. 

That Thou shouldst not give shelter 

The reason to me say, 
Lord of all. 
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94. LIGHT (912) 

Thou, with all seeing blended, 

Art of all eyes the light. 

The eyes of all things living 

In Thine Eye-light are bright, 

Lord of all. 

95 BELOVED (913) 

If Thou to me, Beloved, 

Art dearest, I should be 

To Thee Thine own beloved, 

As dear as Thou to me, 

Lord of all. 

96. ON THY HOLY HILL (923) 

Intemperance, lust, murder,, 

Theft, anger, and ill-will 

Must die in him whose longings 

Are for Thy holy hill, 

Lbrd of all. 

97. 1 SAW (967) 

Attachment and illusion 

From me had passed away. 

And 1 o ! I saw in vision 

Thy glory bright as day, 

Lord of all. 

98. MY TEARS WIPED AWAY 

Illusion gone, in vision 

O God, I saw, that day, 

Thy hand in mercy wiping 

My tears from me away, 

(968) 

Lord of all. 
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09. WHITHER CAN I GO? (973) 

Where can 1 from Thy presence 
Departs, parted from Thee, 

O God who all-where fillest 

With bliss abundantly, 
Lord of all? 

100. THE GUILE OF GOD (975) 

Why seemest Thou unheeding, 

And hearest not the while 

I cry to Thee ? The secret 

Show me of this Thy guile, 

Lord of all. 

101. I FOLLOW (1018) 

Little am I in learning, 

But much there is to me 

In words of holy sages, 

And I have followed Thee, 

Lord of all. 

102. I GIVE MYSELF (1019) 

Teacher that taughtest silence, 

The saving word to me 

Of joyous stillness spakest, 

I give myself to Thee, 

Lord of all. 

103. IN PRISON (1023) 

I know not why in prison 

Of luring senses live 

Thou keepest me Thy puppet: 

For liberty I strive, 

Lord of all. 

1247—6 



VII. THE SEA OF BLISS 

A section of twelve hymns, Nos. 77 to 88 in N. M„ is headed Snkavdri, 

**aiirf. meaning “ Sea of Bliss.” Each hymn in the original ends with this word, 

Sukaviiri, in the vocative case. The word is rendered here, ** Of saving bliss 

the boundless sea.” Eight of the twelve hymns are here given. 

104. TO TASTE AND SEE (77) 

Of Thino own seif, O Lord, Thou earnest 

The honey-sweet of saints to be : 

And sweetness all sweet sweetness passing ( 

Thy bliss was when they tasted Thee : 

Unceasing is for Thee their longing; 

With love their sighing spirits melt; 

Their senses with love-thinking languish ; 

Words fail to tell what they have felt, 

Words framed in joy, a blissful babble. 

In ecstasy the body faints, 

And bliss they have beyond all knowing— 

The rare experience of Thy saints. 

Till knowledge comes of man to maiden 

She has no thoughts of happiness ; 

When love possesses all her passions 

She smiles she thought of love so less. 

So 1 who know not but by hearing 

Believing what I merely hear 

Can only by Thy grace have knowledge 

Of Bliss to soul-experience dear, 

O God, the passionless, O Light, O Purity, 

Lord over all, of saving Bliss the boundless Sea! 

105. LOVE’S FULL TIDE (78) 

When 1, the way of love not knowing, 

Was moved and stirred to love by Thee, 

My spirit with lovo-languor fainted, 

Love for Love's fulness came on mo, 
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And, with strong yearnings for that fulness, 

My senses were with love possessed. 

Thy doing all, for whom love-longing 

I pine, and pining gain no rest. 

O grant me for my inmost gladdening 

The flood of Love at Love’s full-tide, 

Thy Biiss with all my being blending, 

Bliss-giver in my soul abide. 

The fragrance in the bud is hidden, 

But to it blooming goes the bee 

To petals open, cool and pleasing: 

So come, Beloved, come to me. 

Thou comest not, I cry for comfort; 

XJnpitied and alone I live. 

When wilt Thou grant me joy unceasing, 

As to Thy saints salvation give, 

O God, the passionless, O light, O Purity, 

Lord over all, of saving Bliss the boundless Sea ? 

106. THE PERIL OF WORDS 

Mayhap a stone may melt and soften, 

But I continue hard of heart. 

He has no power, Brahma the four-faced. 

Since Thou alone supremest art, 

A mind to fashion grace-resisting— 

What Thou decreest is sure decreed. 

So pity me, O God, all-potent 

Show mercy to me in my need. 

Behold I am become Thy burden, 

Thy care. O kindest, come to me 

As rain of bliss from skies grace-laden 

Refreshing me alive to be. 

An evil child a mother never 

From her as evil casts away : 

What other solace but its mother 

Is left to it, O Mother, say 9 

In many words there is no merit, 

For oft in them a falsehood lies, 

(79) 
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And lying lips fco grace are strangers, 

Outcast and alien in Thine eyes. 

So, not for lofty speech, lip-service, 

Wherein no profit is, I pray. 

But for the bliss of holy silence 

Wherein in peace my soul may stay, 

O God, the passionless, O Light, O Purity, 

Lord over all, pf saving Bliss the boundless Sea. 

107. THY SAINTS—AND I 

Bones in the body seem all breaking : 

In pore and hair is thrilled the skin : 

The mind within its framework melteth 

As wax in fire for warmth within : 

And love, responsive fco love’s ardour, 

Rains tears of love from love-lit eyes : 

Thus in Thy saints on whom Thou comesfc 

A Rain of Bliss from grace-deep skies, 

Ambrosia of the life undying ; 

Thus to Thy saints who love Thee well. 

: But wherefore Thou hast captive taken 

One such as I I cannot tell, 

Who have not love they have, the holy, 

Yea one whose longings still are prone 

To hold this frame of filth and frailty, 

Of hair and muscle, skin and bone, 

A lasting thing. I know its falseness, 

And fain would keep my senses free 

Prom faith in it, for 'fcis the pathway 

That thro’ much sorrow would lead mo 

To ruin and my soul’s undoing. 

The way of worldliness I spurn, 

Unwishing it, yea to its cravings 

Not even in my dreams to turn, 

O God, the passionless, O Light, O Pu' ity, 

Lord over all, of saving Bliss the boundless Sea. 

(80) 
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108. FOBSAKE ME NOT 

O Gold of heaven beyond all getting. 

O Pearl of price, O Love divine, 

O Love that in love-senses liveth, 

And living love becometh mine, 

O Flood of Love from Love o’er flowing !•— 

Thus, Lord, in revel and in song 

Thy praises I have said unceasing, 

In dances which to bliss belong, 

And cried and raved with deep love-longings, 

My body and my being thrilled, 

My hands in worship held adoring, 

And all I am with frenzy filled, 

As tears from love-filled eyes in torrents 

Bained votive to Thy holy name. 

My heart alas! then failing, fainted, 

For I grief-stricken then became 

Because I knew me all unworthy 

And hard of heart. Yet this I know 

That ne’er from Thee have I been parted, 

For lo ! Thou livect: even so 

My soul lives ever, yea, Thy bondman. 

Forsake not poor unknowing me 

But let me with Thy saints be numbered, 

Their great and goodly company, 

O God, the passionless, O Light, O Purity, 

Lord over all, of saving Bliss the boundless Sea 

1 (fy. LEAD ME NOT INTO TEMPTATION 

The creeds are clamant disagreeing ; 

Therefore, to vows of silence tied. 

The speechless great ones seek in silence 

The calm wherein they would abide. 

And Thou the heavenly Teacher earnest 

Three-eyed, most gracious, teaching me, 

H'w, free from coming, free from going, 

In bliss incessant I could be. 
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But lo ! the yogins claim for Yoga 

It is the path that leads to peace. 

And when I seek their lonely silence 

And strive .to be where senses cease, 

In yogic calm and contemplation 

Alas ! then, subtle in tbe mind, 

Delusion makest Thou my tempter. 

How can Thy slave salvation find, 

O Goa, the passionless, O Light, O Purity. 

Lord over all, of saving Bliss the boundles Sea ? 

110. WHERE DWELLEST THOU ? 

Where is the place that is thy dwelling ? 

Is it creation's crown and crest, 

The universe’s top and summit ? 

Or in the great beyond unguessed ? 

Or midmost in the sun’s bright mansions ? 

In fire where dwells the primal flame ? 

Or in the moon’s ambrosial arbours ? 

Or where in temples to Thy name 

Thy saints devoutly render worship 

Before the idols in the shrine 

And see, thro’ symbols, there arisen 

The presence of Thy form divine ? 

Art Thou where lead the four directions, 

Or where they cease and lead no more ? 

Or in the splendour of the vindhu ? 

Or sound that soundeth from before ? 
Or in Vedanta or Siddhanta ? 

Art thou in what the eye can see, 

Or where all go into non-being, 

Decay and die and cease to be ? 

Art thou in present, past or future ? 

Or where beginnings have their birth ? 

Or rather. Lord, Thy home Thou choosest 

Within the hearts of saints on earth, 

The holy dead to all world-senses ? 

Declare, O God, Thy way to mo, 

(86) 
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Thyself the guide fco lead Thy servant 

In graciousness at last to Thee, 

O God, the passionless, O Light, O Purity, 

Lord over all, of saving Bliss the boundless Sea. 

111. HEIR OF GRACE 

“.O! lor the day of grace that giveth 

My final freedom unto me ” !— 

My heart within me faints thus longing 

For grace fco which I heir shall be. 

What can I say, my doubts so many > 

Behold there stalkefch fco this day, 

Behind me and before, the peril 

Whose fear I have no faifch fco slay. 

Is bliss where throbs the mind unresting 

And throbbing melts like wax in flame '? 

Is bliss fco long fco still the senses 

In agonies that rack the frame ? 

Thou knowesfc all That arfc the knowing 

Of all my knowing, Thou alone. 

Why then, 0 God, as fcho’ Thou knowesfc 

Nothing, when all fco Thee is known, 

Thou lefctesfc me in sorrow flounder, 

Thine own fchou madesfc whom Thy slave ? 

While in the body weak, unlasfcing, 

Lefc grace be mine fco help me brave 

The winds and waves of life’s great ocean. 

O safely thro’ tempestuous seas 

Steer this frail barl: lest, wrecked and broken, 

It fail to reach the port of peace, 

O God, the passionless. O Light, O Purity, 

Lord over all. of saving Bliss the boundless Sea. 

(87) 



VIII. GOD AND THE SOUL 

The psalms translated in this section may well have the above heading. 

In the Tamil the chapter of forty psalms ha3 the title Aseyenum 

from the opening word of the first psalm. Those translated here are in 

(322) 112. ATTACHMENT 

The mind is as a piece of cotton 

Whirled in a storm and tossed about, 

When cares of life, ties, and attachments 

Grow strong, and love is lost in doubt 

And disregard of holy learning. 

And goodly fellowship is far. 

But God of grace and light Thou livest 

In minds that to Desire dead are. 

(324) 113. DETACHMENT 

’Tis God who doeth as He pleaseth. 

Just as, upon a plank of wood, 

A top is made to move in whirling, 

So God moves all for ill and good. 

When this is known, attachment ceases, 

Since nothing here seems worth the strife. 

Detached, the heart holds both as sacred 

Home life and the ascetic life. 

(331) 114. THE MOTHER 

Thou art my father, art my mother ; 

My grief allaying earnest here, 

In form of Grace, O God the Guru : 

None other helper have I near 

O Light whose end or whose beginning 

Dngueased, ungauged for ever lies 

O God who sole the First abidest 

Yet manifest to mortal eye?, 
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Needs of Thy suppliant servants heeding, 

On Siragiri’s holy hill, 

O ! Tayumanava, O ! Mother, 

Thy servants’ wishes to fulfil. 

115. BRETHREN (34!) 

Who is my father, who my mother, 

Who are the people of my kin ? 

Thyself, Thy saving' Grace, Thy servants. 

I come, unillumined within, 

Lord of the mid-set eye, Thy captive. 

The lotus of Thy feet to win. 

116. THE BURDEN (358) 

Crown of the Vedas four, Thou kaowest 

How oft I have been born, have died 

How oft, reborn how often, mortal, 

Linked unto deeds, to doings tied. 

Make Thine, O Lord, mind, speech and body; 

The load, I can no longer bear, 

Of births the burden. Me, unknowing 

Me, Lord, Thy vassal make, and spare. 

117. LIFE AND LOVE (361) 

Life of my life, sense of my senses, 

O Love that in my inness art 

Sweeter that sweetest fruit or nectar, 

And honey-sweet, within my heart, 

With alf my being blending livest 

By Grace familiar as a friend, 

0 let me not from Thee be parted, 

Unsundered be unto the end. 

Wherefore my mind that wayward wiileth 

Lead in the way, in me control, 

An 1 let Thy grace in richest measure 

Rofroshing rain upon my soul. 

IV-I7— 7 
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IX. ALL-FILLING BLISS BEATITUDE 
ti 

This is the translation of the heading ^wri^to/r^runi Anundaiuc a Param, 

of a section of ten stanzas, of which four are given here in English. The 
Bsglish section-heading fairly represents the sense of the Tamil title which 

is taken from the last portion of each psalm. 

118. THE ASCETICS—AND I (70) 

Dry leaves and dropping fruit and water 

Are all their food who hunger much, 

__ Cave-dwellers in the darkness, stone wise 

Who often sit in stillness such 

As keeps them self-composed unmoving, 

Eyes closed to all that calls away 
From meditation; or they wander 

Far in the scorching heat of day, 

Till in some sacred pool or river 

Devoutly they their bodies dip; 

And in the quiet of cool forests 

In silence sit, and sitting sip 

The soma-drink whose mystic sweetness 

Allays the thirst that leads to birth ; 

And so they sit for seasons many 

As tho’ deep-rooted to the:earth, 

Their breath subdued, their mind unmoving, 

That in the tangles of their hair 

Qrown wild upon their head and matted 

Fowls and all dying things of air 

Their hiding-places have in safety. 

Thus"live the wise, tho* bone by bone 

Is seen upon their wasted bodies 

Flesh-worn with fast and feeble grown, 

Because the grace that well fulfilleth 

All searchings of the Scriptures rare 

Is theirs to strive for, seek with striving. 

Who penance do to find peace there. 
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But 1 my days pass wordly-minded, 

O Lord in whose vast amplitude 

The seen, the unseen, That embracest. 

All-filling Bliss, Beatitude. 

Hit. THE TILLERS 

The forest growths of primal darkness 

Uprooted were; and wide and clear 

Of weeds and noxious growth mind spaces 

Were made in stretches far and rear ; 

The 3toniness of self was blasted 
» 

And borne away ; the soil was turned 

And tilled ; the seed of mystic silence 

For which the worldly have not yearned 

Was buried there; and love’s devotion 

Was water for its nurturing ; 

By persevering labour guarded 

Against delusion that on wing 

Of evil over all encircleth ; 

And so from seed and sprout there grew 

The tree of saving bliss whose fruitage 

In fulness yields sustenance true 

To them Thy loving ones, the saintly. 

I seek their goodly company, 

And, seeking, hope for good impulses 

From Thy prevenient grace to rae, 

O God, unseen of all, who livest 

In secret, and whose amplitude 

The seen and unseen all cont&ineth, 

All-filling Bliss, Beatitude. 

120. NOT BY LEARNING ALONE 

Whate'er I have of lore and learning, 

By reading or by hearing had 

1? useless, since my mind unmastered 

And unsubdued remainetli bad. 
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The arrogance of self-assertion, 

Of ‘ I' and ‘ mine ’ is in me still; 

The lust of things in strong attachment 

Is in possession of my will. 

Compassion and the grace of giving 

Were never mine ; nor any thought 

Of prayer and of fast appointed ; 

The Presence I have never sought 

Of God within His holy temple; 

But ever lived untrue in speech 

Truth never speaking, yet ta others 

Wise, in mere words, to preach and teach. 

Thus have I lived without an effort 

To win redeeming grace, and been 

Beyond ail men on earth baost foolish. 

Has such as I been ever seen 

Or heard of, say, Lord, who knowest 

All things and in whose amplitude 

The seen and unseen That embracest 

Ail-filling Bliss, Beatitude ? 

121. EXPERIENCE 

“ Of thine own self thou knowest nothing 

Thou doest nothing.” Thus spakest Thou 

What time Thou earnest, silent Teacher, 

And claimedst me Thine own. So now 

My body, being, soul Thou keepest 

Thy captive, captive from that day 

When I became Thy willing bondman ; 

And false things all have passed away ; 

Here is no continuing city ; 

Ealse is the faith in ‘ now * and ‘ here ’; 

False is the love of wealth all fleeting ; 

False is the sight that blinds the seer 

To all the falseness of the body ; 

Of kith and kindred bond and tie, 

False is the faith in false attachment;-; 

And of all lies the greatest lie 

(76) 
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Is truly that of self-assertion. 

And darkness is no longer nigh, 

Soul-ignorance the primal darkness : 

Nor now for me the pathways lie 

Of good and ill to re-birfchs leading. 

My mind is still, in peace is stayed, 

And it has lost its old attachments, 

Uncoming and ungoing made ; 

And time is not, for all transcendent, 

Transfigured are, O Amplitude 

That all things in its vastness holdest, 

All-filling Bliss, Beatitude! 



X. THE ALL-FILUNG FULNESS 

Psalms 89 to 99 in N.M. are grouped under the .heading Engu Niraykinra 

Porul, era® UsopQarp Outfit which means “ That which fills everywhere.” The 

Tamil title is from the words with which, each psalm ends. 

-122. WITHOUT THEE NONE (89) 

“ No atom moves but by His motion,” 

The sages say. What follows then ? 

What is knowing, and what unknowing? 

Who knoweth, knoweth not, of men ? 

Who are the silent, who the babblers 

All-mouthed and babbling such as I ? 

Whence cometh mind the soul’s delusion ? 

Hardness and mercy, whence and why ? 

Whence is creation, whence is action ? 

And elemental changes whence ? 

Falsehood and truth, fruitage and failure, 

Evil and good in consequence, 

Whence come ? Whence patience and impatience ? 

Who are the great and who the small ? 

Who are the foes and who the friendly ? 

Without Thee none, in Thee are all, 

O Life of life That all sustainest 

For time that is and time to be, 

And all-where Fulness That remainest 

For time that is and time to be. 

123. ART THOU NOT GRACE ? (90) 

Female is God is one faith's teaching; 

Another teacheth male is He ; 

A third of all beliefs will babble 

And wildly cry its creed to be 
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Now this, now that, is God, ever 

Uncertain and ungaining go, 

Heedless of what may follow after, 

From thought to thought and nothing know 

A fourth sees God in light whose glory 

The tongue of man can never tell. 

One says that God is space and vastness; 

God is the state where ever dwell 

Sound and the other primal causes. 

Some say God is the atom sole 

Surviving wreckage universal 

When all things into ruin roll; 

That God is present, past and future. 

The threefold time is what some say.— 

These thou becoming, ail transcendest 

And in the gracious interplay 

Of deeds Divine art Bliss eternal. 

O! marvel unto men like me 

The workings of Thy grace are wondrous ! 

Shall I not marvel ceaselessly, 

O Life of life That all sustainest, 

For time that is and time to be, 

And all-where Fulness That remainest 

For time that is and time to be ? 

124. DUAL, NON-DUAL 

The Vedas, Agamas, Puranas 

The Histories, all holy writ, 

Teach that the soul and God ‘ non-dual 

Or ‘ dual * arc, both He and it. 

While precious is the ‘ dual ’ teaching, 

The ' dual’ is the fountain-heacl 

Whence floweth forth ‘ non-dual ’ wisdom. 

Agreeing with what here is said 

£e&*JC'D, Experience and the Scriptures 

Unite. Opposing views agree- 

Thirefore shall I not need hereafter 

The stages four of piety, 
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Because by bond and by attactment 

That which I worship I would be, 

And so by being drawn to Thee ward 

Be least of me and most of Thee; 

My thoughts of me of Thee are worship, 

And I the state ' non-dual * reach. 

According unto each man’s seeking, 

That Thou becomest unto each— 

So wide Thy grace O gracious Father— 

Which he in worship thinks of Thee. 

Since I have come to Thee, O Fulness, 

What more is needful unto me, 

O Life of life That all sustainest, 

For time that is and time to be, 

And all-where Fulness that remainest, 

For time that is and time to be ? 

125. DELUSION AND THE MIND 

A babe that knows not what is bidden 

Is in its cradle to and fro 

Rocked, and receives on thighs sharp pinchings. 

Remembrance cometh even so, 

And linked to it forgetting cometh 

Within the budding of the soul, 

That with Delusion’s deadly fragrance 

Is dulled, and, in the worlds that roll 

Sevenfold of ignorance, is giddy, 

Reels in its dances, dancing reels. 

Wayward as she who from her husband, 

Self-willed, departing, freedom feels, 
« 

Apart from God the soul oft dwelleth ; 

Than iron harder and than stone 

The soul becomes, and soon believeth 

That unto it are truly shown 

What truly are, but all are merely 

What it believes it true can call. 

Anon this show will shrink and shriv J 

Into nothingness smallest small. 

(92) 
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These are the doings of Delusion 

That in the mind evolveth all, 

This pomp and pageant, fancy, falseness. 

Help helpless me the means to find 

Wherewith to curb and curbed keep under 

My false Delusion-making mind, 

O Life of life That all sustainest 

For time that is and time to be, 

And all-where'Fulness That remainest 

For time that is and time to be. 

126. THE HYPOCRITE 

Tears from mine eyes flow down in torrents 

But not because love melts my heart, 

Lo ! all I do is false, is faithless, 

I am untrue, I play a part. 

I dance with hands held up adoring, 

I sing, and ceaseth not the flow 

Of tears. I, hypocrite, unceasing 

Cry, feelings unfelt felt to show, 

‘ O Brother, Light Divine, O Father, 

Behold in me Thy willing slave.’ 

Thus in lip-service never lacking 

I danced and words for praises gave. 

All know this. Then much more Thou knowest 

Within Thy graciousness benign. 

In sweet compassion help me Homeward 

To where is endless Bliss divine ; 

Grant me the state of true abiding 

Without attachment there to live ; 

And unto me, helpless, unknowing, 

The grace of Thy salvatiofi give, 

O Life of life That all sustainest- 

For time that is and time to be 

And all-where Fulness That remainest 

For time that is and time to be. 

127. GRACE AND WORKS 

A single stone is strong to scatter 

In hasty flight fi crowd of crows. 
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So all past deeds, the sum of karma, 
Cause never hurt or harm to those 

Who for Thy grace love-thirsty longing 
Its fruition and its fulness find. 

That I so thirst not is no secret; 
All my misdeeds, before, behind, 

Oppressively beset my body; 
The yoga way to ward off ills 

Has failed for me. From me are distant 
The thoughts of that true life that fills 

Eternity. When shall my being 
In love and oneness blend with Thine 

What if to-day be mine that blessing 
Of living in that Bliss divine, 

O Life of life That all sustainest 
For time that is and time to be 

And all-where Fulness That remainest 
For time that is and time to be ? 

128. NOT POOR IN GRACE 

'Tis truethis body is unlasting ; 
Yet Thou, the Silent One, hadst given 

Thy servant, once, a method mystic 
In which if only I had striven 

To stand, this body might be lasting. 
But I, inadept, cannot learn 

To train my mind to self-rejection ; 
The food which I by begging earn 

Ill suits the body. So, forever 
In Thy pure Presence let me be, 

And there in meekness render service 
To those whose is the victory 

Begun o’er Death, who are mind-mighty, 
And serving whom I shall be strong 

In power of mind and in the practice 
Th&t easily would come ere long 

Of wisdom. Grant me one petition—^ 
Reep me from this one poverty , 

(%) 
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The poverty in Thy grace poorest— 

O now, compassionate, grant me. 

Thou Life of life That all sustainest, 

For time that is and time to be, 

And all-where Fulness That remainest, 

For time that is and time to be. 

129. CONTRAST 

Their clothing is of barks the coarsest; 

Grain of the jungle or the hills, 

And leaves that stray down from the forest 

Are food their cruel hunger stills. 

Both in the sun and rain they suffer 

And thereby stir from heel to head 

The warmth within the body latent, 

A fire upon their frailty fed ; 

They wash themselves in holy waters ; 

They think their bodies not their own, 

And do the practice of the yoga 

Austerely, most desirous grown 

Of saving by the way of wisdom. 

Thus do Thy holy ones, while we, 

The sinful, feast on food most sumptuous, 

Clad in fine clothes, in luxury ; 

Wear what we will, eat what we fancy ; 

In lordly mansions live, in state ; 

With nought to suffer seek our pleasures ; 

Are sensual, insatiate. 

How such as we sinful and foolish 

Full worldly-living night and day 

Can ever live and grow in goodness, 

Be gracious unto me to say, 

O Life of life That all sustainest 

For time that is and time to be, 

And all-where Fulness That remainest 

For time that is and time to be, 

(97) 
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130, ALL IS WELL 

That Thou art one with me in being 

My ignorance would madly groan 

In agonies of self-assertion, 

Its fashion and its form unshown, 

The primal taint. But like the darkness 

Which hides itself before the dawn, 

Hides what it holds and its own nature, 

Is shrunk to nothing and is gone. 

The seas are troubled in confusion, 

The birth-begetting good and ill. 

The waters roll away affrighted ; 

The storms have ceased and all is still; 

Because Delusion, root and reason 

Of difference, the many-made 

And many-making, has been driven 

To where at first its base was laid, 

Nothing. The understanding ripens, 

Released and undivided grows. 

To more and more of wisdom’s splendour, 

Till Bliss that no beginning knows, 

No end, no up, no down, no middle, 

Is come in all its fulness, mine ; 

And in that Bliss to be abiding 

To me is given Thine aid divine, 

O God that as the soul’s own Guru 

In form benign of saving grace 

Camest to me. Thy name be blessed, 

For ever unto Thee be praise, 

O Life of life That all sustainest 

For time that is and time to be, 

And all-where Fulness That remainest 

For time that is and time to Be ! 

(99) 



XI. THE WAY 

The Tamil title Aranm ^‘rSBBr“ meaning “ the Scriptures ” is from the 
first word of the first of ten psalms forming the section so headed. In more 
than one of them there is reference to “ a way ”, and hence the English 
heading. Eight of the psalms are translated here and they are 272, 273, 
274, 275, 276. 277, 280, 281 in N.M. 

131. THE SCRIPTURES (272) 

The Vedas are the road, 

The Agamas the steed, 

And Thine the guiding hand. 

But of Thy Form I need 

Full vision, O my Light, 

Lord of the mid-set eye. 

Till then, with word and will, 

T give Thee worship high. 

132. A WAY OF DELIVERANCE (273) 

Sakti is hid in Thee 

When all things pass away, 

0 boundless Sea of grace. 

Grant me refuge, I pray, 

From all forgetting far 

Beyond remembering. 

To me deliverance 

From births and re-births bring* 

133. THE WAY OF BLIS8 (274) 

Drunk with the bliss of God, 

Heedless of earth and sky, 

Merged in the sea’s expanse 

As mote to be, long I, 
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O Vision of the pure, 

O Witness of the wise, 

Tillai Dancer, heart’s help, 

Unseen of sinning eyes. 

134. A WAY ASHORE 

Indweller, calling me 

Insistent to the streams 

Of Bliss, Cloud dropping grace, 

O Lamp, whose cooling beams 

Dispel, with holy light, 

The gloom of ill, guide me 

Thro* deeps of births and sin 

Ashore. I trust in Thee. 

135. THE WAY TO LIGHT 

O Tree of life, whose fruit 

Ripeneth honey*sweet 

For saints ripest in grace, 

Light, Lord, lo ! at Thy feet 

I lie, contrite of heart, 

Grieved for the grace not mine, 

Of holiness of eye9— 

Illumine me with Thine. 

136. THE WAY OF GRAGE 

Sense of my senses, Thine 

The promptings to be still; 

But I in vain unrest 

Knew not; unwisdom kill. 

For Thou, and not the creeds « 
Of men, canst give me grace. 

The Lotus of Thy feet 

O Silent One I praise. 
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137. TO REALISE UNREALITY 

Grace of the silence Thou, 

Guru, hast granted me. 

The womb of bodiments 

Is dead, yet I would be 

Like those this body false 

Who feel, O Bliss confessed 

In form and formlessness, 

And by the creeds unguessed, 

138. WAY OF LIFE 

O formless Form, beyond 

All thought, Bliss without break, 

Thy silence is the way 

To endless life to take, 

O Lord, Thy Sakti hid, 

That sates$ * neath the tree. 

Light of a darkened world 

Nectar of saints to be. 

(280) 

(281) 



XII. DELIVERANCE 

“ Ineffable M in Tamil Sollatkaria, is the word with which 

ten psalms, of which nine are translated here, begin. The Tamil title is 

that word. The English represents Nos. 282, 283, 285, *86, 287, 288, *89, 290, 

291 in N.M. 

139. HARD IS THE FIGHT (282) 

O Lord ineffable, O Sea 

Of Bliss, abode and flame of light— 

Erom me in ill’s bewilderment 

Why hidest Thou ? Hard is the fight. 

Soft threads from stones who spins, the sea 

Who prisons in a mustard seed, 

Yaman, than night more black, is nigh— 

Thy succour sorely do I need. 

140. SHOW THY GLORY (283) 

Lord let Thy servant have the grace 

Of silence, and its secret know. 

Dispel the gloom that shrouds my soul. 

Once more to me Thy glory show, 

O vastness into which They pass 

Erom sin’s entanglements who go, 

God of the graceful Tillai dance, 

Nectar whose streams unlessened flow. 

141. 1 FOLLOW (285) 

Night I forget and day, in love 

And longing to be lost in Thee, 

O Sea of Bliss; behold my tears; 

My being melts; behold Thou me; 
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“ Father,” I cry, and follow, child, 

Crying, until, in ecstasy, 

I cross the troublous waves of time, 

O Light of light, O Bliss, Beauty. 

142. GOD IS ALL (286) 

Lord, in whose hair the crescent moon 

In silver gleams, O light of light 

At Tillai that in splendour danced, 

Beloved of mountain Uma bright, 

Thou art my God, my Guru Thou, 

My Guide, my Father, Mother art, 

Thou art my Evil and my Good, 

Life, body, being, every part. 

143. HEAR ME (287) 

In Thine own vast expanse risen, 

Thou dancest, doing all Thy will. 

From bonds of births, rebirths, I flee 

To refuge of Thy Feet, from ill, 

Nectar that all my thirst canst quench, 

O Xing of heaven, I cry to Thee, 

My hands uplifted, suppliant— 

O Lord, why hearest not Thou me ? 

144. CALL ME FROM BIRTHS (288) 

Cali me, Lord of the mid-set eye, 

Wearer of wLite ashes, call me, 

From all the ties of life, the bonds 

Of births, bewilderments, to Thee, 

Me, sinner moving in their midst, 

Make me Thy slave, O God whose grace, 

A' streams of waters, runs through thoughts 

Of saints, their prayers and their praise. 

1247—9 
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145. IS THERE NO WAY ? (289) 

God, who madest the heavens and all 

Creation, keepest what hast made, 

And canst destroy, would that Thy hands 

For my saving some plan had laid, 

Made known a way ! Why hast Thou called 

Into being one such as I ? 

Thy gain ?—In ignorance I ask. 

I trust in Thee, let grace be nigh. 

(290) 146. IF THOU BE ALL 

To seeing eyes the Vision Thou, 

To eyes unseeing art unseen, 

All life art Thou? the body Thou, 

Thou art of creeds division keen. 

Lord of the mid-set eye, eight-armed 

And red, if Thou be all, then, how, 

I marvel, Thee Thy saints adore, 

Their worship how receivest Thou. 

(291) 147. ALL CHANGED 

Laying on me load of my self, 

Burden of births and deeds on me, 

A puppet, in Thy hands, for good 

And ilia Thou madest me to be. 

When now, by Grace, heavenwards I go, 

The world and all that is, its way 

,;fe, the past, is all a dream 

Unwriteable of yesterday. 



XIII. FROM SIN TO HIGH THINGS 

I 

Six out of ten psalms in the collection headed in the Tamil Vambanen 

«jtLuQesrar, are translated here. The title means “a sinner ” and is from the 

first word of the section. The hymns translated here are 292,293, 294,295. 

296, in N.M. The Tamil heading is not adopted. 

148. IMPULSE OP GEACE (292) 

A sinner, Lord, Thou knewest me, 

Knewest my sin, and yet, with soft 

Impulse of Grace, Thou promptedst me 

To seek Thy face, O Lord, aloft 

That livest, most supreme, gracious. 

I live, by grace alone, I live, 

Lacking nothing. And unto Thee 

What reward worthy can I give ? 

149. THE WORD IS THE SWORD (293) 

There is a way to wisdom, full, 

Perfect, the bliss without a taint. 

Lest on this path my footsteps slide, 

Or, weary, falter, or I faint, 

Sword of the Silence, flaming bright, 

In secret has Thou given me, 

Word of the stillness. Nevermore, 

O never will I part from Thee. 

150. TO SEE THY GLORY (294) 

All powers and primal elements 

Transcending, Thou abidest high 

In the vastness of holiness. 

Light in the splendour of the sky 
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Of Bliss, O God ineffable, 

Peace-giver, when wilt Thou call me, 

Sinner, unperishing to live 

And fulness of Thy glory see ? 

(295) 151. MELT MY HEART 

I cast my cares on Thee, and trust 

That Thou wouldst take corruption’s core. 

My soul, with all its sins, and melt 

Its stoniness, and more and more> 

By violence of grace, soften 

It, and become its Refuge sure, 

Compassionate, till holy hands 

Of prayer are mine, and tear-drops pure. 

(2%) 152. SHOW THYSELF 

Pure light of purest bliss, whom they, 

Whose minds are unafraid and free 

Of ill, discern non-dual, One, 

When wilt Thou show Thyself to me, 

And comfort me with Thy “ Fear not,” 

O Secondless ? When shall I be 

Thy willing slave, in service glad. 

And at Thy feet worshipping Thee ? 



XIV. PONNAI MATHARAI 

The opening words of the first of 78 hymns give the title to the whole 

collection. The words literally mean, “ Gold and W omen ” paraphrased in 

English into the entire first line of the first hymn. What is presented here 

in English is in places paraphrase-translation. There are pairs of initial 

rhymes and the syllabic arrangement of the original is retained. Each hymn 

is chantabie to the tune of the Tamil. A peculiarity of the original—the last 

word or last but one word of one hymn becoming the first word of the next 

—it has not been possible to reproduce in the translation. The verses are 

194—271 in N.M. 

153. ONLY THOU 

Gain and gold-getting, laughter of love-lit eyes, 

Vain I hold to be, Lord of my being, Thou. 

Thee the grace-giving, luminant Lord I love, 

Me the lonely one longingly Who hast sought. 

154. THE PAST PERSISTS 

Mine and all I am, Lord, have I given to Thee, 

Thine and only Thine gladly surrendered so. 

Longings old yet are tormentful, O, my Lord ; 

Strongly stormed by them how can my spirit live ? 

155. TAKE ME (196) 

Soul-lit knowing Thee, service I render now ; 

Wholly yield I my I-thinking heart to Thee, 

Take me, sinful me, call me to Thee, my God, 

Make me captive, Thou conquering King of Grgce. 

(194) 

(195) 

156. MY GARB (197) 

Saintly garb and the grace that the garb adorns, 

Taintless life by the gift of Thy giving, Lord— 

Than ihao, lacking These, I can live, sooner I 

Gan take poison and find it to nectar turned. 
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157. INDWELLER (198) 

Boer’s seeing, Thee, seek the unseeing eyes; 

He and She and It, thus Thee the soul can sde. 

Knower’s knowing, Thee, faithless eyes seek afar— 

Lo ! abidest Thou, Lord, in the lowly heart. 

158. THEIR NAME AND MINE (199) 

Grace-given, God-drawn, they, mortal is not their name, 

Raised to godliness, Godward who ever grow. 

Name there’s none for me, sin-driven raft of ill, 

Aimless, tossed in an ocean of vanity. 

159. FREEDOM (200) 

Heard I wisdom in words of the Wisest One, 

Stirred not grace in me, saving the soul from sin : 

Bid me break through my bondage, and flee to Thee, 

Rid of being else burdened with births and births. 

160. FORMALISM (201) 

Hands of worship I, head-high uplifting, Lord 

Bands of faithful ones follow around Thy shrine : 

Distant yet is the day when the joyous truth 

Mists of darkness shall drive from deluded me. 

161. IN ME (202) 

Being who by creation unbounded art 

Thee within the sky-space of my heart I hold. 

There is nothing O flame of grace like the state 

Where I by Thee am ill-less and good-less made. 
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ID2. THE FLESH (203) 

Light of grace burning gold-red in Thy glory, 

Bright, beatiflc, boon of the Silences, 

Tho’ Thy Grace had been granted to me, God, 

Lo ! my being, beset with flesh-weakness, faints. 

103.- WORLDLY (204) 

Gold-red Brightness, my God, O, Thou, Light Divine, 

Holding fast to the fashion of worldiness, 

Praise my mind does not yield to praiseworthy Thee : 

Grace that calleth me, Lord, I deserve it not. 

104. ALL-DOER (205) 

Deeds I do, and the thoughts that I think are Thine— 

Heeding not this truth 1 have lived shamefully, 

Reeling in the whirl of the lie which causeth 
♦ 

Feelings hot of lust and hate and vanity. 

105. THE BODY (206) 

Vain this body, flesh, nerve-held, and built of bone, 

Pain the profit of being so long in it. 

Hurl Thy saints at it scorn, and their loathing, Lord, 

Pearl of Pearls, 0, Thou, unpierced Pearl found of me. 

LOG. WAY AND WISDOM (207) 

“ This is, that is not ”—argument know I not: 

Wisdom have I not for this or that to speak 

Thou art able to do all things ; unto Thee 

Now I come, save me : way there is none for me. 
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167. SLAVE (208) 

Holy ones of Thee loving Thy saving Grace, 

Lowly do I love, Lord who unknown fco me 

Thine hast made me be, bondman of God indeed— 

Mine be name of slave and not of devotee. 

168. LIFE OF LIFE (209) 

Dweller in the soul, Life of my life Thou art, 

Queller of oy qualms, surely, none else could be. 

Grace of God in me glowing all gloryful, 

Praised vision, It, thought of my thought remains. 

169. REFUGE (210) 

“ Fear not ”, said’st Thou to Markandan, much who loved ; 

Hearing of that grace, lo ! at Thy feet I fall, 

Falling, Lord, I pray grant me Thy refuge there, 

All embracing Bliss, ocean of wisdom high. 

170. IMMANENT (211) 

Seas the seven, and the mountains are merged in Thee, 

These and all in Thy immanent beauty are. 

Need I seek to know where be the hosts of souls, 

Peerless Lord who art conqueror of my own ? 

171. ALL-KNOWER (212) 

Bare is all I am, Lord, to Thy seeing eyes : 

Where is thought of mine that I dare hide from Thee ? 

Long the tale else I should tell of woes, my G :>d ; 

Strong one, holding me captive, O, keep me so. 
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172. MORE LOVE (213) 

Daily, from of old, God, have I groaned in me, 

Wailing, “ O my king, make me to love Thee more”. 

When such frail a thing shouldst Thou forsake at all, 

Men would praise Thee not, praise not Thy mercy, Lord. 

173. WIN ME (214) 

Light from glory of three eyes that gladden saints, 

Brightness gold-red, delight of adorers, Lord, 

Win me, drawn to Thee by Thy Grace, or else I 

Sinful and unregenerate must remain. 

174. PEACE (215) 

Light, O, source of Light, Fulness, Beatitude, 

Right, O, Refuge, Truth, Changeless, the only First, 

Seek I succour Thine, praying that, in Thy Grace, 

Weak I, peace may find, peace from mind causing pain. 

175. DEAD TO SELF (216) 

He encompasseth me l'ke the open sky, 

Me in bliss all beatific keepeth He, 

Knowledge, wise unto saving, is His alone : 

Lo I’ll love Him, and, dead to self> deathless be! 

176. DRAW ME (217) 

Me to Thee draw, Lord, as does the magnet steel, 

Be Thy feet to me sweetness to which to cling 

Birthless, Mother-God, and with Thy fervour filled 

Worthy tears to shed am ioyful tremor feel. 
1247—10 
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177. LIGHT ' (218) 

Mother, Father, the Refuge of souls, Him Dame 

Other than the Incomparable Teacher, wise; 

Call Him Light and the Source of light, who folds me 

All in blissfullest splendour most beautiful. 

178. PERFECTION * (219) 

First in word-revelation, world of Grace, He, 

Burst, in bountiful plenty, in worlds many— 

Seed and root from which fruitage of life is formed : 

Heed Him, One in all Perfection, worship Him. 

179. GOD TO ALL (220) 

Six-fold faiths of men, sagest of all, their love 

Fix on Him Who, to each, shows His form of Grace. 

Weak I longingly love Him, the Lord of Bliss, 

Seek I joy in Him, seeking I find it full. 

180. BEAUTY (221) 

Deeps I plunge into, ever-new joy of God: 

Sweeps the love of God, rapturous over me, 

His is timelessness, goes not He, comes not He : 

Bliss His beauty is, beauty the form of God. 

181, GOD INDEFINABLE (222) 

“ That is, this is He ”, said not the men of old; 

Sat they, saints, in the silence, adoring Him. 

Saints have held no distinguishing thought of God— 

Faints my soul to find name for my Fount of Joy. 
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182. JOY UNSPEAKABLE (223) 

Bliss unspeakable, me in His boundlessness 

His enfoldeth He, gk dness engulfing all; 

Dumb men sooner declare their dreams than I can, 

Humble mortal, in words of men, tell my joy. 

183. THE ONLY TRUTH (224) 

Pearl-skinned fruit in the palm of the saint art Thou: 

Whirls not he in doubt, Thou art his only truth, 

O, Thou truest One, truthless, my life I lead; 

Show now Thyself to me as my refuge, Lord. 

184. DYING TO SELF (225) 

Mid-eyed, snake-wearer crowned with the crescent moon, 

Hid the Ganga is, Lord, in Whose matted hair 

When all self, in me, O Father, perisheth, 

Then may I be saved, found in Thy form of grace. 

185. THY FORM (226) 

See Thy saints in all things they see only Thee, 

Thee they worship in work and their words are praise : 

Where all life liveth, live the five elements, 

There, O, greatest One is framed Thy form of grace 

186. THY GREATNESS (227) 

Praised I never as forms of Thee forms I found. 

Gracious Father whose all-filling splendour falls, 

God, whjse glory lies, over all like the sky, 

Lord, how can hard-hearted I Thy greatness know ? 
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187. TO LEARN SALVATION (228) 

Boundless bliss-giver, Father I have never 

Found, nor followed Thee, holiest Fount of Grace. 

Taints of sin in me speedily not to be 

Faints my soul for the learning, O, Lord of all. 

188. USELESS LEARNING (229) 

Gain 1 get none in knowledge I gather here, 

Vain and worthless the wisdom of words I read, 

Knowing not in the way of the wise to walk, 

O, ineffable Boast of the blessed ones. 

189. PROPER STUDY (230) 

Lore of word-wisdom boastfully babble I, 

Store of learning begetteth no good in me, 

O Abode of the mother-like Power of Grace 

Show how, Core of Light, saving may come to me. 

190. THE STONY HEART (231) 

Light indwelling in Glory of Sakti-Grace 

Bright, O, Blissful One, Ancient of days, Riches, 

Touch this heart of mine, melting its stoniness, 

Much which moves in ill, likest the worm in filth. 

191. NOT IN TRUTH (232) 

Boundless ocean of bliss, I have not in truth 

Found Thee, merging myself in Thy depths of joy. 

Feigning ecstatic silence of bliss-dumb saints, 

Gaining grace never, shame that I pass my days! 
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192. RESOLVED (233) 

Dark-eyed damsels shall never again find me 

Mark for darts of deluding love’s vanity. 

Thou art real, as fruit in the open palm. 

Now Thy captive, O, keep me, Lord, ever so. 

193. AS THY SAINTS (234) 

Call me Lord to Thee that I with eyes of faith 

Always see Thee as see Thy saints and over 

Live unliving the life of the soul of old ; 

Give me grace that to mindlessness I attain. 

194. SHOW OF RELIGION (235) 

* Silence, Silence,’—thus unto the mouth I say, 

Lying speak I that unto the hands also. 

Nightless, dayless made when will this dog have joy, 

Light, 0 Purity, wherein the just are merged ? 

195. PARENT OF SOULS (236) 

Light, O, all-filling Splendour, the sought of saints, 

Bright, beatific, Wisdom, Thou Mother art, 

Bliss-begetter, O, Father, most bountiful,— 

His, Hers—Thine are the numberless souls, children. 

19G. ABOVE LEARNING (237) 

Vastness, yea, vastness Thou art, the Vedas say ; 

Past all finding out, Agarnas cry amain. 

Learning gauges not God, but Thy journeyed ones, 

Earning Silence,'hold Thee over in their hearts. 
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197. ONE GOD 

Thou art God, and I none other worship, Lord, 

Bow I not before any in thought even. 

Knower, knowing all, nothing is hid from Thee, 

Lo ! I, truthless one, speak to Thee, Wisdom, truth. 

(238) 

198. LEARNING’S GOAL (239) 

Godi indwelling in glory, fulfilling all, 

Lord, O Light of light, this is my learning’s goal 

Thee to know as the Saint ’ midst the saints seated 

’Neath the tree of old ; knowing Thee, find my joy. 

199. STRAYING WILLS (240) 

Night-black beauty that bindeth the braided hair 

Tight in bondage unending it holdeth those 

Wilis unwooed by the glimpse of Thy glorious feet 

Thillay’s sacred Courts see in Thy mystic dance. 

200. WORSHIP HIM (241) 

Grace in beauty abideth in His body, 

Praised Grace of God, Maid of the mountains, She. 

Three-eyed Peerless One, Teacher true, love Him well 

Free from births to be, worship Him, O my soul. 

201. I FEAR NOTHING (242) 

Births, re-births, and the burden of being born 

Earthly life to lead, hell to fear, fruit of deeds— 

These I dread not since God is my Portion here, 

Peace and Good-Giver, three-eyed One granting boons. 
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202. HIS LOTUS FEET (243; 

Lord of melody mounted on milk-white bull, 

-God, whose eyes are three, preacher of Veda-lore' 

Wisdom true is He : flee to His Lotus feet, 

’Tis there, only there, soul of sin, safety seek. 

203. SAVING GRACE (244) 

Why disquieted, hard of heart, why deceived ? 

High are only they, great, to whom grace He gives, 

Praised Lord of the matted hair, mid-set:eye, 

Grace that maketh them wise in the Word Revealed. 

204. THE SPEECHLESS (245) 

Three-eyed, sought of the saintly ones who have crossed 

Speechless the sea of delusions of the soul, 

His the land of the fulness of saving grace, 

Bliss is boundless there, lo ! to its deeps I go. 

205. THE TWO-LESS STATE (246) 

Three-eyed Splendour that spakest the Vedas four, 

Freely all the worlds own and confess as we 

Know they naught of the joy of the homing soul, 

So beyond thought and hearing the two-less state. 

206. FAVOURED (247) 

Three-eyed Father high secrets that taughtest me 

Free of tests hast Thou set me amidst Thy Saints, 

Say what vows I had vowed to Thy holy Feet 

Days agone that now I should thus favoured be. 
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207. PREVENIENT (248) 

Praise I ever shall sing to thy Grace, O God 

Giace that motherwise made itself known to me ; 

Thought and thinking and longings foreseeing far, 

Nought withholdest Thou, O Lord whose eyes are three. 

208. SHELTER FROM BIRTHS (249) 

Tale and total of all it is hard to tell, 

Male and female my numberless births on earth : 

Them I dread not now. hoping for help from Him 

Gem and Jewel, O Splendour whose eyes are three. 

209. BURDEN-BEARER (250) 

Nothing know I but vision of saving Grace ; 

Other refuge I have not, O, wealth of Saints ; 

Cares I cast on Thee, keep Thou my mind at rest, 

Bear my burden, Beatific three-eyed Lord. 

210. SIGN AND SEAL (2Sl) 

He has taught me that Bliss is my solace here, 

Me He made to know way of the speechless joy : 

Mine is nought I do ; doer He, since He gave 

Sign and seal mystic of Him my three-eyed Lord. 

211. ADORATION (252); 

Thee O Lord of all, grace-giver by whose side 

She, the Sakti-Queen, bideth the Bride of God, 

Songful worship I, spirit-eyes seeking Thee, 

Longing, yearning to see Thee O King of Grace. 
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212. HASTEN THE TIME (253) 

Lasting thought I the fashion of fleeting things, 

Fast I held to it: fruitage is evil all; 

Tasted Nectar, Lord, sweet in the heart of saints, 

Haste the day of my merging in Mukti-joy. 

213. LONGINGS (254j 

Past and present and future are none to Thee; 

Vast Thy goodness, transcending the bounds of time: 

O, by grace to be likest Thee, sinful I, 

So that world-life may seem but a whirling 3how! 

214. IN IGNORANCE (255) 

God, that gottest Thee victory over Death, 

Lord, and drovest the dreaded one far from Thee, 

Thee I loving not, lacking good merit’s meed, 

Being foolish, have ignorance as my stay. 

215. FATE (256) 

Fate Thou framedst, and me for it, free-will too, 

Weighting will with desire, will to longing linked ; 

O, then, Lord of the herd of souls, how can I 

Know the way of rejoicing in saving grace ? 

210. PRAISE (257) 

Light enlightening me always to see aright, 

Bright as sunbeams discovering all to sight, 

"Traises, praises, to Thee, O, my God be given ! 

Gr*ee O ! grant me to outlive ray life of lies. 
1247—11 
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217. CONTENT TO SERVE (258) 

Light that dwelleth serene in Thy sweep of Grace, 

Height untouched by a craving or counsel, God, 

Endless births would I undergo, if, through all, 

Bending knees to Thy saints, I could serve them vrell. 

218. HEAVEN HERE (259) 

Bright abode of bliss, Ruby-hill, by whose Light 

Night of ignorance nigh to Thy saints is not, 

Give me grace that I, in this my body, may, 

Live in joy with Thee, losing me Lord in Thee! 

219. SOLE REFUGE (260) 

Flame unflickering, failing not, Light of light, 

Framed in radiance, Ruby of Tillay-Dance, 

None my refuge, or helper, or kin but Thee, 

Unto Thee I come : when wilt Thou grant me grace ? 

220. DOUBT AND DARKNESS (261) 

God, whose form is Thine all-filling Grace alone, 

Lord o'er matter, fair dancer in Court of Gold* 

Thou, enthroned in me, hast my mind-mist dispelled, 

Doubt is driven far* darkness has fled from me. 

221. KARMA (262) 

Foe to me ever, iruit of ill, from of old. 

Woe has worked in me, hate of good, harm to do ; 

Let me, Lord of the mid-fronting eye of grace 

Fetter-riven, find refuge but at Thy feet. 
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222. MY TAMIL (263) 

Light to longing eyes, food to the tarnishing, 

Sight alone is the solace of seeking souls— 

Come, that my Tamil may to all praise Thy Name, 

Humble Servant That servest Thy servants, Lord. 

223. FATE AT WORK (264) 

Lord who wearest the datura in Thy hair, 

Corded Ganga-stream, crown of the crescent moon. 

Sleepless sorrow I far from Thy feet’s refuge, 

Deep in sins of the flesh has my fate flung me. 

224. ILLUMINE ME (265) 

Thee, about whom debated men, ‘ Yea,’ and 4 Nay. 

1 He is wonderful,’ Thou hast revealed to me, 

Thou #rt sole, none else. O, Thou, the highest good. 

Now illumine me, lighten my gloom, O God. 

225. IN THE HOUR OF DEATH (2M 

Death will send his dread angels to me at last, 

Breath of life to take. Who will then help me, who, 

Save He unto whom twain of the Trinity 

Gave all praise, incomparable Lord of Bliss ? 

22t>. AFTER VISION (267) 

Name and learning, love, wisdom, sincerity 

Came and truthfulness lo I as mine eyes beheld 

God whose grace as the rosy-red sky is spread, 

Lord whose form of Love filleth eternal bliss. 
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227. IN SAINTHOOD GOD (268) 

They are God to me who on Him meditate 

Day and night drawing nigh unto Him, nigher, 

Light of eye-light and innermost sense who is, 

Brightly burning Truth in the broad spirit-space. 

228. THE HIGHEST GOOD (269) 

This, O, Highest Good, God over all I know, 

Wisdom saving men, Bliss of the Saiva Faith, 

They shall perish who preach other gods there are ; 

Way of peace is theirs who have found joy in Thee. 

229. MY HELPER (270) 

Men my kith and kin can never succour me ; 

When my need cometh, who can my helper be ? 

He, the Lord of the matted hair, mid-set eye— 

Seeking whose feet the seeker has bliss on high. 

2SO. BY LOVE ALONE (271) 

This is sure that by love is attainable 

Bliss that unto the holy is ever true ; 

Goal of bliss to gain, and in that bliss to be. 

Soul, all alien faiths as false fling aside. 

231. SAME AS 182 ABOVE (223) 

The arms of Love around me are, 

’Tis God embraeeth me, 

And in His bliss unspeakable 

He holds me His to be, 

Enfolded in His boundlessness, 

Engulfed in ecstasy. 
No tongue of man the joy can tell 

The bliss beyond word’s reach 

And humble I with mortal lips 

Its meaning cannot teach — 

•Sooner the dumb their dreams declare 

fp joyousness of speech. 



XV. GOD, SOUL, MIND 

€» 

Eleven hymns, the first beginning with the word Mandalaththin<*«***-»> 

which, with another word, means ‘ on earth,’ form a section headed Mandala- 

ththin. This translation gives the eleven hymns under the title, ‘God, Soul, 
Mind.” These three subjects, in interrelation, are dealt with in them, the 

last three hymns being specially addressed to the Mind. The hymns are 
390—400 in N.M. 

232. THE ALL-UPHOLDER (39#) 

Men see a man perform a marvel 

And wonder much how he could place 

Egg upon ©gg in mid-air standing. 

More wonderful far are His ways, 

The One who all the worlds upholdeth 

Within the wideness of His grace. 

233. NOT ONE NOR TWO (391) 

* They know not one-ness nor yet two-ness 

Who in yoga’s seventh heaven are blest, 

Full-visioned they who reach the silence 

He gives, the Sole by all confessed, 

The Eirst, unending Bliss refreshing, 

The Sorrowless and e’er at rest. 

234. HIGH WISDOM (392) 

The deathless One, the undepending, 

To those above the stages three 

High wisdom gives, He, darkness-render, 

Beginning, Changeless, Purity, 

Unseen of Faiths the six who liveth, 

Seat of Silence, of Bliss the sea. 

i 
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235. NOT TWO NOR ONE 

Great Sea of Bliss whence all life cometh 

Ambrosia, Gold and Precious Stone, 

Indwelling Power, to me all riches, 

Not two with soul nor one alone, 

All-circling Light, bliss-giving Vastness, 

Unchanging e’er the same is known. 

236. THE UNKNOWABLE 

Self-knowing men like Him He maketh 

Who lives, unflickering flame of grace, 

When all things pass away as lightning. 

To know is all, the Scripture says. 

The creeds are puzzled. He abideth 

All-true whom gods and mortals praise. 

237. THE LORD 

Beyond all praise* Supreme, the Marvel, 

By all bonds bound as ‘ That ’ as * I \ 

In blending so, is sweetest Wisdom, 

Core of the heart to those who die 

To night and day, Crown of the Vedas, 

The Lord, the Bliss-bestowing Sky. 

238. WE DO NOT KNOW 

Of Him, advaita’s End, Eternal, 

The creeds all cry, “ We do not know.” 

Ill-less, passionless, God, Wisdom, 

• God-likest by His grace to grow 

Who guides God-thinking men, Vastness 

Of Bliss He lives, abiding so. 
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239. SOURCE OF DELUSION 

Like good things out of gold, Delusion 

Within Thee springeth, O, my mind, 

When free, grace-ripe, the Rest thou seekest 

Love-melted. Were sins cast behind, 

Then could I live, and thee, good helper, 

Like God’s own grace, my kin I’d find. 

240. MIND MIGHTY 

The very gods, in flesh embodied, 

Obedient to the mind must be. 

For present powers and those hereafter 

O, mind, man ever needeth thee. 

Asat who art as sat I reverence : 

That I may live be dead to me. 

241, GOOD-BYE 

Tho* much I grieve, O, mind, I’m sundered 

From thee, dear friend from long ago,. 

Thy plaice revere. The Silent Teacher 

Has taught nor ‘ I * nor ‘ mine ’ to know. 

For heaven I hope, and power; and comfort 

I have through thee in grace to grow. 

242. WHEN THE MIND IS STILLED 

Birth-bonds that bound me long are broken, 

Now in this body in this state : 

Now springs the Life the soul’s great secret. 

O mind that changes can create 

Li£6 thee’s nor cloud nor flow’ry arbour, 

And in seven worlds thy fame is great. 



XVI. GRACE 

From the first words of the first hymn Thanthai Thai pr£i 

" Father, Mother ’ this section takes its title in the Tamil. This translation 

condenses those words and others into i( worldly kinships.” The section 

is given a new name. The hymns are 588-594 in N.M. 

243. WORLDLY KINSHIPS (588) 

What time the Teacher of the silence 

Gave me His grace and made it grow 

How wonderous that all worldly kinships 

Should seem to me a passing show! 

244. ONLY THOU (589) 

I counted not my gains or losses 

When first I gave myself to Thee, 

For, raining bliss, O cloud grace-laden 

Thou Mother-wise art e’er with me. 

245. I HOLD THY HAND (590) 

Thy grace is all I know, O Gracious, 

The ship that takest me ashore ; 

The hand that me into it leadeth, 

Thy hand, I hold for evermore. 

246. THE THREE-FOLD VISION (591) 

Mine eyes have seen Thy grace e’er present, 

Thee, and me. Cast me not away 

From Thee for openly thus speaking 

What gladness makes my lips to say. 
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217. SAVE ALL (592) 

O God that givest joy uncloying 

And in the sphere of grace art Friend, 

Mix Thou with men, call all to heaven— 

Would worldly life then have an end ? 

248. IF THOU WILT (593) 

O Thou that boldest all creation 

Within the hollow of thy hand 

Thy will Thou cansfc perform that makest 

The smallest magnified to stand. 

249. THE HEART COUNTS (594) 

Mere words ! But tears of joy, love-tremor, 

To know, melt thou my stony heart, 

Who by the stone-grown banyan satest. 

And, honey-sweet, the Three-eyed art. 

TM 7—13 



XVII. GOD REALIZED 

PettavatkSyi Qupp«±G*% ‘ to her who has given birth,’ is the opening word 

and mnemonic title of this section in the original. Its eleven hymns are 

595—605 in N. M. 

250. EXPERIENCE (595) 

’Tia but the mother not the barren 

Knows travail-pains and pangs of birth. 

God’s bliss who taste, not stony-haarted, 

Joy tears and tremors have on earth. 

251. STONY SOULS (5%) 

“ Come, Lord of bliss, O Come, our Father,” 

Adoring ones thus cry to Thee. 

To such Thy grace Thou givest, Mother— 

With stony souls how will it be ? 

252. TO LOVE THEE MORE (597) 

Indweller in me poor, unknowing, 

Desire and thirst Thou only art; 

Thou givest Love, ’ tis not my causing. 

Great one grant more within my heart.* 

253. THY FEET ($%) 

Before I speak my needs Thou knowest 

My grief. O come again to me, 

And let upon my head in blessing 

The lotus of Thy fair feet be. 
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254. WHEN? (599) 

Those feet to hold, to hug caressing, 

To eyes, to heart, adoring press, 

Embracing them to lose Delusion, 

When wilt Thou, Lord, Thy servant bless? 

255. DELUSION (600) 

From worldly friends and fleshly kinsfolk 

Cut off, and kindred made to be 

To saints ’tis but Delusion hinders— 

In it to be why lettesfc me ? 

256. DOUBTS (601) 

Wealth and my willing soul and body 

When I surrendered, Lord, to Thee 

Thou enteredst me. Why my doubtings ? 

O, let Delusion cease to be. 

257. MANNA 

Because by little and by little 

Thou dolest out the Food of Bliss, 

Cared for and fed I live like cattle ; 

Deluded I contentment miss. 

(602) 

258. HOME (603) 

What binds me back to bonds I’ve broken 

Of home, of wealth, of women’s love ? 

Should not now shine for me Thy glory 

Qf blessings of the Home above ? 
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259. THE VISION (604) 

To make me know Thou art; my knowledge 

Taught in the word, by teaching preached, 

Pure, Life of heaven, Eye ever present, 

Beyond the Sound the Vision reached. 

260. FORSAKE ME NOT (605) 

O Voice, beyond the Voice the Vastness, 

The Seeing One, the Sight, the Seen, 

The Scriptures, and their Secret, the Silence, 

Forsake me not: from ills all screen. 



XVIII. GOD KNOWN INWARDLY 

The mnemonic title in the Tamil is from the opening word Kalldlin 

* Of the banyan tree.’ The 29 hymns are 606—635 N. M. This 

translation does not repeat the peculiarity in the original of the last word 

of one hymn becoming the first of the next. 

261. A SECRET (606) 

Beneath the banyan shade when seated, 

To Four then God Thyself to be 

By symbol and by sign Thou showedst. 

Upon a straw to cross the sea 

Were easier than to say that secret. 

262. GOD OF ALL CBEEDS (607) 

“ Lo ! here,” “ Lo ! there,” the creeds all clamour, 

But Thou above their contests art, 

And yet, to each its God, Thou comest 

To dwell within the human heart, 

By grace the only way of knowing. 

263. APART FROM THEE ? (608) 

When closely seen, what world existeth 

Apart from Thee ? Apart from Thee 

Is sky or fire, earth, wind or water ? 

Apart from Thee where should we fce ? 

Say, Lord, whose half fair Uma hideth. 

264. THE MIND (609) 

Behind a monkey devil-driven 

Like one who runs I’m made to go; 

My weight of body heavy dragging. 

My mind I follow even sc. 

"Why leavest Thou me thus to sorrow ? 
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265. THOU BECOMEST I (610) 

Is there to me or good or evil ? 

If I the meaning could but know 

How Thou in me myself becomest, 

Then with the holy here below 

I would be as them ever happy. 

. 266. THY LOOK (611) 

From wealth and want is framed Delusion, 

Of worldliness the two-fold test. 

That I may tear this share to pieces, 

And, deeds not doing, be at rest 

When wilt Thou look on me, 0, Blissful ? 

267. THY VISION (612) 

I cried, “ Grant me Thy grace.” Thou heardest 

And, hearing, hastenedst to'my cries; 

And, hastening, me for Thee Thou tookest. 

When wilt Thou, gladdening to mine eyes, 

Grant what I long for, Lord, Thy Vision ? 

268. GRACE OF SILENCE (613) 

The present, for the past repentant, 

I spend in grief, and, grieving, live. 

Spouse of my soul, O, Lord of Wisdom, 

When comes the day when Thou wilt give 

Thy grace to me of Bliss of Silence ? 

269. DEATH (614) 

When, like the lotus softly opening, 

My ready heart opens to Thee, 

O, fragrant Honey therein springing, 

I long the day of death to see 

Of this my lust-entangled body. 
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270. IF NOT FOR THEE 

Wert Thou another world to fashion, 

Thy rule and will withdrawn from this, 

Justice would fail, the worlds, the scriptures; 

And Truth and Order men would miss ; 

The deathless die ; and all we perish. 

271. TO WHOM CAN I. GO ? 

The state where self-assertion ceaseth 

O Lord, sufficeth unto me; 

E’en tho* it be not Home and Heaven, 

Yet would I go to none but Thee, 

O, Bliss that dwellest in the Silence! 

272. THE BONDS BROKEN 

What time Thy fulness, Lord, abounded, 

The bonds I brake of birth and change : 

Sense-knowing ceased, and light, and darkness, 

And, beyond all pleasure’s range 

And pain’s, knew nothing, me not seeing. 

273. THE WORLDLY 

Of all the hosts of lives Thou madest 

Is there a sinful one as I 

Who know this world is false and fleeting, 

Yet lose myself within that lie, 

With never longings other-worldly ? 

274. TAMIL PSALMS 

Thy Feet with kisses gods make rosy ; 

The sweet toned Tamil of the Three 

Thine ear3 delight with psalms sweet-worded ; 

My words from theirs how far must be, 

Feeble. O th.-ee-eyed Lord, soul’s honey. 
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275. THY FEET (620) 

The life of bliss shall I gain ever 

Who for the Lotas of Thy Feot 

Long not, and loveless live in sorrow, 

O Lord tha't givest ever sweet 

The honey of the highest wisdom ? 

•276. THE SIGN (621) 

The fleeting all with unfixed vision 

Beholding, and beyond to see 

The meaning of the Sign of Silence 

In grace Thou, Guru, gavest me 

When dawns the day of deediess freedom ? 

277. THOU LIVEST. WE LIVE (622) 

We live, O Lord, because Thou livest; 

We live, Thou livest, from of old ; 

When Thou destroyest, Thou art nothing— 

Consistently one cannot hold— 

Or as Creator Thou art allness. 

278. STATIC (623) 

To know that all the world is transient 

And in that truth abiding be, 

The stable stage of wisdom reaching 

Will bo the day O Lord for me 

When all my sorrows Thou wilt sunder. 

279, I N LESSENED FULNESS 

O Time, of Yuno s threa-foldness Framer, 

Who Porn unformed ur forming art, 

If Thou co TUoo. shouldst call me, gracious, 

And fi!l wit! grace my (ongii.g hcnC 

O Lorn. 'Ihy v‘ * w-s wit no1: hssen • 
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280. STONE (625) 

0 Flame of Bliss that brightly burneth 

Ineffable above all speech, 

Had I but been a stone created 

Then could I be above the reach 

Of birth and death and all attachments. 

281. BODY (626) 

The strong in wisdom mind-untroubled, 

Because they would God-seeing be, 

Ignore the body, body’s senses. 

While I who wisdom babble free 

This fleeting body feed and cherish. 

282. SERVICE (627) 

Three-eyed, unseeing why remainest 

While much in me I suffer here ? 

Am I not servant of Thy servants 

Love-melted who to Thee are dear, 

O God, Light’s splendour, pure Effulgence ? 

283. AFAR (628) 

The hosts of darkness Thou despoiling, 

My deeds, my foes, with ceaseless strife 

That followed me hast Thou far scattered, 

O Light, Light’s Vast ness, Bliss and Life. 

But now from Thee afar I languish. 

284. GRATITUDE (629) 

A path to me Thou hast appointed 

Where follows not delusivo mind, 

My deeds undone. To Thee thanksgiving 

O Bliss, O Life, what can I find 

But hands adoring Thee, All-Doer ! 
1457-13 
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285. THE CREEDS 

The creeds in conflict know in common 

One only God, almighty Thee; 

They differ not but as thou wiliest; 

They roll, all rivers, to the sea, 

To Thee, 0, Yastness of the Silence. 

286. SALVATION 

Thou madest me to all united 

And then, 0, marvel! madest me, 

Transfigured into saving knowledge, 

In stillness undistracted be, 

And in that state I have salvation. 

287. DEEDS 

The way of being born to suffering ^ 

Is of my working, seeking, none. 

Say, Mother, by what rule and reason 

The deeds, misdeeds, that I have done 

As fruitage past are said to follow. 

288. WHERE? 

As mother that sustaineth, tender, 

Why does not grace abound to me ? 

When thou, 0, Lord from me recedesti 

What worlds are there, and where, for Thee 

All-Vast, All-filler, for Thy Fulness ? 

289. MERCY 

O, Mother-God, Thy ways are wondrous ; 

Ineffable the sport, the play. 

That I in deeds, taint, and delusion 

Should suffer, and in suffering stay, 

Is surely not, 0, Lord, thy mercy. 
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290. THE MERCILESS 

Mercy who does nofc show, O, Mother, 

Nor patience has, nor piety, 

Nor knowledge, nor the grace of giving, 

Shrinks from Thy saints’ society, 

Is Iron-hearted, steely, stony. 

(635) 



XIX. THE BELOVED 

This section consisting of stanzas 1421 to 1450 in N.M. is known as 

Ananda Kalippu A Revel in Bliss. It is a ballad of spiritual ex¬ 

perience. The chorus is given at the end. In the next section will be found 

a rendering more nearly literal than in this section, of the 30 verses in the 

syllabic arrangement of the original, the English there being chantable to the 

ballad tune of the Tamil. The erotic realism of the original is not fully 

reproduced in the translation in either section. 

1. TOLD IN CONFIDENCE 

291. THE LOVER (1421) 

He who is first, and none afore Him, 

Lord of the Silence, came to me 

And in the hush of softest whispers 

Sayings unsayable said He. 

292. UNSAYABLE (1422) 

How can I tell His whispered secrets ? 

By guile He made me be alone, 

In stillness sit, with nought to hinder, 

Ingladdened me and made His own. 

293. LOVE (1423) 

“ Cut thyself off from all attachments, 

And cling to me,” said softly He. 

In His embrace beyond all telling 

Was bliss, and in His words, to me. 
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2. THE SECRET 

294. TRANSFORMED (1424) 

Long have I been a woe-led babbler, 

Till He, my Lord, deliverance gave; 

And now, Desire the demon driven, 

Love holdeth me God’s willing slave. 

295. ONENESS (1425) 

As I from self detached was growing 

My love for Him began to grow, 

And He, one day, in joyous silence 

Made me with Him oneness to know. 

296. WHO IS HE ? (1426) 

Caste I have lost and custom broken, 

Of true delights to speak were ruth. 

Sister, He is no earthly lover, 

My Guardian and my God, in truth. 

297. BLISS (1427) 

Bliss, like the undammed ocean rushing, 

Joy-tears down gladdened eye-lids streamed, 

His melting love my being thrilling— 

O ! sweetness as of one who dreamed ! 

3. REALIZATION 

298. A MARVEL 

“ What in thy thought seems truth or fancy,” 

He said, “ be cast away from thee ! ” 

So saying forthwith worked a marvel— 

His very self He made me be. 

(1428) 
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299. SELF-DISCERNING (1429; 

“ Thou art not elements or senses 

But Thought, a worthier, art thou,” 

He said, and in His words so loving 

I joyed and joyfullest am now. 

300. DYING TO SELF (1430) 

To such as love Him He is loving, 

Teacher, Bliss of the Silence, He. 

Upon my head His feet He rested— 

Self-knowledge came : I died to me. 

301. DELUSION KNOWN (1431) 

I know how birth and death in sequence 

Are linked to me. In me I find 

The chain as waking and forgetting 

Forged by my most delusive mind. 

302* DEEDS UNDONE (1432) 

Lord of the mystic sign and silence 

Appeared beneath the banyan tree 

The bondage of my deeds undoing, 

In oceaned grace deep plunging me. 

4. SEEING 

303. SIGHT OF GRAGE (1433) 

“ See with the eye of grace,” tho ’ bidden, 

I strove with other eyes to see ; 

Darkness was all I saw, thick darknes> *, 

Nor saw the seeing one, e’en me. 
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(1434) 304. ASSIMILATION 

“ Be least of thee, and then thy being 

From me undifferent shall be, 

And secondless, ” He said. That saying 

Is bliss untellable to me. 

305. HE ALONE 

I neared the grace of God, its vastness, 

Its stretches of unending bliss 

And lo ! my darkness far was driven— 

I saw His beauty, only His. 

306. TRANSITORY 

They laugh at life, the wise, truth-knowing; 

And we have seen with our own eyes 

How frail ic is, as light as sleeping— 

Now, say, what profit in it lies. 

5. CONSEQUENCES 

307. HOLY DESIRES 

The Bliss beyond the Sound, the Silence, 

To seek He deigned to give me grace 

All undeserved ; unrest undoing, 

His feet upon my head to place. 

/ 

308. PEACE 

Me who was atom unto fulness 

He changed, the Light of Bliss, by grace 

rJ .go:ng and uncoming keepeth, 

O, marvel, me in His own place ! 

(1435) 

(1436) 

(1437) 

(1438) 
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309. THE WITNESS (1439) 
* 

Untouched by all His mighty actions, 

Creation, preservation, doom, 

Abideth He. Behold the Witness, r 

And in thy thought for Him find room. 

310. MY PLACE (1440) 

There thought is born, and there it dieth 

And there ‘tis re-born purer where 

All states exist, and I, not seeing 

A second, stand the seer, yea, there. 

311. EVER-PRESENT (1441) 

He who is Being, Bliss and Wisdom 

How can we say is here or there, 

Or He is one or two whose glory 

All-filling gloweth everywhere ? 

6. APPEAL TO ALL 

312. THE BODY (1442) 

O you who know not truth, you worldlings, 

This body dies—why hold it true? 

What answer do you hope to render 

When death s dread summons comes to you ? 

313. SOLE REALITY (1443) 

To think this foul and fleeting body 

Is safety is but self-deceit. 

The Porm alone of God the gracious 

Is true to own ‘ tis very meet. 
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(1444) 314.' BE IN STILLNESS 
* # 

Away with likes, dislikes, attachments; 

Those tanglements to re-births lead. 

Be still, the Lord hath said, so being 

Be knowledge, and His saying heed. 

315. AS STRANGERS AND PILGRIMS 

No~e think, “ In this flesh-land a stranger 

I sojourn ; yet, I seek the flame 

Of lust, am singed in it to losing 

My high estate, unto my shame.” 

316. WISDOM 

Lest I forgetting birth’s causation, 

Be snared by wealth and beauty’s lure 

The Lord has given me His pure wisdom 

To sunder bonds, bright weapon sure. 

317. MORTIEY 

The god of love gave up his body 

Knowing that fires of hell are fed 

By lust-enkindling eyes. The holy, 

Should they not to the flesh be dead ? 

318. THE WORLD * 

Like sun-baked saffron is the glamour, 

The Agamas and Vedas say, 

Of all creation : who this saying 

Heed not walk but in evil’s way. 

(1445) 

(1446) 

(1447) 

(1448) 

1157—14 
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319. DUTY WITHOUT ATTACHMENT (1449) 

The charms of lust have no dominion 

O’er holy men, the pure in heart. 

God was Janaka's goal of duty, 

God’s bliss his portion and his part. 

320. THE WAY (1450) 

Nor ‘ yea ’ nor ‘ nay ’ to each attachment 

Say, but in God’s own stillness stay; 

Be knowledge, bliss to gain. God teaches 

This doctrine of the holy way. 

Sankara, Sankara, Sambu, Siva 

Sankara, Sankara, Sankara, Sambu. 



XX. THE BELOVED 

This is another presenting of A Revel in Bliss given in xix above. 

The verses here follow the syllabic arrangement of the original Tamil, with 

initial rhymes and are chantable to the ballad tune of the Tamil. 

1. TOLD IN CONFIDENCE 

321. THE LOVER (1421) 

He who is first and afore Him no one, 

Light in me luminant, Wisdom and Bliss He, 

See what He said to me, sister, when He 

Came as the Silent One saying his secrets. 

322. UNSAYABLE (1422) 

Sayings unsayable said He, as He 

Seating me by His side cunningly, sister, 

Laying His love on me, nought to hinder, 

Thrilled me with joy, yea. by making me His own. 

323. LOVE (1423) 

“ Cast away all that you cling to within, 

Cling but to me.” Sister, so said He, and I 

Fast as 1 clung to Him, knew that—»can I 

Say what ? Unspeakable secrets then spoke He, 
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2. THE SECRET 

324. TRANSFORMED (1424) 

Woe-ridden long bad I wandered, babbling 

Balefully, devil-led body I, but now 

Lo! tbe Lord driving the demon Desire 

Captive me at His feet keepeth He, sister. 

325. ONENESS (1425) 

Holding my senses in, free from longings 

Daily I grew in my love for His person. 

Eolding me close to Him one day made He 

Me with Him oneness know joyous in silence. 

326. WHO IS HE ? (1426) 

MaHe has robbed of my birth-mark, undone ; 

Freely to speak of it would be but sorrow. 

He is no lover mine, human, sister, 

He is my Guardian and God is He supreme. 

327. BLISS (1427) 

Bliss like tbe bound-bursting ocean rushing, 

Tears of joy streaming down love-gladdened eyelids— 

His is this marvellous doing, sister,. 

Melting my soul with love, thrilling my being. 

3. REALIZATION 

328. A MARVEL (1428) 

“ Real, unreal, whatever in thought 

Hitherto hath thy heart holden most firmly 

Be all away from Thee,” said He, sister. 

Saying so, Himself He made me be—marvel! 
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329. SELF-DISCERNING (1429) 

“ Earthy, nor elemental art thou, nor yet 

Organs, nor innermost senses art Thou— 

Worthier, pondering thought art. Reflect.” 

Blissfully spake the Lord, in His love, sister. 

330. DYING TO SELF (1430) 

Grace-giver, Lord of blest silence, Teacher, 

Love unto those who love Him He is truly. 

Placing His feet oif my head He made me 

Know myself. Knowing me died I then to me. 

331. DELUSION DISCOVERED (1431) 

Whence came they linked to me, Birth, Death ? asked I. 

Deeply considering knew I this sister,— 

Sense the delusive one, bred them in me, 

Guised as forgetting and waking, it working. 

332. DEEDS UNDONE (1432) 

God, for me camp He not, teaching Silence, 

Under the banyan shade, undoing my deeds. 

Lord of the mystical mute-show sister, 

Plunging me in His grace, deep in its ocean 2 

4. SEEING 

333. SIGHT OF GRACE (1433) 

4 See with the sight of grace,” said He, but I 

Sought to see with my sense, singly and apart. 
* 

Me even saw not I the seei ; darkness, 

Darkness was all I saw. Why was it, sister 2 
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334. ASSIMILATION (1434) 

Lest I deem Him from me distinct, said He, 

“ Secondless, undifferent, be*” And from that 
i 

Best of all sayings, most blissful, sister, 

O! what untellable rapture sprung in me! 

335. HE ALONE (1435) 

Where in pure infinite whiteness stretches 

Siva-land’s sweep of bliss boundless I drew nigh ; 
Tares of my darkness uprooted I savw; 

Nought but the Lord I saw high in His splendour. 

336. TRANSITORY (1436) 
They whQsee laugh at this world-life, sister; 

Have we not seen it, with our own eyes, passing ? 

Say is there meed in it, merit, or good, 

Good in what goeth away as a sleeping ? 

5. CONSEQUENCES 

337* HOLY DESIRES 

Me who knew nought of grace made He seeker 

bf Bliss beyond the Sound lying, the Silence, 

He the most mighty One unrest undid 

On my head laying His holy feet, sister. 

(1437) 

338. PEACE 

Light of bliss beaming upon me changed me 

Atom of atom to fulness by His grace ; 

Right me He keepeth uncoming, ungoing, 

Yea, in peace stable so wondrously, sister. 

(1438) 
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(1439) 339. THE WITNESS 

Much He works, mighty One, His acts countless 

Making, maintaining, and marring, yet do they 

Touch Him not sesamum seed-small even— 

Him the true Witness O worthily adore. 

340. MY PLACE (1440) 

There is the birth and beginning of thought 

In Him it dies to be re-born but purer 

Where all the states exist, yea, there I am 

The seer not seeing a second there I stand. 

341. EVER-PRESENT (1441) 

Being sole, Bliss is He wisdom, and lo ! 

All-filling gloweth the glory of our God. 

Seeing this, can we then of Him declare 

“ Here ” or “ There,” postulate oneness or twoness ? 

6. APPEAL TO ALL 

342. THE BODY (1442) 

Know ye not this body, dying, decays, 

Worldlings who cling to it holding it as true ? 

Lo ! ye of all men surely are foolish— 

Can ye to deatfy^ demands render an answer ? 

343. REALITY (1443) 

None so deluded as we are if we 

Eanoy this filth-ridden body is real *, 

Unsafe the safety that seek we in it; 

Only the Form of the Gracious One is true. 
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344. BE IN STILLNESS (1444) 

Let be all like and all dislike, since these 

Tanglements tend but to births and to re-births. 

Get to the state of the stillness He taught, 

He, the Lord, and. in it be thou knowledge. 

345. AS STRANGERS AND PILGRIMS (1445) 

None understandeth, and no one thinketh, 

“ Lo ! in this alien flesh-land I sojourn;, 
* 

Unknown, a stronger entangled and singed 

In the flame of the flesh, forfeiting my meed.” 

346. WISDOM (1446) ' 

Lest I forgetting the cause of re-births, 

Or by the lure of love or riches be lost, 

Best of all weapons, true wisdom, gives He, 

Wherewith asSunder to smite that great danger. 

347. MORTIFY (1447) 

Hell-fire to fulness their flesh-life feedeth 

Whose days in beauty’s bewilderments are lost. 

Well did the god of love give up wisely 

His body. Should not the knowing ones do so ? 

348. THE WORLD (1448) 

Vedas and Agamas agree saying, 

Like as the glamour of sun-lustred saffron, 

Made but to dazzle, are all things that are. 

• Evil ones know not this; do they know, sister ? 
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349. DUTY WITHOUT ATTACHMENT. (1449) 

Evil allurements of love and beauty 

Cling not to those that are cleanly in their hearts. 

See in King Janaka goodly witness— 

Gained He not God*wardly to joy endless ? 

350. THE WAY (1450) 

‘ Yea * and ‘ Nay contrasts, do these exist ? 

Seeker of saving Bliss stand but still and see 

Way of the knowing one, knowledge be thou— 

Goal of the Vedas, God, teacheth this, sister. 

(Chorus) Sankara, Sankara, Sambu, Siva 

Sankara, Sankara, Sankara, Sambu ! 

1547—15 



XXI. HERE AND THERE 

Portions and whole hymns from different sections of the Tamil are grouped 

here under the above heading. The first translated is a whole hymn in the 

section entitled in Tamil »-«-«> Udalpoyuravu. The second is a 

portion of what is translated in section xviii above, and numbered 279, which 

is 624 in N.M. The next is a part of what is 2 in section 1, above. The fourth, 

a part of the fifth which is the whole of 60 in N.M. The last in this miscel¬ 

laneous collection is the opening hymn of the section entitled in the Tamil 

Panmdlai, u«wto/r3so, “ Garlands.” 

351. THE GURU (541) 

He is the Guru who granted me grace to gain 

Good for the life that is, good for the life to be, 

Being most worthy to show me true wisdom’s way 

How best to be but the doer of good only ; 

Me He with mother-like tenderness draws to him 

And in my heart-temple dwelleth the Guru, He. 

352. TIME AND FORM (624, Part of Sec. £VIII. No. 279 

above) 

Thou art all Time, 

And Time’s three-foldness framest Thou 

Its Past, its Future and its Now, 

Thou framest all, 

Framer untouched by what Thy hand 

Fashions in air, in sea, on land, 

Thou art all Form— 

Thou formest seed and fruit, their laws, 

Yet hast nor consequence nor cause. 
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353. MANY BIRTHS (2, Part of Sec. I, No. 2 above)’ 

Many the lands of my birth, 

Many my places on earth, 

Many the names I have borne, 

Many the marks I have worn, 

•Many my kith and my kin, 

Many my bodies of sin, 

All by deeds begotten, all fresh deeds begetting. 

354. THE BEST (60, Part of No. 355 Below) 

Birth follows birth, 

And the tale baffles numbering. 

Of births on earth 

The rarest, worth remembering, 

Most opportune, is this the present 

Which missed this chance of grace is misspent. 

355. THE BEST OF BIRTHS (60) 

Of births and bodies without number 

This present human is the best. 

This missed, who knows what I may suffer 

In births to be, and go unblest ? 

While in this birth and in this body 

My spirit’s shelter, halting place, 

’Tis best that I in joy be blended 

With bliss that from the sky of grace 

A cloud with bounty laden raineth 

Beatitude. Before the day 

When this my body’s frame and fashion, 

Belike a show, shall pass away, 

I pray that by the grace of Sakti 

The blessedness may here be mine 

To drink the mystic moon-drawn Soma, 

Incessant’drink the draught divine#' 

Ye holy ones who have the wisdom 
That holds in balanced harmony 

Vedanta and Siddhanta teaching 

And finds in two oneness to be! 
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356. GARLANDS 

Of flowers many, flowers rare, 

Are garlands woven, garlands fair, 

But these, Thy holy ones declare, 

Delight not Thee. 

Delight Thee more the garlands strung 

Of syllables of praises sung 

By those who sing with hfeart and tongue 

Of piety. 

Sei*-knowers they who so -can sing. 

Unlearned I weave many a string 

Of pearls of tears, and Lord I bring, 

Love melting me, 

Word-garlands woven for Thy praise. 

Call me, Need-Knower, by Thy grace. 

That praising Thee I all my days, 

May with Thee be. 

(175) 



. XXII. LONGINGS 

Twenty-three couplets are chosen to represent the section consisting 

of 226 and entitled in Tamil Ennall Kanni, eTbviriLsexrxd, a title taken from 

the last words erfciscrGerr of each couplet. The last words mean, ** When ? ’ 

and are rendered here “ When will it be? ” and ** When comes the day ? ” “ Oh 

for thajt day 1 ’ “ When dawns the day ? ” and once,. “ When will it come ? ’’ 

The couplets express deep longings. This section,—two lines of Tamil 

forming in. translation five lines—is headed “ Longmgs.” The whole section 

in N.M. is 1083-1314. 

357. HERE IS GRIEF (1177) 

The longer here we linger 

’Tis only grief we gain, 

There is a heavenly City 

Where we shall have no pain— 

When will it be ? 

358. ALL IS VANITY (1178) 

Here all is false and fleeting 

This land of vanity. 

There is a land of vision 

Where grace our lot shall be— 

Oh ! for that day 1 

359. THE SKY-WIDE SEA (1179) 

Nowhere begins its vastness, 

Nor ends the sky-wide sea. 

To reach that sea most spotless 

Of '(race, and in it be, 

When comes the day ? 
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360. STREAM OF GRACE. (1180) 

There is a stream whose waters 

Of grace run everywhere, 
9 

I fain would wash my body 

In it that river rare-^ 

When will it be ? 

361. THE MOUNT OF GOD (1181) 

“ A place of mystic secrets,” 

The books bewildered cry. 

I long to climb that holy 

Mountain of God most high— 

When will it be ? 

362. REFRESHING RAIN (1182) 

The fire of all my longings 

Of mind is burning pain. 

I pray for grace of quenching, 

God’s own refreshing rain— 

When will it come ? 

363. THE CITY OF GLORY (1183) 

Nor sun, nor moon there shineth, 

Nor star where God is Light: 

I long to reach that City 

Of glory, heavenly bright— 

When will it be ? 

364. HEAVENLY WATERS (1187) 

At the feet of God moonbeams 

Unceasing brightness give. 

I thirst for heavenly waters, 

And unreborri to live— 

When will it be ? 
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365. FROM THE WORLD (1188) 

The world, awake and weary, 

In cares, unresting keeps me. 

O, in the soothing slumber 

Of grace, asleep to be, 

When comes the day ? 

366. FROM BIRTH-BONDS (1189) 

The heat of birth-bonds burneth. 

I long to reach that place 

Where at the feet of God is 

The Shadow of H;s grace— 

When will it be ? 

367. FROM SORROW (1190) 

Dark is the sea of sorrow, 

It spreads behind, before : 

I long to cross its waters, 

And reach the heavenly shore— 

When will it be ? 

368. SWEET WATERS (1215) 

The pure in heart have vision 

Of Bliss the boundless sea ! 

I long for its sweet waters 

And therein merged to be,— 

Oh! for that day ? 

369. AS THE LOTUS (1228) 

As laughs with joy the lotus1 

Before the rising sun, 

By grace shall I be gladdened 

Grace of the Holy One— 

When will it be ? 
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370. AS THE PEACOCK (1229) 

Afc sight of clouds the peacock 

In dance of pleasure reels. 

To see the heavenly Dancer 

My heart high gladness feels— 

Oh ! for that day ! 

371. AS THE NIGHTINGALE (1230) 

For mellow light of moonbeams 

As longs the nightingale, 

Sun in the soul arisen, 

Thy heavenly light to hail, 

When comes the day ? 

372. ONE WILL (1232) 

To Him the heavenly Dancer, 

. Myself, my all to give, 

My will to His surrendered, 

His willing slave to live, 

When comes the day ? 

373. COME TO ME (1234) 

0 God whom gods and devas, 

. For glory cannot see, 

To cry with love and longing 

“ O come, 0 come to me,” 

When dawns the day ? 

371. ALL-DOER (1235) 

To think that all my actions, 

Have Thee, O God, for goal, 

So thinking, for all doings, 

Invoke Thee in the soul, 

When comes the day ? 

I 
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375. JOY (1238) 

As-Breaks its bounds the ocean, 

So ecstacy to flow 

In melting tears, and thrilling 

Rapture of soul to know, 

When comes the day ? 

376. FLAME ON CAMPHOR (1278) 

As burns a flame on camphor 

Unquenched of any wind, 

Oneness of soul, unsinning, 

With God by grace to find, 

When comes the day ? 

377. LAMPLIGHT IN SUNLIGHT (1280) 

Evil to God’s pure presence 

Goes not. Oh ! there to be, 

As light of lamp by sunlight, 

His love absorbing me, 

When comes the day ? 

378. MILK IN WATER (1293) 

He has nor up nor under, 

Beginning nor an end. 

Mingled, as milk in water, 

In Him in bliss to blend, 

When dawns the day ? 

379. AT LAST (1279) 

To rest beneath the shadow 

Of God’s own feet of gold, 

The God unseen »of mortals, 

Marvel of grace untold, 

When dawns the day ? 

1457—16 



Notes 

The following annotations are numbered, and the passage, wor^ or 

phrase annotated is indicated by reference to the page of this book and 

to the numbering of the English rendering of the psalms. The system of 

reference indicated at page 1 above is retained, that is, the numbering 

refers to the English, and the Tamil original (especially where not 

translated for inclusion in this book) is referred to as N.M. Thus No. 

3 = the English rendering in the continuous left-hand numbering. N.M. 

570 = (in these notes) the verse so numbered in the Tamil original in 

N.M. edition (see page 1 and Introduction, ad. fin.), in the footnotes 

the figures in the Tamil references are to stanzas, except where page 

is expressly indicated as in the case of annotated editions. 

1. Place. (Page 3, No. 1). 

The Tamil of ‘ Place has no power .... delimit ’ literally 

means ‘ Being neither here nor there.’ See No. 3 (at page 4) where the 

first four lines are a paraphrase of this idea, and compare with it 

No. 341 at page 111. The expression ‘ Nor here nor there ’ has a deeper 

sense than that of mere omnipresence of God, aud that is brought 

out by the poet in N.M. No. 524, “ Abide in the two-less state and thou 

shait realize Sivam, and think not of God as here or there.” To the 

man who is willing to see God only everywhere, the two-less state (see 

Int rod action, part v) is natural. The surface sense, however, that 

is, of God’s omnipresence, is obviously intended in the hymn under 

•comment to be emphasized, particularly by the words translated 

“ all-filling splendour.” There is a great deal in the saying of the 

Jewish Rabbis, “ God is not in place,‘but place is in God.” 1 In speak¬ 

ing of God realized in the soul, S. Augustine ignores space-thoughts 

of God when he says, “ Where did I find Thee that I might learn Thee, 

but in Thee above me ? Place there is none ; but we go backward and 

forward, and there is no place.” 2 It has been remarked that the Con¬ 

fessions is full of the noblest expressions as to the non-spatial character 

of God, of the soul’s dispositions, and of the relation between God 

1 Quoted in Farrar’s Lives of the Fathersx ii. 471. 

2 Confessions, x. 26. 
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ind the soul.1 Eckharfc, with a strong monistic trend in his thoughts 

of Deity, non-spatially and non-temporally says, “ Reason severs us 

from here and now . . . Here is indeed a small space . 

but it must go if I am to see God.” 2 The conception of Deity in 

terms of space, as immanent and yet transcendent as in the case of 

S. Tayumanavar, is well* illustrated by the philosophical biographer of 

S. Catherine of Genoa : 

These three categories of within and inward, outside and outward, above 

and'upward, position and movement can lead and do actually lead in Cathe¬ 

rine's case to two separate lines of thought and feeling.the Negative [God’s 

transcendence].the Positive [God’s immanence].Those experiences of 

God’s presence as apparently, in a special manner within us, and without us, 

above us, also lead by means of another connection of ideas.to a positive 

result. For those experiences can lead us to dwell, not upon the difference 

of the ’ places ’, but upon the apparent fact that He is in a ‘ place ’ of some 

sort, in space, somewhere, the exact point of which is still to find; and, by 

thus bringing home to the mind this underlying paradox of the whole position 

they can help to make the soul shrink away from this false clarity, and to 

fall back upon the deep, dim, true view of God as existing,* for our apprehen¬ 

sion, in certain states of soul alone, states which have all along been symbo¬ 

lized for us by these different “places” and “positions.” And thus what 

before was a paradox and mystery qua space, because at the same tim9 within 

and without and because not found by the soul “within” unless through 

getting “without” itself, becomes now a paradox and mystery qua state 

because the soul at one and the same time attains to its own happiness and 

loses it, indeed attains happiness by deliberately sacrificing it. And thus we 

come to the great central secret *of all life and love, revealed to us in its 

fulness in the divine paradox of our .Lord's life and teaching.If God be in 

a place, we cannot well conoeive of Him as other than outside of and above 

the soul, which-itself, even God being in a place, will be in a place also. 

And then that’ “ place ” in which God was pictured as being, is found to be a 

state, a disposition of the soul.And.God being thus not without nor indeed 

in space at all, she [8. Catherine] can love Him everywhere, indeed the what 

she is how constitutes the where she is. 3 

There is thus the possibility of a ‘ place ’ conception of God as well 

as of a ‘ state * conception of God. In the writings of most mystics the 

1 Baron von Hiigel’s Eternal Life, 87,88. Among editions of the Confessions 

may be mentioned Pusey’s, Arthur Symons’s, the volume in the series of 

Ancient and Modern Library of Theological Literature, and Pilkington’s, all 

in English. The two volumes in the Loeb Classical Library series contain | 

the Latin also. Piikington’s (T. and T. Clark) has copious notes. Mention j 

must also be made of Bigg’s edition also that of Marcus Dods. 

a Translated in Eternal Life, 115. 

3 Baron F. von Hugel in The Mystical Element of Religion, i. 276—279 

The two volumes are a work of immense indispensability to the student of 

mysticism. 
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stress is sometimes on one and sometimes on the other. In S. Tayh- 

manav?", what is in S. Catherine a ‘ state ’ idea is given prominence in 

the thought of the indwelling God. The Bible is clear as to the omni¬ 

presence of Deity, “ Whither shall I go from Thy spirit ? Whither shall 

I flee from Thy presence ? ” 1 On the ‘ place ’ and position idea we may 

note Solomon’s words, “ But will God indeed dwell on the earth ? Be¬ 

hold the heaven, and the heaven of heavens cannot contain Thee ; how 

much less this house I that have builded ? ” 3 God is not to be located.3 

S. Paul’s words to the Athenian thinkers seem to be apt here, “The 

Lord of heaven and earth dwelleth not in temples made with hands 

.He giveth to all life and breath and all things.He is not far 

from every one of us, for in Him we live, and move, and have our 

being-” * The * place ’ and ‘ state ’ conceptions find mention in a great 

Jewish utterance, “ Thus saith the high and lofty One that inhabiteth 

eternity, whose name is Holy, ‘ I dwell in the high and holy place, with 

him also that is of a contrite and humble spirit.’ ” 5 

2. Grace.Willeth. (Page 3, No. 1). 

The subject of Grace is dealt with in the Introduction, part vii, 

above- The thought of God’s willingness to be associated with all life 

is represented in the Siddhanta by the idea of that aspect of Grace 

known as Ichcha Sakti which “ may be defined as supreme Love 

desiring the welfare of all creatures.” 6 “At the sight of jivas.” says 

the English translator and commentator of the Siddhiyar, “ weltering 

in sin and suffering, God’s love is stirred, and He wills to save 

souls. ” 7 God is essentially Love, not simply loving, as a Hindu 

Saint 8 had well said before our poet, and long after S. John— 

That God and Love are twain, 

In ignorance do men exclaim, 

Not knowing Love is God’s own Name. 

Once knowing Love and God are sarye, 

In Love they rest from pain. 

—T  -" -— -——- ... ■ 

1 Pr 139 : 7. 

2 1 Kings 8 : 27. 

3 S. John, 4:21, 23,24. 

* Acts, 17 : 24-28 ; See Acts, 7 : 48. 

6 Isaiah, 57 :15. 

8 Siddhiyar, 3. 1. 63. 

7 Nallaswami Pillai’s Siddhiyar, p. 159. See Sivapragasam, Stanzas 2,14, 

15, and the excellent notes at pp. 4, 25, 27 in Tiruvilangam’s Tamil edition. 

8 Tirumular, Tirwnantram, Stanza 270 ; 1 John 4:16. 
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It is the property of God ever to love, and* so it is that the Bible 

postulates active Love of God in eternity. “ Thoulovedest me before 

the foundation of the world.” 1 As in Hindu thought, so in the 

Christian, it is rightly believed that God’s love is stirred at the sight 

of human sin. God’s solicitude for man is'part of His eternal purpose 

of love.2 In the Introduction, part vii, I have gone at length into 

the thesis that God’s Love willing the salvation of souls, His Ichcha 

Sakti, is seen in the Christian conception of the Cross as the furthest 

limit of Love, sacrifice—“ God so loved the world.”3 4 

3. Life,- Life of Life. (Page 3, No. 1; Page 4, No. 3). 

The expression 8 Life of Life ’, varied at times into ‘ Lord of Life * 

(N.M. 155) or ‘ Sense of the Senses ’ (N.M. 315), or ‘ Guardian of Life’ 

(N.M, 378), occurs in numerous places in the writings of our poet- 

saint/ It may be rendered “Soul of Souls ” as in the English 

translation by Mr. Nallaswami Pillai of the Siddhiyar. 5 A Persian 

mystic, Rumi, addresses God as “ Soul of Soul of Soul.” 6 All expres- 

sions and renderings are intended to convey an idea of the closeness 

of the relation of God to the human soul. The meaning is not ex¬ 

hausted by stating that th§ conception “ consists in the comprehension 

of God as the Infinite including all finite existences, as the Immanent 

Absolute who progressively manifests His character in the ideals of 

Truth, Beauty, Righteousness and Love.”7 God is absolute Being. 

The ancient Hebrew conception of God as Life is indicated in the 

name made known to Moses, “ I am That I am.” 8 

1 8. John 17:24. 

2 Eph. 1: 4; 1 Peter, 1: 20. 

8 S. John 3 : 16. See above, Introduction; Part vii. 

4 See Nos. 19, 21, 23, 25, 117, 122-130, above, for examples. 

6 The Siddhiyar 3. 5. 5; 3. 8. 28; 3. 9. 5; original is in each place 

literally ‘ Jiva of Jiva ’ or * Life of Life.’ 

a Davis, Persian Mystics'i. 44. 

7 Pringle Pattison in Hibbert Journal (1902), p. 458. “ Man is not a par¬ 

ticle of God so that the requisite number of particles of human souls will 

make up one God.” (Nallaswami Pillai, Bodham\ 58.) 

8 Ex. 3: 14. On the purposeful use of “ I am ” by our Lord in S. John 

8 i 58 see Watson’s Mysticism of S. John's Gospel, 81, 82, and for the Ignatian 

inference of timelessness from S. John 8: 58 see Journal of Theological 

Studies [1913], p. 208. 
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In fche hand of God is the life of every living thing, and the breath 

of all mankind. 1 “ The being of the creature is roote'd in the God¬ 

head, its Creator ; its continuance is being grounded in the Godhead, 

its Conserver. Without the Divine Conservation and Co-operation 

the being and the action of the creature would cease. Thus is the 

life of the creature wholly in God.” 2 The unnamed author3 of a 

classic of Christian mysticism well observes, “ God is the Being of all 

that are, and the life of all that live, and the wisdom of the wise, for 

all things have their being more truly in God than in themselves, and 

also their power, life, knowledge and the rest, for, if it were not so, 

God will not be all-good.” S. Augustine in addressing himself states 

the same truth, Now, to thee I speak* O my soul, thou art my 

better part; for thou quickenest the mass of my body, giving it life, 

what nobody caq give to a body ; but thy God is even unto thee the 

Life of thy life.” 4 In the great Gospel utterances all this and more 

are contained : *' As the Father hath life in Himself, so hath He given 

the Son to have life in Himself. .... I am come that they 

might have life, and that they might have it more abundantly.” 5 6 

The experience of Christian and non-Christian mysticism is in accord 

with the realization of the Hebrew poet who owned., “With. Thee 

is the fountain of life.” 3 The devotional context in which poet-saints 

and mystics speak of God as Life of Life, Sdul of Soul, lifts the con¬ 

ception above the plane of a pure academic assertion. It assumes the 

nature of a discovery in spiritual realization. “ Life is more than 

physical existence ; it is fellowship with the Unseen. Since God alone 

possesses life in the highest sense, fellowship with Him is the one 

condition on which man can obtain it.” 7 Fellowship with God issues 

in practical conduct.8 

* Job U : 10. 

* Watkin, Philosophy of Mysticism, 36; see Ruysbroeck, Spiritual Mar¬ 

riage, ii. oh. 37. 

3 Theologia Germanica, * written in the 14th century by a priest and war¬ 

den in tbfi house of the Teutonic Order at Frankfort, and nothing more than 

this is known about its author. His very name has perished.’ (Inge, Faith 

and Knowledge, 263). The passage quoted in the text, above, is from Miss 
Winkworth’s translation, p. 188. 

4 Confessions% x, 6. 

6 S. John 5: 26 ; 10: 10. 

6 Ps. 36: 9. 

7 Soott, Fourth Gospel, 235. 

8 I John 6:7. 
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4. Nor by Speech Searchable. (Page 3, No. 1). 

Language is a poor vehicle to convey any adequate idea of God. 

In many places our poet-saint acknowledges that God is above the 

reach of words.1 2 It has been well remarked by a modern thinker 3 

commenting on Eckhart’s distinction between God and the Godhead: 

No word that voices distinctions or characteristics, then* may be spoken 

x)f the Godhead.The reader who finds himself somewhat dazed in 

this height of speculation would run up into the same difficulty himself if he 

should undertake strenuously to think out what is involved in the word 

Infinite which he, without giving it much thought, applies to God. He sup¬ 

poses he glorifies God by calling Him ‘infinite’ or ‘ absolute,’ but in doing 

it he has, whether he realizes it or not, raised Him above * knowledge ’ and 

has ‘reduced ’ Him to an empty indeterminate abstraction which for thought 

is as truly ‘nothing’ as it is ‘everything.’ “Infinite-Being” is the emptiest 

of all conceptions. It is, however, a method of thought by no means confined 

to ancient mystics.We avoid many difficulties because we do not feel the 

necessity of universalizing our concepts. We rest satisfied with bare words 

and save ourselves a deal of trouble by not asking the further questions 

which are involved in our words about God. 

To speak worthily of God, says S. Basil the Great, one must trans^ 

cend all one’s senses, all times, all space, the universe, and angelic 

natures and contemplate the ‘ Ineffable.’ 3 An old Upanisbad, belong¬ 

ing to the early post-Vedic age, describes Deity in a series of negations, 

“ He is not this,” “ He is not this,” quite in contrast to the Rig-Vedic 

knowledge of God by affirmatives.4 5 6 * Dean Inge considers that the 

eliminatory and negative way of approach to descriptions of God is 

neither Greek nor Christian but Indian.f We may infer from its 

presence in mediaeval mystical thought that it had travelled fropcr the 

East into Europe and found acceptance there. It has been much 

criticized as the way of reaching God “ with empty hands ” and “ a 

deification of the word ‘ not ’ ” 8 An exponent of the mysticism of 

S. John of the Gross defines and justifies the negative method : 

1 E.g. in Nos. 22, 24, 33, 41, 280, above. 

2 Dr. Rufus M. Jones, Studies in Mystical Religion, 226, 227. 

» The whole passage from his homily on Faith is translated in Underhill’s 

Mystic Way, 293, 294. 
* Brihad Upanishad, 3. 9. 26 ; 4.4. 22 ; 3.9.8 ; 2. 3. 6. 

5 Christian Mysticism, 111. 

6 Hetman, Meaning and Value of Mysticism, 298, quoting Edward Caird’s 

Solution of Theology in the Greek Philosophers, ii. 215, and Watson's Interpre¬ 

tation of Religious Experience, i, 73. Dean Inge {op. cit. 112) refers to Sir 

William Hamilton’s Discussion, p. 21, on the hypostatising of the zero. 
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We know that all that is positive being in the creature is in Him—but 

in another way—without the limitation of the creature and therefore with 

an infinite transcendence . . . The negative way is the complement of 

the other. God is all the positivity of creatures,their essential negati¬ 

vity. Thus this negative way is really ultra-positive—it denies nothing of God, 

except limitation which is non-entity. This point cannot be urged too strongly since 

the failure to understand it is the root of all the attacks on mysticism, alike its 

theory and its practice.* 

So, if we concede that the negative method “ consists in denying 

of God any attribute or perfection whatsoever, to whose knowledge 

we can attain ”, and allow that the language of absolute negation 

“ is employed to bring home the fact that the distance between our 

limited concepts—even the highest and most spiritual—and the un¬ 

limited being of God is infinite” 1 2 then, we shall be able to appreciate 

the value of many statements which, mostly torn from their contests, 

seem extravagantly negative: Despite all the negations in which 

mystics revel they do not disguise their spiritual convictions based 

upon spiritual acquaintance, friendship, intimacy, love. S. Augustine’s 

love bubbles up through his very questionings, “ Where art Thou, then 

my God ? . What can#I say, my God, my life, my holy joy ? Or 

what can any say who speaks of Thee ? ” 3 The God formally un¬ 

knowable is withal the God of personal attachment and adoration.4 

So Richard Rolls rejoices in his agnosticism : 

There is none other God but He that none may know, which may not be 

known . . . He only is my God of whom none can one word say, nor all they 

of Paradise one only point attain nor understand, for all the knowing that they 

may have of Him.5 

S. Tayumanavar, like all the great mystics of the world, realized 

that where knowledge fails love succeeds, and that though the mind 

cannot measure, nor speech reach the heights [p. 4, No. 3 (5)], where 

the Eternal One is, yet, out of the abundance of personal sensing of 

God, he hesitates not to call God, Father and Mother (p. 48, and 

No. 114), Need-Knower and Kinsman.6 In his Confessions we see 

1 Watkin, Philosophy of Mysticism, 61, 62, (italics his). 

2 Watkin, (op. cit. 62). Erigena explains*, (see Inge, Christian Mysticisfnt 

135, note) affirmations about God are made non proprie sed translative and all 
negations non translative sed vroprie. 

9 Confessions, i, 4. See .eliminatory epithets in S. Tayumanavar, e.g., 

N.M. 33. 

4 See Herman, Meaning and Value of Mysticism, 299, on this line of*thought. 
5 Mirror of Simple Souls, ch. iii. 

8 See above p. 116, and N.M. No. 361. See Rig Veda, 1-10-6; 1-15-5; 

1-30-7; 1-139-9; 2-29-4 ; 3-53-5; 6-29-1. 
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S. Atigustine’s setting forth of the love of his soul for God in terms 

of even passionate tenderness.1 and yet, he is the same man whose 

thoughts 2 of God run in these lines: 

God is above all that can be said of Him. We must not even call Him 

ineffable.3 He is best described in silence, best known by nescience, best 

described by*negatives. 

The principle of negation as applicable to human efforts at know¬ 

ing God may be stated best in the words of Richard Hooker : 

Dangerous it were for the feeble brain of man to wade far into the doings 

of the Most High ; whom although to know be life, and joy to make mention 

of His name; yet our soundest knowledge is to know that we know Him 

not as indeed He is, neither can know Him; and our safest eloquence con¬ 

cerning Him is our silence, when we confess without confession that His 

glory is inexplicable, His greatness above our reach.4 

God is unsearchable, and also “ the Quest beyond all seeking 

found,” (p. 27, No. 45). 

5. Claim and the Contest of all Creeds, (Page 3. No. l). 

In our poet's utterances the creeds are represented as bewildered; 5 6 7 

that God is above their contests ; 8 that Gocl causes the very differences 

in the creeds ' and that in all religions it is the One God who is wor¬ 

shipped.8 That those who worship other gods with sufficient faith and 

sincerity worship the One is also taught in the Bhagavad Gita.9 In 

S. Tayumanavar, while we find verses suggestive of immense tolerance 

and catholicity as to different creeds, we also find utterances in which 

Saivism, that is, the Siddhanta, is considered the religion, in the midst 

of “ alien ” faiths. It is the Faith,10 11 known also as Yaidika Saivism ;X1 

1 Take for instance the beautiful passage in Conf.t x, 5, beginning, “ What 

do I love whenPtove Thee ? ” 

2 Summarised in Inge’s Christian Mysticim, 128, Aug. De Trin, vii, 47 ; 

De Doct Christ, i. 5.5., Serm, 52,16 ; De Civit. Dei, ix, 16 ; Contra Adiam. Man. ii; 

De Ord. ii, 16, 44, 18, 47. In Ps. 85,12. 

3 Following Basilides. See Herman, Op. Cit. 298. 

4 Ecclesiastical Polity, First Book, ii, 2. See Job 11: 7, Eccl. 3 : 11; Ps. 

145 : 3 *» Is. 40 : 28 ; 55 : 8 ; 1 Cor. 2 : 1. 

5 E.g. See Nos. 2, 52 above, and N.M. 135, 280, 386, 394, 396, 640. 

6 E.g. See Nos. 1, 262, and N.M. 140,182, 220. 

7 E.g. See above Nos. 146, 285, and N.M. 290. 

8 E.g. See above No. 44, and N.M. 69, 1088, 1103,1210,1211. 

9 E.g.'viu 21, ix. 23. See same in Siddhiyar, 3. 2. 24. 

10.-See N.M. 554. 

11 N.M. 1105, 474, 479, 

1457—17 
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excludes other religions,1 is1 the religion of the elect, 2 andy^t includes 

in it al1 other religions,3 In ascribing supremacy and universality to 

Saivism, that is, the Siddhanta, our poet follows the Siddhiyar 

which lays down: 

Religions and postulates and text-books are various and conflict one with 

the other. It is asked which is the true religion, which the true postulate 

and which the true book. That is the true religion, postulate and book, which, 

not conflicting with this or that, comprises reasonably everything within its 

folds. Hence all these are comprised by the Vedas and Saivagams. And 

these two are imbedded under the sacred feet of Hara.4 

It is a favourite thought in S. Tayumanavar that all the religions 

are like so many rivers, and God the great ocean into which they all 

run and are swallowed up.5 By another figure God is the cloud 

watering the creeds.6 7 

6. Bliss. (Page 3, No. 1.) 

See above, Introduction, part iv on the poet’s conception of God. 

7. Day.Night. (Page 3, No. 1). 

In the English there is added to the translation the explanatory 

words, ‘ remembering, forgetting ’ a sense found expressed 'in other 

places/ Sometimes all four terms, ‘ day, night, remembering, tforget- 

ting * occur together.8 Usually, however, the occurrence of ‘ day, 

night ’ without the explanatory pair ‘ remembering, forgetting * is 

more frequent in this poet.9 Associated with ‘night and day,’ 

‘ forgetting, remembering,’ is the pair, ‘ going, coming \10 11 According 

to the Saiva Siddhanta it is one of the limitations to which the soul is 

subjected by its deeds to be born in bodies which die, and to be re-born, 

and this undergoing of birth, deaths, re-births, is known as ‘ coming, 

going ’.1L It is ‘ remembering, forgetting ’ ‘ day, night.’ God, in 

1 See above, Nos. 228, 230. See Introduction% part ii. 

2 See N.M. 141, 142. 

3 N.M. 143, see Nalla. Studies iv Saiva Siddhanta, p. 360. 

4 3. 3,14. See 3, 8,16 on the glory of the Siddhanta. Hara is Siva. 

5 See N.M. 134, 411, 578, 630 for example. 

6 See N.M. 585. See above. Introduction part ii on * warring religions.* 

7 E.g. N.M. 336 where the special terms **«>■>, (Sakala Kevala) occur. 

8 E.g. N.M. 395. 

8 See N.M. 31, 44, 113, 187, 190, 702, 780. 

10 For examples of the last see above Nos. 121,180 (pp. 53, 74) and N.M, 

29, 33, 35, 85,109, 192, 314, 570, 1198. 

11 Sivapragasatn, 19. 
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the Saiva Siddhanfea philosophy, is not subject to this limitation.1 

He is “ the Blessed One whom bonds bind not, afid to whom is not 

any coming, or any going ” 2 the “ expanse of Bliss where is nor 

night, nor day ” 3 4 and the One “ to whom is npr night, nor day, nor 

going, nor coming, nor in, nor out.” 1 Following this line of thought 

one rightly reaches the idea that God is not conditioned by time, or 

space. What Plotinus says in a different context is apposite here, 

“ The One is everywhere and nowhere.” 5 Delacroix is thus quoted 

as commenting on Eck hart’s ideas of God : 
In God progress and regress, coming and returning, are closely united ; 

they are at bottom one and the same act, the act by which God penetrates 

Himself and finds Himself wholly in Himself. Thus Divine movement is at 

bottom repose. Becoming is eternal; that is to say, its change alters nothing 

in eternity. God is immobile in Himself and so abides.6 

God is not fettered by the incidents of time. God possesses, it 

has been well said, the splendour of ever-tarrying eternity which is 

incomparable with never-tarrying times, since in it nothing passes, 

but the content of everything abides simply present.7 “ Thy years 

neither come nor go...All thy years abide together.Thy years are 

but one day, and this thy to-day is not every day but to-day. This 

Thy to-day is eternity.” 8 

8. In the Still Sweep of His Silence. (Page 3, No. l). 

The original context of this expression may be literally rendered, 

‘ Let us consider all that we see as the form of the vastness of His 

Silence.’ An early translator 9 gives, ‘ AH that we see is His form ; 

let us think of Him as He is revealed in the form of Silence/ Terser 

1 See Nallaswami Pillai’s Bodham, p. 88 ; Siddhiyar, p. 170; and his Studies 

pp. 83, 85, 242, 299. On the Incarnation of our Lord, aud the Saiva idea, see 

above Introduction, part vii. 

2 Tiruvachagam i. Line 77, cf. S. Tayuraanavar (N.M. 29), Quir&(&j arreufip 

QurqfGtir. 

9 Tiruvuntiar, 20. 

4 Kanthar Alangaram. See Tirumantram 1528, and S. Pattanattar’s A'ai- 

layam 3. 

5 Enneads, 5.5.8. 

6 Inge’s Philos, of Plotinus, ii. pp, 72. 73. 

7 Hugel, Myst. El. of Religion, ii, p. 248. 

8 Aug. Confessions xi, 13, 24. In Ps, 90. cf. 2 Pet. 3 8 Heb, 13 8. See Hiigel’s 

Eternal Life, 383; Taylor’s Select Works of Plotinus, 135; Inge's Phil, of 

Ploiinus ii, 97-103* and Christian Mysticism 52 ; Alexander’s Spinoza and Time, 

oh. v. “ All time is lothing more than a single night ” (Plato. Apology 40-E). 

9 Rev. G. E. Phillips in The Madras Christian College Magazine, xxvii, 505. 
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is the Rev. G. Mackenzie Cobham’s rendering, ‘ The Silent, the soul 

of all we gaze on *1 In Prctbuddha Bharata2 the equivalent is 

* The expanse of Peace that circles all.’ In the present writer s 

' imaged in all we see in the still sweep of His silence varied at 

page 4 into, ‘who has to all made known, in the still swe^n of His 

silence, the way ’, the word ‘ ima.ged * is intended to cover the 

conception of the Tamil, that God is ‘knowable’ in the 2-0, 

‘form,’ which the poet says is manifested in all that is seen. The 

poet, elsewhere, speaks of the silence of “ the formless Form” as the 

way of life,3 and God is “ of the great silence the Treasure,” 4 the 

“ Silence told not in height or depth known not or otherwhere ; ” 5 

the “Form of the silent, saving call;”6 “the seat of Silence;”7 

“ beyond the sound the Vision ; ” 8 the “ Voice, beyond the Voice the 

Vastness.the Silence-; ” 9 and “ the Bourne of the Silence of 

Saints.” 10 We have next the poet’s references to the humanly mani¬ 

fested God as the “ Guru of the Silence”, “ the Silent Teacher.”11 

The conception of Deity in terms of silence finds indication in 

early Upanishadic philosophy : 

The Sound-Brahma is the Syllable Om, That which is its acme is tranquib 

soundless, fearless, sorrowless, blissful, satisfied, steadfast, immovable, im¬ 

mortal, unshaken, enduring, named Vishnu [the Pervader].12 

Perhaps from the East, or from some source common to both 

East and West, the idea of God as silence finds expression in Christian 

writings in the West. 

In the language of early and mediaeval devotion The Silence became even 

a name of God, the First Person of the Blessed Trinity. The Eternal Word 

was said to be generated by the Eternal Silence. “Within the Silence alone 

(that is within the Divine Nature) may God be searched into. If the Angels 

had come to search into God, they had met the Silence, and been restrained. 

Blessed is he that hath learnt that the seraph crieth, * Holy,’ and is still. 

Blessed is he that hath been a mariner for his faith, and from the storms of 
controversy hath fled into the port of Silence,” 13 

1 Madras Christian College Magazine, July 1884. 
2 June 1913, by A.K. 
3 Above, No. 138. 
4 above, No. 2. 
5 Above, No. 11. 
6 Above, No. 45. 
7 Aboye, No. 234. 
s Above, No. 259. 
9 Above, No. 260. 

30 Above, No. 24. 

11 See above, Introduction part vii, where principal passages are noted 
12 Maitri Cpanishad, 6, 23. 

33 Father Congreve’s preface, p. xviii, to Hepher’s 1 ne Fruits of Silence 
quoting S. Ephraim, R. iii, 4. 
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S. Ignatius, an Apostolic Father, may have been aware of this 

name of God and had it in mind when he wrote, “ There is one God, 

who manifested Himself through Jesus Christ His Son, who is His 

Word proceeding from Silence.” 1 The “Alone ” of Plotinus 2 is ana¬ 

logous to the Gnostic conception of Him who is the Abyss and whose 

consort is Silence and Grace.3 “ The Plotinian God is, in the mystic’s 

phrase, the Silence, the final stillness beyond all the sound and fury 

of the world of particular things. But the silence and stillness are 

positive, are more than absence of, noise and change, though we are 

able only to describe them as such.” 4 Buysbrceck thinks of God as 

the omnipotent and ever-active Creator of all things, an immeasurable 

Flame of Love perpetually breathing forth His energetic Life in new 

births of being and new floods of grace, and drawing in again all crea¬ 
tures to Himself. Yet this statement defines, not His being, but one 

manifestation of His being. When the soul pierces beyond this ‘fruitful’ 

nature to His * simple ' essence—and simple is here.to be understood 
in its prirhal meaning of * synthetic’—He is that absolute and abiding 

Reality which seems to man Eternal Rest, the ‘ Deep Quiet of the God¬ 

head ’ the ‘Abyss’ the ‘Dim Silence’; and which we can taste indeed 

but never know.5 

With the thought of the “ form of silence ” may be compared 

the suggestive observation made in a different context : 

Music is the silence of heaven, the old saying tells us, and colour is its 
speech.Can silence have a colour ? 

Then you mean that silence is coloured by its surroundings ? Is that 
the idea of the colour of silence? Partly, but not altogether .The 
material becomes insensibly tinged and dyed with the spiritual; the spiritual 

functions through the material, until they blend in one inseparable Reality 
. Blue is the creative silence in the world of thought.. Gold is the 
Silence of conquest, of victory, of harvest and completed life . Green is 

the silence of youth..of strength, of energy, of vigour. The perfect 

silence is the white silence of completed maise.6 

On the mystical practice of silence see below. 

9. In Many Bodimt,..ts to be Born. (Page 3, No. 2). 

On births and re-births, see above, Introduction, part vi. 

- : i  ■   ———1 =———--'t------ “ --- --* 

1 Epistle to the Magnesians, 8 : 2. 
2 Ennuads, 5,1.6* 
8 Legge, Forerunners and Rivals of Christianity, ii. 96, 98. On the though*1 

of Grace as consort in Saivism see above, Introduction, part vii. 

4 Fuller, Prcbiem Evil in Plotinus, 61,62. 

3 Underbill’\uysbroecl:, 60. 

0 L. V. Hodgkin in The Fellowship of Silence, 213, 219. 



10. Grace- (No. 2, page 1). 

On Sakti which prompts the soul to good impulses, see above, 

Introduction, part vii, and above, page 124. 

11. Turiya. (No. 2, page 4). 

This is the highest state of existence, and it is postulated as 

peculiar to Deity. It is approachable by the soul. On this see below 

note on Turiya to No. 19. 

12. Transcendent God. (No. 2, page 4). 

See above, Introduction, part iv. It is the word of the 

original which is here rendered, ‘Trancendant.liveth Lord.’ The 

Tamil word denotes that Deity is above the numerous limitations 

named in the text, and above all limitations.1 The ordinary 

meaning of ‘ God ’ is also retained in the English* rendering. 

13. Many-named. (No. 2. page 4). 

See above, Introduction part iv, on some of the names given to 

Deity in the Hindu sacred books. 

14. Being, Bliss, Wisdom. (No. 2, page 4). 

The attributes ‘ineffable’ and ‘endless’ go with ‘Being, Bliss 

Wisdom.’ God is unending and eternal Being, and Bliss and Wisdom. 

The word rendered ‘ Being’ is (vadam). See below, note on 

Sat’Chit-A nanda. 

15. PRACTICELESS, INADEPT. (No. 4, p. 5). 

The Upanishadic precept for effecting union with the One is this : 

restraint of the breath, withdrawal of the senses, meditation, concen¬ 

tration, contemplation, absorption.2 By restraining voice, mind and 

breath one sees Brahma through Contemplation.3 The poet says in 

the verse under comment that he is inadept in the art suppressing 

thought and repressing the breath. He has elsewhere references to 

this breath-repression process.4 The repression of the breath is 

considered in leading Saivite books of teaching as an indispensable to 

1 Siddhiyar, 3.1. 73. Ramayogi’s Tayumanavar, pp. 59-61 
3 Maitri Uyan, 6. 18. 
3 Ibid, 6. 20. 

4 Above, Nos. 38,118, and see N.M. 105, 347, 428, 586. 1175. 
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yogic calm.1 The Upanishadic six-fold yoga2 as noted above is 

eight-fold in most Saivite books, the two exercises added to tho Upani¬ 

shadic list being Yamam and Nyamam.3 In the Gita, yogic exer¬ 

cises are mentioned,4 including that of the constraint of breath.5 

See further notes under No. 38. 

16. Worship.Lip-Service. (No* 4, p. 5). 

Eestacy in worship is described by the poet in Nos. 36,:48, 107, 

108. In No. 126 lip-service is deplored. On worshipping in spirit 

and in truth see Nos. 45, 47. 

17. Stillness. (No. 4, p. 5). 

The goal of Hindu mysticism is a state of stillness attained by 

the restraint of “ sense-instruments from sense-objects.” 6 It is a state 

where the mystic “ closing eyes, in the quietness, sense-stilling ” 7 is 

“ incessantly stayed in the peace of the silence ” 8 his “ mind right- 

centred.” 9 He sits “ in silence, dead unto speech.” 10 Such men 

‘ merged in meditation, the ever-sleeping ” 11 become “ famed as men 

of the silence.”12 They, however, have their “ lapses ”13 because even 

in that condition of “ lonely silence where senses cease in yogic calm 

and contemplation” the mind may be powerless to resist Delusion.14 

Therefore, for ensuring security in the state of silence something, 

above all other aids and accessories to physical stillness, is needed 

wherewith “ to curb and curbed keep under the false Delusion-making 

mind.” 15 Hence we find in our poet frequent prayers for some means 

1 Sivatarumotram, 10. 67. Tiruvantiar, 22. Tirumuntram, 564—577. 

2 See Hume, Thirteen Principal Upanishads, p. 435. 

3 Tirumantram, 552. The verse names the eight— Yamam, Nyamam, 

Athanam, Pranayamam, Pratyaharavi, Dharanam, Dyanam, Samadhi. The fourth 

deals with the breath. The retention of breath is called Kumbhaham. 

4 Gita iv. 28—30 ; vi.'lO—14. 

s Gita iv. 29. v. 27. 

6 Gita ii. 68. 

7 Above, No. 7 at p. 7. 

8 No. 11, at p. 9. 

9 Above, No. 12 at p. 9. 

10 Above. No. 38 at p. 21. 

11 Above, No. 46 at p. 28. 

12 Above, No. 6 at p. 6. 

13 Above, No. 6 at p. 6 and No. 109 at p. 5. 

14 Above, No 109 at p. 46. 

15 Above, No. 125 at p. 57. 
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whereby the mind may be stilled.1 He seems to have realized such 

a conqujst over his mind, having found true his confidence, “ with the 

Weapon of Grace I shall slay thee O my mind ” 2. By Grace 3 the 

saint becomes “ mind-mighty ”Mn a state of “ mindlessness ” 5 in 

which the mind is deemed “ dead.*' 6 The result is that “ the storms 

have ceased and all is still,” 7 “birth-bonds are broken ” 8 a path is 

opened “ where follows not delusive mind,9 and all “ the past is a 

dream, unwriteable, of yesterday.10 ” 

18. Tree of Grace. (No. 4, page 5). 
• * 

The Big Veda 11 mentions a “ tree clothed with goodly leaves 

where Yama drinketh with the gods, the Father, Master of the house, 

tendeth with love our ancient sires.” The devatharu13 is one of the 

five trees of Indra’s paradise. Our poet speaks of God ^s the deva¬ 

tharu, as here, as “ the tree with gifts of gracrousness,”13 “ the 

fragrant tree which sheds blossoms of grace ” 1A the tree of heaven, 

called Katpagam 15 and “ the Katpagam beneath the banyan shade.” 16 

In Jewish literature references occur to “ a tree which had a fragrance 
i 

beyond all fragrance, and its leaves and blooms and wood wither not 

for ever.” 17 The pious ones cf God are called “the Paradise of the 

Lord, the trees of life.”18 The canonical mention suggests itself- in this 

context: “ The Tree of life.The leaves of the Tree were for the 

healing of the nations.” 19 

1 Above, No. 12, No. 264, for example. 

2 N.M. No. 450. 

3 See N.M. No. 413. 

4 Above No. 58. 

5 N.M. Nos. 33, 118, 185, 412. 

6 N.M. Nos. 499, 539. 

7 Above. No. 130. 

8 Above, No. 242. 

9 Above, 284. 

10 Above, No. 147, See above, Introduction, part vi. 

14 1C. 135. 1. 

12 \y ord used in No. 4. under note. The Tiruvachagam, 9, 10, speaks of 

“Indra's Katpagam 

13 N.M. 276. 

14 N.M. 301. 

15 N.M. 345. 

46 N,M. 1392. 

17 1 Enoch 24 : 4. See 4 Ezra 7 : 123. Apoc. Mos. 19 : 2. 

18 Psalms of Solomon, 14 : 2. 

49 Rev. 21: 2. 
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The tree is said to confer on men every blessing. Hence God, 

the allbestowor, is compared to, and called, the Katpagam Tree. A 

beautiful reference in S. Appar may be thus rendered : 

Thou art my never-failing treasure, 

The fulness of my wealth Thou art; 

Thou art my kin and Thou my kindred; 

Within my flesh Thou art my heart; • \ 

Within my heart Thou art the vision ; 

The Light that livest in mine eye, 

The image in mine eye-light mirrored ; 

The glory of the gods on high ; 

Thine are all blessings, boon-bestowing Tree, 

My Katpagam : from sorrow keep me free. 

19. Tanglements of Sin (No. 4, page 5). 

The original is literally “ the forest of attachment.” It is A. K’s 

** jungle of desire ” 1 and Cobham’s “ jungle of earth’s car©^’ 2 Some 

Tamil commentators 3 explain it to mean attachment to ties of earthly 

kinship. Of our poet-saint’s utterances a few may be taken as 

typical of. his view-pointron this subject. “ Where cares of life, ties 

and attachments grow strong,” fhe mind is unbalanced.4 Under the 

influence of Divine grace he realizes that “ all worldly kinships seem 

a passing show.” 5 Sometimes he feels drawn to the bonds he had 

once broken “ of home, of wealth, of women’s love.” 6 Wifty, chil¬ 

dren, wealth and all material good do not follow one in the hour of 

death.7 “ Father, mother, wife, children, kinsfolk are like casual 

acquaintances of the market-place ”.8 God, His grace, and His saints 

are the true devotee’s father, mother and kinsfolk.9 Nevertheless, 

the poet does not seem to imply that earthly kinships are essentially 

bad. They are good or bad according to the degree of one’s attach¬ 

ment, and so “ detached, the heart holds both as sacred, home-life and 

the ascetic life.”10 The belittling of earthly ties, however, is 

1 Prabuddha Bharata, July, 1913. 

2 Madras Christian College Magazine, July, 1884. 

3 E.g. K. Sundara Mudaliyar iu his edition, p. 17; Ramayogi’s edition, p. 6. 

* Above, No. 112. 

5 Above, No. 243. 

6 Above, No. 258, See No. 153. 

7 N.M. No. 417. cf. Job 1: 21; 1 Tim. 6 : 7. 

8 N.M. No. 113. 

9 Above, No. 115. cf. Our Lord’s words in Luke 8 : 21* 

10 Above, No. 113. Home-life and aseetic life are commended in Kural, 

parts ii and iii, respectively. 

1137-18 
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generally insisted upon in the bulk of Tamil religious literature. 

Thus, tne Tiruvachagam : 1 

Each unto him his kith and kindred be ; 

None other unto each be tied; 

Each unto him be doom and destiny ; 

To ‘ me ’ and ‘ mine ’ each having died, 

Let bonds lie broken and attachments flee. 

Similar disparagement of domestic ties is found in other reli¬ 

gious writings.^ The right principle underlying the insistence upon 

the abandonment of ties of kinship is that implied by our poet in the 

passage quoted above3—detachment. 4 Every attachment should be 

subordinate to one’s love for God, and if it be not possible to have the 

love of friends and kinsfolk in a spirit of detachment, if, indeed, such 

lesser love is likely to endanger one’s salvation, then such lesser attach¬ 

ments have to be given up. This principle, enunciated on a higher 

plane, is expressed in the teaching of our Lord Jesus Christ. “ He that 

loveth father or mother more than Me is not worthy of Me; he that 

ioveth son or daughter more than Me is not worthy of Me.” 5 “If thy 

right eye offend thee pluck it out and cast it from thee. If thy 

right hand offend thee cut it off and cast it from thee.” 6 

20. Wisdom of Vedas, Vedanta (No. 5, page 5). 

This, phrase is in Tamil (?gj snip (Veda Vedanta 

Gnanam). Cobham has translated it, “ The Veda and Vedanta’s mys¬ 

tery.” 7 The Tamil literally means, “ Wisdom of the Vedas and of 

the Veda’s end.” The Vedas are the four collections of hymns and prose 

utterances of which the Big Veda 8 is the chiefest and most ancient. 

The Vedas’ End is usually said to be the essence of the religious and 

1 Tiruvachagam, 45 lines 9 — 12 cf Ibid, 8 : 118—128. 

2 Sivataru7notram, viti. 90; Olivilvdakkam, vii. 4 ; Kanthar Anupoothi, 4. 

Passages setting forth the duty of abandoning earthly ties occur in the writ¬ 

ings of Apparswami and Pattanattu Pillayar. 

3 See Note 10 at p. 137. 

4 “ Fulfil ever without attachment the work that thou hast to do.” (Gita 

iii. 19). See Gita iii. 7 ; iv. 20 ; xiii. 9 (“ unattachment, independence of wife 

child, home, and the like, everlasting indifference of mind”)’ xv. 3 (“Stout 

axe of unattachment ”); xv. 5 (“ taint of attachment ”)'» xviii. 6, 9. 
* ML 10 : 37, See Mt. 19 : 29. 

« Mt. 5 : 29, 30 ; 18 : 9. 

7 Madras Christian College Magazine, July 1884. A. K. in Prab. Bh. July. 

19 13, gives, “ Wisdom of Vedanta lore.” 

s The present writer’s thesis as to the great antiquity cf the Rigveda, its 

monotheism, etc., may be seen in ch. iii. iv of his Foregleams of God. 
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philosophical teaching contained in the Upanishads} Now, the reli- 

gion of Tayumanavar is the Saiva Siddhantct and not the T7edanta. 

He expressly says &u:luQ>ld &idujld, ‘ The Saiva Faith is the 

Faith,’ and his meaning is clear from other passages.1 2 3 4 He must 

therefore be tak;en to mean that God is the wisdom, hence the soul’s 

goal, of the Vedas and the Siva Agamas. The combination Vedas and 

Siva Agamas occurs in our poet’s writings.1 It is the same as ‘ Vedas 

and Agamas.’5 Considering the context in which the word ‘Vedas’ above 

is found it is sometimes justifiable to add ‘ Agamas’ in translation or 

exposition. The word ‘Vedas’ has added to it the word ‘ Aga.mas ’ 

in my paraphrase-translation in No. 21 (same as No. 29} for instance. 

In an authoritative work on the Saiva Siddhanta it is laid down : 

Religions and postulates and text books.are comprised by the Vedas 

and Saivagamas.The Vedas and Agamas are called.‘ revealed books ’. 

The Smirti's, and Puranas and Sashas......are ‘Guide books*’ The Vedanta 

and Upangas form.‘ aid books.’ Nothing can compare with the Vedas and 

Agamas.The only real books are the Vedas and Saivagamas. Ad. other 

books are derived from these.The Vedas are general and given out' for all ; 

the Agamas are special and revealed for the benefit of the blessed, and contain 

the essential truths of the Vedas and Vedanta.The Sivagamas alone are 

Siddhanta works.6 

“ Our contention is,” urges one of the most erudite of modern 

Tamil scholars, “ that all the Vedas and Upanishads and Agamas 

^established the Saiva religion and Siddhanta philosophy.”7 8 The 

Agamas are distinct from the Upanishads, though they have the affinity 

of Vedic origin with the Upanishads. “The Agamas constitute the 

truest exegesis of the Vedas and their origins are certainly as ancient 

as those of some of the classical Upanishads.” 3 The association of 

the Agamas with the Vedas is expressed by Tayumanavar thu^: “ The 

Vedas are the road, the Agamas the steed.” 9 The literature culmi¬ 

nating in the philosophic Tamil work of Meykanda Deva is thus 

eulogised in a Tamil stanza :10 

1 The latest edition of the Upanishads in English Is Hume’s Thirteen 
Principal Upanishads. 

2 See full treatment, in Introduction, above, part ii. 
3 N:M. 554. See N.M. 141, 142, 143, 269, 474, 479, 1105. 
4 N.M. 475, 339. 
6 Above, Nos. 124,131,196, 318. and N.M. 425, 470. 
6 Siddhiyar. 3. 8. 13—15. See Tirumantram, 2397. 
7 J. M. Nallaswami Pillai in his English edition of the Siddhiyar, p. xiv. 
8 J. M. Nallaswami Pillai, Studies, pp. xii..xiii. Dr. Farquhar (O.R.L.I. 

194) assigns thp earliest Agamas to the seventh and eighth centuries of our 
era. For reasons in favour of the high antiquity of the Agamas, sec Nalla. 

Bhodham, p. v. 
9 Above, No. 131. 

10 Quoted in Nali*.-Bhodham, p. xix. 
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The Veda is the cow that yieldeth 

The milk of rich Agamic lore; 

Churn the milk for ghee most goodly— 

The Tamil of the Saintly Four ;1 

The essence of this ghee delicious 

Is in the Tamil of renown 

And skill of, sage Meykanda*Deva 2 3 

Born in Nallur the Butter Town.1' 

12. In my fulness of time (No 5, p£ge 6). 

!rhe fulness of time is from the point of view of the soul The 

Guru was seen when the seer was ripe for the manifestation. See 

abote Introduction, part vii. 

22. Soughtest ME Loving (Isfo. 5, page 6). 

See above. Introduction part vii, on God’s quest of man. 

23. Trine are all doings (No. 6, page 6). 

The meaning of this verse is that the soul, even each of the high 

gods being reckoned a soul, knows nothing of itself, does nothing of 

itself. “ The soul understands only with the Supreme Intelligence, 

and cannot understand by himself, inasmuch as this knowing soul 

knows only through some sense or other, forgets what, it has leant, 

and learns from others, and does not know himself the knower.”4 

The soul is not self-luminous. 

24. None even of Devas (No. 6, page 6). 

At page 10, above is given a second rendering of No. 6. There 

the statement, “even the devas too, Brahma and others, lack not 

impulses, direction and lead ” explains ‘ devas ’ by the literal rendering 

of the Tamil, ‘Brahma and other-’ The gods 5 Brahma, Vishnu, 

and the 3onditioned Rudra are all subject to the direction and lead, 

and the acts permitted, of God. 

* See below, notes under No. 274. 

2 See above, Introduction, part ii. 

3 The birth place of Meykanda Deva is reputed to be Tiru Vennai Nallur, 

The middle of this name means * butter \ See Iruppa Irupaktu, opening verse. 

Siddhiyar, 3. 5. 3. 

s See above, Introduction, part iv. 
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25. Moon-Perfect (No. 6, page 6). 

These are those who are of even mind calm and serene as the 

moon. Evon such, this verse says, have their lapses into conduct not 

placid. 

26. Siva’s Night-Vigil (No. 6, page 6). 

A night in February—March is set apart for fasting, meditation 

and prayer in remembrance of Siva having drunk 1 poison. The rarer 

opinion is that every month a night becomes ‘ Siva’s night-vigil.2 

27. Maya (No, 7, page 6). 

“ All this universe is spread out and multiplied from the primal 

invisible and subtle may a into visible and grosser and* grosser forms, 

as life and body, and these forms again are resolved in the same order 

and they appear as one, different, and one-and-different. The one 

Supreme Being also, is one, different, and one-and-different from the 

world ” 3 For a fuller treatment of may a see above, Introduction, 

part v. 

28. Self-Sundered (No. 7, page 7). 

The original literally refers to a state ‘ where the assertiveness of 

I is destroyed.* This assertiveness, centering in ideas of ‘ I \ ‘ mine,’ is 

referred to by our poet in numerous places.4 It is a demon possess¬ 

ing the soul and needs exorcism.5 It springs up within the mind.6 

It is called Ahangkaram ^aisiarrmb) when it expresses itself as 

‘ I,’ and Mamakaram (lolnairmb) when its force is in thoughts of ‘ mine.’ 

Ahangkaram is one of the internal senses, faculties of perception.7 

“ Baddhi gives rise to Ahangkara which is the seed of ‘ I ’-ness in 

man, and which says, ‘ who is there to compare with me?’ and says 
-w-— ■ --- 

1 See below notes under No. 13. 
2 See M. D. Press edition of Tayumanavar, p. 18. See Abidhana Kosam, 

5. v. Sivaratri. 

3 Siddhiyar, 3. 1. 27. On one, different, one-and-different see Nalla. 

Bodham, p. 15. 

* Above, Nos. 119, 120, 130, 184 and N.M. 129, 145, 291, 376, 414, 527, 

794, 851. 

5 N.M. 330. 

6 N.M. 533. 

7 Bhodham, 4; Siddhiyar, 3.4.1. The others are Manas (mind), Bhuddhi 

(intellect), Chitta ( hought). See Prasna Upanishad 4. 8; Svet, 5.13; Maitri, 

6. 5 ; Sivapragasam, 26 ; 43. 
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‘ I * and ‘ mine and is inseparably associated with man. ” 1 Self- 

assertion is ‘ the first-warder at the door to Brahma,’ and must be slain 

* with the arrow of freedom from self-conceit.’ 2 It has been truly 

remarked that we seem unable even to think except in terms of pro¬ 

prietorship.3 .The language of daily life is so full of the obsession of 

* I.’ and the possessoriness of ‘my’ that the wisdom of self-obliteration 

has no room in bur philosophy. It is one of the most'remarkable 

truths about the genius of the Hebrew language that in its grammar 

the first person is he, and the third I. Hebrew is the language of 

self-effacement, and so there is, in a spirit of complete self-forgetiingt 

given to God all the majesty and the grandeur and the glory in the 

opening words of the Hebrew Bible: ‘“In the beginning God.” 4 

It is He and not I. 

29. Quietness, Sense-Stilling (No. 7, page 7). 

The Tamil means ‘ cessation of the senses, and of the four per¬ 

ceptions, manas, bhuddhi, chittam, ahangkaram* See above, last 

note. The ‘senses’ and ‘ perceptions ’ are respectively karuvi («0q9) 

and karanam (sjT£mw), the words used in the original here. Refer¬ 

ences to karanam occur elsewhere in Tayumanavar.5 In one hymn6 

is mentioned the number of forces that war against the soul—the 

two karmas,7 the three gunas, the four karanam, the five senses, the 

six desires, the eight arrogances. Hints on the methods of liberation 

from karanam are given, in Sivapragasam.8 Our poet-saint himself 

after describing some processes of training and discipline, asks :9 

Can all this liberation bring, 
Achieve salvation of the soul, 

Except by knowing Thee, O Lord, 
The Ever-First, Siddhanta’s Goal ? 

S. Paul speaking of carnality * warring ’ against the law of his mind 

asks and answers : “ Who shall deliver me from the body of death ? I 

thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord.” 10 The answer sufficetb, 

1 Siddhiyar. 3. 2 59. 
2 foaitri Upanishad, 6. 28. 
3 Dr. L. P. Jacks, quoted in Inge’s Phil, of Plotinus ii. 244. 
4 Gen. 1:1. In the Hebrew text there is a pause-mark after the word 

‘God’, so that the devout reader may reverently pause there, and think of 
the significance of the pause. 

s N.M. 123,149, 176, 346, 448, 625, 728. 
B N.M. 176. 
7 See above, Introduction, part vi. 
8 gj g^ 

** Aboee, No. 38, at p. 22. 
10 Rom. 7: 23—25. 
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30., Karma (No. 7, page 7). 

See above Introduction, part vi, on Karma and the soul. 

31. Soul’s Primal Load (No. 7, page 7). 

According to the Saiva Siddhanta the soul starts its career with 

a handicap. There is attached to it from the first a * primal load,’ its 

old karma. It is sufficient to note here that the poet expressly refutes 

the heterodox view that the initial karma of the soul is God. There 

are, he says, the warrings of karma but this will not lead one to 

deem the soul’s primal load mighty to be the soul’s master.’ 

32. Thou art the Doer of all I do (No. 8, page 7). 

It is Saivite teaching that the soul is at first in a condition of 

sleep and inaction and that God gives it the initial impetus to action. 

He gives “ knowledge to the soul by means of the senses, perceptions, 

the luminaries, time, karma, and bodies and by means of books. 

and by the word of the Guru, inasmuch as the soul*in the kevalax 

condition is formless and non-intelligent.” 1 2 The soul’s primal con¬ 

dition of obscurity is like that of ‘ copper covered with dross.3 It 

is again compared to that of a babe rocked to and fro in its cradle.’ 4 

Our poet-saint claims to have been taught by God, “ Of thine own- 

self thou knowest nothing, thou doest nothing.” 5 The attribution 

of the soul’s acts after maturity to God is the logical outcome of the 

doctrine that God is the all-mover. Statements to the effect that He 

is the mover of all things and in all things occur in ou'r poet’s psalms. 

* No atom moves but by His motion.’ 6 He is the mover and He 

witnesseth what He moves.7 God, having framed the body, put the 

soul there, and giving its faculties impetus and initiative, is the origina¬ 

tor of the soul’s deeds, His sport.8 He is the mover of the Sakti-powers 

in man just like a snake-charmer makes the snake do his bidding.9 

1 See above, p. 130. 

2 Siddhiyar, 3. 5. 4. Sivapragasam, 19. 

3 See above, No. 37 and notes on that hymn. 

4 See above, No. 125. 

5 Above, No. 121. 

c Above, No. 122. 

» N.M. 109. 

8 N.M. 448. 

® N.M. 1231. 
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God ‘ lays on the soul the burden of the body makes the soul the 

burden bearer and makes the soul dance in the way of good and bad 

actions.51 Therefore He is ‘ the crafty One concealed within the 

soul’s senses,, and moving them to deeds.’ 3 

’Tis God w ho doeth as He pleaseth. 

Just as, upon a plank of wood, 

A top is made to move in whirling, 

3o God moves all for ill and good. 8 

From this point of view the thinkers of the Siddhanta school are 

led on to the associated, and inferential notion that God is the doer 

of all deeds.4 Even the very thought that all deeds are God’s is 

prompted by God.5 It was not pushing the idea of God being the 

all-doer beyond the limit of reason to postulate that His activities in 

the sphere of deeds are not restricted to good actions alone. It is God, 

and not the soul, that selects appropriate bodies for the good karma 

as well as for bad.6 Justly then may the poet say : 

Thou art my God, my Guru Thou, 

My Guide, my Father, Mother art, 

Thou art my Evil and my Good 

Life, body, being, every part.7 

His view-point is clear in the complaint: 

Why hast Thou placed within my being 

Unbending pride, 

The pride that from of old has cried, 

Incessant crieth, “ I ” ? 

Why midmost in it hast thou planted 

Deed-bearing seed, 

Whence cometh merit, cometh meed, 

The f.ount of good and ill ? 

Why hast Thou laid on me iny body, 

Burden to bear. 

And why, a^ living something, there, 

Hast Thou put me ? 8 

The sequence to this line of thought, so frequent as a reiterated 

fundamental, In the .Saiva Siddhanta writings is that all acts of 

the soul are God’s, and there is a stage of spiritual discrimination at 

3 N.M. 291. 

3 N.M. 562. 

8 Above, No. 113. Bee. N.M. 302, 445. 

4 Above, Nos. 42, 147, 164. N.M. 279, 362, 363, 445. 

5 N.M. $70. 

6 Sivapragasam 24. 

7 Above, No. 142. 

8 N.M. 179 (first part). See above. Nos. 147, 215 and N.M. 632, 746 
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which even evil deeds of a soul are ascribeable fcu God. Thus the hard 

saying in a Siddhanta classic finds its place in this context : 

The good or evil which he performs will redound only on those who do 

good or evil to him. His faults will vanish when.he becomes one with 

God and dedicates all acts to Hara, and stands fixed in this posture. And God 

also will hold all his acts as His own and everything done to him as done to 

himself and will remain-united to him driving away his faults. The greatest 

sins when committed in this condition of all love' will only be good service 

and not otherwise.1 

Harder than the last sentence in the above excerpt is this : 

When they possess Siva-wisdom, then, even though seen sporting with 

damsels very fair, decked in fragrant flowers, their heart will be imbedded 

in the feet of the Blessed Lord and will rest in bliss.2 

The principle of this position of sanctity in the midst of not 

simply aesthetic, but grossly sensual, environment, is that “ the soul 

perceives all its actions to be God’s.” 3 The startling sayings above 

cited do not suggest mere environment of sensuality but actional 

correspondence and contact with such environment. They may be 

taken to denote an intense manner of stating the truth, about 

which there can be no question, that, when God’s will is paramount, 

all acts of the soul are God-directed. For, until there is such a com¬ 

plete surrender of the human will to the Divine as will efface differ¬ 

entiation 4 there must be much contrariness of purpose, a warring 

of wills, and such contrariness is sin. S. Tayumanavar’s experience 5 6 * 

vividly recognizes this contrariness as a fearful reality, and in 

numerous places 8 repels any suggestion of liberty unto licentiousness. 

We do not, therefore, marvel at his prayers against sensual distrac¬ 

tions. When" he prays that it may be given him ever to remember 

God’s grace at all times, and in all circumstances of acts and occupa¬ 

tions, some of which in themselves not sinful, and in wordly pleasures 

some of them sensual, he owns the dreadful possibility of spiritual 

peril in such occupations and pleasures : 

What time the fragrance falls on me 

Of full and fresh-blown flowers 

Whioh make the shady bowers 

Wherein I rest *> 

1 Siddhiyar 3. 10.1. 

2 Siddhiyar 3.10. 5. See Siddhiyar 3. 2. 29 ; 3. 8. 33. 

3 Bhodham 10 ; T.A.P. 7. 7. 

4 The fire of wisdom burns away ‘ I,\ * Mine \ (Siddhiyar 3,10. 2,) 

5 See above, Introduction, parts iii and viii. 

6 See above, Fos. 199, 315, 316, 317, 319 and N.M. 306, 433, 435, 579 for 

instances. 
l i:»r—19 
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What time of waters cool and clear 

Delicious draughts 1 drink 

And in them float and swim and sink 

In pleasing sport; 

What time scent-laden breezes blow, 

Soft as the tread of feet 

Of damsels fair, all sweet 

To listening ears; 

What time the .noon most gladdens me, 

Full-orbed and silver white 

In splendour of the light 

That makes night day ; 

What time I wonder if my food, 

Most dainty, may not be 

Ambrosia of the sea 

In very sooth; 
\ 

What time I chew green leaf and nut,1 

And, gay with flower and scent, 

My night in pleasures spent, 

I fall asleep; 

At all times, Lord, grant me to be 

Most mindful of Thy Grace, 

Most mindful all my days,— 

And so save me.2 

A man may so do his duties without attachment and fulfil the 

obligations of earthly ties “ though never so implicated in those rela¬ 

tions as to forget for a moment the grace of God.” 3 What the poet 

in the passage above translated prays for is not merely to remember * 

God’s grace at all times, but to realize its sustaining power and such 

realization would exclude pleasures which vitiate the soul. It cannot, 

therefore, be true that “ the greatest sins when committed in the con¬ 

dition of all love will only be good service and not otherwise.’’5 The 

1 Betel-leaf and areca-nut chewed with other ingredients have not only 
hygienic effects but also act as a pleasant stimulant. 

2 N.M. 110.. 

* Sir P. Ramanathan. Mystery of Godliness, p. 5. 

4 Augustine in his sins did not forget God {Conf. 3. 1; 3. 4; 3. 6.) 

r* Siddhiyar 3. 10. 1, quoted above. Mr. Nallaswamy Pillai in his Siddhiyar 
notes under 3. 10. 5 S. Tayumanavar's psalm I have here translated and 
gives both the Tamil and Sir P. Ramanathan’s English prose rendering. In 
the Siddhiyar passage are the words “ even though seen sporting with damsels 
fair,” the realistic original disguised in the English. If our poet had, as it is 
highly probable, these words in mind, he has summarised them in words 
which I have, less pointedly than the Tamil, paraphrased, “My night in 
pleasure spent,” and which my distinguished countryman (Mystery of Godli¬ 
ness, p. 6) has toned down to “ much merriment.” 
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surface sense of these words is very unethical. If they are not, as I 

have already observed, but an intense manner of expressing co ordina¬ 

tion of the human will to the Divine, then, they are of dubious moral 

value. Non-Hindu mystics too have said extravagant things and even 

erroneous things on the soul’s freedom of action. Such are referred 

to by mediaeval mystics in terms of dispraise: 

There are persons who say, ‘I have God and His love, I can do what I 

wish.’ This view shows an ignorance of true liberty. When thou wishest to 

do a thing contrary to the will of God and His. law, thou hast not the love 

of God,, even though thou endeavourest to make the world believe thou 

hast. That man who has established himself in the will of God and in the 

love of God does what God loves and leaves undone what He forbids. It is 

as impossible for him to do what God does not will as it is not to do what 

lie wills. The man whose feet are bound cannot walk, and the man who 

lives in the will of God cannot sin.1 

Conformity to God’s will is possible to those who are born of 

God. “ Whosoever is born of God doth not commit sin for His seed 

remaineth in him; and he cannot sin because he is born of God.” 2 

It has been observed3 that discerning souls should read *with a 

holy smile such statements as, “ Virtues, I take leave of you for 

evermore,” 4 5 or “ He only is a contemplative who is the slave of 

nothing, not even of his virtues,” ’ or S. Augustine’s Love God 

and do what you like.” Sentiments such as these, on the same 

footing as the Siddhiyar passages I have quoted already, are only 

an excessive way of expressing complete subordination of the human 

will, not in slavery but in love to God’s own will. If they do not 

mean this, then, whether Christian or non-Christian, they are 

wanting in moral elegance, and come under condemnation. It is 

really complete identification in will with God that is implied in the 

sayings of many mystics.’ Of S. Catherine of Genoa it is reported 

that, at a certain stage of spirituality, “ she no more strictly recog¬ 

nized her human acts whether they had been done well or evilly, 

but she saw all in God.”6 More nearly akin to the Siddhiyar 

sentiments and as daring are Jacopone da Todi’s exclamation :7 

1 Eckhart, quoted in Jones’s Studies in. Myst. Rel. 212. 

2 1 John 3:9,* 
* Herman, The Meaning and Value of Myst. 80. See Underhill, Mysticism 

263; Coats, Types of English Piety 220-222. 

4 The Mirror of Simple Souls, 

5 Kuysbroeok, Flowers of a Mystic Garden, p. 45. 

8 Hugel, Myst. Element i. 392. 

7 Myst. Element ii. 107. 
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Since my soul has been transformed into Truth', into Thee, O Christ alone* 

into The0* who art tender, loving,—not to myself but to Thee can be imputed 

what I do. Hence, if I please Thee not, Thou dost not please Thine Own Self, 

O Love 1 

The ascription of human actions to Divine impulses, indeed the 

identification of man’s deeds wit*h God’s, finds parallels in Islamic 

mysticism : 

My servant draws nigh unto Me, and I love Him. When I love him I am 

his ear so that he hears by M,e ; and his eyes so that he sees by Me ; and his 

tongue so that he speaks by Me 1 

It is laid down by a high Islamic authority : 

Fana is the passing away of a man’s regarding in his actions that which 

he does God’s taking his place therein ...Those who inculcate the doctrine of 

Fana mean the passing away of regarding one’s own actions and works of 

devotion through the continuance of regarding God as the doer of these actions 

on behalf of His servant.2 

Less open to misunderstanding, and more in accord with New 

Testament purity, is what the Theologia Germanica says : 
jt 

Whatever oorneth to pass in a man who is truly Godlike, whether he do 

or sufier, all is done in this1 Light and this Love, and from the same, through 

the same, unto the same agam. In his heart there is a content and quietness, 

so that he doth not desire to know more or less, to have, to live, to die, to be, 

or not to be, or anything of the kind ; these become all one and alike to him 

and he complainetk of nothing but sin only, . . And sm is to desire or will 

anything otherwise than as the One Perfect Good and the One Eternal 

Will , . And what is done of sin, such as lies, fraud, injustice, treachery and 

all iniquity, in short all that we call sin: cometh hence, that man hath another 

will than God. . .a 

There is a great distance in thought and outlook between the 

Siddhiyar, the mediaeval mystics already noted, on the one hand, and 

on the other S. Paul who says, “ I live, yet no longer I, but Christ 

livath in me.’’ * 

33. The Harmony (No. 8, page 7). 

On the word (Samarasa) rendered here * the harmony 

balancirg... ’ see above, Introductiont part ii. « 

1 Nicholson’s Mystics of Islam, 100. Bee his Studies in Islamic Mysticism 

50,126, 151. 

2 Luma, 151 (a), Bisalat, 43: 13-45, translated by Dr. Nicholson in 

J. R. A. S. 1913, pp. 57, SO. Jami of Persia says—“ Deem not your actions by 

yourself are done.” (Davis, Persian Mystics, ii. 66.) 

3 Winkworth’s Translation,.169, 170. 

* Gal. 2 : 20, 
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34. The Weapon (No. 8, page 7). 

The weapon is heavenly wisdom : “ By knowing God one is 

released from all fetters.” 1 The Maitri Upanishad speaks of a ‘ bow 

and arrow * for use in effecting an entrance into the hall of 

Brahma.2 

35. Cause of All (No. 9, page 7). 

As to conjectures, similar to those stated in this verse, see 

Svetasvatarb Upanishad, 1: 1-3; See Siddhiyar, 3. 1, 1-28. This 

verse gives f|he views held by various schools of thought. See above, 

Introduction, part ii, Refutations. 

36. Elements (No. 9, page 7). 

On Mam see above, Introduction, part v. The elements are ether, 

air, fire, earth, water.3 4 

37. Three Principles (No. 9, page 7). 
• 4 

The Tamil (kunam) is the Sanscrit guna. The three 

principles ’ or ‘ qualities * are pureness (sattva), passion {rajas), and 

darkness (tamas). It is * the red, white, black ’ of the Svetasvataraf 

Each of these three ‘ qualities * has its own characteristics. Eeaders 

of the Oita will re-call the detailed exposition of the ‘ three qualities * 

their characteristics and activities.5 

38. Sound . . . Energy (No. 9, page 7). 
5 A 

Sound, •Natham, is “ the Deity as representing the sound of the 

Pranava;6 God as present in the universe when at the very begin¬ 

ning of evolution, the great sound or Sabdam or Natham burst forth ; 

cosmic matter in the state of sound,”7 This is hardly a definition of 

what is not very easy to understand. What is translated ‘ energy * is in 

1 Svet. Up an. 1. 8 ; 1. 11; 5. 13. 

2 Maitri 6. 28. 

8 Siddhiyar, 3.2.65. Ait. Upanishad, 5.3. Maitri, 3.2. 

4 Svet. 4. 5. That the gunas are three is stated in Svet. 5. 13, Maitri 6. 10. 

The three are named in Maitri 5. 2. 

6 Oita xiv. 5—27; xvii. 4-22; xviii. 7-40. The characteristics of two 

* qualities * are detailed in Maitri Upanishad 3. 5. 

6 The highest Hindu matitra (Mundaka Upan. 2. 2. 4). 

7 Nalla. Bodham, p. 123. 
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Tamil eShhgj Vindhu. The orthodox sign of Vindhu is a circle and of 

Natham is a straight line.1 Vindhu is also known as Suddha Maya 

Sahti,2 and so is here rendered ‘ energy.’ 

39. Non-different from God (No. 9, page 8), 

On the betha-less state in which the soul stands “ non different 

from God” see above, Introduction, parts iv, v. 

40. Nothingness (No. 9, page 8). 

The void, (Sjzvfluudj, 8unyat which is beyond the three great abysms. 

The three are the abysm of life, the abysm of space, the abysm of 

the Deity. In Tamil they are @£uuutrtp (Seevapparl), uiruuiTLje (Parap- 

parl)r fifiuuuirif (Siva,pparl),3 Ifc is strictly not ‘ nothingness/ 

41. Darkness (No. 10, page 8). 

See abovo, Note 28. The soul, according to the Siddhanta, is from 

eternity covered with imperfection, mala, ldgold. “ The three malas 

namely Anava (darkness of ignorance*), Maya and Karma, delusive in 

their character, veil the true nature of the soul and produce illusory 

pleasures, bondage and capacity for experience.” 4 5 This Anava Mala 

is the darkness, ‘ the dwelling place of the soul.’ * This darkness is so 

adherent to the soul ‘as the dross in copper.’ 6 It veils the soul in ignor¬ 

ance.7 The eternal adherence of the malas to the soul is illustrated 

by the ‘ sprout, bran and chaff in paddy.’ 8 ‘‘A grain of paddy appears 

as one ; still it is composed of husk, bran, rice and the sprout,* - 

united together at the same time. The husk conceals the rice...Thefte 

is one more thing which conceals the whiteness and purity of the rice 

[soul) and that is the dark bran [anava) more intimately connected 

1 See Bodham, 4, in Nalla, edition p. 46. also pp. 48-50. Siddhiyar 3. 1, 

19—28. 

2 Siddhiyar 3. 1. 25. For a criticism of Maya views s^e Gnanapragasar’s 

Philosophical Saivism, p. 44. See above, Introduction, part v. 

3 VeCasrotayam quoted in K. S. Mudaliar’s edition of Taynmanaswami 

p. 35. 

4 Siddhiyar 3. 2. 86. 

5 Among other references to this in the poet maybe noted N. M. 174, 573, 
1370, 1162,1319. See above. Nos. 37, 119, 125, 130. 

6 Siddhiyar 3, 2. 80. See above, No. 37. Sivapragasam 20. 

7 Sivapragasam 20. Siddhiyar 3. 2. 84. 

8 Siddhiyar 3. 2. $6. Sivapragasam 25. Tirumantrgm 468. Bodham 2, 

Argument 2, (c). 
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with* it. Then there is a sprout {karma) but for which the grain will 

not germinate {attain bodies)...When you want to get at the r:';e, {the 

real self-soul) the husk helps by friction {successive births, evolution) to 

remove the dark bran (anava ignorance)." 1 2 Our poet-saint in No. 37, 

above, uses the other Siddhanta analogy of dross and copper in speak¬ 

ing of the soul and its primal taint of Anava Mala, ignorance, and 

speaks of the alchemic process of the purification of the dross-covered 

soul into gold.a See further, Introduction, part v. 

42. Charactered (No. 10, page 8). 

Destiny is believed to be inscribed by Brahma on each man’s 

skull. On this ‘ fate to hold fast to what I grasp ’ see above, Introduc¬ 

tion, part v. 

43. Body (No. 10, page 8). 

See above, Introduction, part vi. 

44. High Mystical Meaning (No. 10, page 8). 

To inquire as to the soul’s state and man’s lot and to make 

guesses as to this or that being the cause of it is to miss the true 

significance of the relationship of God to the soul and to the soul’s 

condition. See above, Introduction, parts v, vi on God, Soul, Karma. 

No. 11, above, gives a hint of an answer to the question asked in 

No. 10. 

45. Harmony (No. 11, page 8). 

On 7#=' Samarasa, translated ‘ holden in harmony ’ see above 

Introduction, part ii, 

46. Undammed (No. 12, page 9). 

“ He hath encompassed the waters with bounds ” 3 

47. Bane, Ambrosia (No. 12, page 9). 

There is a legend that the devas were once churning t^e Sea of 

Milk for the food of the gods, ambrosia, and found a deadly poispn. 

Siva coming to their help swallowed the poison in the churned sea 

1 Nalla, Bodliam, pp. 26, 27. One is not sure whether in his Siddhiyar 

->. 187, the learned commentator of that classic does not suggest that anava 

mala is the ^haf^, mail is the bran, Icarma is the sprout. 

2 This analogy is explained at length ihNalla, Bonham, p. 27. 

3 Job," 26 : 10. 
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and gave the devas ambrosia. It is owing to this that Siva is named 

Nilaka, da ‘ blue-throated ’1 There is more than one version of this 

story.2 Modern Hindu writers allegorize it.3 Rev. Father Gnanapra- 

gasar, my eminent countryman, has a brief critical inquiry into the 

origins of this poison legend.1 

48. Deep Ocean Fire (No. 12, page 9). 

It is believed that there is fixed in the sea somewhere a mare¬ 

shaped figure of fire, the object of which is to keep the waters within 

their bounds.5 

49. The Seven Clouds (No. 12, page 9). 

Indra, the god of thunder, whose weapon is thunder, exercises 

his will over seven clouds—pearl-cloud, rain-cloud, gold-cloud, flower- 

cloud, sand-cloud, stone-cloud, and fire-cloud. 

50. Meru (No. 12, page 9j. 

Siva’s ‘ bow victorious is the mighty mount.’ G He is said to have 

used this on the occasion of his waging war against the three cities 

which were being held by three powerful Asuras, giants. In the 

Earliest form of the story 7 the bow is described as Mount Meru, 

but the arrow is said to have been made of Vishnu, Agni and Soma. 

The Puranic form 8 filled in details, made Mount Meru the bow, 

and furnished material for the later esoteric sense in which the story 

came to be expounded, ‘ that the three cities are the product of the 

triple mala ’.9 The esoteric sei^e seems to be implied in the title 

Giianavetti, ‘ spiritual conquest ’* given to the section in the Tiruva- 

chagam x? where Siva’s five great acts are celebrated. Mr. Nallaswamy 

1 See above, No. 44 at pp. 26, 27. 

2 'See Pope's Tiruvachagam, p. 162. Muir’s Sanskrit Texts, iv, 366. Kamba* 

Eamayanavi, ix. 17. Wilson’s Vishnu Puranam, ch. ix. 

3 See, e.g. Sabaratnam, Essentials of Hinduism, 276. 

4 PJrlosojohical Saivi^m, 158—160. 

5 See Wilson, Sanscrit Dictionary S. V. Badavagni. Ip my Foregleams of 

God, iv § 13, I have identified this fire with Agni the Samudra-vasas of Rig 

Veda, 8. 91. 4. 

6 Tiruvachagam. vi. line 114 ; xxix, line 21. 

7 Yajur Veda, 6. 2.12. 

* Mateya Puma, ch. 129-140. Skanda Purana, Upadesa Kanda, ch.70—72 
9 Tirumantram, 343. 

10 xiv- Iines 1 —12 refer to the destruction of the Three Cities. 
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Pillaiig right in urging 1 2 that the allegorizing of the story of the cities 

is ancient. In the Upanishads the analogy of bow and arrow in medi¬ 

tation occurs.3 * 

51. Woman. (No. 12, page 9). 

The allusion is here to Ahalyagai, the wife of a rishi called 

Gautama. Owing to a suspicion of infidelity he cursed her and she 

was turned into stone. Being later sorry for her lot, he said, “ Live 

when Rama’s foot touches thee.” Rama, the hero of the Ramayana, 

happened, when on a march,' to tread on ‘ the slab of stone that once 

was a woman ’ (p. 11) and it became Ahalyagai again. 

52. Desire. (No. 13, page 9). 

Desire is, in 'the Saiva Siddhanta and in philosophic Hinduism 

generally, a great factor in determining the soul’s destiny. It is an 

aspect of pasam. Our poet speaks, of the ‘ forest of desire,’3 

‘the flood of desire,’d ‘the stormy sea of desire,’5 and ‘the 

tempest of desire.6 “As is a man’s desire, such is his resolve; as 

is his resolve, such the action he performs ; what action he performs, 

into that does he become changed.” 7 Desire brings on re-births.8 

Desire is a link in the Buddhist ‘ chain of causation ’ since ‘ by desire 

is sensation and by sensation is attachment, and by attachment is 

renewed existence, and by renewed existence birth, and by birth is 

sorrow, decay, death’.9 In the Gita it is taught10 that “ the man who 

casts off all desires and walks without desire, with no thought of a 

Mine and 7, comes unto peace.” The disease of desire is thus spoken 

of in the Mahabharata: “ Desire is a sickness that is hard for the 

foolish to abandon, which ages not with man’s ageing,.which only 

ends with life itself. Blessed is he who frees himself from it.” 11 

1 Siddhiyar, pp. 146—150 ; Studies, pp. 278,279. 

2 Mundaka, 2. 2. 3; Maitri, 6. 244 6. 8. 

3 N.M, 284. The expression is plsadavi, rendered ‘ tanglements 

of sin’ in No. 4 above. See p. 137. 

* N.M. 302. 

5 N.M. 1363. 

« N.M. 322. 

7 Brih. Ar. Upanishad, 4. 4. 5. 

8 Brih. Ar. TJpanishad, 4. 4. 6 ; Mundaka 3. 2. 2 ; Maitri 6. 30. 

9 Hardy’s Buddhism, 391, 392. Rhys Davids’ Buddhism, 100, 101. 

10 Gita, ii. 71 
n xii. c. 174, translated in Barnett’s Heart of India, 33. 

1457—20 



53. God of Wealth. (No. 13, page 9). 

The Hindu Plutus (page 13) is Kwera (page 12) and his name 

in the text hero is Alagesan. 

54. Life. (No. 19, page 14 ; No. 26, page 16). 

What is rendered ‘ Life of life; non-dual * (page 14) and ‘lasting 

non-dual the life in all* (page 16) is in the original: 'He who in all 

things, at all times, unseparate from anything, energizes everything *. 

On ‘ Life of life,’ see above, page 125, and on ‘ non-dual’ (which is 

intended to be correcter, far more expressive, than * one with ’) see 

above, Introduction part v. 

55. Turiya. (No. 19, page 14 ; No. 26, page 16 No. 2, page 4). 

Turya, varied in some Upanishads into turiya%x is the fourth 

and highest condition of existence. The four states of the soul are 

Jagra (being in conjunction with the fourteen senses and sensations), 

Svapna (being in conjunction with four organs of perception), Sus- 

trupti (being in conjunction with chitta only), and Turya in which 

there are no sense-enjoyments.1 2 The description of the Turya state 

in one of the Upanishads3 is as follows : 

Not inwardly cognitive, not outwardly cognitive, not both-wise cognitive, 

not a cognition-mass, not cognitive, not non*cognitive, unseen, with which 
there can be no dealing, ungraspable, having no distinctive mark, non-think- 

able, that cannot be designated, the essence of the assurance 6f which is 

the state of being one with the Self, the cessation of development, tranquil, 

benign,4 without a second.5 

Tayumanaswamy speaks of Turya* not only as the state in which 

Deity dwells to be spiritually discerned by the devout6 but also 

as a condition attainable in this life on earth by the devout.7 

1 Brih. Ar, Upanishad 5. 14. 3. 

2 Siddhiyar, 2. 5,11. These are the waking state, the dreaming state, the 

deep-sle^p state, and ‘the fourth state’ of Mandukya Upanishad, 3—7. On 

the number of senses and sensations, whether 14 or more or less, and San¬ 

kara’s opinion see Hume’s Upanishads, p. 391. 

a Mandukya, 7. Turya is referred to in Maitri, 5. 19; 7. H. 

4 The original is Siva. 

5 The original is Advaita, in the sense of ‘ non-dual.’ 

6 N.M. 926. 

7 N.M. 764. For a learned exposition of Turiya see S, Deepika, xii. 158 
and xiii.,176. 
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56. Fragrance, Oil, Spirit. (No. 21, page 15; No. 29, page 17). 

The Svctasvatara Upanishad 1 has these words : 

As oil in sesame seeds, as butter in cream, 

As water in river-beds, and as fire in the friction-sticks, 

So is the Soul apprehended in one’s own soul, 

If one looks for Him with true austerity. 

A great Saiva Saint, Tirumular, says, “ My Lord and nay King 

is present, united to all, like feeling in air, sugar in the cane, butter 

in milk, the sweet juice in the fruit, and the fragrance-in the flower.”2 

Another Tamil Saint, Appar, tells us : 

As fire in wood, as ghee in milk, 

The Luminious One lies hid within.3 

The figure of fragrance is employed by Tayumanavar in a hymn 

whicli deserves to be fully given : 

The wide, wide world, this sweep of space, 

Are to Thy saints expanse of grace ; 

By Thy one word the mystic state 

Of Yogic calm is theirs, the great, 

To whom Thou grantest, Lord, thine aid, 

Helper on Whom their hope is stayed, 

Who love Thee best Who lovest me 

. i Friend of my lowly self to be, 

O Hill of Heaven whose form of Bliss 

Beginningless, unending, is. 

O Lord that livest in Thy Light 

O Life that shinest ever bright, 

Yet with all worlds and bodies wiliest e’er to be, 

And with all beings, blended joyously. 

As full as fragrance in the half-blown flower dwells, 

Half-blown as are half-parted mouthi of tinkling bells.4 

There are, as will be seen, in the above illustrative passages, five 

figures employed to show the relationship of God to the soul and the 

world—oil, butter, water, fire, fragrance. For other analogies, see 

above, Introduction, part ix. 

1 1. 15. 

3 Tirumantram, 2639. 

3 Nallaswamy Pillai’s S. Appar, p. 4. See Nalla. Studies, p. 1. 

4 N.M. 132. The lines *0 Lord that livest .... ever bright ’ represent 

the sense of two words prS** such is the marvellous terseness of the 

Tamil of our poet. See also N.M. 62, and above No. 105,110. 
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57. Indweller. (Page 16, No. 24). 

See above, Note 1, at page 123. God is the Inhabitant of the 

soul. Our poet has numerous references to God as the Indweller 

.Thy home Thou choosest 

Within the hearts of saints on earth 

The holy dead to all world-senses.i 2 

Again he prays : 

Life of my life, Sense of my senses, 

O Love that in my inness art 

Sweeter than sweetest fruit or nectar, 

And honey-sweet, within my heart, 

With all my being blending livest. 

By grace familiar as a friend, 

O let me not from Thee be parted, 

Unsundered be unto the end. 3 

Other Siddhanta poets give expression to the thought of the in¬ 

dwelling God. Thus Kaduvali Sittar • 

All bright in glory lo ! He shines 

Who deigns in loving hearts to live; 

The servant of His servants, He 

Heaven to His worshippers will give. 4 

S. Sundara&urthi in one of his psalms says :— 

The mind He rids of vain delusions 

And in the midst of it abides ; 

He frames the frailty of the body ; 

In fire and wind Himself He hides 

That they may cease ; He sends diseases 

To hasten death ; He dispels ills, 

The strong, the King of Needur City— 

Adore Him in your inmost wills. 5 

An anonymous poet philosopher asks : 

’Tis in the heart the Teadher is, 

And in the heart deceit is seen ; 

Not knowing where the thing may be 

How can you seek to make it clean ? 6 

i Se 3 above, Nos. 24, 31, 37, 49, 53, 54, 66, 105, 110, 117, 134, 157, 252, 262, 

351. 
3 No. 110, above, p. 46. 

3 No. 117, above, p. 49. 

* Ananthakatippu, last verse. Except where otherwise stated all transla¬ 

tions from the Tamil are the present writer’s. 

s Tevaram, Tirune^dur section. No. 8. See Tiruvachagam; i (line) 33 ; v. 
187 ; xvii, 5-8 ; xixt JJ3, 34 ; xxxiv. 36 ; xlix. 17. 

6 Gnanakuminie, stanza 134. 
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S, Pafcfcanatfcu Pillayar, like other Puritans among' Saivites, says 

thus on worshipping the indwelling God outside temples ar d apart 

from idols: 

I cannot worship such as these, 

But make my lofty boast 

That in my heart I set the feet, 

The golden feet of God,1 

Severer than he is S. Sivavakiar 2 ; 

Ye whose feet to temples often hasten in the heat of day, 

See ye not within you stands the sanctuary of the Lord ? 

Sin to wash away ye wander daily to all water-pools, 

Into you ye look not for the Laver for the erring soul! 

The Lord, says the Gita, dwells in the hearts cf all born beings." 

The Persian mystic, Rumi, exclaims, “I gazed into my heart and 

there I saw Him who was nowhere else.” 1 4 Likewise the Greek 

thinker says, “ The One is not far away from any one, and yet is 

liable to be far away from one and all, present though It be. It is 

present only to such as are capable of receiving It and are so disposed 

as to adapt themselves to It.” 5 6 

One of the most learned of Christian thinkers well remarks : 

Great is the blindness and exceeding great the folly of many souls that 

are ever seeking God, continually sighing after and frequently desiring God, 

whilst all the time they are the tabernacles of the Living God . . since their 

soul is the seat of God, in which He continually reposes. G 

It is recorded of S; Catherine of Siena that she cried out once, 

like the tempted S. Anthony, “ Where wert Thou, Lord, when my 

heart was so vexed with foul and horrible temptations ? ”, and received 

the answer, “ Daughter, I was in thine heart.” 7 St. John of the 

Cross exhorts: 

We must remember that in every soul God dwells secretly and veiled in 

their substance, for were it otherwise they could not endure in existence. 

There is, however, a difference as regards this inhabitation between one soul 

1 Barnett's translation in his Heart of India, 89. 

2 Padal, Stanza 34. Some scholars think that there was no saint by 

name Sivavakiar. 

3 xviii, 61; xv. 15. 

4 Davis, Persian Mystics, i. 53 

5 Plotinus, Knnead, 6. 9. 4. 

6 S. Thomas Aquinas, De Beatitudine iii, 3, quoted in Hugel, Myst, Elem. 
of Bel. ii. 152. 

7 Richardson, The Mystic Bride 85. cf. “ Thou wert within, and I with¬ 

out, and there I sought Thee.” (Confessions x. 27.) 
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and another, and a great difference it is. In some souls He dwells alone* in 
others not alone; in some pleased, in others displeased? in some as in His 
house, commanding and directing everything; and in others as a stranger in 
a house not His own, where He is not permitted to older or do anything.1. 

The realization of the fact of the indwellingness of God is highest 

in the conception of the incarnation of God. “ Incarnation is a uni¬ 

versal principle and Jesus Christ is the specialization in absolute 

perfection.” 1 2 

God’s immanence in nature, we reasonably assert, reappears as inspira¬ 

tion in man. Meanwhile our spiritual character reacts upon the material 

instrument of its realization, moulding the brain and nervous system, and 

thence the entire bodily organism, into gradual accordance with itself? tilt 

the expression of the eye, the lines of the face, the tone of the voice, the 

touch of the hand, the movement and manners, and gracious demeanour, all 
reveal with increasing clearness, the nature of the spirit that has made them 

what they are. Thus the interior beauty of holiness comes by degrees to be 

a visible thing ; and through His action upon our spirit, God is made manifest 

in our flesh. While in proportion as*we are enabled to recognize this pro¬ 

gressive manifestation of God in matter, we are prepared to find it oulminate 

in His actual Incarnation, the climax of His immanence in the world.3 

The fact of the indwellingness of God is capable, in the light of 

the Incarnation of the Lord Jesus Christ, of the highest personal 

appropriation and realization. Mysticism is’ the practi$e of the 
Incarnation.4 The Incarnation is ‘ redemptive immanence/ 5 The 

practice of the presence of God issues in works which testify to the 

concreteness of the doctrine of the indwellingness of God. 6 The 

“doctrine of Christ in every man7” is translated into the facts of 

life in the atmosphere of the Holy Ghost. ‘‘ Hereby we know that 

lie abideth in us, by the Spirit which He has given us ” 8 “ The 
spirit of mysticism is the true and essential Christianity. . . It is in 

fact the doctrine, or rather, the experience of the Holy Ghost. . . All 

1 Living Flame of Love, 4. 
2 Wilberforce, Mystic Immanence 60. 

3 Illingworth, Divine Immanence, ch. iv. 

4 Watson, Myst. of S. Johns Gospel 104. 

r' Herman, Meaning and Value of Mysticism 321, 

6 “Nothing is more beautiful, or more reassuring of God’s indwelling 
in the human soul than to see a life, a career and a character developing 

along lines of natural growth from small beginnings to great issues. ” 

(Mrs. Richardson, The Mystic Bride 144. See also S. Francis DeSales, Devout 
Life, Part ii. ch. 2.) 

7 Charles Kingsley in Preface to Winkworth’s (Translation of) Theologia 
Germanica. 

8 1 John 3 : 24. 
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Christians profess belief in the Holy Ghost. Had only all Christians 

understood and tried to use their belief they would ha»e been 

mystics : or, in other words, there would have been no mysticism.”1 

58. Flavour, Three-Fruited, Sweet. (Pago 16, No. 25). 

The three fruits here alluded to are the jack, the mango, and the 

plantain. To the joint sweetness of the three fruits reference is made 

by the poet in other places.2 

59. Tears. (Page 16. No. 25). 

Tears of joy as evidence of true devotion find mention in many 

hymns of our poet. 3 

60. Sky, Soul-Space. (Page 17, No. 31). 

Gcd fills, the commentators say, the visible sky, the sky of the soul, 

and the sky of spiritual wisdom. In the Chandogya Upanishad 4 it is 

written, ‘ As far, verily, as this world-space (ayam dkasd) extends, so 

far extends the space within the heart .... That is the real city of 

Brahma . . ’’ 

61. Motherlike. (Page 18, No. 32). 

The Motherhood of God is one of the outstanding features of the 

Siddhanta. Thai in Tamil is ‘ Mother ’ and is part of the name 

Tayumanavar. See above Introduction, part iii. At p. 48 is given a 

rendering of a hymn in which God is addressed as Mother and by the 

name Tayumanava, that is, * He who became a Mother,’ to minister 

(so runs the tradition current in Ramanad) to a woman in travail. 

Two hymns are specially addressed to the God so manifested, ‘ Tayu- 

mana, the Lord most gracious.’ 5 References to God as Mother are 

numerous in our poet.6 This thought of God as Mother is to be 

distinguished from the conception of a consort 7 of Deity. A Yaish- 
—,  -A-'■-. :---- 

‘ Moberly, Atonement and Personality, 312. 315. 316. 

; See above No. 117 and N.M. 64, 314, 370. For other figures expressing 

sweetness see above No. 104 and N.M. 138,192, 466, 508, where the words 

honey, nectar, sugar’ occur. 

3 See above Nos. 31, 36, 48, 107, 126,141, 249. 

4 8, 1. 3. 

5 N.M. 556, 557. The second closes with the words, * Father and Mother, 

Thou becaraest, O Lord most gracious, Tayumanava made known on Siragiri.’ 

6 P.g. see above Nos. 106, 114, 115, 142, 176,177, 195, and N.M. 218, 306, 

490, 495, 548, 577- (‘ more than mother ') ‘ 1329 ’ (* more than mother 

7 See above, Introduction, part. vii. 
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navite scholar 1 points out, “ As Father, God is the Judge, as Mother 

He is the Forgiver.” It would be incorrect to say that Christianity 

has no idea of the Motherhood of God, “ Can a woman forget her 

sucking child, that she should not have compassioh on the son of 

her womb ? Yea, these may forget, but I will not forget thee.” 2 This 

is the love of God passing the love of a mother. The motherly tender¬ 

ness of Gods love is compared again to that of an eagle bearing her 

brood across to safety,3 4 and a similar thought, full of inexpressible 

motherliness, is in the words of Our Lord spoken to unrepentant Jeru¬ 

salem: “ How often would I have gathered thy children together, 

even as a ben gathereth her chickens under her wings ! It has 

been pointed out that the motherhood of God is present in the words 

of St. James, “ Of His own will He brought us forth.” 5 Cobb follows 

the thought of the Motherhood of God through theosophic channels 

into conclusions almost Gnostic.6 If we turn to the language of 

Christian piety we shall find the idea of the Motherhood of God 

stated in clear terms : 

As verily as God is our Father as verily is God our Mother, and that 
* 

sheweih He in all ... . I understand three manner of beholdings of the 

Motherhood in God. The first is the grourfd of our natural making. The 

second is taking .of our nature and there beginneth the Motherhood of 

Grace. The third is Motherhood in working: and therein is a forth- 

spreading by the same Grace, of leDgth and breadth, of height and deep¬ 

ness without end, and all is one Love.7 

The Christian conception of the Motherhood of God is clearer 

than the Siddhanta one, in the light of the Incarnation and the 

Cross—motherhood being inseparable from sacrifice.8 

1 Govindachariya, Divine Wisdom of Dravida Saints, pp. 19, 20. See also 

Ibid, p. 151. 

2 Isaiah 49 : 15. See 66: 13. 

> Exodus 19 : 4. 

4 Matt. 23 : 37. 

5 James 1: 18. 21, commented on by Archdeacon Wilberforoe in his Mystic 

Immanence pp, 50—68. His observations on God as Mother-soul, Mother- 

mind are interesting. 

6 Mysticism and the Creed. 152. “God the Father-Mother .... the 

Heavenly Mother .... the Blessed Virgin Mary’' are his doubtful equa¬ 

tions. 

7 Julian of Norwich, Revelations of Diving Love, chap, lviji, lix. A book 

of selections from her writings is Father Congreve’s The Shewing of a Vision. 

8 See Griffith-Jones, The Ascent through Christ, Book ii* c. iii, sec. 2. 
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62. ‘ A ’ Of all Vowels. (Page 18, No. 33). 

The association of God with the world is expressed by various 

figures, for example those noted above at p. 156. See Introduction 

part ix. The illustration here is from Grammar, from the vocally 

blending character of the «sy sound. 

A, as the first of letters, every speech maintains ; 

The ‘ Primal Deity ’ is First thro’ all the world’s domains, i 

“ Liker the letter «sy the Incomparable Lord is all intelligence and 

pervades everything without change.” 2 The point to he noted is not 

the fact of the first place of <$i in the order of letters but its goiDg into 

the composition of all letters. It is inherent in all the letters of the 

Indian Alphabets.3 4 “ As we say that without =9/ no otheu letter will 

sound, so the Vedas say, * Apart from the Lord nothing exists.’ ” 1 

63. All yet not All. (Page 18, No. 33). 

This follows from what has been said in the last note. “ God is 

all but all is not God. He is immanent in everything and yet above 

everything. The doctrine is very popular in nearly the whole of 

Tamil literature, and it is most vividly expressed in the favourite 

phrase ^eoeonLomb ^e^eos^Lciruj [All yet not all]. The Hindu idealists 

stop at <sr£o&trLcnth (He is all) and do not proceed to postulate 

jHeoeOGqucmb (He is not all or He is above all). ” 5 * Our poet employs 

here this much-used expression zt eoeoaLLnb go syce mb. The thought 

is amplified in a whole hymn : 8 
The clearness of the mind, its dimness, 

And its bewilderment Thou art; 
Within the mind Thou art its knowledge. 

Of knowledge its divinest part; * 
Thou art all form and change most wondrous, 

Reality change oannot reach ; 
Thou art all objects known in Nature, 

Thou art the means of knowing each ; 
The senses five art and five priraals, 

Outness Thou art, inness of ail; 
Art closest nearness, furthest:distance. 

Rise and increase, decrease and fall; 

1 Kurral, 1.1,1, (Pope’s Translation). 
* T. A. P. 1,1. 

3 Barnett, Gita p. 199, note on Gita x. 33, “ Of letters I am the syllable A.” 
* Bodham ii. 1 (b). See Nalla. Bodham pp. 12,19, 20 ; Nalla. T.A.P., pp. 7.13 . 

ahd Nalla. Studies pp. 53-62; for a learned disquisition on ‘vowels and 
oonsonants.* 

5 Nalla. Bodham, p. 17. 

4 N.M. 68. See N. M. 71. In Isa Upanishad, verses 1, 4, 5, we have the 
idea of God heing all yet not all, particularly verse 5 which says, “It moves 
not; is far, is near, is within all this, and is outside of all this.-’ 

11.‘*7- 21 



Evil and good, and light »nd darkness; 

The present and the times to be,» 

To-day, to-morrow, and all ever; 

The one, the many, all we see. 

That Thou art all, nor all art ever, 

They only know who have Thy graco ; 

That Thou art all, yet all transoendest, 

All things that are in time and space, 

They know the wise in God, grace-gifted, 

O God in whose great amplitude 

The seen the unseen That embracest, 

All-filling Bliss, Beatitude. 

The idea of God being all and yet not all is best explained by 

the figures .given above of vowels and consonants, fragrance, etc. So 

far as the mind and its acts are concerned, God is, according to the 

Siddhanta,1 2 identified with the acts as Doer, to the extent that 

they are done in His presence and permitted by Him. 

64. Lord of the herd of souls. (Page 10, No. 33). 

The original here, and elsewhere3, is pasupati. The 

history of this word is interesting. In the Big Veda one of the 

titles of Rudra is pasupa, ‘ protector of cattle ’,3 and in later literature 

Rudra is called pasunam patih, ‘ lord of cattle ’ 4 Patih ‘ lord ’ occurs in 

the Rig Veda with names of gods, as Prajapatih 1 lord of creatures,’ 5 

Idas patih, ‘ lord of oblations \6 Brihaspatih ‘ lord of prayer,7 

Brahmanaspatih ‘ lord of prayer.’:8 Rudra is addressed in an early 

.hymn as Medhapatih ‘ lord of the sacrifice.’9 Mr. Nallaswamy Pillai 

observes that “ Medhapatih is the same word as the more popular 

Pasupati, pas a meaning the animal offered in sacrifice, yajna-papii, 

and symbolically representing the bound soul-jiva. As the pati of 

all sacrifices, he is the fulfiller of sacrifices ”.‘10 In another place the 

1 K. Sundara Mudaliyar’s edition of S. Tayumanavar p. 165. 

2 See above No. 215. 

3 R. V. 1. 114. 9. 

4 See Bhandarkar's Vaisnavism and Saivism, p. 102, 103, In the Alharvaveda 
11. 2. 1, occurs the name pasupati. 

5 R. V. 9.5.9, and other places. 

6 R. V. 5. 43.14. 

7 R. V. 1. 14. 3, and other places. 

* R. V. 1. 18. 1, and other places. 

9 R. V. 1. 43. 4. 

40 Jtudies 112, quoting R. V. 1.114, 4, and 3. 2. 5. On R. V. 3.2.5 Griffith 

points out that Rudra there is a synonym for Ago!. 
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same scholar observes that im.su in pasupatih means ‘ souls1 and 

not ‘ cattle. ’ 1 It has been remarked that “ the transition of 

meaning from lord of animals to lord of souls fettered like animals 

by the bonds (pasa) of sin—which is the sense the word Pasupati bears 

now in the Saiva Siddhanta—was a very natural one.”2 To the student 

of Comparative Religion the present contents of* the term pasupciti 

1 lord of the herd of souls,’ are significant. The term is used in all 

Saiva Siddhanta references as a title of Siva.3 It is interesting to note 

that Krishna is addressed in the Gita ‘ Lord of the Herds.’ 4 I may 

be permitted to refer to what I have elsewhere 5 remarked on the 

great thoughts of the Gita : “ Another great ideal, the evolution of 

which is traceable from the age of the Rig Veda, is that which is 

suggested in Krishna’s name ‘Lord of the Herds.’ It is the Vedic 

pasunampatih, the Siddhanta pasupati, 1 Lord of the herd of souls.’ 

It is a title (the Gita ‘ Lord of the Herds ’ in its spiritual setting and 

apart fronFany association with a Krishna the cowherd) 6 rich in the 

contents of such tenderness, of the relationship of God to the human 

soul, as finds its final and full expression in Him who is the Shepherd 

and Overseer 7 of our souls, the Good Shepherd 8 Who has laid down 

His life for His sheep.” 

65. Sankara, Suyambu, Sambu. (Page 20, No. 36). 
*«■ 

These are much used words of Saiva adoration. They occur in 

the chorus to the verses forming the section entitled, above, The 

Beloved, (see, page 106). 

Sankara means ‘ the Beneficent.’ As doer of good God is called 

Sankara.9 In Saiva devotional literature it is a name of Siva.10 Long 

before the composition of the Gita the name Sankara had become a 

well-known title of Siva and the cult of Siva well-established. The 

author of the Gita desirous of asserting the supremacy of Krishna- 

1 Siddhiyar p. 144. 

* Father Gnanapragasar, Philosophical Saivism 153. 

3 See above, Introduction, part iv. 

4 Oita 1, 32. 
s' Foregleams of God, oh, ix § 12, ad fin. 

6 On Govinda * finder of lost cows ’ see Bhandarkar V, S, 36. 

7 1 Peter 2 : 25. 

* S. John 10.11. 

9 T. A. P. 1.9. The sense of ‘destroyer’ from Sanscrit Samliri has been 

suggested. 

10 “Hail! Ganga- wearing Sankara,” Tirurarhar/am V. 15G, 
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Vasudeva over the gods of other cults makes Krishna say, “ Of the 

Kudras I am Sankara.” 1 2 

Suyambn is the Svayam-bhu, meaning ‘self-existent,’ of the 

Upanishads. It is an attribute of Deity.3 Sambu which may be 

rendered ‘the beneficently happy’ is the Sambhn of the Upanishads. 

It occures as one of the many names of God, referred to as ’ire Soul.3 

Our poet has a list of over twenty titles of Siva, including the three 

under comment, in one of his hymgs.4 

66. The Four. (Page 20, No. 36). 

Sanakan, Sanantanan, Sanatanan, and Sanatkumaran, were 

according to legerd, four sons of the god Brahma of the Puranic 

Triad. These four had studied the Upanishads and other writings of 

the Hindu religion for years but did not find rest of soul. They 

then prayed to Siva, “ Lord, give us the grace to find peace of mind,’* 

and Siva appeared to them, under a banyan shade, and sat down in 

the posture of an ascetic. He showed them a secret by the mystical 

sign indicated by the figure of the thumb joining tip of the nointer, 

and gave them the saving word,5 * 

The four are alluded to by our poet in many places. 8 

67. One Word. (Page 26, No. 36). 

The four are said to have received the knowledge of salvation ‘ by 

one brief word ’ spoken by Siva. A very sensible comment on this 

word is that ‘ as it was spoken by the Teacher for the cars of the 

disciples alone it is not revealed to others.’ 7 Tayumanaswamy him¬ 

self, when he refers 8 to the ‘ one saving word ’ spoken to him by his 

Guru, seems to support the view that the 4 word ’ was a secret com¬ 

munication to the disciple personally, and4 suddenly.’9 It was a secret: 

Upon a straw to cross the sea 

Were easier than to say that secret.10 

1 Gita x. 23. 
2 Brih. Aran. XJpanishad 2, 6, 3 ; 4, 6, 3 ; 6, 5, 4-; Katha 4. 1; Isa 8. 
8 Maitri Upanishod. 6. 8; 7. 7. Among the names are Lord, Rudra, Truth 

Life, Teacher Vishnu and Narayana which, in the rendering ‘Son of Man! Hume 
Upanishads, 429) arrests Christian attention. 

4 N. M, 47. 
5 Parthasarathi Naidu (M.D. Press) edition of Tayumanavar naee 42 
8 See N. M. 120, 131, 174,182, 310, 420, 509. Above No. 261.’ 
7 V. V. Series edition of Tayumanavar, p. 33. 

8 See N. M. 46, 48, 50, 116, 132, 184, 186, 325, 449, 460, 469, 504, 515, 527 
528* 529,647. f * 

9 N. M. 46 9dS * when one word was suddenly 
uttered.’ 

10 Above No. 261. 



This is the poet’s ofcn experience. The Siddhiyar teaches that 

“ God graciously grants the higher knoioledge as Guru and gr .nts the 

supreme seat; ” 1 that as Guru “ He removes sins by means of the 

four methods of grace-giving ” ; 2 that among the means of illumina¬ 

tion employed by the Guru are imparting of instruction and impart¬ 

ing of Himself; 3 that “ knowledge of God can only be secured by 

the grace of the Guru; ” 4 and that “ when the Divine Guru appears 

before a man then will arise heavenly wisdom in him,” 5 grace being 

given “ by touch, by thought, by sight ” 6 7 On our poet-saint’s ex¬ 

perience see above, Introduction, part iv. 

There have been conjectures as to what the ‘ one word ’ spoken 

to the Four and to our poet was. Was it “the mystic syllable 

Om 4 from which darts the soul as an arrow to Deity its mark ” ? 

This Om is known as the pranava. There is a very full treatment of 

“ The secret of Om ” by a modern Siddhanta scholar. 8 The guess 

that Om was the ‘ one word ’ is weakened by the fact that it was 

no secret word in the time of Tayumanavar, having been known from 

early days to many. Was it the Great Text 9 of the Upanishads, 

‘That thou art’? Our knowledge of the wide range of our poet’s learning 

shuts out the supposition that he was not aware of the Upanishadic 

* great text ’ till the arrival of his Guru. ■ A section of the Tinman- 

tram of S. Tirumular, ‘of whose line’10 was the poet’s Guru, is headed 

1 3. 5, 8. 

2 3. 8. 2. Four methods are termed Saktinipada, *' descending of grace or 

light,” 

3 3. 8. 3. Sastra diksha, yoga dihsha. 

4 3t 12. 6. 

6 3. 8. 28. 

6 3. 12. 7. 

7 Mundaka JJpanishad 2. 2. 4. 

8 VodSsalam Swamy, Saiva Siddhanta Gnana Bodham, chapter headed 

Pranava Irgasinm. 

9 The asreurAQiuth' malidvakya, ‘ great text,’ of the Upanishads is found in 

Chandogaya 6. 8. 7, 6. 9. 4, 6.10. 3,6.11,3,6.12. 3, 6,13. 3, 6.14, 3,6.15. o, 6.16. 3. 

Its Sanscrit form is Tat twain asi. Three other great texts are known (1)‘Intelli¬ 

gence (prajnana) is Brahma,’ Ait. XJpan. 5. 3; (2) 'This seif (aimaw)Ms 

Brahma ’ Mandtikya TJpan. 2 ; (3) ‘I am Brahma,! Brih Aran Upan. 1. 4.10. In 

the Tamil magazine called Siddhantamt March 1912, p. 73 is a short account 

of these four Great Texts and their alleged harmony with the Siddhanta. A 

fifth Great r..‘e::t i jom.^times mentioned, ‘One only without a second, 
(Channdog. 6. 2. 1.) 

10 N.M. Wo. 37—46. 
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Pranavasamati1 ‘the state of meditation of Om ’ and it has a 

statement, “ One word within the Om ”.2 A comment 3 on * one 

word’ is that it is the mahavakgam. S. Pattanattar speaks of “the 

unuttered mantra of the Guru and the unceasing worship within the 

heart ”,4 The true nature of the ‘ one word ’ is, as has been well 

observed,5 ‘something which the Guru spoke without speaking, and 

the faithful disciple knew without knowing.’ 

68. SIRAGIRI, (Page 20, No. 36). 

The hill of Sira named so after a former ruler of the district in 

which it stands. It is the modern Trichinopoly. 

69. Lord of the Southern Shrine. (Page 20, No. 36). 

I have so rendered the original ’ Dakshana mtirti,’ which may be 

more literally translated, ‘ The south-facing theophany.’ Elsewhere c 

the poet refers to, ‘ the Beatitude manifested south-facing ’ (Q&a* 

urretisor (fpstnirSl) and says he will ' worship in all places the manifesta¬ 

tion seen in the south,’ (O^sar Qp*$$s6r Qsrrgy).7 In 

the Tiruvachagam Siva is named, Lord of the south-land’s clustering 

cocoanut-groves and Perinturai’s shrine ’,8 and generally ‘ Lord of the 

South ’.9 He is also described as ‘ He of the Southern Pandya Land ’.10 

Siva as Dakshanamurti is usually viewed in four different aspects, 

namely, as teacher of yoga, teacher of jnana, teacher of vina (music), 

and as expounder of Sastras. The Dakshandmurti Upanishad gives 

an esoteric meaning of the name, and Siva’s figure in temples, and it 

is that since jnana is known also as dakshina and since dakshina is 

ever in front of Siva and is gazing at him, he is called ‘ South-facing,’ 

dakshinamukha.1L 
- -  -*- -- v 1-—■*-- 

1 Tirumantram, verses 2675—2680. 

2 Tirumantram 2676. 

3 Rajnanatha Chettiyar’s edition, p. 566. 

4 In Kalighani malikai series edition, No. 3 p 38. 

5 K. 'S* Mudatiyar’s edition of Taynmanavar, p. 65. 

6 N. M. 120. 

7 N. M. 131. 

8 Tim 8.4 (Pope’s Translation). 

9 Tiruvaohagam 7. $6; 11. 38; 15. 30; 47. 14. The word used is Q^«wwr«or, 

of the South,’ a Tamil equivalent of the Sanscrit Dakshana. 

10 Tiruvaohagam 1. 90 ; 19. 8. 

11 Gopinatha Rao, Hindu Iconography, ii. 277. 

> 
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70. Grace Matured. (Page 20, No. 36). 

Ia No. 37, at page 21, is the poet’s account, in figurative languago 

of the ‘ maturing * of the soul and its receipt of grace. A soul, it is 

taught in the Siddhanta, is of one of three kinds. The classification 

is according to the soul being attached to one or more of the primal 

impurities, mala. The anava mala (see above, p. 150) is common 

to all classes, and the class which has only anava mala is called 

vijnana kalar. The class which has anava and karma is jpralaya• 

kalar. The class which has anavat karma and maya is sa-kalar,1 

Human beings belong to the class of sa-kalar 2 3 that is, are united 

•to 3rU khe kalai, which, literally means, ‘sense-deceptions.’ The 

sakalar may gradually become free from their disabilities and reach 

the stage of being akalar,3 4 those without kalai.’ To each class God 

has to manifest Himself, to the sakalar as Guru, and to the others in 

their inner consciousness.4 

The appearance of the Guru to one is when he has under¬ 

gone the processes of preparation for the Guru. He is then ‘ grace- 

matured ’ in a state of ripeness, us@@jibt as the Tamil in the hymn 

under comment has it. It is his fulness of time.5 When deeds 

are’ balanced, then the Lord shows Himself to the Sakalar as Guru, 

and puts an end to their mala (taints) by the fourth saktinipatham 6 

1 Siddiyar 3. 8. 2. and Gnanaprakasa Tambiran’s notes in Tamil on the 
verse ; Sivapragasam, 8; T. A. P. 2. 2 ; 5. 8. Sabaratnam, Essentials of Hinduism 

71. Father Gnanaprakasar in a learned criticism (Philosophical Saivism, 130, 

181) of Essentials points out, “ The three classes of souls in the Siddhanta are 

merely the phenomenal individualization of the Saguna Brahma in his three 

successive states as Isvara, Hiranaya-garba, and Vaisva-nara. The Siddhanta 

states (avastha) of the souls also correspond exactly to those of the Vedanta 

excepting the last, Turiyatita, which is superadded to the former without 

any practical utility.” See, for a lucid statement of Siddhanta views, Nalla, 

Studies 39. 

v2 T, A. P.2, 3, and Nalla. T. A. P. p. 11; Tiruvilangam’s Sivapragasam 

p. 14 ; Gha. Tambiran’s Siddhiyar, notes on 3. 8. 2. Nallaswami Pillai trans¬ 

lates 2\ A. F. 2. 3 second line ** The sakalar alone are not conscious -that 

they are iii,bantha (bound) condition,” while Pope (Tiruvachagamy p.ilxxx) 

renders it, as he says, literally, “To those who cling to Him the unseen 

Lord is help.” The two lines in Tamil are : 

(]pefr£H$pjj[ jpersirtrqg &sirsirr/f* 

QL.irtkrp»iirQfitrp jpvrsmrir ffZsm, 

3 T. A. F, 5. 8. 

4 Siddhiyar 3. 8. 2. 

5 See above, pp. ... 

6 Siddhiyar, 3. 8. 2 ; 3. 2. 33* 
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Deeds, that is good, Karma and evil Karma, must first have been 

'balanced/ The Tamil for ‘balancing1 2 here is §tuy. What is 

balancing ? 

After performing evil and good, Le attains to ®(jaS3»r Qiu/ruiy [Iru vinay 

oppu\ becoming balanced in good and evil, pain and pleasure. This does not 

mean that he should so perform actions that all his good actions will weigh 

as much as his bad actions, or doing as much p unyam [good] as papam [evil], 

but it is attaining to a condition of viewing deeds either good or bad without either 

likiDg or disliking, a condition of being described as Ca/esbr©^ C«cBwt_r«B>toiiS«v/r«r 

| He that has neither likes nor dislikes].1 

S. Tayumanavar speaks of that stage with longings. He calls it 

the time of being purged of ‘ mala,’ Loeouifi unsatreoLD? (mala paripaka 

kalam).? He refers to the need of being spiritually fit for that time.3 

‘‘ He having become ‘balanced’ in the two-fold karma, plunges into 

the power of God, obtains the grace of the Guru, reaches the stage of 

3liana yoga and is freed^ from the triple mala. Then his knowledge 

ceases to^bedittle, and wisdom abounds, and he is led to the Feet of 

the Lord ”.4 Saktinipatham 5 6 is, according to the spiritual capacity 

of the soul, of four stages corresponding to the acts and disciplines in 

sariyai, kiriyai, yog'am, jnanam, (see below notes undergo. 41) 

respectively. The stages are mandham,' mandhataram, teeviram, tee- 

oirataram.G The personal manifestation of the Guru is to those who 

reach the fourth stage, and it is the fourth stage that is known as ^0.® 

fdu.j & pfsl tiun^LD {tifuntiya sutinipatam), ‘the excellent way.7 Of this 

‘ excellent ’ stage the poet-saint Tirumuiar says, “ When the two 

kinds of karma are ‘ balanced,’ the gracious power of God manifests 

itself as Guru, casts away all taints, and gives wisdom by which the 

soul becomes indifferent to deeds and has the triple mala destroyed 

and reaches God.” 8 One of the signs of having passed the third stage 

1 Nalla, Studies, 200. Sivapragasam 48, and Tiruvilangam’s notes p. 101. 

2 N. M. 454, 583. 

3 “ In my mind there is no good that I may be ready for the time of put¬ 
ting off my mala ” (N. M. 583, See above, No. 127). 

4 S.ddliiyar 3. 4. 40. 

5 Siddhiyar 3. 8. 2. Pope (Tiruvachagam, p. xlvi) while rightly giving this 
word the sensecof ‘cessation of energy’ which indeed covers the idea of 
indifference to likes and dislikes is misled into the error (p. xlviii) of explain¬ 
ing g)g-«tf2sorOiu(rijL/ as an equalising of evil and good deeds, a setting off of one 
against thex>ther. 

6 Tirumanfram 1514—1529. 

7 Sivapragasam 48. 

8 Tirumantram 1527. The concluding portion in the Tamil is: 
See, for a full and lucid treatment of Sattini- 

patam the March 1912 issue of Siddhantam, pp. 77—86. 
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is a very intensive longing for the vision of the Guru, and souls in 

that condition are referred to by Tayumanavar as those who for 

God’s grace “ love-thirsty longing, its fruition and its fulness find.” 1 

71. Banyan. (Page 20, No. 36). 

The appearance of Siva to the saints under the shade of a banyan 

tree is frequently mentioned by our poet.2 The expression s<sJ6Vnev 

(kallal) stone-grown banyan * means in these hymns, as in other 

Tamil writings,3 the ficus indica which grows on any soil chiefly on 

stony ground. A Tamil annotator4 of what is No. 332 (above p. 109) 

seems to read the first line to mean, “ my mind is stony,” and so shuts 

out all-reference*to the banyan tree. This interpretation is not in 

accord with all the <$& references in the hymns. In this context 

reference may be made to the opening passage of the Bodham 5 a part 

of which Mr. Somasundaram Pillai renders :6 “ He who sat under 

the banyan tree,” adding, “ There is nothing here to show that the 

god who sab under the mountain banyan tree removed the doubts of 

Nandi or those of anybody else as the commentators including Mr.. 

Nallaswamy Pillai7 would have it.” The criticism may be understood 

to go no further than this—that the Bodham text does not say why 

the Guru was seen under the banyan tree and that Mr. Nallaswamy 

Pillai’s rendering is not warranted by the bare text. 

72. Copper......Gold. (Page 21?; No. 37). 

It is Siddhanta teaching that, as the capacity for rust is in the 

very core of copper, even so the primal taint (see above pp. 141, 150) i3 

associated with the soul from eternity. Births bring the soul (copper) 

into use, and maya is friction which rubs and polishes it. Then rust 

covers it again. After considerable purification and refinement it is 

touched by the alchemist’s stone (grace) and it becomes gold (divine). 

“ Our belief is that after we have undergone a sufficient number of 

births, and reached malayaripagam (ir.&uf uitsld) God’s grace IS 

1 Above, No. 127, at p. 58. 

2 Above, Nos. 37, 261, 332. N.M. 135, 182, 281, 345, 419, 420, 425, 430, 

435, 504, 509, 520, 1392, 1415. In some of these the poet speaks of his own 

experience. 

3 E.g., Tiruvachagam, xii. 62, 63, 77 ; xiii. 49. 

4 K. S. Mudaliyar's edition, p. 713. 

5 Invocation. 

6 Third Saivu Conference Addresses, 1914, p. 20. 

7 Nalla. Bodham, p. xxx. 

1457—22 
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urr^tb satinipatctm) will touch and convert us into Himself. There is 

no harm for us if we believe that we will reach perfection, Divinehood. 

At any rate we are sure of reaching perfect manhood.” 1 With this 

may be compared the Islamic statement, “ Our copper has been 

transmuted by this rare alchemy.” 2 It is well to note that in Hindu 

religious literature analogy plays an important part and in a subtle 

manner becomes a substitute, for argument.3 4 

73. Six Great Ends. (Page 21, No. 37). 

The six antas, * ends ’ are Vedanta, Siddhanta, Nadhanta (end of 

sound), Bodhanta (end of knowledge), Yoganta (end of yoga), and 

Kalanta (end of all philosophy). The poet associates bodhanta, whose 

end is knowledge, with the Vedanta.1 All six are alluded to in one 

short verse.5 6 7 In association with the Siddhanta, the Saiva religion 

he professed, he uses what he calls rnnttdnta.c This is a seventh 

great * end ’, the ‘ goal of mukti ’, heaven, deliverance. 

74. Advaita. (Page 21, No. 57). 

See above, Introduction, part v. 

75. Nine Continents. (Page 21, No. 38). 

The ‘ nine continents ’ which cannot be geographically located 

anywhere arer named and described in terms of incredible exaggeration 
in Sivatarumbtramd 

76. Bathe.. (Page 21, No. 38). 

Bathing in the sea or in rivers at stated seasons is a meritorious 

act.8 A puritan view of this religious duty is contained in some 

beautiful verses in Tirumantram.9 

Nalla. Bodham, p. 13, 27. On Christian 14 perfection ” see Sacramelli, Biv 

4scat* i. 1. § 10. Belief in alchemy is seen in No. 13, above, and N.M. 58 
2 Nicholson, Mystics of Islam, 118. 

3 See above, Introduction, part ix. 

4 See above, No. 59 (at p. 33). 

5 N.M. 1253. 

6 Above. No. 60 (at p. 33) and N.M. 1000. 

7 xii. 51-65. See Vishnu Parana, Book ii, ch. 2. 

8 Sivatarumotram, iii. 47-54. 

9 Verses, 509-514. 



77. Seven-Forked Fire. (Page 21, No. 38). 

Fire is seven-forked.1 The context in which ascetics are said to 

stand in the seven-forked fire, namely, that, while so standing, they 

eat dry leaves and drink water or air to still their * pangs of hunger ’ 

suggests that the reference is not to any literal standing in the midst 

of fire. The passage means that they fast, eating dry leaves at most. 

In the Upanishads we read of a digestive fire.2 jThere is 1 a fire in 

the stomach which cooks food \3 * The ‘ digestive fire should be built 

up 7A Associated with food and digestion is the Samana breath 

‘ from which arise the seven flames’.5 * It is taught that ‘from the 

Imperishable come forth the seven life-breaths, the seven flames, and 

their fu'el \8 Sankara’s comment on the ‘ seven life-breaths, prana ! is 

that they are the seven organs of sense in the head, and their locations 

are the two eyes, the two ears, the mouth and the two nostrils.7 

A Tamil commentary on Tayumanavar has this note oil the 

passage under comment: “ When yogis perform austerities in 

the midst of the five fires [u<fy^ns&<ocB panjdgm) they eat, when 

necessary, dry leaves, etc.” 8 The fire of the five senses is not to be 

identified with the fires of the Five-Fire Doctrine, panjagni vidyd.9 

Mr. Shanmuga Mudaliyar’s paraphrase-translation pf the passage 

bears out the line of annotation I have here adopted. He has:10 

‘"Curing the pain of hunger with dry leaves or water or air, or 

keeping the stomach empty withal [sic.) its fire of digestion arising 

in seven flames ”. It is to the pangs of hunger we may take it that 

the poet refers elsewhere : 

How often have T longed to live alone 

With lips unspeaking and unseeing eyes, 

Dead unto all things living, dumb and blind, 

And, for the quenching of the fires that rise 

Within, dry leaves from forest trees my food 

Of fallen fruit ripest to eat or green,. 

Or root my fingers rend from tree or herb, 

Or bulb that groweth underground unseen.11 

1 Big Veda, 1. 141. 1 ; 4. 50. 4. Mundaka Up. 1. 2. 4. speaks of ' the seven 
flickering tongues of .flame. 

3 Brih. Aran. Up. 5. 5. 9 ; Maitri 2. 6. 
s Maitri, 6. 17. 4 Maitri, 6. 34. 
5 Prasna, 3. 5; 4. 4.. 6 Mundaka, 2. 1. 8. 
7 Sashachari, Upanishads i, p. 131. Hume, Upanishads, p. 371. 
8 K. S. Mudaliyar’s edition, p. 91. 
9 Chandog. Up. 5. 10. 10; Hume, Upanishads, p, 60. 

10 8. Deepika i. 33. 
11 N. M. 104 (a part). See above No. 118 and N. M.'126,156 where mention 

is made of dry leaves, etc. 
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78. Mountain’s Cave. (Page 21, No. 38). 

A cave of some lofty mountain is considered a spot congenial for 

ascetic meditation.1 

79. Veins, Spark, Breath, Moon, Soma. (Page 22, No. 38). 

It is taught that there are 72,000 veins, called hita, leading from 

the heart to the' pericardium ;2 as a hair sub-divided a thousand fold, 

so minute are they, full of white, blue, yellow, green and red.3 More 

relevant to the hymn under comment is the statement that of the 

‘ hundred and one arteries of: the heart, one passes up to the crown 

of the head, and going up by it the soul reaches immortality.’ 4 An 

Upanishad explains the total of arteries thus, namely that to each of 

the hundred and one arteries of the heart belong a hundred smaller 

arteries and to each of these belong seventy-two thousand branching 

arteries.5 The veins to which attention is limited in this hymn 

are the ten 6 tasai nadi [pee)# temp.) one of which is known in the 

Upanishads as sushumna. 

There is an artery called the sushumna, leading upwards conveying the 

breath, piercing through the palate. Through it, by joining the breath, the 

syllable Out, and the mind, one may go aloft. By causing the tip of the 

tongue to turn back against the palate and by binding together the senses, 

one may, as greatness, perceive greatness. Thence he goes to selflessness 

.. . . After having first caused the breath that has been restrained to stand 

still, then, having crossed the limited, with the unlimited one may at last 

have union in the head. 7 

The Yogic process which Tayumanavar in this hymn mentions as 

inefficacious to secure ‘ liberation ’ is what he gives elsewhere 8 with 

greater detail—‘ restraining of the primal breath, driving the primal 

fire up to the moon’s region, in the head, and tasting the resultant 

moon-drawn food.’ The breath and the primal fire, mulagni, find 

mention in other places in the hymns.9 The Gita has directions as 

1 N. M. 105, 125. See .above No. 118. For the Gita rules for Yogis see 

vi. 10. 
2 Broh. Aran. Op. 2. 1. 219. 

3 Brill. Aran. Up. 43, 20; Kaushitaki Up. 4,19. 

4 Cliandog. 8, 6. 6 ; Katha 6. 16. 

3 Prasna 3. 6. 

6 The ten are sushmna, idaikalatpingkala, kdntari, anti, sing uv at, alampuiai, 

purusha, sangini, kuku. 

7 Maitri Up. 6, 21. 

8 N.M. 111. 

9 N.M. 58*, 63, 105, 108, 114, 127, 347, 428, 788, 1175. 
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to the repression of the breath*1 The primal breath is the same as 

pranat ‘ one of the heart’s five openings for the gods, the fLe gate¬ 

keepers of the heavenly world.’ 2 The suppression of the vital breath 

is a yogic sacrifice.3 The ‘ fire ’ the poet speaks of is. probably the 

heat described in the Maitri Upanishad, as ‘ the heat of Brahma . . 

the warmth of the body \4 ‘ The prana breath as fire gives warmth \5 

According to text-books on Yoga ascetitpsm an important part of Yoga 

is the prancLyamaf which has “ as its chief object the mixing Of 

prana, the upper breath, and apana, the lower breath, and raising them 

upwards by degrees and stages, till they subside in the head. The 

practice awakes a peculiar force which is dormant about the navel .* 

It is this force which is the source of all occult powers ”.7 This force, 

believed to be situated in the region of the navel, is the ‘fire,’ ‘spark’ 

the poet mentions. ‘ The moon ’ says a Hindu writer,8 ‘ is said to re¬ 

main in our forehead for our benefit.’ This combines the thought of 

union at last in the head ’ in one Upanishad 9 with that of another10 

that “ the moon is the door of the heavenly world.” The moon is 

in the Upanishads spoken of sometimes as the food of the gods,11 

once as semen,12 and once as * a sprout, as is prana, of the bright 

power • . . which is the nectar in the midst of the sun.’13 

The yogic practice of prdndyama is believed 14 to confer death¬ 

lessness, ‘ to live undying unto length of days,’ as our poet suggests 

in this hymn. With the poet, it may yet be asked, even when one 

has mastered all the learning on this subject, “ Can all this libera¬ 

tion bring ? ” 

80. Frame of my Frailty. (Page 24, No. 41). 
* 

On. the body in the Siddhanta scheme of salvation see above, 

Introduction, part vi. __ 

* Gita, iv. 29; v. 27 ; viii. 12, See vi. 10. 
2 Chandog. Up. 3,13,1-6, where the five breaths are named and located. 

See also Tail. Up. 2. 2; Prasna 3,4-12 ; Brih, Aran. 3. 9. 26 ; 4. 2. 4 ; Maitri 6.33. 
3 Maitri, 6. 26, and Gita, iv. 27. See also Kaushitaki Up. 2. 5. 

4 Maitri. 6, 27. 
5 Prasna, 2. 5. 
6 * Restraint of breath * Maitri 6. 18. 
7 Manilal Drividi, Yoga Sastra, 32. 
8 Shanmuga Mudalyiar, S. Deepika, 1. 34. 

9 Maitri, Up, 6. 21. 
40 Kaush. 1. 2. 
11 Chandog, 5‘. 10. 3. 

Brihad. 1. 4.6. 
13 Maitri, 61 35. Qa the moon in connection with the. passage of souls 

after death see my Foregleams of God, ch. x. 
14 Maitri, 6. 25; Kaushitaki, 3. 2. 



SI. Sariya, Kiriya, Yoga. (Page 24, No. 41). 

There are four stages of religious growth. The first is sariya 

which includes all devotional and moral exercises in which the practiser 

surrenders his body to Siva. The second is kriya consisting mainly 

in ritual duty and conformity to institutional religion. The third is 

yoga. The fourth in jnanamH where the Guru appears to the matured 

soul (see above, p. 167j In the Gita yoga is of three kinds, jnana-yogat 

the Rule of Knowledge 1 2 3 kriya-yoga in which social duties are done 

without attachment,2 and raja-yoga in wh^ch the yogin becomes the 

man of the Rule.’ 3 Tayumanavar speaks of siva-raja-yoga 4 and 

simply of raja-yona.5 A Tamil commentator 6 of the poet’s hymns 

identifies siva-raja-yoga with the pranayama. 

82. Dancest in Wisdom’s Hall. (Page 25, No. 42). 

In the Big Veda it is suggested that the earth was formed from 

the dust of Vishnu’s strides.7 In a Hymn 8 addressed to “ the gods ” 

generally, creation is ascribed to the dancing of the gods and to the 

‘ thickening cloud of dust ’ arising from their feet. Indra is spoken 

of as the ‘ Dancer.’ 9 The Maruts, sons of Rudra, are ‘ dancers* breast- 

adorned with gold.’10 Whether the idea of dancing is borrowed by 

the Siddhanta writers from the Rig Veda, or from other source's, it 

is associated in their writings, with Siva who, accordingly, is named 

Nadarajah, ‘ Lord of the Dance.’ His acts are compared to a dance, 

‘ the dance of creation,'development, destruction, veiling and grace.’11 

In an especial manner for the benefit of the devout, Siva is said to be 

dancing in the Hall of Sidambaram, one of the most 'famous of Sai.va 

1 ii. 39. 

2 ii. 45; iii. 6 ; v. 27. 

3 ii. 55 ; vi. 3. 

* N. M. 62 

5 N. M. 586. This hymn gives what the results are of Raja-yoga. 

6 K. S. Mudaliar’s edition, p. 180. See Tirumantram, 564 577. On Sariya 

etc., sett Sivapragasam, 10. 

7 R. V. 1. 22. 17. 

e R. V. 10. 72. 6. 

9 R. Y. 1. 130. 7; 2. 22. 4 ; 5. 22. 6; 8. 24. 12 ; 8. 57. 7 ; 8. 31. 3. Some com- 

mentators take, ‘ dancer ' to mean ‘ dancer in war.’ Sayana explains ‘ dancer * 

as applied to Indra owing to his ‘faculty of internal impulse in all things’ 

Griffith, Rig Veda. Yol. ii. 157. 

™ R. Y. 8. 20. 22. 

11 Siddhiyar, 3. 5. 8. also 3. Invocation ; V i uniaulraa', 2789.: On the dance 

of Siva see S.l’.G. Rao’s lliml. Icon, ii, part i, p. 231. 
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shrines in South India. S. Tayumanavar refers to this in many 

places.1 2 The scene of this dance is named Tillai, Pundarika, Uanaga- 

sabai, equivalents of Sidambfuram. The Dances in the universe is 

the Dancer in Wisdom’s Hall in Sidambaram, and by transition of 

thought into the plane of mysticism, he is also the Dancer in the 

shrine of the human heart. Devout references to this last idea are 

found in Tayumanavar.3 See above,p. 156, on the Indwelling God. 

The conception of the heart as the House of God forms the subject of 

a thoughtful essay by Mr. Nallaswami Pillai.3 The idea of God taking 

part in the dances of thp devout is traceable in* the writings of the 

neo-Platonists.4 High spiritual relationship of the soul to the soul’s 

Lover ia sometimes expressed by the imagery of a dance.5 

83. One Not Two. (Page 26, No. 43). 

See above, Introduction, part v. on Advaita. 

84. Drunken Poison. (Page 27, No. 44). 

On Siva’s blue neck due to poison see above, Note 47, page 151. 

85. Siva, Vishnu, Brahma. (Page 27, No. 44). 

See above, Introduction, part iv. In this Hymn the poet eclecti¬ 

cally makes the Guru-God identical with each person of the Triad. 

Vishnu’s great incarnation as Krishna is the theme of the Gita. 

Brahma ‘ the four-faced ’ is said to have expounded the Vedas from 

his seat on a lotus. 

86. The Soul Attaineth. (Page 28, No. 46). 

On this nature of the soul see above, Introduction part v. 

87. Markanda, Suka. (Page 28, No. 46). 

Markanda was a young devotee owing to the strength of whose 

faith Siva overcame for him the g<?d of death.6 Suka was a great 

1 See above, Nos. 42-49, and N. M 169. 182. 259. 260. 261. 284. 28ol 287. 

299. 306. 310: 328. 

2 For instance in N\ M. 373. 378. 439. 

8 Studied, pp. 1-20. See Unmai Vilakkam, 32. 

4 Hugel, Myst- Elem. ii. 97.' cf. Underhill, Mysticism 281, note. 

5 See extracts from Meohthild’s Book of the Flowing Light'of the Godhead 

given by Evelyn Underhill in The Quest, July 1913, pp. 629-652. 

fl Sec above, Np. 169, at p. 72, also N.M. 502, 763 and see below, p. 192. 
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ascetic who was never touched by the love of women. He is one of 

the twenty-one great saints.1 

88. Other Gods Adore. (£age 28, No. 46). 

See above, Introduction, part iv. 

89. Rishis OF THE Ve4>as Four.' (Page 23, No. 46). 

The sages to whom are ascribed the Rig Veda and the other 

Vedas, or sages skilled in the Vedas. The former sense is more 

appropriate to the contest which excludes living sages who may 

happen to be skilled in the scriptures. 

90. Gods-in-Waiting. (Page 28, No- 46). 

The original is paraphrased into what it means, gods- 

in-waiting ’ at whose head is Ganesha. 

91. The Nine. (Page 28, No. 46). 

The original is simply * the nine siddhars’ itevitn# Bfipnaw. A 

collection of hymns is specially addressed by our poet3 to the 

siddhars, men who had acquired marvellous powers psychic and 

physical. Sattyanafcar and eight others were the most renowned of 

these siddhars. 

92. Goddesses of Melody. (Page 28, No. 46). 

The original ssid^^enn is paraphrased here. 

93. Servants—Half-Men, Half-Animals. (Page 28, No. 46). 

This is the paraphrase of the one word Searearsnr^ek in the 

original. 

94. This Worship. (Page 29, No. 47). 

Tbo poet finds a spiritual parallel to> the essentials of ceremonial 

worship—sacrifice, anointing, libation, incense, lights. A similar 

spiritual outlook is seen in No. 45, above 

95. Seekest. (Page 29, No. 47). 

See above, Introduction, part vii on God’s quest of man. 

1 See N.M. 43, 154, 163. 329. 

2 N.M. 59-66. N.M. 60 is No. 355, above, at p. 115. 
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96. Trees of Paradise. (Page 30, No. 49). 

See above, Note 18. pages 136, 137 

97. SHARABA. (Page 30, No. 49). 

This is supposed bo be an eight-legged bird ever the most feared 

foe of the lion. 

98. Bark. (Page 30, No. 49). 

Mr. Shanmuga Mudaliyar translates the lines, I have para¬ 

phrased, about ‘ the bark * thus : “ Thou art the safety-boat regularly 

plying.in the celestial sphere of Thy Grace and anchoring to take mo 

in at the harbour of my undying love of devotion to Thee.”1 A. K. 

renders differently: 

O ship that doth traverse the space of Grace 

To cross the flood of man’s limitless greed 

And help my humble self to reach the shore. 2 

My paraphrase rendering, like A. K’s translation, is justified by the 

original which speaks of the ‘boundless sea (flood), of self-love 

aw&pp (?uBnes)* Qojeir&rp^ssrt etc. I think that the learned Shanmuga 

Mudaliyar’s ‘ my undying ‘love of devotion to Thee ’ gives quite tho 

opposite sense. I have expanded the Tamil meaning and emphasized 

it by repetition • ‘ the boundless sea of love self-seeking, birth- 

begetting. , . self's boundless ocean ’. The sea of self is according 

to the theology of our poet, the sea of births and re-births.3 

99. Knowledge. (Page 33, No. 59). 
• * 

Bodanta is ‘ the end of knowledge’. See above, page 170. In 

this verse the Vedanta is praised as the way of knowledge, while in 

the next the Siddhanta is named as the way of love and devotion. 

100. In Heaven. (Page 33, No. 60). 

The original is (tp&pnihp ‘ the procession yard of Muktanda ’ 

which is beyond the six great ends (see page 170) and means ‘ the end 

of mukti \ the soul’s home-coming. 

101. As Children. (Page 35, No. 72). 

The thought that saints are comparable in their simplicity to 

children and the insane occurs in other places.4 

1 S. Deepika, i. 107. 

2 Prabuddha Bhcirata, November 1913, p. 209. cf. ‘Brahma-boat’ in 

Svet. 2. $. 

3 N. M. 285. 

4 N. M. 130, 199, 776. Ruysbroeck refers with disapprobation to acts, like 
those of the insane and the drunkard, supposed to be signs of rapture (Under 
hill’s Ruysbroeck, 125. 

1457— 
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102. Salt in Water. (Page 35, No. 73). 

The soul’s relationship to God, at a certain stage of spirituality, 

is expressed by the analogies of salt in water, flame on camphor 

(page 121), lamplight in sunlight (page 121), milk in water (page 121). 

See above, Introduction, parts v, ix. 

103. Booty. (Page 38, No. 38). 

A definite spiritual experience, the three fold surrender, is of 

frequent mention by our poet.1 This surrender is made Jbo the 

God-man Guru. The poet speaks thus of thi^ experience : 

When I in glad surrender gave 

Myself, my God, to Thee, 

The boundlessness of« bliss became 

In fulness food to me ; 

The’life that knows nor night nor day. 

Unending, I attained, 

And every blessing, every boon, 

In 'richest measure gained ; 

And to Thy lowly devotee 

God Thou hast given the grace 

Beyond the bonds of births to be, 

Untreading troublous ways. 2 

Full surrender is confessed by other Siddhanta saints. It is - 

attested by the experience of Christian mystics as a definite and 

dateable fact: 

On Saturday, November 17th, 1534, having, before Holy Communion, a 

great desire to die to all things, I prayed with all my heart that God, in the 

most perfect manner possible, would slay me and unite me with Himself. 

And in so doing I renounced into His hands all myself and everything exist¬ 

ing under heaven, whilst electing God anew as my only Love, my only 

solace, my only comfort, and my All.3 

Fulness of surrender is a commonplace of Christian experience, 

it is at least demanded of all Christians, as evidenced in the Church’s 

highest worship . 

We offer and present unto Thee, O Lord, ourselves, our souls and bodies 

to be a reasonable, holy and lively sacrifice unto Thee. 4 

This follows from the great truth thus stated by a Christian mystic : 

1 N. M. 76,149, 321, 362, 440, 500, 529, 535, 556. See above, No. 195. 

2 N. M. 500. 

3 Battista, in Myst. Elem. i. 346. 

4 The Prayer Book, H. C. Service. 



It is the property of love ever to give and ever to receive. Now, the love 

of Jesus is both kind and generous. All that He lfas, all that F9 is, He 

gives: all that we. are, all that we have; He takes. . . He would absorb 

our life in order to change it into His own: ours full of sin, His full of grace 

and glory, all ready for us, if we will but renounce ourselves. 1 

104. Seeking Me. (Page 39, No. 89). 

See above, Introduction, part vii. 

105. Guile. (Page 41, No. 100). 

Elsewhere the poet says that to the matured soul God appears 

as Guru * taking the form of man to save man, even as a decoy deer 

is used for capturing other deer.’ 2 This is a form of ‘ the guile of God.’ 

The selfishness of man is so contrary to God and rebellious against Him, 

that God Himself cannot induce the soul to do His will except by certain 

stratagems : promising it things greater than those left, and giving it, even in 

this life, a certain consoling relish, and this He does, because He perceives 

the soul to love things visible so much, that it would never leave one unless 

it saw four. 3 

Crashaw, one of the poets of English mysticism, says : 

Let not my Lord the mighty Lover 

Of souls, disdain that I discover 

The hidden art 

Of His high stratagem to win your heart.4 

In the book of a great Jewish mystic, the prophet Hosea,5 the 

Lord is represented as saying : “ I will allure her, and bring her into 

the wilderness, and speak comfortably unto her. I tvill even betroth 

thee unto Me in faithfulness.” 

106. EcSTASy. (Page 42, No. 104). 

The physical effects of inward feelings are more fully described 

elsewhere by the poet.6 

1 Ruysbroeck, De Contemplatione (Hello) pages 152, 153. 

2 N. M. 148, See N. M. 58, 562, 1082. Sivapragasam 8. 

3 S. Catherine of Genoa in Myst. Elem. i. 271. 

4 Crashaw’s Poems, page 283. 

5 Hosea 2 : 14, 20. " Hosea was one of the first one of the noblest of the 

not very large family of mystics who dare to make their own thoughts, 

feelings and action the norm of divinity.” (The Rev. J. Strahan in The 

Expository Times, August 1912, page 522.) 

6 See above, Nos. 36, 48,107,108, 126. 
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107. Knowledge op Man to Maiden. (Page 42, No. 104). 

The thought that as love comes to a maiden when she is fit for it 

so does the love of God reach the matured soul occurs elsewhere.* 1 

Under a different figure the same idea is expressed ip No. 105. 

108. Brahma, (Page 43, No. 106). 

Brahma, the creating God, is not supreme. See above Introduc¬ 

tion, part iv. 
* 

109. This Frame. (Page 44, No. 107). 

On the body ::ee above, Introduction, part vi. 

110. My Body and My Being Thrilled. (Page 45, No. 108). 

In Catholic theology the fourth degree of contemplation is called 

‘ the inebriation of love ’ 2 It is the Islamic sukr, 1 intoxication.’ 3 

“It is a jubilation excited in the soul by an excess of love, and the joy 

of the soul overflows to the senses and reveals itself externally by 

sallies and eccentricities that resemble the results of material in¬ 

ebriation.” 4 That inebriation, has, in some cases, the likeness of 

hysteria.5 

111. Thou Livest, My Soul Lives Ever. (Page 45, No. 108). 

The soul, according to the Siddhanta, is co-eternal wiffh God. 

See above, Introduction part v, and No. 277 at page 96* 

4 

112, Three-eyed. (Page 45,, No. 109). 

Siva is the Lord of the mid-set eye,6 the third eye being in the 

forehead, midway between the eye-brows. The red, white, or black 

mark worn by Hindus on the forehead, between the eye-brows, is 

symbolical of this third eye of Siva. It is taught that the third eye 

is only an allegory and is not a physical reality. Thus we read in 

the Siddhil/ar : 

When Uma out of playfulness shut the eyes of the supreme Lord, all 
T ——-----——-- 

1 N. M. 192,1064. 

2 Devine, Mystical Theology, 409. 

3 Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Mysticism, 248. 

4 Devine, Mystical Theology, 409. 

5 S. Teresa, Interior Castle, Sixth Mansion, iv, 18, vi. 15. S. Teresa’s Life, 

c. xvi. 

6 See above, Nos. 144, 146, 184, 206—210, 282. 
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the worlds weie darkened, and the darkness was removed by his third eye. 

They know not that |?y this tradition it is meant that all $he lights oe heaven 

are but reflections of Siva’s supreme jyoti form.1 

Along lines of interpretation similar to the above is the teaching 

that the three eyes are the sun, the moon, £nd fire, or again that the 

third eye is wisdom.3 

.113. Coming, Going. (Page 45, No* 109). 

See above, notes at page 130. 

114. VlNDHU. (Page 46, No. 110).. 

See above, Note 38, page 149. 

115. While in the Body. (Page 47, No. 111). 

The conviction that of all births the human is the best is very 

strong in the poet.3 “ What if to-day be mine the blessing ? ”, is his 

longing.4 * 

It is this birth, this life, this body that is most opportune, and not 

to find salvation in this body is to miss much that is certain for the 

chances of the unknown hereafter. This belief is very marked in 

the poet.6 
While in this birth and in this body 

My spirit’s shelter, halting place, 

’Tis best that I in joy be blended 

With bliss that from the sky of grace 

A cloud with bounty laden raineth 

Beatitude.6 

116. God Moves All, (Page 48, No. 113). 

See above, Note 32, page 143. The arbitrariness of God doing 

what He wills, is a fact which must be humbly acknowledged by the 

intellect of man. Human reason has to own the supremacy of Divine 

unreason. God has His reserved rights.7 “ Shall the clay say to 

3 Siddhiyar,3. 1. 52. 

2 See Ramaswamy Iyer’s notes to Tirumantram in S. Deepiha, i. 76. 

3 See No. 355, at page 115. 

4 No. 127, at page 58, also N.M. 108, 126. 

6 N.M, 126, 259, 297, 400, 438, 555, 812,*930, 1341, 1346. 

6 Above, p. 115. See Siddhiyer, 3. 8. 16 and 3, 2. 89 on the human birth 

as the best of births. 

7 See the Rev. H. J. R. Marston’s paper in Transactions of the Victoria 

Institute, vol. 50, page 74. 
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him that fashionefch ifc, what makest thou ? ” 1 “ 0 house of Israel can¬ 

not I with you as this potter ? ” 2 A wise thinker confessed, “ We 

are the clay, and thou our potter.” 3 S. Paul * recalls these thoughts : 

O nfan, who art thou that disputest with God? Shall the thing formed 

say to him that formed it, why has thou made me thus ? Hath not the pot¬ 

ter power over the clay, of the same lump to make one vessel unto honour 

and another unto dishonour? 

This idea was a Jewish commonplace, even outside the Old 

Testament. In the Wisdom of Ben Sira, probably of B.C. 190—175, 

we read, “ As the clay is in the potter’s hand to fashion it at?bi3 pleasure 

so man is in the hand of Him that made him.” 5 The arbitrariness of. 

God to do what He will with what is His own to give or refuse 6 is 

consistent with all that is revealed to us of His character generally, and 

particularly as the Father who is solicitous for the well-being of a 

sparrow and whose providence covers the very hair of our heads.7 

It is in some way, I take it, to the reserved rights of Deity that 

the thinkers of the Siddhanta refer when they say, in the terse words 

of our poet, “ ’Tis God who doeth as He pleaseth.” 8 Tayumanavar 

discusses in a hymn the logical consequence of the doctrine that God 

is the mover of all.9 He speaks of God as moving souls like figures- 

in a puppet show;10 the Maya maker;11 and the poet adopts the 

language of his age in speaking of all God’s acts as His sport.12 The 

acts of Siva in the universe are called the _f ‘ settai’ of Siva, 

‘ mere playfulness.’13 A great Siddhanta thinker, the author of Siva. 

;pragdbdm, lifts this idea of ‘ sport ’ above the conception of capricious 

and wanton playfulness by corrective *and cautionary exposition that 

the acts of God should be more properly called ‘ acts of grace ’ than 

‘ sport.’14 

1 Isaiah, 45; 9 

2 Jeremiah, 18 : 6, 

3 Isaiah, 64 : 8. 

4 Romans, 9: 20, 21. 

5 xxxiii. 13. 

6 S. Matt. 20 : 15. 

7 S. Matt. 10 : 29, SO. 

8 No. 113, page 48. 

9 No. 122, page 54. 

10 No. 147, above. 

11 N. M. 562, *570. 

12 N. M. 352, 448, 1404. See above. No. 289,'(page 98) and see notes to 
No. 285, below. 

13 Siddhiyar. 3, 5, 6. The Tamil is not brought out in Mr. Nella- 
s.wami Pillai’s translation, (page 214), x 

14 Sivapragasam, 18. 
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117, Taycjmanavab. (Page 49, No. 114). 

See above, Note 61, page 159. 

118. Friend. (Page#48, No. 117). 

“Kinsman.good friend give strength and life to those who 

praise Thee Thus in the Rigveda 1 is Indra addressed. So in other 

places in that Veda. 2 The closeness of God to the soul in spiritual 

relationship is expressed by Tayumanavar in terms of friendship in 

passages other than the verse under comment. 3 

When the soul counts God its nearest and dearest Friend—the Friend of 

whom nothing in life or death can rob it—this effect follows by a beautiful 

necessity: the chief and all-inclusive friendship being secured, we are at 

leisure from ourselves to sooth and sympathise ; we are able to extend our 

thoughts and our ministries of love to all around us, and to reflect in our 

relations with men that exquisite relation which God has designed to establish 

with us. Our own private friendships then produce no exclusfveness but 

rather they become the types of our feelings to others and the ever-springing 

fountain-head of friendly thoughts and courteous deeds ; while these private 

friendships and our wider relations alike are all brought up into the lofty and 

purifying friendship which we hold with our God and He with us. 4 

“ There is a friend that sticketh closer than a brother,” 5 The 

Greeks had a saying, “The wise are the friends of God and God of 

the wise,” 8 but the Jews of our Lord’s day had a saying about Him, 

“ He is the Friend of sinners.” 7 

119. Dry Leaves, etc. (Page 50, No. 118). 

See above, note 77 page 171. 

120. Soma-Drink. (Page 50, No. 118), 

See above, note 79 page 172. 

121. Breath. (Page 50, No. 118). 

See above, note 79 page 172. 

122. Captive. (Page 52, No. 121). 

See above, note 103 page 178 on “ Booty ” 

1 R. V. 3. 51. 6. 
2 See references in my Foreglecims of God, ch. v. § § 3, 4. 

3 See above, No. 47. 

4 Horten, F. o 238. 

6 Prov. 18t: 24. 
6 Charles, Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of O. T. i. 547, note. 

7 S. Luke, 7 : 34. 
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123. One Faith’s Teaching.. (Page 54, No. 123), 

.From different angles of vision God is beheld, says the poet, and 

the result is divergency of opinion. God is said to be (l) Female, (2) 

Male, (3) Everything, anything, (4) Light, (5) Abode of Sound and the 

primal causes, (6) Ultimate Atom, (7) Time. God is all, it is taught> 

and yet not all. See above, page 161. 

124. Vedas, etc. (Page 55, No. 124). 

See above, note 20 page 138 on Agamas. Puranas are the eighteen 

works chiefly dealing with cosmogony and the gods. The Maba- 

bharata and the Ramayana are reckoned as histories. 

125. Dual, Non-Dual. (Page 55, No. 124), 

See above, Introduction, part v, Advaita. 

126. I Shall Not Need The Stages Four. (Page 53, No.. 124). 

On the Four Stages see above, page 174. A rendering corres¬ 

ponding in sense to mine is, ‘‘ Enough! no more of discipline I 

want.”1 2 Quite the reverse meaning is given by Shanmuga Mudaliyar’s, 

“ So I shall only pin myself to the Sadhana 2 of Sariya, Kiriya, Yoga, 

Gnana.” 

127. That Which I Would Be. (Page 56. No. 134). 
.'•yJ 

See above, Introduction, part v on the nature of the soul to be¬ 

come that to which it is attached. 

128. Be Least of Me and Most of Thee. (Page 56. No. 124). 

The Tamil S-sarSsw ibirG))<o&r<oiff j*}’ LJfr<sSt literally, ’By the 

considering of Thee as me,’ refers to the Soh'am Bhavana the 

practising of * I am He ’, or Sivoham Bhavana, the practising 

of ‘I am Siva.’ One of the great texts3 4 of the Upanishads is 

BrahrnLmi, ‘ I am Brahma,’ ‘ I am God.’ 4 Upon this text is 

based the Sciham Bhavana religious exercise. There is a great 

difference between what the Vedanta has built on this text, 

and what the Siddhanta understands by Soham Bhavana. 

1 A. K. in Prab. Bharata, Nov. 1914, p. 215. 

2 Practice. 

3 See above, page 165, footnote 9. 

4 Brih. Aran. Upanishad 1, 4, 10. 
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The Vedanta view is fyest stated in the words of Swami 

Vivekananda : 

Your godhead is the proof of the God Himself.* ..If you are not 

God there was not any God and never will be. This, says the Vedanta, is 

the ideal to follow. Every one of us has to- become a prophet and you are 

that already, only know it. Never think Ihere is anything impossible for the 

soul. It is the greatest heresy to say that. If there is sin, this is the only sin, 

to say that I am weak or others are weak. 1 

Relating the instance of a man who lived in a forest and kept say¬ 

ing day and night, ‘ Sivdham ' ‘ Sivoham,’ even when he was being 

crushed in the jaws of a tiger, the Swami observes: 

There have been many such men. There have been cases of men, who, 

while being cut to pieces, have blessefd their enemies : V I am He, I am He, 

and so art thou”. I am sure and perfect and so are all my‘enemies. You 

are He, and so am I.Saints and sinners, men, women and children, great 

and small, why not teach it with the voice of thunder, teach it to every man 

that is born and ever will come into the world, the man on the throne or the 

man sweeping the^streets, rich or poor. I am the King of kings; there is rfo 

king higher than I. I am the God of gods : there is no god higher than I.2 

The Swami’s view-point is unmistakable, it is that* of the 

Vedanta. “ The Muhammadan says there is no God but Allah. The 

Vedanta says there is no God but man.” 3 The Christian’s “ Nearer 

my God to Thee ” becomes to the Vedanti “ Nearer my God to me.” 4 

There is thus no doubt as to*the meaning of Brahmasmi to* the 

Ved&nti—‘ I am God.’ 

In the Siddhanta we are in an entirely different atmosphere of 

thought. The equation ‘ I am God ’ is to S. Tayumanavar ‘‘ the daring 

of unbridled fancy.” 5 He asks,6 “ What is the use of our babbling 

hy night and by day that the ineffable One, the Source of Bliss is 

we?.” The Siddhiyar devotes a whole section to the refutation of 

“ the confusing statement of the heretic that He is God,” 7 ,and exhorts, 

“ knowing well the distinction between yourself and the Supreme, 

practise Scham bahavana.”8 The practice is enjoined in these words: 
•>..  

1 Practical Vedanta, part i, page 18. 

2 The Freedom of the Soul, pp. 10,11. 

3 Practical Vedanta, part ii, p. 13. 

4 Maya and Freedom, p. 11. “ You are the only gods to be worshipped.” 
(Practical Vedanta% part ii, 17). One or two Muhammadan mystics are said to 
have expressed therhselves in terms almost Vedantio. Thus Bayazid of 
Bisham, “ I went from God to God until He cried from mein me, ‘O thou I’ 1” 
(R. A. Nicholson, in J. R. A. S. 1913, p. 65.) 

5 Above, No. 43, p. 26. 

6 N. M. 484. 

7 Siddhiyar, 2, 5, Refutation (1). 

8 Siddhiyar, 2, 5, Refutation (18).. 
1457—24 
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When the soul realizes, * I am not the world of seen things ’, and ‘ I am 

not the unseen Supreme One, ’ and is in a state .of humble devotion so that He 

has communion with it and if, in that state of communion, the soul medi¬ 

tates,’ ‘ I am He ’ (Soham), the Lord will manifest Himself in union with the, 

soul, one with it. As by the charmer’s charm snake-poison disappears, even 

so the soul’s impurities will disappear and purity will be attained. This is 

why the Vedas (Upanishads) exhort us to practise Soham;1 

The soul is not to be mistaken for God.2 The identifying of the 

soul with God is like identifying a crystal with the light reflected on 

it.3 Darkness does not disappear (thus a learned Tamil writer 

observes) 4 by fancying the eye to be the sun, nor will there be sweet¬ 

ness by fancying the tongue to be sugar—even so are the limitations of 

the practice of Soham. The basic principle of the Soham Bhavana 

in the Siddhanta is the conception of the soul’s capacity 5 * for becoming 

what it loves. What has been written in a similar context on Sufi 
« 

mysticism may be illustratively noted here:— 

God is conceived as transcendent, and the soul cannot reach Him without 

taking what Plotinus in asplendid phrase calls • ‘the fligfit of the Alone to 

the Alone.’ Jalaliidin says: 
• • 

The motion of every atom is towards its origin ; 

A man comes to be the thing on which he is bent. 

By the attraction of fondness and yearning, the soul and the heart 

Assume.the qualities of the Beloved who is the Soul of souls. 

man comes to be the thiDg on which he is bent ’: what then, does the 

Snfi become? Eckhart in one of his sermons quotes the saying of S. Augustine 

that man is what he loves, and addb the comment, “ If he loves a stone, he is 

a stone; if he loves ft mam he is a man; if he loves God—I dare not say 

more, for if I said that he would then be God, ye might stone me.’’8 

The gift of God’s power, it is taught in the Siddhanta, trans¬ 

forms the soul into “ God’s purest gold.” 7 The mere exercise of* 

soham, as a religious practice, is meaningless and the exercise is effi¬ 

cacious only* when there is the grace of God, indeed the grace of God 

will achieve union with Him.8 It is to this union, attainable by the 

1 Siddhiyar, 3, 9, 7. 

3 Siddhiyar, 3. 6. 7; 3. 6. 9. 

8 Nalla. Siddhiyar, page 240, note. 

* K. S. Mudaliyar, Tayumanavar, page 204. 

5 See above, Introduction, part v. 

a Nicholson, The Mystics of Islam, 117.118. In Islam m^n is not permitted 

to say Ana L-Haqq,41 am God .’ (See Nicholson, Mystics of Islam 155 ; Studies 

in Islamic Mysticism, 79, 80, 108. 182. 230) 

7 Above, No. 37, page 21. 

8 Sivapragasam, 86. Siddhiyar, 3. 8. 30. Sabaratna Mudaliyar in his Essen¬ 

tials of Hinduism, page 102, has his remarks so worded ai to make grace an 

effect of soham bhavana. Perhaps he does not intend Jhis. 



efficacy of grace, that Tayumanavar refers in the hymn under comment 

and elsewhere.1 Manikkavachagar speaks of this state of spirituality 

in the words /?/rib @qjlorrsm, we have ceased to be and are 

become Deity,’ 2 and the process of reaching that stage is described 

by the same poet 3 4 as a gradual wearing away of self: 

It is Thy mercy that to-day, 

Has driven from me far away 

The darkness of my heart; 

And lo ! belike the rising s’un 

Beholden, Q most Holy One, 

Within my soul Thou art, 

While I, unthinking, thought of Thee 

The sun so risen bright in me, 

I saw me drawn anigh, 

To where besides Thee there is none, 

O Perunturai’s Holy One, 

Nearer, yet no more I, 

Yea, closer, until all of me, 

Worn to an atom, worn to be 

No longer I, was one 

With Thee, Siva, who art not aught 

And yet without whom there is naught— 

Who claims to know Thee ? None! 

The Siddhanta has been very tersely contrasted with the Vedanta 

in the famous line of S. Tirumalar Goipnipio grrsor ST SST 6VTIL0 

SljS/HTifLo, “ the Vedanta postulates ‘ I am God,’ the Siddhanta ‘ One 

alone.’>y * 

Among Christian mystics deification of man was a doctrine long 

held. Modern Christian writers on Mysticism refer to it as “ the 

old doctrine ”5 6 which “ to modern ears sounds not. only strange 

but arrogant and shocking.” G On the other hand it is possible to 

1 N. M. 742.1012 

2 Tiruvachagam, xi. line 16. Pope (Tiru. p. 153) translates less accurately 

“ 1 in Bliss was lost.” 

3 Tirvvachagam, xxii. verse 7. I have departed materially from -Dr. 

Pope’s rendering (Tiru., p. 222) and find myself in subtantial agreement with 

Sir P. Arunachalam’s (S. Deepika i. 51) except for my grouping *u*»rp 

top^aremioQffesrsi ‘ drawn nigh to where besides Thee there js none. On * unthink¬ 

ing thought * may be compared Hilton’s words (Scala iii. Oh. 5), “ The less that 

it thinketh that it loveth or seeth Goa, the nearer it nigheth for to perceive 

the gift of this blessed love.” 

4 Tirumantram, 2372. Se'e above, Introduction, part v. on the “text. The 

English, rendering is from Nalla. Studies, p.253. 

s Fleming, Mysticism in Christianity, 245, 246. 

6 Inge, Christian Mysticism, 396. 
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think of “ deification ” as a term intended to express in ah intense 

manner the inexpressible experience of what the mystics call the 

“ unitive ” stage. 

Such a word as ‘ deification ’ is not of course a scientific term. It is a 

metaphor, an artistic expression which tries to hint at a trancendent fact 

utterly beyond the powers of human understanding, and therefore without 

equivalent in human speech : that fact of which Dante perceived the “ shadowy 

preface" when he saw the saints as petals of the Sempiternal Rose..... 

The blunt and positive language of the contemplatives concerning deifica¬ 

tion has aroused more enmity amongst the unmystical than any other»of 

their doctrines or practices. It is of course easy, by confining oneself to its 

surface sense, to call such language blasphemous.yet, rightly understood 

this doctrine lies at the heart, not only of all mysticism, but also of much 

philosophy and most, religion.1 2 

Dean Inge^afc the close of a full treatment of “ deification ”, says 

that the three views—essentialisation, substitution and transform¬ 

ation—of the manner in which we may hope to be partakers of the 

Divine Nature 3 are all aspects of the truth, and are not mutually 

exclusive. 3 The man-becomingnesa of God as an act of infinite 

*love suggests the possibility, within limits, of the God-becomingness 

of man. Man becomes Godlike in proportion to his responding to 

the Love of God. “ Some may ask, ‘ What is it to be a partaker of 

the Divine nature or Godlike man * ? Answer : he who is imbued with 

or illuminated by the eternal or divine light and inflamed or consumed 

with eternal or divine love he is a Godlike man and partaker of the 

divine nature.” 4 * In the light of the Incarnation, from the view¬ 

point of love, S. Athanasius may be deemed right, “ God became man 

that we might be made God”, 6 and likewise S. Augustine, “He 

was made partaker of our mortality that we might be made partakers 

of His Divinity.” 6 It has been asked : 

If Jesus Christ could say with absolute truth, ‘I and the Father are 

one,’ is not the goal set before every man that he too should attain to 

1 Underhill, Mysticism 500, 501. 

2 2 Pet, 1: 4. 

3 Christian Mysticism, pp. £56-368 forming Appendix C, “The doctrine of 

deification.” See Bishop Laneau’s De Justorum Deificatione per Jesuni Christum 

1.1.2,1.1.3, where he discusses if the just are sons of God only in a figurative 

sense. He devotes 1.1.5 to the meaning of 4 partakfers of the Divine Mature.’ 

4 Theologia Germanica (Winkworth’s translation) p. 155. In ch. 40 (Wink- 

worth, p. 145) there is warning against the False Light which says 4,4 The 

more like God one is, the better one is, and therefore I will be like God, 

and will be God 

6 De Verbi Incarnatione, 54. Contra Ar. ii. 59. 

0 Enfiaratio in Ps. 138. / 
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consciousness of the same truth about himself? From the consciousness 

of man should he not strive to attain the consciousness of God 1. 

Yes, the Christian is enjoindd to strive to reach the mea^ire of 

the stature of the fulness of Christ 2 3, his every endeavour towards 

this goal transforming him from glory to glor£ into the image of the 

Divine s, and he, already a son of Goc!^ has the hope of something 

more than being like the Lord.4 . The Christian, however close he 

may get to God in character, never does, never can, become God. 

What the mystics mean by ‘ deification ’ is no arrogant claim to 

identification with God but a transfusion of their selves by His Self.5 

The sobriety of the Theologia {Germanica insists, in contrast to the 

extravagances of less famous mystical treatises, on the falsehood and 

unreality of the light that leads a man to think he is God.6 The 

believer does not become Christ. “ Christ is more precious to us by 

what distinguishes Him from us than by what identifies Him with 

us.” 7 At the same time love deifies the human : 

Happy is he who hath been worthy to rise to the fourth degree of love 

and hath advanced so far as to love himself only for God’s sake. When shall 

my soul, enthralled with divine love- forgetful of herself, having made of 

1 Cobb, Mysticism and the Creedf 117, relying on Clement of Alexandria, 

Athanasius, Origen, Hippolytus, Irenaeus and Augustine. The words of 

Clement Alex, in Strom, iv. 23. 152 are nearly like those of Tayumanavar 

in the hymn under comment: “In a man's own contemplative life whoever 

diligently worships God also through his own sincere self-purification be¬ 

holds in holiness the holy God. For continence abiding carefully in its place 

watching over and considering itself unceasingly is made like unto God 

according to its power.” This is moderate by the side of Hippolytus quoted 

by Dr. Cobb : “ Thou hast been made God and art become immortal. This is 

the meaning of the saying ‘ know thyself,’ that is, ‘ know that thou hast 

become God.’” On the Tamil equivalent of ‘know thyself,’ taken from the 

Upanishads, Mr. Nallaswamy Pillai (Sidclhiyar, page 198, note) observes, 

“The expression is very often misunderstood and misinterpreted. It simply 

means ‘understanding oneself/ ‘understanding his real nature,’ and does 

not mean ‘understanding oneself as God ’ or as anything else.The Vedas 

.postulate the knowledge of God and such passages are misinterpreted 

to mean that the soul sees God as himself ...The words 4 as himself ’ are 

nowhere found in the tests.” 

2 Ephesians 4 : 13. 

3 2 Cor. 3: 18. 

4 1 John 3 : 2. S. Augustine’s note. His Tract, iv. in 1 Epist. Joan is signi¬ 

ficant : Nunc filii Dei sutnus ; jam nunc ? Quid est ergo quod expectamus, si jam 

filii Dei sumus ? Quid autem erimus aliud, quam filii Dei ? 

5 Underhill, Mysticism, 503. 

6 Winkworth’s Translation, p. 149. 

7 Dr. Forsyth in Hibbert Journal, April 1908, p. 486. 
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herself only a vessel of little worth, be filled with this longing for God, 

advance Awards Him, and lose herself wholly in Him ?.O pure and stainless 

effort ©f the will! assuredly more stainless and pure in that naught is left in 

it mingled with the thought of self; tenderer and sweeter inasmuch as the 

soul is thrilled with a feeling divine 1 To be thus affected is to be made divine 

. Asa small drop of water, poured into wine, seemeth to lose its own self 

entirely, while it taketh upon itself both the taste and the colour of the wine 

.so is it that with saintly souls eyery human affection in a certain in¬ 

effable manner melteth away and is transfused entirely! the wdl Bod.1 

This God-becomingness of man is possible not so much by reason 

of the soul’s origin and its affinity to God as because of the soul’s 

capacity for assimilation to demon or divinity. The soul has the 

choice, and where the treasure is there will the heart be also.2 3 

129. That Thou Becomest Unto Each. (Page 56, No. 124). 

God is understood by the poet as manifesting Himself to the 

worshippers in the different religions,8 the one God in all the creeds,4 

and the very difference in the creeds.5 The reference is mostly to 

“ the six creeds.” 6 With this Siddhanta ‘ catholicity ’ may be com¬ 

pared the claims of Krishna in the Gita : 

They also who worship other gods and make offering to them with faith 

do verily make offering to me, though not according to ordinance.7 If any 

worshipper whatsoever seeks with faith to reverence anybody whatsoever, 

that same faith in him I make steadfast.8 
£ 

130. A Babe. (Page 56, No. 125). 

The soul in the state of primal darkness (see above page 150) is of 

itself not able to help itself and must receive impulses from without. 

1 S. Bernard of Clairvaux, in Grimley’s S. Bernard 218, 219, 220. “Holi¬ 

ness is conformity to'type and the one standard of perfection is God Himself. 

Set the soul at liberty and .its history will be a perpetual approximation to 

GodPf (Watson, The Mind of the Master, ch. vi.) 

2 S. Matthew 6 : 21. 

3 N.M. 69 1103. 1210. 1211. 

* N.M. 140, 182,1088 and above, No. 179. 

5 Ab^ve, No. 146. 

6 See above, Introduction, part ii. 

7 Gita, ix, 23. 

8 Gita, vii, 21. Ibn al-‘Arabi a great mystic of Islam says, “Do not attach 

yourself to any particular creed exclusively, so that you disbelieve all the 

rest - . . God the omnipotent is not limited by any one creed, for He says 

(Koran, ii. 109), ‘Whersoever you turn, there is the face of Allah’. ... If one 

knew Junayad s saying, ‘The water takes its colour from the vessel contain¬ 

ing it,’ he would not interfere with other men’s beliefs, but would perceive 

God in every form of belief.” (Nicholson,* Mystics )/ Islam, pages 87, 88.) 
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The soul who cognises through the external senses dreams in sleep, 

and sleeps soundly with but bare breath and without action or enjoy¬ 

ment ; and waking again recalls its dreams, and feels its sound sleep, 

and then enters into eating and exercises. This is the way the soul 

cognises through the five avasthas, with the aid of its physical 

vestures.” 1 2 

131. The Worlds Seven-fold. (Page 56, No. 125). 

These are said to be seven conditions of the soul’s existence, (l) 

when the intelligence is stirred, (2) consciousness, (3) waking state, 

(4) dreaming in the wakeful state, (5) dream state, (6) watchfulness 

in dream, (7) dead sleep.3 See last note. 

132. Mind. (Page 56, No. 125). 

See above Introduction, part v, 

133. That Thou Art One With Me. (Page 60, No. 130). 

See above, Note 1-28, page.184. 

134. Primal Taint. (Page 60, No. 130). 

See above, page 150. 

135. Sakti. (Page 61, No. 132). 

See above, Introductiony part vii. 

136. Tillai Dancer. (Page 62, No. 133). 

See above, Note 82, page 174. 

137. Tree of Life. (Page 62, No. 135). 

See above, Note 18, page 136. 

138. Form and Formlessness. (Page 63, No. 137)^ 

God is said to have form, (rupa), has no form (arupa) and has 

formless form (rupariipa,)3 As rupi God is said to be paraas arupit 

apara ; as ruparUpi, parapara.4 

1 Siddhiyar, 3. 4. 30. On Avasthas see Siddhiyar, 3. 4. 33-40> and, Brih. 

Aran. Upan. 4. 3, on the various conditions of the soul. 

2 Shanmuga Mudaliyar, in S.'Deepika, i. 276. 

3 Siddhiyar, 3. 1.38.3. 1. 55, Sivapragasam, 13. 

4 Nalla. Siddhiyar, page 155. 
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139, Yaman. (Page 65, No. 139J. 

This is the god of death. He is named or alluded to elsewhere by 

the poet.1 It is in post-Vedic literature that Yaman is identified with 

death and is conspicuous as the god, judge and tormentor of the dead. 

In the Big Veda he is distinguished from Death {Mritya),2-is praised as 

the first to find a path for men to the lofty heights,3 and is a benefac¬ 

tor of the devas, having died for them.4 Yama’s world is a heaven the 

home of heroes.5 Thef souls rejoice in Yama’s company.6 There is a 

Vedic passage which suggests the thought that Yama has power 

over the dead, and from his hold the dead could be redeemed.7 In 

the Upanishads Yama is the god of death.8 

There is a legend in the Kanda Paranam 9 of Siva granting the 

boon of a son to a sage long childless. The son grew up to be a 

great Siva-devotee. He had been granted to his father 'with the 

condition that he would be claimed by Yaman the god of death in his 

sixteenth year. While the lad, when sixteen, was one day engaged in 

worshipping Siva as usual, Yaman claimed him. Siva kicked Yaman 

down dead. Death was latterly restpred to life. This victory over 

Yaman is alluded to by our poet elsewhere.10 

140. My Evil and My Good. (Page 65, No. 142). 

See above, page 143 and Introduction, part v. 

141. Wearer of White Ashes. (Page 65, No. 144). 

Siva is described as an ascetic with his matted hair, and wearing 

white ashes on his forehead where shines the third eye. In his hair 

is the river Ganges, and there gleams the crescent moon. Such 

descriptions of Siva occur in our poet’s hymns.11 They are found in 

Tamil religious literature generally. 

1 N. M. 96. 119. 437. 441. 502. 557. 619 and above No. 214, 225. 

2 R. V. x. 18. 1, speaks of Mrilyu, not Yama. 

3 R. V. x. 14. 1. 2. 

4 R. V. x. 13. 4. 

6 R. V. x. 315. 7. 

6 R. V. x. 14. 9. x. 135. 7. 

7 R. V. x. 60. 10 : ‘ Spirit I have brought from Yama.’ In x. 58.1, we read 

•* Thy spirit that went far away to Yama we oause to come to thee again.” 

8 See Katha. 1. 4. i. Kaush. 4. 14. 

9 The section called Markanda Padalam, at page 87, in Arumuga 

Navalar’s prose edition. 

10 See above, No, 225, page 83. 

11 For instance in N. M. 168. 483. 487. 
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142. Madest, Keepest, Canst Destroy. (Page 66, No. 145). 

Creation is Brahma’s work, preservation is Vishnu’s and destruc¬ 

tion is Rudra Siva’s.1 To Siva, is assigned the power of doing all 

three acts.2 

14S. Red, Eight-armed. (Page 66, No. 146). 

In the Tiruvachagam Siva is “ the gold-red one the brightness 

of whose body is shaded with white ashes ” 3 4 

A Hindu, South Indian, convert to Christianity recently drew 

my attention to a theory which associates, and identifies, Siva as con¬ 

ceived in Tamil literature, particularly as the red one, with Adam of 

the Bible. He connects the Hebrew word ahdahm which fneans ‘ man/ 

with ahdam ‘ to be red/ I refer here to this ingenious theory merely 

as introductory to what a Saivite scholar has himself suggested 1 

Siva is represented as a man of fair colour with tangled locks of hair. 

He has three eyes 5, wears a tiger's skin and, armed with a battle-axe, rides 

a bullock. 6 His appearance, except as regards the three ©yes, corres¬ 
ponds exactly with that of a primitive inhabitant of the Himalayan region. 

The people of this region are fair in colour and have red hair and ride on 

bullocks when travelling in the mountainous country. His abode was the 

snow-capped Mount Kailasa situated north of the Himalayas nehr the 

sources of the great rivers Ganges,7 Indus and Brahmaputra. 

‘ Eight-armed,’ literally * eight-shouldered/ is descriptive of one 

of the niany forms in which Siva is represented. Images of Siva are 

known to exist, from early times, with four, eight, ten, eighteen or 

sixteen arms. The four-armed figure is a Santamurtit ‘ the pacific 

one/ In an anonymous manuscript which gives directions as to the 

making of images of Siva there is no mention in what aspect Siva 

should have eight arms. 8 

1 N. M. 166. 167. The superiority of Siva is asserted. 

2 N. M. 178 A famous hymn of Sundaramurti (Tevaram, Tiru Vajai 

Kalam section, stanza 7) begins, “I shall say that Thou art creation, destruc¬ 

tion, and preservation.” 

3 VI, line 44. Also Sundaramurti, Tevaram, Tirumhria^di Section 1, 

QutraiT&rrGusdiuGsvr ‘ Thou with the gold-bright body.’ 

4 Kanagasabai Pillai, The Tamils Eighteen Hundred Tears Ago. 

5 See above, Note 113, page 180. 

6 See above, No. 202, page 79. 

7 See above, No. 194. page 75, and notes at page 198. 

8 Gopinatha Rao, Elements of Hindu Iconography, ii, part i, p. 114 and 

115. The learned author refers to the manuscript. 

1457—25 
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144. Gain, etc. (Page 69, No, 153). 

The Tamil of the first line in English means literally gold, 

women, lands.’ The same words in the order women, gold, lands 

are rendered elsewhere 1 * wealth and beauty’s snare.’ In the open¬ 

ing words of th*e well-known Kaivalya Navaneetam" reference is 

made to ‘ those whose attachments are towards gold, earthly posses¬ 

sions and love of women.’ 

145. Longings Old yet are Tormentful. (Page 69, No. 154). 

The Tamil means literally, ‘ if trouble be yet allowed to come to 

me.’ Although tho soul had been surrendered to God, says the poet, 

troubles and sorrows by way of the old tendencies cease not. In the 

Siddhiyar 3 is this statement: 

The pot smells for a time even after the assafoetida is removed, and the 
wheel turns round for a time after the potter has taken his hands .off it. 

Similarly the effects of past karma may affect the jivanmukta (the sancti¬ 

fied} for a time but all will vanish with his body. 

It is well to remember that this analogy is in the immediate 

neighbourhood of the reference to the state in which the soul is said 

to remain untainted by any act, even of sensuality 1 3 *; indeed in the 

test where the wheel analogy occurs it is stated, “ Good and evil 

will not attach to the j nan is even though they may perform all kinds 

of acts." The praraptha, effects of past Karma, are believed to last 

in the case of the sanctified, only so long as the body lasts. 

Tayumanavar in the passage under comment may or may not 

be referring to the experience mentioned in the Siddhiyar ‘ pot and 

wheel ’ analogy, but his words express the common consciousness of 

all who strive for perfection and confess their failures.5 The cry of 

the earnest soul has always been, “ O wretched man that I am ! who 

will deliver me from the body of this death ? ” 6 

146. Saintly Garb. (Page 69, No. 156). 

The externals of institutional religion have their value. 

1 No. 316, at p. 105. See also N.M. 319, 453, 569. 

2 Preface, stanza i. in Ponnambala Swamy’s edition, p. 3 

3 3.10. 6. See notes in Nalla. Bodliam, 90, 102. 

± 3.10. 5. See notes, above, p. 143—143. 

5 Compare the experience of Catherine of Genoa (Myst. Elcm, i. 266. 

267). 
* Rons. 7 :15. 
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147. He, She, It. (Page 70, No. 157). 

The poet speaks elsewhere of God as “ the great one woo is male 

and female, and neither.” 1 God is not limited by sex. 

148. Their Name. (Page 70, No. 158). 

The saints belong, the poet says, to the class e»fr&&irt and 

varkar, 4 the grace-given ones and to call such ‘ mortals ’ is not 

right. 

149. Words. (Page 70, No. 159). 

He laments he had been a hearer and not a doer of the word 

spoken to him by the Guru. 

150. Hands of Worship, Bands of Faithful Ones. 

(Page 70, No. 160), 

In the Tamil anaiLj QunuqiEi g}d£ian&ujQai @(b0&p em&ujLt9»aB 

iLjsmrQi—rT (Is there any doubt about my having yielded hands and body 

in all intention?), the word (hands) stands for the lifting up of the 

hands in an attitude of worship, and the yielding of the body ; Ql£>uj 

means going round the god’s temple in the company of devotees. The 

two English lines give this sense of the original. These religious acts,2 

the poet deplores, have not wrought in him internal change. 

151. By Creation. (Page 70, No. 161). 

The Tamil word ib^SqjQ^ is rendered by the commentators as 

“ the Being who is the centre of the great acts 3 of creation, etc.” 

The translation in the text follows this interpretation, according to 

which the words mean that so great a Being as such a God is enshrined 

in the human heart. Another translation is perhaps possible : 

See within the sky-space of ray heart I hold 

Thee O flame of grace for ever to be there— 

There is nought to this mid-state comparable 

Wherein me thou hast ill-less and good-less placed. 

In this alternative rendering the word dQojQjg is not taKen as an 

address, as in the other rendering, but as meaning 4 the middle state 

between good-lessness and ill-lessness’. The sense given to 

in the first rendering is that adopted by all the commentators, but the 

second rendering has its merits. 

1 N. M. 334, 1212. See T iruvachagam iii (line) 134, v. 113, 166. 

2 Enjoined on the devout in many writings, e.g. TirukUaraoai, Hymn 73. 

3 See above, note 143, p 1J3. 
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152. Deeds Thine. (Page 71, No. 164). 

The poet presents a balanced view of the doctrine that God is the 

doer of all a man does. If God is the doer of all a man does, man 

should walk worthy of such Divine co-operation and high energizing. 

153, Lust, Hats, .Delusion. (Page 71, No. 1C4). 

These are the three great sins of the soul. They are named in 

the same order in Tirumantram.x 

154. Pearl. (Page 71, No. 165). 

The original refers to a pearl that had not been bored for the 

string, “ the unpierced pearl.” The possessory sran is interpreted into 

“ found of me.” 2 God is the Persian mystic’s “ Pearl of Truths,” 3 

and Boehme’s “ Bright crown of pearl, brighter than the sun.” 4 

155. Men Would Praise Thee Not. (Page 73, No. 172). 

Thoughts of like import occur in the Tiruvachagam: 5 

If Thou bid me not come to Thee who is there here to calm my fears ? 

“ This i^unmeet/’ will not men say ? 

Again: 6 

If Thou show not Thy gracious fellowship. I die— 

And then will not men scoff? 

156. Steel Magnet. (Page 73, No. 176). 

• “ As a magnet attracts a piece of iron, so God draws unto Himself 

the soul and converts it into His own form.” 7 

157. Other Than Teacher. (Page 74, No. 177). 

The saint having transcended the spiritual stage in which God 

was seen by him as Guru (Teacher) desires now to know God as only 

Light. 

158. First World. (Page 74, No. 178). 

Th*» Tamil yufl is translated here ‘ World of Grace’, and is 

interpreted as ‘first in word-revelation’. It is taught that there are 

seven methods of knowing, guana poomikal, ‘ wisdom worlds.’ 8 

1 2436. 

2 Cf. S. Matt. 13: 46. 

3 Davis, Persian'Mystics, if. £8. 

4 Three-fold Life, c. 6. 

5 li. line 22 (Pope’s Tr.) 

6 xxi. line 32 (Pope’s Tr.) 

7 Siddhiyor, 3. 11. 12. 

8 Kaivalyam, Ponnambalam edition, 

pp. 315, 317. Cf. the seven divi¬ 

sions of Logic in Siddhiyar, 1. 1. 
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159. Six Faiths. (Page 74, No. 179). 

See above, Introduction, part ii. 

160. Ever New. (Page 74, No. 180). 

The Tamil ^ssLnnsu denotes * uncloying freshness.’ The more 

the Bliss of God is tasted the fresher it is. It palls not with th9 soul’s 

repeated blendings with it. ‘ Uncloying freshness ’ of Bliss is often 

referred to in terms of sexual union.1 On being ‘ plunged in Deity ’ 

one may quote Jacopobi Da Todi: 

O gEftjjst Love, greater than the great sea! O the man who is, drowned 

within it, uDder it, and with it, all around him, whilst he knows not whe e 

he is.2 

So S. Catherine of Genoa : 

I am so placed and submerged in His immense love that I seem as though 

entirely under water and I could on no side touch, see,-or feel anything but 

water.3 1 

161. This, That. (Page 74, No. 181). 

“ They who say He is this or He is that know not Him,” 

says the great Tirumular.1 * He had also said, before our poet, 

“ Get rid of the desire to distinguish God as This or That,” 5 and 

“ Waste not life in differentiating as This or That.” 6 “it is-the 

property of God,” says the author of the Theologia Germanica, “to 

be without this and without that and without self and me and with¬ 

out equal and fellow.” 7 

162. Pearl-skinned Fruit. (Page 75, No. 103). 

The fruit (nellie) of the phyllanthus has a transparent 

skin, and so is a type of Siva whom the saints know with clearness. 

1 Tirukovayar, 8. The whole section ‘ Iyatkay Punarchie’ is devoted to 

this subject of the soul’s association with God in spiritual union. The Txru* 

kovayar passage may be thus paraphrased : 

Flows joy afresh as oft as I 

My sweetness, dearest, draw from Thee ; 

Grows sweetness sweeter as the more 

Bliss blends with bliss all one to be. 

2 Hngel, Myst. Elein. ii. 106. 

3 Hugel, Mysi. Elem. i. 274. See ii. 108. 

* Tirumantrarn, 1154. 

5 Tirumantrarn, 1186. 

6 Tirumonfra: . 1231. 

7 Winkworth’s Translation, page 8. 
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It is so mentioned in other places by our poet.1. Other Siddhanta 

writers make similar mention. Thus Sundaramurti speaks of God as 

“the nellie fruit to those who thoughtfully meditate on Him.” 2 3 

Manikkavachagar refers to Him as “the ripe nellie fruit in the palm 

of my hand,” d “ milk, honey, balm, ambrosia and the nellie fruit.” 4 

It is to Deity that the anonymous writer of Gnanakummie 5 refers 

when he says, “ In the forest is the nellie, in the house is the nellie.” 

163. Ganges. (Page 75, No. 184). 

Siva is described in the Siddhiyar 6 as “the Lord with the braided 

hair, adorned with the Ganges, the crescent moon and the cassia, 

flowers.” A king, so runs the legend, once prayed that the heavenly 

Ganges should be sent down to this world to restore to life his 

ancestors whom an angry sage had burnt to ashes ; the prayer was 

granted, but Siva, wishing to avert a deluge of the earth, caught the 

river on his head and held it in the loeks of his matted hair.7 See 

above, Introduction, part ii. 

164. Snake. (Page 75, No. 184). 

When Siva, according to a legend, entered a forest to inflict 

chastisement upon certain sages, they, by their powers, conjured up a 

serpent to swallow Siva who was then in the disguise of a mendicant. 

Siva thereupon seized the serpent and wreathed it round his neck. 

165. Crescent Moon. (Page 75, No. 184). 

It is said that the moon had been cursed, and in its waning con¬ 

dition it appealed to Siva who protected it against all evil by'placing 

it, crescent, on his head. 8 

1 N.M. 105,106, 478, 648. 

2 Tevaram, Tiru Van jay Kalavi 3. 

3 Tiruvachagam, iii. 162 (line). 

4 Tiruvachagam, xxvii. 15. 

5 Stanza 134. 

6 Invocation. 

7 Dr* Pope ( Ciruvachagam, page 71) suggests that Siva is a personification 

of the Himalayas whose tangled forests are his hair, and from the midst of 

them, as from the very heaven, flows down the Ganges, while the orescent 
moon gleams brightly on the mountain’s brow. 

8 The story is told at length in S/eanda Purana, Sandirc Sapa Padalam, at 

p. 436 in Arumuga Navalar’s (prose) edition. 
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166- Fobm. (Page 75, No. 185), 

In this verse and in the next following the form of Gou is the 

theme. All things are a manifestation of Deity, says the poet, in a 

sense, and this leads him in No. 186 to a statement of the duty of reve¬ 

rence to all images and symbols of God. The images in temple are 

taught to be God's form ;1 even the form of a devotee is God's image ;2 

and further “ they perceive God who perceive His form placed in 

temples as Himself, and they perceive Him too who meditate on Him 

in the man trie form, and they who worship Him in their hearts 

perceive Him likewise.” 3 

167. Power of Grace, Mothbblike. (Page 7.6, No. 189). 

The original n <h# an Qi& means “ the resting place of Sakti " 

and iSakt'i is the * motherlike power of grace.' See above, Introduc¬ 

tion, part vii. 

168. Unliving the Life of the Soul of Old. 

(Page 77, No. 193.) 

The Tamil U'u/rtL may be literally rendered ‘ soulness 

gone’, that is, when the soul has outlived its original condition of 

js^infc (see above, page 150), and put on newness of nature. The four 

lines may according to sense be freely rendered thus : 

Bid me come to Thee, Lord, that my soul which is 

Hid'in ignorance, see Thee with eyes of faith, 

See Thee as Thy saints, seeing Thee, live ever, 

Be as blest as they, mindless and birthless be. 
« 

There is a whole psalm in the Tiruvachagam in which each verse 

ends with the prayer, “Be gracious, bid me come to Thee,” 4 iTher^ 

are also the lines in the same noem. 

Thy saints around Thee throng where Thou and they 

* In happy sport commingled ever dwell; * 

That I may thither rise to join the band 

Our only Bliss, in grace O bid me oome.5 

1 Siddhiyar, 3. 12. 1. Bhodham, xii. 

2 Siddhiyar, 3, 12. 2. See below, notes to No. 227. 

8 Siddhiyar, 3. 12. 4, This refers to those who need images, to those 

who worship in prayer, and to those who realize greatness in Yoga. 

4 xxviii. 

5 xxi, lines 20, 21 (Pope’s Tr.). 
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169. Mindlessness. (Page 67, No. 193). 

The mind is the source of births and re-births.1 See Introduction, 

part v. 

170. Mouth, Hand. (Page 77, No. 194). 

The ideal ascetic posture, as may be seen in pictures of devotees, 

consists, among other things, of keeping the mouth shut and spreading 

out the hands in siich a way that the thumb touches the tip of the 

forefinger, forming a circle, the poet refers here to a state of false 

silence, mere form of silence.2 

171. Nightless, Dayless. (Page «/, No. 194). 

See above, page 130. There are two possible states of medita¬ 

tion. In one the man is conscious through his senses he is in a 

state of meditation, and through the same senses he is aware of 

distracting influences. This is ‘day* sakalam). The state 

of unknowing is ‘ night ’ (?*©6v’l1 kcvalam). The ideal state is where 

there is neither night nor day. That it is not a state of numbness is 

evident from expressions, of which the following is typical, of a long¬ 

ing for the activities of praise : 

Grant me to know nor night nor day, 

And in that state unceasing say, 

‘ Praise be to God \ 3 

An analogy is furnished by Sufism in regard to the practice of 

dhikr, ‘ recollection \ in the words of Ghazali: 

Let him reduce his heart to a state in which the existence of anything 

and its non-existence are the same to him. . . Let him see to it that 

nothing save God Most High enters his mind. Then, as he sits in solitude, 

let him not cease saying continuously * Allah, Allah,’, keeping his thought on 

it. At last he will reach a state when the motion of his tongue will cease, 

and it will seem as the word flowed from it. ... . Then the light of the 

Real will shine in his heart. 4 

Another Sufi says : 

The first stage of dhikr is to forget self, and the last stage is the efface- 

nient of the worshipper in the act of worship, without consciousness of 

worship, and suoh absorption in the object of warship as precludes return to 

the subject thereof. 5 

1 See above, No. 242, at page 87. 

2 See above. No. 126, at page 57. See N.M. 424, “ Mere saying ‘ silence 
is not enough. ’ 

3 Kanthar Alangaram, 
4 Nicholson, Mystics of islam, 46. 

3 Nicholson, Mystics of Islam, 48. 
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172. Numberless Souls. (Page 77, No. 195). 

“ The number of those who have been freed, and of fcnose who 

have yet to be freed \yill equal the number of the days that are past 

since creation and of the days that are yet to come.” 1 

173. Journeyed Ones. (Page 77, No. 196). 

The original conveys the idea that by pilgrimages the devout 

acquire “ the secret of the Silence.” Perhaps the principle of pilgrim¬ 

ages is not to enhance, but to exhaust, the idea of localizing Deity 

within the limits of ' hers \ * there ’, ’ this’, * that ’. In spiritual 

worship God is not localized 2 

174. Tillay’s Sacred Court. (Page 78, No. 199b 

See above, note 82, at p. 174. The dance of Siva believed to be 

naterialised at Sidambaram which is Tillay has been esoterically 

jxplained.3 It is said to symbolize Siva’s acts in the universe. Thus 

Uirumular : 
Move all the tatvas, the powers and all functions ; 
Moveth Sathasiva moved thus ; 
Moveth the will of the Wilier ; 
Moveth the Sakti of Siva ; 
Moveth the universe ; 
Danceth the Lord this dance of delight.4 

175. Maid of the Mountains. (Page 78, No. 200). 

This refers to Uma the spouse cf Siva. See above, Introduction, 

part vii. “ By the light of grace, God reveals Himself to us.This 

Light and Love and Grace, and Will or Power of the Lord is what is 

symbolized as His Spouse, His Half, Uma, Parvati, Sakti, our 

Mother.” 5 In the Tiruvachagam are numerous references to Uma : 

Tima the bride...the mountain maid.6 

Thou art in form half a woman. 7 

Father whose half the Mother is. 6 

O half of her with eyes of glistening jet- 9 

Half of whose form the Lady shares.10 

Her form who by his side grows as a tender bough. 11 

Tayumanavar refers frequently to “ her who is half of him.” 12 

' T.A.P. 2. 1. 

2 S. John 4 : 21. 

•s Siddhiyar, 3. 5. 7. 

4 Tirumantram, 2789. 

5 Nalla. Siddh;yar, Introduction, 

page xxxiii. Kanjipuranam, 108. 

rt V. line 217 *> xxiii line 39. 

7 IV. line 152. 

8 V. line 118. 

9 V. line 365. 

10 VIII. line 38. 

11 XII. line 37: 

42 See Nos. 142, 211, and N. M. 279, 

299, 328, 332, 507, 1089. 

1457-26 
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176. Lord of Melody. (Page 79, No. 202). 

Siva as Lord of the Sama Veda, the Veda of melody, is peculiarly 

the lord of melody. The Sama Veda consists chiefly of Eig Veda 

texts set to music for ritual chanting. The Sama is the essence of 

the Rig Veda, and its essence is Om.1 The author of the Gita makes 

Krishna claim to be of the Vedas the Sama Veda. 3 

177. Sea of Delusions. (Page 79, No. 204). 

The original is eS&n OLDnihfieMr, and may be rendered (l) cur. 

tain of differentiation, delusion or, (2) sea of differentiation, delusion. 

Mr. Nallaswamy Pillai prefers “ curtaip.” 3 Personally I favour “ sea" 

as in keeping with the context. A sentence in Cynewulf’s Christ 1 

may be. apposite here : 

A perilous way is this of boundless waves and these are stormy seas, on 

which We toss here in this feeble world, o'er the deep paths. 

It was this Christian passage which predisposed me in favour of 

my translation. 

178. Sparest the Vedas Four. (Page 79, No. 205). 

There are other references to Siva as having uttered the four 

Vedas, and as the crown -of the Vedas.5 The claims of Krishna may be 

compared, " I am the framer of the Vedas’ end and knower of the 

Vedas.” 6 

m. Joy of the Homing Soul. (Page 79, No. 205). 

The words may be literally rendered ' the blending, 

or blended mukti state.’ Now, mukti is ' release,’ it is Heaven as the 

soiil’s home. The joy here spoken of is the joy of what mystics refer 

to as ' the unitive stage,’ the Siddhanta ‘ two*less state.' The English 

preserves the meanings of ‘ joy,’ ‘ home ’ and ‘ the two-less state.’ 

180. Amidst Thy Saints. (Page 79, No. 266). 

Without any test as to fitness, says the poet, he had been accord¬ 

ed the great privilege of the society of the saintly. In our poet there 

1 Chandogya Upan. 1.1. 2 ; 1.1. 5. 

2 Gita, x. 22. 

3 Studies, 14. 

4 Prof. Gollaneze’s translation, V. lines 849—851. See above, No. Ill 
- page 47. 

5 See No. 116, and N.M. 381, 425, 475, 563, 1410. 

6 Gita, xv. 15. 
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are references to love of holy society.1 2 There is a section of six verses 

in Tirumqntram on ‘ the society of the saintly.’ a There are L ar classes 

of godly men whose society in covetable—the devotees whose piety 

is seen in their pilgrimages to shrines; those who love to sing God’s 

praises; those who in yogic practices seek God ; and those who associate 

themselves with God in the two-less state. 3 4 “ It is heavenly bliss to 

be a companion of the godly.” 1 

181. Speechless Joy. (Page 80, No. 210). 

The saints “ silent, seek the silence, silent to find the Silence- 

grantor.” 5 

182. Sign and Seal. (Page 80, No, 210). 

On Siva’s manifestation to the faithful a sign is given them. 

“The moment my Lord showed me the way of knowing the mark 

without knowing it, I lost my bonds.” 6 

And with the ancient servants of the king 

Taking His sign alone for a guidance 

Shake falsehood off.7 

It is the sign of the Silence. See below, p. 221. 

183. Time. (Page 81, No. 213). 

“ God alone possesses the splendour of ever-tarrying eternity... ... 

incomparable with never-tarrying times.The three times are the 

three affections of the soul.” 8 The soul has to break away from the 

trammels of the convention we call time to realize God.9 In prayer 

time sometimes ceases to be : 

I have observed that during the prayer of passivity and especially in 

the state of union the soul loses all sense of the duration of time.There 

is one single moment only.the soul being roused to that state lives 

according to the mode of life in Eternity, where time is no more, neither past, 

nor present, but one eternal Now.10 

1 N. M. 457. 497, 579, and see above, Nos 74, 75, 115, 119,128, 217. 

2 *543— 548. 
3 Tirumantravi, 543. 

4 Tirumantravi, 545. 

5 Tirukalit, 28. 

6 Kantar Anupooti, 43. 

7 Tiruvachagam, xlv. 10. 

8 S. Augustine, Confessions 11. 27. 3. This idea finds expression in Tim• 
kalittuppadiar, 30. 

9 See Inge, Philosophy of Plotinus, i. 173, ii. 92, 98, 99, 100. 

10 Lucie Christine. Spiritual journal, 52. 
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The New Testament passage 1 usually rendered, “Time shall be 

no more ’ and seemingly appropriate to the present context i3 inter¬ 

preted by modern commentators to mean, “ There shall be no more 

delay.” 2 * 

184. Fate, Free Will. (Page 81, No. 215). 

In the Wisdom of Ben Sira occurs a passage suggestive of a line 

of thought different from what the Siddhanta teachers teach : 

Say not, * From God in my transgression,’ 

For that which He hateth made He not. 

Say not, ‘ It is He that hath made me to stumble,’ 
9 

For there is no need,of evil men. 

God created man from the beginning 

And placed him in the lands of his yetzer (nature).. 

He commanded no man to sin. 2 

185. LORD of the Herd of Souls. (Page 81, No. 215) 

See note at page 162, above. 

186. Untouched by Counsel. (Page 82, No. 217). 

Compare the Biblical, Who hath directed the spirit of the Lord, 

or being His counsellor had taught Him ? With whom took He 

counsel ? ” 4 

187. In this Body. (Page 82, No. 218). 

See above page 115. One of the most arresting features of the 

Siddhanta is the insistence of salvation in the present life. 

188. Flame Unflickering. (Page 82, No. 219). 

God, it is taught, ever knows and does not forget to be startled 

into remembrance. “ On Him never night of forgetting falls, dawneth 

nor day of remembering.” 5 

189. Court of Gold. (Page 82, No. 220). 

See above, pages 174, 201. Siva’s acts are said to be manifested in 

five courts, namely, at Sidambaram, Madura, Tirukkuttalam, Tiru- 

valangkadu, Tiruoelveii (Tinnevely) all in S. India. Each court has a 

1 Rev. 10: 6. 

2 Swete, Apoc, 129. Charles, 

Rev, i ,263, 264, 

3 xv. 11,12,14, 20. 

4 Isaiah. 40 : 13. 14. 

5 See above, p. 3. 
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special name. The first, at Sidambaram, is the most excellent and 

central, and is known as Kanagasabai. It is the Court of Cold. The 

others in the other places above named, respectively, are Court of 

Silver, Court of Statues, Court of Rubies, Court of the Lotus, 

190. My Tamil. (Page 83, No. 222). 

The last two lines of the original represented by the last two 

English lines may be literally rendered, ” When wilt Thou who art 

servant of Thy servants come to me that I may sing Thee in my 

Tamil psalms for everybody’s praise ? ’ The poet’s desire is so 

to realize God that his psalms may set forth God’s praises in such 

Tamil as will, by its sincere piety, command the esteem of men. 

Elsewhere « the poet deplores that his Tamil is not comparable to 

that of well-known saints, and says: 
* 

Unlearned I weave many a string 

•Of pearls of tears and, Lord, I bring . . . 

Word-garlands woven for Thy praise.2 

He speaks of Tamil as an ancient language sanctified by the 

psalms of the saintly ; 3 knows that Siva delights to hear Tamil psalms 

overlooking the faults of the psalmists ; 4 longs to sing like the saints ; 5 

laments he has not piety enough to sing as the holy or to read what 

they have sung 6, and is conscious that many men think of his psalms 

as made of words as light as cotton.7 See, above, Introduction, part iii. 

The word ‘ Tamil ’ in the lines under comment has been taken 

by some commentators to mean the Tamil Agamas.8 If so the third 

English line, in Tamil fourth, may run, “ Come delight of the Dravida 

Veda-lore.” 

Another interpretation of the fourth Tamil linei a rather strained 

one, is, “ O strong-armed one whose name is praised in the lofty 

psalms of the holy.” 9 

191. Humble Servant. (Page 83, No. 222). 

Elsewhere our poet speaks of God as ‘ the Servant of those who 

have passed above the trials of births and re-births,’10 and addresses 

Him, “ Siva, the Servant of Thy saints.” * 11 Other Siddhanta writers 

1 See, above, p. 95. 

2 See above, p. 116. 
3 N. M. 581. 

4 N. M. 327. 

5 N. M. 64. 

6 N. M. 102. 

7 N. M. 115. 

8 K. S. Mudaliyar’s edrion of Tayumanavar 

p. 162. 

9 V. V. Series edition, p, 255. 

10 N. M. 318. 
11 N* M. 1337 Q&efliu GlaQevT. 
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nake similar allusions to Siva. Thus Sundaramurfci calls God, the 

humble One to longing eyes,” 1 2 “ the Servant of His devotees- 

In ail the references and in the verse under comment the word 

rendered ‘ servant,’ or ‘ humble one,’ ‘ humble servant that servest, 

is sreffhuirxw, literally, ‘ the one in a low position.’ The idea inexpres¬ 

sive of intense humility. The Christian is reminded of the Son of 

man coming to serve and not to be served,” 3 and how He took 

upon Him the likeness of a slave.” 4 

192. Datura. (Page 83, No. 223). 

Datura or cassia is a poisonous flower. On Ganga and moon 

see above, pp. 198, 199. 

193. Yea, Nay. (Page 83, No. 224). 

The thought is the same as in No. 166, above and No. 320, 350. 

The sentiment is the same as S. Pattanattar’s, which I freely render 

thus. 
The cry is loud, the cry is long. 

The cry of creeds, “ Yea, this He ; ” 

The cry comes back, the cry as strong, 

The cry of creeds, “ Nay this is He.” 

Thus cry all creeds, all creeds as wrong, 

Which cry, “ Yea this, nay that, is He.” 

The truth indeed all creeds proclaim 

That God in very sooth is He 'Sr 

Who evermore remaineih same, 

Not this, not that, but One is He, 

Held in the heart’s own holy shrine, 

Homed in the soul, the Guest Divine. 5 6 

194. Twain of the Trinity. (Page 83, No. 225). 

Brahma and Yishnu, says the legend, were once disputing about 

supremacy, when Siva appeared before them as fire. The two were 

unable to discover its beginning or end. They gave Siva praise.0 

On another occasion they could not discover Siva’s crown or feet.7 

Although Siva is not dissociated from the acts and attributes belonging 

to him L the Puranas yet he is considered not identical with the Siva 

of the Triad but the Supreme Being. See above, Introduction, part iv. 

1 Tevaram, Tiruneedur section, 5. 9. 

2 Tirukk&napper section, 8. 

3 S. Matthew 20 : 28. 

4 Phil. 2 : 7. 

5 Tiruvidaymarutliur Mummanikkdvay, 17. 

6 Tiruvachagam, xvi. line 25, xxvii, line 10. 

7 Siddhiyar, 3. 1. 49. ' 
%. ——» j tfJ. 
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195. They are God. (Page 84, No. ?27.) 

The translation given in the text has been arrived at .iter many 

misgivings. A different understanding of the Tamil was possible> 

as more in accord with average Christian pre-possessions, on the 

authority of a learned Hindu commentator. “ He who is mani¬ 

fested to the eye and to the senses is Siva, and He is the God I 

worship.” 1 

Indeed, in the early proofs of p. 84 the first four lines had 

actually run in the following form : 

Sight of eyes Who is. sense of my senses too, 

Light of truth in the sky of the soul is He ; 

Day and night are my thoughts of Him, ceaselessly, 

Yea! I draw near Him : God of my worship He. 

The rendering had to be abandoned on grounds of grammar. 

There is clear Saiva authority for the view that in sainthood is 

God: 

As God dwells as the life of life in each human soul, the form of His 

devotee is His form. As he dwells in Sivoham Samadhi 2 he is even God 

Himself. As he reaches Him in his heart, following the direction of the guru, 

he is God Himself ; when he and his vision fail altogether, he is without God 

If such is the greatness of God’s devotees worship them with love to get 

rid of the bonds of sin.3 

The saints, according to this, are the media of God and the God 

in them is worshipped through them. They are God-bearers.4 My 

1 K. S. Mudaliyar, Tdyumdnavar, p. 365. 

2 See above, Note 128, p. 184. 

3 Siddhiyar, 3.12.3. 

4 S. Ignatius was named ‘ God-bearer.’ (Farrar. Lives of the Fathers. 
i. 34). See above, Introduction, part v, § 34. 

The words of Dean Inge (Philosophy of Plotinus, ii. 160) in a slightlv 
different context may be quoted here : 

‘ What would Plotinus have said to the plain question, “He that loveth 
not his brother whom he hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not 
seen?” I believe Platonism can answer this challenge better than Indian 
mysticism, though in practice nothing can be much more beautn.d than 
the gentle and selfless benevolence of the Oriental saint. . . . Love for 
Plotinus . . . becomes depersonalised, more so than many of us would think 
desirable ; but when a Christian teacher bids ns to love the Christ in our 
brethren, when he repeats the famous saying, “ When thou seest thy brother 
thou seest thy Lord,” he is saying very much what Platonism says in other 
words 

Eekhart (apud Jones, Studies in Myst. Pel. 223) says, “ That person who 
has renounced all visible creatures and in whom God performs His will com¬ 
pletely, that-person is both God and man. His body is so completely pene 
trated with Divine light and with the soul-essence which is of God that he 
can properly be called a Djyine man.” The Christian may safely go thus far. 
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revered friend, and early Tamil tutor, the learned and devout 

Mr. D. Nallatamby of Neerveli, Jaffna, taught me that this 

verse had the sense that saints are to be worshipped as God. I 
have had the good fortune to be confirmed in this view by 

Mr. J. M. Nallaswami Pillai, and Mudaliar R. C. Kailasa Pillai to 

both of whom I refer above, Introduction, part v, § 34 ad fin. The 

next following, verse is a corrective of any idea of man being 

equated with God. 

196. Saiva Faith. (Page 84, No. 228.) 

The Tamil is npuj ppun QajZm (jiatpara tatpara Saiva 

sit Sivaney) literally ‘ highest good, God over all, in the Saiva faith 
of saving Wisdom, Siva.’ The sense is adequately contained 
in the first two English lines. I have, without dissociating ‘ Siva ’ 

from the Saiva faith, rendered ‘ Siva ’ by one of its best-known 
meanings, ‘ Bliss,’ that is, ‘ the blissful One.’• This has been done 

with the purpose of linking this verse with ‘ Bliss ’ in the next two 
following verses. 

197. Alien Faiths. (Page 84, No. 230.) 

See above, Introduction, part ii. 

198. As,at, 'Sat. (Page 87, No. 240.) 

Asat, the Sanscrit asad, means ‘ non-being.’ It is the negative 

form of sat, ‘being.’ In the sense of ‘ unreal’ the words occur in 
the oft-quoted, and often misapplied, Upanishad line, ‘From the 
unreal (asat) lead me to the real (sat).*1 The 4 universal mind ’ is 
said to ‘ experience the real (sat) and the unreal (asat).’2 Asat is 

not ‘nothingness’ but an absence of ‘being’ or ‘reality,’ as one 
may gather from the line, ‘ In the beginning the world was just 

non-being (asat), one only, without a second; from that non-being 

(asat) %eing was produced.’3 The mind, says our poet, is in 

reality, asat, but, from its activities in men and gods, he is obliged 
to recognize it as sat. 

1 Brih. Aran. Upan. 1. 3. 28. The Upanishad itself explains the words to 
mean ' from death to immortality.’ 

2 Prasna Upan. 4. 5. 

3 Chandog. Upan. 3. 19. 1. Tait. 2. 7 criticized in Chandog. 6. 2. 1. 2. 
see N.M. 481 and Nalla. Siddhiyar, p. 108; Nalla. Bodham, p. 76. 
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199. Grace, Thee, Me. (Page 88, No 216). 

Patfcanattu Pillayar, in a psalm of some length, refers to and 

depicts what seems a realized experience. The concluding portion of 

the psalm may be thus rendered : 

The grace of God came unto me 

And slew delusion’s might. 

Thereafter I obtained 

The longing for high wisdom’s holy light ; 

Obtaining, I beheld Thy Deity ; 

Beholding, gained 

The vision of my very soul, 

And lo ! the moment I attained 

To such high knowing, I began to see 

All men, all things, as truly they should be, 

And saw Thee jn Thy fulness, no part but whole.1 

This is the soul’s three-fold seeing, of Grace, of God, and of its 

own self. A modern thinker has these remarks on this : 

The gradual elimination of thought ‘atom by atom’ from consciousness, 

while drawing it closer and closer to God, leads first to a stage at which all 

trace of thought is “ worn off.” Then and there the purified consciousness 

fsctkshi), or the soul whioh lay hidden behind the veil of thought, becomes 

visible to itself or appears in its “ own proper form ” in unspeakable repose. 

This is called anma-darsanam, or knowledge of the soul. Next is realized Siua- 

(larsanam, or knowledge of God who rises from the bosom of the soul in 

the glory of the sun. This Is “ His way His usual method of manifesting 

himself to those men who worship Him in a purely subjective manner. Just 

as the soul enshrined in the body “rises” or manifests itself from the body, 

God enshrined in the soul “rises” from the soul and manifests Himself to 

the soul. These are the two fundamental experiences of human nature. ... 

After attaining it there is nothing to attain here or elsewhere.2 

The subject of dnma-darsanam, the soul’s vision of itself, is dealt 

with in most Siddhanta writings.3 Tayumanavar speaks of it in other 
» 

places.4 

In Plotinus we have reference to God-seeing and soul-seeing, 

and of the soul raising itself to the realm of the spirit: 
It will see God and itself and the All ; it will not at first see itself as the 

All, but being unable to find a stopping-place to fix its own limits .nd deter¬ 

mine where it ceases to be itself, it will give up the attempt to distinguish 

itself from the universal Being, and will arrive at the All without change of 

place, abiding there where the All has its abode.5 

1 Tiruvitaimaruthur Mummavikkovai, 13. 

2 Sir P. Ramanathan, Mystery of Godliness,9, 10. 

3 Sivayrajasam, 72.»Irupavirnpnktu, 7 ; Siddhiyar, 3, 8, 28. 

4 e.g N. M. 768, Nos. 305, 310, at pages 103, 104. 

5 Enncads, 6. 5. 7, translated in Inge’s Phil, of Plotinus, i. 203. 

1 <07—i:7 
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So again Plotinus: 

In km. ^ing God, the spirit knows also itself; for it will know what it 
receives from God, what God has given to it and can give. In knowing this 
it will know itself, for it is one of God’s gifts, or rather the sum total of 

them.If it cannot see Him clearly, it is because seer and r«*en are the 

same. For this reason spirit will know and see itself, because see is to 
become oneself the thing seen.1 

Cafcholic theology on soul-seeing and God-seeing is best summa¬ 

rised in Devine’s words. “ Spiritual progress depends on two things 

in general, to know ourselves and to know God. Bishop Ullathorne 

teaches us how to know ourselves when be quotes the words of S. 

Catherine of Siena, ‘ Know yourself not in yourself but in God, and 

Godin you.’”2 Devine quotes and endorses the following from a 

classic on Catholic mysticism. 

Whan the soul is so gathered into herself and so separated from the 
sight of all earthly things,'and from the use of her bodily senses, that she 
feeleth herself as she is in her own nature —that is, without a,body. If then 
thou desirest to know and see what thy soul is, thou must not turn thy 
thoughts upon thy body to seek it by imagination there, and to feel as if it 
were hidden within thy heart as thy heart is hidden and contained within 
the body.Withdraw thy thoughts from all bodily things, and from the 
care of thy own body, and from all thy five senses, as much as thou canst, 
and think upon the nature of a reasonable spirituality.It is very bard 
for a soul that is ignorant ever to have this sight and knowledge of itself, or 
of an angelic nature or of God.All spiritual things are seen and known 

by the understanding of the soul and not by the imagination.Never¬ 
theless, I say not that thy soul should continue to rest in this knowledge, 
but by means of it shall it seek a higher knowledge above itself, and that is, 
the nature of God. For the soul is as a mirror, in which thou shouldst be¬ 
hold God spiritually. And therefore thou, must first of all find thy mirror 
and keep it bright and clean from fleshly filth and worldly vanity, and hold 
it up well from the earth that thou mayest see it and our Lord therein also.9 

2G0, Tears, Love-tbemob. (Pag© 89, No. 249). 

Devotion leads to physical consequences like tremor and tears. 

The pee4- frequently refers to these signs of mward feelings.4 

1 Enn. 5. 3. 7, in Ing8, PhiU of Plot. ii. 89. 90. 
, 3 Mystical Theolofy, 277. of. the words of S. Irenaeus (Adv. Haer. iv. 34, 6). 

“ As those who see the light are within the light and partake of its brightness, 
so those who see God are within God, and partake of His brightness.” 

3 Hilton, Scale of Perfection 249, 250. Father Dalgairn’s edition of the 
Rev. Walter Hilton’s Scale of Perfection is the best known. 

4 N. M. 83,17C, 190. 295,498, 513, 556, 558, 976. 
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The passion of devotion in the matter of praising God has been found 

by Catholic saints to bo physically overpowering : 

Alas ! this poor nightingale would wish to raise its notes ever higher, 

and to perfect its melody the better to sing the praises of its well-beloved. 

In proportion as it praises, so does it delight in praising, and in proportion 

as it delights in praising it is dissatisfied at not being able to praise batter; 

yet to find what content it can in this passion, it makes all sorts of efforts, 

and in the midst of them faints and falls, as it happened to the most glorious 

S. Francis, who amidst the delight that he took in praising God and singing 

his canticles of love,' shed abundance of tears.remaining quite exhausted 

and often losing respiration through the effort of aspiration after the praises 

of Him whom he could never praise enough.1 

201. The Lotus of Thy Fair Feet. (Page 90, No. 253). 

Initiation at the feet of the Teacher imparts great wisdom, and it 

is the initiation into saving wisdom at the feet of the God-man Guru 

that is meant here. This is referred to by S, Sundaramurti in “ the 

longing for the laying of His feet upon my head,” 2 and in S. Manikka* 

vachagar’s, “ They learn the meaning of their song beneath Thy holy 

feet.”3 When grace is so manifested that thoughts of ' I ’ and 

‘mine’ cease to be, the stage of initiation is Tiruvadi (of the holy Feet); 

when all is seen as God it is Tirumugam (of the holy Face); when 

ecstasy of bliss is realized it is Tirumudi (of the holy Head) 4 It is 

taught: 

Learning at the feet of God 

Godlike maketh mortal roe* 

Learning at the feet of God 

Granteth heaven my boon to be; 

Learning at the feet of God 

Bonds unbindeth, maketh free ; 

Learning at the feet of God 

Powers bestoweth, victory.3 6 

Tayumanavar refers to the Feet in various contexts.* He offers 

adoration to the Feet ; e he is the slave of the Feet; 7 he is at the 

Feet, takes refuge there and clings to them ; 8 he prays for the Feet to 

1 S. Francis De Sales, Love of God, Book v, oh. 6. 

a Tevarom, Tiruvatikay Veerattanam, 1. 

8 Tiruvachagam, i, lines 92, 93. 

4 Tiruvilangams’ Sivopragasam (Tamil), p. 142. 

B Tirumanlram, 1598. 

6 Nos. 27, 136, 206, 254, 274, above, and N.M. 303, 304. 
7 No. 152, &br ve. N.M. 358. 

* Nos. 135,169, 176, 223. 
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be placed on his head; 1 the Feet are to be won in some future 

time;2 ** longs to rest beneath the shadow of the Feet.3 It is 

explained tuat “ the feet of God stand for the light of His wisdom, 

and grace,” 1 and that ” reaching the feet of God is final liberation 

and beatitude.” 3 

202. Seeing, Sight, Seen. (Page 92, No. 260). 

That God is the seer, the vision and the seen is stated elsewhere 

also by the poet. 

203, Thou Becomest I. (Page 94, No. 265). 

See p. 184 and see No. 298. What is meant here is the advaita 

relationship, for which see Introduction, part v. What is not meant 

is that the soul becomes God. 

204. Two-Fold Test. (Page 94, No. 266). 

Want and fulness occasion likes and dislikes, that is, attachment. 

205. Tamil of the Three. (Page 95, No. 274). 

The three are Appar, Sundarar and Sambanthar, more fully 

dealt with in Introduction, part iii. 

206. We Live, Thou Livest. (Page 96, No. 277). 

Souls, it is taught, are co-eternal with God. See above, Intro- 

duction, part v. 

207. Sport. (Page 98, No 289). 

See above, pp. 143, 182. In No. 285 the original means that 

the differences in the creeds are due to “ the sport of God.” 

208. The Beloved. (Page 100), A Revel (Page 100). 

The use of love-language to express the soul's relationship to 

God is very ancient. The poet in this section of thirty verses 

employs erotic figures. The mystic experience is represented as being 

narrated by a soul to a fellow-soul, by one maiden to another. See, 

above, Introduction, part viii. for a ‘fuller treatment of the erotic 

1 N. M. 177, 379, 507. 4 Siddhiyar, 3. 9. 4, see Budham 8 and 11. 

2 Nos. 229, 275, 366, above. a Siddhujar, 3. 8. 12. 16. 

a No. 379, and N.M. 408. ^ f5 N. M. 309, 1290. 
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element in mysticism. The words of the Sufi mystic Jalaludin 

Rumi refer, for a like reason as S. Tayumanavar’s, to a spirit*' 1 revel: 

I have put duality away, I have seen that the two worlds d-re one; 

One I seek, One I know, One I see, One I call. 

I am intoxicated with Love’s cup, 

I have no business save carouse and revelry,1 

209. Secrets Unsayable. (Page 100, 107, No. 291, 292, 321, 322). 
i 

S. Teresa, speaking of a stage of spiritual experience called “ the 

flight of the spirit,” says : 

With the swiftness of a bullet fired from a gun an upward flight takes 

place in the interior of the soul—I know no other name for it but “flight.’*’ 

Although noiseless, it is too manifest a movement to be an illusion and the 

soul is quite outside itself; at least that is the impression made upon it. 

Great mysteries are revealed to it meanwhile .. ..2 

In the chapter on Spiritual Matrimony she says, in a manner 

suggestive of thoughts not dissimilar to those of our poet in this 

section of thirty verses : 

All the graces here divinely bestowed on the soul come, as I said, through 

no action of its own, save its total abandonment of itself to God. They are 

given in peace and silence, like the building of Solomon’s temple where no 

sound was heard. It is thus with this temple of God, this mansion of His 

where He and the soul rejoice in each other, alone, in profound silence. 3 

S. John of the Cross gives us the vividness of his experience : 

In that soul wherein abides no desire neither images, nor forms, nor 

affection for any created object, the Beloved dwells most secretly, and the 

purer the soul and the greater its estrangement from every thing but God, 

the closer and most intimate is His embrace. This dwelling is secret 4 

Even if a writer, observes the latest expounder 5 of S. John of 

the Cross, possessed the experience himself, as S. John of the Cross 

possessed it* and S. Teresa when she wrote her Interior Castle, he 

could not reveal that experience to those who have never enjoyed it 

themselves. S. John of the Cross speaking of the communication of 

the Holy Ghost to the soul says : 

This breathing of the Holy Ghost in the soul, whereby God tiansforms 

it in Himself, is to the soul a, joy so deep, so exquisite, and so grand that 

1 Nicholson, MySHen\df 96-. 

2 Interior Cas'lc, 6. 5. 10. 

. 3 Int. Castle, 7. 3. 9. 

4 Living Fla: ier Stanza, 4. 

5 Watkin, The Philosophy of Mysticism, 300. 
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no mortal tongue can describe it, no human understanding, as such, can 

conceive it in any degree; for even that which passes in the soul with res¬ 

pect to tu communication which takes place in its transformation wrought 

in this life cannot be described.1 

The “ secrets ” of Love are part of Rabbinic mysticism. “ In 

one of the most mysterious and most exalted parts of the heaven, there 

is a place called the palace of Love; profound mysteries are enacted 

there; there are assembled all the most well-beloved of the Heavenly 

King ; the Holy One (blessed be He !) lives together with these saintly 

souls, and unites Himself to them by kisses of love.” 2 Of a rapturous 

experience of his St. Paul writes how he was “ caught up into 

paradise and heard unspeakable words, which it is not lawful for a 

man to utter.” 3 A mystic of the East makes mention of “ ecstasy and 

words beyond all ecstatic words,” 4 reminding one of Faber's thought, 

“ There have been words said which could never mean to others what 

they meant to us ; there have been works which needed not words and 

were more than words.” 5 6 When Coventry Patmore showed his friend f 

Father Gerard Hopkins, the manuscript of Sponsa Del, the latter 

returned it to the poet with the remark, “ That is telling secrets.” 8 

210. In Stillness be. (Page 100 No. 292). 

In No. 322 the same expression occurs as “ seating me by His 

side.” The original stuDLoiraSg#$ recalls what the poet tells us his 

Guru had told him, &Cdix(ts8(iT), ‘ be still \7 What writers on mys¬ 

ticism call * introversion * 

begets a great stillness in the soul which is technically termed Quiet, or the 

Orison q/ Quiet.It is not only an integral part of mystical religion; it is 

the necessary condition of God’s deep self-communication to the soul. “ Be 

1 Spiritual Canticle, xxxix, 2. 

2 The Zohar, quoted by Dr Abelson in The Quest, July 1913, p. 729. 

3 2 Cor. 12 : 4. Of S. Francis of Assissi it is said that “ several things 

had been manifested to him in vision which he would never discover to any¬ 

one; secrets (says S. Bonaventure) which perhaps could not be expressed in 

words '* (Butler, Lives of the Saints, x. 136). 

* Davis, Persian Mystics, i. 94. 

s Cretiicr and Creature, 80. 

6 Charaptieys, Coventry Patmore, i. 318. The Sponsa Dei was destroyed by 

the poet himself on receipt of the letter of Father Hopkins. 

7 N.M. 38, 40,100, 116, 118, 162, 353, 416. 436, 464, 510. 5*1, 537, 538 631, 
685, 705. 
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still and know " is the great rule of the mystical life.It is that “ busy 

rest ” in which the soul abandons all superficial activity for the si; :eme act 

of stretching towards God..Father Augustine Baker, in a • metaphor of 

thrilling effect, describes it as the soaring of an eagle in mid-air which, for a 

good space, can cleave its way through the blue “ with a great swiftness but 

withal with great stillness, quietness and ease, without any wavings of the 

wings at all or the least force used in any member, being in as much ease 

and stillness as if she were reposing in her own nest.”1....The soul on 

tip-toe, waiting in a tense rigour of expectancy to know, to feel, to experi¬ 

ence, to taste as much life as its quivering palate can assimilate—such a 

conception is essentially modern and makes a strong appeal to a generation 

which delights in giving itself up to the impression of each moment.There 

is also a negative element in the mystic quiet. The soul that would hold the 

Divine word as the shell holds the ocean must be empty, not only of vagrant 

thoughts and superficial interests, but of its own darting inclination towards 

whatever seems to it Divine. It must no longer go out to seek ; it must wait.2 
» 

211. Naught to Hinder. (Page 100, No. 292; Page 107, No. 322). 

Literally *' with nothing in front of me,” that is, every hindrance 

to clear vision and close union being put out of the way. Albertus 

Magnus exhorts : 

Do not think about the world nor about thy friends, nor about the past, 

present, or future, but consider thyself to be outside thyself and alone 

with God.Let nothing come between thee and God.3 

When the soul turns to God, by making itself the passive instru¬ 

ment of spirit, it finds that “ there is nothing between.” 4 This is 

Euysbroeck’s “to be God with God, without intermediary or any 

difference that might become an intermediary or an obstacle.” 5 

212. Cling to Me. (Page 100, No. 293; Page 107, No. 323). 

Closeness of the soul to God, its attachment? is thus expressed. 

It is bidden : 

Cfing thou to that which He, to whom nought clings, hath bid thee cling, 

Cling to that Bond to get thee free from every clinging thLig.6 

1 Holy Wisdom, 3. 3. 7 

2 Herman, Meaning and Value of Mysticism, 120,121. 

3 Quoted in Jones’s Mystical Religion, 219 

4 Inge, Philosophy of Plotinus, ii. 89. 

5 Underfill, hsysbroeck, 88. 
6 Kurrnl, B1, i., oh. xxxv. 10. 
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Father Beschi in his notes on this Kurral couplet says, Dei 

aniorcm *enaciter prchende', et, ut sensibilium amorem extinguas, 

ilium ipsum Dei amorem quotidie tenacius prehetidere, atque augere 

studc, which may be rendered, “ Lay hold of the love of God firmly, 

and, that you may kill the attachment to the things of the senses, 

cultivate the practice of daily grasping that very love of God more 

and more firmly, and of being fruitful therein.”1 The samo thought, 

of there being nothing between the soul and God, is thus expressed 

by Scupoli: 

You are not to do your own will, but to let God do in you what He wills. 

Let your will be always so freed from self as to have no desire of your own ; 

and if you have a desire concerning anything, desire it only in such a man¬ 

ner as not to feel, regret if you should be thwarted in it, but that your peace 

of mind may remain as undisturbed as if you had entertained no wish in the 

matter. This is true liberty of spirit, not to bind one’s-self to anything. If 

you yield up your soul to God in this state of detachment, free and alone, 

you will see the wonders God will work in you. O wonderful solitude and 

secret chamber of ths most High, where only He will give audience, and 

speak to the inmost soul. 2 

The whole spirit of the interior life, says Jean Nicolas Glrou, is 

summed up in the words, “ God only.” 3 God. it is a commonplace 

of mysticism, is the Lover of the soul, and “ verily our Lover desireth 

that the soul cleave to Eim with all her might, and that we be 

evermore cleaving to His goodness. ” 4 

213. Beyond all Telling. (Page 100, No. 293 ; Page 107, No. 323). 

Oi the soul And IIS'Bridegroom in the unitive stage S. John of 

&fter discoursing (see above, p. 213) on the breathing of the 

HoljNS&astjn the souPstates, as a reason for the ineffableness of the 

resultant experience, that. 

The soul united with God and transformed in Him breathes in God that 

very divine aspiration which God breathes Himself in the soul when it is 

transformed in Him. 5 

This condition of ineffable association of the soul with Go<J is 

1 Quoted in Pope’s Kurral p. 246. Augere has the sense of * increasing ’ 

as well as ^>f ‘ being fruitful.’ 

2 Interior Peace, ch. v. 

3 Hidden Life (Hutchings’ edition), p. 114. 

4 Mother Julian, Revelations of Divine Love, Ch. vi. She says elsewhere, 

Till I am substantially united to Him, I may never have full rest, nor very 

bliss, that is to say, till I be so fastened to Him that there be right nought 

that is made between my God and me. ” Ch. v. 
5 A Spiritual Canticle, xxxix,2. 
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the secret of His countenance where there is no shadow but a 

privacy of glorious light. 

It is light that lives. It is a photosphere, within whicu opens upon 

the happy inmate the sweetness and the response of a personal while 

eternal smile. It is not it, but He. It is not a sanctuary, but a Saviour, and 

a Father, seen full in Him, giviug to the soul nothing less than Himself, 

ndeed in vivid intercourse. It is the Lord doming to manifest Himself, and 

to make His abode with the man and to dwell in him, and he in Him. It means 

the spirit’s sight of Him that is invisible. It means a life lived not in Chris¬ 

tianity but in Christ, who is our life. 1 * * 

214. Joyous Silence. (Page 101, No. 225, Page 108, No. 325). 

The Tamil is capable of being so rendered as to make fche speech¬ 

lessness a result of the union.3 My renderings “ in joyous silence ” 

(page 101) and “ (joyous in silence) ” (page 108) are intended to make 

the silence simultaneous with the realization of bliss. This would be 

consonant with the idea of concurrent and yet consequential speech¬ 

lessness expressed by the words meaning, in their con¬ 

text,3 “ drinking to the fullest and up to the throat.” 

215. Caste, Custom, Birth-mark. (Page 101, No, 296, 

Page 108, No. 326). 

The translation, both here and in other parts of this section and 

in the next, designedly stops short of conveying the fulness of the 

erotic realism of the original. By 'caste, custom, birth-mark’ being 

affected the maiden (soul) means that she had been assailed in her 

virginity. The Hindu mystical significance is that “ the soul, losing 

its characteristic taint, has become divine.” 4 The erotic mysticism of 

Madame Guyon furnishes parallels to more than one thought sug¬ 

gested by this Revel in Bliss. 

Divulge not such love as mine, 
Ah ! hide the mystery divine, 
Lest man, who deem^ my glory shame. 
Should learn the secret of my flam&. 
In sylvan shades and caverns rude 
I taste the sweets of solitude, 
Retired indeed, but not alone, 
I share them with a spouse.uuknown, 
Who hides me here from envious eyes. 
From all intrusion aM surprise. 5 

1 Bishop Moule, The Secret of the Presence, 14. 

« So Arunachalam, Revet in Bliss, 37, and Barnett, Heart of India, 86. 

3 N. M. 274, 360, 544, 662, 4073 for example. 

4 Arunachalam, Revel in Bliss, Z71,note. 

Poems (Cowper’s Translation) p. 49. 
1457—28 
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216. Cast Away. (Page 100, No. 29b, Page 108, No. 328). 

Compi te self-effacement is the most fitting preparation for the 

realization of the Divine. “ Our alienation and severance from 

Thy beauty all proceed from ourselves. Deliver U3 from ourselves 

and accord Co us intimate knowledge of Thee.” Thus prayed Jami,1 

a great mystic of Persia, for, as another, Mahmud Shabistari, says, 

“ In you, void of yourself, will He display His beauty.” 2 Detachment 

is something to be practised, something to be acquired, something 

in which one should be perfected, so that detachment comes to one 

without conscious effort. “The very essence of prayer is to lose 

one’s self in God which pan never be while the soul is gauging and 

testing itself.” 3 * 

217. His Very Self. (Page 101, No. 298, Page 108, No. 328). 

See above pp. 184—196. The Siddhanta teachers clearly lay it* 

down that the soul is never God.* The same is a fundamental of 

Rabbinic mysticism : 

There can be no greater truism, as far as the Jew of Rabbinic times ij 

concerned, than that his union with God was.a union '* with another than 

self.” He never for an instant forgot that “ however self be penetrated by 

God ” yet was God other and transcendently greater than he, his Master, 

King, Shepherd and Guide. In fine the “ God-within '* idea coalesced with 

the “ God-without ” idea.Where mysticism is liable to run amuck is, in its 

mistaking the contact of man with God for the identity of man with God. 5 

The extravagant statements of Christian and other mystics must 

be taken to be intense forms of expressing the transforming character 

of the assimilation and association of the human soul with God. 

Eckhart’s, “ The Father makes me Himself and Himself me,”6 

analogous to our poet-saint’s words, is not unlike the hard saying of 

the Blessed Angela de Foligno, “It is given unto me to see Christ 

who draweth me with such gentleness that sometimes He saith, 

1 Thou art I, and I am thou ’.” 7 It is the 'Persian’s more balanced, 

“ Thou art become my greater self.” 8 He employs in this context 

1 Davis, Persian Mystics, ii, 55. 

2 Davis, Persian Mystics, ii, 27. 

* Grou’s Hidden Life (Hutchings’ Tran si.) 205. 

* Siddhiyar, 3. f>. 9. 

6 Abelson, The Immanence of Qod in Rabbinical Literature. 354. ^55, 

0 Quoted by Jones in Studies in Mystical Religion, 232. 

T Quoted by Herman in Meaning and Value of Mysticism, 157. 

8 Jalalu’d Din Jami, in Underhill’s Mysticism, 510. 
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the figure of wine mixed with water and asks, “ Who can the wine and 

water part ? ” More felicitous are the illustrations en ployed by 

S. Teresa to explain what has to be experienced to be unuerstood : 

Union may be symbolised by two wax candles, the tips of which touch 

each‘other so closely that there is but one light; or again the wick, the wax 

and the light become one, but the one candle can again be separated from the 

other, and the two candles remain distinct or the wick may be withdrawn 

from the wax. But spiritual marriage is like rain falling from heaven into a 

river or stream, becoming one and the same liquid, so that the river and the 

rain cannot be divided ; or it resembles a 3treamle*t flowing into the ocean 

which cannot afterwards be disunited from it. This marriage may also be 

likened to & room into which a bright light enters through two windows- 

though divided when it enters, the light becorpes one apd the same.1 

About the idea of the streamlet and similar analogies see above, 

Introduction, part ix. 

218. Elements, Senses. (Page 102, No. 299, Page 109, No. 329) 

The soul is above mere “ organic ” existence. 

I reproduce here Sir P. Arunachalam’s illuminative note on this 

stanza:— 

Thou art not “ the earth and other elements ” t.e., the sthula sarira or 

gross body composed of flesh, bone, blood, etc. which are resolvable into those 

elements. Thou art not (a) the organs of action, or (6) of sense, or (fi) the 

“ internal ” which together constitute the subtle bodv or sukshma sarira. 

(a) Organs of action (karrnendriya) are hand, foot, organ of voice, organ 

of generation, organ of excretion. 

(b) Organs of sense (jnanendrayi) are the organs of sight, hearing, smell 

taste and touch. , 
(c) “internal organs’” (antahkarana) are chifcfc* mind-stuff, manas, the 

vibration therein caused by the impact of external objects conveyed through 

1 Interior Castle, vii, ch. 2, 5. These analogies keep dissolvable union and 

‘spiritual marriage ’ distinct. This quotation and others, from The Irlterior 

Castle, are from the Bendectine edition revised by the Very Rev. Dr. Zimmer¬ 

man (London : Thdmas Baker, 1913). Father Devine {Mystical Theology, 469) 

thus quotes the above from an earlier edition of Interior Castle : 

“ Let us suppose union to bp two tapers, so exactly joined together that 

the light of both makes but one light; or that the wick, light and v j,x are all 

one and the same, but that afterwards one taper may be easily divided from 

the other, aad then two distinct tapers will remain, and the wick will be 

distinct from the wax. But here [in the spiritual marriage] it is like water 

descending from heaven to a river or spring, where one is so mixed with the 

other that it cannot be discovered which is the river water and which the 

rain-water. It is also like a small rivulet running into the sea, whose waters 

cannot be’separated from each other; or as if there were two windows in a 

room at which one great light entered tut whi^ though entering divided, 

yet makes but one light within.... ” 
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the organs of sense, buddhi the reaction following the vibration, the determi¬ 

native facu‘w, and ahan-kara the idea of “I ” that flashes with the reaction, 

the I-making faculty. 

(a) and (6)’are not the visible organs but brain centres. 

(a) and (c) together constitute what, in English psychology, is called 

“ mind ” being however understood to be a subtle form of matter. In verse 2 

I have for want of a better word translated manas as ‘mind,’ but it is of course 

not correct. When there is no vibration (».<?., thought) in the mind-stuff, deep 

sleep supervenes in ordinary mortals, in all save the jnani. Therefore the 

manas is there described as “ standing as thought and sleep ” 

Thou art the Soul, Pure Intelligence or Spirit which by the help of (a) and 

(c) is able to know external objects and experiences, pains and pleasures, and 

stands apart as witness of all these experiences in waking state, in dream, in 

deep sleep, and in the two further states called turiyam and turiyatitavi1 

219. His Feet. (Page 102, No. 300, Page 109, No. 330). 

See above, page 211. A royal saint among the Vaishnavites is 

recorded as rejoicing; 

What makes me king is not the crown 

Men set upon my head, 

But king when King of kings doth make 

His lotus-feet my crown. 2 

It is said of the Saivite saint Sundarar that one night, while 

he was sleeping outside a Siva temple afraid to go in because of its 

renown for sanctity, Siva, taking the form of a mendicant, laTr down 

in the same house -and placed His feet on ©undarar’s head. “ Sir,” 

said the saint rudely disturbed, “wherefore are yo’~ feet upon my 

Lead?” He received the answer, “Not knowing where your head 

might be I have done this! ” The saint changed his position and 

was sleeping again, when Siva’s feet were on his head once more. 

The saint asked angrily, “ Who are you? ” “ Do you not know me? ” 

said’Siva, and disappeared. 3 Thereupon, so goes the story, Sundarar 

reproached himself, and praised Siva in the ten stanzas which form 

the collection entitled Tiruvatihn.n Veerattdnam. 

220. Self-knowledge. (Nos. 300, 330). 

See above, p. 209. This is the soul’s coming to itself.4 On Novem* 

ber 11, 1509, S. Catherine of Genoa experienced such a burning love 

for God that, it is recorded, “ This creature, all lost in her own self, 

found her true self in one instant in God.”-6 

* Bevel in Bliss, 39. 2 Govindacharya’s Dravida Saints, 133. 

8 Nagalinga Mudaliyar’s edition of Sundaramurti's Psalms, jy. 16. 

4 Cf, S. Luke 15 : 17. 6 Hiigel, Myst. Elem. i. 188. 
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221. Died to me. (Nos. 300, 330}. 

This is not more literal than “died to sense,”1 ' r “died to 

thought.” 2 A physical consciousness, not necessarily to be always 

expected of such ‘ dying, * is related of S. Teresa. “ During the short 

time the union lasts she is* as it were, deprived of all feelings, and, 

though she wishes it, can think of nothing . . . She is as it were 

absolutely dead to the world, the better to live in Gbd.” 3 The idea 

of ‘ dying to self * so inseparable from ‘ detachmentis thus brought 

out by Sacrameili: 

A vase cannot be filled with sweet scented liquid unless it be first emptied 

of all else ; so, God cannot pour into oui* hearts the priceless balsam of 

Divine love, before, by dint of mortification, we have purged it of every im¬ 

perfect attachment, especially, of that we bear to self, which, being most 

deeply rooted, is calculated to do us great harm. 4 

222. Linked to Me. (Page 102, No. 301, Page 109, No. 331). 

See above, Introduction, part vi, and see pp. 130, 200. Births 

and re-births are a waking and a sleeping.5 

223. Banyan Tree. (Page 102, No. 302, Page 109, No. 332). 

See above p. 169. The exposition of ixgbiQp s^eerree to mean 

“ my mind being stony ” 6 is fanciful. 

224. Mystical Mute Show. (Nos. 302, 332). 

The posture of the devotee seated with his palms spread out and 

upward, the forefinger meeting the thumb in a ring, .is *said to repre¬ 

sent the posture of Siva whon he was seated under the banyan tree on 

His appearance there to enlighten His saints, “ the Four.” The 

thumb represents God, the first finger the soul, the second, third ana 

fourth stand respectively for “ I ”-ness (^emeux) karma and may a, 

the three forming the Siddhanta urr^ua (pasam = bond or attraction). 

The soul (forefinger), ordinarily in the company of the threp'attrac¬ 

tions, is said to be, in the mystical posture, linked to God (thumb). 

This is the “ mute-show.” See above, pp. 200, 201. 

1 Barnett, Heart of India, 86. 

2 Arun. Revel in Bliss, 39. 

8 Underhill, Mysticism, 425. 
4 Directoriurn Asceticum, vol. iv, Art. iii. c. iii, § 155. 

5 Nanjari Vuakkam, Stanza 95. 

6 K. S. Mudalyar’s edition of Tayumanavar, p. 713. 
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225. Seeing. (Page 102, No. 303, Page 109, No. 333). 

This st. nza refers to that experience in which seer and seen are 

one. 
And perchance we should not speak of sight. For that which is seen—if 

we must speak of the seer and the seen as twain and not as one—that which is 

seen is not discerned by the seer nor conceived by him as a second thing * but, 

becoming, as it were, other than himself, he of himself contributeth naught 

but as when one layeth centre upon centre, he becometh God’s and one with 

God. Wherefore this vision is hard to tell of. For how can a man tell of that 

as other than himself which, when he discerned it, seemed not other, but 

one with himself indeed? 1 2 

Ifc is an error to suppose, Dr. Rufus M. Jones 3 rightly cautions 

all, that the mind in ecstasy is necessarily a blank. As a Catholic 

mystic writes, “ It is no longer I who am there, it is He. I see 

myself no longer, I only see Jesus. T am not destroyed, but His life 

takes possession of me, dominates and absorbs me.” 3 The saints of 

Sufism have expressed themselves in words analogous to those under 

comment. One says : 

When my Beloved appears, 

With what do I see Him ? 

With His eye, not with mine, 

For none sees Him except Himself. 4 

Again * 
Myself with mine own eyes I saw most clearly, 

Bat when I looked with God’s eyes, only God I saw. 

I passed away into nothingness, I vanished, 

A”d lo ! I was the All-living, only God I saw. 5 

226. Darkness. (Nos. 303, 333). 

God transcends vision. The more the sotil has glimpses of Deity 

the more does He seem incomprehensible, and greater the light by 

which fie is seen the mor* is it perceived that He is above sight.6 

In the stage of union there is a consciousness of the fact, which in 

its utter iocomprehensibleness is as darkness.7 Tauler instructs : 

1 Plodnus, Knneads, vi. 9, 10. 

2 Studies in Myst. Religion, 76 

3 Lucie Christine, Spiritual Journalf p. 237. 

4 Nicholson, Mystics of Islam, 165. 

5 Ibid, page 59. “ The soul becomes a stranger to itself ” (Benedict xiv, 
Heroic Virtues, ix, 267.) 

r> S. John of the Cross, A Spiritual Canticle, vii. 10. 

7 Watkin, Phil, of Mysticism, 344, 345. See Underhill. Mysticism, 415. The 
“ dark night of the soul ” is a different experience, one of depression and 
dereliction. ■, 
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Bear thy foolish and barren heart into the Wilderness of the calm and 

living Godhead. Then look upon the Divine Darkness, which is 'ark from 

its surpassing brightness to the comprehension of men and of - jgels, as the. 

shining of the sun on his course is as darkness to weak eyes.Bear thereto 

thine own deep darkness, robbed of all true light, and l6t the Abyss of the 

Divine darkness alone be acknowledged while other things remain unknown. 

The Abyss which is unKnown and has no name, is Salvation.1 

227. Undifferent. (Nos. 303, 333). 

“ In the transformation within the unity all spirits fail in their 

own activity, and feel nothing else but a burning up of themselves 

in the simple unity of God.If thi soul observes itself it finds a 

distinction and an otherness between itself and God ; but where it is 

burnt up, it is undifferentiated and without distinction, and therefore 

it feels nothing but un;*™ ” 2 

228. Neared Siva-land. (Nos. 305, 335). 

In No. 335, more literal than No. 305, the soul is represented 

as nearing “ Siva-land’s sweep of bliss.” 2 European mystics speak of 

“ the Wilderness or Desert of Deity, suggesting thus that sense of great, 

sweet spaces 1 beyond the polar circle of the mind’ —of a plane of 

experience destitute of all homely furniture of thought—which seems 

to characterise a certain type or stage of contemplation.” A It is the 

“ Divine Ignorance ” or “ D^rk,” the ‘5 Oioud of unknowing,” ‘ a place 

beyond uttermost Place , Eckhart’s “ still wilderness where no one is 

at home,” and Tauler’s “ quiet Desert of the Godhead.” The realisa- 

tion subjectively described by 8. Tayumanavar as Siva-land’s sweep 

of bliss ” is Tauler’s “ Abyss,” 5 and the “ dim contemplation ” ol 

S.^John of the Cross.0 That the experiences in this stage of “ darkness ” 

are not blankly negative we have here the Saiva poet’s “I saw Eis 

beauty ”, and the clearer statement of Richard Rolle : 
In the Wilderness.speaks the loved to the heard of thelov^r; as it 

were a bashful lover, that his sweetheait before men entreats not, nor 

friendly wise but commonly and as a stranger he kisses .... soon comes 

heavenly Joy.7 

In this context, and as apposite to the effect of 
tt • it 

nearing 

1 Tauler, Instructions in A. W. Hutton’s edition of Tauler, 324. 

a Ruysbroeok, apud Watkin Op. cit.. 320. Underhill, Rw/sbroeclr, 160, 161. 

9 In No. 3 50 above it is “ vastness of holiness,’* 

4 Underhill in The Quest, July 1913, pp, 639, 640. 

n Instructions in Hutton’s fi auler, 324. 

6 Dark Nighi of the Soul, i, ii, ch. 17. 

7 Fire of Jjoie, ii. ch. 7. 
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God, may be noted the words of S. Manikkavachagar which I render 

differently, ;n point of technique but not in substance, from the version 

given above . t p. 187. 

This day Thou gavest me, my God, Tby grace to see 

Thee in my soul, in splendour as the rising sun, 

Dispel my darkness, driving gloom afar, 

And I, unthinking* thought on Thee so stand, 

O Glory of the grace-lit soul, and, nearing Thee, 

I wore myself away to little, least, 

Knowing beside Thee naught, and lo ! was one with Thee, 

O holder of the haven of the heart ! 

229. Witness. (Nos. 309, 339). 

The poet refers to God in other places as the Witness.1 

230. Untouched by Actions. (Nos. 309 339). 

“ There is naught in the three worlds”, says Krishna, “ that I must 

needs do, naught that I have not gotten or that I shall not get; yet 

do I abide in work.” 2 3 Again, “ These works fetter me not for X 

abide as one indifferent and unattached to these works.” d Philo 

taught, “ God ceases not from working: as to burn is the property 

of fire, so to act is the property of God.” 4 The question whether, 

as Leibnitz held, God works under a moral necessity, or as Plotinus 

argued, the act of creation is due to God’s eternal perfection is briefly 

discussed by Dean Inge in his Philosophy of Plotinus.5 6 Compare our 

Lord’s words, “ My Father worketh hitherto and I work.” G 

231. Being, Bliss, Wisdom (Nos. 311, 341). 

The original is Sat-Chit-Ananda, rF&9ipnsmrsp( a title of God 

occurring frequently in Saivite literature. Our poet-saint uses it 

often.7 There is an Upanishadic passage, “ Pie who knows Brahma 

as the real (satyci), as knowledge (jnana) and infinite (ananta) obtains 

1 Above, No. 133 and N. M, 136. 

2 Gita, iii. 22. 

3 Gita, ix. 9. 

4 Quoted in Hiigel, Myst. Elem. ii. 80. 

5 i. 146, 147. He quotes Eckhart, ‘ God creates from all eternity and 

constantly.* 

6 S. John 5 . 17. 

7 E.g* N. M. 279, 415, 570, 1,306,1,307, In No. 152, above, it is rendered 

“ Pure Light of purest Bliss.” 
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desires,’’ 1 which, if emended, as Deussen proposes, by reading 

ananda (bliss) tor a nan in (infinite), would yield the -ustomary 

three-fold definition of Brahma as sat-cit-ananda, (being, intelligence, 

blissb2 God is sat, the only Reality ; chit, pure Intelligence ; and 

ananda pure Bliss. The word “ pure ” is in the sense of there 

being no distinction of subject and object.3 

232. This Body. (Page 104, No. 312.) 

See above, hiiroduction, part vi. 

233. Strangers. (Nos. 315, 345.) 

“ I beseech you as strangers and pilgrims that ye abstain from 

fleshly lusts.” 4 S. Catherine of Genoa has said : 

I seem to myself to be in this world like those who are out of their home, 

and who have left all their friends and relations, and who find themselves in 

a foreign land and who, having accomplished the business on which they 

came, stand ready to depart and return home—home where they are ever with 

heart and mind, having indeed so ardent a love of their country that one day 

spent in getting there would appear to them to last an year.5 6 

“ Here we have no continuing city.” 0 

234. The God of Love. (Page 105, No. 317.) 

Kaman, the western Cupid, is. thebodiless.” Pope7 sum¬ 

marizes from Kamba Ramayanam the legend of the ‘ bodilessness ’ 

of Cupid. Siva was practising austerities, and Cupid, under the 

instigation of other gods, sought to distract Siva from his devotiom, 

Cupid was punished by being burnt to asnes. by fire proceeding 

from the third eye of Siva. Cupid was, however, given back his 

life but not his body. 

235. Saffron. (Page 106, No. 318.) 

The rendering of QguBso u&esir as “ sun-baked saffron ” seems 

to be in accord with its occurrence elsewhere 8 in a description of 

sensual life as mere glamour. “ Yellow sunshine” is Sir r. Aruna- 

chalam’s rendering.0 

1 fait. Up., 2. 1. 2 Hume, Thirteen Principal Up., p. 283. 

Arun., Revel in Bliss, 43. Nallaswamy Pillai (Studies, p. 301) draws 
attention to Bishop Westcoft’s conception of tri-personality of God in the 
idea embodied in ‘ God is Love." (See Westcott’s Epistles of S. John, 

additional note on 1 John 5 : 20), 

4 l Pet. 2 : 11. 7 Tiruvacha&am, p. 160, note. 

5 Hugel, My si. Elcm., i. 274. 8 Pambatti Sitlar Padal, stanza, 50. 

6 Heb. 13 : 14. s Revel in Bliss, 45. 

29 
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236, Janaka. (Page 106, No. 319.) 

Janak , King of Videka, famous in an Upanishad 1 for his 

wisdom am piety is an example with our poet-saint 2 3 of duty 

without distraction. The Gita holds him up as an illustration of 

action without attachment. “ Fulfil ever without attachment the 

work that thou hast to do, for the man that does his work without 

attachment wins to the supreme. For it was with works that 

Janaka and others came unto adeptship.” J 

237. Yea, Nay. (Page 106, No. 320.) 

This verse sums up the-teaching of the entire poem—the soul, 

giving up all distracting contrasts and distinction,, shoujd stand 

indifferent to likes and dislikes, to yea and nay, in quietness and 

confidence, knowing itself, and so pass on to the knowledge of 

oneness with Deity. 

238. This Birth. (Page 115, No. 355.) 

See above, page 115 and Introduction, part vi. 

“ When we consider the case of a soul which, after passing 

through eighty-four thousand wombs of four-fold nature, is born in 
• : -> 

a human body, we can but compare it to the case of a man who 

with his own hands has swum the white ocean. Was it not to this 

end namely, of serving God with mind, speech and body that souls 

are endowefhwith human birth ? ” 4 

239. The Shadow. (Page 121, No* 379.) 

From The oppressive warmth of births and re-births the soul 

dongs to hasten to the refreshing shade of the refuge of the Feet of 

God.5 T$ie soul’s final resting-place is God. Fecisti nos propter 7>, 

et inquwtum est cor nostrum donee perveniat ad Tc.Q 

1 Brih. Aran. Up3. 1.1, 4. 3. 1, 5. 14. 8. 

2 N. M., 154, 188. 

3 iii. 19. 20. “ It was a fault which people were not sufficiently careful 
over, not seeing how serious it was nor considering that by fostering and 
allowing such attachments, they let others take possession of a heart that 
belonged to God alone, and stole from Him what He counted the most 
precious thing of all.” (Stewart’s The Holiness of Pascal, p. 76). 

4 Siddhiyar,.3. 2. 89 ; 3. 2. 92. 
5 See Tirumantram, 1600. 

° Aug. Conf., 1. 1. 1. 



I OPENING WORDS OF THE ENGLISH 
TRANSLATION 

A .B. 1. The reference is to page of this book. 

2. The letters A, A.K, C, G, P, S.M, mean translations by vSir 

P. Arunachalam, ‘A.K’, Rev. McKenzie Cobban, Dr. Graul 

Rev. G. Phillips and Mr. Shanmuga Mudaliar, respectively. 

A babe that knows not what is 
bidden, 56 

‘ A ’ of all vowels is life of all conso¬ 
nants, 18 

A path to me Thou hast appointed, 
97 

A place of mystic secrets, 118 
A single stone is strong to scatter, 57 , 
A sinner, Lord, Thou knewest me, 67 j 
All powers and primal elements, 67 
Always Thy praises singing, 39 
As breaks its bounds the ocean, 121 
As burns a flame on camphor, 121 
As I from self detached was growing, 

101 
As laughs with joy the lotus, 119 
As mother that sustaineth tender, 98 
At sight of clouds the peacock, 120 
At the feet of God moonbeams, 118 
Attachment and illusion, 40 
Away with likes, dislikes, attach¬ 

ments, 105 

Bare is all 1 am Lord to Thy seeing 
eyes, 72 

Be it to stay my breath, 5 
Be least of thee and then, 103 
Because by little and by little, 91 
Before I speak my needs Thou 

k no west, 90 
Behind a monkey devil-driven, 93 
Being sole, Bliss is He, 111 
Being who bv creation unbounded ! 

art, 70 
Beings all life possessed, 5 
Beneath the banyan shade when 

seated, 93 
Beyond all praise, Supreme, the 

Marvel, 86 
Bid me come to Thee, 199 
Birth follows birth, 115 
Birth-bonds that bound me long, 87 
Births, re-births ard the burden, 78 
BTiss like the bound-bursting ocean, 

108 
Bliss like the undammed ocean, 101 
Biiss unspeakable, 75 

| Boldly to bear what befalleth, 8 
Bones in the body, 44 

j Boundless bliss-giver, 76 
Boundless ocean of bliss, 76 
Bounds there are none to Desire, 13 
Bright abode of bliss, 82 
By many names, 3 

Call me Lord of the mid-set eye, 65 
Call me LofM to Thee, 77 
Cast away all that you cling to, 107 
Caste cannot claim Him, 16 

I Caste I have lost and custom, 101 
Close as in flower is fragrance, 15 
Cause of all, say some, 7 
Come Lord of bliss, 90 
Crown of the Vedas four, 49 
Cut thyself off from all attachments, 

100 

Daily, fiv»m of old, 73 
Dark-eyed damsels shall never, 77 
Dark is the sea of sorrow, 119 
Death will send his dread angels, 83 
Deeds 1 do, 71 
Deeply considering all things, 6, 10 
Deeps I plunge into, 74 
Drunk with the bliss of God, 61 
Dry leaves and dropping fruit, 50 
Dweller in the soul, 72 

Earthy nor elemental art thr j, 109 
Evil allurements of love and beauty, 

113 
Evil to God’s pure presence, 121 

; Fair flowers from fair fingers, 22 
Fall from fair fingers the flowers, 23 
Fate Thou frarcedst and me for it, 81 
‘ Fear not \ saidst Thou, 72 
Female is God is one Faith’s teach- 

! ing, 84 
First and the cause of phenomena, 17 
First in word-revelation 74 



Flame unflickering, failing not, 82 
Fleeting a Mgntning-flashes, 37 
Foe to me e> r fruit of ill, 82 
Food for all t; 'tes, xxiv 
For mellow lig.it of moonbeams, 120 
For Thee are all, 25 
Frame of my frailty, 24 
From wealth and want is framed, 94 
From worldly friends, 91 

Gain and goid-getting, 69 
Gain I get none in knowledge, 76 
Glory and crown of the Vedas, 17 
God for me came He not, 109 
God indwelling in glory, 78 
God that gottest Thee victory, 81 
God Thou art with me ever, 34 
God who madest the heavens, 66 
God whose form is Thine all-filling 

grace, 82 
Gold-red brightness my God, 71 
Grace and beauty abidetb in His 

body, 78 
Grace of the Silence Thou, 63 
Grace-given God-drawn they, 70 
Graefe-giver Lord of blest silence, 109 
Great sea of bliss, 86 

Hands of worship I head-high, 70 
He encompasseth me like the open 

sky, 73 
He has nor up nor under, 121 
He has taught that bliss, 80 
He is all life in heaven, 16 
He is the.£ause of creation, 14 
He is the Guru who granted me, 114 
He is the thought of all-thinking, 14, 

15 
Heard I wisdom in words, 70 
He who is Being, Bliss and Wisdom , 

104 
He who is Bliss ineffable, lxxvi 
He who is first the beginningless, 18 
He -who is first and afore Him no one, 

107 
He whc is first and none afore Him, 

100 
Hell-fire fulness, 11*2 
Here all is false and fleeting, 117 
Him the Eternal One, 15 
Holding my senses in. 108 
Holy ones of Thee, 72 
How can I tell His whispered secrets, 

100 
How often have I longed to live alone, 

171 

I am not such as call, 25 
I cannot in Thy temples worship. 27 

- 1 cast my cares on Thee, 68 
1 counted not my gains or losses, 88 
I cried, ‘ Grant me Thy grace 94 
I gave myself, and lo ! on giving, lv 
I know not why in prison, 41 
1 know how birth and death, 102 
I neared the grace of God, 103 
I think this flesh is I (P), clxxxiii 
If thou to me Beloved, 40 
Illusion gone, in vision, 40 
In Heaven Thy feet jfair lotus, 33 
In Thine own vast expanse risen, 

65 
j Indweller, calling me, 62 
j Indweller in me poor, 90 

Intemperance, lust, murder, 40 
Is there to me or good or evil, 94 

Know ye not this body, 111 
Knoweth no limits Desire, 9 

Lasting thought I the fashion, 81 
Laying on me load, 66 
Lest 1 deem Him from me distinct, 

110 
Lest I forgetting birth’s causation, 

105 ____ 
Lest I forgetting the cause, 112 
Let be all likes and all dislikes, 112 
Lie not the deeps undammed, 9, 11 
Life of my life, sense of my senses, 

49 
Life unto all that liveth, 34 
Light enlightening me, 81 
Light from glory of three eyes, 73 
Light indwelling in glory, 76 
Light O ! all-filling Splendour, 77 
Light O ! source of Light, 73 
Light of bliss beaming upon me, 

110 
Light of grace burning, 71 
Light of my eyes (P), clxxxiii 
Light that dwelleth serene, 82 
Light to longing eyes, 83 
Like good things out of gold, 87 
Like sun-baked saffron, 105 
Little am I in learning, 41 
‘ Lo ! here,’ ‘ Lo ! there,’ the creeds, 

93 
Long have I been woe-led, 101 
Long I’ve laboured breathless, 38 
Lord, in whose hair the crescent 

moon, 65 
Lord of melody, 79 
Lord of the mystic sign, 102 
Lord let Thy servant have, 64 
Lord who wearest the dacura, 83 
Lord worse than dog an; I (P), 

clxxxiii 
Lore of word-wisdom, 76 
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Many the lands of my birth, 115 
Mayhap a stone may melt, 43 
Me He has robbed of ray birth-mark, 

108 
Me to Thee draw, 73 
Me who knew naught of grace 110 
Me who was atom, 103 
Men my kith and kin, 84 
Men see a man, 85 
Mercy who does not show, 99 
Mere words, 89 
Mid-eyed, snake-wearer, 75 
Mine and all I am, 09 
Mine eyes have seen Thy grace, 88 
Mother, Father, the Refuge, 74 
Much He works, 111 
My body, being, spirit, all I had, 

liii 
My body is the melting-pot, 21 
My coral Thou, my pearl (G), 

clxxxi 
My eye, my thought (G), clxxxi 
My knowledge ended (P), clxxxiii 
My undiscerning mind, 28 

Name and learning, love, 83 
Naught know I (P), clxxxiii 
Night-black beauty that bindeth, 78 
Night I forget and day, 64 
No atom moves but by His motion, 

54 
None can the limits set, 12 
None so deluded as we are, 111 
None think, ‘ In this flesh-land ’, 105 
None understandeth and no one, 112 
Nor sun r\or moon there shineth, 118 
Nor ‘ yea ’ nor ‘ nay ’ to each, 106 
Nothing know- I, 80 
Nowhere begins its vastness, 117 

O Bliss Thou bounteous earnest, 39 
O tit me for the service, 36 
O Flame of bliss that brightly 

burnTh, 97 
O for the day of grace, 47 
O Form unseen (P), clxxxiii 
() formless Form beyond, 63 
() God in bodies many, 33 
O God that givest joy uncioying, 89 
O God whom Gods and Devas, 120 
O Gold of heaven beyond all getting, 

45 
O Lord ineffable, 64 
O Love at full-tide flowing, 32 
O Mother-God Thy ways, 98 
O Pearl of pearls most precious, 32 
O perfect Fulness (A), clxxxiv 
O Rain of grace, all-giving, 31 
O space unthinkable, lxix 
O Teacher, mute and mystic, 35 

O Thou that boldest all creation, 89 
! O Time, of time's three-* .dness, 96 
i O Tree of life, whose fr at, 62 
i O Voice, beyond the ^ oice the Vast- 

ness, 92 
i O you who know not truth, 104 
! Of all the deed-made many, 37 

Of all the hosts of life, 95 
Of births and bodies without number, 

115 

Of Bliss the beauteous mountain, 31 
Of charity, almsgiving, 36 
Of flowers many flowers rare, 116 
Of Him, Advaita’s End, 86 
Of Thine own self O Lord, 42 
Of thine own self thou knowest noth¬ 

ing, 52 

One word, a wondrous word, lii 

i Past and present and future are none 
to Thee, 81 

Pearl-skinned fruit in the palm, 75 
Place has no power, 3, 4 
Praise 1 ever shall sing, 80 
Praised I never, 75 
Pure Light of purest Bliss, 68 

Real, unreal, whatever, 108 
Reason Thou art and blind Delusion 

too (A.K.), cl xxxv 
Refreshing grace is never far, liv 

Saintly garb and the grace, 69 
Sakti is h;d in Thee, 61 
Sankara, Sankara. Sambu, 106 113 
Sayings unsayable said He, 107 

j Seas the seven and the mountains, 72 
■i\ See Thv saints in all tilings they see 
' i 75 

i ‘ See with the eve of grace tho 
bidden, 102 

‘ See with the sight of grace said 
He, 109 

See within the sky-space, 195 
I Seer’s Seeing, - Thee, seek the un¬ 

seeing eyes, 70 

Self-knowing men like Him. 86 
Sense of my senses, Thine, 62 
Show and illusion, a dream, 16 
Sight of eyes who is, sense of my 

senses, 207 
‘ Silence, Silence, ' thus unto the 

mouth, 77 
Six-fold faiths of men, 74 
Sky and all elements in Thee, 17 
Soul-lit knowing Thee, 69 I 
Space of the open sky fillest Thou, 17 
Strong is the ancient taint, lxxviii 
Systems of worlds anigh, 6 
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Tale and total of all it is hard to tell, 
80 

Teacher that aughtest silence, 41 
Tears from m. ie eyes flow down, 57 
‘ That is, this is, He ’, said not the 

men, 74 
That Thou art one with me in being, 

60 
The arms of love around me are, 84 
The Bliss beyond the Sound, the 

Silence, 103 
The body in love-langOur drooping, 

29 
The charms of lust have no dominion, 

106 
The clearness of the mind. 161 
The creeds are clamant disagreeing, 

45 
The creeds in conflict know in com¬ 

mon, 98 
The cry of all the creeds is, 31 
The deathless One, the undepending, 

85 
The fire of all my longings, 118 
The fleeting all with unfixed vision, 

96 
The forest growths of primal dark¬ 

ness, 51 
The God of grace my comfort, 19 
The god of love gave up his body, 

105 
The good in knowledge gladdened, 33 
The grace to give, the gaiin of godli¬ 

ness, liii 
The hands are fair that offer Thee, 20 
The heat of birth-bonds burneth, 119 
The hosts of darkness Thou despoil¬ 

ing, 97 
The life of all that liveth, 33 
The life of bliss shall 1 gain ever, 96 
The longer here we linger, 117 
The meaning of the goodly way of 

wisdom, xxvii 
The mind is as a piece of cotton, 48 
The object Thou of love (G), clxxxi 
The present for the past repentant, 

94 
The pur<. in heart have vision, 119 
The Rik a d other Vedas, xxvi 
The saints, the truly holy, 38 
The Saiva faith of faiths is truest, 

xxvii 
The seas are many, cxviii 
The stages of devotion, 36 
The state where self-assertion ceaseth, 

95 
The strong in wisdom mind-untroub¬ 

led, 97 “ 
The temple of His glory is His grace, 

xcvi 
The time when mother Trodai, cxxii 
Tfye treasure-chest of silence, 32 

The Vedas, Agamas, Puranas, 55 
The Vedas and the Agamas agree 

xxvi 
The Vedas are fhe road, 61 
The Vedas teach, xxvi 
The very gods in flesh embodied, 87 
The wav of being born to suffering, 

98 
I The way of faith some follow well, 21 

The wide, wide world, 155 
The wild-willed tusker, xxiii 

i The witness true gives loving grace 
cxxii i 

The world, awake and weary, 119 
Thee about whom debated men, 88 
Thee O Lord of all, Grace-giver. 80 
Their clothing is of barks the coar¬ 

sest, 59 
There is a stream whose waters, 118 
There is the birth and beginning of 

thought, 111 
There is a way to wisdom full, 67 
There thought is born, 104 
There was a day Thou tookest, 38 
The}7 are God to me, 84 
They are like little children, 35 
They know not oneness, 85 
They laugh at life, the wise, 103 
They who see laugh, 110 
Thine am I now once foolish, 35 
This body with lies laden, 37 
This bodimeut dissolving, 38 
‘ This is, that is not,’ argument, 71 
This is true that by love is attainable, 

84 
i This load of limbs skin-covered, 38 
I This O Highest Good, 84 

This truth is taught in all the Scrip¬ 
tures, 28 

j Tho’ much I grieve O Mind, 87 
! Those Feet to hold, to hug caressing, 

91 
1 Thou art all Time, 114 

Thou art God and I none other wor¬ 
ship, 78 

; Thou art my Father and my Mother, 
; 48 

Thou art my mind and Thou, cxxiv 
j Thou art not elements nor senses, 102 
i Thou art of three-fold form unfold- 
| ing, xxviii 

Thou art on all sides Vastness, 32 
Thou art the doer of all I do, 7 
Thou art the flame of glory, 31 
Thou everywhere abidest, 32 
Thou freeing me from falseness, 34 

! Thou madest me to all united, 98 
j Thou nectar neve** cloying (G), 
| clxxxi 
! Thou with all seeing blended, 40 
! Though letters, consonants (S.M.), 

clxxxi v 
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Threc-cyed Father, high secrets, 79 
Three-eyed, sought of the saintly, 79 
Three-eyed Splendour that spakesb, 

79 
Three-* ved unseeing why remainesi, 

97 
Thro’ self that ‘ 1 ’, ‘ 1 ’, crietli, 39 
Thv Feet with kisses gods make rosy, 

95 
Thy Grace is all I .know, 88 
Thyself for me Thou gavest, 34 
’Tis but the mother not the barren, 

90 
’Tis gladness makes the gddly, 35 
’Tis God who doeth as He pleaseth, 

48 
’Tis true this body is unlasting, 58 
To all in Siva silence, 36 
To boast that by book-learning, 33 
To class or caste He lavs no claim, 

cv 
To Him the heavenly Dancer, 120 
To know that all the world, 96 
To make me know Thou art my 

knowledge, 92 
To rest beneath the shadow, 121 
To seeing eyos the Vision Thou, ‘66 
To such as love Him He is loving, 

102 
To Thee I’ve come for refuge, 39 
To think that all my actions, 120 
To think this foul and fleeting body, 

104 
To those who love all others, 36 
True of tongue are the truly holy, 26 

Unnumbered tho’ the ills of karma, 
cxxxv 

Unto no tribe He belongeth, 14 
Untouched by all His mighty actions, j 

104 

Vain is all learning, hearing, xxvi 
Vain this body, flesh, 71 
Vastness evolving the elements, 16 
Vastness, yea, vastness Thou art, 77 
Vedas and Agamas agree, 112 

We live O Lord because Thou livest, 
96 

Wealth and my willing soul and 
body, 91 

! Wert Thou another wor>v to fashion, 
95 

i What binds me back t ■ bonds, 91 
i Whate’er l have of lore and learning, 
i 51 

What in thy thought seems truth, 
101 

What is that which full of joy (C), 
clxxxii 

What time the fragrance falls, 145 
What time the goodly way of still¬ 

ness, lvi 
What time the Teacher of the Silence, 

88 
What time Thy fulness, Lord abound* 

ed, 95 
When closely seen, 93 
When I in glad surrender gave., 178 
When I the way of love not knowing, 

42 
When like the lotus softlv opening, 

94 
Whence came they linked to me, 109 
Where can 1 from Thy presence, 41 
Where in pure infinite whiteness, 110 
Where is the place that is Thy dwel¬ 

ling, 46 
Who built this house of darkness 

(C). clxxxii 
Who’d gaze at Heaven (G), clxxxi 
Who hold that what is here, here¬ 

after, 30 
Who is my father, who my mother, 

49 
Who made the darkness, 8 
Who spake the Vedas, xxiii 
Why disquieted, hard of heart, 79 
Why do men of no knowledge, 37 
Why hast Thou placed, 144 
Why in this water-bubble, 37 
Why seemest Thou unheeding, 41 
With God who is true wisdom, ciii 
With Thee , as salt in water, 35 
Woe-ridden long have I wandered 

108 
! Words of my mouth are prayers, 34 

Wouldst Thou accept a gar1 .nd, 39 

! ‘ Yea ’ and ‘ Nay ’, contrasts do they 
I exist, 113 
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The first column of figures shows the numbering of the hymns in 

N.M. Edition. 

The second column of figures shows the page where, in this book, 

there is a translation. 

The Roman figures refer to the pages of the Introduction. 
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<swsu/ffi Gfi&LD evQhjfifi • • • 203 71 
sfxsufi/f QurrQf)(et^L-eorrtS • • • 601 91 
anajp,p(Bia*n&ou « * . 599 91 



PRINCIPAL SIDDHANTA WORKS I 
T T 
i A. 

N.B. I. Bodham = Siva Guana Bodham. 

2. Siddhiyar — Siva Gnana Siddhiyar. 

3. Pattanattar Padat is a general term for his hymns particularized 

where cited. 

4 Tevarcun means hymns of Appai*, Sundarar, etc., particularized 

where cited. 

5. Right-hand figure indicates page of this book. 

6. The Kural and Ndladiyar are not strictly speaking Siddhanta 

works. 

Invocation 

Sutra 1 
o 

> t 

a 

■>9 

» 

0 

4 
6 
7 
8 

10 
11 
12 

Bodham 
PAGE 

. 169 
... lxxvi 

ulxxv, xlviii, ciii, eix, cxi, 
158, 161 

... lxxiv 
141, 150 

... lxxii 

... xeix 
exxx,212 
... 145 
... 212 
... 199 

Gnanakk ummie 

Stanza 38 

„ 134 

... ex vi 

... 156 
elxxvi, 19S 

Irapa Irupahtv 

Lines quoted at ... xxii, xcviii, 
exxxix, cxl, 140, 209 

Kai va 1 va N ava n eed a m 

Lines i \U( >ted at ... 194, 196 

\ xanthar Alan gar; mi 

Stanza 73 • • • • • • 131 

Tiru vi 1 an gaxu’s edition, p. 73... 200 

Kanth; ir Anubuti 

Stanza 4 • • • 138 

3 ) 12 • • • • • • xliii 

? 7 42 [See ! Lrrata J ... 203 

T, 
Kural 

1 ... 161 

10 • • . • ... xliii 

-Book iii . • • xliv 

914 . . . cxix 

Naladiyar 

Quoted at 

Nenjari Vilakkam 

Quoted at [See ErrataJ 

Nenju Vidu Tutu 

Lines 10-12 ... 
165 If ■* V • • • • • • 

,, 170, 171 

PAGE 

cx, cxix 

95, 221 

CXXXVlll 

exxxviii 
exxxviii 

Olivilodukkam 

vii. 4 

Pa : batt: Sittar ITidal 

Stanza 50 

138 

225 

I . -.1 tan at tar Padal 

Lines at ... cxv, 131, 157, 
166, 206 , 209 

Pottippahtodai 

7, S • • • ... lxxxiv 
13 • • • ... lxxxii 
13-26 ... , , , ... lxxxiv 
17 • • • ... lxxvii 
27-37 ... • • • ... lxxxiv 
38-45 ... • • * lxxxiv 
42-45 ... • • • cxxxvi 
46-67 ... • • • lxxxiv 
74-103 ... lxxxiv 
104-115 • • • ... lxxxv 
131-189 • • • cxxxvi 
135-13(5 cxxxvi 

S>angatpa Nirak nranani 

Lines at CXXXVUj cxxxvuj 
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Siddhiyan* Siddhiyar—contir A,ed 

(Quoted by book, section, verse) PAGE 

PAGE 3. 2. 59 • • • ... 142 
Invocation « • • ,,, 174, 178 3. 2. 65 . 149 
Prologue, 3 • • • • • • cxxi 3. 2. 73 • • » ... xxxvi 
1. 1 0 • • • • • ... 196 3. 2. 80 lxxix, lxxx, 150 
2. 1 • • • xxxviii 3. 2. 81 ... lxxvii, Ixxxii 
2. 4 ... xxxix 3. 2. S3 ... ... Ixxxii 
2. 5 4 e m xxxviii, 185 3. 2. 84 ... ... 150 
2. 5. 11 f I » ... 154 3. 2. 86 • • • lxxx, Ixxxii, 150 
2. 5. 16 P 4 P Txxxiii 3. 2. 87 lxxxiv, lxxxv, cxxii 
2. 6. 6 P 4 P ... cxxii 3. 2. 89 • • • ...cxviii, 181, 226 
3. 1. 10 xxxviii 3. 2. 92 • • • cxviii, 226 
3. 1. 14 POP lxxxiii 3. 3. 1 • • • ... ... exxiv 
3. 1. 18 • • ® lxxxiii 3. 3. 1-40 ... lxxv 
3. 1. 19-28 ppm ... 150 3, 3. 3 • • • ... ... lxxv 
3. 1. 25 • • • ... 150 3. 4. 1 . 141 
3. 1. 26 lxxxiii 3. 4. 20 • • • ... lxxv, lxxxiv 

3. 1. 27 • • • P 4 P lxxxiii 3. 4. 21, 22 ... Ixxxii 
3. 1. 36 ... cxxii 3. 4. 27 • • • lxxxiv 
3. 1. 37 • • * ... cxxii 3. 4. 28 lxxxi\ 
3. 1. 40 mmp ... cxxii 3. 4. 30 . 191 
3. 1. 41 ...cxxxiv, cxxxvii 3. 4. 33-40 . 191 
3. 1. 44 4 4 9 ... cxlii 3. 4. 40 • •• . 168 
3. 1. 45 • • • ... cxxii 3. 5. 1 lxxv, cxxii 
3. 1. 46 • • • cxxii, cxxxiv 3. 5. 3 4 4 4 140, 174 
3. 1. 47 • • • cxxxiv, cxxxvii 3. 5. 4 . 143 
3. 1. 49 [See Errata]... Ixvi, cxxi, 206 3. 5. 5 4 4 4 . 125 
3. 1. 52 lxiv, 181 3. 5. 6 4 4 4 ... 182 
3. 1. 55 ... 191 3. 5. 8 ...cxviii, 165, 174 
3. 1. 60 ... CXVi 3. 5. 9 ... ... cxxi 
3. 1. 61 • • • • • • ... cxxi 3. 6. 1 ... cxxxiii 
3. 1. 63 • • • cxxii, 124 3. 6. 6 i • 4 xcviii, ci 
3. 1. 64 • • • • • • lxxvi, cxxii 3. 6. 7 xxxi, eii, cxxiii, 186 

lxxvi, cii, 186, 218 3. 1. 65 ... cxxi 3. 6. 9 
3. 1. 68 • • * ... cxxii 3. 7. 3 4 4 4 ... lxxiv 
3. 1. 73 • • • ... 134 3. 7. 4 cxviii, cxxii 
3. 1. 88 • • • ... 191 3. 8. 1 4 4 4 cxxiii, cxxix 
3. 2. 1 ... cxxxiii 3. 8. 2 m m m ... 165, 167, 168 
3. 2. 3 4 4 4. ...lxxvi, xcviii, ci 3. 8. 3 m p m ... ... 165 
3. 2. 4 m m 4 ‘ • • v ex, cxi, cxxii 3. 8. 10 cxxiii, cxxx 
3. 2. 6 cix 3. 8. 12 • •• •>\) 

4 9 9 4 4 4 ^ 

3. 2. 9 mp4 • • • cix 3. 8. 13 xxxiv, 139 
3 a 2. 10 9 4 4 ... ex 3. 8. 14, 15 • • • ... 139 
3. 2. 12 cix 3. 8. 16 ... cxviii, 181, 212 
3. 2. 13 4 4 4 cxi, cxxii 3. 8. 17 cxv'.i, cxxii 
3. 2. 16 ... ... lxxvii 3. 8. 25 cxx 
3. 2. 24 4 4 4 • • • ... 129 3. 8. 28 • • • ... r , 165, 209 
3. 2. 25 xxxviii, cxxii 3. 8. 30 xlviii, cxxiii, 186 
3. 2: 29 • • • ... 145 3 8. 33 lie ... ... 1 .1.1 
3. 2. 33 cxxii, 167 3. 8. 35 ... cxxii 
3. 2. 34 4 4 4 cxi, cxxii 3. S. 37 ... cxxiii 
3. 2. 35 • • • ... cxviii 3. 9. 4 cxxiii, 212 
3. 2. 36 ... cxlii 3. 9. 5 . 125 
3. 2. 39 ... cix 3. 9. 7 ... ... 186 
3. 2. 40 4 4 P cx, cxii. cxlii 3. 9. 12 ... cxxii 
3.2. 47 ... cxlii 3. 10. 1 145, 146 

3. 2. 48 • • • ... cxlii 3. 10. 2 • t • . 145 
3. 2. 51 « • V cxviii, cxxii 3. 10. 4 . cxxiii 
3. 2. 52 ... lxxxv 3. 10. 5 4 4 9 ... 145, i46, 194 

3. 2. 53 mm* • • • lxxxiii 3. 10. 6 9 4 9 ... 194 

31 
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Si'Mhivar—continued 

3. 11. 11 • • • • • • 

PAGE 

... cxxiii 
3. 11. 12 • • • • • • el xxv, 196 
3. 11. 17 • « • • • • ... cxxii 
3. 12. 1 • • • • * • ... 199 
3. 12. 2 • • • U. • • ... 199 
3. 12. 3 cvi, cxxxiii, 207 
3. 12. 4 • • • • • • ... 199 
3. 12. 6 • • • • • • exxx, 165 
3. 12. 7 • « * • # • ... 167 

% 

Stanza 2 

Sivapragasam 

cxxii, 124 

„ 7 • • • • • • ... XXXV 

„ 8 • • • • • • ... 167 
,, io • • • w • • ... 174 

„ 13 • • • « • • ... 191 
,, 14 • • • • * • cxxii, 124 

,, 15 • • • • • • cxxii, 124 
,, 18 • • • • • • ... 182 

„ 19 • • • ■ • • 130, 143 
,, 20 lxxix, lxxxii, lxxxiv, 

„ 23 • • • • • • • 

cxxiv, 150 
lxxxiii 

„ 24 • • • • • • 144, 150 
,, 25 • • • • • • ... lxxxi 

26 • • • • • • lxxxv, 141 

• i — * • • • » • • ... lxxxv 
., 28 • • • • * « ex, exii 
.. 29 • • ♦ • • • ex 
.. 30 » • • • • • ex 

31 • • « • • • ... cxii 
.. 43 ... 141 
,, 48 ... ... 168 

»- 72 * • • • « • ... 209 
., 80 • • • • • • ... 186 
,, 99 • • • • « • ... XXXV 

iii. 47-64 

Sivatarumotram 

... 170 
viii. 90 «• • • ... 138 
x. 68 • • • • • • ... 135 

Sivavakkiar Padal 

Stanza 3* • i« • • • ... 157 

Lines at 

Tevaram 

... cxvi, cxl.c Ixxvi, 156, 
193, 198, 206, 211 

i. 1 

Tiru Arul Payan 

• • • • • • ... 161 
i. 2 • • • » • • ... cxxiii 

i. 9 • • • • • • ... 163 

ii. 1 • • • • • • ... 201 

ii. 2 • • • • • • ... 167 

ii. 3 • • ... 167 

Tiru Arul Payan —continued 

ii. 6 • • • • • • 

PAGE 

... lxxv 
iii. • • • • • • ... lxxvii 
iii. 3 • • • • • • ...lxxviii 
iii. 9. 10 * % « • • • lxxxiv 
iii. 38 • • • • • • clxxvi 
iv. 2 • • • • • • cxi, cxii 
v. 1 • • • ... cxxx 
v. 2 • • • • • • ... cxii 
v. 3 • • • • • • cxxxvii 
v. 4 • • • * • • cxxxvii 
v. 5 • • • • • • cxxxvii. cxii 
v. 8 ■ • > • • • ... 167 
vi. 5 • • • • • • clxxvi 
vi. 8 • « • cxii 
vii. 7 • • • • • • ... 145 

Tirukkalittupadayar 

Stanza 4 ... lxxxv 
28 y J a»l ( t • ... 203 

Tirukkaruvai 

Stanza 73 ... 195 

Tirukkovayar 

Stanza 8 ... 197 

Tirumantram 

Stanza 1 ... Ixiv 
,, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15 lxv 
,, 270 ... ... 124 
,, 343 . lxiii, 151 

431-440 cxxxiv 
,, 543 ... ... 203 

545 y y v « • » ••• 207 
552 y ) km • • • • • • ... 135 

,, 564-577 135, 174 
725 y y • ** • • • • • • ... cxvii 

,, 1154 ... ... 197 
,, 1186. ... 197 
,, 1231 ... ... 197 
,, 1514-1529 ... 168 
»i 152/ ... ... cxxx,168 

1528 ... ... 131 
1573 |) i • ••• ... cxxxi 

,, 1574 ... ... ... cxxxi 
,, 1576 ... ... cxxxi 
,, 1578 ... ... cxxxi 
,, 1580 ... ... lxxi, cxxxi 
11 1581 ... ... lxxi, cxxxi 
,, 1598 ... ... 211 

1600 . ... 226 
,, 1681. ... xcvii 
,, 2192 ... lxxvii, lxxxi, lxxxii 
,, 2372 ...xxxii, xxxiii, xcviii, 187 
,, 2373 .: xxxii, xxxiii 
,, 2397 ... ... 139 
,, 2401 . xxxii, xxxiii 
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Continued. 

Stanza 2436 ... 

PAGE 

... 196 
,, 2639 ... ... 155 
,, 2675-2680 ... 166 
,, 2789 . 174, 201 
,, 2955 ... ... xfliii 

Tiruuntiar 

Stanza 20 ... 131 
,, 22 ... ... 135 

31 j y vX ••• ••• ... xxxvi 

Tiruvasagam 

i. (line) 33. ... 156 
i. 77 . ... 131 
i. 92, 93 . ... 211 
iii. 112 ... clxxvi 
iii. 134 ... 195 
iii. 162 ... 198 
iv. 152 ... 201 
v. 113 ... 195 
v. 118 ... 201 
v. 166 ... 195 
v. 187 . ... 156 
v. 256 . ... 163 
v. 365 . ... 201 
vi. 114 ... 152 
vi. 116 ... lxxxv 

vii. 26 ... 166 
viii. 4 ... 166 
viii. 38 ... 201 
viii. 118-128 ... ... 138 
ix. 10 ... 136 

Tiruvasagam—continued 

xi. 16 . 

PAGE 

... 187 
xi.36 ... 166 
xii. 37 ... 201 
xii. 62, 63 ... ... 169 
xii. 77 . ... 169 
xiii. 49 ... 169 
xiv. 1-12 ... 152 
xv. 30 ... 166 
xvi. 25 ... 206 
xvii. 5-8 ... 156 
xix. 33, 34 ... 156 
xxi. 27, 28 [See Errata] ... J99 
Xxi. 32 ... 198 
xxii. 7 ... 187 
xxiii. 39 ... ... ... 201 
xxvii. 10 ... 206 
xxvii. 15 ... 198 
xxviii. ... 199 
xxix. 21 ... 152 
xxxiv. 36 ... 156 
xlv. 9-12 ... 138 
xlv. 10 ... 203 
xlvii. 14 ... 166 
xlix. 17 ... 156 
1. 22 [See Errata] ... ... 196 

Umnai Vilakkam 

Stanza 32 ... 175 
i j 38 • • • ...ixxxvi 

Vina Venba 

Noted at cxxxviii 



IV. GITA, RIG VEDA AND UPANISIIADS 

N./>. I. The Gita is cited by lesson and verse. 

2. The R. V. is cited by mandala, book and verse. 

3. The llpanishads usually have three divisions, some two and some 

no chapters. 

Gita 
PAGE 

i. 32 * • • ... 163 
ii. 39 • • • • • • ... 174 
ii. 45 • e • ' • * • ... 174 
ii. 55 * • • • • • ... 174 
ii. 68 «« • ... 135 
ii. 71 * • • . . • ... 153 
i i i. 6 ... ... ... 174 
iii. 7 • • • » • * ... 138 
iii. 19 ... ■ » • 138, 226 
iii. 20 « ■ ■ • • • ... 226 
iii. 22 • ♦ * ... ... 224 
iv. 20 • • • ... 138 
iv. 27 • • • ... 173 
iv. 28-30 • • ® ... ... 135 
iv. 29 • • * 135, 173 
v. 27 • • • ». • 135, 173, 174 

* rt 
N 1 • O ... ... 174 
vi. 10 • • * • • • 135, 172, 173 
vi. 11-14 • • • • • • ... 135 
vii. 21 • • * • • • xxxvii, 190 
viii. 12 ... ... 173 
ix, 9 • • • • • • ... 224 
ix. 23 » • • • • • xxxvii, 190 
x. 22 • •• • • . ... 202 
x. 23 « » • • . • ... 164 
x. 33 ... ... 161 
xi. 25-30 • • • ... lxvii 
xi. 49 • • • ... lxvii 
xiii. 9 ■ • • • • • • ... 138 
xiv. 5-27 • • » • • • . ... 149 
xv. 3 • • • • • • ... 138 
xv. 5 ... 138 
xv. 15 • • • • • . 157, 202 
xvii. 4-1 • . . • • • ... 149 
xvii. 14, a 16 • • • ... cxxix 
xviii. 6, 9 . • • .. • ... 138 
xv.iii 7-40 • • • ... 149 
xviii. 56 A • . ... cxix 
xviii. 61 , . , ... ... 157 
xviii, 62, 73 ... ••• ... cxix 

Ki g Veda 

\■ 4. 8 . xi 
i,TO. 6 . . . ... 128 
l, 15. 5 ... . « • 128 
i. 22. )7 » « « . • • ... 174 

Rii? Veda—continued 

PAGE 

vi. 29.1 
vi. 49. 15 
vii. 1. 1U 
vii. 6. 3 
vii. 19. 5 
vii. 83. 6, 7 .. 
viii. 14. 14 .. 
viii. 20. 22 .. 
viii. 24. 12 ... 
viii. 31. 3 ... 
viii. 57. 7 ... 
viii. 59. 11 ... 
viii. 87. 6 
ix. 22. 8 

i. 30. 7 ««» 128 
i. 32. 11 • • • » • * xi 
i. 33. 4 • • • 9 * • • » » xi 
i. 53. 9 • • • • • • xii 
i. 63. 4 • • • ' • • • • • • xi 
i. 81, 9 • • • • • • xi 
i. 100. 18 * * * • • • • • • xi 
i. 101. 1 • • • • 4 •- xi 
i. 103. 3 • • • • • • • • • x.i 
i. 103. 6 • • • • • • • • • xii 
i. 104. 3 • • • • • • xii 
i. 114. 4 • • • * 4 • - * • • 162 
i. 130. 7 • • • • • • 174 
i. 139. 9 • • • 128 
i. 141. 4 • • • • » * 171 
i. 174. 6 • • • • • • e • • xi 
ii. 20. 7.8 • • * • • • • • • xi 
ii. 22. 4 • • • • • • • fe • 174 
ii. 29. 4 • • • • • • • • • 128 
iii. 2. 5 • • * • • • • • • 162 
iii. 51. 6 • • • • • • • • • 183 
iii. 53. 5 « • • • • • • • • 128 
iii. 53. 14 • • • • • • xi 
iv. 16. 9, 12 • • • • • • xi 
iv. 50. 4 • • • • • • • » * 171 
v. 7. 10 • « • • • • • ( « xi 
v. 22. 6 . • • • • • • 174 
v. 29. 10 • • • » • • • • » xi 
v. 42. 9 • • • « • • • • • xi 
vi. 22. 4 

• • • • • xi 
vi. 23. 2 • • • • • • • • xi 
vi. 25. 2 • • • • • xi 

128 
xi 
xi 
xi 
xi 

xii 
xi 

174 
174 
174 
174 
xi 
xi 
xi 
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Rig Veda—continued 

ix. 41. 2 
x. 13. 4 
x. 14. 12 
x. 18. 1 
x. 47. 4 
x. 58. 1 
x. 60. 10 
x. 72. 6 
x. 73. 7 
x. 83. 1 
x. 135. 7 
x. 170. 2 

[See Errata] 

Aittariya Upanishad 

v. 
v. 3 

PAGE 

xi 
192 
192 
192 

xi 
192 
192 
174 

xi 
xii 

192 
xii 

... lxxv 
149, 165 

[See Erra 

i. 3. 28 
'i. 4. 6 
i. 4. 7 
i. 4. 10 
i. 5. 3 
i. 5. 15 
Ii. 1. 19 
ii. 3. 6 
ii. 4. 7-12 
ii. 4. 13, 14 
ii. 5. 1 
ii. 5. 15 
ii. 6. 3 
iii. 1. 1 
iii. 2. 13 
iii. 8. 8 
iii. 9. 26 
iv. 2. 4 
iv. 3 
iv. 3. 1 
iv. 3. 7 
iv. 3. 11 
iv. 3. 19 
iv. 3. 20 [See Errata] 
iv. 3. 21, 23-32 
iv. 4. 5, 6 
iv. 4. 22 
iv. 5. 15 
iv. 6. 3 
v. 5. 9 . 
v. 14. 3 
v. 14. 8 
vi. 5. 4 

vi 

Chandogya Upanishad 

i. 1. 2, 5 ... : 
iii. 13. 1-6 ... 
iii. 19. 1 
iv. 9. 2 

Chandogya Upanishad—continued 

PAGE 

Brihad Aranyaka Upanishad 

208 
173 

lxxiv 
165, 184 

xevii 
c 

ta] ... 172 
127 

cl XX 

Cl 
c 

cl xx 
164 
226 

i, cviii 
127 

127, 173 
173 
191 
226 

lxxiv 
lxxiii 
clxx 

172 
ci 

153 
127 

c 
164 
171 
154 
226 

iv. 14. 3 
v. 3. 7 
v. 5. 9 
v. 10. 3 
v. 10. 10 
vi. 2. 1 
vi. 2. 2 
vi. 7. 1 
vi. 8. 7 
vi. 9. 4 
vi. 10. 1 
vi. 10. 3 
vi. 11. 3 
vi. 12. 3 
vi. 13. 3 
vi. 14. 3 
vi. 15. 3 
vi. 16. 3 
vii. 5. 1 
viii. 6. 6 
viii. 14. 1 

1, 4, 5 
8 

i. 4 
ii. 20 
iii. 3 
iii. 7 
iv. 1 
iv. 14 
iv. 15 
v. 7 
v. 9, 11 
vi. 10 
vi. 16 

opanishad 

Kathopanishad 

clxix 
cviii 

171 
173 
171 

Ixxii. 208 
208 

c 
165 
165 

c 
165 
165 
165 
165 
165 
165 
165 

Ixxii 
172 

xcix 

161 
164 

192 
cxix 
lxxv 
cvii 
164 

clxix 
clxx 
cvii 

clxx 
xevii 

172 

Kaushitaki Upanishad 

i. 2 
ii. 5 
iii. 2 
iii. 3 
iv. 14 
iv. 19 

i. 4 
164 ii. 6 

iii. 1 
iii. 2 
iii. 3 

202 iii. 4 
173 iii. 5 
208 v. 2 

exxx vi. 5 

173 
173 
173 

Ixxii 
192 
172 

Maitri Upanishad 

... ... cvii, cviii 
171 

... ... cvii, cviii 
lxxiii, cvii, cviii, clxix, 149 

cviii, clxr 
• •• ••• «it cxv 
• ••• ••• 149 
... ... ... 149 

lxxv. 141 
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Maitri Upanishad—continued 

vi. 7 

PAGE 

• • * • • • 0 
vi. 8 153, 164 
vi. 9 ... ... cl XX 
vi. 10 149 
vi. 17 ... 171 
vi. 18 clxix, clxx, 134, 173 
vi. 19 1 EJ4 • • • • • • 

vi. 20 I'M • • • • • • Jl sj *■ 

vi. 21 172, 173 
vi. 22 • • • • • • c 
vi. 23 ... 132 
vi. 24 153 • •• ••• 

vi. 25 173 • • • A- i kJ 

vi .26 ...* clxx, 173 
vi. 27 173 • •• ••• JL § 

vi. 28 ... cxxx, 142, 149 
vi. 30 lxxii, xcvii, 153 
vi. 33 ... cviii, 173 
vi . 34 xcvii, 171 
vi. 35 ... ... 173 
vi. 36 ... ... clxx 
vii. 7 ... 164 
vii. 11 154 • •• • • • A C/ 1 

Mandukya Upanishad 

Verse 2 ... ... c, 165 
> > 3-/ . •. ... ... 154 
,, / Ixx, ci, 154 

Mundaka Upanishad 

i. 1. 7 ... ... clxx 
i. 2. 4 . 171 
i. 2. 12 ... ... cxxx 
ii. 1. 1 ... clxxi 
ii. 1. 8 . 171 
h. 2. 1 ... ... lxxii 
ii. 2. 2 ... ... 153 
ii. 2. 4 149, 165 

Muudaka Upanishad—continued 

PAGE 

iii. 2. 2 • • • ... 153 
iii. 2. 8, 9 • •• c 

Prasna Upanishad 

ii. 5 • • • lxxii, 173 
iii. 4 • • • ... clxx 
iii. 4-12 • • • ... 173 
iii. 5 • • • ... 171 
iii. 6 • • • ... 172 
iii. 10 • • • ... lxxii 
iv. 4 • • • ... 171 
iv. 5 • • • ... 208 
iv. 7 • • • ... clxx 
iv. 8 lxxii, lxxv, 141 
v. 5 • • ■ ... clxix 
vi. 5 • • • ... c 

Svetasvatara Upanishad 

i. 4. lxxiii, lxxv, lxxvi 
i. 5, 6 • • • ... lxxiii 
i. 8. ... lxxvi, 149 
i. 9, 10 • • • ... lxxiii 
i. 11 ... 149 
i. 15 ... 155 
ii. 8 ... 177 
ii. 14 • • • ... clxx 
iii. 2 • • • ... xcviii 
iii. 8 • • • ... lxxiii 
iii. 20 ... cxix 
v. 13 • • • 141, 149 

Taittareya Upanishad 

i. 11. 2, 3 ... • • • ... cxxx 
ii. 1 • • • lxxii, 208 
ii. 2 • • • ..; 173 
ii. 6 • • • ... lxxii 
ii. 7 • • • lxxii. 208 



V. BIBLE (AND APOCRYPHA 
REFERENCES 

Acts 

vii. 48 
xvii. 24-28 ... 

PAGE 

124 
124 

Apocrypha 

Apocalypse of Moses, xix. 2 ... 136 
1 Enoch xxiv. 4 ... ... 136 
4 Ezra vii. 123 ... ... 136 
Psalms of Solomon xiv. 2 ... 136 
Wisdom of Ben Sira xv. 11, 12, 

14, 20 ... ... ... 204 
Wisdom of Ben Sira xxxiii. 13 182 

Canticles 

ii. 1 • • • • • • • • * clxi 
ii. 5 • • • • • • 

2 Chronicles 

• • • cxxvi 

ix. 21 • • • • • • • • « iv 
xx. 26 • • • • • • 

1 Corinthians 

• • • iv 

i. 4 • • • • • • cxx 

i. 23 • • t • • • ex 1 iii 
ii. 1 • • • • • • • • • 129 
iii. 16 • • • • • • civ 
iii. 18 • • • • • • 189 
vi. 19 • • • • • • cxvi 
x. 31 • • • • • • • xciv 
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